


Welcome to our book – here’s a few ways to get started!

• Read the Teacher Roundtables and hear directly from us.

• Skim the Table of Contents (pages 10-11) or Ye Olde Index (pages XXXXX) for an overview of the book.

• Play Reclaiming chants while flipping through the book (see pages XXXXXX for online links).

• Jump to the chapter on Magical Activism for some quick 
inspiration (page XXXXX).

• Listen to an online ritual with Starhawk while reading  
(see page XXXXX).

• Do Bibliomancy (divination from a sacred text) – open 
the book at random and start reading!

Want to do a ritual without reading 
the whole book?

• Read the Ritual Skills intro and outline (pages XXX) 
and Sacred Space: Quick Ways (pages XXXX).

• Select a core working from the Workings chapter or 
another that interests you.

• Choose a few chants that fit your theme and mood 
(pages XXXX).

• Let the magic begin!

A word to organizers & teachers

Please see page XXXX for a more information about Reclaiming and our WitchCamps.

You can contact us at: ReclaimingQuarterly@gmail.com.

A Companion to the Writings of Starhawk
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missing! 
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“Welcome to WitchCamp!”

Each year, these words open nearly two dozen 
Reclaiming WitchCamps.

Originally co-created by Starhawk and Reclaiming’s 
founding generation, WItchCamps and communites 
now gather across the Americas, Europe, and Australia. 

With this book, we welcome you to our circle. 

Reclaiming-style magic can be done in large 
groups, small circles, or alone. It can be done with 
trained teachers at WitchCamps and classes, and in 
independent circles. 

This book will help create magic that works for you.

Getting Started – Several Ways

Read the Introduction and Ritual chapters. 
You’ll hear directly from participants in our 
camps and communities – What is Earth magic? Why and 
when do people do rituals? What do (or don’t) people 
believe about magic and spirituality? 

Jump straight into one of the rituals. The Rituals 
chapter has several rituals that you can do alone or with 
a small circle – there’s even a drum-trance ritual guided 
by Starhawk that you can find online. Read the Intent 
for each ritual to find one that calls to you. There’s also a 
section on how to create your own rituals using workings 
from this book or ones you invent.

Welcome to Reclaiming Magic!

Flip through the Workings chapter and find one you 
like. Each working can stand alone – although you’ll 
probably want to start off by reading Ritual Skills: Sacred 
Space: Quick Ways, which shows how to create a magical 
circle as a container for other workings.

Make up more ways. In Reclaiming we say: “Each person 
is their own spiritual authority.” Each of us creates our own 
best ritual and magic. The purpose of this book is to share 
some basic skills and tools and to help you discover what 
works for you.

Blessings on your work. Welcome to the magic!

Who Can Attend WitchCamp?
Camps welcome new participants, and teach both 
introductory and advanced skills. The only requirements 
are a willingness to work in accord with the Reclaiming 
Principles of Union and an open heart.

Each camp creates its own circle. Some camps are for age 
18-up, some all-ages. Several are for families and young 
people. 

Visit WitchCamp.org, or contact us with questions – email 
ReclaimingQuarterly@gmail.com

More about WitchCamp – see page XXX.Pagan Cluster drummers lead a spiral dance at Occupy Oakland, 2011. 

Top right: Teen Earth Magic 2010 (some teach at WitchCamps today)!
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About This Book

Contact Reclaiming Quarterly
Contact us at ReclaimingQuarterly@gmail.com

Why a Companion to Starhawk?
Now that you’ve read all of Starhawk’s books, you’re prob-
ably wondering what more there could possibly be?

Well, for starters, consider these:

• an illustrated essay on magical and activist ancestors

• 175 pages of step-by-step ideas for magical workings – 
altars, labyrinths, Tarot, spellcrafting, and much more!

• online trances, meditations, and even an entire Spiral 
Dance ritual

• chants for all occasions, from rituals to birthdays to 
singing in the shower – with links to streaming sites

Obviously a 350-page companion text was required!

What Is This Thing Called Reclaiming?
Reclaiming is an Earth-based spiritual teaching and grass-
roots organizing network with local communities and 
camps around the Americas, Europe, and Australia. 

Although each community is independently organized, 
Reclaiming groups all agree to work in accord with the 
Principles of Unity – see page XXX.

Reclaiming WitchCamps offer community rituals and 
workshops on magic, activism, and personal growth for 
people of all ages interested in Earth-based practices.

Find out more later in this chapter, and at Reclaiming.org, 
WitchCamp.org, and WeaveAndSpin.org.

Paganism & Other Religions
Some practitioners  and teachers of Reclaiming magic are 
also deeply involved in other spiritual traditions.

In addition to other Pagan traditions, Reclaiming folks are 
active in Buddhist, Jewish, and Unitarian groups. 

Jewish folks and allies have held JeWitch Camp some 
years in Northern California.

A few combine Earth-based and Christian spirituality – 
Francis of Assisi and environmental ethics are bridges.

What about Satanism?

Are Pagans connected to Satanism? Perhaps somewhere 
– but in many Pagan groups, Satan is seen as part of a 

different religion. We honor many goddesses and gods, but 
Satan wasn’t part of any Pagan pantheon.

What About Teachers?
This book is designed for people working alone or with 
friends, or at Reclaiming Tradition camps. Other folks are 
welcome to adapt it for their use.

Unless you are formally trained in the tradition, please do 
not teach this material under the name “WitchCamp” or 
“Reclaiming.” Reclaiming communities and camps have a 
teacher-development process. 

Bring Reclaiming teachers to your retreat! Reclaim-
ing teachers can anchor classes, workshops, and rituals, 
bringing inspiration and Earth energy to your event. 

No Grooming or Recruiting – this book is not to be used 
to recruit youth for circles or classes apart from knowing 
and communicating with their families. No Reclaiming ma-
terial is ever to be used to groom young people. Contact us 
with questions or concerns – email below.

About the Author
Luke Hauser (aka George Franklin) has helped organize 
Reclaiming rituals, classes, camps, chants recordings, and 
garage sales for lo these many years. 

He co-edited Reclaiming Newsletter and Reclaiming 
Quarterly from 1996-2011, and writes many emails.

His life goal is to co-launch global eco-pagan revolution 
and then retire on the proceeds of his alleged novels.

Thank you in advance for your generous support!

Witchlets in the Woods and Redwood Magic are all-ages family camps, 
where adults, teens, and kids share collective and age-based magic in a 
magnificent setting. More info at Witchlets.org and RedwoodMagic.org.
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A Fool Such As I
A Tarot Mystery

by Luke Hauser

The owner of Arcane Wisdom Magicke Shoppe is dead. His revolution-
ary new deck, the Trismegistus Meister Tarot, is missing.

Could the culprit be one of the locals on Oracle Street? Perhaps gnostic 
sage Madame Bluebloodsky?  Self-promoting racon-
teur Alabaster Crockley? Or maybe feminist maven 
Wendy Womansdaughter, owner of the Wiccan Won-
derland?

Did the shifty, tie-dyed mountebank from the esoteric 
street faire have a hand? And what about millionaire 
Cornelius De Roquefort, founder of the Headstone 
Eclectic Metaphysical Outlet chain?

Will the Universal Pan-Pagan Interfaith Council – UP-
PIC, the highest authority in the brave new Pagan 
world of the Great Return – succeed in hushing up the 
affair? 

Worse yet, is UPPIC looking for a convenient scape-
goat?

Join detective and resident custodian Jeff Harrison as 
he immerses himself in the minutiae of Tarot, taxing 
all of his intuitive and janitorial skills in a desperate 
attempt to clean up the messy affair – before he faces 
trial by ordeal!

Print/kindle edition or free PDF – DirectAction.org/fool/

The author takes the opportunity of a 
blank page in the current draft to announce 
his latest novel.

Magic will never be the same!
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Foreword: An Interview with Starhawk
(Starhawk’s interview for Teen Earth Magic Workbook – to be replaced)

(For now, we’ve left the interview from the TEM Workbook 
here – this will be replaced with a fresh Introduction.)

Author Luke Hauser and Reclaiming co-founder Starhawk 
have been comrades and co-agitators since the early 1980s. 

In this interview, we look back at how Paganism has evolved 
from the days when each of us 
(often as adults) had to discover 
Earth-based spirituality on our 
own, through the early days of 
Pagan parenting, to today’s Re-
claiming family and youth camps 
and communities.

Luke: You grew up Jewish – 
was that an important part of your younger years?

Starhawk: Yeah. I went to Hebrew schools, and I was 
Bat-Mitzvah’d. I went to Hebrew high school and after-
school programs. If I’d been a boy, I’d probably have 
grown up to be a rabbi. But in that era – it’s not just that 
there were not women rabbis – it never even crossed my 
mind as a possibility. 

What led you to Paganism and the Goddess?

I always loved fairy tales. I loved the idea of magic. I espe-
cially loved the kinds of stories where ordinary, modern-
day kids discovered magic in the modern world. I always 
longed for magic. 

When I got to be a teenager, it was the 60s. It was all sex, 
drugs, and rock & roll – its own kind of magic! I felt like I 
was having direct spiritual experiences, especially with 
nature. Judaism didn’t say much about that, especially at 
that time. So I began exploring.

My friend Patty and I eventually met some witches who 
said they believed that the Earth is alive, that the sacred 
Being is the Goddess, that sexuality is sacred, that women 
can be leaders. And I was like, yes!

Was this an organized Pagan group?

It was the American Celtic Tradition. We studied with 
them for a while, then drifted away. At that point in my life 
I wasn’t very good at following a discipline!

Back then, it was really hard to find out anything about 
witches. There was very little to read. Sybil Leek, Raymond 

Buckland. We read Joseph Campbell and other Jungians. 

When we met our teachers, Fred and Martha, they recom-
mended that we read Robert Graves’ book, The White 
Goddess – which is a pretty heavy read when you’re 17. 

I was really taken with his idea that there is this underly-
ing Goddess tradition behind all of 
European culture. 

You and I are part of a generation 
that had to seek the Goddess on 
our own. Now we see kids raised 
as Pagans.

When we started Reclaiming in the 
late 70s and early 80s, it was mainly 
young, single people. There were 

some families, and as the community grew and matured, 
more people had kids. 

But most Pagan parents did not grow up Pagan – it was a 
break with their family and their traditions. 

I felt there was a need for a book about raising Pagan kids, 
if we want the tradition to carry on, and not just be, “Oh 
yeah, that’s something my weird parents did back then.”

But I didn’t have any kids. Both Diane [Baker] and Anne 
[Hill] had kids, so it seemed like we would be a good com-
bination to write Circle Round (see page 14).

Witchlets in the Woods started in 2001, and Redwood 
Magic Family Camp in 2013 – over the years, a lot of 
Reclaiming kids have been raised on that book. 

I’m really grateful that people started those camps. It’s re-
ally important for kids to have a spiritual community with 
other kids who have the same kinds of weird parents!

You’ve worked with a lot of young people in your 
Earth Activist Trainings and other Permaculture work. 
What have been your hopes and goals?

When it comes right down to it, I’m a pretty practical 
person. And Permaculture is the practical side of believing 
the Earth is sacred – really knowing what to do about it.

I’ve always loved gardening and loved being with nature. 
And I’ve also been an environmental activist all my life. 
It seems like Permaculture is the positive program, as 

continued on next page

“Young people give me a lot of 
hope – even when I’m butting 
heads with them!”
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Gandhi said. Besides just protesting, this is how we start 
building the world that we want. 

I think young people come through the courses because 
they are going to have to live in this world, and they’re 
hungry to find out what to do about it. 

It’s very gratifying when 
I see people take this 
work and start projects, 
or work in a relevant field, 
or transform landscapes – 
make real changes – I feel 
like that’s been a huge 
success.

My hope is always that 
this is not just about how 
we entertain or soothe 
ourselves, but how we 
really shift conscious-
ness on a larger scale – to 
understand that the Earth 
is alive, that we are part of 
it, and that everything is 
interconnected. 

We have a responsibility to 
take care of it, to act in its 
service. And when idiots 
are destroying it, to do 
what we can to stop them. 

Suppose that in 20 years Reclaiming no longer exists – 
what are the most important things we can pass along?

If Reclaiming as an organization didn’t exist, but people 
carry it on or transform it in some way – if there were still 
people creating rituals that have meaning to them, orga-
nizing and taking action with the sensibility that this is 
not just about a power struggle, but this is a sacred activ-
ity and a shift in consciousness – that would be success.

Maintaining a tradition is hard in this era, when we have 
so many possibilities. It not like in the Middle Ages where 
you grew up in a community with rituals and traditions, 
and those were the ways things were done. Now there are 
infinite ways things could be done – there are infinite ways 
you could spend Samhain evening, whether it’s going to a 
ritual, or staying home and watching Halloween movies. 

Foreword: Interview with Starhawk (pg 2)
(Starhawk’s interview for Teen Earth Magic Workbook – to be replaced)

Let’s talk about Teen Earth Magic, which grew out of 
your organizing.

Teen Earth Magic is vitally important. Teens are at an 
age when you’re really wrestling with these questions 
– what is life about, what happens when we die, what 
do I believe, what kind of person do I want to be, what 

are my guiding 
principles going 
to be?

It’s really helpful 
to have a spiritual 
community to 
help you face 
those questions. 
To be able to 
do it in a place 
where other 
people will sup-
port you is very 
different than 
having to do it 
alone or face the 
condemnation of 
your community. 

Reclaiming is 
not a dogmatic 
religion where 
we give the an-
swers. But I think 

we have an approach that is of great value. I think there’s 
strength in the Pagan tradition, in the creativity and the 
sharing of power. 

Teen Earth Magic creates a really supportive community 
of young people. It’s a beautiful refuge for people who 
care for one another, who aren’t ashamed to learn from 
one another and teach each other.

What has TEM meant for Reclaiming as a whole?

It’s a learning ground, where some of the next generation 
will come from. They can begin to step up and take roles 
and guide and shape Reclaiming into its next phase.

We elders are getting older! And maybe not as central as 

continued on next page

Starhawk facilitates an exercise at a teens nonviolent direct action training – 
February 2011. Photo by Luke Hauser/Reclaiming Quarterly.
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we used to be. It’s exciting to see younger people wanting 
to step up. 

What about younger people coming into Spiral Dance 
or WitchCamp organizing? 

It’s great, although now that I’m older, I see the value in 
Native American traditions that say, “Honor your elders. 
Treat your elders with respect and care.”

Good luck with that!

Yeah. Empowerment is great, but elders actually do know 
some things, which we’ve discovered through trial and 
error. Youth don’t need to be condemned to making the 
same mistakes all over again. They can learn from our 
experience.

Part of creating the Teen Earth Magic Workbook is 
passing along lessons and ways of looking at things.

That’s so important. Inside and outside of Reclaiming, 
young people are grappling with questions around 
gender, around diversity, all of these issues – trying to 
contend with not fitting into the roles that society offers.

Books by Starhawk
• The Spiral Dance: A Rebirth of the Ancient Religion of the Goddess
• Dreaming the Dark: Magic, Sex, & Politics
• Truth or Dare: Encounters with Power, Authority, & Mystery
• The Twelve Wild Swans: A Journey to the Realm of Magic, Healing, & Action
• The Earth Path: Grounding Your Spirit in the Rhythms of Nature
• Webs of Power: Notes from the Global Uprising
• The Pagan Book of Living and Dying (with M. Macha Nightmare)
• Circle Round: Raising Children in Goddess Traditions  
  (with Diane Baker & Anne Hill)

Novels
• The Fifth Sacred Thing
• Walking to Mercury
• City of Refuge
• The Last Wild Witch (picture-book for kids and everyone)

More resources from Starhawk and Reclaiming – pages XXXXXXX.

Foreword: Interview with Starhawk (pg 3)
(Starhawk’s interview for Teen Earth Magic Workbook – to be replaced)

I think it’s wonderful to empower youth to create their 
own rituals, their own camp – to give them the skills and 
tools and see what they do with them. Reclaiming and 
especially Teen Earth Magic have been a supportive space 
for that work. 

This book is an amazing magical resource for teens – and 
everyone. I really appreciate the work people have done 
to gather all of these resources for the next generation.

It’s pretty impressive what people in Reclaiming have 
done – the number of authors and books, the music and 
chants and rituals – it’s been a very creative space!

What gives you hope?

Getting to teach young people Permaculture. Seeing the 
Parkland [Florida] teens start a whole movement following 
the violence at their school. That makes me feel hopeful.

Young people in Reclaiming give me a lot of hope – 
seeing them so passionate about things. Even when I’m 
butting heads with them, the fervor and life force that 
they bring to bear is beautiful. 
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One more page forStarhawk 
interview
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Reclaiming Camps & Rituals 
Are Often Held On Indigenous Land

Adapted from a statement from Teen Earth Magic.

Teen Earth Magic (and many Reclaiming events) are held on unceded land of Indigenous People. 

We live in a society built on genocide and theft.

In our rituals we acknowledge this debt and participate in the magical deconstruction of this abuse.

In our activism we seek to support Indigenous organizing, and to understand and heal the ways 
settler colonialism has and is influencing our efforts.

We take time to learn about the Indigenous People whose land we gather on, and how to support 
their ongoing efforts for recognition, autonomy, and healing.

We are engaged in a continuing process of listening, learning, and practicing.

So mote it be.

Acknowledging Indigenous People in our ritual practice – see Ritual Skills: Honoring First People – page XXX.
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Reclaiming WitchCamps are intensive retreats in the Reclaiming Tradition* of magic and activism, and 
offer Earth-based ritual, empowerment and awareness workings, activism, and community.

Camps are co-created by organizers and teachers, and connect via the WitchCamp Council. 

The earliest WitchCamp was a teacher-training intensive in California in the late 1980s. British 
Columbia WitchCamp was the first camp open to all. Vermonet, California, Texas, and Germany held 
other early camps.

Some camps welcome all ages. Witchlets in the Woods(California) and Wild Ginger (Ontario) launched 
the family camp movement, bringing Reclaiming magic to all ages. Redwood Magic Family Camp and 
Teen Earth Magic have expanded our youth offerings. 

Today, camps can be found in Europe, Britain, Australia, and North America, with local communities 
in South America as well. Find the latest WitchCamp schedule at WitchCamp.org.

For more about WitchCamp and Reclaiming communities, classes, and workshops, see pages XXX.

Who Can Attend WitchCamp?
Anyone who will work in accord with the Reclaiming Principles of Unity (Reclaiming.org/about) can 
attend WitchCamp. Some camps are for ages 18-up, and some are for families. Some have specific 
focuses and constituencies. Visit camp websites for specifics.

Visit WitchCamp.org for camp contacts, or email us with questions – ReclaimingQuarterly@gmail.com 

* - for more about Reclaiming, see page XXX and visit Reclaiming.org.

About Reclaiming WitchCamps
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Magic is one of those words that means something different 
to everyone. Whether or not we “believe in magic” or “do 
magic” often depends on what we mean by the word. 

Here’s what some WitchCampers think about magic. You 
might want to get out your journal and answer some of 
these questions for yourself. (See page XXX.)

What does magic mean to you?
Seed (E): That’s like asking a fish, “What is water?” 

KaeliMo (Y): It’s super vague – it’s a mystery! It’s different 
for everybody, which is part of what’s cool.

Heaven (A): I’ll start with a book definition – changing 
consciousness at will Everyone is able to do it, but many 
people are not able to let themselves do it. Some people 
are sort of born into that world. Some people have to talk 
themselves into it.

IvoryFly (A): It’s an experience. It’s life. It’s not separate. 
Not like I “go to a place” to do magic.

Meagan (Y): Magic is the ability to influence reality in 
non-linear ways, to generate energy for an outcome 
through non-physical means. It’s intuitive, not rational. 

Fio (A): One of my missions in the world is re-sacralization 
– the re-centralization of things that have been lost or 
changed by Western occult magic. The truest witchcraft 

is about people awakened to their own uncanniness, to 
their belonging to both this world and the other world.

Seed (E): It seems to me that the world manifests through 
a wild, embodied, vivid energy. When we can be with 
the fire and water and gratitude and creativity and 
playfulness and mischief, it’s the most natural thing in the 
world – it’s the way we are if we aren’t cutting ourselves 
off. 

Dusky (Y): Magic is intentionally creating your 
own reality. I don’t mean that in a delusional 
sense. It’s like if you wake up in the morning 
and say, “I’m going to be happy today” – there’s 
a pretty good chance you’ll actually be happy. 
When I do magic that tries to affect the world 
outside me, that’s when the lines get blurry. I’ve 
always struggled with my scientific mind arguing 
against my magical self – is this real, or is this just 
me convincing myself?

Mykel (Y): It’s the ways that our beliefs and 
intentions fundamentally change the world. 
Something about myth/story, and how telling a 
different story changes your situation. 

Paul (E): Magic is just living every day. There’s 
mundane magic and “real” magic – it’s all part of 
us.

What Is Magic? – Reclaiming Roundtable

continued on next page

Key:  (Y) = youth to approx 30 / (A) = approx 30-55 / (E) = elder
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Nurturing our seeds – a magical working at Teen Earth Magic 2010.

What Is Magic? – Roundtable (pg 2)

What is the link between magic and energy?
Kim (A): We’re made of energy. Magic is recognizing that – 
in your body, in your emotions. When you tap into that, you 
can create change for yourself and for the world. 

Ola’i Wildeboar (Y): To me, magic is the energy of the 
Earth that flows all around us. It’s the little miracles we 
experience every day and the good feelings that make 
us light up inside. We are all capable of magic – from the 
little voice in our head that tells us right from wrong, to the 
compassion we feel for a friend in need – it’s all magic. Our 
living, breathing, consciously loving souls are magic.

Lilo (A): When you are a witch you are watching threads of 
possibilities that other people are not seeing – threads of 
the past, of destiny, of how things work in a natural way, 
in cycles, in the rhythm of the world. There’s responsibility 
behind choosing one of these threads. If I don’t feel 
responsible for this thread, my magic will not work.

Willow (E): There are energies around me. It’s like a 
musician’s relation to a dancer. Doing magic is consciously 
engaging with that.

Lucy (Y): Magic is the energy created when thought 
or time or practice is put into something. I believe that 
everything we do, say, or think sends out vibrations and 
energy into the universe – to me, that is magic. Practicing 
magic is the focus on exactly what energy you are 
sending into the universe and why.

Ingrid (Y): What I call magic is 
moments in time – the quality of the 
day, walking down the street and it’s 
perfectly sunny and warm, a slight 
breeze – I don’t know how to explain 
it, but I’m pretty sure everyone knows 
what I mean, and has felt like that. It’s 
a feeling of, to be completely cheesy, 
“wholeness” – all-encompassing, more 
than just the moment.

How does magic work?
Seed (E): It’s really a mystery, isn’t 
it? (Long pause). It’s an engagement 
between what’s flowing toward us 
from the world, and what our creative 
energy is calling. Anyone who does 
spellwork or that kind of prayer knows 
that what manifests often has little 

resemblance to what you thought was going to happen.

Lilo (A): It “works” because it’s natural. As a witch, I 
understand in my bones and muscles how it works. If I can 
accept it, I can let it happen smoothly. In the end, I also 
don’t know. Its’ a mystery. I only know that it happens.

Heaven (A): The reality is that magic is simple. Some 
people would speak of “sympathetic magic.” When you 
light a candle and focus your will, you create something. 
You transform yourself into a conduit, and those energies 
work for you. As I will, so shall it be! Those words are real.

Max (Y): Magic entails knowledge and use of science, 
universal laws, art, and mystery. Magic is wisdom and 
love woven into an art form of personal development 
and transformation.

Jamie (A): It goes back to shamanic roots. We are in a 
living, conscious world. Everything has life, everything 
has consciousness. Our job is to be, not just in harmony, 
but to be connected, at one with it, so we increase all the 
good work – creativity, generosity, awareness, beauty.

Willow (E): I’m a musician, and  everything around 
me is the dance. Magical tools are my instruments 
– grounding, singing, drumming, leading trances, 
being able to look at my shadow…. The way that I play 
influences how the energy around me wants to move. 

John (A): It’s an awareness that everything is connected. 
The modern world isolates and divides us. That’s why 

continued on next page
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What Is Magic? – Roundtable (pg 3)
hanging out in nature is so important – it brings 
back awareness of the connections, of oneness.

Mykel (Y): For me, magic is something you do, a 
process – but it’s also a thing that exists in everything, 
without us “doing” anything. Part of doing magic is 
opening up to that – that magic is in everything.

How have your ideas about magic or 
spirituality changed?
Rhys (Y): When I was a child, I thought of magic as a 
physical power. As I got older I realized that it exists 
more within myself and what is around me.

Ola’i Wildeboar (Y): When I was little, I thought 
if I worked hard enough I could learn to fly or 
shoot lightning out of my fingertips. And that with 
whatever spell I was doing, the results would be 
immediate. I realize now that some magic can be 
visible or physical or immediate, but that’s not usually 
how it works. 

Paul (E): I recall in the early days of Witchcamp, how I’d 
wait all year for this one week so I could become my real 
self. At some point I realized that the real magic is living 
each day with the awareness of our values, of our energies 
and actions. Noticing what is around us – where do we 
want to focus our will and our action?

John (A): At first I thought of magic as spells, making 

Top: Maypole at Berkeley PaganFest – see page XXX. 

Bottom: Reclaiming’s Besom Brigade at PaganFest. 

things manifest in the physical world. But I’ve come 
to understand it more as a process of transformation. 
Magic is a way of changing the self to change the world. 
And as the world changes, it changes the self. 

Dusky (Y): Over the years, I have been able to incorporate 
magic into my inclined-toward-science mind. That’s 
powerful to me, that I never have to choose between 
magic or science – it could be both. Magic is the science 
we haven’t yet “scienced,” that we haven’t yet been able to 

quantify. 

Lucy (Y): For me, the realization that most magic 
doesn’t produce a result in a day. Some of the most 
powerful work I’ve seen and done is long-term. 
Thinking of magic as a journey has helped me 
progress as a spiritual being.

Seed (E): As I get older, I spend so much of my time 
in “crone” work – prayers for the world, prayers for 
nature. It’s a lovely inversion that can happen when 
you are croning, when the attention that was spent 
trying to construct one’s self turns inside out and 
points into the world. 

Jamie (A): I am more inclined toward the metaphysi-
cal. I’m more interested in working with universal 
elements, not just “Earth” elements. Practicing with a 
sense of the self that is more expansive, complex, per-
meable. A more open sense of the real, of who we are.
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What Is Earth Magic? – Roundtable
What is “Earth” magic?
Sequoia (Y): I have this reaction that we’re on our hands 
on the ground, we’re directly in contact with the Earth, 
and we’re speaking the names of plants. It’s a visceral 
magic. It’s easy to get into this esoteric world of spells and 
song and poetry – Earth magic is rooted in things that we 
can see and touch and speak to. Even when it appears in 
esoteric ways, it’s grounded, literally, in the real world.

Heaven (A): The whole world is  magic – and the Earth 
is magic. We’re trained not to notice this – we have to 
unlearn our conditioning.

Willow (E): Aligning with an energy of the place you are in 
– what is it about that relationship that  I want to explore, 
and that it wants to explore with me? Earth Magic can 
also mean people who have special relationships  with 
trees and plants. 

Hilary (Y): It’s the idea of Earth as divinity, the energetic 
engagement with this being that we reside on. It speaks 
to our energy bodies and our community bodies, our 
collective bio-diverse experiential bodies – it’s that web 
of connection, that interweaving of deity and plant and 
animal and mineral and unnamed mysterious cauldron.

Fio (A): Everything is body. The body is deeper, wilder, 
wiser than we are taught. The cosmos is a body. Nothing 

happens that cannot be translated through the body. 

Dusky: What I believe is that the Earth and everything 
alive on it is connected, and there is some greater con-
sciousness existing through that – something greater 
than the sum of its parts.

Sequoia (Y): Earth magic is recognizing the life and 
magic in the plants and animals we’re interacting with, 
recognizing it as collaborative and interactive magic. 

What do you mean when you say that Earth 
magic is collaborative?
Sequoia: There’s an older idea of magic as control over 
the elements – it’s a manipulative type of magic. In 
Reclaiming, we talk about the concept of power-over 
versus power-with – Earth magic is very much a power-
with experience, allowing our concept of sentience to 
spread across beings that we can’t share words with.

Paul (E): What’s important to me is re-engaging with 
the Earth. It’s not a metaphor. It’s a physical thing. I can 
run up to a tree and put my arms around it, I can put my 
hands in the mud. Earth magic for me is that tangible, 
sensual, dirty relationship with the Earth. It invigorates 
me – like going to the Earth spa – and it’s free!

Jamie (A): Earth magic has to be applied. To be a witch is 
an aspirational thing – it means we 
are a force for vitality, for wisdom. 
We bring health and wholeness and 
wellness and vitality to the whole. 
We are the environment, we are the 
elements.

Hilary (Y): If you are invoking a 
deity, you are invoking the stories 
of the people who created them, 
the stories that are held in the 
rocks and the drops of water at 
that place. If you invoke a tree, you 
invoke the idea of a tree, but you 
also invoke what the tree has to say, 
beyond metaphor. When you look 
at a leaf and see that there’s not 
enough water, the edges are dryer, 
and you know what that means for 
the ecosystem – that’s also Earth 
magic. It’s not just imagining and 
personifying Butterfly or Bee or 
Salmon – it’s listening to what their 
Earth-bodies are telling us.

Teen Earth Magic gets down to the nitty-gritty with our 2018 theme: Mushrooms & Fungi.  
Artwork by Aja. Photo by Pavani.
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Take our survey and see how your answers compare to Reclaiming WitchCampers! See the next page for our results.

          Words    Call Don’t call myself but Don’t use Huh?                   Notes
 myself     OK if others do    or like 

Pagan/Paganism

Neo-Pagan

Witch/Witchcraft

Magic

Wicca/Wiccan

Reclaiming

New Age

Alternative Spirituality

Spells/Spellcrafting

Goddess-based

Earth-based

Spiritual

Religious

Agnostic

Atheist

Skeptic

Anarchist

Activist

Radical

Artist

Woo

Hippie

Other:

COMMENTS:

How Do You Describe Yourself?
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Mixed reviews (half 
positive/half-negative)
Alternative Spirituality
Hippie

Terms that most 
people are indifferent 
about or don’t like
Neo-Pagan
Religious
New Age 
Wicca
Skeptic
Agnostic
Atheist

And a few write-ins that we’ll ask next time
Super-Awesome
Free-Thinker
Off-Gridder

What do Reclaiming folks call themselves? What terms do 
people use to describe what they’re doing?

What better place to start than with young folks?

Here are results from a non-scientific poll taken several 
years at Teen Earth Magic (see previous page for survey).

The most common self-description words
Magic
Witch/Witchcraft
Artist
Earth-based

Other words that people like – but more folks 
say, “I don’t use it 
about myself”
Activist
Spiritual
Pagan
Reclaiming
Spells/Spellcrafting

Terms that get high 
marks, but also a 
few negatives
Anarchist
Radical
Woo 
Goddess-based

How Do People Describe Themselves?

Photos
Teens create body art illustrating camp themes (see page XXX):

• Top: Journey of the Monarch Butterfly (2012)

• Middle: The Bard’s Journey (2011)

• Left: Pentacle of the Great Turning (2010 & 2017)
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Roundtable: Words & Beliefs
How do you refer to your spiritual 
involvement? Are there names you use?
Seed (E): I’m not super into the semantics of it. I’m not 
really fussy about the words.

Dusky (Y): I’ve been trying to find a word for the entirety 
of my spiritual existence. I even fluctuate between 
whether I refer to myself as a spiritual or religious person. 
Finding a concise word is not easy. I’m usually like, “I’m 
Wiccan-ish, I’m Pagan-ish.”

Kim (A): It depends on the audience! If I was in the 
hospital and needed a religion on my armband, I’d say 
pagan. I don’t say “wiccan,” 
because that implies more 
Gardnerian, and it’s not 
particularly my path.

Fio (A): I’ve been 
experimenting with this 
academic term – “service 
magician” – because it’s my 
literal job! I would also say 
I fall under the purview of 
“cunning craft” – a lot of my 
magic is specifically cunning 
craft. People come to me to 
banish spirits from homes, 
divine, find lost objects, sell 
their homes and businesses. I 
would never go about going, 
“I’m a cunning person!” But 
that term makes sense. 

John (A): I often say I’m part 
of a neo-pagan movement. I 
don’t know if there’s a specific term for the kind of magic 
that Reclaiming does. As a community we’ve resisted 
having too strict a definition or label of who we are, 
because of our value of openness and wanting to be able 
to change with the times. 

Willow (E): Our tradition draws people who basically 
don’t like to join groups. There’s a resistance to boxes and 
labels. I feel some of that with the word “witch.” It’s a label 
to carry.

Paul (E): Depending on the circumstance, I’m either 
pagan or a witch. To me that’s an important thing to 
acknowledge. I claim it proudly (the word witch). 

Do others use ‘witch’?
Mykel (Y): I love the word “witch.” I like that it’s about 
being a powerful, purposeful person instead of being 
attached to any one religion. I don’t identify as a Wiccan 
because I associate that word with more theologically-
rigid traditions that emphasize the gender binary.

Heaven (A):  I think I was born a witch. I had such a real 
relationship with the Earth from a young age. Everything 
made sense when I was in nature.  I think being a witch is 
a birthright. It’s just who I am. And luckily there’s a whole 
tradition that supports that!

Fio (A): If I meet 
someone on the street, 
I would never say I’m 
a witch. Why would I? 
But I am a witch. That’s 
the term that makes the 
most sense, that I can 
go, yep, that’s the word 
that I love, embrace, feel 
embraced by. 

Lilo (A): In Brazil, “witch” 
has different translations 
– it can be masculine or 
feminine.  I would say 
I am a witch in a “femi-
nine” way, so I wouldn’t 
say “bruxo,” I would say 
“bruxa.” I think it’s a pro-
gressive idea, someone 
who is a queer person 
but has this beard and 
this face that can be read 

as a man – calling themselves “bruxa” in the feminine way. 
Sometimes I feel that I have to hide it. It’s dangerous here. 
Very dangerous.

Ingrid (Y): I like “witch,” although it requires more 
explanation, and a lot of people look at you and do this 
weird smile.

Kim (A): I’m totally okay with being called a witch in 
mixed pagan company, or in open-minded lay company. 
But not at work. I guess I’m in the broom closet there.

John (A): I’m the same way. One thing I do is emphasize 
the connection with nature, and less focusing on spells. 
I never really got good at spells. I focus more on being in 

Key:  (Y) = youth to approx 30 / (A) = approx 30-55 / (E) = elder continued on next page
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Roundtable: Words & Beliefs (pg 2)
awe of the oneness of nature, feeling the connection. 

Willow (E): When I’ve built trust and affinity, I come out. 
By using that word I can do some culture-changing. But 
it’s not the only word I use.

What does ‘witch’ mean to you?
Willow (E): Someone who does things with healing 
energy, consciousness-changing ritual. I also tell people 
the things I suck at – to blow any illusions that I know all 
the mysterious things. I really suck at kitchen magic. I’m 
not great with Tarot. 

Dusky (Y): Being a rad, bad-ass feminist. Witches are 
spunky chicks. Witches weren’t afhraid to be different, and 
that’s a really big part of my self-identity – that I’m okay 
with being weird and wackadoo and all that stuff. It’s part 
of my spirituality to be weird.

Heaven (A): It’s a language that I speak. To be a witch is to 
speak a certain language. 

IvoryFly (A): Witches have good values – life, health, 
safety, justice, equality.

Paul (E): When I say witch, I mean I am a piece of mud 
and dirt and sand and tree, in connection to all. We are 
no longer separate from the Earth – we are part of the 
Earth. There’s also this aspect of connection to “outlaws” – 
people who spoke real truth to power. 

Mykel (Y): The word “witch,” to me, means that a person 
practices the art of doing magic, instead of focusing on 
any particular theology. 

Were you raised in a spiritual tradition?
Ari (Y): I was raised Christian, but I was allowed to check 
out other religions. My dad was a Pagan and with him I 
attended rituals and Witchlets, where I began to look into 
Paganism. Both parents had a respect for each other’s 
religions and never put them down.

Peter (Y): At birth I was a multitude of stitched-together 
spiritualities. I attended Sunday school, led by my mother, 
at a small Methodist church where we would watch the 
Sun rise on Solstice. I was baptized over a Mayan fire for 
peace and unification of the Earth. As I grew older we 
settled into Reclaiming and the Red Road. 

Seed (E): Christianity never made sense. At church, I 
would sit there and stare at the tiffany glass windows and 
just hope that it would end soon. Nature was always the 
most sacred thing to me. 

Mykel: My friend was involved in the Unitarian Church 
and they have a Pagan Interest Circle that does moon 
circles. I’d come along, and I was super into that from the 
beginning. It still feels good and natural to do that. I don’t 
think I have another part of my practice and identity that 
has stayed with me as long as this has.

How is it to follow in your parents’ tradition?
Peter (Y): I always followed in my mother’s spiritual path 
because it felt right. I loved the empowerment of the 
Reclaiming community, and value the ethics and manners 
and the recognition of equally valuable traditions from 
the Red Road.

Ola’i Wildeboar (Y): Both my parents are open to all 
religions but especially to Earth-based ones. My parents 
have supported and taught me what I needed to know.

What has drawn you to work with 
Reclaiming?
John (A): The emphasis on activism is a cornerstone of 
Reclaiming, and that’s something I really resonate with.

Willow (E): Being a Reclaiming witch is being on the fringe 
of the fringe of witchcraft. We don’t have the traditional 
degrees, the high priestesses, all these structures. For me, 
Reclaiming tradition is a container that is large enough 
to hold me in wherever I am in my belief, or lack thereof. 
I am free to explore what mystery means to me. I want to 
cultivate a sense of wonder and curiosity – what the hell is 
out there? What connects us? 

Ingrid (Y): I appreciate the activism, and the inclusive 
nature – wanting to accept and value being diverse. I love 
that about Reclaiming, that we make space for and value 
diversity in every sense. 

Fio (A): The draw for me was the politically engaged 
witchcraft. The ecofeminist values. I remember reading Fifth 
Sacred Thing and Truth or Dare, and I was very allured by 
Starhawk’s articulation and the prose poetry – such a clever 
writer! Such a sensuous writer. 

Seed (E): When I was young, I had these imaginary friends 
who wanted to do all the crazy things I wanted to do. In my 
30s I stumbled on Reclaiming. It was such a revelation, like 
all of my imaginary friends existed in the flesh, dancing na-
ked around the bonfire! They were going out in the woods 
and worshiping the way I worshiped. It was mind-blowing. 

Maeve (Y): One of the things I remember about Witchlets 
is when I was eight and got to have a ritual role, and got 
to be around a bunch of other people who were doing 
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roles, people of all different ages. I got to leharn by watch-
ing and being treated like I was on the same level as the 
others.

Dusky (Y): When I’m in a Reclaiming camp or group, I 
don’t feel like I have to be any one way. I initially thought 
I was supposed to be super magicky, super spiritual. But 
I realized pretty quickly that wasn’t the case, that there 
would be someone in the community that would want to 
join me in whatever goofball activity I wanted to do.

Where does Reclaiming get difficult for you?
Lilo (A): I would like to see a change in the way we think 
of community – in the way we deal with and how we 
maintain community. The way that we build community 
is intertwined with a very specific and systematic way that 
marginalizes people with specific skin colors, and central-
izes the thought of very specific people. We have work to 
do.

-- Jacin!

== IFly reQueer support could go here?

What has changed for you?
Fio (A): There’s the amazing “technology – in my training 
working with a lot of Reclaiming teacher, there’s a lot of  
collaborative ritual technology and ritual technology that 
is very potent, very proficient – I wanted to learn that. I 
became very committed.

Paul (E): Once upon a time, years ago, magic was in ritual, 
and life was somewhere else. That’s no longer is true. 
Magic is diffused to every part of my life. There’s no longer 
a separation. 

Willow (E): I would totally echo that. When I found 
Reclaiming, I started cultivating magical lifestyle, not just 
doing magic in rituals. Reclaiming has given me so many 
tools for integrating hidden parts of myself, for coming to 
the crossroads and learning how to feel more integrated 
and whole. That’s an ongoing gift.

What keeps you coming back?
Natasha (Y): A big part of what brings me back is the 
people. They’re my family, people I’ve grown up with. It’s 
something I feel really lucky and blessed to have. 

Seed (E): Our culture is hungry for spiritual and creative 
community – you have to make it up, make it happen. 
That’s one of the wonderful things about Reclaiming and 
so many other communities of spirit.

Sequoia (Y): The experience of being a co-creator.

Maeve (Y): The same for me. My first year at Witchlets 
I was three. It was new and exciting and unexpected at 
every turn – completely magical. Part of the role I now 
see myself in, as a Weaver and ritual planner and stu-
dent teacher, is creating that magic again – keeping that 
spontaneity and unexpectedness and discovery for new 
people.

Charlotte (Y): I love having a space for young people to 
do magic in nature, people who are there for the same 
reason, who want to do Earth magic. There’s only so many 
teenage witches in your life!

WIllow (E): I feel so deeply grateful for Reclaiming. There 
have been times when I’ve felt really frustrated. Then I 
think about how many of the people I love most in the 
world came from this tradition, this wacky, functional, 
dysfunctional family. So I continue to stick around and be 
super-grateful for it.

The growing pains are constant. And I’m grateful that we 
are evolving and dynamic, even though it’s uncomfort-
able at times.  

Roundtable: Words & Beliefs (pg 3)
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What Do I Believe (or Not)?
Here’s a chance to meditate on your own beliefs and non-beliefs. You could do it while you’re washing dishes or commuting 
to school or work – but why not take a little time and first create a magical circle?

PREP
Set aside 30 minute or more where you can be undisturbed. 

Bring – Book of Shadows or journal and pen; water; comfortable, layered clothes; music player if you wish.

Music – Reclaiming’s Labyrinth Meditation Music – on all streaming services. Put this 8-minute track on loop and settle in.

Sacred space – decide how you will do it. See the Rituals Skills chapter for ideas for quickly creating a circle (especially 
pages XXX). You can also simply close your door, stand tall and relaxed, and take five breaths – one each for Earth, Air, Fire, 
Water, and Spirit. When you finish, take a deep breath, say, “Blessed Be,” and sit down to write.

WORKING
J Book of Shadows – Write for a few minutes about any of these topics that call to you. You may want to leave blank space 
after your answers for later additions.

What Is Magic?

• What do you believe about magic? Is magic “real”? What does that mean? How does magic work? 

• What are a few things you believe about magic/spirituality? (Note – “scientific” people can answer this one too – what does 
“magic” mean to you?)

• What are a few things that you do not believe about magic? List a few things you’ve heard about magic/spirituality that just 
don’t make sense to you. Can you say why?

• When and why might you do magic, a ritual, a spell, etc?

• What is the point of ritual? Why would you or anyone else take part in a ritual?

• Does the word “sacred” or “spiritual” or a similar word have meaning to you? What does it mean in your life and your practice?

• What does Goddess/God/Deity/Divinity mean to you? Do you have relations with or attraction to any specific deities? What 
do you get from relating to these beings? (Or what might you wish to get)?

Your Involvement and Commitment

• Do you presently see magic and ritual as something you do or wish to do alone (“solitary”)? With a small circle? Only when 
someone else organizes it? With a community of people who gather regularly? What draws you to one or another way?

• What were a couple of pivotal moments in your realizing you are (or might be) a Pagan/anarchist/witch/whatever?

• Do you consider yourself to “belong to” or to “be a part of” Reclaiming or another pagan, spiritual, activist, or artistic group? 
If so, what does this mean? 

• What’s something you wished you got from your involvement in Paganism and/or Reclaiming? What’s something you could 
give/offer that you have not yet found the occasion? Any thoughts on your next steps?

More Meditations on Beliefs and Practices

See Starhawk’s books: The Spiral Dance, The Twelve Wild Swans, and Truth or Dare.
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Covens, Circles, & Solitaries
Circles & Covens
In popular lore, a coven is a secret circle of witches. For 
magical people, a coven can mean a committed circle, 
sometimes dedicated to a particular kind of magic.

Around Reclaiming, people tend more to say, “My circle is 
meeting tonight,” or “I talked about it with my circle.”

Used this way, a circle means around four to ten people 
who meet regularly as a closed group. Some circles do 
deep healing magic. 
Others are “play and 
pray” groups who meet 
to do spontaneous (and 
sometimes less than 
fully serious) ritual. 
Some gather to sing or 
chant, some share food. 
Some go to protests 
together.

How Do Circles 
Form?
Sometimes circles form 
when folks meet in 
Reclaiming classes or at 
WitchCamps.

Other times, a few 
friends join together. 
Some keep showing up, some drop out. New people are 
invited, until finally you have consistent group. Voila – a 
circle!

What if people show up sporadically, or they’re always 
late? You’ll have to decide – is the person’s low level of 
commitment draining energy from the circle?

How Long Do Circles Last? 
A few circles keep meeting for many years. One Bay Area 
circle that formed in the 1990s from an Elements of Magic 
class still meets regularly, and most of the members have 
become Reclaiming teachers.

Others meet for a year-and-a-day, or for a year-or-so. 
Some end gracefully, with a final ritual and much love. 
Some fizzle out when people stop showing up.

The good news is, once in a while a circle really jells – just 
like once in a while a street theater troupe or a hip-hop 
crew really coalesces and does something amazing. Keep 

trying – in the long run, the odds are in your favor!

If a person is leaving the circle, or the circle is ending, 
maybe you want to have a farewell ritual, to recall good 
times together and then formally end the relation.

Solitaries – Magic without a Circle
Solitaries – people who work magic alone – have long been 
part of the magical tradition. In fact, witches and magicians 

working in groups might be 
the exception, not the norm.

When we talked to people 
about this book, one solitary 
said, “I don’t like doing magic 
with other people because I 
always wind up feeling silly.” 
(Others said this was why 
they do like group rituals.)

Some who love group 
magic also have a “personal 
practice” that they do alone 
– meditation, circle casting, 
Tarot readings, etc.

It’s like music – some people 
only play with others. Some 
do it alone. Many do both, 
depending on the situation.

In the long run you’ll dis-
cover what works for you. We hope this book helps. 

Meanwhile, work with what’s available. If you have some 
friends who want to explore magic, try a circle. 

If not, guess what? You’re a solitary until further notice!

Solo Workings in this Book 
Most rituals and workings in this book include a Solo 
Working section. Some are actually “solo work” even in a 
larger group – Tarot readings, labyrinth walks, altars – you 
do the working on your own whether you’re a solitary or 
part of a 30-person group.

Social Magic – For Real! 
For workings that need a group, we sometimes suggest 
trying it with friends – at a birthday party, with a youth 
group, or on a rainy afternoon. A lot of the workings in 
this book are fun and powerful whether or not you’re do-
ing a ritual. Try Lifting Each Other Up or a Blessing Circle.
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Reclaiming and the greater Pagan community share a 
few practices and a basic etiquette that students of the 
Craft should be aware of. 

These guidelines are always in flux and being renegotiat-
ed. In a group or circle, take time to discuss these issues 
and other agreements (see Introduction: Agreements).

• Don’t “out” other people as Pagans or witches. Even 
as times change and Paganism becomes more widely 
accepted, understanding and tolerance is not universal. 
Some people need to protect their identity as Pagans 
and witches in order not to compromise themselves in 
other parts of their lives.

• Each person has the right to be addressed by the name 
and pronoun they request. Some circles begin by sharing 
preferred names and pronouns, which might be differ-
ent than what we assume, or how the person identifies 
in other parts of their lives. We can honor the diversity of 
our circles by listening and respecting these requests.

• A magical circle is not for observers – it is participatory 
and experiential. In a ritual, all participants are expect-
ed to conduct themselves in a manner respectful to the 
Goddess and to support the magical workings. If you’re 
not prepared to focus your attention and efforts on the 
ceremony, don’t join the circle.

• Respect boundaries, both physical and 
emotional. Rituals are not a place for “hitting” 
on people, or for grabbing random hugs. Ask 
before touching or hugging. Notice power 
dynamics, and when someone doesn’t want 
to share or be close. When in doubt, ask.

• Do not take photographs or video unless you 
have advance agreement with planners. The 
ritual, and memories of it, are to be carried in 
your heart. The exception is when a photog-
rapher has been designated ahead of time 
and is announced to participants. .

• Craft ceremonies are not inviolably solemn, 
but they are serious in central purpose. In-
appropriate talking, joking, laughing, snack-
ing, etc are disrespectful and interfere with 
the ceremony. Our attitude, conduct, and 
energy should reflect both joyousness and 
solemnity. There will be time after the ritual 
for the sharing of food, drink, conversation, 

and merrymaking.

• Traditional lore teaches that consecrated objects easily 
absorb energy – do not touch anyone’s magical tools, 
such as a wand, chalice, athame, jewelry, drum, or other 
ritual regalia, without the owner’s permission.

• If you find it necessary to tend to personal needs after 
the circle has been cast, you can quietly leave and return 
to the circle. If you leave for good, let someone know.

• The use of alcohol or non-prescription, mind-altering 
drugs and substances shows disrespect and puts the 
user(s) on another wavelength than the nonuser(s). 

• What occurs in circle is sacred and not to be talked about 
with those who were not part of the circle (exception – if 
you feel someone’s safety or well-being is in danger – see 
Introduction: Agreements).

By observing these simple guidelines, you’ll find a 
welcome place in many open circles. And that could lead 
to invitations to smaller, more intimate private rituals!

Adapted from a Reclaiming Newsletter article by M. Macha 
NightMare. 

Find all 100 back issues at WeaveAndSpin.org/back-issues/.

Magical & Ritual Etiquette
Observe these simple guidelines and you’ll be welcome in open circles!

Magical etiquette – always ask permission before you lie down on Pagan laps.
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Curses, Hexes, & Negative Magic
So What About Curses?
Curses and hexes have a long and illustrious history in magic. 

Greeks and Romans created “curse scrolls” – thin lead 
sheets inscribed with names and magical words, then 
rolled up and dropped into a well or creek, where they 
survived for millennia until discovered by modern archae-
ologists. The ancients were serious about their magic!

Halloween brings us the most common image of a Euro-
pean witch – a hag who hurls crook-fingered curses.

And face it, who hasn’t wished for the power to turn their 
adversaries – or their geometry teacher – into newts?

Asking for What We Want
When doing spells and magical workings, state intentions 
and desires in positive terms – focus on positive develop-
ments we want in our lives and the world.

Avoid infusing magical energy into negative thoughts 
such as harm to adversaries or fears about how our lives 
might go.

For example, I ask to ace the interview or audition, rather 
than not failing. I ask the universe to fill my life with love, 
rather than that I not feel lonely or rejected.

Notice how this connects to curses – when a co-
worker irritates me, I don’t ask that they “lose” their 
job – although I might wish that they “find” a differ-
ent one.

The Law of Threefold Return
Unfortunately, as many learn the hard way, when 
we put negative energy into the world it has a way 
of returning on us. 

In fact, it happens so often that we speak of the Law 
of Three-Fold Return, or simply the Law of Threes.

Three-fold isn’t an exact calculation – but it’s close 
enough that I may want to take care about the 
energy I’m putting into the world!

With most people, it’s easy – I can smile, say a kind 
word, hold a door, or pay a little extra on a bill – 
simple acts that send good energy into the world

But what about those truly aggravating people we 
come across? We all know them – people who we 
wish would move to Siberia and not stay in touch. 

How do I “keep things positive” with them?

A Magical Shrinking Spell
Here’s a handy skill – how to magically shrink someone’s 
significance in your life.

Suppose a co-worker is driving you crazy by their lousy at-
titude. Being around them is making you miserable, and it 
might even hurt your grades. 

If you curse or hex the person and wish that they lose their 
job, you risk having it return on you – you might get away 
from them by losing your own.

What if instead you crafted a spell where you claim your 
workplace as your own? Imagine yourself thriving, with 
ideal allies and support. Make a list of the qualities you 
want and demand: cooperation, good humor, focus, 
showing up on time... Try to state them in positive terms 
(eg, ask for “intelligent discussions,” rather than “no stupid 
comments.”)

Once you list a half-dozen, say each word or phrase and 
take a breath, pausing to picture your ideal environment. 

Empower your vision by singing along with a chant (visit 
WeaveAndSpin.org/playlists) – try She Changes Every-

Transformational Tableaux – one way to deal with negative energy.

continued on next page
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thing She Touches (Kore Chant) or Weave and Spin.

Will your aggravating co-worker be there next time? 
Probably – but they may have shrunk a bit. The more we 
empower our own work and vision, the less important 
others’ bad attitudes become.

What About Negative Energy?
Magic can change hearts, minds, bodies, and spirits. It 
helps us to be more focused, grounded, and powerful. 

Why spend time doing negative magic toward someone 
else, when I could be doing positive magic for myself?

But it’s a two-way street. What if we feel someone is di-
recting bad energy at us (sometimes subtly, sometimes 
not), or even doing negative magic toward us?

Shielding & Shadow Work
Shielding is a way to guard ourselves from specific en-
ergy while remaining open to the world.

Rather than dealing with difficult situations or negative 
energy by withdrawing or shutting down, I can craft a 
magical shield that allows me to fully engage with all 
parts of my life.

Shadow work isn’t about the “negative” – it’s about 
getting in touch with all of the challenging sides of 
myself and my world. Sometimes it can be fun. Not 
always.

Why does shadow work matter? 

Because when someone aggravates or angers me, 
it’s often because they are “pushing one of my but-
tons.” Their words and actions strike one of my sore 
spots, and I hurt all over again.

If I look at difficult parts of myself in magical ways, 
maybe I can be more flexible in “real life.” 

See Workings: Boundaries and Workings: Shadow

Negative Energy In Rituals
If magic works, I may encounter energies that 
surprise, upset, and maybe even scare me. What’s 
going on?

Magic, no matter how far-reaching and mind-
bending, is always my own experience. No matter 
what other beings or energies I might encounter, 
the experience remains uniquely and completely 

mine, and is always in my power to challenge, to change 
– or to step away from.

Banishing Negative Energies
Suppose negative energies do show up during or after 
a ritual – now what? Here’s a few magical techniques for 
reclaiming your power.

• Turn the lights on. You don’t have to wait until the work-
ing is complete. If you don’t like the energy, turn on a 
light. Open a door or window. Get some fresh air.

• Name the energies. Trust your intuition and name what 
you are feeling. Use the name to demand that the energy 
desist and depart. “Negativity, be gone!”

• Call in positive energies. Name them: “Be here now!”

• Devoke quickly. End the working and quickly devoke 
what you called in. Open the circle. 

Then move to another space and re-ground yourself. 
Have something solid to eat. Shift your attention – watch 
a movie, play a game, give your cat a bath.

For more ideas about changing and shifting energy, see 
Workings: Auras and Workings: Shadows.

Transformational Tableaux – a way to work with difficult energy. What if we 
act out the tensions and frustrations – then transform them into support 
and understanding?

Curses, Hexes, & Negative Magic (pg 2)
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Drugs & Alcohol: Our Agreement
Reclaiming has only a few things where we say, “Don’t do 
this.” One of those is showing up at rituals or classes after 
having taken drugs or alcohol.

What counts as a drug? Well, if it’s illegal, or seriously al-
ters your mood, it’s probably a drug for our purposes here. 

With common substances like caffeine and sugar that 
are legal but also impact people’s behavior and moods, 
camps and classes often ask people to use them in mod-
eration and not use them to “get high.”

What you do outside of rituals and classes is your own 
business. But if you do magic in the Reclaiming Tradition 
– and particularly if you invite others to join you – we trust 
you to remain free of drugs and alcohol before and during 
the ritual, camp, or class (this includes post-ritual social-
izing, which is still part of the event).

We can’t enforce this – we don’t have any police, and we 
don’t have a horrible place to send your soul after you die. 

Instead, here are some reasons for asking this agreement:

(1) We’re going on a journey together – let’s start off 
from more or less the same place. Showing up and stay-
ing drug- and alcohol-free strengthens our group magic. 

(2) Many people are in recovery from substance abuse, 
or are avoiding substances. Drug-and-alcohol-free rituals 
create a safer space and show solidarity.

(3) Magic can be spiritually and emotionally challenging. 
Would we get high and go scuba-diving or rock-climbing? 
Then why be so careless with our spiritual practice?

Drugs, Alcohol, Health, & Safety
Magical Safety: Your Experience
Reclaiming magic does not involve “losing ourselves.” 
Our practice is about increasing our awareness. 

It may seem exciting to lose ourselves in a ritual or trance, 
to let the magic completely take over. But magic actually 
involves becoming more aware, not less. 

When I do magic, I remain aware of what is within and 
around me. When necessary, i am able to quickly return to 
full awareness, to act and react as needed.

At the end of a magical working or trance, people typi-
cally feel refreshed and filled with life. If I feel depleted, 
cranky, or bored, something isn’t working. 

Sure, anyone can feel cranky or bored during a ritual. It 
happens to the best of us. But if I feel that way afterward, 
when I can do anything I want – it might be time to try a 
new type of magical working! 

Safety In Community
In Reclaiming we recognize issues of power, inclusion, 
and safety. As in many traditions, teachers are expected 
to refrain from intimate relationships with students and 
mentees. Organizers do not hold power over participants. 
Each person is their own spiritual and personal “authority.”

Ever-evolving shared and local standards of community 
etiquette help guide practices – see page XXX.

We work to create structures of accountability such as 
teaching collectives,  listening circles, and conflict go-to 
people – folks who offer to help mediate issues that arise.

Indoor Fire Safety
At retreats, fire magic plays a major role. At home, fire is not 
a safe tool. Magic involves an altered state where we don’t 
always notice mundane details like flammable curtains.

Don’t do fire magic in a physically unsafe space such as 
bedroom or basement – you’ll feel that negative energy 
and it will undermine your work.

If you burn candles indoors, avoid open flames. Magic 
can be distracting – use glass jar candles or an enclosed 
tea-light holder. Create a sturdy, uncluttered candle altar 
out of non-flammable material, away from curtains, wall-
hangings, clothes, paper, and open cans of gasoline.

Have a smoke alarm and a fire extinguisher handy. 

When you leave the room or go to bed, extinguish all 
candles – make it a dedicated magical practice. Fire safety tip – never build a ritual bonfire in your bedroom!
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Group Agreements
Why Groups Make Agreements
In camps, paths, and classes, people have found it helpful 
to make some agreements – ways that we agree to treat 
one another and the group.

Agreements are part of Reclaiming’s anarchist heritage. 
Anarchists say that there is no one above us to make rules 
– we have to come to agreements among ourselves.

The fewer rules, the more cooperative people tend to be. 
Group agreements take longer, and often come out dif-
ferently than expected. But they make stronger circles.

For classes, teachers might let folks know the “status 
quo” of agreements ahead of time, so those attending 
know what they might expect.

At camps, people often review past agreements to see if 
we want to change anything, then re-agree.

Agreements for This Book
Here are some agreements that are important if you’re do-
ing magic alone or with others. 

The list grows – you can make agreements about all sorts 
of things, from quiet times, to respectful touch. If you 
think of other agreements you want – go for it.

Confidentiality – what happens in the circle is dis-
cussed only among those present – and only when 
they are present (no gossip). 

Not everyone wants to be “out of the broom closet.” 
Not everyone wants others to know that they are do-
ing magic, or that they are interested in spirituality.

I can share my own experiences and tell people about 
a class or circle. But I don’t talk about things others 
did or said.

Exception – if you feel someone is in danger, it is 
always okay to talk to someone you think can help. 
Remember – you only get one chance to break con-
fidentiality with a person. They probably won’t trust 
you again. Knowing that, make your best decision.

Respect / No Put-Downs – treating others as we 
want to be treated. Listening. Giving others full 
attention during rituals and exercises. Learning to 
support differences and diversity in the group. How 
amazing it is to be together and not make fun of one 
another or score laughs at another’s expense.

Remember the Law of Three-Fold Return – the 

energy I put out into the world comes back on me three 
times (see Intro: Curses & Negative Magic). Respect for 
others makes good mathematical sense!

One Group / No Cliques – include everyone, especially 
new people. There is a relaxed, open feeling to a group 
that includes everyone – no one has to work at belonging!

Right to Pass / Self Care – in camps, circles, and classes, 
people have the “right to pass” – they can sit out an exer-
cise, or take part and choose silence during sharing.

We say: “Each person is their own spiritual authority.”  We 
might add “political and social authority” as well. Each 
person is responsible for their own well-being.

Reclaiming is about creating your own magical practice 
– it’s not about checking off a list of things you’ve done. 
In the end, each of us is responsible for discovering and 
creating the magic that works for us!

Reclaiming’s Agreements
Reclaiming Tradition also has agreements. The Principles 
of Unity unify the international community. Not every-
one agrees with every word – but at least we have a 

starting place 
for discussions 
when things 
get tough!

See more about 
Reclaiming and 
our Principles 
of Unity in the 
following pages 
and at the end 
of the book.

Agreements help 
build the trust 

that others will 
truly support 
us – trust fall 

at Teen Earth 
Magic. 

More info at:

TeenEarthMagic.
org/workbook/)
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Reclaiming Tradition is an international network of camps, local communities, and intentional circles. Founded around 
1980 in the San Francisco Bay Area, the tradition now includes groups in Europe, Australia, and across the Americas.

Each local community and camp is independently organized. Together, the communities agree to work in accord with 
the Principle of Unity– see below.

Reclaiming is committed to changing the world 
through magic and activism. Our vision is rooted 
in the religion and magic of the Goddess, the 
Immanent Life Force. 

We see our work as teaching and making magic: 
the art of empowering ourselves and each other. 

In classes, workshops, and public rituals, we train 
our voices, bodies, energy, intuition, and minds. 

We use these skills to deepen our strength as 
individuals and as community, to voice our 
concerns about the world in which we live, and to 
bring to birth a vision of a new culture.

A 501c3 nonprofit called Reclaiming Collective is 
based in San Francisco. Several other Reclaiming 
communities are also organized as nonprofits.

Principles of Unity – Reclaiming.org/about

Questions, Fan Mail, Chocolate, Etc:
ReclaimingQuarterly@gmail.com

ReclaimingSecretary@gmail.com

Who Is Reclaiming?

CONTACTS & WEBSITES
International Contacts: Reclaiming.org/worldwide/

About Reclaiming: Reclaiming.org/about/ 

WitchCamps: WitchCamp.org

Family Camps: Witchlets.org & RedwoodMagic.org

Archives, Writings, & Music: ReclaimingQuarterly.org

Current Features & Music: WeaveAndSpin.org

Chants Playlists: WeaveAndSpin.org/playlists

International Elists including Int’l Pagan Cluster 
(Activism) Elist – see page XXX for elists!

Photos by Luke Hauser & Alla Irwin

Above: Climate Justice march, Oakland CA, 2015.

Right: Dancing the spiral at Witchlets in the Woods, 2018.
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Stilt-dancing invokers welcome Earth at the 2010 Spiral Dance. Photo by Michael Rauner – michaelrauner.com.

The Spiral Dance
First held in 1979 to celebrate the release of Starhawk’s 
book, the ritual is danced each year around Samhain – the 
New Year of the Witches and one of the San Francisco Bay 
Area’s biggest magical gatherings of the year.

This participatory ritual has become a central event in 
the Wheel of the Year for the Reclaiming community and 
beyond, as hundreds gather to honor our ancestors.

In addition to year-round ritual planners, dozens of vol-
unteers come together in the weeks prior to create this 
amazing gathering – singing and playing music, creating 
colorful invocations, building altars and installations...

If you are in the Bay Area in late October, you can join!

Vidreos, tickets and information can be found at:

ReclaimingSpiralDance.org

Reclaiming WitchCamps
WitchCamps are extraordinary retreats for the study of 
magic, ritual, and for building and renewing our commit-
ment to each other and to world change.

WitchCamps include all levels of experience (some camps 
include all ages). Newcomers learn basic magical skills. 
Advanced paths offer chances to apply these tools. Par-
ticipatory rituals weave community while building skills.

Camps are currently offered in Europe, Australia, and 
around North America. Some camps are family- and teen-
friendly, and offer programs for various ages.

Many camps are geographically based, and help anchor 
Reclaiming communities in their region.

For information on Reclaiming WitchCamps, visit:

WitchCamp.org

WitchCamp & The Spiral Dance
Two Unique Reclaiming Activities!
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Reclaiming is not a group you “join” – it’s more like a spider web that links people and groups (and it’s sometimes as messy as 
a bunch of cobwebs!). Here’s ways to get involved.

(A) Join elists/facebook pages:

• RIDL – Reclaiming’s international list.

• BARD – Bay Area Reclaiming (Local rituals, activism, 
and events).

• Living River (LivRiv) – Pagan Cluster activism.

• Many Reclaiming groups have facebook pages – 
search <Reclaiming> and scan the groups.

To join a list, email ReclaimingSecretary@gmail.com.

(B) Visit websites:

• Reclaiming.org – basic info, international contacts.

• WitchCamp.org – international listings, including 
family and youth camps.

• WeaveAndSpin.org – current posts and selected 
archive features for all devices.

• ReclaimingQuarterly.org – the original magazine site – back-issues, archives, plus dozens of online features.

• ReclaimingSpiralDance.org – hub site for the annual Bay Area Samhain/Halloween ritual – our largest gathering of the year!

(C) Read a book

• The Spiral Dance, by Starhawk – magic and rituals in the Reclaiming Tradition – weaves feminism, activism, and Earth-based 
spirituality into a powerful blend that helped spark Reclaiming. Get the 1999 edition.

• Elements of Magic, edited by Jane Meredith and Gede Parma – a 2018 anthology of magical theory and practice featuring 
contributions by writers from around the Reclaiming network.

• The Fifth Sacred Thing, by Starhawk – a gripping, post-apocalyptic novel embodying Reclaiming-style values and practices.

• Direct Action: An Historical Novel, by Luke Hauser – fast-paced story about the activist cauldron in which Reclaiming was born.

(D) Declare yourself part of the Reclaiming community

• Attend a ritual or WitchCamp; create an altar; visit our websites; read a book.

• Gather some friends for a ritual, circle, or study group – or do a solo working.

• Read our Principles of Unity on the next page and ask yourself if you accept and agree with these community statements.

• When you feel ready: Turn clockwise three times and say: “I am co-creating Reclaiming magic – I am a part of Reclaiming!”

(Bonus) Take a class – in person or online

Online Reclaiming classes – join Reclaiming elists, or visit WorldTreeLyceum.org or BayAreaReclaiming.org

For in-person classes, visit BayAreaReclaiming.org or Reclaiming.org/worldwide to see if there is an active group or Witch-
Camp community near you – visit their website or email them to find out if they are offering classes.

If you are under age 18, please tell the teachers your age when you contact them, and tell your parent or legal guardian as well. 
Until you are 18, please do not contact Reclaiming teachers without informing your parent or guardian.

Getting Involved In Reclaiming
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Reclaiming’s Principles of Unity
International Statement of Core Values

The values of the Reclaiming tradition stem from our un-
derstanding that the earth is alive and all of life is sacred 
and interconnected. We see the Goddess as immanent 
in the Earth’s cycles of birth, growth, death, decay and 
regeneration. Our practice arises from a deep, spiritual 
commitment to the earth, to healing and to the linking 
of magic with political action.

Each of us embodies the divine. Our ultimate spiritual 
authority is within, and we need no other person to 
interpret the sacred to us. We foster the questioning 
attitude, and honor intellectual, spiritual and creative 
freedom.

We are an evolving, dynamic tradition and proudly call 
ourselves Witches. Our diverse practices and experi-
ences of the divine weave a tapestry of many different 
threads. We include those who honor Mysterious Ones, 
Goddesses, and Gods of myriad expressions, genders, 
and states of being, remembering that mystery goes 
beyond form. Our community rituals are participatory 
and ecstatic, celebrating the cycles of the seasons and 
our lives, and raising energy for personal, collective and 
earth healing.

We know that everyone can do the life-changing, world-
renewing work of magic, the art of changing conscious-
ness at will. We strive to teach and practice in ways that 
foster personal and collective empowerment, to model 
shared power and to open leadership roles to all. We 

make decisions by consensus, and balance individual 
autonomy with social responsibility.

Our tradition honors the wild, and calls for service to the 
earth and the community. We work in diverse ways, in-
cluding nonviolent direct action, for all forms of justice: 
environmental, social, political, racial, gender and eco-
nomic. We are an anti-racist tradition that strives to uplift 
and center BIPOC voices (Black, Indigenous, People of 
Color). Our feminism includes a radical analysis of power, 
seeing all systems of oppression as interrelated, rooted 
in structures of domination and control.

We welcome all genders, all gender histories, all races, all 
ages and sexual orientations and all those differences of 
life situation, background, and ability that increase our 
diversity. We strive to make our public rituals and events 
accessible and safe. We try to balance the need to be 
justly compensated for our labor with our commitment 
to make our work available to people of all economic 
levels.

All living beings are worthy of respect. All are sup-
ported by the sacred elements of air, fire, water and 
earth. We work to create and sustain communities and 
cultures that embody our values, that can help to heal 
the wounds of the earth and her peoples, and that can 
sustain us and nurture future generations.

Changes to the Principles

Reclaiming’s Principles of Unity were created by the 
original Reclaiming Collective in 1997. The Principles 
were intended to guide the broader, decentralized Re-
claiming network and provide a baseline of agreement 
as new communities and camps formed.

The Principles can be amended and updated by the 
BIRCH council (Broad Intra-Reclaiming Council of Hubs), 
a representative spokescouncil which has met at and 
between all-Reclaiming Dandelion Gatherings. 

To date, two changes have been adopted to the Prin-
ciples of Unity:

• In 2012, gender language was broadened.

• In 2019, language around nonviolence was modified 
(see activism chapter), , and a statement that Reclaiming 
Tradition is anti-racist was added.
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Gender Complexities
Key Issues for Reclaiming – an Interview with Mykel Mogg

Mykel has been involved in Reclaiming for over a decade, 
first as a Witchlets and Teen Earth Magic camper and now 
as a teacher. He is a trans man, first coming out at TEM, and 
has been active in bringing awareness of trans issues to 
broader Reclaiming and Bay Area circles.

Interview by George Franklin.

What made Reclaiming and TEM a safe 
space to explore gender?
The social dynamics of Teen Earth Magic were geared 
toward transformation. Everybody was consciously 
choosing to be in a transformative space, and the con-
tainer was set up in a way where we all agreed to hold 
each other in a certain way that made it feel possible for 
me to explore who I was.

I first thought of myself as sort of 
being outside of gender at Teen 
Earth Magic, in a trance. I talked 
about it with people, and they were 
like, cool! So it felt like a very low-
pressure space to explore things.

There’s also something about being 
at a camp, where you’re there for 
a week, and can try stuff on and 
decide you don’t like it later. You’re not changing your 
whole life, just changing your whole life for a week! You 
try something on for a week and see if you like it.

Teen Earth Magic was the first place I changed my pro-
nouns. It was a very positive experience. It’s scary, but 
I felt very safe and supported. I felt confident it would 
be held well. That made it possible for me to go forward 
into the rest of my life with a foundation that people are 
holding me this way. It makes it easier to talk to other 
people who might not react as understandingly.

What specifically did people do that let you 
know they were your allies – and what 
wasn’t helpful?
Something that gave me confidence was the conscious 
setting of the container, with very strong norms about 
how people listen to each other at camp. 

I don’t think I’d ever heard anyone do a pronoun go-
round when I first requested it. That was the first time. 
But we have these norms where when somebody tells 

you something about their life, you listen to them and 
hold them in positive regard. People didn’t do a lot of 
questioning another person’s truth about themselves. 
That helped a lot.

Having queer teachers who were setting the container 
and holding the space was really a positive thing.

The hardest things have been a lack of “infrastructure,” 
for lack of a better word. If I wanted a pronoun circle, I 
had to request it and explain what you should do. 

I felt this in my school life, too. I wasn’t the first person to 
come out as trans at my school, but I felt like my teach-
ers didn’t know what to do, they didn’t have structures 
set up for asking people their pronouns, so I really had 
to advocate for myself if I wanted people to use the right 

name and pronouns. 

I had to advocate for gender-neutral 
bathrooms. I remember going to 
the Spiral Dance one year, and 
there were men’s and women’s 
bathrooms. So I made my own DIY 
gender-neutral signs and put them 
up.

It would be different for a trans per-
son coming out now, because some 

people have already done the work to set up structures 
so you don’t always have to be asking people to do a 
pronoun circle or have gender-neutral bathrooms. I 
think that kind of thing is slowly improving everywhere, 
where you don’t always have to be building the next 
step for yourself.

What are Reclaiming’s next steps?
I would love for Reclaiming to be a leader in trans issues 
in the broader magical communities. I think overall Re-
claiming has made a lot of progress on things like what 
deities we invoke, and asking for people’s pronouns 
– having these procedural things in place that support 
trans people coming forward. 

I’ve thought in the past that we were in a place where 
we all agree that trans women are women, and should 
be included in women’s rituals, and that we could be a 
voice for that in pan-Pagan spaces. That’s turned out to 

continued on next page

“What’s the role of the people 
who are crossing that line, or 
creating a porousness in that 
barrier?”
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How to Understand 
Your Gender
A Practical Guide
by Alex Iantaffi &  
Meg-John Barker

This down-to-Earth guide 
covers biology, history, 
sociology, plus relations 
with friends and family. 

An excellent guide for 
allies and anyone seeking 
to better understand the 
complexities of gender.

that hadn’t felt possible before. When I was a teenager, 
Teen Earth Magic felt like this place totally outside my 
life, this wild, fantastical space that was not related to 
how I was with my family or my school or anything. As 
I grew up and got more engaged and more involved 
with organizing, and started seeing people outside of 
camp, it became more and more a solid part of my daily 
life. Now I organize with people I first met at Teen Earth 
Magic, and they’re part of my life year-round. 

Teen Earth Magic gave me a clear path to leadership 
within Reclaiming. It got me organizing things and ad-
vocating for changes I wanted to see. 

There’s something really cool about young people who 
are already growing and changing so much having a 
space that is really about transformation and change – in 
a community where people don’t expect you to be the 
same all the time. People are willing to be like, “Oh, I dig 
how you’re growing as a person,” instead of expecting 
people to stay the same.

Any final thoughts?
Thinking about gender at Teen Earth Magic – it’s been a 
political education for everyone, regardless of how they 
identify. Having queer and trans people around, having 
the social space to explore one’s self – that’s one of the 
most lasting and transformative things we’ve done at 
camp. 

Gender Complexities (pg 2)
Key Issues for Reclaiming – an Interview with Mykel Mogg

be less true than I thought it was. But I think that we can 
get there. It’s possible for us to get our shit together and 
be stronger allies, to be advocates for trans people in 
other spaces that we go to. 

What about the question of gender binaries 
– seeing gender as male versus female?
For a long time I’ve identified myself as a boy or a man, 
and that actually does fit into the gender binary on an 
identity level. But the way I move through the world, 
the way the world reads and treats me, doesn’t fit into 
that binary. I try not to change the way I look or act to fit 
into an expectation of maleness. So I’m often read as a 
woman or as a “what’s that?”.

I’m thinking about gym class, and it’s boys versus girls, 
and you’ve got the girls’ team over here and the boys’ 
team over there, and the boundary between them is 
heavily policed. 

What’s the role of the people who are crossing over 
that line, or in the middle, or creating a porousness in 
that barrier? They’re doing a service to everyone in that 
room, to create more freedom and to make that barrier 
less real, and hopefully less policed.

It makes me think about having different 
types of people invoking gods, goddesses, 
etc.
There’s been a lot of cool experiments. At last year’s 
Spiral Dance I was asked to do the invocation of the God, 
which I was excited to do with two of my friends, one 
of whom is gender queer and very fem-presenting, the 
other a woman. It was something I hadn’t personally 
seen before in Reclaiming. There are often men in the 
Goddess invocation – the Goddess is in everyone! But it 
felt cool to do a similar twist, finding a female archetype 
of the God and exploring that.

What has TEM meant for your own growth?
Teen Earth Magic has been a home for me within Re-
claiming, and in general in my life. It’s interesting that 
it actually only exists for like five days of the year – but 
I have this cohort of people that I grew up doing magic 
with, this really solid sense of genuine community.

There’s a role it’s played in bringing things into reality 
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Diversity in Reclaiming
Key Issues for Reclaiming – a roundtable

Short intro framing discussion - TBA

Participants

- name & short bio

- name & short bio

- name & short bio

- name & short bio

- name & short bio

Interviews by George Franklin.

continued on next page
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This letter was distributed at the All-Reclaiming Dandelion Gathering in 2019. BIRCH, a council of reps from around Reclaiming, 
resolved to distribute this document widely around our network and asked communities to engage with the challenges. 

This is a broad statement and invitation for dialogue, inquiry, and growth to the broader Reclaiming community. It has been 
developed in active dialogue with Black, Indigenous People of Color (BIPOC) and Mixed Race witches – priestesses, activists, 
teachers and organizers – who are actively involved in this tradition of witchcraft.

We acknowledge that the Reclaiming community has long been a spiritual home to People of Colour, and many have found 
their chosen family here. And yet many PoC Witches have also left this tradition because of systemic challenges that remain 
within it. The gift of a living tradition is that it is constantly changing and growing. It is within this spirit of constant change 
and growth that we invite a deep dive into growth and transformation for white-identified people in this community. 

We define whiteness as a category of imperialist and capitalist race-hierarchy wielded to divide, dominate, and destroy. We 
understand that the category of whiteness has shifted through the generations and that it originally referred to pale-skinned 
British people specifically, especially those British people who were party to the invasion and colonisation of sovereign ter-
ritories and Aboriginal countries, such as Turtle Island (North America) and Australia. Whiteness then expanded to divide 
poor pale-skinned people of European descent from both the enslaved people of African descent, and the dispossessed First 
Nations people. We use whiteness to refer to all those people who are now treated as white, in this continuing colonialism of 
cultures and spirits, and who therefore grow up with whiteness as default.

The following principles represent a magical boundary, an intention, and a clear line in the sand. These principles are offered 
in an act of self care, self love, and protection. These principles set guidelines of engagement for conversations about anti-
racism and decolonization within this tradition and community.

1. Reclaiming is an ethnically diverse tradition. Using “we” and ”our” to refer only to white people in this tradition is an act of era-
sure of BIPOC and mixed race individuals. We invite deeper sensitivity to the many “we’s” and ”our’s” used in Reclaiming and also 
specificity of language (“We as white people in Reclaiming need to address white supremacy and racism and its impact on...”)

2. Whiteness has been the assumed default, the baseline and the standard in this tradition for far too long. It is never accept-
able to assume that a fellow witch identifies as white unless they tell you they do. Assuming whiteness is an act of erasure. 

3. White fragility is a slippery slope and enacts itself constantly. It does so in big and also subtle ways. It can look like demand-
ing clarification and further information. It can involve the questioning of POC and mixed race witches, projecting upon us, 
and demanding our emotional labor. This must stop immediately. 

4. Do not speak about or for us. We wish to amplify and centralize the power and visibility of People of Colour and have the 
capacity and will to do so. 

5. There are no saviors in this work. We abolish the white savior mentality and we disrupt the idea that we are here to absolve 
you or teach you about white supremacy. 

6. Being visible, loud and proud as People of Colour is a way we disrupt white supremacy. 

7. Liberation is the goal. Though we might enrich your teaching teams, rituals, consensus meetings and projects we are not here 
for your diversity. 

8. A culture of inclusion is different from diversity. When you create seats at the table and then expect us to act, talk, worship 
and relate to story as white people then diversity becomes harm. We demand an end to this. Our rage, joy, devotion, collabo-
ration, magic and resistance are offerings to you individually and to our Reclaiming tradition as a whole. Do not expect them 
to look or behave through the lens of whiteness. 

9. Whether in the Americas, Australia, or many other areas Reclaiming Tradition is practiced, it is often on the colonized lands 
of Indigenous peoples. This means not simply acknowledging Indigenous peoples in rituals or classes, but requires a radical 
reconsideration of what it means to practice the Craft on lands that remain occupied by settler nation-states. 

Signed by members of Decolonizing Actions in Reclaiming Communities (DARC):  Abel Gomez, Passia, Fio Aengus Santika, Sal 
Lavallee, Samantha Ravenna Shay, Heidi Marian, Rachel Munchkins, Pablo.

Statement on Anti-Racist Practices
from BIPOC & Mixed Race Reclaiming Convergence
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Diversity & Cultural Appropriation
Key Issues for Reclaiming – an Interview with Rahula Janowski

Issues of diversity, inclusion, and cultural appropriation are 
among the most challenging we face in building a spiritual 
community and a movement for social change. They impact 
relations to the land where we hold camps and rituals, the 
stories and deities we work with, and connections to our 
local cities and communities.

Rahula Janowski is an organizer with 
Catalyst Project, based in San Francisco 
and Oakland. In Spring 2018, Rahula and 
co-organizer Lindsey Shively facilitated a 
workshop for Reclaiming teachers around 
issues of cultural appropriation, racism, 
and white supremacy.

Rahula has helped anchor Witchlets in 
the Woods family camp. When she speaks 
here of “story,” she is referring to the myth, 
story, or theme that gives shape and content to a camp’s 
rituals and magic (See Ritual Skills: Theme and Arc).

Interview by George Franklin.

Tell us about the Catalyst Project.
The Catalyst Project is about movement building, build-
ing multi-racial movements led by people of color – for 
racial justice, economic justice. Our particular focus is 
working with white activists and organizers around 
white supremacy, working with people who are already 
in motion, already engaged in work to change the world 
in a positive way,

We can’t get the world we want unless we destroy white 
supremacy. We can’t have a world that’s ecologically in bal-
ance, we can’t have a world where people aren’t exploiting 
each other, if we don’t address systemic white supremacy. 

Reclaiming and some other grassroots groups 
are mostly white folks, but there are people 
of color strongly involved. What issues do you 
see coming up with these types of groups?
I think what you can see is an overwhelmingly white 
culture, also called white-privilege culture, where white 
is the norm, and people who are white have no idea 
that it’s even happening, while people of color are very 
aware.

It can be very alienating when white people say or do 

things that are racist, not knowing that they’ve done 
it – for a person of color, speaking up about that can be 
exhausting. It can also have an impact on your position 
in the community if you’re the one who is constantly 
pointing out the ways that people have messed up.

When you have white folks who are really committed to 
building a better world, and 
they are told, “You are being 
racist, or you did a thing that’s 
racist, or you’re supporting 
white privilege,” or whatever – 
some people get really defen-
sive. They make it all about 
themselves and their feelings 
instead of the ways they are 
actually perpetuating racism, 

even though they don’t mean to.

A lot of the time people mean well, but they aren’t doing 
well.

We talk a lot about intention, but we don’t talk much 
about impact. Whatever your intent, your impact is real, 
and you have to address that. 

Even if you meant well, if you hurt someone you still 
have to recognize the harm, offer to make amends, and 
figure out how not to do it again.

As a Witchlets organizer, what issues do you 
see coming up?
In the years I’ve been a Weaver [ie, a core camp orga-
nizer], when it’s time to talk about story, we always talk 
about cultural appropriation, and we never resolve 
anything. We generally don’t work with stories or myths 
coming from non-European cultures. Part of the rea-
son for that is that most people in the weaving team 
are from European backgrounds, who are identified or 
would be identified as white. So we don’t have many 
cultural connections to stories from other places. 

When people bring up a story from another region, 
I have questions like, “What do we know about the 
context of this story? What do we know about what the 
story means to people who have told it? Are there dei-

“We talk a lot about 
intention, but we don’t talk 
much about impact.”

continued on next page
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Diversity & Cultural Appropriation (pg 2)
ties, and what do we know about them?”

Say more about cultural appropriation and 
camp organizing.
I think there are a lot of problems with taking stories 
and deities and magical concepts from cultures we don’t 
know much about and assuming they are going to work 
the same way for us. 

In the past I would have steered away from working with 
stories from outside the European tradition.

Talking to people of color around Reclaiming has shifted 
my thinking a lot – to be able to see yourself reflected 
in the stories we work, in the 
magic that we work, is a very 
important aspect of being part 
of the community. 

How do we have stories that 
people can see themselves re-
flected in, while not doing all the 
things that white people typi-
cally do when they take things 
from a culture that they’re not 
related to?

It’s an issue of what comes first 
– do you need to have a critical 
mass of people of color to work with a story that comes 
from, say, the Americas or Africa or Asia? Or do you need 
to choose those stories to have people of color feel wel-
come in the community?

I think it will take a lot of work. We need to have some 
sort of relationship with somebody who has an authen-
tic relationship with the story. We have to build the skills 
to have these conversations. 

A parent at Redwood Magic Family Camp 
who is Latinx said, “I want my daughter to 
hear stories from all of her ancestors, not just 
Europeans.” How would you address this?
That’s a question – who is initiating this, and why? If 
there’s a person of color involved who says, let’s do this 
story from my people, my inclination would be to have 
really open conversations about what the challenges 
are, and then support them if they still want to do it.

I can see us working with a story that the majority of 
campers are not culturally related to, and putting a ton 
of effort into educational work. Here’s why we’re doing 

this story. Here’s how these deities are different than ones 
we’ve worked with before. Here’s the colonial history of 
where this story is from.

Being really curious and really honest – I could see this 
making it possible. 

What about using stories from our Mediter-
ranean ancestors, like Egypt or Mesopota-
mia – ancient roots of multiple cultures. These 
increase diversity – but to what extent is this 
just side-stepping the issues?
Side-stepping is not always bad! Sometimes it’s a way to 
stretch. 

I feel okay about Mesopotamia. 
With, say, the goddess Inanna – 
is it a living tradition? That’s an 
important question. 

Are we stereotyping people in 
the story based on racist and 
colonialist ideas? Are we extract-
ing the parts that are useful for 
us, and dropping the bigger 
context? 

What’s the power balance? 
What’s the history? Are we ben-
efiting from the colonization of 

the people whose story we want to tell? If so, how are 
we making amends in the process? Are we working in an 
authentic and accountable way?

What about stories from nature or the land, 
such as TEM and Free Camp have used?
I think it’s a great way to go. When you use a land-based 
story, or an animal’s life cycle, that isn’t going to alien-
ate people based on culture and race – although it still 
might, depending on who is crafting the story. It’s that 
thing where we have white-privilege stuff that we don’t 
always know we’re putting in there. 

This offers a way to use stories in our workings and not 
go diving into the question of cultural appropriation.

I think there are also things that are lost, such as deity. 
There’s a lot of power in old stories because they’ve been 
honed through the years – even though we re-hone 
them, usually to root out patriarchy!

“Is it possible to work with 
old myths and not work with 
patriarchy? 

“Can we tell any story about 
this land without talking 
about colonialism?”

continued on next page
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This raises deeper questions. Is it possible to work with 
old myths and not work with patriarchy and colonialism? 

Then again – for those of us coming from European 
backgrounds and living on this land – can we tell any 
story about this land without talking about colonialism?

What are some next steps for 
Reclaiming communities?
I think having conversations about 
cultural appropriation that are strongly 
facilitated by someone who can hold a 
space for white people who are out-
raged at the idea that there’s anything 
that they can’t have, and other people 
who are outraged by that – all the polarities. 

Building relations beyond the edges of our tradition 
is something we should be doing. Who do we want to 
build relationships with, and how do we do that?

Maybe coming up with some questions to ask when we 
choose stories or ritual intentions, like: 

• Are there ways this could inadvertently be supporting 
patriarchy, or supporting racism or capitalism? Who 
could be hurt by this story? 

• What do you want this story to do? Do we want a story 
that’s going to propel us out with a purpose?

• Who’s here – who are we? What are our connections to 
various stories, cosmologies, pantheons?

• If we want to work with a story that isn’t an obvious 
choice based on who’s in the room, what are we doing 
to address all of the questions about that? 

Most of all, I think it’s important to continue to talk 
about race explicitly, as much as possible, and to work to 
build the skills to have those conversations. 

White people need to learn how to have these conver-
sations both with people of color and without. I think 
people of color need to be able to opt in – or out – of 
majority-white space. 

What is gained by building a diverse group 
and movement?
Thinking about people of color within Reclaiming and 
what they bring – not as “representatives of their race,” 
but as the people they are – the witches that they are. 
We could lose them and everything they bring to our 

“I don’t think we can survive 
the ecological crisis without 
destroying white supremacy.”

community, from the heart connections to the magic 
they bring.

Being in a multi-racial space calls us to that work. We see 
how damaging it is for people who are impacted on a 
daily basis. Energetically, politically, we’re all impacted 

by that. 

Every system that holds 
down anyone is holding 
down all of us. 

With the ecological 
and political messes 
we face, it seems 
like we need the 

participation and the wisdom of all sorts of 
people to change things. 
It’s kind of a truism from anti-racist thinking that the 
people who are most impacted have the best informa-
tion about how to fight the thing. So people of color 
have the best information about how to fight racism.

In mostly-white spaces, we don’t have enough informa-
tion about what’s happening, and how to change it.

I don’t think we can survive the ecological crisis without 
destroying white supremacy. Which is daunting, since 
we’re really far away from that. 

What gives you hope?
I think that kids know a lot more about this than their 
elders do. Young people, in our tradition and broadly 
too, have access to a lot more information. They’re learn-
ing what cultural appropriation is, they’re learning about 
power and race. 

I worry about people protecting our traditions too 
much, and not being willing to learn from kids – who 
can be kind of annoying and self-righteous sometimes, 
just like we were when we were young! 

But they know a lot, and are starting out so much further 
along. Their leadership is so important! 

Catalyst Project Website
For more about Catalyst Project, visit their website: 
collectiveliberation.org



“Erudite, good-humoured, generous, with that open-minded readiness to recognise merit in 
many different sources of inspiration that is one of the best features of the Reclaiming tradition.”

- Ronald Hutton, Professor of History, University of Bristol 

“Presents an enormous amount of material in a very attractive and readable way.”

- Michael D. Bailey, Department of History, Iowa State University
Associate Editor: Magic, Ritual, and Witchcraft

Magical Ancestors
Exploring Tangled Roots

Read Luke Hauser’s essay & more online – WeaveAndSpin.org/history
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 Special features from Reclaiming & WeaveAndSpin.org 

Campfire Chants – our latest album!
Join us around the witchcamp bonfire for 17 classic Reclaiming chants 
written by Starhawk, Suzanne Sterling, T. Thorn Coyle, and others. The 
album features many of Reclaiming’s most-loved chants of the 2000s.

Recorded by chorus plus 
conga, guitar, fiddle, flute, 
clarinet, and ukelele.

Streaming at all sites.

WeaveAndSpin.org/ 
playlists 

Free download of 50-
page full-color Lyrics & 
Lore booklet:

WeaveAndSpin.org/ 
freebies

Reclaiming Archives – 
Free Online
Back issues of Reclaiming Quarterly – 
published 
198-2011. 
60+ pages of 
Witchcraft and 
Magical Activ-
ism – available 
as free PDF 
files at RQ.org

Plus lots of 
other features 
on gender, 
magic, ritual, 
Tarot, music, 
activism, and much more!

WeaveAndSpin.org/archives

What are the roots of modern Neo-Paganism? Where did 
today’s beliefs and practices come from?

This essay examines familiar and obscure sources ranging 
from magical to political to cultural, looking at what each 
has bequeathed (intentionally or otherwise) to modern 
practicing Pagans.

The main essay, in seven sections, surveys magical and 
spiritual roots from ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia to 
Gerald Gardner and Marija Gimbutas.

A second essay (see Activism pages) looks at activist and cul-
tural roots that fed into Reclaiming and other pagan-activist 
circles around 1980.

There’s even a special Pagan Workers’ Vanguard!

Feedback welcome! This version ©2022. Print edition 
planned for 2023.

For updates on the new book, or for questions or feedback, 
email ReclaimingQuarterly@gmail.com.

Magical Ancestors
exploring Tangled Roots

Read Luke Hauser’s essay & more online – WeaveAndSpin.org/history

Magical Ancestors    PDF page
• Part I: Ancient Legacies    
• Part II: Medieval Magic    
• Part III: Renaissance Magic   
• Part IV: The European Witch Hunts  
• Part V: An Age of Science   
• Part VI: A Rebirth of Magic  
• Part VII: Wicca and Paganism Today  
• Afterword: Thoughts on Appropriation  
• Bibliography and Online Resources  

Activist Ancestors
• Reclaiming’s activist backstory   

Addenda
• Revolutionary Pagan Workers Vanguard 
• Books by Luke Hauser    
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Who are these people who call themselves Pagans, Witches, and workers of magic? Where did they come from?

Are they heirs of ancient witchy feminist Pagans who survived underground until their rediscovery by Gerald Gardner? 
Descendants of Goddess-worshiping, Stonehenge-building Druidic Celts? Disciples of Renaissance Hermetical Cabalistic 
alchemists whose transmutational formulae have eluded interpretation until our very day?

Or is the truth a bit more humble? Are some of us more like magpies looking for shiny objects to decorate our spiritual nests?

Does It Really Matter?
Connecting with and honoring the divine and 
the Earth is a present-day, living relation. It 
isn’t based on rediscovering or accurately re-
creating parts of the past. Today’s practices are 
grounded in the here and now.

Yet these practices have a past – a past often 
obscured by layers of colorful legend and 
wishful thinking.

This essay is one person’s search for some of 
the reality behind the myths.  

Prefatory Postmodern Reflections
There are countless ways of narrating history, 
from the fanciful to the footnoted. Every version is both personal and political in its choices and emphases. Perhaps every 
version is mythical. My hope is that this version has some connection to the lived experiences of my ancestors. 

In the best postmodern tradition, here are a few things this essay is not:

• It is not a history of Reclaiming – it’s the backstory that leads up to the founding of the tradition around 1980.

• It is not a comprehensive history of magic – it’s Western magic from the perspective of (one of ) today’s practicing Pagans.

• It is not a footnoted paper – a bibliography follows, but otherwise it’s one person’s sense of how we got here.

Linear ABCs
Writing a narrative tends to imply a linear development of history. 
The many subsections and overlapping dates of this essay highlight 
the non-linear, multi-threaded nature of our backstory.

Think of this as a pleasant excursion, not a treadmill. 

Read what calls to you. Skip around as you wish. Feel free to ignore 
entire sections.

A Final Warning!
Just know that if Reclaiming should turn out to be the culmination of 
the entire 5000-year history of Western Paganism, you may be tested 
on this material when you arrive at the Isle of Apples. 

Don’t say you weren’t warned!

– Luke Hauser, Parahistorian / Cover illustration Hieronymous Bosch

Magical Ancestors 
Exploring Tangled Roots

Assyria sends a communique from across the ages, granting permission to use their 
pictures for this book. Impression from a cylindrical seal – Mesopotamia c. 700 BCE.

Cultural & Activist Ancestors
A major part of Reclaiming’s backstory is found 
not in ritual circles or magic classes but in the 
streets.

Reclaiming and 
kindred grassroots 
groups are heirs to 
a long tradition of 
resistance. 

For a survey of move-
ments that have 
inspired Reclaiming’s 
magical activism, see 
the Activism chapter.
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PREHISTORY  
APPROX 2.4 million to 10,000 BCE

Before we get to history proper, let’s pause to remember 
our prehistoric forebears – those early sapient types who 
figured out which berries to eat, things you can do 
with rocks, and what happens when you rub two sticks 
together. 

Along the way they found time to populate the furthest 
reaches of the planet, create language, paint cave walls, 
and domesticate animals. At some point they started 
noticing the patterns of the stars, the changing of the 
seasons, and how rivers rose and fell. Some people 
think that the earliest myths were ways of keeping track 
and passing along this sort of knowledge. 

All in all, it’s not a bad track record.

Legacies: Language. Art. Astronomy. Fire!

PREHISTORY  
Approx 10,000 to 3000 BCE

While we’re musing on early times – what about those 
little goddess figures like the Venus of Willendorf or the 
woman holding up a snake in each hand?

They’re officially “prehistory” as well – ie, before written 
sources. No accounts tell what the figurines might have 
meant or been used for, or what their creators thought 
about magic, religion, or life in general.

Still, there are two sources –  well, three, counting intuition. 
But let’s look at those that academia acknowledges:

(1) surviving artifacts, from megalithic (“giant stone”) 
structures such as Stonehenge to more human-scaled hu-
man and animal figurines, stone tools, weapons, etc.

Part I: ANCIENT LEGACIES

A Note on Western Orientation 
Most of this essay traces “Western” influences. 

By this I mean the regions west of Persia – namely Meso-
potamia, Egypt, North Africa, the Mediterranean areas of 
Europe, and eventually Northern Europe. 

Toward the end we’ll look briefly at Eastern (ie, east of Per-
sia) influences, and also at appropriated influences from 
Native American and Afro-Caribbean traditions.

(2) archaeological remains such as the excavated founda-
tions of ancient villages or ritual sites.

Consider the “goddess” figurines such as the Venus of 
Willendorf or the snake-handling woman from Crete. 
Whether or not they were intended as deities, these 

female sculptures suggest societies with 
strong, positive images of women.

Did they embody “feminist” values? 
Archaeological finds support this 

theory. For instance, the excavations 
at Catal Huyuk (modern Turkey) re-
veal a small city on an open plain 
with no defensive walls, no fortifi-
cations, and burials revealing no 
weapons and little distinction of 
wealth. Riane Eisler and others 
suggest this indicates a peaceful, 
egalitarian society. 

A Stonehenge-type cluster of huge 
stone pillars was excavated in the 

1990s at Gobekli Tepe in Southern 
Anatolia. The site seems to date from 

about 10,000 BCE, thousands of years 
before the earliest known cities or 
literate cultures anywhere in the world. 

No walls, permanent dwellings, or other 
urban structures have been found at the site, suggesting 
Gobekli Tepe was an occasional gathering site for hunter-
gathering peoples, not a year-round habitation. Did these 
forebears gather for spiritual ceremonies? Trade fairs? Skills 
sharing? Early iterations of Burning Man? All of the above? 

At the Western end of Europe, pre-Celtic groups also built 
huge stone circles around 3000 BCE. As with Gobekli Tepe, 
we have no written accounts of the purpose of these 
structures or how they were built.  The apparent orienta-
tion of Stonehenge toward the Summer Solstice sunrise 
has long been noted. Recent archaeology suggests alter-
nately that Stonehenge may have been a burial and ritual 
site oriented toward the setting Sun at Winter Solstice.

Legacies: The notion that once, prior to 5000 years 
of bloody patriarchal history, there may have existed 
peaceful, cooperative, woman-honoring societies which 
endured for centuries or millennia. This inspiration 
overthrows Hobbesian ideas of an incessantly violent, all-
against-all prehistory, and provides a plausible vision of a 
world radically different from today.
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ANCIENT EGYPT  
c. 3500 - 400 BCE

With Egypt and the pyramids we enter the written history 
of the West. Many pyramids were built as royal tombs 
which, if they didn’t endow their occupants with eternal, 
slave-attended life, at least had the merit of preserving 
hordes of artifacts and writings for posterity (kind of like 
our descendants excavating our attics and storage units). 

Despite an economy and culture based around the annual 
flooding of the Nile, much of Egypt has a dry climate fa-
vorable to the survival of papyrus. This preserves a written 
record spanning several millennia and makes the region a 
key source for the study of ancient spirituality and culture.

Hieroglyphics – today understood as an ornate phonetic 
script with some special characters – were long believed 
to be a secret language whose meanings, originally 
revealed only to initiates, had been lost amid the shift-
ing sands of time. Seen as arcane symbols (no doubt 
hiding deep spiritual secrets), hieroglyphics became the 
archetype of the “secret magical language” that inspired 
generations of magicians and alchemists.

Most of all, Egypt has always been known for its mysteri-
ous and elaborate rites around death, burial, and the 
afterlife. The famous Book of the Dead is a collection of 
ceremonies for sending souls to a prosperous and happy 
afterlife. Intended only for the Egyptian elite, the book 
and its traditions have gone on to inspire elaborate fu-
neral rites in many societies and social strata. 

Legacies: Egypt’s gift to all subsequent Western cultures 
is an obsessive concern for the well-being of the dead. In 
ancient Egypt the concern was primarily with the pharaoh 
and his family. Eventually, Christianity, Gnosticism, and 
the mystery cults democratized the afterlife.

Modern Pagan groups often orient the Wheel of the Year 
around Halloween/Samhain – the time when the veil 
is thin between the worlds of the living and the dead. 

Reclaiming’s “founding ritual,” the ancestor-focused Spiral 
Dance, was held at Samhain 1979 (and every year since).

Egyptian deities and narratives (eg, Isis and Osiris) occa-
sionally find a place in WItchCamps and rituals, but Egypt 
has not (yet) been a major source of mythical workings.

MESOPOTAMIA 
c. 3500 - 400 BCE

Mesopotamia – the land watered by the Tigris and 
Euphrates Rivers – saw a succession of regional empires 
such as Sumeria, Assyria, and Babylonia. Mesopotamian 
forebears created or advanced irrigation, metal working, 
city states, the West’s earliest astronomical data, and writ-
ten language, in which they recorded the oldest-known 
Western literature and myths. 

Thanks to scribes using clay tablets, a huge trove of 
original documents survive. Ranging from accounting re-
cords to magical spells, from royal chronicles to rambling 
mythic narratives, they give a rich picture of some of the 
oldest known literate societies.

What sorts of magic did these ancestors do? Spells survive 
for purification of temples, appeasing the anger of gods 
and goddesses, protection from disease or injury, and 
charging a stone or talisman. 

One spell seeking help from Ishtar required the person 
to gather “dust from a quay, dust from a ferry, dust from 
a bridge, dust from a crossing of four roads, dust from a 
city gate, dust from a dais, dust from the door of the Ishtar 
temple...” – and that was just the first step!

Legacies: Ancient Mesopotamia left a legacy of religio-
magical narratives, including creation myths, pantheons 
of deities and demigods, heroic combat with monsters, 
journeys to the land of the dead – the earliest magical “fic-
tion.” Much of Western mythology traces roots back to this 
region and period.

Mesopotamia is the source 
of some classic WitchCamp 
myths, led by Inanna’s 
journey to the underworld. 
If someone is collecting 
copyrights in the afterlife, 
we are going to owe 4000 
years of royalties.

Egyptian souls being weighed in 
the presence of Ma’at, goddess 
of divine justice? Or a scene from 
a local market? Maybe a creative 
painter included both?
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CRETE & MINOAN CIVILIZATION  
c. 2000-1500 BCE

The island of Crete, relatively isolated in an age of small 
ships and safe from predatory Mesopotamian and Egyp-
tian empires, was the first Mediterranean civilization to 
develop enduring architecture and written language. 

Around 1500 BCE a small-scale urban society flourished, 
with stone buildings and a highly-evolved artistic culture. 
Famous frescoes show young men and women leaping 
over bulls – as sport, ritual, or both?

Crete is famous for the myth of King Minos, the Minotaur, 
and the labyrinth in which the beast was imprisoned. 
Although today we think of labyrinths as circular, some 
people have suggested that the origin of the myth was 
later visitors seeing the ruins of the maze of stone build-
ings that made up the capitol at Knossos (Crete was 
probably destroyed by earthquakes, although possibly by 
invasions).

Legacies: Labyrinths! The promi-
nence of women in sacred and so-
cial contexts (such as bull-leaping).

GREECE 
c. 800-300 BCE

A century ago, Greece was hailed 
as the progenitor of all that is 
good and true and Western. 
Besides inventing classical art and 
architecture, they worshiped a 
neatly-organized pantheon and 
wrote unrivaled epic poems about 
journeys to strange lands. In their 
spare time, they saved Europe from 
the Persian hordes.

Today Greece is studied in a 
Mediterranean context, its clas-
sical art seen as a late flowering 
of Egyptian and Mesopotamian 
styles. The Homeric poems (writ-
ten down around 800 BCE) can 
be seen as developing a genre 
of combat and tall tales dating 
back to Gilgamesh (written down 
perhaps 1500-1200 BCE).

Pythagoras and his school, flour-
ishing in the 500s BCE, emphasized 
numerical and musical proportion, 
including the idea that movements 
of the planets and stars create the 
“harmony of the spheres.”

Pythagoras is said to have believed in reincarnation and 
the transmigration of souls, and claimed to recall several 
past lives. Some ancient sources say he was a vegetarian 
except for ritual sacrifices. 

Greek science, building on older Mesopotamian (and pos-
sibly Indian/Vedic) traditions, worked out theories about 
the nature of physical reality. Empedocles (c. 450 BCE, 
about a century before Plato and Aristotle) is credited as 
the first to identify four basic physical elements: Earth, Air, 
Fire, and Water. 

Aristotle later added a fifth element, sometimes called 
Aether or Quintessence, which he saw as constituting the 
unchanging heavenly bodies. 

Greek philosophy explored the world as science and ob-
servation (Aristotle), and also as to its ultimate nature and 
purpose (Plato). Plato saw the world of spirit/intellect as 
the true reality – the physical world is just a pale shadow. 

This idea will recur over the centu-
ries, notably via Gnosticism.

Greek magic continued trends from 
earlier ages, with spells for healing, 
success, and love. Greek writings 
suggest a distinction between the 
divinatory practices of the official 
priests and the disreputable “goetia,” 
or low magic, of commoners. 

Greece’s prejudice against non-Greeks 
coined the word “magic,” from magos, 
a Persian (hence foreign) priest. The 
term came to mean any unofficial 
practitioners of common goetia – as 
opposed to “religious” practices of 
the official Greek priesthood. Latin 
and subsequently other European 
languages adopted the term.

Legacies: Greek goddesses, gods, 
heroes, anti-heroes, and their all-
too-human stories are a favorite 
repository of past wisdom, insight, 
and bemusement. 

Theories of Pythagoras, Plato, and 
Aristotle simmer beneath later trends 
in philosophy, religion, and magic.

The four basic elements held sway 
for two millennia, although much 
adapted over the centuries. Only in 
the 1800s were they supplanted by 
the modern panoply of chemical 
elements. 

The Golden Dawn and British Wicca, 
adapting older traditions, correlated 

The chill dignity of Greek and Roman goddesses 
has never been surpassed.
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the four classical elements with the four directions and 
other quadrads to symbolically anchor our magical circles.

We also inherit from Greek ancestors a collection of biases 
such as a strong emphasis on male domination of all forms 
of public culture, as well as a tendency toward dualistic, 
either/or thinking – particularly in ethics, where good/bad 
dichotomies continue to plague Western culture.

CELTIC TRADITIONS 
c. 600 BCE to 800 CE

According to one intuitive poll, 89.7% of Reclaiming peo-
ple claim at least one recent matrilineal Celtic ancestor. 

Who were these reproductively prolific forebears?

The term “Celts” refers to a not to a homogeneous ethnic 
group, but to a cultural network that shared pottery and 
metal-working styles and probably a family of languages. 
Starting around 600-800 BCE, these iron-age peoples ex-
panded from (areas today known as) the Hungarian plains 
to cover much of Central Europe as far as Britain, coastal 
Spain, and Northern Italy.

Celtic groups traded extensively with Greek city-states, 
and are among the “barbarian” peoples recorded by Greek 
writers. Around 387 BCE, Celtic tribes living in northern 
Italy attacked and sacked Rome, then a strong but rela-
tively isolated city-state.

Later, as Rome began to expand northward after 200 BCE, 
the loosely organized Celts were either absorbed into the 
Roman empire (modern France and western Germany) or 
driven north and west – some to Britain and eventually 
Ireland, where Celtic culture blended with older tradi-
tions.

By the later centuries of the Roman Empire (c. 200 CE 
forward), Celtic groups were no longer a major factor on 
the continent.

Roman writers around 100 CE mention Celtic deities, 
syncretizing (combining) them with their Roman coun-
terparts so that, for instance, honoring Lugh might still 
be acceptable, so long as you paid homage (and taxes) to 
Mercury at the same time.

In Ireland, the traditions continued to evolve. Irish and/
or Celtic goddesses were syncretized with Christian 
saints – the best-known being Brigid. Ancient wells were 
“re-christened” – only to be rediscovered as Pagan shrines 
in modern times.

Around 800 CE, Irish monks wrote down Celtic legends as 
they were being told at that time. These narratives, closely 
interwoven with other strands of Irish lore, are much 
loved by modern Pagans, and have helped form today’s 
image of Ireland as the Celtic homeland.

Legacies. Brigid and her sacred wells. The names of our 
cross-quarter sabbats (Samhain, Beltane, etc). A pantheon 
of deities and stories. Decorative motifs for Pagan jewelry.

We also inherit a certain amount of misinformation about 
Celtic culture and deities, based on Christian overlays 
from the Middle Ages and over-hasty folkloric interpreta-
tions from the 1800s.

ROME 
c. 400 BCE to 400 CE

Rome is a hodgepodge. The city’s own founding myths 
suggest that the earliest Romans were runaways, fugi-
tives, and freebooters. I’ve always felt an affinity.

Organized as an aristocratic republic around 500 BCE, 
Rome was transformed into an empire around 25 BCE (fol-
lowing civil wars involving Julius and Augustus Caesar). 
At its peak around 250 CE, the Roman Empire spanned 
the Mediterranean region, including most of North Africa, 
north to Britain, the Rhine, and the Danube, and east to 
encompass the Balkans, Turkey, and modern Iraq. The 
Empire traded with India via the Arabian Sea, and had sec-
ondary contacts as far as China and Sub-Saharan Africa.

Although the Empire was never a homogeneous whole, 
many people (soldiers, officials and their families, scholars, 
craft specialists, etc) traveled far and wide. Cities (com-
mon throughout the Mediterranean, rare in the North) 
hosted a variety of cultures, classes, and religions. 

Many religions were tolerated. Roman policy was to 
repress or punish only actual harm, disruption, or law-
breaking – conformity of opinion or belief was not ex-
pected (although paying honor to the official deities was 

Quick – make up a story about what is happening in this picture! 
Detail from Gundestrup cauldron, Celtic c. 100 BCE.
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demanded of most people – the Jews being a notable 
exception).

The result was a vast mixing of cultures and sharing of 
ideas, stories, and techniques – including magic. Many 
foreign religions gained a toehold in the capitol – cults of 
Dionysus, Cybele, and the Great Mother among them. 

Roman literature, known for classics of history and poli-
tics, also left satirical portraits of different sorts of people. 
Poets like Virgil and Lucan crafted vivid descriptions of el-
derly, hag-like women who worked maliciously inhumane 
spells – an image that haunted the European imagination 
for centuries until it helped animate the witch hunts.

Legacies: Modern affinity for Greek myths and deities 
stems from the fact that Rome, which lacked a developed 
mythology of its own, merged its deities with Greek gods 
and goddesses and preserved their stories in Latin poetry. 
The Middle Ages (the age of Latin) passed this Roman 
heritage on to Modern times. 

Rome bequeaths the idea of broad religious tolerance – 
an ideal the West has struggled to regain ever since. 

It also gave Europe its abiding image of the evil witch.

JEWISH TRADITIONS 
Roman Era to Middle Ages

Judaism produced a written scriptural sourcebook going 
back centuries, and some of the texts figure repeatedly in 
the history of magic and religion. Christians, Gnostics, and 
Moslems adopted parts of Jewish scripture as their own, 
each giving the older material a new spin. 

During the Roman era, Jews were an important regional 
religious group. As many as one-sixth of the people 
around the eastern Mediterranean were Jewish. Besides 
the often-volatile Middle East, there were large Jewish 
populations in Alexandria, Antioch, and other cities. 

Written scriptures, developed and refined over centu-
ries, preserve countless tales and narratives. The Genesis 
creation story, including the Garden of Eden, is a founding 
myth for virtually half of the planet. Tales of giants, floods, 
epic combats, exile and wandering, perseverance and 
hope – these are a legacy to all of the West.

Ancient Judaism had its own esoteric traditions, including 
tales of magical combat by Moses and Aaron during the 
Egyptian sojourn. Rods turn into serpents, frogs rain down 
from the skies, seas are parted, and commandments are 
carved into stone (twice) by a jealous and rather moody 
deity. 

Jewish scriptures contain several injunctions against 
magic and witchcraft. These have been subjected to a 
wide range of interpretations over the centuries, particu-

larly after Christianity put imperial power behind them.

In later ages, the intricacies of Hebrew script itself were 
subjected to painstaking religio-magical analysis, with 
everything from divine knowledge to power over demons 
promised to those who persevered. The Kabbalah devel-
oped as a tool for explicating the creation and meaning of 
the universe – and wound up influencing Tarot divination 
as well – see below.

Legacies: Faith in a better tomorrow stems partly from 
the Jewish idea that history is not simply circular and 
repetitive, nor a simple decline from a past Age of Gold. It 
has a direction and purpose – the “golden age” might lie 
in the future, not the past.

A related idea is that of Tikkun Olam: working to heal, 
repair, and restore the world.

Hebrew scriptures are deeply rooted in the Western 
cultural psyche, and help create a deep sense of what 
religious myth is all about. The arcane numerosophy 
(number-wisdom) of Kabbalah has shaped the West’s 
subconscious sense of what numbers mean – see below 
regarding interpretations of the Tarot Minor Arcana.

These scriptures help inspire the idea that people can 
talk back to power – Hebrew prophets provide stirring 
examples of people speaking truth to kings.

On the flip side, we don’t treat our writings as sacred 
scripture – not yet, anyway.

MYSTERY CULTS 
Approx 500 BCE to 500 CE

The term “mystery cults” is a modern category that includes 
various initiatory and often ecstatic devotional groups and 
practices. Some were regular congregations, others annual 
gatherings which endured for centuries.

The name is misleading. These were not “cults” in the 
modern sense, but more like ever-evolving congregations 
and gatherings. Annual Pagan events carry on this tradi-
tion.

The term “mysteries” doesn’t mean that they were secret, 
or that they gathered to read the latest fantasy fiction 
thriller. It suggests that the meaning of the rituals could 
not be expressed in language, but had to be experienced 
by each person. 

One of the most famous of these “mysteries” is that of 
Persephone at Eleusis near Athens. The Eleusinian Myster-
ies, part of a longer festival, seem to have been a personal 
journey of discovery and self-awareness, culminating with 
insights into the meaning of life and death. 

Many devotees took part in this ritual twice (lists of partic-
ipants survive – so much for confidentiality!). One writer 
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(Bowden) suggests that people may have attended once 
as a novitiate, spent a year in devotional practice, then 
returned to re-experience the ceremonies and complete 
their initiation. 

For most people, Bowden suggests, this was sufficient. A 
small number returned and became the guides and orga-
nizers for the next sets of initiates.

Cults included Mithras (popular among soldiers but 
closed to women – a fatal flaw), Bacchus, Cybele, and the 
Great Mother. Some had sacred sites such as Eleusis. Oth-
ers were urban or wandering 
groups.

Some of these cults engaged 
in ecstatic, possibly drug-or-
alcohol-fueled processions 
and rites involving loud and 
jarring music, wild dancing, 
and self-flagellation. The 
Romans, generally tolerant of 
various religions, didn’t take 
kindly to civic disturbances, 
leading to violent repres-
sions such as the reported 
persecution of Bacchian 
celebrants around 186 BCE. 

This sort of attack on a reli-
gious group seems to have 
been relatively rare in the Ro-
man world, where magic and 
religion were suppressed 
only when some perceived 
harm or disruption occurred.

Early Christianity may have 
been seen by some contemporaries as similar to these 
mystery movements. Not surprisingly, when it gained 
political power, Christianity moved to close down the 
competing cults.

Legacies: WitchCamp, where people gather to connect 
with the divine and with our own deepest selves, is a 
distant offshoot of the Eleusinian Mysteries – and Perse-
phone has graced more than a few camps!

The notion of a “year and a day” for initiations may stem 
from these annual gatherings. If you attended twice – 
once as a novitiate, and again in order to become initi-
ated – a year-and-a-day was the shortest period possible 
(unless you were a celebrity such as an emperor, in which 
case the waiting period might be waived).

And the ecstatic aspects of some of these movements, if 
not a direct influence, have a familiar ring to those who 
love dancing around a ritual bonfire.

ALEXANDRIA, NEO-PLATONISM, & 
THE Greek MAGICAL PAPYRI 
c. 100-400 CE

From the time of Alexander (c.300 BCE), the Graeco-
Egyptian port of Alexandria was a cosmopolitan cultural 
melting pot, bringing together the disparate threads of 
the Eastern Mediterranean.

During the Roman era, many spiritual and magical tradi-
tions built strong roots in Alexandria, including Gnosti-
cism, Christianity, Neoplatonism, Stoicism, Judaism (Jews 

may have been a quar-
ter of the population), 
and others.

Neoplatonism – philo-
sophical tendency 
which, building on 
Plato’s ideas, saw spirit 
as the ultimate nature 
of reality. The origin of 
all being is pure spirit 
– the material world is 
a distant emanation, 
with all of the planetary 
spheres and lesser 
spiritual realms arrayed 
between Earth and the 
divine source. 

This idea that the mate-
rial world is a devolu-
tion from the purity of 
the spiritual source took 
a more visceral form in 
Gnostic myths describ-

ing creation as a harsh fall from divine grace – see below.

The Greek Magical Papyri are a loosely-connected group 
of manuscripts from Roman-era Egypt. Written mostly 
in Greek, they reflect ideas current in Alexandria and the 
Graeco-Egyptian cultural orbit. They rank among the most 
complicated magical workings ever committed to writing. 

Lost for centuries before modern rediscovery, the papyri 
mix elements from Greek, Egyptian, Jewish, and mystical 
traditions into elaborate spells, formulae, recipes, chants, 
workings, and rituals. They contain instructions for com-
manding demons, making amulets, and preparing magi-
cal ointments.

The texts, probably a tiny fraction of what once existed, 
come from an era when older Egyptian, Greek, and Ro-
man practices were declining in the face of the mystery 
cults and Christianity. The papyri may have been an 
attempt to memorialize complicated rituals that were fad-
ing from common usage. 

Break on through to the other side – a Gnostic seeker ascends through 
the planetary spheres and catches a glimpse of the upper realms. 
Illustration, known as the Flammarion engraving, probably from 1800s.
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One papyrus features an invocation of the divinity Mith-
ras, who is implored to bestow upon worshipers a vision 
of immortality. The manuscript also uses “voces magicae,” 
or magical nonsense sounds, to call on the powers of the 
four classical elements.

Legacies: The complicated rituals and workings of the 
Greek Magical Papyri set the gold standard for ceremonial 
magic. Though the original texts were lost for centu-
ries, the memory of complex Egyptian magic served as 
inspiration for Arabic, Medieval, and Modern ceremonial 
formulations.

Even non-ceremonial traditions such as Reclaiming inherit 
basic ritual structures within which we improvise, includ-
ing elemental and deity invocations.

We also have been known to talk nonsense, carrying on 
the tradition of the voces magicae.

GNOSTICISM 
flourished 100-400 CE

Gnosticism, 2000 years after it first flourished, continues 
to exert a strong influence on alternative spirituality. Once 
believed to be mainly a dissident Christian movement, 
the discovery of a library of original texts at Nag Hammadi 
(Egypt) in 1945 has shown it to be a distinct religion in the 
diverse and polyglot Roman Empire.

While Gnosticism was itself diverse and can’t be reduced 
to a single set of beliefs, many texts exhibit strong anti-
material tendencies. The Divine Source of all reality is far 
beyond the material realm, beyond planets and stars, 
beyond any conception of deity that we mere mortals 
can imagine. The Source is the font of all light, truth, 

understanding, being, etc. (Gnosticism adapts ideas from 
Neoplatonism – see above). 

The Earth, on the other hand, is a fallen realm, about as 
far from the Divine Source as one can get. Some Gnostic 
texts spin wild stories about the origins of Earth, often 
involving the sexual escapades of a demigoddess named 
Sophia, or Wisdom. In these accounts, she actually isn’t all 
that wise, and the creation of the cursed Earthly realm is 
pretty much laid at her doorstep. 

Humans, created at the tail end of this sordid process, are 
lost in a miasma of material confusion. But deep inside 
each of us – or some of us, anyway – there lies buried a 
spark of the original Source. Our goal is to escape mate-
rial, worldly temptations and follow that spark back to an 
awareness of our Divine Source. If we achieve this knowl-
edge (“gnosis”), and learn the proper passwords to say to 
various celestial guardians, we can re-ascend to heaven 
upon our Earthly death.

Given the shape of things, it’s tempting to agree with the 
part about the Earth being a “fallen and cursed realm.” I 
often feel that way when I first wake up.

On the other hand, some of us are given to saying that 
the Earth is the Goddess, that the Earth is a living, divine 
being, itself the source of our life. So what gives?

During the period when Gnosticism flourished, the spiri-
tual seeker (and later Christian saint) Augustine of Hippo, 
a city in North Africa, saw it this way: “God created the 
Earth, and saw it was good. What screwed things up was 
humans eating the apple and falling from grace. Our fall 
dragged down the entire planet, which is why it appears 
to be a cursed place of pain and suffering. The fault lies 
entirely with erring humans – Earth itself is good.”

Legacies: Reclaiming, with no official thealogy, tends to 
muddle together both ends of this spectrum. Gnostic-
style denunciations of the material world are mingled 
with veneration of the Earth as the Goddess’s body. 

Leaving aside the bit about the apple, I think Augustine’s 
solution is close to the mark – the Earth itself is divine, but 
humans are seriously screwing it up.

ALCHEMY 
Ancient times To c. 1000

Okay, now for some serious magic! Alchemy calls across 
the centuries as a material praxis, a psychological-spiritual 
tool, and as inspiration to pursue our wildest dreams – 
transmuting the “prima materia” (first material) of this 
world into the gold of our visions.

Through Western history – encompassing ancient Egypt, 
Roman-era Gnosticism, Medieval Islam, and Renaissance 

Alchemical tip – keep your pet lion handy in case any snakes 
materialize and need to be eaten!
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Europe – the term “alchemy” has comprised a loosely-con-
nected group of beliefs and practices. Unlike, say, Tarot 
(with its well-documented beginnings and fairly compact 
500-year history), alchemy is not a single historical thread.

In ancient Egypt and its successors in Mesopotamia and 
around the Mediterranean, alchemy may have originated 
in metallurgical workshops, which due to the value of 
metals were generally connected to royal palaces or 
temples. The practices of purifying, mixing, and temper-
ing metals were 
closely-guarded 
guild secrets.

Similarly, special-
ists working 
with dyes and 
pigments were 
able – through 
a series of 
“alchemical” 
purifications and 
concentrations 
– to transmute 
ordinary plants 
and minerals 
into long-lasting 
coloring agents. 
Such skills must 
have seemed 
to outsiders like 
magic.

These basic phys-
ical and chemical 
processes laid 
foundations for 
the experimental 
developments of 
later centuries, and 
can be traced in the early histories of chemistry and phys-
ics. The technical skills remained part of Western culture 
even at its lowest points. 

During the later Roman era, the Hermetic writings and 
Gnosticism used alchemical imagery to weave bits and 
pieces from Judaism, Neoplatonic philosophy, and the 
mystery cults, recasting metallurgical processes as stages 
in a spiritual journey (see above and below). 

We’ll resume this thread during the Renaissance.

Legacies: A belief that the most outlandish and “magical” 
change is possible. The hope that we can transmute our 
world before it’s too late. 

DIVINATION & ASTROLOGY 
Pre-History to about 1400 CE

Divination is recorded far back in human history. Astrol-
ogy, casting lots, studying the flights (or entrails) of birds, 
and many other ways of predicting coming events have 
been used in different societies – each considering its 
own methods sacred, and others to be magical or super-
stitious.

Times change. Today we have highly-refined 
weather prognostication at our fingertips, but 
entrail reading is nearly a lost art. 

Astrology, on the other hand, has had its 
devotees since ancient Babylonian times – and 
Babylonian sophistication suggests a long pre-
historical backdrop of observation and study of 
the night sky.

Early observers recognized that the stars and 
planets, as seen from Earth, trace recurring pat-
terns through the heavens. The discovery of the 
ring of “zodiacal” constellations through which 
the sun and planets appear to move is quite an-
cient. However, different cultures have counted 
different numbers of constellations, with the 
number 12 settling in only around Roman times.

The applications of astrology have also changed 
over the centuries. Various texts from different 
cultures survive, suggesting that in ancient times 
the stars were seen as predicting the fate of king-
doms and royalty, but not particularly you or me. 

When the methods came to be applied to ordi-
nary people, they were used more to discover a 
person’s character or the overall arc of their life 
than to predict day-to-day happenings. 

Another common use was finding the most 
propitious time for a certain event – eg, the 

beginning of a journey, a marriage, or a project. People 
still speak of the power of the waxing or waning moon 
or Mercury retrograde – ancient astrology made intricate 
calculations involving multiple heavenly bodies.

Given these changes, there seems to be no continuous 
tradition of interpretation, or even longterm agreement 
about which astral phenomena are to be interpreted. 
Astrology as practiced today – interpretation of personal 
charts on a day-to-day basis – seems to be a relatively 
recent development.

Legacies: Astrology is practiced in many magical circles 
today, but it doesn’t often inform our calendars – that 
is, rituals, classes, and camps are not typically scheduled 
according to astrological factors (although these may be 
noted during planning). 

Casting horoscopes goes high-tech – a super-sized 
armillary sphere from Renaissance times.
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TWO MAGICAL THREADS
Richard Kieckhefer, in his short book on Medieval magic, 
suggests two intertwining threads: 

• common traditions – ordinary, day-to-day practices

• learned traditions – consisting of two broad tendencies:

• literate magic – elaborate ceremonies and spells per-
formed by educated elites

• natural magic – unlocking the hidden secrets of nature

COMMON TRADITIONS:  
PRACTICAL MAGIC
Common traditions comprise the ordinary practices of 
non-professionals – charms, amulets, incantations, curses, 
herbology, etc – the sorts of things that people of past 
times probably did not consider to be “magic” at all, but 
simply, “how you do such and such.”

Common traditions include healing, divination, love po-
tions, spells to increase confidence or performance, and 
more. Techniques included, at various times and places, 
concocting potions, casting lots or horoscopes, spell-cast-
ing, water or flame scrying, creating amulets and written 
charms, and so on. 

These practices embodied a great deal of folk wisdom 
(along with miscellaneous superstitions and prejudices). 

Every aspect of life might have its special spells, charms, 
and incantations. 

Some might be simple herbal salves or poultices. Others 
might be as complex as those of a woman in Todi (Italy) 
charged in 1428 with working spells to cure illness using 
a bone from an unbaptized baby, creating a contracep-
tive by burning a mule’s hoof, and transferring an injury 
to another person by means of a potion involving thirty 
different herbs.

Legacies: The view that magic is a practical tool to be 
used and shared in day-to-day life. An informal quality to 
spells and invocations, and a collective and co-creative 
approach to discovering “what works.”

LEARNED TRADITIONS:  
LITERATE MAGIC & NECROMANCY
Welcome to the realm of necromancy. Literally the term 
refers to invoking and working with the spirits of the 
dead. But the term has come to encompass formal ritual 
magic in general, and especially summoning spirits, an-
gels, demons, and the like.

In an age when only the educated few were literate, and 
given the shady nature of necromantic rituals (which 
sometimes copied or parodied the Catholic mass), it is 
unlikely that ordinary people had much involvement in 
these rites. Investigations and prosecutions for demonic 

magic focused on clerics, not com-
mon people. (This will radically 
change with the witch hunts after 
about 1500.)

From earliest history until the 
Enlightenment of the 1700s, few 
people doubted that the world in-
cluded not only humans and other 
living beings, but a host of spirits. 
In polytheistic times these might 
be seen as deities, demigods, or 
the spirit of a place or a natural 
feature such as a waterfall. 

In the Christian era, when official 
theology denied the existence of 
any spirits outside God’s control, 
these beings came to be seen as 
angels and demons ultimately 
subordinate to the monarchical 

PART II: MEDIEVAL MAGIC
(Approximately 500-1500 CE)

Imagine your birth chart looking like this – from a Medieval manuscript.
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deity – a neat binary division of all super-
natural energy into good and evil that 
lingers today. 

Building on older practices, Moslems, 
Jews, and Christians developed rituals and 
spells for summoning and commanding 
such spirits, often in hopes of obtaining 
assistance in love, treasure-finding, or 
professional endeavors.

Some of these rituals survive in manu-
scripts (often ironically thanks to church 
and monastic libraries), revealing an 
obsession with lists of divine and spirit 
names that (if perfectly recited) will com-
pel a given spirit to appear and do the 
ritualist’s bidding. Goethe’s Faust illus-
trates this sort of ritual – as does the 17th 
century Book of Abramelin.

Enough manuscripts survive to show 
that Medieval clerics (a general term for 
anyone educated in the church-controlled 
universities, not necessarily a priest or 
monk) considered their activities to be “magical,” and were 
willing to run the risk of discovery and punishment in 
return for the hope of power and wealth.

This sort of fussily arcane magic merged with the alchemi-
cal revival around 1500. Both faded in the face of the 
scientific revolution from about 1650 forward.

Legacies: Well, for starts, people today write a lot of 
books about spirituality and magic.

Some see the world as populated with myriad spirits, 
although tending to agree with the ancients that they 
are spirits of places and other beings, not God-controlled 
subordinates.

Reclaiming rituals invoke and work with these spirits and 
deities, but avoid commanding or restraining them, see-
ing it more as a “power-with” relation.

LEARNED TRADITIONS: 
NATURAL MAGIC
A second bookish trend was so-called natural magic – the 
search for the occult (hidden) properties of nature.

That plants and stones have particular properties which 
can be discovered and utilized is nothing new – once 
humans discovered honey and berries, the search was 
on. Imagine the amazement of people first seeing wheat 
transmuted into bread, or soft clay being shaped and fired 
into a hard, reusable vessel. Talk about magic!

However bookish the Middles Ages could be, some peo-

ple were always alert for new substances and new ways 
of doing things – some fanciful, such as a given stone’s 
ability to tame dragons, and others quite real, such as the 
development of new dye pigments.

The Christian theologian Albertus Magnus (Albert the 
Great, d. 1280) wrote extensively on natural science, and 
later generations foisted countless books about plant 
magic and alchemy on him.

Natural magic has strong connections to the “common 
traditions” discussed above. Ordinary people throughout 
history have been just as likely to discover a new truth 
or natural fact as experts, although in retrospect we rely 
mainly on literate (and usually male) sources such as 
Albertus to learn about them.

Natural magicians searched for hidden properties by 
studying the resemblances of different objects. For 
instance, beets were believed to be good for the blood 
because their juice is bright red.

As shown below, when Christian authorities began to 
charge that all magic involved demonic invocations, 
practitioners of natural magic answered that they were 
actually unlocking secrets that God had hidden in the 
natural world. 

This defense worked up to a point – but when the new 
discoveries (for instance, in physiology and astronomy) 
began to undermine established authorities, it became 
another story.

Legacies: Nature is magical, and it behooves us to learn 
its secrets. Nuff said!

Poor ergonomics – an occupational hazard of Medieval scribes.
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ARABIC ASTRAL MAGIC 
700 to 1100 CE

Islam arose in the early 600s. By 700 CE, the religion had 
spread from Morocco and Spain to North India. Constanti-
nople (modern Istanbul) and coastal Italy were besieged. 

While seldom politically united, Islam fostered a common 
cultural climate. Heir to Greek and Egyptian legacies, the 
Islamic regions flourished while most of Europe was mired 
in the post-Roman “dark ages.”

Not surprisingly, at a time when its literature, architec-
ture, and medicine were the most advanced in the West, 
Islamic regions also produced cutting-edge magic. Over 
subsequent centuries, hundreds of Arabic manuscripts on 
a wide range of topics were translated into Latin, forming 
the basis for later Western philosophy, science, and magi-
cal theory.

Foremost among the 
techniques that even-
tually made their way 
into broader circula-
tion were astral and 
talismanic magic.

Astral magic is built on 
the Neoplatonic no-
tion of a magical/spiri-
tual “fluid” that flows 
through and unites 
the cosmos. Stars and 
planets especially 
focus this energy, and 
trained magicians can 
tap into astral emana-
tions and draw them 
into objects to create 
talismans.

Talismans are magically-charged objects which can 
range from pieces of parchment to precious gems. The 
material of which the talisman is made affects its power 
– for instance, copper is especially effective in drawing 
energy from Venus. 

The object might be inscribed with names, words, and/or 
images to attract and focus the particular energy. The tal-
isman might then be charged by placing it under the rays 
of the desired astral body – for instance, leaving a love-
talisman in the starlight when Venus is especially bright.

Legacies: Talismans! Neo-Pagans do their part to preserve 
this heritage by including craft fairs at many gatherings. 
Modern Pagans and Wiccans carry on older practices of 
magically charging objects such as necklaces, rings, and 
amulets.

Arabic astral magic bequeaths a sense that the universe is 
pervaded with magical/spiritual energy. The challenge is 
to learn to tap into and direct this energy.

PRE-INDUSTRIAL EUROPE:  
A CULTURE OF MISFORTUNE
As our survey moves toward the era of the European 
witch trials, let’s pause to remember the conditions of life 
for people prior to about 1800. Some have referred to this 
pre-industrial society as a “culture of misfortune,” in which 
death and catastrophe were routine occurrences.

In a time when half of all children died by age 10 (and half 
of those by age 1), when inexplicable illness could strike 
at any moment, when a freak hailstorm could destroy 
a year of agricultural work and everyone was one bad 
harvest away from hunger – any of these might set off a 

search for scapegoats.

Among Europe’s fa-
vored scapegoats were 
Jews, heretics, witches, 
and foreigners. Why 
witches were specially 
targeted after about 
1500 will be discussed 
below. 

Legal and extra-legal 
killings in times of crisis 
may have been more 
common than scant 
records show, and accu-
sations against neigh-
bors might often have 
included witchcraft or 
magic. 

However, until the era 
of the witch hunts (discussed below), this did not lead to 
serial trials where each suspect was coerced to accuse the 
next. 

THE DEMONIZATION OF MAGIC 
c. 500 BCE to 300 CE

Now let’s survey a longterm development that will 
become horrifyingly relevant around 1500 – the demoni-
zation of magic. This very brief overview will try to show 
how negative attitudes toward magic and alternative 
spiritual trends changed and hardened over two millen-
nia, culminating in the era of the European witch hunts 
around 1500-1700.

Broadly speaking, in ancient polytheistic societies, people 

Complex calculations characterize Arabic astral magic. Fortunately, we are no 
longer tested on this material in Elements of Magic classes.
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were accustomed to encountering and 
even participating in a variety of spiritual 
practices. The practices of other people, 
especially foreigners, might be seen as 
alien, disturbing, or perhaps magical, but 
not illegal. The Greek term “magi,” origi-
nally referring to Persian priests, came to 
be applied to unofficial religious workers 
in general.

The diverse Mediterranean societies of 
the Hellenistic era (around 300-50 BCE) 
needed to practice religious tolerance in 
order to function. The common traditions 
of magic (see above) were shared and 
tolerated, and were repressed only when 
specific harmful effects were perceived or 
feared.

During the Roman Imperial era (c. 50 BCE 
to 400 CE), when the entire Mediterranean 
world was politically and economically 
united, urban people regularly witnessed 
other rites and practices. 

Roman authorities tolerated other religions 
so long as the adherents didn’t cause distur-
bances and also made sacrifices to the official 
Roman pantheon (Jews, a sizeable minority in many parts 
of the Eastern Roman world, were granted an exemption). 

When magic or alternative spirituality was persecuted, it 
was mainly because of a perceived threat to social order. 
The first persecutions of Christians seem to have been 
a combination of their refusing to honor Roman deities, 
coupled with Nero’s search for a scapegoat for the burn-
ing of Rome around 64 CE. 

Laws against fraud or failed attempts at healing may have 
snared magical practitioners – but people were arrested 
for the harm they allegedly caused, not for their beliefs or 
general practices.

THE DEMONIZATION OF MAGIC  
c. 300 CE to about 1500 CE

With the advent of Christianity, and especially after about 
350 CE when it became the dominant religion in the late 
Roman Empire, views toward magic and alternative spiri-
tuality shifted. Let’s survey that change.

Up till about 300 CE, Roman, Greek, and other ancient 
Pagan religions were polytheistic. Foreign religions and 
deities might be regarded as equally powerful for their 
own devotees, as less powerful but still quite real, or as 
various names and aspects of one’s own deities.

Thus Greeks recognized that Persian magi were powerful 

priests in their home society. 

Assyrians seem to have seen other deities as real but less 
powerful (after all, which gods won the war?). 

And the Romans said, “Your gods are really just different 
names for our gods!” They carried this so far with Greece 
that later generations see Greek and Roman deities as in-
terchangeable – Rome simply took over Greek myths and 
legends and applied them to their own deities.

Judaism is an exceptional case, probably passing from 
monolatry (recognition of multiple deities but worship of 
only one) to full monotheism – ours is the only God, and 
yours either don’t exist or are demons. 

Christianity took on this aspect of Jewish thought and 
added a new element – organized state power. From 
about 380 CE forward, Christianity engaged in official 
campaigns to eradicate all vestiges of older “Pagan” 
practices. Persecutions were turned on adherents of older 
beliefs, sacred sites were closed and often destroyed, 
temples were rebranded as churches, and spirits repur-
posed as angels or saints (or as demons – stay tuned!).

Historians debate the causes of this change, some noting 
that the far-flung Roman Empire seemed to demand 
more unity of belief than the diffuse Pagan systems could 
provide. Given the Empire’s tendency to break apart 
into civil wars and secessionist movements, what would 
unify people from Britain to Palestine, from the Danube 

A Medieval necromancer, following written instructions, invokes a demon within 
the bounds of a magical circle. Warning: Always read entire manual before at-
tempting this procedure at home!
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to North Africa? Maybe if everyone were compelled to 
believe in One True God...

Okay – but how does this connect to demonizing magic?

Suppose you are a Christian authority living in a diverse 
world with many surviving religions, cults, and practices. 
There’s no way you are going to convince all those other 
people that their practices are empty and meaningless – 
they know better.

Christianity’s answer – yes, your practices work – but only 
because you have invoked demons to assist you! Chris-
tian authorities such as Augustine didn’t deny the power 
of spirits – rather, they condemned appeals to any spirit 
other than the Christian God as demonic magic.

Natural magicians (see above) argued: “We are simply 
unlocking hidden powers of nature that God created – 
what’s demonic about that?”

Christian authorities led by Thomas Aquinas (c. 1250 CE) 
shot back: “You use verbal incantations – this proves you 
are actually appealing to a demonic spirit, whether you 
recognize this or not. All magic, all spells, all invocation of 
any power other than God implies an appeal to demonic 
power.”

That’s hard to answer – and will become very problematic 
when ordinary people start getting accused of invoking 
demons because they chant over medicinal herbs.

NORSE/GERMANIC TRADITIONS 
c. 100 to 1200 CE

As with Celts, Romans, and other ancient peoples, the 
Norse and Germanic groups were probably not homoge-
neous ethnic tribes, but ad hoc networks of peoples living 
north and west of the Rhine. 

Roman-era writers such as Tacitus (c. 100 CE) describe 
the Germans (aka “barbarians,”) as nomadic warriors and 
traders with no settled (ie, urban) culture. Archaeologists 
have found few permanent settlements east of the Rhine 
from the Roman period. Small artworks similar to Celtic 
metalwork have been found in graves, along with luxury 
goods and artifacts from southern cultures.

Spared the civil wars and invasions of the late Roman and 
early Medieval era, northern trader/marauders (some-
times called Vikings) moved south into old Roman areas 
and conquered Normandy, Sicily, Britain, and also the 
North of Russia by about 1100 CE. A network of North-
ern trading cities, the Hanseatic League, was among the 
strongest economic regions of the West by 1200.

Beginning around 800 CE, Norse explorers began to settle 
Iceland. This tiny island, insulated from outside influences 
for long periods, gave birth around 1100 CE to a series of 

poems and prose writings known as the Eddas. These ep-
ics describe the dysfunctional familial relations of Norse 
deities and heroes, along with a striking vision of the end 
of the world. 

Runes are symbols which may have been part of alpha-
bets used to write Germanic languages before the adop-
tion of Latin script. Some Medieval texts attribute magical 
power to the runes – in the poem Havamal, Odin recounts 
a runic spell that can cause a corpse to speak. While the 
runes are sometimes used today for divination, there is no 
written transmission of meanings from older times.

Political overtones – white supremacists have for the 
past century adopted certain (usually male) members of 
Norse pantheons as their semi-official deities. This malle-
ability is not unique to Norse deities, but in today’s rapidly 
evolving cultural mix it presents a special challenge to 
social justice and anti-racist organizers.

Legacies: Written down in relatively recent times, the 
tales of the Norse pantheon offer a coherent mythological 
framework with psychologically complex narratives. While 
some WitchCamps and local groups have avoided Norse 
myths due to political complexities, goddesses such 
as Freya have found a place in Reclaiming, and Winter 
WitchCamp especially engages with these deities and 
traditions.

Runes are popular today as divination tools and medita-
tion sigils. Explanations of rune meanings in accompany-
ing books are modern, intuitive interpretations.

GRIMOIRES 
c. 1200 to THE present

The word “grimoire” is a catch-all term covering every-
thing from personal spell books to obsessively-detailed 
instructions for invoking angels and demons, and every-
thing in between.

The Book of Abramelin, The Key of Solomon, and the 
Sworn Book of Honorius are a few grimoires from the 
Medieval or Early Modern era. Each purports to offer step-
by-indecipherable-step instructions on how to invoke 
spirits and compel them to do your bidding, find buried 
treasure, and/or gain your heart’s desires.

Alchemical texts are grimoires of a sort – and like the 
elaborate invocatory manuals, you have to wonder if any-
one ever seriously performed these rites, or if they were 
concocted to dupe gullible aristocrats.

Around 1950, Wiccan pioneer Gerald Gardner applied the 
term “Book of Shadows” to his personal magical notebook 
(later edited and published by Doreen Valiente). 

The term gained favor, eventually popping up on televi-
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sion, in movies, and in books for teen witches. 

Today the terms grimoire and Book of Shadows are used 
interchangeably by many people for a personal collection 
of magical spells, workings, instructions, jokes, and mis-
cellaneous wisdom of varying practical value – a combi-
nation magical journal and compendium.

Legacies: The book you are reading is a descendent of 
grimoires. Like them, we’re sharing intricate details of how 
we actually do magic. 

Just as we feel about older 
grimoires, people in the 
future will probably con-
sider our whole project a bit 
wacky. 

Ah, well – at least they’ll 
know we existed. And what is 
remembered lives.

HERBOLOGY 
from PRE-HISTORY to 
the industrial era

From time before history 
people have gathered herbs 
and other plants for cooking, 
medicine, dyes, rituals, and 
other uses. 

A 16th century “Book of 
Secrets” attributed to the 
long-dead Albertus Magnus, 
promises to reveal the hid-
den virtues of herbs, stones, 
and various marvels of the 
world.

In Homer’s Odyssey, the wise 
woman/goddess Circe mixes unspecified plants with 
cheese and honey and uses them to turn Odysseus’s crew 
into pigs. Helen of Troy is described as putting a drug into 
cups of wine that quieted all pain and strife for the rest of 
the day – with a suggestion that she knew a thing or two 
about using “cunning drugs” to manipulate people. 

As these examples illustrate, knowledge about and 
gathering of herbs has been women’s work since ancient 
times. This was unquestioned in Europe and around the 
Mediterranean up to about 1500. 

Around that time, university-trained physicians began 
campaigning to limit and eventually outlaw herbalists, 
midwives, and other natural healers. In law and elite 
society, herbalism and popular remedies were seen as 
backward and superstitious. 

Despite official pronouncements, most people must have 
continued to rely on popular healers and techniques they 
had long known. Through the early modern period (c. 
1500ff), women offering such services were increasingly 
harassed by authorities.

That the years 1500-1750 were also the period of the 
European witch hunts is noteworthy, and has led some to 
posit a strong connection – that the hunts were at least 
partly aimed at eliminating independent women’s voices 

and practices.

Undeniably, some 
strands of witch 
hunting, exempli-
fied by the Mal-
leus Maleficarum 
(a popular and 
luridly misogynist 
inquisitors’ manu-
al), were obsessed 
with the power of 
women.

However, schol-
arly opinion today 
is skeptical about 
“repressing pow-
erful women” as a 
major motivating 
factor in the witch 
hunts. 

It still seems 
worth noting that 
the “coincidence” 
that the hunts 
targeted older 
women – keep-
ers of much of 

society’s oral wisdom – precisely at a time when male-
dominated academia was driving these women out of 
medical and healing practices.

Legacies: Herbalism is stronger today than in a couple of 
centuries. Skills are openly taught and herbs can (mostly) 
be legally obtained, although conflicts still arise with 
mainstream medicine and regulations.

The idea that the witch hunts aimed at suppressing inde-
pendent women was very popular in the feminist circles 
that gave birth to Reclaiming and other Pagan groups of 
the 1970s and 80s. 

People proudly claimed the label “witch,” taking the word 
to mean powerful, nonconformist women (and eventually 
people of all genders). 

This once-famous grimoire from the 1700s  purports to be written by Pope 
Honorius III (d.1227). King Solomon (supposedly c. 1000 BCE) is also credited 
with authoring a notorious book of spirit invocations that actually dates 
from around 1500 CE. The Key of Solomon was translated into English and 
edited by MacGregor Mathers of the Golden Dawn.
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THE RENAISSANCE 
Italy, 1400-1520
The Modern era opens with two broad cultural trends 
– the Renaissance and the Reformation. Neither was a 
single chain of events, and neither can be easily summa-
rized. Each influenced modern Paganism.

The Renaissance, narrowly defined, spans Northern Italy 
from about 1400 to 1520. Artists and literary types fancied 
themselves midwifing a “rebirth” of ancient art and letters. 
Architecture and sculpture adapted styles from ancient 
Rome. Painting (of which little survived from the ancient 
world) developed in a more visually realistic direction.

Interesting from today’s perspective is the revival of 
ancient Pagan stories and characters. Particularly in Flor-
ence, Pagan-inspired subjects appeared prominently in 
art for the first time in centuries – a trend that would grow 
to encompass all of Europe by the 1600s.

Expanding a Medieval trend, scholars continued to discov-
er ancient texts, translating and publishing them using the 
new moveable-type presses. Ancient Roman authors such 
as Ovid and Virgil achieved new fame, and old Mediterra-
nean myths, never totally lost, rose again to prominence. 

Renaissance “humanism” emphasized human experience 
(as opposed to focusing on the divine), with attention to 
the human form in art and humane values for society. 

These trends radiated out from Italy over the follow-
ing centuries and dominated European art and culture 
through the late 1800s.

Legacies: Today’s familiarity with many Graeco-Roman 
myths and deities stems from this re-invigoration. West-
ern culture’s sense of “refined” art – whether to be imi-
tated or revolted against – stems from the Renaissance. 

Ecological thought has expanded humanism to encom-
pass all life on the planet.

THE HERMETIC TEXTS
Let’s back up and weave another thread from the Mediter-
ranean world of the late Roman era.

Around 300 CE, Constantine – the same emperor who 
legalized Christianity – decided that the capital at Rome 
was too distant from the most economically valuable 
areas of the Empire – particularly Egypt, a trade entrepot 

and a major source of grain for the empire’s cities. He built 
a new capital known as Constantinople (today Istanbul), 
and moved most of the government there. 

The Roman Empire soon dissolved into two relatively 
independent areas – the East based in Constantinople, 
and the West still ruled from Italy (Rome and later Milan 
and Ravenna). 

By 600, the West had crumbled into smaller states and 
dependencies. The East remained controlled by Constan-
tinople, and came to be called Byzantium.

As we have seen, in the mid-600s, Islam rapidly conquered 
the Middle East, Egypt, and North Africa. Most of Spain 
was Islamic by 800. Byzantium, although still powerful, 
was reduced mainly to the Balkans and Greece. For the 
next half millennium this was the political situation.

During this period, Western Europe was the least devel-
oped of these regions. Byzantium continued the Latin 
and Greek traditions of ancient times. Islam inherited the 
Greek traditions of the East and especially Alexandria, and 
far outstripped Western Europe in literature, philosophy, 
science – and magic.

Some of this wisdom filtered through to the West, particu-
larly via Spain, a meeting ground for Islam, Judaism, and 
Christianity.

When Turkish armies captured Constantinople around 
1453, Greek scholars fled to the West, bringing with them 
many ancient texts long lost to the Latin world. Among 
these were numerous dialogs of Plato.

But even more incredible were the Hermetic texts from 
Alexandria – so called because some of the dialogs in-
clude the Graeco-Egyptian god Hermes Trismegistus.

Today dated to around 200 CE, the writings were long be-
lieved to be from ancient Egypt – older than Homer, older 
than Moses. They were called “priscia theologia” – first or 
pristine theology, a direct revelation from God.

The short pieces – most of them unknown in Latin-
speaking Europe from the fall of Rome until the Re-
naissance – contain ruminations on the origins of the 
universe, the meaning of human existence, and commu-
nion with divinity. 

For the next century and beyond, the Hermetic texts 
influenced Western philosophical and spiritual circles with 
a vision of ancient truth that might unify the West’s many 
bickering religions.

Legacies: Although today people are more likely to look 

PART III: RENAISSANCE MAGIC
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to nature and community than ancient texts for inspira-
tion, many share a desire to find the “original truth,” to get 
back to the core of connection to spirit. 

The Hermetic texts also tap into a deep-seated human de-
sire to believe that somewhere out there, someone knows 
the “real” truth about life!

MEDIEVAL & RENAISSANCE ALCHEMY 
c. 1000 to 1700
Let’s pick up the thread of alchemy introduced in ancient 
times. During the Medieval period, alchemical and chemi-
cal studies flourished in Islamic areas. Manuscripts were 
occasionally translated from Arabic into Latin, intriguing 
scholars such as Gerbert of Aurillac, who became Pope 
Sylvester II in 999.

The interest in ancient texts that characterized the later 
Middle Ages and Renaissance, coupled with the advent 
of moveable-type printing around 1450, led to a profu-
sion of “scientific” books, not least alchemical treatises. 
Many survive, copiously illustrated with obscure and 
fascinating drawings and diagrams (Carl Jung discusses 
these graphics from a psycho-spiritual point of view in his 
book on alchemy). Some of these texts are so obtuse and 
convoluted that one suspects their main function was to 
defraud gullible aristocrats.

Around 1600 the notion of personal and collective trans-
mutation flowered in the mysterious Rosicrucian writings 
(as obscure as any alchemical treatise), which seem to 
have been connected to an anti-authoritarian political 
movement aimed at abolishing the Holy Roman Empire 
and promoting local religious and political autonomy.

The Rosicrucian vision of a 
world of tolerance and peace 
was crushed during the 
Thirty Years War (1618-1648). 

Yet the dream of chemical 
transmutation and the syn-
thesis of the philosopher’s 
stone persisted, attracting 
such notables as famed 
scientific innovator Isaac 
Newton, who devoted major 
efforts to alchemy.

The skepticism of the En-
lightenment, coupled with 
the rise of modern experi-
mental science, finally laid to 
rest the arcane formulae of 
alchemy. Practical skills such 
as distillation, metallurgy, 

and manufacture of dyes, pioneered by alchemy, paved 
the way for modern chemistry and other sciences. 

Legacies: Few present-day witches and magi maintain 
fully-equipped alchemical laboratories, and today’s aristo-
crats are notably parsimonious when it comes to patron-
izing esoteric researches.

Yet the alchemical vision remains, and continues to 
inspire people working to change the world – real change 
begins with the “prima materia” of today’s world, and 
seeks to transmute it through a series of purifying steps. 

Good luck to us!

PROFESSIONALS AND WRITINGS
Many practices discussed in this article are considered 
“magic” only in retrospect – people at the time probably 
thought of herbs, incantations, and spells not as magic 
but as “what you do for this problem.” When a parent 
kisses a child’s bruise to “make it well,” we carry on this 
practice (see Common Magic, Part II).

Renaissance magicians, on the other hand, proudly 
claimed the title, and had little hesitation about monetiz-
ing their practices. Some, such as John Dee and Giordano 
Bruno, enjoyed intermittent employment at royal courts.

The development of moveable-type printing around 1450 
greatly increased the dissemination of books and ideas 
around Europe. This period saw a flowering of alchemical 
writings, and alchemists found patrons for their researches 
and profusely-illustrated books.

Astrological books and tables abounded. William Lilly 
gained fame when he read 
the stars to predict Parlia-
ment’s victory in the Eng-
lish Civil War of the 1640s.

Translations and editions of 
long-lost classical authors 
such as the transcendent 
spiritualist Plato and the 
materialist Lucretius chal-
lenged narrow aspects 
of Medieval European 
thought.

Learned magicians 
achieved great respect 
in some circles – but this 
trend came to an abrupt 
end around 1600, killed by 
a combination of religious 
war, the repressive Catholic 
Counter-Reformation, and Hieronymus Bosch (d. 1516), in one of his more restrained moments,  

reminds us that illusion and stage tricks are part of magic
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the growing scientific outlook of European intelligentsia 
after about 1650.

Legacies: Many modern traditions inherit the idea that 
magic can be openly taught and shared (and published in 
books!), and that it takes study and practice to get good 
at it. 

RENAISSANCE MAGIC  
FOUR PERSONALITIES

Joan of Arc – Born in 1412, Joan is usually seen as a 
vestige of the Middle Ages. Of interest here are her claims 
to direct communications and visions from God. The 
channeled messages seemed to aid the French in defeat-
ing the occupying English forces, and Joan was seen as a 
miracle-worker. She was eventually captured by the Eng-
lish and executed as a heretic (and according to popular 
report, a “witch”), but an aura of sanctity and even magic 
has surrounded her ever since.

Paracelsus – Born 1493 in Switzerland, Paracelsus was 
educated as a medical doctor and also steeped in the 
Hermetic philosophy described above. He sought folk 
remedies and disdained the classical medical texts. Build-
ing on alchemical ideas, Paracelsus developed chemistry-
based healing theories that were a forerunner of modern 
pharmaceuticals. In 1525 he was ejected from a teaching 
position at Salzburg for supporting the losing side in the 
German Peasants’ War.

Giordano Bruno – Born in Italy in 1548 and educated as 
a Dominican, Bruno developed elaborate theories about 
astral energy and magical methods for invoking it. He 
adopted the heliocentric model proposed by Copernicus, 
and carried it further by seeing each star as a sun, sur-
rounded by planets with their own life. Bruno traveled Eu-
rope writing, lecturing, and generally alienating everyone 
he met. Toward 1590 he returned to Italy, supposedly to 
convert the Pope to his new magical ideas. This didn’t go 
well, and in 1600 Bruno was executed as a heretic.

John Dee – Born in Britain in 1527, Dee straddled the 
transition from magic to science, and probably did not 
draw a distinction between his mathematical career and 
his metaphysical and Hermetic researches. Dee attempted 
angelic communications and created the “Enochian” script 
with medium (and likely fraudster) Edward Kelley as part 
of a plan to revivify the wisdom of the ancients and heal 
the Protestant/Catholic breach. Around 1585 Dee trav-
eled to Prague and had an audience with Emperor Rudolf 
II. The visit came to nothing, but may have inspired the 
Rosicrucian pamphlets that appeared in the next genera-
tion – pamphlets that called for a new spiritual era that 
transcended old divisions.

THE REFORMATION 
c. 1500 to 1650
Why are we delving into Christian history? It turns out 
that modern Pagan traditions have roots in Protestant 
movements.

The Protestant Reformation of the 1500s, associated 
with names such as Luther and Calvin, followed several 
centuries of unsuccessful localist movements including 
Waldensians, Hussites, and Wycliffites. Each of these was 
labeled heretical and violently repressed in the name of a 
unified Catholicism. 

Around 1520, a faction of German states (Germany being 
divided into several hundred autonomous states only 
loosely federated as the Holy Roman Empire) backed the 
Lutheran movement, and soon several other state-backed 
Protestant groups had taken root in North-Central Europe. 
After a generation of ideological sparring, Central Europe 
collapsed into religious and civil wars after 1550.

The religious wars, particularly in the German states, pro-
vide the broad context for the witch hunts of the century 
from about 1550-1650. While the wars did not focus on 
witchcraft, the decades of devastation left people desper-
ate and looking for scapegoats. They also fostered a cli-
mate of spiritual battle that saw the Devil behind simple 
acts of village magic.  

The Reformation highlighted the relation of the individual 
soul to God. Broadly speaking, the Catholic Church placed 
the relation in the hands of professional clergy who were 
authorized to perform sacramental-magical acts such 
as changing wine into the blood of Christ. These priests 
“mediated” people’s relationship to God.

Protestants emphasized the individual’s direct, “unmedi-
ated” relationship with God, primarily through prayer. The 
purpose of clergy was to teach and exhort, not mediate.

Although these fundamental differences impacted 
European thought for the following several centuries, 
they made little difference as far as witch hunting. Luther 
and other reformers placed at least as much emphasis on 
demonic and satanic dangers as did Catholicism, and hunts 
happened under both Protestants and Catholics.

Legacies: The Protestant emphasis on a direct, personal 
relationship with deity has colored less-structured Pagan 
and Wiccan movements since about 1960. 

Reclaiming and kindred groups explicitly state: “Each per-
son is their own spiritual authority.” Priestesses function as 
facilitators and organizers, not mediators of the divine.

Protestants also bequeathed a disdain for centralized, 
hierarchical structures. Reclaiming inherits this Protestant 
tradition of decentralized, autonomous local congrega-
tions and groups (see also the Activist essay, page XXX).
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The Witch Hunts: 
WHAT/WHEN/WHERE/WHY

Now we come to a disturbingly fascinating period of our 
history. For people who today proudly claim the title 
“witch” or describe their work as “magic,” as well as com-
munists, anarchists, and activists of various stripes, the 
hunts and trials stand as a stark reminder of the vulner-
ability of people 
on the margins of 
respectability.

What led various re-
gions and localities 
of Europe to en-
gage in prolonged 
searches for and 
trials of suspected 
Satan-worshipping 
witches? 

Why did the hunts 
mostly happen in 
this period, and not 
earlier or later? How 
do they connect to 
a broader pattern of 
scapegoating that 
pervades Western 
(and perhaps much 
of human) history?

Who were the victims? What did they have in common? 
How did they try to explain themselves?

In the bibliography at the end of this article I’ll recom-
mend a short article and several longer studies which 
convey enough detail to illustrate the complicated and 
shifting patterns of the witch hunts.

Here I’ll survey some of the broad outlines.

First, some numbers. The total number killed is impos-
sible to determine, partly because the number of alleged 
witches murdered by non-judicial “lynchings” can never 
be known. It is possible that some of the judicial hunts 
and trials began in response to lynchings, with authorities 
trying to re-establish control of volatile situations.

However, the past century of archival research allows at 
least a general sense of the scale. Numbers in the millions, 
once commonly cited, are badly mistaken – in fact, impos-
sible, given the small population of Europe at the time.

Present-day scholars, after studying trial records across 
the continent, put the likely total of officially executed 
witches at between 40 and 60 thousand over the course 
of about three centuries.

Of these, over half were executed in German-speaking 
areas between about 1550 and 1650 – the period of the 
worst Protestant-Catholic wars, culminating in the Thirty 

Years War that raged 
across Germany for a 
generation. Central 
authority collapsed, and 
nothing reined in local 
scapegoating rampages.

Some of the largest 
documented waves of 
executions occurred 
in the western Ger-
man bishoprics of Trier, 
Mainz, and Cologne, 
where several thousand 
people were killed over 
the course of just a few 
decades around 1600. 

These mini-states lacked 
strong central govern-
ments, and none was 
subject to an appellate 
court. When popular 
opinion and local of-

ficials ran amuck, there were no higher institutions to stop 
the momentum.

What about the Inquisition? Ironically, this disreputable 
body didn’t have such a bad record during the witch 
hunts. The Roman Inquisition, controlled by the papacy, 
very early put an end to hearsay evidence, and demanded 
that all cases follow strict legal procedures. Although 
some witches (and the famed magician Giordano Bruno) 
were subsequently executed, no major hunts ensued in 
the Roman jurisdiction.

Similarly, the northern half of staunchly Catholic France, 
with the Paris Parlement acting as a sort of supreme court, 
demanded around 1500 that all capital cases be sent to 
Paris for judicial review. No major hunts happened in their 
jurisdiction after this point.

Hunts seem to have happened mainly in areas where cen-
tral authority was weak or compromised by war. England’s 

PART IV: THE EUROPEAN WITCH HUNTS 
1450 TO 1750 

The ducking of a witch, from a chapbook by John Ashton (1834). Image via 
Wikimedia Commons.
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worst period of witch hunting was during the civil war of 
the 1640s. France’s worst incidents were in outlying areas 
(Normandy, Lorraine) with no accountability to Paris.

The Witch Hunts 
A SATANIC CONSPIRACY?

In the 1300s, several high-profile legal cases charged aris-
tocrats with using magic to murder royalty. The Order of 
the Knights Templar was broken up after 1307, its leaders 
charged with obscene magical acts.

In the Middle Ages, clerics and other educated people 
(mostly men) were occasionally prosecuted for magic, de-
monic rituals, and the like (see “learned traditions,” above).

These upper-class cases remained isolated. When the 
great hunts emerged in the 1400s, the victims were over-
whelmingly ordinary people – often elderly women from 
the fringes of society. 

Did the victims actually call themselves witches? Unless 
they were insane, probably not. As Ronald Hutton has 
established, the term “witch” was in the past mainly used 
on other people, not one’s self. To be identified as a witch 
was dangerous, possibly lethal.

Initial accusations sometimes came from neighbors and 
other common folk – but took on the nature of “hunts” 
and mass executions when church and state got involved.

Individual cases of witchcraft had long been persecuted 
and punished as heresy. The final step in justifying the 
witch hunts was the growth of the idea of a satanic con-
spiracy to destroy Christendom. 

Unlike earlier eras where a single person or small group 
was accused of using evil magic, cases after about 1450 
often included charges of participating in the (sexually-
charged) rituals of devil-worshiping cults, and suspects 
were tortured until they admitted to being part of a 
satanic conspiracy and named other participants. 

This obsession with groups or sects of witches parallels 
the success of breakaway Protestant sects during the 
Reformation – heresy was seen as a group vice, not an 
individual deviance. (Protestants themselves were no dif-
ferent, demonizing one another and the Roman church.)

How did the everyday magical acts of common people 
get caught in this dragnet? We saw above the gradual 
“demonization” of magic. Where older cultures saw magic 
as problematic only when harm was done or perceived, 
the later Middle Ages developed the idea that all magical 
acts were demonic because they must invoke a conscious 
spiritual being in order to accomplish their effects. 

Combined with the belief that witches (and all heretics) 
must belong to secret cults and sects, this seems to have 

led authorities to launch “hunts” to eradicate heresy, devi-
ance, and witchcraft. Official Christianity seemed under 
attack, and authorities looked for scapegoats.

In some ages, these scapegoats were Jews, or Romany, or 
foreigners in general. Jews and Moslems were forced to 
convert to Christianity or leave Spain in 1492. 

Around 1500, tensions focused on witches, and often on 
older women. Why this happened at this time remains a 
complex question. 

THE WITCH HUNTS  
WHY were OLDER WOMEN TARGETED?

Archival research confirms that a large majority of witches 
and magicians executed during the period of the great 
hunts were woman. In some places they made up 90 
percent of victims. 

To account for the high percentage of women persecuted 
and killed during this era, it has been popular since his-
torian Jules Michelet in the mid-1800s to cite the deep-
grained misogyny of Christian churches (Protestant and 
Catholic) as the driving force behind the hunts. 

Although Christian attitudes couldn’t have helped mat-
ters, this doesn’t explain why the witch hunts happened 
around 1500 instead of, say, 500 or 1000 CE, when at-
titudes were just as misogynist. 

And why did the Roman Inquisition lead most jurisdic-
tions in curbing the hunts? Something further must have 
been involved.

Social factors probably played a role. An earlier chapter 
discussed herbalism – a gendered field occupied mainly 
by women. In Western societies prior to about 1500, the 
healthcare and healing of most people was in the hands of 
such women. The rare university-educated male physicians 
treated royalty and aristocrats (often to their detriment). 

Beginning in the early modern era, educated doctors 
campaigned to ban women from practicing medicine and 
even midwifery.

Women were also displaced from positions of economic 
and social importance as capitalist production moved 
male laborers away from farms and home workshops.

These and other factors may have rendered older women 
less essential to town and village societies, and height-
ened gender tensions at a moment when other conflicts 
and disasters were leading people across Central Europe 
to look for scapegoats.

For more on the complex topic of gender and the witch 
hunts, see the bibliography at the end of this article.
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THE WITCH HUNTS 
WHY IN THESE TIMES AND PLACES?

Why were witches particularly persecuted – and accused 
of a satanic conspiracy, no less – at particular times and 
places? Why did the worst excesses happen between about 
1550-1650, and why mainly in north-central Europe?

This essay can’t offer answers, but here are some factors 
to consider:

• the Protestant Reformation (1517ff), which challenged 
centuries-old patterns of authority and spawned a cen-
tury of religious wars.

• Christianity’s demonization of magic and developing 
conception of a vast anti-Christian conspiracy.

• the early stages of the 
capitalist upheaval, 
which unsettled social 
relations and econom-
ic patterns.

• misogynistic trends 
aggravated by incipi-
ent capitalism, includ-
ing devaluation of the 
role of women in pro-
duction and reproduc-
tion (eg, suppression 
of midwives).

• climatic trends includ-
ing a “little ice age” 
around 1550, leading 
to diminished harvests.

• wider scientific and 
technological changes, 
including the develop-
ment of moveable-
type printing around 
1450, European 
invasion of the Western 
hemisphere around 
1500, and the Coperni-
can revolution begin-
ning around 1530.

These trends contributed to an atmosphere of displace-
ment and unpredictable change. Place this in a “culture 
of misfortune” as described earlier, add the religious wars 
in northern Europe beginning around 1550, and possible 
explanations emerge for why the worst hunts happened 
when and where they did.

This may account for the timing – but why witches, and 
not, say, Jews? This was demographics. Where Jews were 
found in sizeable numbers, as in the city-state of Trier, 

they were also targeted. 

Witches, on the other hand, could be found anywhere, in 
whatever quantities were desired. 

THE WITCH HUNTS 
HOW THEY ENDED

As noted above, the large-scale witch hunts seem to have 
happened mostly in areas where government authority 
was weak or compromised. As the worst of the religious 
wars wound down around 1650, central governments 
reasserted power. 

Hunts were avoided or ended earliest in areas with 
strong central authority – the papal 
jurisdictions covered by the Roman 
Inquisition, the North of France cov-
ered by the Paris Parlement.

Broadly speaking, the hunts moved 
West to East, beginning and ending 
earlier in Western Europe. This paral-
lels the earlier evolution of strong 
governments in the West.

Developments described below such 
as the Scientific Revolution and the 
Enlightenment led to growth of skep-
ticism about the possibility of magic 
or witchcraft. By 1700, most edu-
cated Europeans considered even 
self-confessed witches to be deluded 
people incapable of doing real harm. 
Church authorities promoting witch 
hunts were considered ignorant and 
backward, a trope that Voltaire built 
his career on.

By 1750 the hunts and most official 
executions had ended. A new era 
had arrived in which magic was not 
persecuted, but ridiculed.

Legacies: A somewhat morbid fasci-
nation with witches as counter-cul-
tural icons par excellence, coupled 

with a realistic concern that political and religious “witch 
hunts” continue – not least the U.S., where a “satanic 
abuse” hysteria spread as recently as the 1980s (investiga-
tions turned up no actual cases).

The anti-communist crusade around 1950 (“McCarthy-
ism”) derailed many lives and featured one of the worst 
aspects of witch hunts – suspects being coerced into giv-
ing the names of others.

A German illustration of the Mora witch trial, Sweden 1669. 
Fourteen women and one man were decaptated and their 
bodies burned. 
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MAGIC GOES UNDERGROUND
After several centuries of witch hunts, followed by grow-
ing skepticism and anti-spiritual thought, magic was in 
sad shape.

Isaac Newton (d. 1727) was one of the last European 
intellectuals who pursued magic as a serious vocation. His 
manuscripts reveal deep interest in alchemy and bibli-
cal numerology – deciphering the secrets of the Hebrew 
scriptures by assigning numerical values to words and 
letters.

French writer and social activist Voltaire, two generations 
younger (and himself a major propagator of Newton’s 
scientific ideas), laid into spirituality and dogma with such 
witty venom that by mid-century most forms of magic 
had gone underground.

Alchemical researches continued, and we’ll see below 
how Tarot was “rediscovered” around 1780. But many 
prominent writers of the period tended to be skeptical, 
even materialist (Diderot, D’Holbach). 

During the early 1800s, in the wake of the apparent defeat 
of the French Revolution and Napoleon, Europe saw a 
spiritual revival. The milieu was reactionary and often 
royalist – a political bent that colored some later magical 
writing and did nothing to engage advanced thinkers. 

Legacies: Many people came to magic and Paganism 
as adults, having grown up in a society and educational 
system that ridicules such beliefs and practices. Among 
political radicals, all forms of spiritual interest can be sus-
pect as “opiates of the masses.” 

This gives rise to the expression, “in the broom closet” 
– borrowing metaphor and practice from LGBTQ allies, 
people reveal their magical inclinations to people one at a 
time, while keeping it veiled from others – often including 
families.

THE SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION
This section won’t trace the development of modern 
science, but notes a few aspects that pertain to today’s 
traditions.

A huge shift between about 1200 and 1700 saw the 
development of an experimental approach to knowledge. 
Earlier exemplars such as Roger Bacon (d. 1292, Oxford) 
can be found, but the dominant approach around 1200 

was a close study and critique of past texts and authori-
ties. A newly-discovered manuscript or a fresh interpreta-
tion meant more than observation of the world.

By 1700, this had largely changed. Galileo, Harvey, and 
Newton redefined knowledge to answer to the demand 
that theory be validated by observation and experiment.

The results have been spectacular – an end to famine, cures 
for diseases, and a standard of living (in much of the West, 
at least) that our ancestors never dreamed possible.

Till about 1930 this approach passed virtually unchal-
lenged. Subsequent developments including world war, 
holocaust, atomic weapons, and environmental degra-
dation have raised questions about the unbridled (and 
profit-driven) development of experimental science 
divorced from a humane vision or ethical concerns.

Legacies: Many Neo-Pagans tend to be science-based, 
sharing a broad skepticism about old-style magic such as 
levitation or shape-shifting. This has led some people to 
redefine “magic” to mean social and personal transforma-
tion.

Reclaiming’s approach to magic and ritual tend to be 
“experimental,” in that people try to intuitively read the 
energy of the moment and improvise, more than consult-
ing authorities or past scripts. 

TAROT: DIVINATION FOR THE PEOPLE!
Playing cards were introduced into Europe around 1350, 
probably from the Islamic Middle East. Their ultimate 
source may have been India or China, and they reflect the 
same sort of “number” magic as tossing coins or sticks and 
noting their patterns. 

The earliest known European cards included four suits of 
numbered cards plus three or four court cards per suit. 
The suits may derive from Medieval Egyptian designs.

Around 1440, Italian game-players and artists added a 
series of additional cards which today we call the Major 
Arcana, and created the game of Trionfi (google for more 
information and rules).

The additional cards functioned as trumps in trick-taking 
games – as opposed to designating one of the four suits 
as trump, as we do today.

Although professionals may study for years, anyone can 
intuitively read Tarot – a magical tool for the people!

PART V: AN AGE OF SCIENCE
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Tarot cards were used for esoteric purposes quite early. In 
one account from the later 1400s, a card was assigned to 
each person at a party, and others said how they thought 
it applied (or not).

Modern divinatory use of Tarot cards is first documented 
(so far) in the mid-1700s, probably inspired by popular 
fortune tellers. Romany, people renowned as seers and 
palm-readers, may have helped popularize cartomancy.

Suggestions that Romany people pioneered Tarot divina-
tion, while intriguing, are unsubstantiated – will evidence 
emerge as researchers examine police and court records?

A common type of deck at that time (still available today) 
was the so-called the Tarot de Marseilles, actually based 
on Northern Italian models.

Around 1780, a minor French aristocrat named Court 
de Gébelin came across the cards and concluded that 
they were a pictorial form of the Egyptian Book of Thoth, 
passed secretly through the ages. The idea that the cards 
conceal ancient wisdom has been with us ever since. 

Several writers expounded Tarot theories during the 1800s. 
Eliphas Levi integrated Tarot and the nu-
merology of Hebrew letters to “discover” 
occult interpretations of the Major 
Arcana (most post-1900 scholars have 
found this artificial).

This ethereal theorizing culminated 
with the Hermetic Order of the Golden 
Dawn (see Part VI below), which wove 
Tarot into a unified fabric of Western 
magic that included astrology, alche-
my, Kabbalah, and other arts. 

Around 1900, Golden Dawn members 
Arthur Waite and graphic artist Pamela 
Colman Smith created an intricate yet 
accessible deck. Re-published in 1971, 
it has become “the” iconic Tarot. Origi-
nally called the Rider-Waite deck (Rider 
was the first publisher), today it is often 
called the Waite-Smith deck.

Tarot bubbled underground through 
the early 1900s. Eccentric writer Aleis-
ter Crowley and painter Frieda Harris 
creating the Thoth deck around 1940 
(widely available since around 1968).

With the advent of the new age move-
ment in the 1960s and 1970s, Tarot 
exploded. Decks and books multiplied, 
readers emerged from the shadows, and scholars began to 
study the 500-year trajectory of this colorful magical tool. 

Legacies: Tarot is widely used among magical folk for 

discernment and insight – to help with a decision or to 
show various perspectives on an issue. Some rituals are 
built around Tarot reading.

Some reading is intuitive –  interpreting the images 
directly. Other times people read book-meanings – an 
evolving tradition that dates at least to the 1700s. 

A working known as the Journey of the Fool uses Tarot to 
map out a spiritual quest (see Workings chapter).

THE ENLIGHTENMENT: 
THE RISE OF SKEPTICISM
The 1700s in Western Europe are called the Enlightenment 
– a period that built on the scientific revolution to develop 
a secular, critical approach to many facets of society. 

Writers such as Voltaire and Montesquieu turned harsh 
eyes on traditional political institutions, a trend that 
culminated in the French Revolution of 1789. Diderot and 
others developed early evolutionary theories, debunk-

ing older theories of God-created, 
unchanging species.

Many aspects of traditional spirituality 
and magic came under fire as well – in 
Keith Thomas’s phrase, the world was 
disenchanted. 

As mentioned above, the harshest 
weapon was ridicule. Aside from a 
vague deism in which God created 
the world and disappeared, belief in 
spirituality and metaphysics became 
tokens of ignorance, backwardness, 
and lack of critical thinking. 

Legacies: Contemporary Paganism 
exists in a skeptical, a-spiritual soci-
ety. Tell a non-Pagan that you are a 
witch, and you get “that smile.” Tell an 
educated person that you do magic, 
and watch them awkwardly change 
the topic.

Actually, you get the same reaction if 
you say you are a revolutionary.

Awkward smiles aside, is there a 
deeper level at which we don’t take 
ourselves seriously? Do we secretly 
discount the idea that magic (and a 
good deal of hard work) can actually 

create a peaceful, beneficent, sustainable world?

What do we believe we can accomplish with all this ritual 
and magic stuff? Enquiring minds would like to know!

The Star card from one of the many variants 
known as the Tarot of Marseilles, a 1700s 
deck actually from Northern Italy.
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FREEMASONRY: CEREMONY & INITIATION 
1600-1900

Amidst an era of science and skepticism, Freemasonry, 
tracing its mythical roots to Medieval craft guilds, was 
re-founded as a network 
of fraternal lodges. From 
probable origins in Scotland 
around 1600, the movement 
of secret initiatory societies 
spread to England and then 
across Europe and its colo-
nies, reaching Pennsylvania 
as early as 1715.

Independent of central au-
thority, the local lodge forms 
the basis of Masonry. Each 
lodge elects its own officers 
and follows its own sched-
ule. Lodges also function as 
social, mutual support, and 
charitable organizations. 
Traditionally, lodges ac-
cepted only free (non-slave 
or servant) white males. 

Egyptian and Graeco-Roman 
motifs are common in lodges 
and rituals, along with cer-
emonial trappings such as 
processions, altars, and robes.

Candidates for admission are 
initiated through a series of 
grades or degrees. Varying 
from place to place, the initia-
tions often involve knowledge of craft tools, practices, or 
history, as well as specific ceremonies for each degree. 
During initiations, members are often required to swear 
fidelity to the lodge and its covenants, as well as never to 
reveal Masonic secrets to outsiders.

The founders of many later traditions including the 
Golden Dawn were first trained in Freemasonry.

Legacies: Freemasonry provides a ceremonial and initia-
tory framework followed by many later traditions, most 
prominently the Golden Dawn, which passed them on to 
early wiccan groups. 

Masonic lodges modeled the creation of a network of 
voluntary societies outside the control of either church or 
state.

Anarchist-type groups such as Reclaiming (with no formal 
membership or graded series of initiations) have deliber-
ately avoided many of the formal structures and hierar-
chies inherited from Freemasonry. 

ROMANTICISM: AN INTUITIVE RESPONSE 
Early 1800s

The so-called Romantic era blossomed following the En-
lightenment and the French Revolution. Partly a conser-

vative reaction to the upheaval of the 
past decades, Romanticism elevated 
intuition and feeling to a position equal 
with reason. 

Foreshadowed by Goethe and Rous-
seau, writers such as Jane Austen and 
Walter Scott took the “romantic” novel 
to heights never surpassed.

Pagan deities and myths colored the 
works of poets like Keats and Shelley.

Folklore – this era saw the develop-
ment of folklore movements which re-
corded stories and legends that literate 
society previously ignored. These were 
presented as the timeless heritage of 
an unchanging rural past. The Grimm 
Brothers’ fairy tale collections date from 
this time, as do writers such as Bullfinch 
who systematized the chaotic jumble 
of ancient Greek and Roman sources 
into coherent, linear narratives.

Legacies: Today’s awareness of folk 
and fairy tales stems from the research 
of this era. Many first encountered 
Greek myths via Bullfinch and his prog-
eny. Romantic-era versions of tales and 
myths are often taken as “traditional.”

HEGEL & HISTORICAL RELATIVISM
This profound and obtuse thinker paved the way for what 
is sometimes called “historicism” or “historical relativism” 
– the idea that historical movements can best be under-
stood in the context of their own times, and philosophies 
and customs that seem irrational or convoluted today 
may have made perfect sense in their age.

Hegel also propounded a developmental view of history, 
in which humankind is spiritually evolving toward perfec-
tion and God-awareness – in other words, evolving into 
complete agreement with Hegel’s system!

The rest of the 1800s see one long reaction to Hegel – 
Marx’s materialist interpretation, Nietzsche’s individualist 
rebellion, Kierkegaard’s angsty existentialism...

Legacies: Both cultural relativism and a developmental 
view of history are deep influences on today’s views of 
human spirituality – as is angsty existentialism!

This diagram shows the structure of Freemasonry, 
incorporating symbols such as the compass, the 
square, and the twin pillars from Solomon’s Temple.
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ELIPHAS LEVI
Almost forgotten today, Eliphas Levi (born 1810 as Al-
phonse Louis Constant) was the foremost French occult 
writer of the later 1800s, and deeply influenced Theoso-
phy and the Golden Dawn.

A former Roman Catholic seminarian, he Hebraicized 
his name after leaving school and undertaking study 
of the Kabbalah, Hermeticism, and Renaissance magic. 
His highly intellectual blend was the most sophisticated 
exposition of this tradition since the time of Isaac Newton 
(late 1600s).

From Marsilio Ficino and Arabic magicians he adapted the 
idea of an “astral light” or fluid that permeates all being. 
The magician operates 
by controlling and ma-
nipulating this fluid.

In his book High Magic: 
Its Doctrine & Ritual 
(also called Transcen-
dental Magic), Levi 
correlates Kabbalah, 
Hermetic writings, 
alchemy, and smat-
terings of ancient 
Egyptian and Greek 
traditions in a structure 
based on the letters of 
the Hebrew alphabet 
– which he correlates 
with the Major Arcana 
of the Tarot deck. 

Read as a Tarot manual, 
the book still offers 
provocative insights on 
the various Majors, and illustrates Levi’s syncretic ideal – 
the various types of Western esoterica are so many paths 
to a unified higher truth.

Levi also drew a famous image of a goat-devil that he 
identified with Baphomet, allegedly worshiped by hereti-
cal Knights Templar in the Middle Ages. This fascination 
with the devil betrays Levi’s Christian background.

Legacies: As Levi taught, the various strands of Western 
magic are taken today as tending toward one goal – spiri-
tual enlightenment. Writers such as Blavatsky, Jung, and 
Gardner have been influenced by this unified approach to 
the various threads and traditions.

Levi’s Hebrew-numerological interpretations of the Tarot 
Majors influenced Arthur Waite and Pamela Colman 
Smith, and through them many subsequent Tarot decks. 
Modern scholars see this association of Hebrew letters 
and Tarot Majors as stemming not from an older tradition, 
but probably from Eliphas Levi himself.

HELENA BLAVATSKY & THEOSOPHY 
Helena Blavatsky (1831-1891) was a Russian-born meta-
physical savant, author, and co-founder of the Theosophi-
cal Society. 

According to her own accounts, she traveled to India 
around 1850, where she encountered a group of spiritual 

masters who 
guided her 
development 
and teachings. 
These masters 
(she claimed) 
taught that 
beneath all 
human reli-
gions runs a 
single current 
of ancient 
wisdom, re-
coverable via 
esoteric tradi-
tions both 
Western and 
Eastern. 

Active as a 
medium in 
the Spiritualist 

movement, Blavatsky asserted that the spirits contacted 
in séances and other ceremonies were not those of dead 
humans, but of other spiritual beings. Something of a 
pantheist (“all being is divine”), Blavatsky referred to God 
as the root of all, from which all proceeds and into which 
all shall be absorbed at the end of the great cycle of be-
ing.

Her early thought was influenced by the Hermetic and 
Kaballistic mix of Eliphas Levi, and she aimed to form a 
universal “brotherhood” of humanity as well as investigat-
ing the unexplained laws of nature.

In 1875 Blavatsky and others formed the Theosophical So-

PART VI: A REBIRTH OF MAGIC

Wisdom advises not to make jokes at the expense of the formidable Madame Blavatsky, 
who may still be watching over us.
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ciety, which especially after she relocated to India in 1879 
became a vehicle for introducing Eastern thought to the 
West. She was an early European convert to Buddhism.

Politically, she advocated for women’s rights and leader-
ship, but also propagated racist and anti-Semitic stereo-
types of her day.

Annie Besant – Blavatsky’s successor as head of the 
Theosophical Society was Annie Besant (1847-1933), an 
ardent suffragette and an important voice for Indian inde-
pendence. She was also involved in the early 20th century 
movement known as Co-Masonry, which unlike Freema-
sonry admitted women to its ranks.

Besant claimed clairvoyant abili-
ties, which she and others used to 
explore the secrets of the universe 
and the history of humankind. She 
co-authored a book called Occult 
Chemistry which traces her psychic 
explorations of natural phenomena.

Legacies: Blavatsky and Besant 
were early feminist influences on 
magical thought. Their notion that 
underlying the multitude of spiritual 
traditions runs a single core of divin-
ity is sometimes expressed as, “One 
Goddess, many names.” Theosophy’s 
blending of science and spiritual 
studies influenced modern pagan 
beliefs. Most of all, Theosophy 
helped introduce Eastern currents 
into Western spirituality.

HERMETIC ORDER OF 
THE GOLDEN DAWN 
c. 1890-1900
No magical group or tendency ever 
got better press than the Golden 
Dawn. In existence barely a decade and consisting of 
about 200 members at its peak, the group left a radiant 
legacy of magical organizing that persists to this day.

The story of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn is 
replete with forged documents, cryptic messages from 
secret masters, and enough betrayals to populate a whole 
series of pulp novels. 

When they weren’t busy forging founding documents or 
bitterly denouncing one another, the self-chosen leaders 
of the Golden Dawn drew up a whole panoply of rituals in 
which initiates advanced by stages similar to Freemasonry 
toward ever-higher revelations. Several temples were 

formed around Britain and in Paris.

At first the Golden Dawn was conceived as a study group, 
where initiates learned about past magical systems such 
as Kabbalah and Hermeticism as they worked through the 
series of graded ceremonies. Although the leadership was 
male, women were initiated on equal terms. 

Soon, a second “inner” order was established with the 
intent of actually practicing magic. While their amalgam 
is influenced by the multi-layered magical theories of Eli-
phas Levi, the Golden Dawn was perhaps the first modern 
organization to attempt to revive and practice older sys-

tems of magic on an initiatory basis.

As the group fractured around 1900, 
a young Aleister Crowley attempted 
to force his way into the inner order, 
resulting in desultory legal proceed-
ings and publicity that led most 
members to abandon the group. 
Despite various recriminations 
and accusations of fraud, most of 
the Golden Dawn rituals remained 
closely guarded secrets until they 
were published by former initiate 
Israel Regardie in the 1930s.

Legacies: The Golden Dawn serves 
as a general inspiration to create 
a practicing magical society more 
than in its details. Reclaiming and 
kindred groups do not have graded 
levels of initiation, and rituals and 
teachings are neither scripted nor 
secret, as the tradition’s many books 
illustrate. 

The modern quilt of Western eso-
teric practices derives more from 
Eliphas Levi than the Golden Dawn, 
although the latter group continued 
this trend. 

Perhaps a touch of the Golden Dawn’s 
self-importance comes down to later pagans as well?

JAMES FRAZER
James Frazer (Scottish, 1854-1941), was an anthropolo-
gist and folklorist who wrote the hugely influential The 
Golden Bough (1890), a study of mythology and religion.

Frazer was among the first explicitly to connect magic, 
myth, and ritual to broader cultural development. Fol-
lowing Hegel, Frazer saw cultures progressing through 
several stages: from magic to religion to science. Magic 

The Sacred Magic of Abramelin, edited and trans-
lated by MacGregor Mathers of the Golden Dawn. 
The illustration shows the ancient Sator Arepo 
square. The palindrome was found in the ruins at 
Herculaneum, destroyed by Mt. Vesuvius in 79 CE.
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and myth, in Frazer’s schema, constituted 
early (inadequate) attempts to under-
stand nature and reality.

Frazer saw ancient religions as fertility 
cults that revolved around the worship 
and periodic sacrifice of a sacred king. The 
king was the incarnation of a solar deity 
who underwent a mystic marriage to a 
goddess of the Earth. He died at the har-
vest and was reincarnated in the Spring. 
Frazer saw this legend of rebirth as central 
to most world mythologies.

This theory was not borne out by closer 
readings of specific myths, and over 
the long run, scholars rejected many of 
Frazer’s ideas. However, he had a major 
influence on Western poetry and literature 
via writers such as T. S. Eliot, H. P. Love-
craft, Carl Jung, and Joseph Campbell. 

Legacies: Frazer is one source of the interpretation of 
seasonal rituals in terms of the death-and-rebirth of a 
solar god, a view that was quite popular in Reclaiming’s 
early days (although the key dates were the Solstices, not 
the Equinoxes). 

Frazer’s idea of magic as primitive science is still common, 
and Frazer may have influenced the view of Samhain (Hal-
loween) as the “new year of the witches.”

ROBERT GRAVES
Poet and author (British, 1895-1985) of The White God-
dess (1948). Building on Frazer’s ideas, Graves proposed 
the pre-historic worship of a Europe-wide deity, the White 
Goddess of Birth, Love, and Death, who lies behind the 
diverse goddesses of various Western mythologies. 

Building on Romantic-era ideas, Graves saw Goddess wor-
ship as the original Western religion, analyzing it largely 
from literary evidence. In his eyes, myth and poetry spring 
from the ancient rituals of the White Goddess.

Graves (following Frazer) proposed a theory of myth and 
seasonal change, claiming that the mythological figure of 
the Holly King represents half of the year, while the other 
half is personified by the Oak King. The two battle cease-
lessly as the seasons turn, and annual rituals commemo-
rate this fight.

Later scholars have questioned Graves’ grasp of European 
and Celtic history and culture. Ronald Hutton calls him “a 
major source of confusion about the ancient Celts.”

Legacies: The idea of a prehistoric cult of a Mother God-
dess known under many names, as well as a ritual cycle 
that emphasizes the drama of the changing seasons.

DISTINGUISHED ANCESTORS  
1800-1950
Let’s pause to meet some ancestors that we won’t have 
time to cover in depth:

Sociology & Anthropology: These new fields, developing 
around 1900, focused on the functional roles of religion 
and magic in social formation and maintenance. Writers 
such as Durkheim, Malinowski, and Weber explored ways 
that religion has provided social cohesion, while magic 
has traditionally served to bolster individual initiative. 
Anthropological studies attempted to place Western prac-
tices in a global perspective. Good survey: Stolen Light-
ning: The Social Theory of Magic, by Daniel O’Keefe.

Jane Ellen Harrison (British, 1850-1928): One of the 
founders of the study of Ancient Greek religion and my-
thology. Emphasized the experiential nature of religious 
and magical rites – ritual is a way we encounter things that 
cannot be put into language. Myths arise to explain or pre-
serve rituals. Popularized the idea that all goddesses are 
aspects of a “triple goddess” – maiden, mother, and crone. 
Emphasized the value of Greek vase-painting for studying 
mythology, and wrote about ancient religious festivals 
and women’s roles. Advocated for women’s suffrage. One 
of the first British women to hold a career academic post. 
Book: Prolegomena to the Study of Greek Religion.

Sigmund Freud (Austrian, 1856-1939): Psychologist and 
social theorist. Developed notion of unconscious/sub-
conscious actions and motivation. Emphasized dream 
interpretation and symbolic thinking, but used the term 
“magical thinking” mainly to describe childish delusions 
that our thoughts are affecting the outside world. Freud’s 
analysis of religion and magic is functionalist – beliefs and 

The Golden Bough, a painting by J. M. W. Turner that ispired Frazer’s book of the same title. 
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practices evolved because they filled social and psycho-
logical functions. A spiritual skeptic, he titled one book on 
religion, The Future of an Illusion. Interestingly, he used 
names from Greek mythology for psychological phe-
nomena such as the Oedipus and Electra complexes and 
Narcissism. Books: Civilization & Its Discontents, Interpre-
tation of Dreams.

Carl Jung (Swiss, 1875-1961): Psychologist and spiritual 
explorer. Initially a student of Freud, Jung spun off in his 
own metaphysically-inflected direction. Jung emphasized 
the social nature of consciousness, seeing it structured 
around collective, unconscious “archetypes” – fundamen-
tal relations that humans encounter both internally and 
externally. Like Freud he focused on ways that magic 
helps individuals function in society. Jung delved into 
then-arcane topics such as Eastern mysticism and Western 
alchemy – his book Psychology & Alchemy is provocative 
(and has lots of pictures!). 

Aleister Crowley (British, 1875-1947): Ceremonial magi-
cian and all-round unpleasant character. Educated at 
Cambridge, he joined the Golden Dawn near its demise, 
which he helped hasten by demanding advanced initia-
tions. Channeled multiple books that might have ben-
efited from a bit of developmental editing. Advocated 
for self-initiation as a magical 
journey (as opposed to a 
series of administered exams). 
Stated: “Do what thou wilt 
shall be the whole of the Law.” 
Renowned for drug-sex-magic 
rites with people of vari-
ous genders, which Crowley 
claimed were exercises of will 
power. Variously fingered both 
as a British intelligence agent 
and as a German sympathizer 
during the world wars. Key 
work: The Book of Thoth and 
related Tarot deck.

AND THEN THE 
COLLAPSE  
1914-1930
By 1910, the Golden Dawn had 
blossomed and wilted, dissolv-
ing into bickering and sordid 
accusations. Pamela Colman 
Smith and Arthur Waite had 
created their epoch-defining 
Tarot deck – but its broader 
influence would not be felt 

until its re-publication in 1971. Eliphas Levi was dead, his 
work sinking into neglect.

Then it all came crashing down. World War I, 1914-1918, 
cleared many cultural decks. The waltz, immensely popu-
lar during the preceding decades, died abruptly, replaced 
by jazz and show tunes. Amid communist revolution, 
aristocracy lost its hold on the European imagination. And 
magic took a hard fall.

A new era of literary and cultural criticism, deconstruc-
tion, and existentialism rendered obsolete elaborate 
theories such as that of Eliphas Levi. After all, if you are 
skeptical about all texts and any possible “truth” behind 
them, what do you gain by correlating Hebrew letters and 
Tarot cards?

As groups like the Golden Dawn failed to train a cadre 
of serious students, inspired cranks like Aleister Crowley 
gobbled up attention, spewing forth one largely unintel-
ligible volume after another. Under-informed writers like 
Manly Hall and Montague Summers flourished.

MARGARET MURRAY  
& THE MYTH OF PAGAN WITCHES

Worse, in 1921 respected Brit-
ish Egyptologist Margaret Mur-
ray (1863-1963) claimed to have 
uncovered substantial evidence 
that English witches were in fact 
underground feminist Pagans who 
celebrated a ritual wheel of the year 
and venerated the goddess Diana 
with joyous feasting and dancing 
(sound familiar?).

Much of Murray’s “evidence” 
involved old interrogation records 
obtained from victims who were 
asked leading questions while un-
der coercion. By the 1970s her ideas 
were widely questioned by other 
students of the witch trials. Histori-
an Keith Thomas called her theories 
“almost totally groundless.” 

Yet before its demise, her theory 
that witches were secret Pagans 
inspired strangely varied offspring, 
including both Nazi ideologues and 
feminist Pagans.

Legacies: Following Murray, 
Neo-Paganism has propagated 
via teachings, songs, and writings 
the mistaken idea that witch-trial 

Every history of magic needs a picture of Aleister Crowley in 
full Golden Dawn regalia. Photo WikiCommons.
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victims were secret Pagans. Writers have also repeated in-
flated numbers of European witch-hunt victims, claiming 
millions – as if 50,000 was not horrible enough.

NAZIS & WITCHCRAFT  
c. 1925-1945
Ideas disturbingly similar to Murray’s can be found among 
certain elements of the German Nazi movement.

Germany had a checkered relation to the occult, magic, 
and witchcraft. Beginning in the late 1700s, German 
researchers built a romanticized image of the “deutschen 
Volke,” whose essence is preserved in folk tales, rural prac-
tices – and in the underground survival of a pre-Christian 
Pagan past. 

Some high-ranking members of the Nazi Party, including 
Hess and Himmler, promoted what they 
saw as Pagan folk customs, helping 
foster a revival of supposedly authentic 
Germanic traditions. “German witches” 
were openly celebrated. This was part 
of a broader program of promoting 
“Aryan values.”

The Nazis created a special “Hexen-
sonderkommando” unit – not a military 
squad, but a research team that gath-
ered evidence concerning the witch 
trials. The goal was to prove that the 
witch hunts aimed to exterminate the 
last vestiges of Germanic Paganism, 
persecuted for centuries by non-Ger-
man (ie, Jewish-based) Christianity – 
thus giving a racialist tinge to theories 
propounded earlier by Margaret Mur-
ray and others.

On the flip side, the Nazis outlawed 
and actively persecuted most occultist 
groups, just as they did most non-Nazi 
formations. Some high-ranking Nazis 
such as Goebbels ridiculed belief in the 
occult. Nazi interest in magic seems 
mostly concerned with promoting 
racialist theories.

Footnote – after 1945, this witch-trial re-
search lay dormant for several decades 
until the 1970s, when a German scholar 
discovered and analyzed the files – ulti-
mately debunking Nazi theories while helping inspire the 
vast archival research of recent decades.

Legacies: No one suggests that Western feminists learned 
their Pagan history from Nazis. But the shared ideas cau-

tions about the malleability of magical and mythical ideas 
and how they can be twisted around to serve selfish ends.

Nazi interest in Paganism (and right-wing Paganolatry to-
day) are a reminder that cultural traditions have complex 
roots, and that part of today’s challenge is to see history 
clearly and begin to deconstruct these often-ignored 
aspects of the past. 

The Unquiet Dead are those cultural ancestors who left 
behind a bitter and hurtful legacy – a legacy we are called 
to confront and heal in our magic and our activism (see 
Ritual Skills: Invoking Ancestors).

BENEATH THE SURFACE  
c. 1950
In the Sputnik Era that worshiped science and debunked 

“superstition,” some magi-
cal trends continued be-
neath the surface. Writers 
such as Frazer and Jung 
inspired a new generation 
including Joseph Camp-
bell and Hermann Hesse. 

Israel Regardie, a former 
Golden Dawn initiate, 
published (1937-1940) 
the hitherto secret 
Golden Dawn rituals, giv-
ing outsiders (eg, pretty 
much anyone alive today) 
the first look inside this 
pivotal community. 

The Smith-Waite Tarot 
and other early twenti-
eth century decks swam 
beneath the surface for 
decades before exploding 
in the 1970s.

Eastern practices and 
mystical teachers contin-
ued to make inroads in 
the West via writings and 
personal appearances. 
New age psychologi-
cal and spiritual trends 
blossomed, notably in 
California.

Aleister Crowley’s increasingly crackpot take on magic 
(exploiting a reputation as “the wickedest man in the 
world”) at least had the effect of breaking through the 
barrier of silence surrounding mystical practices.

Israel Regardie did historians and magicians everywhere 
a big favor when he decided to reveal the original Golden 
Dawn rituals, into which he had been initiated. Perhaps 
there should be an expiration date on vows of secrecy?
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GERALD GARDNER, DOREEN VALIENTE & 
BRITISH TRADITIONAL WICCA
And now, after countless generations and numerous by-
ways, the direct grandparents of contemporary traditions 
step onto the stage.

Gerald Gardner (1884–1964) was an English author 
whose 1954 book Witchcraft Today is often credited with 
bringing the Wiccan strand of Paganism to public atten-
tion. 

Retiring at age 50 after a foreign service career, Gardner 
settled near the 
New Forest in the 
south of England 
and joined a local 
Rosicrucian Fellow-
ship. According to 
his own colorful ac-
count, he soon met 
and was initiated 
into a secret coven 
of witches which 
carried an unbro-
ken lineage back to 
ancient times. 

Citing the coven 
as a pre-Christian 
survival that proved 
Margaret Murray’s 
thesis about the uni-
ty of witchcraft and 
Paganism, Gardner 
proceeded to “revive” and propagate this tradition, mixing 
in ideas from Freemasonry, ceremonial magic, folklore, 
and Aleister Crowley (whom he met around 1947). Gard-
ner’s claims regarding the details of this historical lineage 
have been questioned by later scholars.

When British laws against espousing witchcraft (ie, laws 
against fraud and deceit) were loosened in the early 
1950s, Gardner went public with the hugely influential 
book, Witchcraft Today. He founded a coven, entry into 
which was (and still is in this tradition) attained by initia-
tion by a high priest or priestess who can claim descent 
from Gardner and/or the New Forest.

Gardner’s brand of Wicca honors both God and Goddess 
(often the Mother Goddess and the Horned God, identi-
fied by Doreen Valiente as Cernunnos). Gardner recruited 

a string of high priestesses including Valiente, emphasiz-
ing the need for binary male and female energies. 

Although built on a ceremonial base, the tradition em-
phasizes that each person must find their own truth and 
meaning in the rituals, an idea going back at least to the 
Eleusinian Mysteries.

The tradition teaches an ethical guideline, referred to 
as “The Wiccan Rede.” In archaic language, it states, “An 
it harm none, do as thou wilt.” The Gardnerian tradition 
is also credited with the Law of Return (aka the Rule of 
Three), which states that whatever energy a person puts 

into the world 
– especially if 
it is magically 
charged – is 
likely to return 
on the sender 
threefold.

Gardner popu-
larized the 
term “Wicca,” 
Old English for 
“male witch,” to 
describe his type 
of coven. He also 
used the term 
“Book of Shad-
ows” to describe 
his personal 
magical journal.

Politically, 
Gardner worked 

within the imperial bureaucracy and supported the British 
Conservative Party.

Gradually, Gardner’s students began to form independent 
covens along the same lines, and a loose-knit “Gardnerian” 
tradition of Wicca spread throughout Britain and subse-
quently into Australia and North America in the late 1950s 
and early 1960s. 

Doreen Valiente (1922-1999) was a Wiccan writer and 
priestess who was responsible for many of the early ritu-
als and liturgy of the Gardnerian Tradition. Initiated into 
Gardner’s coven in 1953, she helped edit Witchcraft Today 
(Hutton credits her with removing much of the influence 
of Aleister Crowley).

Valiente brought to Wicca a strong Goddess orientation, 

PART VII: WICCA & PAGANISM TODAY

What lies veiled behind the curtain? Still from a youtube video about Gardnerian rituals.
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and is credited with writing the most familiar version of 
The Charge of the Goddess, a poetic incantation that has 
served as one of modern Paganism’s guiding documents.

During the 1970s, Valiente joined a far-right political 
group, the National Front, and may have seen her Pagan 
practices as connected. Given her other support for pro-
gressive causes, her motives are unclear, with some claim-
ing she was an undercover spy for the British government. 

British Traditional Wicca is a term used mainly outside 
Britain for various wiccan traditions that trace their lin-
eage to the New Forest area. The most prominent of these 
traditions are Gardnerian Wicca and Alexandrian Wicca, 
but other traditions also claim a shared history.

Legacies: Reclaiming and other Neo-Pagan and Wiccan-
oriented groups owe an immeasurable debt to Gardner 
and Valiente. From the broad identification of witchcraft 
and Paganism, to details such as The Rede and the Charge 
of the Goddess, today’s magical cultures are infused with 
their influences. 

Most important is the emphasis on each person finding 
their own truth, which sits well with new age and anar-
chist tendencies.

Even where later generations have markedly differed, 
such as evolution away from gender binaries, such chang-
es are often discussed in light of Gardnerian practices.

MARIJA GIMBUTAS
Archaeologist Marija Gimbutas (Lithuania 1921 to U.S. 
1994) began her career in mid-century, gradually unearth-
ing and studying hundreds of artifacts which she inter-
preted as evidence of stone-age, goddess-centric cultures 
that predated the warrior cultures of early written history. 

The Civilization of the Goddess (1991) presented an 
overview of her conclusions about Neolithic (Late Stone 
Age, c. 5000 BCE) cultures across Europe, studying hous-
ing patterns, social structure, art, and religion. Gimbutas 
explicated what she saw as the differences between the 
Old European system, which she considered goddess- 
and woman-centered, and the Bronze Age Indo-European 
patriarchal culture which supplanted it. 

Throughout the area of Neolithic Europe that she studied, 
Gimbutas found carved images of females that she inter-
preted as goddesses of birth, death, and regeneration. 
She concluded that women were particularly honored by 
Neolithic European people and that the primary deities 
were female. 

According to her views, the Old European matristic 
societies were peaceful, honored women, and espoused 
economic equality. Building on her extensive art-historical 
research, Gimbutas stressed her conclusion that the art 

of Old Europe reflected a mythopoetic perception of the 
sacredness and mystery of the natural world, and that 
behind the various artistic and mythic manifestations of 
the ancient Goddess lies an essential unity: all cultures 
honored the Earth and divinity as feminine.

Other archaeologists have challenged Gimbutas’s broad 
theories. One called her “immensely knowledgeable but 
not very good in critical analysis.” Others questioned her 
interpretation of figurines as “goddesses,” and her projec-
tion of religious beliefs onto pre-literate cultures.

Legacies: Gimbutas has exercised a huge if mostly unac-
knowledged impact on feminist Paganism, providing a 
plausible historical narrative of a time before patriarchy. 

Her interpretation of even quite abstract ancient carved 
figures as female is convincing, providing a basis for her 
more daring leaps of imagination. While her ideas about 
a pre-historic Goddess cult remain controversial, authors 
such as Riane Eisler have built on her work, and their 
views of a peaceful, goddess-oriented culture inspire 
progressive visions today.

Some people feel that they are “reclaiming” this ancient 
Goddess heritage. If further research shows that it never 
actually existed, still the vision that such a society is pos-
sible remains inspiring.

CULTURALLY APPROPRIATED PRACTICES
Before wrapping up with a look at recent Western influ-
ences, let’s take a look at a tangled topic – traditions from 
which modern Pagan movements have deliberately or 
unknowingly appropriated beliefs and practices. 

At the end of the essay, I’ll take a look at the West’s gen-
eral tendency to appropriate (labor, land, culture). Here, I’ll 
focus on two examples:

• Afro-Caribbean

• Native American 

AFRO-CARIBBEAN (The Orisha)
In areas of North America where numbers of people have 
immigrated from the Caribbean (eg, New York, LA, Bay 
Area, Florida), there are local communities practicing 
Santeria, Condomblé, and other traditions that work with 
the Orisha, a group of West African deities (also known as 
Yoruban deities).

In these areas, other people are sometimes able to par-
ticipate (by invitation or sincere request) in ceremonies 
involving the Orisha. These practices are incredibly com-
plex compared to Reclaiming, with specific rituals and 
songs for each deity as well as ways of approaching any of 
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the Orisha. Since the ceremonies often involve honoring 
and communing with ancestors, they appeal to people 
grounded in Halloween/Samhain-based magic.

Some people trained in working with the Orisha have 
helped lead and teach at Reclaiming camps and rituals. 
The results have been alternately beautiful and jarring, 
leading some organizers to wonder whether we are ready 
to weave Afro-Caribbean and Euro-based traditions in 
open settings.

In particular, two issues have arisen:

• well-meaning people with limited training invoke one of 
the Orisha in an otherwise non-Yoruban ritual. This does 
not respect traditional practices. 

• even if the invokers are well-trained, most people at 
the ritual do not know the songs and chants, or how to 
gracefully flow with the energy. Is this really a way of 
honoring a deity?

The place to learn about and work with the Orisha is with 
initiated teachers. 

Migene González-Wippler has written a short introduc-
tion to the Orisha and the complexities of their traditions.

NATIVE AMERICAN PRACTICES
Modern Pagans have also borrowed various ways of doing 
ritual from our perception of Native American practices.

Actually, there is no such thing as generic “Native Ameri-
can practices.” Rather, there are hundreds of tribes and 
bands, each with their own ways and beliefs. 

Every locality and bioregion had, and many continue 
to have, their own tribes and networks. Names can be 
learned and respectfully spoken, and acknowledgment 
can be made that the land was not ceded by the First 
People. Support can be given to present-day organizing 
by members of local tribes and bands.

Most events, rituals, and gatherings in anglo-settled 
North America happen on land appropriated from In-
digenous Peoples. Although decimated by colonialism, 
descendents of many of these Peoples and tribes are still 
alive. Some still practice traditional ceremonies. This is 
especially true in Canada, but also many areas of the US.

An example of appropriation – Folks involved in direct 
action organizing have made connections with Native 
American groups. At Nevada Test Site around 1990, mem-
bers of the Western Shoshone nation (whose land north 
of Las Vegas was appropriated for the nuclear test area) 
took part in huge protests, offering ceremonies during 
week-long encampments as well as leading processions 
to the gates of the site, where activists did civil disobedi-
ence (with over 4000 arrests around 1988-89). 

Hundreds of mainly white protesters thus got to be part 
of Shoshone ceremonies. These (sometimes quite long) 
ceremonies were not especially participatory – we were 
guests, not students.

Nevertheless, from this and other similar engagements, 
non-Indigenous folks have learned practices such as 
sage-smudging, using animal bones as magical tools, or 
consumption of ceremonial substances. Smudging (often 
called “aura-cleansing” by Pagans) by wafting sage-smoke 
with a feather became almost ubiquitous in Paganish 
gatherings around 1990.

Some might say, “Similar practices were probably found 
among our more distant ancestors, too. Native practices 
are awakening us to our own past.” If that resonates for 
you in your personal practice, fine. 

Reclaiming’s public rituals have mostly moved away from 
this. There are so many potential practices – why choose 
ones that seem tinged with appropriation?

What about the Elements, honored in many Native Ameri-
can traditions? Euro-heritage and other Western folks can 
point to our own somewhat continuous traditions from 
ancient Greece and Rome through Medieval Christianity 
and on to the modern Pagan revival.

Still, if you live in North America, consider – when you 
first heard that each direction was connected to a natural 
element, what was your cultural association? I think mine 
was Native practices.

Pagans are probably not going to quit invoking the 
Elements any time soon. But we can be aware and not 
“cherry-pick” other pieces of Indigenous practices to 
ornament Pagan rituals. As with the Orisha, the place to 
practice these ways is at Native ceremonies. Open gather-
ings (sometimes called Pow Wows) are held in many parts 
of the country.

A note on terminology: Times and language change. 
The simple word “Indian” was mostly out-dated by 1970, 
replaced by “American Indian” and “Native American.” 
In more recent times, the terms “Indigenous” and “First 
People” have been used.

For more on cultural appropriation, see the interview in 
the Introduction to this book.

CULTURAL AND POLITICAL INFLUENCES
In tracing the antecedents of modern Paganism, magical 
history is only half of the story.

Many of the most beloved ancestors are political and 
cultural activists – folks who have inspired our vision that 
ordinary people can join together and change the world!

Weaving all these influences into the present essay proved 
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impossible in the two-dimensional space of print media. 

See the Activism chapter for a survey of broader cultural 
and political threads such as feminism, the civil rights 
movement, and peace/anti-nuke organizing that helped 
midwife today’s traditions.

There’s even a section on the Hippies!

FROM 1970 TO TODAY
Here’s a quick look at a few trends and names that carried 
magic and Paganism from Gardner to the present.

Other Traditions – the Alexandrian tradition, NROOGD 
(The New Reformed Order of the Golden Dawn), Modern 
Druids, and others developed language and practices 
through the 
1960s and 70s. 
Networks such 
as Covenant of 
the Goddess 
helped create 
links and com-
mon cultures 
among tradi-
tions.

Metaphysi-
cal Shops & 
Festivals – 
metaphysical 
shops as well as 
festivals such 
as the Michigan 
Women’s Music 
Festival, Merry 
Meet, Rites of 
Spring, and 
PantheaCon 
provided a 
hub for people 
to meet and 
network. Some continue, while some foundered on later 
cultural developments around gender and race.

Alternative Spirituality – the 1970s saw a wave of non-
traditional spiritual movements, some adapting Eastern 
practices such as meditation, some advocating for sexual 
and emotional liberation, and some just thinly-disguised 
ego-tripping. Reclaiming inherits from this milieu both 
practices and self-critiques.

Luisah Teish – Teish, born in New Orleans, has been 
involved with Reclaiming folks in multi-cultural rituals, 
and infused myth, story, and movement into Bay Area 
traditions.

Z Budapest – Z Budapest’s feminist-inspired rituals 
helped create a context for Reclaiming’s brand of activist 
eco-feminism. Her women-only tradition excluded trans 
women (at least as of 2019), leading to controversies at 
Pagan events. Her song “We All Come from the Goddess” 
is an international classic.

Feri – the Feri tradition of Victor and Cora Anderson, a 
blend of Celtic and Indigenous Hawaiian (Huna) practices, 
served as a training ground for some of Reclaiming’s early 
teachers. The Feri tools of the Iron and Pearl Pentacles 
are still widely used in Reclaiming, as well as their later 
offspring such as the Pentacle of the Great Turning, a 
magical working built on Joanna Macy’s teachings. Feri 
teachings about Three Selves – Talking, Younger, and 
Deep Self – illuminate different facets of our being.

Postmodernism – 
Reclaiming inherits 
from broader cultural 
milieus a range of 
“postmodern” cri-
tiques including fem-
inism, queer studies, 
decolonization, and a 
general post-binary, 
de-centering outlook 
on mainstream 
culture.

RECLAIMING’S 
FOUNDERS
It would take a sepa-
rate book to trace the 
various paths and 
influences that Re-
claiming’s founders, 
friends, and fellow 
travelers followed en 
route to 1980. 

These books will be essential to the story: 

• Starhawk’s The Spiral Dance (1979, updated 1999) is the 
founding text for Reclaiming and many other circles.

• Starhawk’s Dreaming the Dark (1982) places early Re-
claiming magic in its activist milieu.

• Margot Adler’s Drawing Down the Moon (1979, revised 
2006) was the first comprehensive survey of Wiccan and 
Neo-Pagan movements. A clear, balanced journalistic look 
at pre-millennial traditions. 

• Ronald Hutton’s The Triumph of the Moon (2001, revised 
2021) traces Wicca and Paganism from about 1800 to the 
present. Extensive coverage of 1950-1980 traditions and 

Contemporary Druids gather at Stonehenge. Photo by Sandy Raidy/WikiCommons.
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their founders offers a rich and complex picture of pre-
millennial Paganism.

• Jone Salomonsen’s Enchanted Feminism (2001), based 
on interviews and personal experience, is a PhD study 
of the early philosophies and practices of San Francisco 
Reclaiming.

• John Sulak and V. Vale’s Re/Search anthology Modern Pa-
gans (2001) features interviews with some of Reclaiming’s 
founding generation as well as folks from other traditions.

• Luke Hauser’s Direct Action (2003) is a 
novelized account of the activist milieu 
in which Reclaiming was born. The final 
scene portrays the 1984 Spiral Dance.

• Reclaiming Newsletter (1980-1996) and 
Reclaiming Quarterly (1997-2011), featur-
ing hundreds of articles by Reclaiming 
folks, can be found on our websites – visit 
WeaveAndSpin.org/back-issues.

WHAT’S NEXT?
An ever-evolving tradition, Reclaiming 
continues to absorb new influences. While 
remaining a feminist-inspired, ecstatic/
celebratory tradition where each person 
is their own spiritual authority, change is 
part of Reclaiming’s essence.

In the lyrics of one of our oldest chants:

“She changes everything She touches, and 
everything She touches, changes!”

Youth-oriented camps such as Teen Earth 
Magic, Witchlets, and Redwood Magic as well as all-ages 
witchcamps such as Vermont and Tejas Web aren’t just 
“passing along” our tradition – they are cauldrons in 
which the visions of new generations reshape what Re-
claiming is and will be.

Gender relations have always been prominent around 
Reclaiming, and recent developments have included 
statements of support for trans folks in our communities. 
(See interviews about gender in the Introduction.)

Free Cascadia WitchCamp (held for about a decade till 
2015) explored relations to the land and a communal 
economic model (“pay what you can”). In recent years, in 
spired by the Decolonizing Actions in Reclaiming Com-
munities (DARC) work group, the all-Reclaiming BIRCH 
Council has worked on racial diversity and inclusivity 
issues (see Introduction to this book).

Camps and communities have taken root in Europe and 
Australia, and recently new communities have formed in 
Brasil, Costa Rica, and Venezuela. These far-flung commu-

nities connect via zoom meetings, classes, gatherings and 
rituals. Via streaming, Reclaiming chants (in multiple lan-
guages) are heard and sung around much of the planet. 

As Reclaiming evolves, each region, community, camp 
and circle brings its own practices and cultural challenges 
to the mix and inspires others to learn and adapt.

The journey continues. Today’s spells create tomorrow’s 
communities.

So mote it become! 

Many Thanks for Feedback!

Although the present author is finally responsible for all 
errors, omissions, etc, the following gave valuable feed-
back on early drafts – many thanks!

You may hold each of these people personally account-
able for any misplaced serial commas.

• Michael Bailey / Iowa State University
• Ronald Hutton / University of Bristol
• Rashunda Trumble
• Maevyn
• Jacin Glitterdirt
• Ingrid Pollyak
• Gary Jaron
• Janell Mort
• George Franklin
• M. Macha NightMare

-- add recent feedbackers

The Bay Area’s Spiral Dance ritual raises magical power for peace, justice, and healing for the 
Earth and all living beings. People also have a pretty good time! Photo Michael Rauner.
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A Renaissance Hermeticist commands the Sun and Moon – a valuable skill even today! From  
D. Stolcius von Stolcenbeerg, Viridarium chymicum, 1624. Courtesy WikiMedia Commons.

Afterword
What Does It Mean to Appropriate Influences?

As today’s Pagan traditions grow more complex and weave people from diverse backgrounds, issues of 
lineages and appropriation arise. Discussions in recent years led to inclusion here of sections on culturally-
appropriated traditions such as Native American and Orisha-based practices.

Among the feedback I received on this essay was a thoughtful meta-note from Rashunda, who said that 
although she appreciated that I included these sections, I said nothing about the general propensity to 
appropriate. 

For better and worse, cultures borrow from one another. That part isn’t new. 

What seems unique in the era of Euro-American dominance is the tendency to “capitalize” culture, including 
non-European traditions. Music, art, and spiritual practices are not simply appreciated – they are commodi-
fied and exchanged (for cash, for prestige, for cultural advantage, etc) with little regard for their original 
creators or contexts. 

Further, they are exchanged with the goal of gaining more resources in order to commodify more culture. It’s 
a never-ending, always-expanding cycle of appropriation of other people’s creations. In short – capitalism.

I am heir to that tradition. I absorb influences with the aim of expanding my horizons so I can absorb more 
influences. I haven’t always been careful about the origins of those influences, their previous contexts, or my 
impact on other cultures. I apologize for that.

Neo-Paganism, and Reclaiming in particular, has crafted an eclectic grab-bag of spiritual influences. Through 
the years, many beautiful dances have occurred.  And along the way, many toes have been stepped on.

May this essay contribute toward increased awareness and a bit less toe-stomping.

– Luke Hauser, Parahistorian
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Contemporary Influences
Ankarloo & Clark – Volume VI

Adler, Margot –  Drawing Down the Moon

Hutton, Ronald – The Triumph of the Moon

O’Keefe, Daniel – Stolen Lightning: Social Theory of Magic

Berger, Helen – Witchcraft & Magic: North America

González-Wippler, Migene – Santeria: African Magic in 
Latin America

Anderson, Cora – Fifty Years in the Feri Tradition

Reclaiming’s History
See the list toward the end of the article, and visit 
WeaveAndSpin.org/spiral-dance-features

Online Articles from RQ
Short essays from back issues of our old magazine – visit  
WeaveAndSpin.org/history/

• Witchcraft & Magic in Europe (review and suggested 
reading list for Ankarloo & Clark essay series)

• When the Drummers Were Women

• Ritual Art of the Ancient Celts

• Mithras & the End of Time

• Life in the Year 1000

• Medieval Background of the Healing Arts

• The Diggers & the English Revolution

• Nicolas Culpepper’s Revolutionary Predictions

• New View of the Burning Times (Witch Trials)

• Newton: Alchemy,  Science, & the Death of Nature

• May Day & International Workers Day

• Gardnerian Witchcraft

• Marija Gimbutas: Signs Out of Time

• The Great Goddess Barbie

• Reclaiming’s History & Tradition

BIBLIOGRAPHY
visit our website for links and more resources – WeaveAndSpin.org/spiral

Three Basic Texts
Bailey, Michael – Magic and Superstition in Europe – great 
one-volume survey
Hutton, Ronald – The Triumph of the Moon: A History of 
Modern Pagan Witchcraft – 1800 to present
Ankarloo, Bengt & Clark, Stuart – Witchcraft and Magic in 
Europe – six volumes of essays (see online review below)

Ancient Magic
Ankarloo & Clark – Volume I & II

Gimbutas, Marija – The Language of the Goddess

Gowden, Chris – Magic: A History

Tripolitis, Antonia – Religions of Hellenistic-Roman Age

Bowden, Hugh – Mystery Cults of the Ancient World

Tester, Jim – A History of Western Astrology

Rudolph, Kurt – Gnosis: Nature & History of Gnosticism

Copenhaver, Brian – Hermetica (Introduction & Texts)

Medieval Magic
Ankarloo & Clark – Volume III

Kieckhefer, Richard – Magic in the Middle Ages

Flint, Valerie – Rise of Magic in Early Medieval Europe

Davies, Owen – Grimoires: A History of Magic Books

The WItch Hunts
Ankarloo & Clark – Volume IV

Hutton, Ronald – The Witch: A History of Fear

Goodare, Julian – The European Witch Hunt

Levack, Brian – The Witch-Hunt in Modern Europe

Early Modern Era
Ankarloo & Clark – Volume V

Yates, Frances – Giordano Bruno & the Hermetic Tradition

French, Peter – John Dee: World of an Elizabethan Magus

Marshall, Peter – The Magic Circle of Rudolf II

Thomas, Keith – Religion & the Decline of Magic

Decker, Ronald et al – Wicked Pack of Cards & Occult Tarot
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An Introduction to Ritual Skills in the Reclaiming Tradition
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• Sacred Space: A Longer Example ........XXX

• Ritual Skills – Step by Step ...................XXX

• Ritual Planning ......................................XXX

• Ritual Theme & Arc ................................XXX

• Two Classic Ritual Books.......................XXX

• Chants Resources Online ......................XXX

• Sample Rituals for Groups and Solo Work  
– complete index on page XXXX.
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Reclaiming rituals are literally all over the map – from California to Germany, from New England to Australia, from Spain to 
Brazil – and many points between. Find our various communities, WitchCamps, and contacts at Reclaiming.org/worldwide/.

Metaphorically the rituals are all over the map, too. Some are elaborate community gatherings like the annual Spiral 
Dance, with hundreds of participants. Some meet deep in the forest at WitchCamps. Some take place among a circle in a 
living room. A lot take place alone or with a few friends.

Basic Structure of a Ritual
Whether it’s a formal WitchCamp ritual or an im-
promptu home working, Reclaiming rituals share a 
basic outline, adapted from older magical traditions. 
Here’s a quick summary – see the next page for a full 
outline:

(1) First we “create sacred space” – purify, ground, 
cast the circle, and invoke elements and allies. In a 
big ritual, creating sacred space might take half an 
hour. At home, it could take five minutes or less – it’s 
up to you.

(2) Next we do “workings” – a meditation, walk-
ing a labyrinth, spellcasting, shadow exercises, etc 
– see the workings in the back of this book for many 
examples from rituals and classes.

(3) After that, we “raise energy” by chanting, 
drumming, doing a spiral dance (or other dancing), 
and maybe raising a “cone of power” to charge our 
magic.

(4) Then we “open sacred space” by devoking whatever we invoked and opening the circle – followed by snacks, social-
izing, drumming, dancing...

The next page shows a step-by-step Outline of a Reclaiming Ritual. The rest of this chapter goes into more detail about 
each step, as well as other ritual roles and skills such as teaching chants and tending a sacred fire.

Priestess – a Role, Not a Person
When this book talks about rituals and workings, we often refer to a priestess who does this or that. 

Priestess is a role, not a person or gender. It’s the word used for anyone who fills a role at camp or a ritual, regardless of the 
person’s age, rank, gender, etc. 

Sometimes we use the word as a verb: “Who is going to priestess the cauldron working?”

Most rituals have multiple priestesses – fire priestess, invoking priestesses, spiral dance priestess, etc.

But Who’s the High Priestess?
Reclaiming doesn’t have “high priestesses.” Ritual roles rotate among people, even at big rituals like the annual Spiral 
Dance. This keeps rituals fresh and nonhierarchical, and helps spread out responsibilities. 

In classes and camps, anyone with a little experience can be a priestess. In solitary work and personal practice, each of us 
is our own priestess.

Introduction
Rituals in the Reclaiming Tradition

Circling up for a ritual – Teen Earth Magic.
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Outline of a Reclaiming Ritual
Here is a one-page outline of a typical Reclaiming ritual like those at camps, classes, and workshops. Even when a 
Reclaiming ritual is improvised, most follow this basic flow, which provides a common language and structure.

Besides these roles, it helps to have a ritual wrangler who can remind people what is happening and in what order – 
especially when it comes time to devoke in reverse order.

Ritual Flow 
BEFORE YOU START

• Plan the ritual – figure out what you’re doing and what preparation is needed, assign roles, etc.

• Purification – sprinkle drops of salt-water with a sprig of herbs as people enter, or brush people with elegant feathers.

• Welcome – a few words of greeting – share the ritual intention, tell folks where the restrooms are, turn off cell phones, etc.

• Teach chants – teach chants and songs for the ritual – sing them plenty of times so people feel confident.

CREATING SACRED SPACE

• Honor First People – acknowledge that the ritual is held on land unceded by First People, with a commitment to work for justice.

• Grounding – often a guided meditation such as the Tree of Life. The aim is to get people present and centered.

• Casting the circle – inscribe a circle around the space. This can be done many ways, but often involves someone actually 
walking around the perimeter of the space and speaking words to each of the four directions, concluding with something 
like: “The circle is cast, we are between the worlds. What happens between the worlds can change all the worlds.”

• Invoking the elements – call in elemental energy starting with Air/East, using song, movement, words.... 

• Invoking deities and/or energies – call in magical support, often connected to the theme of the ritual, camp, or class.

• Invoking and/or honoring allies – call in ancestors, the Fey, spirits of the land...

WORKINGS

• Magical working(s) – the heart of the ritual. This might be a guided trance to the Isle of the Ancestors, working at altars or 
stations, plunging into the ocean at Solstice, taking part in a direct action, making a pledge at Brigid’s flaming cauldron, do-
ing a magical crafting project, etc. Many of the workings in the later part of this book can be used as the core of a ritual.

• Raising energy / spiral dance / cone of power – after the working(s), you might chant, drum, and dance (a spiral or free-
form) to stir up collective energy, focusing it into a cone of power that you can use to empower the magic. 

• Re-grounding after the cone – touch the Earth and breathe. A priestess might say a few wise words about anchoring the 
energy in our hearts.

OPENING THE CIRCLE

• Devoking – thank and release all allies, energies, deities, and elements you have invoked, in reverse order. Devocations are 
short, ending in “hail and farewell” or “thank you.”

• Opening the circle – a short, reverse version of the circle casting, ending with many people calling out these words: “The 
circle is open, but unbroken. May the peace of the Goddess go in our hearts. Merry meet, merry part, and merry meet again!”

• Announcements – at a community ritual, find a place for announcements and for passing the sacred donations hat.

• Drumming and dancing – the end of the ritual is the signal for music and dancing to begin. Sharing food is also popular.
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The Wheel of the Year
Reclaiming and many Pagans celebrate eight sabbats of the Wheel of the Year. Here’s the order for the Northern Hemisphere. 
Details are from Bay Area rituals. For events in your region (or around the world), visit Reclaiming.org/worldwide.

Samhain/Halloween
At Samhain, the veil is thin between the worlds of living 
and dead. We remember our ancestors, our Beloved Dead, 
and all who have crossed over. As we mourn those who 
have died this year, we also mourn the losses and pain suf-
fered by the Earth, our Mother. Yet as we grieve, we honor 
the sacred cycle of life, death, and rebirth. We celebrate 
children born this year, and our own vital connections to 
the Earth and each other, in which we ground our hope.

Winter Solstice
This is Winter Solstice, longest night of the year. We watch 
for dawn, the return of the Sun, bringer of hope and the 
promise of Summer. This is the stillness behind motion, 
when time itself stops; the center which is also the circum-
ference of all. We are awake in the night. We turn the Wheel 
to bring the light. We call the Sun from the womb of night.

Brigid/Imbolc/Candlemas
This is the feast of the waxing light. What was born at 
Solstice begins to manifest, and we who were midwives 
to the infant year now see the days grow visibly longer. It 
is the time of initiation, of beginning, when seeds that will 
later sprout and grow begin to stir from their deep sleep. 
We meet to share the light of inspiration, which will grow 
with the growing year.

Spring Equinox
This is the time of Spring’s return, the seed time, when life 
bursts forth from the Earth. Light and dark are equal: it is 
a time of balance, when all the elements within us must 
be brought into a new harmony. Kore, the Spring Maiden, 
returns from the Land of the Dead with the scent of flowers 
on her breath. As She dances, despair turns to hope, want 
to abundance, and we sing the Kore Chant:

She changes everything She touches,
And everything She touches, changes.

Beltane/May Day/Int’l Workers’ Day
This is the time when sweet desire weds wild delight. The 
green of the Earth meets the red and black of workers’ 
rights in the greening fields, and we rejoice together un-
der the warm sun. The maypole, the shaft of life, is twined 

with ribbons in a spiral web, and all nature is renewed. We 
meet in the time of flowering to dance the dance of life.

Summer Solstice
This is the time of the rose: blossom and thorn, fragrance 
and blood. Now on the longest day of the year, light tri-
umphs, yet begins to decline into dark. We set sail across 
the dark seas of time, searching for the isle of light that is 
rebirth. We turn the Wheel and share the Sun’s fate, for we 
have planted the seeds of our own changes, and to grow 
we must accept even the passing of the Sun.

Lammas
We stand between hope and fear, in the time of waiting. 
The grain is ripe but not yet harvested. We have worked to 
bring things to fruition, but the rewards are not yet certain. 
The Mother becomes the Reaper, the Implacable One who 
feeds on life so that new life may grow. Light diminishes, 
Summer passes. We turn the Wheel, knowing that to har-
vest we must sacrifice, and light must pass toward Winter.

Fall Equinox
This is the time of harvest, of thanksgiving and joy, of 
leave-taking and sorrow. Day and night are equal, and we 
give thought to balance and flow within our lives. The Sun 
sails West, and we follow it into the dark. Life declines, 
yet we give thanks for that which we have reaped and 
gathered. We meet to turn the Wheel and weave the cord 
of life that will sustain us through the dark.

A Note on Terminology
Local communities use different names for some of the 
sabbats (Pagan holidays). Reclaiming Quarterly uses the 
neutral terms “Equinox” and “Solstice” to honor that these 
are holidays of the Earth Herself, not of any one culture. 
We often call the cross-quarters by Celtic names.

Descriptions adapted from The Spiral Dance – ©1999 by Starhawk

Wheel of the Year – the chant!
For an easy way to remember the sabbats, listen to Wheel 
of the Year on our Campfire Chants album. The song was 
written (as a joke) at a teens’ retreat! See page XXX for links.
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Why do you take part in rituals?
IvoryFly (A): I love the Wheel of the Year. We are nature. 
Our life is a full season. 

Ola’i Wildeboar (Y): Rituals are a beautiful way to recog-
nize and be in touch with the Earth. It also helps us learn 
how to use magic and how to build our own practices.

John (A): I like the energy and ecstasy at a large ritual – 
raising a cone of power with people. It’s like if you’re in a 
club dancing, that contact high we get. I like having a role, 
something to contribute to the energy. 

Lucy (Y): I love being part of something so amazing and 
positive. I love feeling as though I am contributing to the 
massive amounts of magic that are being produced, and I 
love bringing that energy back out into the world.

KaeliMo (Y): It’s a supportive and safe format for under-
standing myself and the world. It gives a template for 
changing and exploring things. 

Reclaiming Roundtable: Rituals
“It’s a place of intense connection with other humans who are open and 

accepting to that connection – people that you really want to connect with.”

Do you like community and public rituals?
Willow (E): I love big ritual – amazing, over the top, wow 
kind of stuff! But it doesn’t have to be dressed in a pointy 
hat.

Jamie (A): Helping create them (SF community rituals) for 
nine years has been one of the most powerful, forma-
tive experiences for me, as far as group process. It’s also 
deeply healing.

Kim (A): I tend to be introverted, so it’s really important to 
me to have a larger community, and to stay connected. I 
like  making our spirituality accessible to a broader audi-
ence, to the best of our ability.

Ingrid (Y): Honestly, as much as I enjoy group rituals, I 
don’t get that much out of them. I enjoy the community. I 
want to be surrounded by people who understand where 
I’m coming from. I’ve gotten more out of going to a camp 
and doing a succession of group rituals.

Maeve (Y): Having the baseline of what group ritual looks 
like has been really helpful, being able to pull out pieces 
that work for me. 

IvoryFly (A): I know they are a great oppor-
tunity for people to learn, to step into their 
power, to do service. But for me, honestly, it’s 
tedious when there’s a lot of invocations, a lot 
of verbiage. 

Jamie (A): They need strong form since it’s 
open to the public – for safety as well as 
continuity. But I can get frustrated with the 
repetitious nature. I love tradition, but some-
times it’s too much!

Seed (E): I experience the collaboration with 
other people as an active source of joy – to 
stand in the center of the spiral dance and 
watch those faces go by, it’s such an active 
sense of connection and joy. We’re each of us 
so creative, so individual. It makes the world 
make sense to me.

Rhys (Y): It’s great to practice magic by your-
self, but it is extremely powerful to be a part 
of a ritual and connect with other people. 

continued on next page

Key:  (Y) = youth to approx 30 / (A) = approx 30-55 / (E) = elder
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Roundtable: Rituals (pg 2)
“I don’t sit down and go, ‘I’m going to do this and this and this – then I’m 

going to do it backward, and we’re going to be done!’”

John (A): I like being around people! I like the energy, the 
ecstasy in public rituals, raising a cone of power with peo-
ple. It’s like when you’re in a club dancing with people, 
that high you get – it’s a very similar kind of connection.

Do you do rituals and magic on your 
own?
KaeliMo (Y): Yes – but I prefer working with 
other people more than being by myself a lot of 
the time – seeing how other people think and 
how their energy contributes is really helpful in 
finding new outlooks.

Damien (Y): Magic is one of those things where 
if you don’t have time, you don’t have to do 
anything. It’s more of a go with the flow thing 
and easy to pick up and drop. I enjoy practices 
like Tarot, magic stones, and pendulums.

Maeve (Y): When I remember! I don’t always 
remember in the hecticness of everyday life. As 
I’ve gotten older I’ve realized I don’t have to do 
everything so formally when I’m by myself. 

Ingrid (Y): I don’t sit down and go, “I’m going 
to do this and this and this – then I’m going to 
do it backward, and we’re going to be done!” I 
would rather reconnect and balance myself to 
the best of my abilities. Maybe it’s just hanging 
out and experiencing the moment, what’s 
happening around me – experiencing the natural world.

Miranda (Y):   The magic I do on my own is more little 
things, less like full rituals. It’s like a quick spell, like, “Today I 
want to try to make this happen!”

When you do a ritual alone or with a small 
group, do you do all the steps?
KaeliMo (Y): It depends. Sometimes it’s helpful to have 
the usual structure of sacred space, and I can just do the 
work. Other times, playing with the structure of creating 
sacred space is part of what I’m doing. Sometimes the 
container needs to look different – especially if it involves 
people who are not part of this tradition. I try to bridge 
that, to make their way of thinking part of the structure.

Seed (E): Sometimes. Often, I just go out and put myself 
in an open space. I’m open to whatever plant wants to 

speak to me, whatever tree or light on the water – I put 
myself into a receptive space.

Ingrid (Y): I almost never do formal rituals. But recently 

I’ve done simple things like, when I’m going into a situa-
tion where I feel hesitant or scared, I do a practice where 
I make an aura bubble, like, “Only let in what is going to 
make me stronger.”

Willow (E): The longer I work spontaneous magic the 
more subtle it is. I don’t have to call it ritual, I don’t have to 
do big invocations, I don’t have to do any of it out loud.

What makes a ritual especially powerful?
John (A): Having a focus, an intention – people in the 
ritual feeling a connection with one another. And being 
open to the energy – it’s like a dance. What makes a good 
dance? It’s a feeling for the rhythm of the people. 

Heaven (A): Setting the intention. I want to be very spe-
cific in what I’m asking for.

IvoryFly (A): One of my favorite things is when you set up 
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“New Pull Quote New Pull Quote New Pull Quote’”

a ritual, and then you get out of the way and let the magic 
happen. That’s the sweet spot for me. I love the “gates” – 
rituals around birth, coming of age, first blood. Death. It’s 
about marking important passages in our lives, the trajec-
tory from birth to death. Rites of passage.

Jamie (A): With rites of passage type rituals, they are more 
spontaneous, collaborative. It’s more of a closed group by 
its nature. There’s a quality that is so deeply personal.

Do you find more power in smaller circles?
Kim (A): In a coven, you work together for a while and 
have a comfort. You’re not coming in with some people 
being responsible for leading. Everybody is an equal 
participant. It isn’t like a ceremonial ritual. It’s not like 
witchcamp or the Spiral Dance. It’s more about the depth 
of connection.

IvoryFly (A): It can also happen in community rituals. 
You set it up, you guide the journey, but there’s so many 
people there’s no way to control it. I think it’s a skill to step 
out of the way and let the magic happen. 

Jamie (A): As we priestess over time, we get better at 
letting go, letting it flow. It’s important to work this edge, 
this fluidity. It can help us in our evolution.

Learning to Let It Flow
Jamie (A): I recall a witchcamp ritual that was carefully 
planned, and then went completely sideways. 

The next day even skilled priestesses were saying, “What 
did we do wrong?” I laughed, because I saw how it 
showed us: You have no control! It had gone perfectly. But 
it hadn’t gone the way it was planned.

That’s when you know you are on the point, when that 
larger thing rises. How can we get better at being com-
fortable on that emergent edge?

I think that’s what “faerie” means – it means emergent, it 
means we are not controlling it. To provide that beauti-
ful collaborative intention and focus, cultivate the ability 
to focus – and then see and read what happens, find the 
juice of it. 

To find the medicine, whether we like it or not!
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Sacred Space - Quick Ways
INTENT
Sacred space means the overall magical container created by grounding, casting a circle, and invoking allies. Within sacred 
space we can do any sort of magical working. At the end, we open sacred space.

Sacred space can be a major part of the ritual – for example, the elaborate invocations at the annual Spiral Dance ritual. Other 
times – especially for personal magic – you might want to create sacred space quickly, so you can get on with the workings.

Let’s start with some quick ways to create sacred space so you can jump right into the workings.

Later in this chapter, we’ll show in detail what the different parts of Reclaiming rituals might look and sound like. 

Starhawk online – do you want to have Starhawk guide you through these steps? Listen to her Way to the Well meditation 
on iTunes, youtube, spotify, etc. The first ten minutes offer a simple way to create sacred space for yourself.

SPACE & TIME
Once prep and planning are complete, you can create sacred space in a few minutes. This will work for any number – with 
more people, spread out the roles and allow more time. Enough space for a comfortable circle.

PREP
No materials are necessary, but lots are optional – costumery, scarves, Tarot cards, athames (sacred blades), cauldrons, 
twinkly faerie lights... Spontaneous magic is sometimes easier if you have a few props and tools at your disposal.

SACRED SPACE: QUICK WAYS (or invent your own!)
As with any Reclaiming practices, feel free to modify this and invent your own most effective ways. 

Eventually you’ll spend time with each of these skills. If this section is confusing, look further back in this chapter for details.

Honor First People – acknowledge the history of the land:

• Learn and acknowledge the names and cultures of tribes that 
have lived (and may still live) in your area, and the history of their 
expropriation and resistance.

• Learn about and mention a present-day campaign for justice for 
Indigenous people.

Purification – let go of the ordinary world as you begin:

• Sprinkle some drops of water over your head, onto your throat, 
and touch a drop to your heart.

• Light a match or lighter – gaze at it for a moment – blow it out.

• Fan yourself from top to bottom with a magazine or sheets of paper.

Grounding – take a minute or two to bring yourself fully present:

• Take deep, gentle breaths – on each exhale, let tension, worries, and 
negativity fall to the Earth – on each inhale, draw up Earth energy 
and fill yourself.

• Take five gentle breaths, watching your breath, without your mind 
wandering. If it wanders, begin again.

Purification? Grounding? Circle casting? Or just loosening 
up before the ritual starts?continued on next page
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• Lie down on the ground/floor. Take some gentle breaths – on each exhale, let go of stress, worries, etc. Even though this is 

the “quick version,” let yourself lie there as long as you wish.

Casting the circle – create a safe circle/sphere of magical energy within which to do your workings. In Reclaiming, there is no 
one way to cast a circle. The key is – do you feel that a strong container has been created? Here are some simple ways to try:

• Beginning in the North, face the direction, take a breath, and snap your fingers. Turn to the East, breathe, snap. To the 
South, snap. The West, snap. Turn again to the North to complete the outer circle and snap. Then face Center – breathe and 
snap above, then below. Say: “The circle is cast. We are between the worlds. Let the magic begin!”

• Close your eyes and breathe gently. Imagine 
that on each exhale you are inflating a shim-
mering soap bubble around yourself. Breathe 
into the bubble so it fills your space. Then take a 
breath and touch your center. Say: “Blessed be – 
let the magic begin.”

• Use yarn to lay a circle around your space. Begin 
in the North and walk around the circle slowly, 
breathing steadily. When you complete the 
circle, face Center and take a breath. Say: “The 
circle is cast. We are between the worlds. Let the 
magic begin!”

Invoking elements – in a full ritual, we might call 
in each element – with words, theatrics, singing 
and dancing, and humor. Later in this chapter 
you’ll learn lots of ways to invoke, and you can 
create more of your own. 

Here are some quick, powerful ideas:

• Invoke with an all-elements song such as Air I 
Am – see Ritual Skills: Chants (pages XXXXX).

• Face the direction, name the element, and speak a few words of power that you associate with the element – North/Earth, 
East/Air, South/Fire, West/Water, and Center/Spirit.

• Face the direction, name the element (see above), and picture different ways the element appears in the world (in a group, 
you might speak these aloud).

• Face the direction, name the element (see above), and make a simple dance-movement (in a group, one person might 
start and others “flock” after them).

Invoking allies – this could be anything from deities to ancestors to energies to animals to plants to the Fey. 

• Name a goddess or god who you feel would support the working you plan to do (the internet is good for quick research). 
Call them with words or a simple dance movement. Finally, welcome them by name.

• Call the mysterious ones – how will you welcome mystery and the unknown? With words? Movements? Silence?

• What kinds of energy do you want present? For instance, creativity, safety, powerful expression, support, etc. Name them, 
breathing after each. In a large circle, invite people to call out energies and breathe them in. (For more, see Ritual Skills: 
Invoking Deities vs Energies.)

continued on next page

“Everyone take a drink – welcome Water!”
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TRANSITION TO WORKINGS
You’ve now created sacred space, and are ready to do the magical workings in this book, or ones you invent for yourself. With 
practice, you will learn to create sacred space quickly, yet still have a strong magical container and strong allies.

At this point in a community ritual, you might ring a gong or bell, or sing a short song to let everyone know that the energy is 
about to change. A priestess steps out and guides us into the working...

OPENING SACRED SPACE: QUICK WAYS
At the end, devoke and open sacred space. Learn to do it quickly so when the workings are done you don’t need a lot of time to 
wrap up the ritual. Even at big community rituals, devoke quickly so you can get on with snacks and socializing.

Devoke in reverse order from how you created sacred space.

Allies devoking – name any deity, beings, or energies you invoked. You can do this simply by naming and saying thanks – 
“Creativity, thank you and farewell.” “Persephone, hail and farewell.” If you feel called to say more, go for it – but briefly.

Elements devoking – you can simply say something like, “Water, thank you – hail and farewell,” or a few more words. If you 
invoked the elements with a song, devoke with the same. Many chants have a devoking version – see our website for ideas 
(See Ritual Skills: Chants).

Opening the circle – this is the final ritual act, since we don’t “un-ground” or “de-purify.” Do it similarly to how you cast the circle, 
only in reverse and more briefly. If you cast with yarn, roll it back up. 

If you did snap-casting, skip the breaths – just snap to the six directions in reverse order and say: “The circle is open, but un-
broken. May the peace of the Goddess go in our hearts. Merry meet, merry part, and merry meet again!”

Or turn to each direction and speak its name: Below... Above... North... West... South... East... Then say, “The circle is open...” as above.

You’ve got it! Time for snacks and socializing, writing in your journal, listening to music....

SPEED SPACE – finding our own quickest ways
At political actions we might create sacred space in a minute, so we can do our two-minute magical working and devoke 
before the march begins or the police arrive!

Back home, too, there are times when we might want to do 
a quick Tarot reading and don’t feel like spending five or 
ten minutes creating sacred space.

Each of us discovers our own best ways to quickly create 
sacred space. Practice is key. 

Magical tools can sharpen a quick invocation or casting – a 
nice chalice practically invokes Water by itself. We’ll offer 
more ideas in the following sections, and see also Work-
ings: Tools.

J Book of Shadows – what is the fastest way you can truly 
ground? Cast a circle? Invoke an ally? Dedicate pages of 
your journal to a running record of your ideas.

Sacred Space - Quick Ways (pg 3)

Photo – after sacred space is created, move on to a working – 
perhaps involving masks, such as this TEM ritual.
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continued on next page

INTENT
Want to see what an entire Reclaiming ritual looks like? Here’s an example of an evening ritual at a small camp. We’ll say this 
particular camp occured around Summer Solstice, so there was still some dusky twilight as we got started.

This is just an example, not the “correct” way to do ritual. Every Reclaiming ritual that has ever happened has been unique – 
we couldn’t do the same ritual twice if we tried! If what we suggest doesn’t feel right for you – create something else.

PREP
Earlier in the afternoon, two teachers and a 
half-dozen campers got together and planned 
the evening’s ritual, taking into account the 
ritual arc and intentions for the whole camp.

Since they wanted time for a couple of major 
workings, they decided that creating sacred 
space should take only about ten minutes. At 
the end they reviewed the prep still needed:

Sally and José agreed to arrive at the ritual 
circle early and bring a bowl of salt water and 
sprigs of greenery for the purification.

Sagewind offered to do a traditional circle 
casting, and suggested we used multi-gender 
pronouns (see Ritual Skills: Circle: Ye Olde Circle 
Casting – page XXX).

Jeremy and Sharon volunteered to teach We All 
Come from the Goddess and Body of the Earth, 
and to review the words and melodies ahead of 
time.

Loreley offered to be Wrangler, keeping track of all the roles and the order of the invocations. 

Affinity groups were asked to do short elemental invocations, and people were recruited for grounding and other invocations. 
Since planners wanted to do the purification as folks arrived at the circle, they moved honoring First People after the welcome.

CREATING SACRED SPACE (an example)
Dinner and cleanup ran late, and dusk was settling as people dressed for the ritual and checked in with their invoking partners. 

Ritual planners gathered outside the dining hall, reviewed the order of the ritual, and made sure all roles were filled. Finally, 
Loreley gave the signal to light the campfire and people began filtering down toward the circle.

Purification – Sally and José hurried down to the ritual circle ahead of the rest and used sprigs of greenery to sprinkle a bit 
of salt water over people’s head, hands, throat, and heart as they arrived at the circle.

Welcome – after everyone gathered, Sharon rang a gong and welcomed us to the ritual, telling us a little about the evening’s 
plans. Jeremy stated the intention of the ritual and the group repeated it three times:

“Feeling the winds of change, we empower our vision of a new world!”

Finally, the two of them taught the chants, so we would already know them when the time came. 

Each day after lunch a circle of volunteers gathers to plan the evening’s ritual.
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Honoring First People
After a moment of silence, Sojourner stepped forward and said, “As we stand on this land, in this time and place – take a mo-
ment and remember that if we are in North America and are not Native American, we are on land that another People inhabited 
before us. A People who called this place home. We honor those who came before us, who tended and stewarded the land. We 
acknowledge the injustices they suffered. We take a breath and renew our commitment to justice.”

Grounding – The Tree of Life 
Stacey stepped into the circle and took a breath. The rest of the circle waited as he closed his eyes.

“Take a deep breath – and let it go,” he said. “Grounding is the time to bring ourselves fully present. It’s a chance to take some 
deep breaths, to relax our posture, to feel our connec-
tion to the Earth beneath our feet. 

“This is called the Tree of Life. It is one of Reclaiming’s 
basic groundings. We’ll feel our personal roots sink 
deep into the Earth, draw up nourishment for our 
body, and send it up into our energetic branches.”

He paused for a breath, then asked us to spread out 
arm’s length apart. “Stand tall and loose, energy bal-
anced, with your knees flexed. Breathe steadily and 
deeply.... Standing tall, let each breath gently float 
through your body.... On each inhale, draw in fresh 
air.... On each exhale, let yourself relax.... Breathe 
gently and steadily.... 

“Picture your spine as the trunk of a majestic tree.... 
As you breathe, let roots drop down from the base of 
your spine deep into the Earth... dropping down with 
each breath... dropping down till they reach the cen-
ter of the Earth Herself.... Let your energy mingle with 
the fire at the core of the Earth.... With a breath, let go 
of anything that you don’t need, anything that is not 
of this time and place.... Let it drop into the Earth....” 
He paused, and people’s breathing could be heard in the stillness.

“Breathing deeply, begin to draw up power from the Earth.... With each breath, feel the energy rising through your tree 
trunk.... Feel the power rise up through your core... feel it filling and energizing your entire being.... 

“With steady breaths, draw this energy up through your body, up through your chest and neck and head.... And from the 
crown of your head branches sprout and reach toward the sky.... Let your arms rise like branches, and feel the Earth energy 
flow up through them.... Reach up and draw down the energy of the stars....

 Now, from your own center, take a deep breath, drawing in the energy of Earth and stars... Feel the Earth and stars mix and 
mingle in your center.... Breathe in all that you need....  Then let the energy drop back to the Earth, returning to its source.... 
Let it flow through you and back to the Earth.”

Stacey paused for a moment. “And when you are filled with the energy you need, return any extra to the Earth.” He bent 
down to touch the ground. Others did the same, or closed their eyes and touched their center. When it seemed like all were 
complete, Stacey finished: “Blessed be!” Then he rejoined the circle.

Sacred Space - Longer Example (pg 2)

continued on next page
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continued on next page

Casting the Circle
Sagewind (who uses “they” pronouns) stepped into the circle. They planned to do the traditional circle casting and use multi-
gender pronouns for the different directions (see Ritual Skills: Circle: Ye Olde Circle Casting – page XXX).

Sagewind knelt and held their right hand toward the fire 
and took several breaths. Then they stood and moved out 
of the circle to the North, stopping a few steps outside the 
edge.

Facing North, they drew an invoking pentacle in the air, 
circled it, then “pushed” the pentacle out to mark the edge 
of the magical circle. Some people did the same, while oth-
ers faced North with their palms open.

“By the Earth that is Her body,” Sagewind declared.

Sagewind walked clockwise around to the East. The rest 
turned to face the same direction. Sagewind drew an invok-
ing pentacle and pushed it to the edge of the circle: “By the 
Air that is His breath.”

They walked around to the South and inscribed a pentacle: 
“By the Fire of Their bright spirit.”

And then to the West, where they drew a pentacle: “By the 
Waters of Our living blood.”

Sagewind continued around the outside of the ring to com-
plete the full circle to the North, then came to the Center.

Looking up, they drew an invoking pentacle in the air: “By all 
that is above.”

Then they drew a pentacle toward the floor, pushed it down, 
and said: “By all that is below.”

Finally Sagewind swept their arm in a full circle: “The circle is cast. We are between the worlds. And what happens between 
the worlds can change all the worlds. Let the magic begin!”

“So mote it be,” some people called out. 

Invoking the Elements
Although circle casting begins with North, Reclaiming begins elemental invocations with East, the direction of dawn and 
new beginnings. Affinity groups (small support groups that meet during camp) were asked to invoke the elements, and had 
planned short invocations before dinner.

Invoking East/Air – The first group stepped out. They seemed a bit tentative, but the attention of the rest of the circle helped 
bolster them. All eight faced East and took a breath together. Then they started calling out words associated with the element 
of Air: “Inspiration! Clouds! New beginnings! Breaths! Gusts of wind! Clarity!” Other people around the circle supported them by 
tossing in their own Air words – some words made sense to everyone, and some seemed personal. 

Finally, the invoking group made eye-contact with each other and called out: “Welcome East – Welcome Air!” The rest of the 
circle echoed it back. The invokers melted back into the circle.

Invoking South/Fire – The next affinity group stepped out. People started rubbing their hands together or clapping them 

Practicing an invocation before a ritual at TEM 2012.
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continued on next page

sharply. Others around the circle joined in. Then one invoker called out: “Hold your palms up and breathe in fiery energy 
of the stars... Hold your palms down and breathe in fiery molten Earth energy... Now place your hands on your center and 
breathe to the fire in your belly...”

After a moment, the affinity group clapped their hands sharply three times, then called out: “Welcome South – Welcome Fire!”

Invoking West/Water – The third group came into the circle, each carrying an empty cup. One person carried a pitcher of 
water, which was poured into the cups. The invokers circled 
the fire and together took a drink. Then they fanned out, 
dipped their fingers into the water, and started flicking it at 
people, calling out: “Welcome West – Welcome Water!”

Invoking North/Earth – The fourth affinity group came 
into the circle and started the song that Jeremy had taught 
earlier: “We Are of the Body of the Earth / The Earth is of the 
body of the stars / We are stars that circle from life to death 
to birth.” After three times through, the group ended on a 
harmony. Jeremy called out: “Welcome North – Welcome 
Earth!”

Invoking Center – For Center, Goldenrod started a familiar 
song: “We are a circle, within a circle, with no beginning, 
and never ending.” At the end, people called out: “Welcome 
Center – Welcome Spirit!”

Allies Invocations
People looked around, wondering what would happen next. 
Each ritual invokes different allies, and in different orders. 
Loreley, the ritual Wrangler for the evening, quickly looked at 
her notes, then leaned toward Sunflower: ”Spirits of the land 
is first,” she whispered.

Spirits of the Land – “Oh, right,” Sunflower said, and took a 
step into the circle. “Please join me in honoring spirits of this place. Take a moment and think about the place we are standing 
right now.... Think about the rocks and underground waters.... the types of trees of flowers and animals you find here.... Think 
about the many kinds of life that have existed in this place....” Sunflower gazed down toward the Earth: “We thank the spirits 
of this land for hosting our ritual.”

Honoring Our Ancestors – Sandra looked around the circle. “I invite you to take a moment and thank your ancestors – those 
of your own bloodline, and also all those whose work or writing or art has inspired you...Thank especially any ancestor who 
helped you arrive at this very time and place.... Blessed be.”

Around the circle, people echoed, “Blessed be.”

Then Loreley spoke again: “Finally, we invoke deity and energy to support our magic tonight!” (Note – you can find a lot more 
on this topic under Ritual Skills: Invoking Deity & Energies. Here, we will invoke one goddess and one type of energy.)

Invoking the Goddess – Randall, one of the teachers, stepped out and placed both hands on his center. The rest of us did 
likewise. “Breathe to your own center,” Randall said, “and picture the beautiful blue ocean... Call to the ocean as the Mother... 
the power of birth and growth and every kind of creativity.... Feel how She speaks to us with Her tides, endlessly calling to us.”

He took a breath and began singing: “We all come from the Goddess / And to Her we shall return / Like a drop of rain / Flow-
ing to the ocean.” Others picked up the tune, adding harmonies, until the song settled into a gentle final chord. 

It’s all in the timing – invocation at TEM 2012.
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“Welcome Goddess!” Randall declared and people echoed.

Invoking Creativity – Frida glided into the circle. “I call you to dance,” she called out. “Dance like there is no wrong way! 
Dance like this is your world!” 

Some people joined Frida in the circle. Others swayed a bit but stayed in the outer circle.

Frida called out: “Creative spirit of the universe – come to our circle today! We call to you with our voices! We call you as – “

Others joined her in calling out words of creativity: “Freedom! Courage! Inspiration! Color! Dedication! Excitement! Beauty!”

Finally Frida cried: “Welcome Creativity!”  “Welcome Creativity!” the circle called back.

THE MIDDLE PARTS OF THE RITUAL
A gong sounded, and Sagewind stepped out to guide us into the first working....

Perhaps that evening we did an allies circle... or maybe we hiked down to the nearby meadow to walk a night labyrinth... 
maybe we did a trance journey to our place of power, then charged the working with fire and flour... 

Whatever we did, we probably ended with a spiral dance around the bonfire and sang a high-energy chant like Weave and 
Spin or We Are the Rising Sun, chanting and toning until we built a whirlwind of magical energy.

DEVOKING & OPENING THE CIRCLE
As the energy settled back down, people took a deep breath. Some bent down and touched the ground, letting any excess 
or nervous energy return to the Earth.

Now it was time to devoke and open the circle. People felt tired and spacey, and we were glad to have a wrangler to keep 
track of who went in what order – especially since devocations go in reverse.

Devocations are usually short versions of the invocations – sometimes just a quick “thank you,” or “hail and farewell.” By this 
time of night, people are usually glad to wrap up and have something to eat.

Devoking/Thanking Allies
Thanking Creativity – Frida stepped forward. “Creative spirit of the universe – thank you for inspiring and challenging us 
in our magical workings and in our world. We ask that you travel with us and support us throughout this week. Thank you 
Creativity!” People echoed her final words.

Devoking the Goddess – Randall started singing We All Come from the Goddess. Others joined in, and he slowed the last 
line to show that he was ending. “Thank you Goddess,” he said. ”Hail and farewell.”

Thanking your Ancestors – Sandra invited us each to whisper a few words of appreciation to our ancestors of blood and 
spirit. “Thank you, ancestors – hail and farewell,” she concluded. The rest of us echoed her.

Thanking Spirits of the Land – Sunflower stretched out her arms. “We thank the land on which we stand – we thank the 
rocks and waters and living beings. Thank you for hosting our ritual, spirits of the land.”

Devoking the Elements
Goldenrod, who was supposed to devoke Center, looked around. “Do we want to devoke all the elements with a song?”

People nodded, and Goldenrod launched into an easy chant that many people already knew:

The Earth, the Water, the Fire, the Air,
Return, return, return, return!

continued on next page
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Opening the Circle
The song faded, and Sagewind strode to the middle of the circle. They faced North, took a breath, and called out: “Earth!”

Turning counter-clockwise to the West, they called: “Water!”

Continuing to the South: “Fire!”

And finally to the East: “Air!”

They swept their arm around to North to complete the circle, then clapped over their head: “Above!” Reaching down, they 
clapped once more: “Below!”

Then Sagewind cried loudly: “The circle is open, but unbroken!” 

Others joined in, voices rising through the final lines: “May the peace of the Goddess go in our hearts. Merry meet, merry part 
– and merry meet again!”

Applause and laughter burst out, as if we had just finished a successful dress rehearsal. 

Gradually, people drifted into smaller conversations. Sharon sat down by the fire and wrote in her journal. José and Sagewind 
headed toward the dining hall. “Can you bring some dessert back?” Sandra called after them. 

Sunflower picked up a drum and started playing a simple rhythm. Someone stacked a few more logs on the fire...

Ritual in the redwoods – fire circle at Mendocino Woodlands, home of Mysteries of Samhain, Pleasures of Beltane, 
Witchlets in the Woods, Redwood Magic Family Camp, and California WitchCamp. Photo by Dawnstar.
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Honoring First People
INTENT
The intention is to honor the People who formerly lived on and cared for this land, and to acknowledge the history of geno-
cide and dispossession that has displaced these People and continues to minimize their presence.

This is not about guilt – it’s about awareness of history and a commitment to work for justice. This can be a complicated 
topic, depending on where you live and the ancestry of the folks in your circle. When this is done well, it can open a ritual on 
a note of resolution to work for justice.

SPACE & TIME
Any number, usually at or near the beginning of the ritual.

Allow the time needed. This might be a short acknowledgment of First People and the history of expropriation. It might be a 
longer explanation of a local campaign or other organizing efforts for Indigenous rights.

PREP
How will you learn about First People in your area? What resources are available?

What local organizing or gatherings are happening in your area? Maybe your ritual can tangibly support that work – for 
instance, by passing out flyers or collecting donations.

WORKINGS
This working can vary widely. Some Reclaiming groups name and honor First People at the opening of rituals, before cast the 
circle. Someone involved with Indigenous organizing might share update on local actions and ways we can support.

In smaller circles, someone might acknowledge First People and the history of injustice. 

At the Spiral Dance in the San Francisco Bay Area, a local Indigenous person often honors the First People of the land we are 
on before we begin our ritual. 

Honoring First People – A Shell Working
Here’s a simple working from a Berkeley ritual. Ohlone People lived along the edges of San Francisco Bay for millennia before 
the arrival of Europeans. They harvested shellfish, and over the years created huge mounds of shells along the waterfront. 
Reclaiming groups have supported efforts to preserve local sacred sites threatened by development.

Space/Time/Size – space for a small altar and a circle of people. Each person will speak, so best size is 50 or fewer. 

Materials Needed – a bag or two of small, plain seashells – enough for 2-3 per person at the ritual. Altar cloth, large bowl.

Prep – create a small altar with the shells already set out in a bowl. 

Working – priestess steps to side of altar and speaks words of acknowledgment and apology to the Ohlone People, then 
invites participants to step up to altar, take a couple of shells, and take a moment to think of one or two words of apology, 
commitment, power, hope, etc. 

Finally, priestess invites people to place their shells back on the altar and speak their words.

Finish – tone or sing over the shells, then say: “So mote it be!”

Afterward – invite people to take a few shells and put them in their garden or a sacred spot as a way of carrying our working 
into the wider world.
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INTENT
Purification prepares us to enter ritual space. The idea isn’t that ordinary life is somehow “dirty”or “impure,” but that it fills our 
days with annoyances and distractions that get in the way of entering sacred space and time. (Some people think a different 
word is needed for this, but it hasn’t surfaced yet – stay tuned!)

In purification, we use elemental power such as flame, air, or salt water to clear away distractions and get ourselves ready to do 
ritual. Often it is simple – a sprinkle of salt water, a wafting with peacock feathers, the ringing of a bell...

Sometimes purification is part of grounding – near the beginning, a priestess invites people to “let go of what you don’t need 
and drop it to the Earth.”

Other times it is done as people enter the room. At the Brigid ritual in San Francisco, priestesses stand at the door holding unlit 
taper candles. As someone approaches, a priestess steps forward and crosses candles over the person’s heart.

At the Spiral Dance ritual, participants pass through veiled portals as they go from the lobby into the ritual room. Some years, 
priestesses greet people on the other side with salt water, sprinkling it with the words: “You are now entering sacred space – 
you are now entering sacred time.”

In our daily lives we “purify” (or we’re supposed to!) when we wash our hands before we begin the ritual of eating. At some 
camps we chant a reminder before meals: “Witches wash your hands!” 

SPACE & TIME
Purification can be done at the edge of ritual space (as with the Brigid and Spiral Dance rituals described above), or as part of 
the grounding.

If it’s self-directed, set a bowl (or feather or whatever) on an altarcloth near circle. If someone will priestess this part, position 
them on the approaches to the circle.

Allow a few minutes. If done as people arrive, it won’t take much time. Watch out for purifying one person at a time after 
everyone has arrived. No one wants to stand around and watch someone painstakingly waft air over each chakra of every 

person at a community ritual.

PREP
• Materials as needed – peacock feathers; bowl/salt/sprig; 
hand-fan; candles/lighter; etc.

• Set up station and materials at edge of space.

• One or more priestesses to keep the purification mov-
ing quickly.

WORKINGS: SIMPLE 
PURIFICATIONS
Priestesses perform the purification, then silently gesture 
people forward, or say something like: “You are now en-
tering sacred space – you are now entering sacred time!”

Saltwater and fresh greenery – need bowl of salt water 
and a sprig of greenery. As people approach, dip greenery 
into water and sprinkle a few drops on people, saying: 
“You are now entering sacred space. You are now entering 

Could pre-ritual facepainting work as a purification? Try it out!

Purification

continued on next page
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sacred time.”

Bowl of salt water for self-purifying – have a large, beautiful bowl filled with salt water. Welcoming graces invite people 
to purify themselves by dipping their fingers in the water and using it to touch their third eye, their heart, etc as they release 
energy and thoughts that don’t serve them right now. End by saying, “Blessed be.”

Feather wafting – get a few large, beautiful 
feathers that you can waft the air with. As each 
person approaches, invite them to stand with 
their eyes closed. Waft their aura, saying: “You are 
now entering sacred space, you are now entering 
sacred time.”

Feather wafting with Wings – Graces sing Wings 
(from our album Second Chants – see Ritual 
Skills: Chants) as they waft people arriving at the 
ritual:

Wandering in the deep of the night
A thousand birds take flight
And our dreams are borne on the wings of change
We are weaving the world tonight

Shaking it out – this can be fun as the circle 
first gathers – before grounding or welcoming 
people, invite everyone to shake their bodies out, 
make noise, jump around, etc. 

Games or silly songs – starting with a goofy 
game or a silly song can tap the nervous energy 
of the circle, stir it up a bit, and let it go. (Note – 
silliness doesn’t always work so well with younger 
teens, or with a group that doesn’t know one another yet.)

Aura carwash – see Workings: Aura Carwash. We do this at the opening circle each year at Redwood Magic Family Camp. It’s 
a fun way of purifying the entire group at once while building camaraderie – allow ten minutes.

Toning – invite people to use their voices to let go of what is not needed. Priestesses model free-form, wordless singing and 
release.

Star purification – see Workings: Purification: Star Purification. This is a longer personal purification for individuals or group.

Burning sage – in olden dayes, purifications were sometimes done by lighting a sprig of dried white sage and wafting 
it around people. More recently, concerns about cultural appropriation of this practice (often adopted from Indigenous 
Peoples) have curbed its use in our circles. Also, some folks may be allergic to the smell and/or smoke.

SOLO WORKING
Many of these ways of purifying work just as well for one person as 50. The star purification (See Workings: Purification) is 
designed for one person.

Try doing a quick purification (and grounding) before an exam, sports event, or job interview. What would help clear away 
your doubts and nervousness?

Purification (pg 2)

Pre-lunch handwashing is a key purification – after which the food-blessing 
circle forms elbow-to-elbow.
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When do you find grounding helpful?
Ari (Y): In everyday life, when I’m stressed out or need 
to be clear-headed in the midst of chaos, being able to 
ground and find my ca lm center – the eye of the storm 
within myself – is truly valuable in keeping high-risk situa-
tions safe and/or from escalating.

Kim (A): Activism. Anything that might be risky. When 
you’re trying to change the world, you want to be super 

present.

John (A): Going into an intense situation -- say death 
and dying, or talking about a trauma. Often times I’ll 
find a minute alone and ground -- just be present in the 
moment. Being receptive to all the emotions and not 
have them be over whelming. I feel them, but they float 
through me. Just be open, feel it – it keeps me from over-
thinking or having inappropriate reactions.

Ola’i Wildeboar (Y): When life gets overwhelming and 
stressful and I feel myself fill up with worries and anxiet-
ies and unpleasant thoughts, I try to find a way to center 
myself. Often, grounding is that way.

Grounding is a word that covers a variety of ways in which 
we call our energy back to our own center and strengthen 
our connection to the Earth.

Sometimes grounding means getting into a deep, trancey 
space and preparing for prolonged introspective work. 

Other times, being grounded means being alert and flexible, 
such as facing a row of nervous cops at a direct action – or a 
cranky teacher during an exam. 

What does grounding mean to you?
Lucy (Y): Grounding is centering myself in relation to 
the universe and the Earth. 

Heaven (A): I want to work from a place where I’m 
really centered, with a meditation or a chant or a prayer.

Seed (E): Grounding puts us in our bodies. It puts us in 
touch with the Earth, with the relation between Earth 
and sky – we walk through the world forgetting the 
larger sense of belonging.

Mykel (Y): Grounding reminds me of the bigger picture 
of the Earth and the stars, so it becomes easier to drop 
my attachment to little stresses. I can slow down, drop 
my center of gravity, and be aware of my body and my 
energy.

Kim (A): It’s a mindfulness practice of getting into your 
body and your connection to the group you’re working 
with. It’s slowing down the outside world so you sim-
plify things in your mind, so you can make a conscious 
decision between your intellect and your intuition.

Peter (Y): Grounding is a connection to my inner self, 
outer self, and outer community, in equilibrium. I want 
to be grounded before facing conflict or a difficult topic. 
I feel that it allows for a smoother conversation and less 
miscommunication.

Ingrid (Y): I think of grounding like balancing – connect-
ing to a balanced, whole, authentic expression of myself.

Paul (E): The primary skill of Reclaiming witchcraft is 
grounding. The second and third are grounding. The 
fourth is something else. And the fifth is grounding. 

Reclaiming Roundtable: Grounding
“I remind myself that whatever happens, the Earth is always here for 

support. The Earth will always love me, and I can trust it.”

continued on next page

A simple grounding can help people focus when a circle gathers.

Key:  (Y) = youth to approx 30 / (A) = approx 30-55 / (E) = elder
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“Oh, right, this is reality. Why do I spend so much time 

seeing only a fraction of things?”

What’s a favorite way of grounding?
Ola’i Wildeboar (Y): If I can, I go to nature or a space that 
I consider magical. But often that isn’t available, so I go 
somewhere quiet and sit. I try to align my spine and feel 
the ground beneath me. I remind myself that whatever 
happens, the Earth is always here for support. The Earth 
will always love me, and I can trust it. Once I 
become aware, I am usually in a calm state of 
mind and ready to move forward and make 
whatever decision I need to make.

Kim (A): The biggest thing is having my feet 
on the ground. It has to be really freezing for 
me to wear shoes in a ritual. Putting my hand 
on my body, on my heart, my center. Breath-
ing. But none of them are quite as good as 
feeling my feet on the ground. 

Dusky (Y): I usually ground lying down or 
standing. Sitting feels kind of odd. I try to go 
somewhere quiet. I close my eyes and listen 
to my breath or to natural sounds around me. 
I turn down my thinking mind, stopping that 
constant rush of thoughts. To me, grounding 
is slowing myself down and feeling myself in 
touch with everything around me, feeling the 
connection that I have to other people and 
nature – tapping into Earth energy.

Heaven (A): When people visualize themselves as a tree 
and send their roots down into the Earth, then draw it back 
up through their body and out into the air as branches. The 
best part is when your branches intertwine with all of the 
other people, and you’re one solid ring of groundedness. 

Natasha (Y): A big part of how I feel grounded is feeling 
my body in the space – if there’s sunlight on my face or 
air on my skin. Also checking in with energies going on 
internally and calming them, putting ones that aren’t serv-
ing me at that moment aside so I can be really present and 
centered.

When or why is grounding difficult?
Seed (E): Remembering – I think that’s one of the hardest 
things about magic! We don’t remember, we get caught 
in our narratives. That’s a lovely thing about having magi-
cal “family.” I can’t count the times that one of my circle 
sisters has looked at me and said, “Have you considered 

doing some magic around this?”

Charlotte (Y): When you live in a city it’s hard – cities 
have all this concrete and plumbing and electrical wires 
underground – but there’s also soil. So I try to find myself 
connected to that somehow – trying to keep some sort of 
Earth awareness.

Kim (A): Well, as a double Libra, grounding is always hard! I 
work hard to be really grounded. It’s something I do five or 
six time a day.

Dusky (Y): I don’t interact in the world in a grounded way 
very often. When I try to be grounded, I get kind of bored. 
I’m an energetic, bouncy person. But when I do that for too 
long, it gets exhausting. I recharge when I’m by myself, or 
when I’m with spiritual people. 

So what works when grounding is difficult?
Meagan (Y): The most effective paths to grounding I’ve 
found are not formulaic, but involve a very subtle tracking 
of my emotional state, as well as my external environ-
ment, and the relation between the two.

Lucy (Y): One thing that works for me is visualizing a 
flower blooming into the space around me with roots in 
the Earth, pointing to the sky.

John (A): I’ll touch my body, move. A simple drum rhythm 

Deep pentacle grounding? Or maybe it’s just nap time on the trampoline.
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“New Pull Quote New Pull Quote New Pull Quote New 

Pull Quote New Pull Quote ”

– I get in touch with the Earth that way. At the end of a 
ritual I’ll look at the clock. It’s like grounding back into the 
real world.

Kim (A): It’s a mindfulness practice, getting into your body 
and connecting with the planet and the group you’re 
working with. It’s slowing down the outside world, so you 
simplify things in your mind and can make a conscious 
decision between intellect and intuition.

How can you tell you’re grounded?
Dusky (Y): My off-the-cuff cheesy answer is, it’s kind of 
like being in love – you just know.

Ingrid (Y): I feel really sure of myself. I often suffer from 
self-confidence issues, so it’s a distinct feeling to me to 
feel that I have a little bit more power and confidence. I 
can definitely feel the difference. 

Mykel (Y): Often, when I ground, I’ll feel a shiver up my 
spine of the Earth’s energy moving through me. After I 
ground, I usually feel like, “Oh, right, this is reality. Why do I 
spend so much time seeing only a fraction of things?”

Paul (E): The fundamental aspect is connecting to source 
energy, something that is part of you and yet separate 
from you, the Earth and the stars.

Practice Grounding with Starhawk
Practice Reclaiming-style groundings and guided medita-
tions with recordings by Starhawk on youtube, spotify, 
etc. 

See page XXX for details.
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Grounding
INTENT
Grounding means something like “relaxing, calling my energy back to my center, letting go of thoughts and energy that I 
don’t need at this moment, and feeling my connection with the deep core of the Earth.”

In Reclaiming rituals, we might do a combination of purification, centering, grounding into the Earth, and drawing up Earth 
energy, and call the whole ensemble “grounding.”

Grounding is a valuable personal skill as well. What if you could quickly ground and center yourself before a test, or before a 
stage performance or athletic contest? What if you could 
easily renew your sense of groundedness and self-confi-
dence when someone upsets you or makes you angry?

Different people find different ways of grounding that work 
for them. When a priestess “leads a grounding” at the be-
ginning of a ritual, some people just tune out and do their 
own personal grounding.

So no one can tell you “how to ground.” You’ll figure that 
out for yourself. Here are some ways that Reclaiming folks 
do personal and group groundings, and some workings 
that will help you explore various methods.

However you ground, you’ll want to finish by returning the 
energy to the Earth afterward. When you finish the ground-
ing, drop to your knees (or touch any solid object that is 
sitting on the ground). Place your hands on the ground. 
Let any excess energy drain into the Earth, where it can be 
renewed.

J Book of Shadows – grounding is a great topic for your 
journal or Book of Shadows. As you try out different ways 
of grounding, jot down notes about what works and what 
doesn’t. Look back occasionally and notice any patterns 
and changes.

Online samples – you’ll find sample groundings from Star-
hawk online. See page XXX for more information.

SPACE & TIME
There’s no limit to the number who can do a grounding 
together except the ability to be heard. With a microphone, 
people lead groundings for large gatherings like the annual 
Spiral Dance. People have even tried it over TV or audio-
books! 

On the other hand, trying to lead a verbal grounding on a windy day can be a challenge even for a small circle. In that case, 
try toning together, with experienced people modeling how to use gestures to draw down calm, powerful, healing Earth 
energy to their centers. 

Groundings typically take two to five minutes. This is a chance to draw healing Earth energy into our bodies and auras. 
Taking time and care to ground and come fully present can improve all magical – and mundane – work.

continued on next page

Tree-Hugging – the archetypal grounding! JeWitch Camp 2020.
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PREP
Usually a single priestess leads the grounding. This can be a good role for someone who did not help plan the ritual – they 
don’t need to know the whole ritual flow to do a good grounding. 

Grounding priestess – do whatever prep you need. You may want to practice ahead of time. Practice the pauses too... give 
people time for their own thoughts between your words....

In a small circle or alone, it’s fine to read 
groundings from a piece of paper or play 
recordings the first few times. But have a goal 
of doing them spontaneously – once you un-
derstand what a grounding is and how it works 
in a ritual, you’ll be surprised at how easy they 
are to invent! 

In a group or circle – invite people to stand if 
they are able, with their weight evenly bal-
anced and knees slightly relaxed. Standing in a 
relaxed position often makes it simpler to draw 
Earth energy up through our bodies rather 
than sitting or lying down.

WORKINGS: Some Ways 
of Grounding

Tree of Life
This may be the most common grounding in 
the Reclaiming repertoire – people envision 
themselves as trees, exchanging energy with 
Earth and sky. Roots go down, branches up – 
amazing how it works! 

See Ritual Skills: Sacred Space: A Longer Example. You can also search on youtube for <Starhawk Grounding Meditation>.

Roots Down, Branches Up! 
A super-fast version of the Tree of Life grounding – although its strength depends on having a regular practice of grounding 
that we can quickly call upon.

Stand tall, with your weight balanced and knees slightly bent.... Take a deep breath.... As you exhale, drop your roots down 
from the base of your spine to the center of the Earth.... On a second deep breath, exhale and throw your arms upward as 
branches.... Breathe life energy from the core of the Earth to the tips of your fingers and beyond....

Call out: “Roots down, branches up!”

J Book of Shadows – try this exercise, then ask – does this grounding actually work for you? What might make it stronger?

Grounding (pg 2)

continued on next page

Campers practice their grounding skills during a break at Teen Earth Magic.
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Ground with the Ground
Does it work to lie down on the ground to ground? Try it out. Try different positions. Uncross your arms and legs. Draw deep 
breaths. Does it work for you? What’s different than standing?

J Book of Shadows – how do you know when you are grounded/centered? Or not? What makes a difference?

Star Purification & Grounding
See Workings: Purification: Star Purification (page XXX) – this working can be turned into a grounding by adding one piece at 
the end – when you have completed the purification, take three more breaths, letting your aura be filled with Earth energy, 
connecting you to the center of the planet. Let it mingle with the Star energy.

Speak or sing the words to the chant, Body of the Earth: “We are of the body of the Earth / The Earth is of the body of the 
Stars / We are stars that circle from life to death to birth.”

Pentacle Grounding
This grounding runs pentacle energy to ground us. (For more pentacle 
magic, see Workings: Pentacles – page XXX).

Stand like a star, legs spread, arms stretched loosely to sides. Close 
your eyes and take a deep breath, letting your energy come together 
in your own center. Breathe again to your center.

Now, on a breath, let your energy rise gently above your head and rest 
there, glowing like a bright ball of light. Breathe to this energy.

Let the energy drop diagonally through your body to your right foot. 
Breathe and let your energy rest there, glowing like a bright light.

Continue in this order, resting for one breath at each point:

• Head
• Right Foot
• Left Hand
• Right Hand
• Left Foot
• Return to Head

Run the pentacle three times, finishing above your head. Take a 
breath..

Now gently run the energy once around the circle in this order:

• Head
• Left Hand
• Left Foot
• Right Foot
• Right Hand
• Return to Head

Take one more breath. Then let the energy drop gently back to your 
center. Anchor it there with three breaths. Say: “Blessed be!”

Grounding (pg 3)

continued on next page

Running The Pentacle
Pentacle Magic – see page XXX

Stand as a relaxed star. Take a breath to your center. Let 
that energy rise gently to a point just above your head.

Begin at the top. Run the pentacle three times as shown 
(1-2-3-4-5-1), returning to the top to complete it. 

Then trace a circle around the star (1-3-5-2-4-1), 
again finishing at the top. 

Let the energy rest there for a moment, then drop 
gently back to your center for completion of the cycle.

 

Pop Quiz – compare this to the invoking pentacle 
on page XXXX. Why is the invoking pentacle a mirror 
image of the “running” pentacle? 

See page XXXX for one possible answer!

(1) Head

(5) LF

(4) RH

(2) RF

(3) LH
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Instant Grounding
How quickly can I go from ungrounded to grounded? What helps me do this? 

Try doing a personal grounding that helps you feel centered, calm, and present. Hold this feeling for a moment. Now touch a 
part of your body – perhaps your “center.” Draw your grounded attention into that center. Perhaps you can visualize an object 
such as a rose or a crystal in that spot. 

When you finish, set a timer for an hour or so. Now go back to your daily life – anything except more magic.

When the timer sounds, see if you can re-ground simply by touching your center (or whatever spot you chose) and calling up 
the image you visualized. Can you call back your groundedness with a breath? With three breaths?

Practice helps – try this a few times in different contexts. Try it at a retreat where you feel especially grounded. Try different 
images until you find one that really resonates. See if instant grounding can become a skill you develop, and not just an exer-
cise you did this one time.

Note – instant grounding depends on a steady practice of grounding. Then when you need it, you’re in practice.

J Book of Shadows – what are three places/situations where you could benefit from instant grounding? What would make 
it difficult or awkward? What would make it more possible?

Group Personal Grounding – “Come Back Grounded”
Here’s a good outdoor grounding, when folks have already done other types of groundings at prior classes or rituals. Use a 
bell or drum to call people back. 

When it’s time to do the grounding, invite people to spread out a bit. “Give yourself some space. You’ll have a few minutes. 
When the bell rings, come back grounded.” Allow 3-4 minutes.

Moveable Grounding
Can you ground while walking? Or – can you stop and ground, then move without losing it? 

Try it out. Try grounding while you walk. What makes it different than standing still? Does walking in a circle help? 

Can you move after grounding and still maintain your grounding? Would anchoring the feeling in your body help? What if you 
envision a crystal in your heart – so whenever you touch your heart, you recall the crystal and the grounding it symbolizes?

J Book of Shadows – after trying some moveable groundings, take a few minutes and write your impressions. What might 
make moveable groundings work better for you?

Invisible Grounding
When we ground in public, we may not want everyone to notice what we’re doing. What are some simple, “invisible” ways that 
you can ground? Is it essential to have private space? Can you ground with people around you? With your eyes open?

SOLO WORKING
Grounding is a basic magical skill, in some ways the foundation of all the rest. Maybe that’s why we do it at the beginning of 
rituals!

Try different ways of grounding as above, including the online recordings from Starhawk, and invent some of your own.

J Book of Shadows – keep a running commentary in your Book of Shadows. What works in which situations? What changes 
do you see as you gain skills? When has grounding particularly worked for you? Where and when has it been most difficult to 
stay grounded?
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Heaven (A): I was taught, “this is a time that is not a time, 
this is a place that is not a place.” We’re literally stepping 
between worlds. 

Seed (E): A lot of it is about intentionality and beauty. It’s 
a place where something important is going to happen, 
in which all of the elements have been invited to be there.

Why exactly do you cast circles?
KaeliMo (Y): It’s a way to separate yourself from outside 
stressors and create an intentional physical and mental 
space to safely do what you’re doing.

Heaven (A): Casting your circle is basically saying, I 
acknowledge that I am doing magic, that we are doing 
magic together, and we are doing it in this space. 

Mykel (Y): I love being in circles of magic, whether I cast 
by myself or in a group. It changes the space – the air 
feels physically different once we set it aside as sacred. 
It reminds me of being in temples, churches, and other 
buildings of worship because of the reverence and 
openness they make me feel. The “walls” we build help to 
define the feel of a space and protect us in the vulner-
ability of doing magic. 

Ingrid (Y): Okay, so I guess this is when I admit that for a 
long time I had no idea what it actually meant to myself 

(or others) to cast a circle. It just seemed to be some-
thing you “should” do when creating sacred space. 

What do you find puzzling about it? 
Ingrid (Y): Sometimes, after casting the circle with 
pretty words (at this point the variations on “By the 
Earth...” are so numerous and so lovely that I want a 
list just to read them all again and again), I get the 
distinct feeling that I missed something. Where was 
that circle again? I feel slightly less than “between the 
worlds”.

What do you think might work for you?
Ingrid (Y): At our last camp, I started asking what 
exactly I was hoping to create when I cast a circle. I’ve 
come to see circle casting as a way to hold an inten-
tion. It contains the energy we are working with until 

Reclaiming Roundtable: Circle Casting
“I’ve come to see circle casting as a way to hold an intention. It contains the energy 

we are working with until we are ready to release it or further direct its path.”

What is a magical circle?
Talise (Y): A circle is a container for magic. It also helps 
set the tone for your magic. It helps you set the intention 
that you’re going to do magical working in that space.

John (A): It’s our conduit between the worlds, where we 
move between the spiritual and material world.  That’s 
where the magic is created, birthed, nurtured, and 
directed. Casting the circle and acknowledging the ele-
ments are ways to balance this work.

Kim (A): It’s a place to be between the worlds – but 
it’s also a psychic protection. It’s a boundary of where 
something is happening and where it is not happening, 
physically and energetically.

Miranda (Y): A magical circle is sacred space. 

What does “sacred space” mean?
Miranda (Y): It’s a space that’s created so that the magic 
you do stays within the circle unless you specifically 
choose to bring it out. It’s kind of like a barrier – you’re 
safe within it. It gives you a magical space to work in.

continued on next pageThe circle gathers.

Key:  (Y) = youth to approx 30 / (A) = approx 30-55 / (E) = elder
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“In the moment our circle is cast, we breathe into the fullness of our edges, into 
the vast presence of each other’s being, and into the woven body of our circle.”

Miranda (Y): It’s much easier to visualize if there is a 
physical circle – if everyone is holding hands in a circle, 
or one person walking around the circle, It’s like, “Oh, we 
have a circle!” That’s easier than if someone says, “Now 
we’re going to imagine there’s a circle here.”

Kim (A): To me it’s not a word thing. It’s energetic. So 
silence is better for me. I don’t care if I have a tool. It’s 
about moving the energy around, acknowledging the 
directions. 

Mykel: I like the traditional circle casting structure, be-
cause it feels stable, balanced, secure. I also like experi-
ments that play with different combinations of physical 
and energetic aspects, like making a circle around us 
with rope or physical objects, or physically taking each 
other’s hands.

we are ready to release it or further direct its path. 

Do you cast circles on your own?
Miranda (Y): Very rarely – maybe once.

Kim (A): I do a lot of work in dropped and open attention, 
with awareness of the boundary of my aura, awareness of 
setting a boundary around me. I don’t necessarily call it 
“casting a circle,” but it kind of is.

Ingrid (Y): Yes, or I’d fret if I didn’t – haven’t you heard at 
least one story of strange energies taking over a ritual for 
lack of a “circle of protection?” There are times when I’ve 
flat out forgotten to cast a circle, or I’ve gotten halfway 
through invoking the elements and say, “Wait! Hold up! I 
totally want to bask in your radiance, Fire, but first let’s get 
the circle cast!” And there are other times that I just decide 
not to cast a circle. 

KaeliMo (Y): I cast a circle for myself when I first got to 
college. College is a really intense place, and I figured it 
would be good to go into it with intention, holding my 
own boundaries. I still haven’t closed it – it’s there until I 
leave, or I feel that this portion of my work is done. When 
I feel like things are getting difficult or out of my control, 
I put some extra intention into it and let myself have the 
space I need.

Do you have a favorite way to cast a circle?
Ingrid (Y): If I had to pick a favorite – one that speaks 
to me every time – it would be “Hand to Hand and 
Heart to Heart” (see page XXX). When we bring each 
heart into the circle, there is some sort of spark creat-
ed. In the moment when our circle is cast, we breathe 
into the fullness of our edges, into the vast presence 
of each other’s being, and into the woven body of our 
circle, holding us gently in this transitional space. I 
love that way of casting. It never gets old for me.

John (A): Some of the most powerful circle casting 
I’ve seen has been silent. I tend to use a wand or an 
athame. I imagine different colored energy as I go 
around, like the color wheel.

Talise (Y): I like when people gather the energy by 
doing something like passing a seed around, or pick-
ing up a rock in your hand and each person touching 
it to their heart.

Classes and rituals begin by casting a circle.
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continued on next page

INTENT
Magical circles are part of the ancient lore of witches, occultists, and magicians. A circle can protect us from malignant en-
ergy, or summon and hold positive energy. In old stories such as the Legend of Dr. Faustus, terrifying demons can be invoked 
and controlled if one has cast a strong enough circle.

Even in the mundane world, a circle brings a group of people together on equal footing – unlike sitting in rows facing a lec-
tern. A circle gives us a sense of belonging and of being separate from anything outside our circle. Whether or not we name 
it, that’s magic!

Casting a circle is a useful skill anywhere from a ritual, to a direct action protest, to walking down the street. You might even 
want to cast a circle when you’re by yourself, as a way of concentrating and collecting your energy.

There’s no one correct way to cast a circle. Sometimes it can be theatrical and poetic. Other times it can be five seconds of 
focusing on your boundaries. Sometimes it’s serious, other times playful or goofy.

Ask – is this way of casting a circle likely to create a powerful container that suits the work that you (and other participants) 
hope to do here and now? If so – go for it!

The important thing is that you can feel the circle around you. All of the fine words don’t mean much if they don’t produce a 
feeling of being in a strong circle. Experiment with different ways of casting a personal circle. What works for you?

J Book of Shadows – what are some reasons/times/places you might want to cast a circle? What are some simple ways you 
discover to quietly create a circle for yourself (see end of this section for some ideas)?

SPACE & TIME
Circles are important for groups of every size, including solo work. Different ways of casting work better for different num-
bers and situations.

Poetic, theatrical castings work well in community rituals, weddings, workshops, etc – especially places where “casting a 
circle” is a new concept for many people.

Playful and participatory castings work well at camps and ongoing groups – places where people will experience multiple 
circle castings over successive rituals, and you want to mix it up.

Each of us will discover (and create) ways that work best for us when we are alone or with a few friends. 

PREP
For some ways of casting, you’ll need props, or you’ll need to recruit a few people to help. If you use Ye Olde Circle Casting, 
you’ll want to decide which pronouns to use (see next page).

Handy magical skill – learn a few simple ways to cast circles for groups of different sizes, so if you’re called on, you’re ready!

CAST AWAY!
Ready? When the grounding ends, take a breath and begin. No need to announce what you’re doing – just begin. Don’t be 
afraid of using big gestures and poetic words (or complete silence) – if that’s what calls to you, go for it!

Beware the unfinished circle. In castings where you turn to each direction and name it (common in Reclaiming), start in the 
North, proceed to East-South-West – then be sure to return to North to complete the circle before moving to Center.  Don’t 
leave a gap in your circle.
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Finishing the Casting
However creatively you cast, it often makes sense to finish by declaring something like: “The circle is cast, we are between the 
worlds – and what happens between the worlds, changes all the worlds. Let the magic begin!” These traditional words put a 
“seal” on the circle casting and bring it to a crisp close. It’s also something everyone can say together.

End of Ritual – Opening the Circle
However you cast, at the end of the ritual, after all allies and elements are devoked in reverse order, you are responsible for 
“opening” the circle – often by doing a short version of your casting. See Ye Old Circle Casting just below for an example. This 
is the final act of the ritual, so keep it short and focused.

When you finish, it’s “traditional” to say these words, with others joining in:

“The circle is open (clap hands once sharply), but unbroken. May the peace of the Goddess* go in our hearts. Merry meet – 
and merry part – and merry meet again!” (* Some say mysterious ones, or “peace and justice,” etc.)

WORKINGS: Some Ways To Cast a Circle
What’s the best way to cast a circle? There are as many ways as there are rituals. By practicing, you’ll learn what works for you 
in different situations.

Here are some castings we’ve seen over the years.

Ye Olde Circle Casting
Creative circle casting is exciting. There is also power in “traditional” ways. This formula comes to us from the Feri Tradition 
(and perhaps other magical traditions from the mid-twentieth century).

This is a good way to cast big circles. One priestess leads, and everyone else either listens or repeats after the priestess, so it’s 
great for newcomers.

Prep – ahead of time, read through these words a few times until you can feel the rhythm of the poetry. Then decide which 
pronouns you are going to use – in a group, discuss it with other organizers so you are in agreement. 

The words outside the parentheses are the version that was common in the early years of Reclaiming and WitchCamps, and 
are credited to Victor Anderson of the Feri Tradition. The parenthetical “God” text was added in the 1990s by Todd Herriott. 

By the Earth that is Her body (by the Grove that is His home)
By the Air that is Her breath (by the Wind that is His song)
By the Fire of Her bright Spirit (by the Heat of His blazing passion)
By the Waters of Her living womb/blood (by the Dew that is His sweet tears)
By all that is above
By all that is below
The circle is cast – we are between the worlds
What happens between the worlds changes all the worlds
So mote it be (or: Let the magic begin!)

Honoring Gender Diversity

More recently, some Reclaiming folks have challenged the idea that every person fits neatly into one – and only one – of two 
possible genders. Some circle castings have substituted the words Our or Their in place of Her/Him. Try saying the above 
lines using Our or Their in each line.

continued on next page
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continued on next page

Here’s a creative circle casting from an Ocean Beach Solstice ritual 
around 2013:

By the Earth that is Her body
By the Air that is His breath
By the Fire of Their bright spirit
By the Waters of Our living blood
By all that is above...

What Do You Do While You’re Saying This?

Step to the center of the space. Bend and touch your writing hand (or 
point your athame or wand) to the Earth. Take a breath, gently pulling 
Earth energy into your hand or the tool. Stand and walk to the North 
edge of the space so you are a bit outside the circle of people, facing out.

Facing North, use your writing hand (or magical tool) to draw an 
invoking pentacle (see drawing) and then circle it clockwise. After it is 
drawn, “push” the pentacle out to the edge of the space. If you’re out-
doors or in a large room, decide where the edge of the circle will be. In 
a group, invite others to draw the pentacle with you and help push it to 
the edge of the space.

Facing North, say: “By the Earth that is Her body” (or “His/Our/Their 
body” – decide pronouns beforehand – see above).

Walk around the edge of the space to the East. Draw an invoking 
pentacle and push it to the edge of the circle. 

Facing East, say: “By the Air that is Her breath.”

Walk around the edge of the space to the South. Draw an invoking 
pentacle and push it to the edge of the circle. 

Facing South, say: “By the Fire of Her bright spirit.”

Walk around the edge of the space to the West. Draw an invoking 
pentacle and push it to the edge of the circle. 

Facing West, say: “By the Waters of Her living womb.” (Some say “living blood.”)

After West/Water – remember to walk back to North to complete the outer circle before coming to the Center.

Step into the Center. Draw an invoking pentacle in the air above you and looking up, say: “By all that is above.”

Draw an invoking pentacle toward the floor – push it down below the floor – looking down, say: “By all that is below.”

Conclude by saying: “The circle is cast. We are between the worlds. And what happens between the worlds can change all 
the worlds. Let the magic begin!”

(No other words are needed before the East/Air invocation begins – allow a short pause as circle priestess leaves the circle.)

Opening Ye Olde Circle – at the end of the ritual, after all allies and elements are devoked in reverse order, open the circle 
with a short version of the casting – priestess steps to the Center and leads everyone in the basic poem. “By the Earth that is 
Her body, and by the Air that...” – people often use female pronouns here, to remind us that the tradition is rooted in Goddess 
spirituality. Of course, this is Reclaiming Tradition – it could change at any time!

Invoking Pentacle
Face outward from the edge of your circle

1

2

34

5

Face North. Take a breath.

Begin at the top. Crisply draw the pentacle 
as shown (1-2-3-4-5-1), returning to the top 

to complete it. 

Then trace a circle clockwise around the star 
(1-3-5-2-4-1), again finishing at the top. 

Take a breath. Gently push the pentacle to 
the edge of your space and a bit beyond.

Say, “Welcome Earth!”

Proceed to East...
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Bare-Bones Circle Casting
Here’s a stripped-down version of the Ye Olde Circle Casting – good when time is limited (for instance, at a street protest 
or when it’s raining), when it’s hard to hear (eg, a 
windy day at the beach) – and also simply for the 
impact of minimal words.

Face North. Hold your writing arm out like a sword 
and point. Take a breath and call out: “North – Earth!”

Pause for a moment, then swing your sword-arm to 
the right, facing East. Take a breath and call out: “East 
– Air!”

Swing your sword-arm to the right, facing South. 
Take a breath and call out: “South – Fire!”

Swing your sword-arm to the right, facing West. Take 
a breath and call out: “West – Water!”

Swing your sword-arm back to the North to com-
plete the outer circle. Then turn to face the middle. 
Take a breath and call out: “Center – Spirit!”

Take a breath and feel the circle of energy all around 
you. Now say: “The circle is cast – we are between 
the worlds! And what happens between the worlds 
changes all the worlds! Blessed be.”

Snap Casting – fastest casting ever!
Here’s the fastest circle casting ever, courtesy of a Witchlets teacher. 

Step to Center. Shake your body and arms so you’re loose and can move quickly.

Face North – say “Earth”and snap! Turn to East – “Air” and snap! Turn to South – “Fire” and snap! Turn to West – “Water” and 
snap! Turn again to North, then face Center – snap above, snap below. Say: “The circle is cast!”

J Book of Shadows – see how quickly you can cast while actually being aware of each of the directions as you snap. Does 
it feel like a strong circle was created (this will vary for each person)? Would going more slowly make a difference? What else 
might quickly strengthen this circle?

Hand to Hand and Heart to Heart
Here’s an intimate way to cast a circle in a group that already knows one another – the hand-on-heart part could be 
challenging for people who are less familiar (even though it’s just the back of the hand). 

Stand in a circle without holding hands. First person reaches out with left hand and takes right hand of neighbor, saying: 
“Hand to hand (then lightly touching the backs of their locked hands first to their own heart and then to their neighbor’s) 
and heart to heart, the circle is cast.” Leave locked hands over neighbor’s heart – they then reach out to next person and 
repeat, around the circle.

Beware – this takes about 10 seconds per person, and may lose focus in groups of more than 25 people. We tried it once in a 
San Francisco ritual of a hundred people, and the focus was lost early on. Result – it took a long time to cast a weak circle.

Circle Casting (pg 4)

continued on next page

A shady spot on a sunny day helps gather a quiet circle.
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Opening the circle – everyone joins hands. Circle priestess looks to right (counter-clockwise), meets next person’s eyes, and 
releases their two hands. Nod to that person to indicate that they do the same for the next person, until it’s gone all the way 
around and all hands are released. Priestess begins and others join in: “The circle is open, but unbroken...”

Taking Hands and Toning
A quick way to create a circle. 

Circle casting priestess needs to be confident holding a tone until others join in.

Once folks are grounded, priestess brings people into a circle, then says: “We are going to cast our circle by building a tone. 
I will begin by singing a tone and taking the next person’s hand. That person will join the tone, then take the next person’s 
hand, and so on.”

The priestess pauses and takes a deep breath. Begin a tone (any tone you wish, just hold it steadily). After a few seconds, take 
the hand of the person to your left (clockwise). Look at them so they join your tone, then nod so they take the next person’s 
hand. After that it will probably continue on its own. (You might want a friend at your left to help get things started.)

When the tone comes all the way around and all hands are joined, slowly raise your arms together and let the volume rise. 
Let the toning peak and come back down in synch with your arms.

When it’s silent again, the priestess speaks: “The circle is cast. We are between the worlds. What happens between the worlds 
can change all the worlds. Let the magic begin!”

Opening the circle – everyone joins hands. Priestess explains: “We will all begin toning, then as we release hands counter-
clockwise, each person drops out.” Priestess begins by looking at person to their right, letting go of their hand, and letting her 
voice fade. That person will do the same, and so on. If toning wavers, priestess can subtly join back in and be the last to stop.

When all hands are dropped and toning fades, priestess speaks (and others join in): “The circle is open, but unbroken (all clap 
sharply). May the peace of the Goddess go in our hearts. Merry meet, merry part – and merry meet again!”

Broomstick Casting
You can use a broomstick to draw the pentacles as you cast in Ye Olde Way. And here’s a further twist on the old broomstick:

At one of the early years of Teen Earth Magic, two of our older teens came up with this magical and hilarious circle casting, 
then matched it with their opening of the circle at the end of camp (see photos on next page).

Prep – two people, two brooms; witchy garb such as pointy hats, striped socks, etc – or any costumes.

Witches begin in the North, mount their brooms, and race around the circle clockwise three times (or race in opposite directions 
three times, finally meeting again in the North). Then fly to Center, whirl around, and say: “The circle is cast, we are between the 
worlds...”

Opening – same witches begin in North and use brooms in the ordinary way to sweep up the circle counterclockwise (or in 
opposite directions). Then say, “The circle is open, but unbroken...”

Take Hands and Start Singing

Here’s a fast and easy casting for when a group is already well-established, so it builds off earlier circles.

With no words, priestess simply takes the hands of the person on either side and starts singing: “We Are a Circle Within a 
Circle.” Or simply start a tone that others pick up. Let a few people know you are doing this, so they will join hands right away.

continued on next page
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Packing & Unpacking Circles
If the circle will soon be re-cast (like at WitchCamp or a weekend 
intensive, where we open the circle at night and re-cast the next 
morning), we sometimes “pack up the circle” at the end of the night 
ritual – everyone helps gather it like a big tablecloth and pack it into 
the center, then perhaps tuck it under an altar, or toss it into the air 
with instructions to come back the next day. 

The next time we cast, everyone helps unpack/unroll the circle. Then a 
priestess might go around, beginning with North, and “peg down” the 
directions, stating them aloud as they go. End by saying, “The circle is 
cast, we are between the worlds...”

At the end of the final ritual or class, do a full circle-opening 
(perhaps Ye Olde Way, or a creative way). 

Invisible Circle Casting (casting 
without being seen)

Casting a grand, poetic circle is great at a community 
ritual or behind the closed doors of your bedroom.

But there are times when you might want a strong circle, 
yet you don’t have the luxury of calling out the directions 
and elements as you turn and inscribe pentacles in the air. 
You might even want to cast a circle without anyone else 
noticing. 

Maybe you’re on a bus or in a crowded hallway and want to 
feel stronger boundaries. Maybe you have to meet with a 
supervisor and want to remind yourself of your own center 
and intentions. Maybe it’s exam time and you want to 
block out distractions.

Each of us will discover our own best ways of quietly 
creating a circle. Here are a few ways you might try:

• Close your eyes and imagine facing North. Take a breath for Earth. Imagine turning to the East. Take a breath for Air. Imag-
ine South and breathe for Fire, then West and breathe for Water. After you’ve done it a few times – can you take one deep 
breath and simultaneously inhale and exhale one-quarter in each direction? 

• With eyes closed, imagine a spiral of energy radiating from your belly and wrapping around your body. Gradually expand 
the spiral until it’s a comfortable distance from your body. Change the spiral into a circle and feel the energy around you.

• Front-to-back, side-to-side – draw a breath to your center – let it flow slowly forward from your center, then backward, like 
a pendulum swinging gently through your body. Take a second breath and let the pendulum swing side to side. Now – can 
you feel it move out in all four directions at once, then gently back till they meet in your center? Can you feel the balance?

J Book of Shadows – what works? Which ways of casting actually help you feel your own strong circle? What gets in the way?

Broomstick casting – the witchiest circle casting ever! 
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Two Classic Ritual Texts
plus online Reclaiming classes!

The Spiral Dance
A Rebirth of the Ancient Religion of the 
Great Goddess
by Starhawk

The foundational text for Reclaiming Tradition – the 
first Spiral Dance ritual at Samhain 1979 was the book 
release party. 

The book, revised and updated in 1999, begins with 
chapters on Goddess religion and the world view of 
(modern) witchcraft, then moves on to discuss creat-
ing sacred space and ritual, invoking and working 
with deity and energy, initiation, and more.

Other Starhawk books that cover practical ritual skills 
for groups and individuals include:

• The Twelve Wild Swans
• Truth Or Dare

Elements of Magic
Reclaiming Earth Air Fire Water Spirit
Edited by Jane Meredith & Gede Parma

Writers from across Reclaiming survey basic magical 
theory and practice in this anthology from 2018.

Echoing the structure of Reclaiming’s Elements of 
Magic class, chapters feature meditations, essays, and 
practical workings for each magical element.

You’ll find lots of books by Reclaiming authors in the Resources 
section at the end of this book.

Here are two key texts – one from 1979, the other from 2018 – that 
share basic Reclaiming magical practice.

Reclaiming Classes Online
World Tree Lyceum & CRAFT Teachers
World Tree Lyceum and the CRAFT Teachers Cell offer 
basic and advanced magical classes online, including 
many Reclaiming classes. 

Here’s a chance to connect with others studying and 
working magic in our tradition.

WorldTreeLyceum.org   |   BayAreaReclaiming.org

If you are under age 18, please tell teachers your age when 
you contact them, and tell your parent or legal guardian 
you are contacting them. 
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What does invoking mean to you?
Ari (Y): To me, invoking means welcoming, inviting, or 
calling something to share sacred space with you.

Seed (E): It’s a weaving of energy – joining with energies 
that are wilder and more potent than what we see in our 
daily state of mind. It’s a turning-towards, a greeting and 
asking for particular energy or entity to come and be 
present and join the working.

IvoryFly (A): Can we really “invoke” Air, when it’s already 
right here, right now? That seems a little arrogant. I re-
frame it that we’re acknowl-
edging Air – acknowledging 
that it are here, and we can-
not live without it.

Willow (E): An Indigenous 
elder who’s been at British 
Columbia camp said that 
there’s no need to call what 
is already here. What we 
need to invoke is ourselves in 
relationship, simply acknowl-
edging and thanking. 

Heaven (A):  The elements 
are actual, physical things. 
They’re already here, within 
us. You’re invoking nature, 
but you’re also invoking your-
self. “Earth my body, Water 
my blood, Air my breath, Fire 
my spirit.” You’re invoking the 
elements, the divine, and the 
divine that is you.

Paul (E): Invoking, even at witchcamp, is not a perfor-
mance. It’s heart. It’s a request to come and join us. The 
essence is to serve the intention from a place of humility, 
curiosity, and respect. 

Jamie (A): It’s an invitation – we’re evoking. Our culture is 
directive, we try to make it happen: Come right here! But 
it’s already here – that’s the idea of immanence. We are 
eliciting it to come out. 

KaeliMo (Y): I like to think of it more as inviting. It’s weird 
for me to think about a relationship where it would be, 

Reclaiming Roundtable: Invoking
“Calling on energies and beings greater than myself for support or wisdom.”

“You’re here if I want you to be here.” It’s good to have 
boundaries where you can say, “Here’s where you’re not 
welcome.” But it’s also like, “Now my door’s open, if you 
want to come in, it’s cool.”

Why do you do invocations?
Kim (A): To touch bigger than myself or beyond how we 
are in the normal world – something ecstatic. There’s an 
energetic shift that makes us feel connected to one an-
other, to the planet, to the universe. 

Ola’i Wildeboar (Y): Invoking is a way to honor and to re-
ceive energy from something other 
than yourself, whether it’s a higher 
power or deity or even an idea. It’s 
a way to gather the brilliance that 
these things can offer.

Dusky (Y): The times that I do what 
I’d more specifically call “invoking” 
are when I’m working with some-
thing that isn’t as close to me, that 
isn’t an ally. If I were going to invoke 
a deity, or something that I’m less fa-
miliar with, that’s when I would do a 
ritual, get some pageantry involved, 
and invoke that thing into myself or 
into my circle.

At the annual Spiral Dance, 
you’ve danced elemental 
invocations. What would 
you say you were doing?
Dusky (Y): Well, it’s complicated. I 
guess I’m being a medium. When I 
do an invocation at the Spiral Dance, 

I always invoke it for myself before I invoke it for everyone 
else. I think of it as opening myself up as a channel. To me, 
that’s a really powerful experience. When I did the Water 
invocation, I tried to become Water – I opened myself up 
as a conduit to Water. It’s like aspecting. 

Charlotte (Y): Dancing an invocation feels like trying to 
embody and honor the element, the energy of Water or 
Fire. It’s a powerful way to try to connect with something 
bigger than yourself. With such big concepts as the ele-
ments it’s hard to put them into words. 

Some invocations are spontaneous, some are rehearsed.

continued on next pageKey:  (Y) = youth to approx 30 / (A) = approx 30-55 / (E) = elder
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“When I do an invocation at the Spiral Dance, I invoke it for myself 

before I invoke it for everyone else.”

What other spirits and beings do you invoke?
Kim (A): It comes and goes. I work with trees a lot. I’ve 
worked with dragons at different times. I haven’t found 
something that’s like my thing forever. It’s more like, right 
now, I’m working with this. 

John (A): I don’t really invoke them in rituals so much, but. 
I think turtles got me through my dissertation.  

Heaven (A): Whatever makes sense. It doesn’t necessar-
ily matter who is invoked, as long as you all agree that 
you are working towards the same thing.  If you are all 
entrained in the same kind of thought, you’re effective.

What makes for a powerful invocation?
Sequoia (Y): In a big group, a powerful collective invoca-
tion is going to invite participation from everyone – more 
of a collective effort than just a witnessing.

Jamie (A): We have to become what we are invoking. If we 
want to call healing, become healing. It almost seductive, 
a mating dance – making ourselves attractive to what 
we are calling in. Why would the spirit come if you’re not 
making it a great place to be?

Willow (E): At my first witchcamp we did these massive 
invocations, this very grand thing. Later I felt like it was 
sorely lacking in humility. It’s not the kind of relation I 
want with the mysterious ones. I want to be in relation – 
not just in a request mode, but in a reciprocity mode.

Charlotte (Y): I am a big fan of moving during invoca-

tions. With dancing invocations, it’s using the body as a 
way to honor or respect or call forward the element. Even 
if I’m doing a spoken invocation I try to be moving, to 
align myself better with what I’m invoking. 

Kim (A): For the elements, I think it’s important to ac-
knowledge the four directions as you go around the 
circle. I like using pentacles to acknowledge the directions 
– that’s something I was taught from Feri tradition.  

Maeve (Y): When there’s space for spontaneity, that 
makes invocations powerful for me personally. I want to 
have some sense of what I’m going to do and what the in-
tention of the ritual is. But really, I let myself wait till I’m in 
the circle to feel what seems to be the right thing. There’s 
an aspect of invoking that’s the magic of the moment.

Sequoia (Y): I think my favorite invocations are ones that 
don’t go as planned. There are so many instances where 
I’ve had this poetry all planned to invoke some deity or 
element, and when I get into the circle it all goes out the 
window. If the thing wants to be there, I think it will show 
you how it wants to be invited in.

Why is devoking at the end of rituals 
important?
Seed (E): It’s partly so we don’t go crazy, so we’re not 
psychically leaky people walking through the world. We 
purposefully go into this space, we do subtle and power-
ful work – and then purposefully come back, and com-
pletely honor and hold that as important – to come back, 
to be in your body, to be in your daily life.

Willow (E): It’s releasing the intensity. Not necessarily 
releasing the energy, but sustainably engaging with it as 
the magic continues to unfold. Usually our magic is not 
in this moment – it’s got a trajectory, it’s not a one-and-
done. How do we continue to stay in relationship, but not 
as formally as being in ritual together?

Paul (E): Devoking is just polite, it’s courteous. I generally 
don’t invoke something unless I have a relation to it. It’s 
like if I’ve been with a dear friend, it’s gratitude to share 
this dear energy. It’s part of the ongoing relationship. 

Fio (A): It is – but do you really mean to say “farewell” to 
the elements? What does that mean, especially if you’re 
doing it between the worlds? What you’re saying has 
magical effect. Is this more and more divorcing you from 
the elements that sustain you?Altars are good places for personal invocations and workings.
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INTENT
Along with grounding and casting the circle, invoking is one of the three main things done to “create sacred space.” 

The goal of this section is to help figure out who/what/where/when/why/how you might want to invoke various spirits, be-
ings, and energies, and to help you gain skills to use in rituals and in your personal practice.

J Book of Shadows – keep a running record of invocation ideas in your magical journal – it will help you track your magical 
growth, and remind you of great ideas you’ve tried or seen.

What Is Invoking & Why Do We Do It?
Invoking literally means “in-voicing,” or “in-calling.” Sometimes we say, “I’m calling in Air.” When we invoke, we are calling ener-
gies, elements, deities, ancestors, magical allies, etc into our circle to assist and support us in our work.

Invoking can be serious or goofy, simple or elaborate, sponta-
neous words or a pre-planned skit. 

Sometimes invocations are rehearsed, with props and cos-
tumes. Other times they are tailored to suit the moment.

Invoking is sometimes the most colorful and festive part of a 
ritual. People sing, dance, chant, do skits, call out impromptu 
poetry – with the support of the whole circle. 

It’s not exactly a performance, but it’s a chance to play with 
those kinds of skills.

Before We Start – A Note on Devoking
At the end of a ritual, you’ll usually “devoke” anything you 
invoked – this is handy to know ahead of time!

In Reclaiming and other traditions, people wrap up rituals by 
devoking whatever elements/energies/allies they called in, 
usually in reverse order.

However, WitchCamps and retreats often invoke elements and 
allies for the entire event. At the end of each ritual, instead of 
saying, “Hail and Farewell” to what’s been invoked, people say, 
“Thank you and goodnight.” 

At the next ritual, spirits and beings who will be worked with 
are re-invoked and welcomed again. At the final camp ritual, 
everything is devoked (the wrangler keeps track and reminds 
people – see below).

Devocations are usually short, and echo the invocation. This 
isn’t the time for long speeches. If you invoked with a song, 
devoke with two lines. When it’s getting late, you can speed 

things up by devoking all five elements with one song (such as When We Are Gone – see Ritual Skills: Chants Resources).

Ritual Wrangler keeps track of invocations and reminds people when it’s their turn to invoke or devoke. At a week-long 
WitchCamp, the wrangler may be the only person who remembers everything that got invoked through the week.

continued on next page

A quick rehearsal helps craft a crisp invocation.
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continued on next page

Who/What Gets Invoked?
Who and/or what gets called in? That’s up to each ritual and each person. 

Elements get invoked at almost every ritual – often individually, but sometimes all together with a song. 

At many rituals, spirits of the land are honored – we thank the place where we are holding the ritual. The Fey (faeries) are 
often honored as well (although not always “invoked” – see below regarding “what people don’t invoke.”) At Redwood Magic 
Family Camp we make sure to invoke (ie, to honor and acknowledge) the redwood trees all around us. 

Goddesses, gods, and ancestors are often chosen because they can help with a specific working. If a camp is working with a 
myth (for instance, the story of Inanna’s Descent to the Underworld), rituals might invoke various deities involved in the story 
(eg, Inanna, Erishkegal, Ninshubar, Enki...).

A harvest ritual might invite Demeter (Mediterranean goddess of grain). A Spring Equinox ritual might invoke the Green Man 
or Flora or the maiden goddess Persephone.

Rituals also sometimes invoke natural beings like the Sun or the Ocean, and energies such as Commitment or Justice.

Gender Complexities
In ye olden dayes (ie, before the early 2000s), Reclaiming and 
other traditions tended to “balance” gender energy by invok-
ing one goddess and one god. This was sometimes seen in 
an alchemical sense of uniting “opposite” energies. 

Gender has turned out to be a lot more complicated than 
binary, male/female oppositions, and in recent years invoca-
tions have reflected that (see Intro: Gender).

When Witchlets worked with Theseus and Ariadne and the 
Labyrinth, we invoked the Minotaur so we’d have other op-
tions besides male-female – in one version, Theseus married 
the Minotaur while Ariadne set up a thread shop on Naxos.

Do People Really Believe This Stuff?
Are deities – gods and goddesses – real? It depends on what 
you mean by real...

Some people think of gods and goddesses as independent 
beings that we invite to assist us for a specific working. 

Others say they are archetypes, or parts of ourselves that we call forward (so Loki might stand for trickster energy within me). 

Still others see deities as names for energies in the world (so Aphrodite might represent the spirit of romantic love).

And honestly, a lot of people don’t give it much thought, period. 

Sometimes people wonder – if I don’t believe in deities, is it okay to work with them? Sure, but be careful – they may not take 
kindly to you not believing in them! (Anyway, ask yourself – can I really “not believe” in a deity if it might simply be seen as a 
name for a type of energy?)

Some camps have explored invoking “energies” rather than deities. If playfulness is wanted in a ritual, why not call it directly 
instead of calling a god like Pan? To honor the Sun at Solstice, why not invoke it directly instead of calling on Helios or Amat-
erasu? The answer is up to each person and each ritual (see below, Ritual Skills: Invoking Deity and Energy).

What about the elements? Some say we are calling elements and their qualities into our circle – others say, “No, they’re here 

Invocation rehearsal, or a game of magical charades? Maybe both?
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all along – we’re simply acknowledging them.” Some see the elements as guardians of our magical circle.

In Reclaiming, one finds all these and other views. Reclaiming doesn’t have an official thealogy that says what people are 
supposed to believe. Each person has to figure it out on their own. Or not.

A fun way to explore these issues is to do spectrums, which can show the range of experiences and opinions in the circle (see 
Workings: Spectrums of Belief ). Sometimes a camp or class starts with this working as a way of recognizing the diversity of 
views within the community.

What Don’t People Invoke?
Is there anything Reclaiming folks do not invoke? Generally people are careful about invoking deities and ancestors from 
traditions where they don’t have ancestry and/or training. Generally people try to avoid “cultural appropriation” – borrowing 
practices from other cultures. This is the case, for example, with African American or Native American traditions, which have 
been oppressed and appropriated in many ways by the dominant society.

It doesn’t make magical sense to invoke deities and ancestors and then not work with them in the ritual. If we invoke Cerridwen 
and Her Cauldron of Death and Rebirth and then don’t mention her during the rest of the ritual, we may be asking for trouble.

In recent years, some WitchCamps have moved away from invoking traditional gods and goddesses at every ritual. In particu-
lar, some groups no longer invoke one god and one goddess – an older Neo-Pagan pattern that implies that there are only 
two gender options, and we need one of each to have a complete ritual. Folks try to avoid stereotypical gender prejudices 
such as “gods are rational and adventurous, goddesses are intuitive and nurturing.” 

For more on these topics, see Intro: Gender and Intro: Cultural Appropriation. For more on invoking various sorts of deities, 
allies, and energies, see the following pages.

The Fey – you may not want to “invoke” the Fey unless you really want faerie energy running unpredictably through your circle – 
sometimes people honor the Fey, setting a bowl of honey or shiny coins some distance from the ritual circle as an offering.

When Do Invocations Happen?
In Reclaiming and many other traditions, invocations happen just after the circle is cast. First ground and cast a circle – then 
invite allies and energies to assist the work.

Having a standard invoking order makes it easier to do 
group ritual. No one needs to be in charge – everyone 
knows that Fire follows Air, and that allies come after 
elements. When doing your own magic, you can do it in 
whatever order works for you.

Here is the invocation order for a typical Reclaiming ritual, 
beginning after circle casting. Begin with the elements:

• East/Air

• South/Fire

• West/Water

• North/Earth

• Center/Spirit

• Allies: spirits of land / ancestors / Fey / deities / energies
  (order can vary)

continued on next page
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Where Do We Invoke?
People usually invoke within a sacred circle that has just been cast. The circle holds the deities and energies that get summoned, 
and helps keep out unwanted energies during the ritual. That way, you can call Demeter for a harvest ritual without getting the 
entire Greek pantheon tagging along.

In old tales, legendary magicians called in angels and demons from within a magical circle which protected them from 
the awesome powers the spirits might unleash. If the magician dared to step out of the circle (tempted by the demons, of 
course), their soul could be lost forever.

Lost souls have not proven to be a major concern in Reclaiming rituals. It’s a question of focus, of choosing which energy we 
want in a particular ritual. Invoking specific deities and energies within a sacred circle creates a more focused working.

How Do We Invoke?
The Sufi poet Rumi says there are hundreds of ways to kneel and kiss the ground. There are nearly as many ways to invoke.

Each person will have ways of invoking that work for them. Some like to chant, some to dance. Some like spontaneous poetry, 
some want to plan every word. Try different methods and find what works for you.

Each ritual or class will have its own mood – one might be playful, another somber. A ritual at a street protest might be quick 
and crisp, while a Fall Equinox ritual may be relaxed. The invocations will help set this tone.

In a group – invoke in a bold, loud, clear voice. When someone begins softly, others call out: “Say it, sister/brother/comrade!”

Ask for help – before invoking, take a deep breath and think of what you are invoking. If it’s Fire, ask Fire for assistance – “Help 
me call you into the circle with power and grace!” Let yourself flow with Fire energy as you invoke. 

Re-ground yourself after you finish an invocation (or any ritual working).

Practicing Invocations
• Watch experienced people invoke. What do you notice that is different than when you do it? Sometimes it’s simply a matter 

of confidence – they step out with no apologies or mumbled excuses – they just take a breath and dive in. 

• Practice invoking an element such as Air which is already present – try closing the door and “singing Air” or “dancing Air” – 
relax and do whatever your body or spirit wants to do when you think of Air. 

• Learn (or invent) an Air chant – sing it over and over, until you’re singing it without thinking. What else comes into your 
mind? How do you feel when you move as you sing?

• Play with Air (or another element) – hold your breath, then exhale as loudly as possible. Breathe quickly, calling out an Air-
word between each breath. Use a notebook to waft air over your face. 

• Try invoking qualities or moods. Can you invoke a good mood? Can you summon creativity, or relaxedness, or sharp focus? 

• At the end of this article are a bunch of ways to invoke. Try a personal “invocation lab” and see what appeals to you.

• Sometimes in a class or path we practice invoking each element in a different way. Here’s an outline from a Witchlets path:
• Air = circle-poem (go around three times, with each person saying one word each time to create a poem).
• Fire = group movement with no words – how does Fire move?
• Water = personal check-in plus the chant, (The Ocean Is the) Beginning of the Earth.
• Earth = look around and name one Earth-object you see – at the end, welcome them all.
• Center = human knot game ending in a group hug.

J Book of Shadows – after invoking, do you notice anything different? What ways of invoking work better for you? Are there 
any that didn’t seem to work, but still intrigue you? What might help?

continued on next page
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Ways to Practice Invoking

• Dance/movement – spontaneously dance or move for each element – can you dance a quality (anger, peace, confidence)?

• Sing or rap a song or chant (See Ritual Skills: Chants later in this chapter for lots of ideas).

• Pop songs – find a pop song for each element (use your intuition to match them) – play each one for a minute or so, letting 
yourself sing, dance, space out, or whatever you want while it plays. At the end of each song, say welcome to the element.

• Flocking – someone makes sounds and movements related to the element, others pick it up. This is a simple way for others 
to show support for a new person doing an invocation.

• Draw a Tarot card from the related suit and enact it (eg, for Air, draw a sword-card and act out the image – Swords = Air, 
Wands = Fire, Cups = Water, Pentacles = Earth, Majors = Center).

• Tools of the elements – use a Blade to invoke Air, a Wand for Fire, a Chalice for Water, and a Pentacle for Earth. Center is a 
challenge – what tool or object would invoke Center for you? (See Workings: Tools for more on this.)

• Props – a simple prop can amplify your actions – a blue scarf for Water, a peacock feather for Air...

• Scavenger invocations – explore your space and find an object for each element, beginning with Air – use your intuition to 
tell you what fits. When you find it, stop and look at it, touch it, etc. Then say welcome to the element, leave it, and move on.

• Invoke in silence – especially when working alone or in a small group. Name the element, allow a minute of silence, and 
then quietly say welcome.

• Snappy invocations – practice crisp invocations. If you’re speaking, what are the fewest words that can do the job?

• Science brain – think about each element, starting with Air – ask yourself what you know about that element from science 
classes, the internet, etc. Think or speak about the element for a minute, then say welcome and move on.

• Create a skit that shows/welcomes an element or ally. How might you invoke compassion, self-expression, or confidence?

• Goofy invocations – how much energy can you raise by invoking in goofy ways? What if small groups each do the craziest 
element invocation they can come up with? How will you work with this energy once you’ve stirred it up?

• Invoke energies in place of deities and see what happens – see Ritual Skills: Invoking Deities & Energies.

• Have a fast way of invoking that you can use when time is short or energy seems low. A simple song that calls all of the 
elements can sometimes lift spirits more than laboring through five spoken invocations.

• Write a really good invocation – then set it aside and speak spontaneously. Afterward ask – did the advance-writing help?

• Go online and read about gods and goddesses – Wikipedia is a good place to begin. When you find a deity you want to 
learn more about, stop and invoke them before reading further – ie, ask the deity to help you learn about them. When you 
finish, remember to thank (devoke) the deity. 

• Participation – can you find ways that others can participate in your invocation, rather than you “performing” it alone? Can 
you invite people to call out words, to make sounds or movements?

J Book of Shadows – write about your invoking experiments – if you’re in a circle, compare notes when you get together.
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Working with the Elements
Invoking the elements is a great place to begin practicing 

invocations. After all, it’s pretty hard not to have 
Air present in our circle. It’s more a matter 

of honoring and acknowledging the 
element than laboring to bring it 

present.

Sometimes an Air invocation 
can be magnificent poetry 

– what’s more airy than 
words and ideas?

Other times it can mean 
taking a moment to 
notice and appreciate 
a fresh breeze wafting 
through the meadow 
where we’ve gathered.

Make friends with the 
elements – they are one 

ally that will always be 
there for us!

J Book of Shadows – look 
at the list on page XXX and try 

invoking Air in various ways.

Which ways work for you, and which are 
empty actions? What helps you feel the pres-

ence of Air (not just “air,” but “Air”)?

How would you help a group invoke Air together?

Tools of the Trade
In Reclaiming and other traditions, each element is as-
sociated with various “magical correspondences,” such as 
Tarot suits, colors, and compass directions.

Each element also has a corresponding magical tool, such 
as the athame or the chalice – for more on magical tools 
and correspondences, see Workings: Tools of Magic.

Elements of Magic - Classes Online
Elements of Magic is Reclaiming’s intro class. Some regions 
offer local classes, and World Tree Lyceum teaches online:

Bay Area & North Bay: BayAreaReclaiming.org/classes

Worldwide contacts: Reclaiming.org/worldwide

Online Reclaiming classes:  
WorldTreeLyceum.org | BayAreaReclaiming.org

Elemental magic – working with Earth, Air, Fire, Water, and 
Spirit – is a basis of Pagan rituals. Reclaiming shares with 
many other traditions the practice of anchoring our 
magical circles by invoking sacred elements 
for each quarter (and Center too).

In some traditions, elemental 
“guardians” are summoned to 
stand watch at the edges of 
the circle. An echo of this 
practice can be heard in 
The Guardian Song on 
our Let It Begin Now 
album.

Others see invoking 
the elements as a way 
of honoring the mate-
rial world in which our 
ritual is taking place. 
What better way of 
anchoring our work in 
the real world than to 
take some time to notice 
the air around us, the fire of 
the Sun, etc.

Then again, some people just like 
the chants we sing when we invoke 
elements. Nothing gathers our invoking 
voices quite like Sweet Water or The Welcome 
Flame.

An Entire Book & Elements Chants Too!
We could write an entire chapter, or even an entire book, 
about invoking and working with the elements.

Fortunately, some other Reclaiming folks already did!

You can immerse yourself in elemental magic by reading 
Elements of Magic: Reclaiming Earth, Air, Fire, Water, Spirit, 
edited by Jane Meredith and Gede Parma. For more info, 
see page XXXXX.

Chants – it may not surprise you to learn that Reclaim-
ing folks have written and/or recorded more than a few 
chants honoring various elements (see page XXXX).

Some, like Air I Am or Earth My Body, quickly summon all 
of the elements. Others, like Rise with the Fire or Born of 
Water, dedicate a whole song to one element.

Elements chants: WeaveAndSpin.org/playlists
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Invoking Ancestors
Ancestor work is at the core of many magical and spiritual 
practices. In some traditions, knowing and honoring your 
ancestors is one of the first steps on your spiritual journey.

In Bay Area Reclaiming, the biggest ritual of the year, the 
Spiral Dance, is held at Samhain – the time when the veil 
is thin between the worlds of the living and the dead.

Some ancestors are related by close genetics – by “blood.” 

Others may have raised us, or helped shape the culture in 
which we have lived and grown.

And some ancestors are just downright 
difficult....

Ancestors of Your Bloodline
The most familiar ancestors might be mem-
bers of your own family who have crossed 
over. Maybe it’s a grandparent who taught 
you a favorite recipe or a craft skill, or a be-
loved aunt or uncle who took you camping.

Some have lost members of our immediate family. Others 
have never known our blood family or ancestors.

Regardless of which relatives we know, all of us have an 
ancestral line stretching back through history to the begin-
nings of our species (and beyond). 

Known and unknown, these ancestors made us who we are.

The bodily presence of our ancestors may have passed. 
But their spirit can be very present. Remembering their 
love can be a great support in difficult times. 

With practice, you can learn to summon them into your 
circle, to converse with them and gain the strength and 
wisdom – and hopes and challenges – they have to offer.

How will you invoke a grandparent whom you clearly recall?

How will you summon the spirit of a more distant family 
ancestor whose name you do not know?

What things about your family background (known or 
imagined) call you to learn more?

Ancestors of Craft & Culture
Do you have a favorite author from the 1800s? A playwright 
from 1600 that you think is the greatest? A jazz singer from 
the 1920s that you sometimes just have to hear?

Maybe it’s an unnamed wise woman and healer from the 
fifteenth century, or an alchemist from ancient Egypt?

People from your cultural past are your ancestors. Some, 
like Jane Austen or Will Shakespeare, are known by their 

written words. With blues singer Bessie Smith, her record-
ings keep her voice alive. 

With others we may have only a vague idea about who 
they were and what they did – yet we yearn to know more.

The internet can be a powerful magical tool. So can casting 
a circle and invoking the ancestor’s presence.

How would you call Bessie Smith into your circle? How 
would you create a channel for her spirit to reach out to 
this realm? Photos? Food? Music?

How would you summon an herb-
alist who healed many neighbors, 
but died without leaving an endur-
ing trace? Maybe it would involve 
gathering and smelling various 
herbs, drinking tea, visualizing a 
flowering meadow....

Invoking a beloved ancestor can 
be as simple as saying a name and/or a few words of ap-
preciation. Remember to say thank you (ie, devoke) at the 
end of your working.

The Unquiet Dead
Calling beloved ancestors of family or culture can be rich 
work – although even the most amazing and delightful 
ancestor might present an unexpected challenge.

But other spirits are more problematic.

What about ancestors who participated in genocide and 
slavery, or who colluded in atrocities such as the witch 
hunts?

What about an ancestor who abandoned their family, or a 
great-grandparent who abused their children?

These, too, might be our ancestors – the unquiet dead. 

Whether we acknowledge them or ot, the unquiet dead 
have shaped our lives. They, too, have lessons. They call to 
the living, not only to avoid their errors, but to help heal 
the damage and pain they left behind. This may be part of 
our work in this lifetime.

Invoking and doing thoughtful magical work with these 
difficult forebears may begin the healing.

Altars & Workings
Do you have family photos? Prints of old artworks? Dried 
herbs or flowers? Words that remind you of someone? 
Tending your altar might be a way to connect with your 
ancestors – and a way for them to reach out to you. 

Invoking and working with 
difficult forebears may be 
the beginning of the healing.
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Invoking Deities, Allies, & Energies
A Reclaiming Roundtable

One of the ongoing discussions and experiments around 
Reclaiming is relations with deities – gods, goddesses, and 
mysterious ones – and the myths and stories that have 
grown up around them,

Some Witchcamps work with myths and 
deities from older traditions. Does this speak 
to you?
KaeliMo (Y): Yeah! Sometimes I get the feeling with 
Reclaiming, when we research deities and stories that go 
back a long time – Celtic and Greek mythology and things 
like that – it is really an ancient practice. We might be do-
ing something really differently than was originally done, 
but it appeals to me.

Kim (A): At witchcamp, the myth or story line can get you 
into an altered space. I love the history of people hearing 
the same story, how it gets into our unconscious, ener-
getically. Yet the challenge around historical deity is they 
are sometimes culturally limiting, gender limiting.

Mykel (Y): I love old stuff! If I wasn’t already a Pagan and 
I wasn’t already gay, I’d probably run away and become a 
monk – because of the discipline and the structure, that 
feeling of an unbroken lineage of lives of purpose. I think 
there’s a lot of meaning in going back and looking at tra-
ditions and what people have been doing for a really long 
time, and reconstructing that in some way. 

What does it mean to reconstruct an older 
tradition?
Mykel: I feel like Neo-Pagan ideas are connected in spirit 
to things that have been happening for a long time. But 
the idea that witchcraft could possibly mean the same 
things to us that it did to people in Europe hundreds of 
years ago – I don’t think that’s true – and I don’t think we 
need that to have legitimacy. You take what works and 
leave what doesn’t, and really own that we’re creating 
something new – it’s about self-determination.

Paul(E): At Witchcamp, we create a living fairy tale. It 
could be ancient, or something new. It comes alive for 
a community, and it comes alive for the individuals. The 
story gives you a foundation to work with. The story can 
create a foundation for wonder to arise. 

Willow (E): I love that work so much. I’ve seen people 
come to Witchcamp and literally talk with the gods, do 
oracular work. We have a container that holds that.

Kim (A): love stories, people hearing a repeated story so 
it gets into people’s unconscious and gives us an inten-
tion. You can worship the universe and the planet and the 
dirt of the planet and the trees and Sun – but it lacks the 
intentionality that we have in a myth.

What is your relation to deity?
Paul (E): I have relations with [looks over shoulder at altar] 
like twenty different deities that have developed over like 
thirty or forty years. The main thing they ask from me is, 
honor us with the life you live.

Fio (A): Spirits are central to my witchcraft. I talk about 
myself as being married to certain gods. I mean that liter-
ally. There are certain gods that I am dedicated in relation 
with. It’s a very Feri thing – each of us is a god in process.

Heaven (A): I’m pantheistic in a way. I would say, “god is 
in you, god is in me, god is in that tree, god is within, god 
is without, god is everywhere’”– above, below, within, 
outside. All of it – it’s true! When you work with the divine, 
you may be working with outside deities – but there is 
also the divine that is within me, and the divine that is 
within the Earth, that is inherent.

Ingrid (Y): At first deity was easier for me to understand 
than invoking “nature.” You see gods and goddesses rep-
resented in books with human features – it was an easier 
way to have a first step toward interacting with energies – 
they have their stories. Whether or not we believe they are 
true, we attribute qualities to them.

Willow (E): I don’t think about invoking deities – I think 
of aligning myself with kinds of energies. Deities are a 
language for me to describe those energies. I don’t know 
if they exist or not. I don’t know if they are beings or not. 
But I know their energy signature. 

John (A): I think deities are social constructions of the 
natural world, a conduit to the energy of nature – that’s 
a sociologist’s opinion! Deities are sacred because the 
natural world is sacred. I don’t think Pan really exists as a 
half-goat, half-man. Personifying deities, putting them in 
a story – it’s a way to access the energy.

continued on next pageKey:  (Y) = youth to approx 30 / (A) = approx 30-55 / (E) = elder
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Dusky (Y): For me, deity is not human. Why should deities 
that govern all of nature be humanoid? That doesn’t make 
sense to me. And when you do invoke a humanoid deity, 
they are, like people, complex. Pan is a nature god. But if 
we invoke Pan, we’re also invoking a lot of other things 
like sexuality into our ritual, and we don’t necessarily want 
that.

Kim (A): When a theme is worked for a long time, it devel-
ops its own energy, in a Jungian, archetypical sense. So I 
think that the Goddess is real, and it’s the planet, and it’s 
us, it’s inside and outside of us. She’s real and humanoid 
and not at all like that, just a spiraling of energy – all at the 
same time.

Sequoia (Y): I like having deity-specific rituals. I think they 
make me feel the most Pagan – I love those “Stonehenge 
moments!” But I find deities to be tricky. It’s easy to get 
kind of academic. I start to go through a list, like what 
do I know about their energy, what are they like, what 
are ways I can interact with them? It prevents any kind of 
energetic exchange. I’m trying to “know” too much, and 
not allowing space to feel and interact. 

Are there special ways you invoke deity?
Paul (E): Every day I say prayers and honor them. A lot of 
it comes from a place of gratitude, respect – and from that 
comes relationship. I guess that’s it’s its own form of in-
voking. They seem to be around when I need them. They 
say, “We are here – try not to do something stupid!”

Invoking Deities, Allies, & Energies
A Reclaiming Roundtable (pg 2)

Heaven (A): If I’m working with a particular deity, I might 
sing a song that features them. You can talk about the ani-
mals and elements and situations that are sacred to them. 
When I work with the Temple of Aphrodite, we begin by 
saying what we are grateful for in the past Moon cycle, 
and what we would like to manifest. 

Fio (A): I love the gods – sometimes I wrestle with them. 
It’s not unknown for me to swear at them. Invoking them 
is about focusing myself. I don’t think that I am getting 
them to come to me. It’s more about turning my atten-
tion to what is already there. Or to travel, like the circle is a 
compass – travel to a god. 

Lilo (A): I would take a thread from the last piece Fio 
said  – deity is about relationships with very real forces. 
At the same that I want something from them, they want 
something from me. It makes me realize that I should be 
in a better relationship with them.

Do you typically invoke ‘the Goddess’?
IvoryFly (A): If I invoke the Goddess, I’m invoking the 
Goddess in me, the divine feminine. Growing up a lesbian, 
and then going to places where everything was built by 
women, has been so profoundly healing. It counteracts 
the patriarchy.

Willow (E): Sometimes it inspires me, and sometimes it’s 
blech! It depends on the context. It’s good to remember 
the reclamation of the Goddess, especially in a culture 
where women still are not treated equally. It feels good to 
have powerful models, powerful icons and imagery. It’s 
important to retain that archetype.

Mykel (Y): I don’t work with “the Goddess” specifically, but 
sometimes if I’m freaking out I have a sense of something 
powerful and universal supporting me, holding me – 
that’s my experience of the Goddess. I love the Goddess 
invocations at Spiral Dance – they’re so big and joyful. 

KaeliMo (Y): It makes sense because of the scale of the 
Spiral Dance. With so many different people, invoking “the 
Goddess” makes sense as a unifying thing. But if I were 
doing my own ritual, invoking the Goddess might seem 
really intense and not exactly what I was looking for.

Do you work with particular deities?

continued on next page

A Procession of Deities
Jamie: When we moved from Precita to Bernal [opposite 
sides of a large SF hill], we gathered our friends and pro-
cessed all the goddesses over the hill. They were the first 
things we moved into the new house.

IvoryFly: That was cool.

Jamie: I was in front with a broom, they were all fes-
tooned with Beltane ribbons, we were singing and danc-
ing. As soon as we came into the back yard, some weight 
just went “Boom!” It was like a root. And then suddenly 
relaxation. It was like they were happy to be here.

IvoryFly: That was our intention – to move spirit in. We 
created space for that, and they were like, “Yeah, let’s go!”
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Invoking Deities, Allies, & Energies
A Reclaiming Roundtable (pg 3)

Maeve (Y): It’s a mixed bag for me, depending on the 
ritual. If I have time to prepare for an invocation, or have 
worked with a story that has a specific deity, I really love 
doing deity invocations. Something about the complex-
ity of deity and the spontaneity – you don’t know what 
aspect of that deity is going to show up!

Miranda (Y): I used to do it more when my mom was part 
of a coven that did a lot of 
work with them. I like work-
ing with them because they 
have a specific purpose that 
they can help with, like ”I am 
the Goddess of Love!” 

IvoryFly (A): A lot of people 
are devoted to particular 
goddesses and gods. I have 
mine, and I love having im-
ages of them around. 

Jamie (A): We have a lot of 
images of the divine in our 
space! Any horizontal surface 
becomes an altar.

IvoryFly (A): I’m a Taurus! I 
love the physicality – a pho-
tograph, an image, a paint-
ing of the deity – it makes it 
personal. Not that they are 
all human. But for the ones 
that are, there’s a personal 
relationship. I can embody it.

KaeliMo (Y): I work sometimes with the Fey, and with Pan 
and Hecate. I think of what they might represent to me, 
and I focus on that – that’s my way of opening the door. I 
say, “I‘m interested in exploring things you might have to 
share.”

Heaven (A): I’m very Goddess oriented. When you need to 
channel that energy, there are particular names. Invoking  
particular deities is using a certain level of focus. I worship 
at many altars! If I want to work with love, there’s Aphro-
dite. I’m a JeWitch. As an African American, the Orisha are 
very important to me. But I wouldn’t conflate these tradi-
tions – it’s disrespectful.

What’s challenging about working with deities?
Lilo (A): Every time I have the experience of working with 

them, I change. I can’t come back from this connection 
without changing something.

Mykel (Y): I’m not comfortable invoking a deity I’m not 
already tight with. I feel like I don’t know a deity if I just 
have one person’s version. Where I really get the essence 
of a deity is when I hear different people’s versions – what 
they all have in common, or the gaps.

Jamie (A): Being able 
to see deity in myself. I 
was at a women’s camp 
in the 1980s. There were 
all kinds of women, and 
I could see that they 
were the Goddess. It 
was easy. And they said 
they could see it in me. 
I knew I was seeing it in 
them. So I figured, okay, 
there must be some-
thing there.

Natasha (Y): I feel 
like deities are further 
away from everyday 
life than ancestors or 
energies, which have 
more of a place in the 
greater society. A lot 
of the time deities are 
written off. We have 
less acknowledgment 
of their power, which 

makes it harder to connect without guidance – a class, or 
working with other people. 

Charlotte (Y): It’s easier to feel connected with some-
thing like the elements. You can be walking down the 
street and see the ocean or feel rain, and you’re like, “Oh, 
Water!” But you’re not often walking down the street and 
go, “Ah, Hecate.” Unless you’re crossing the street, I guess!

What about other types of allies, like 
ancestors or other beings?
Sequoia (Y): I think the most powerful allies are ones that 
are physically with us in the space. Here with these trees 
that have witnessed so much, I get some of the deepest 
connections I can have in any space. Calling creatures that 
are here, and ancestors of the land – those are often the 

An invocation at Solstice in the Streets – San Francisco, 2011.
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most potent allies.

Heaven (A): I always want lots of allies – colors, herbs, 
elements, deities. Maybe I use rose oil, because rose repre-
sents love. Maybe I have a red candle that I anoint with 
rose oil and add rose petals, then light the flame – I’ve 
used all the elements.

Willow (E): I work with my lineage – I do a gratitude piece 
for everyone who has been part of helping me become 
who I am – my teachers, the ones I chose and didn’t 
choose, the ones who were painful, the ones who were 
blissful.

Fio (A): It could be that the spirit I am invoking is this 
mountain. But also the story of the mountain, the way in 
which the mountain impacts people even on the  other 
side of the world. For me it is about the practice of the art 
of relationship.  

Kim (A): I’ve worked with trees a lot. I’ve worked with 
dragons. I’ve never found something that felt like it was 
my thing forever. It’s like right now, I’m working with this.  

Hilary (Y): Sometimes I work with allies without think-
ing about it. I show up for a grieving friend, and I may not 
“cast a circle,” but there’s a circle there, and allies are there. 
There are some allies that I work with formally and have 
altars to, plant allies or ancestor allies that came to me in 
some trance a million years ago. And I’ll be standing next to 
someone I dearly love, and they’re going through some-
thing, and I’ll feel this energy come up behind me, and I’ll 
be like, “Oh, I see what this person needs right now!”

Do you invoke plant or animal allies?
John (A): I don’t know if I’d say I invoke them – but I’m 
into turtles. They got me through my dissertation.

Dusky (Y): With my spirit animal, sometimes I go for days 
without thinking about him. When I do think of him, I 
get in touch, send out little connection threads. If I say I 
invoke him, it’s really just that I would be sending out con-
nections to him. I do the same with everything in my life 
that I’m close to. 

KaeliMo (Y):  I’m more inclined to invoke allies than dei-
ties, especially when I’m sorting out personal issues. Usu-
ally it’s animals or plants. Things which are more specific 
to you and your place. Spirits of the land – I create space 
and sit there and listen and see what I can learn. 

Invoking Deities, Allies, & Energies
A Reclaiming Roundtable (pg 4)

What’s an example of a spirit of the land?
KaeliMo (Y): Redwoods have incredible significance to 
me. I have a personal and tactile relationship with red-
woods. I’ve done a lot of magic in the redwoods, and we 
call the same places home. They have an intense physical 
presence – like they hold the rest of the forest. I invoked 
them at college in Ohio, because the redwoods aren’t 
there. There’s a kinship with redwoods, a home feeling. 

What’s it like to invoke an animal or plant ally?
KaeliMo (Y): With plants, I find that working with them 
takes a lot of patience – things are a lot slower and more 
detailed. It’s never occurred to me to invoke a plant when 
I’m moving. I don’t tend to do it with words – it’s non-
verbal communication. Then I notice whatever feeling I 
might get in response. 

Ingrid (Y): That makes sense, but you want me to invoke a 
tree? I like that idea, but I have no idea what it means. I’m 
sitting here and it feels like there’s nice energy coming out 
of the tree. I enjoy it, it’s calming – that’s my experience.

What about invoking a specific energy like 
groundedness or perseverance?
Jamie (A): I like working with qualities. There is so much 
that can happen if we work with, say, Justice. In rituals 
we’ve had a person holding scales. Everyone gets that it’s 
Justice. For some people this will be slippery, too broad. It 
won’t be effective. For others it’s going to work better, this 
broader version of divinity. 

Maeve (Y): I love invoking energies that are simply 
named, like invoking our “innocent brave hearts” the first 
night at Witchlets one year. By combining what those 
words mean to us – “innocent, brave, heart” – it creates 
something that you wouldn’t have been able to imagine if 
you hadn’t connected the words. 

Sequoia (Y): I think invoking something like “innocent 
brave heart” allows for an individual experience within the 
ritual. It’s not as definite as a character in a story. It sets 
up an energetic intention. That’s what we do when we 
create sacred space – we build this “church” that we then 
energetically customize. It’s a space that’s more about 
personal journeys and growth than worship.

What’s the difference between invoking a 
goddess of, say, love versus simply calling 
‘love’ as an energy?
Miranda (Y): I think calling in “love” is a very broad term. 
There’s so much to love – romantic love, I love my best 
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Invoking Deities – Gender Issues
A Reclaiming Roundtable

In ye olden Neo-Pagan tymes, such as Reclaiming rituals 
prior to around 2000, people aimed to “balance” magical 
energies by invoking one goddess and one god. 

Around 2010, the Spiral Dance ritual added a trans deity 
invocation, and also an “activist goddess.” The 2018 ritual 
invoked Justice for the deity invocation, along with a song 
for the Egyptian goddess Ma’at. The journey continues!

It seems like gender is a complicated part of 
working with deity! 

Kim (A): I’m often torn between the cultural and gender 
limitations of some of the deities we traditionally have 
used, and just invoking nature, which is more inclusive 
but doesn’t have the same kind of archetypal connec-
tions. 

Sequoia (Y): As a non-binary person, it sometimes ir-
ritates me that gender is where all the energy goes. If 
we want to invoke a specific goddess, why do we need a 
god every time? Or if we’re trying to have an interaction 
with a god, maybe the goddess needs a break. Or maybe 
we’re interacting with a genderless deity.

Jamie (A): I appreciate the ways that we have deities 
that are all the differences, including non-gendered. 
I would never want to lose the gendered, and the 
inter-gendered, and the non-gendered, or the slippery 
androgynes – whatever. It’s incumbent upon us to keep 
that whole spectrum represented.

Maeve (Y): I’ve moved away from the need to have a bi-
nary counterpoint. It feels too attached to gender being 
the only balance-point. If you want to counter-balance, 
why not have a different energy, or focus on aspects of a 
deity besides their gender. 

Sequoia (Y): It’s essentialist.

Maeve (Y): Yeah, it’s essentialist. I appreciate being in a 
space where we can challenge older traditions that say, 
“We must have a goddess, we must have a god.” We ask, 
what is the purpose of this magic? Maybe this particular 
ritual doesn’t need a deity, it just needs an energy.  

How have we moved beyond binary god/
goddess invocations?
Jamie (A): Our tradition is queer at its roots. By that I 
mean non-hetero-normative, as well as queer in the wider 
sense. Cultivating not just a tolerance for difference, but 

that emergent edge. Personally, and in our subculture and 
our larger culture, this is a time for adaptivity, for getting 
more tolerant, more comfortable with difference and 
change.

IvoryFly (A): Queerness has always been valued in 
Reclaiming. I’ve always felt like it’s our divine blessing – 
queerness in all ways – creatively, spiritually, sexually...

That brings up the idea of working with 
stories of the land, or nature-based stories.

Mykel (Y): I find that working with non-human sto-
ries is more bendy – it bends a lot of our binary ideas 
around gender, and also identity – one’s identity as an 
individual, even. There’s the approach that Free Camp 
and Teen Earth Magic have taken, not so much working 
with pre-existing folk tales, but focusing on the land 
and life cycles of beings in nature – stories that are more 
grounded in “right now,” and not so much engaged with 
archetypes and folklore.

I’m excited about taking these modes of engaging into 
any story – looking at modern myths and stories that 
have not passed into folklore yet. It has the potential to 
open up all sorts of stories, and not just the kinds we’ve 
explored so far.

To bring questions of gender and power and 
relation to the land into all kinds of stories?

Mykel (Y): Yes, I think there’s really interesting stuff that 
can happen in all these spaces. It’s interesting to explore 

Paul (E): At my first witchcamp in 1985 it was a big deal to call 
in “the God.” This was in the early days, when it was very binary. 

It’s important to have a place for “The Goddess.” It’s part of our 
history, part of the awakening that came out of feminist spiri-
tuality. And I think we’ve done a fairly good job of opening up, 
even if at times it’s painful and clunky. We’re at the forefront of 
acknowledging things that are going on in the culture. And at 
the same time we remember where we’ve come from.

I relate  to specific deities – Quan Yin, Baba Yaga, ________essa 
(“Dinessa”) – I don’t even think of them as genderized. So 
much of deity to me is humans trying to give words to beings 
and entities that we don’t really have the language to describe. 
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Gender, Deity, & Power: Persephone
One of the stories I think about is Persephone and 
Hades. I’ve heard conversations asking where is Perse-
phone’s power – as a survivor, or as somebody who has 
chosen Hades? 

Different people might have different ideas about what 
pieces of the story have power and for whom, but the 
conversation is never, is there a place for Persephone’s 
power in this story?

– Mykel

For more on gender issues, see Introduction: Gender – 
an interview with Mykel Mogg.

the wisdom in finding women’s agency in a story where 
it has not been told that way, or finding the queer and 
the trans and other things where you don’t usually see 
it. It shifts the story, or shifts your perspective. It’s the 
work of finding the power in the story that didn’t seem 
to have anything there for you.

Sequoia: It allows each person to value and experience 
deity in the way it comes through for them.

It means treating myths like they’re living 
stories – asking how they’re alive for us.

Mykel (Y): I think that’s part of how Reclaiming ap-
proaches stories – there’s faith that there is something in 
the stories for you, no matter who you are.

What about gender and ‘the Goddess’?

Willow (E): I sense tension around an either/or experience. It should be yes/and! 
A humility around the mystery. It’s gendered, and not-gendered, it’s every com-
ponent of the spectrum – gods and goddesses and queer ones and mysterious 
beings of all kinds and forms.

IvoryFly (A): I’m a Goddess worshipper – and She can have any genitals. I’m in 
strong support of a-gendered deity or queer spirit. 

Jamie (A): Right – the Goddess is not necessarily a female. But I don’t want to lose 
the importance of the feminine divine. That would be a huge loss. The feminine 
divine is one of the reasons I’m here. It was an intensely important evolutionary 
stage for myself and other women. It was a very specific quality that I had never had 
in my life.

Heaven (A): I’m looking for the feminine divine. It’s a matter of balance – we live in 
a world where male gods have had their due. By pushing female deities to the fore-
front, I’m helping restore that balance. I’m not saying one is more important than 
the other – the remedy for patriarchy is not matriarchy.  It’s about creating a world 
of balance, sustainability participation, reciprocity.

Invoking Deities – Gender Issues
A Reclaiming Roundtable (pg 2)
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INTENT
In Reclaiming and many other Pagan groups, it is an older part of the tradition to invoke one or more deities – gods, 
goddesses, or mysterious ones – as allies for a ritual. Many people spend years building relations with particular deities.

Deities are sometimes part of a myth featured in a ritual or camp; sometimes they seem especially suited for the work at 
hand; sometimes they have seasonal or sabbat associations; and sometimes they just strike the planners’ fancy.

Deities can carry multi-layered associations – cultural history, psychological challenges, interpersonal dynamics...

They bring myths and tales which can be fashioned into the “arc” of a WitchCamp or class (see Ritual Skills: Theme and Arc). By 
building a series of rituals around a story such as Inanna’s Descent to the Underworld, our workings become a mythical journey.

Extra Baggage: Gender, Violence, Appropriation...
Deities bring a lot of baggage! Old versions of myths, stories, and fairy tales often involve unchallenged hierarchies, 
assumptions, and oppressions. Some deities are fitted into male/female pairs, and their stories revolve around stereotypical 
gender roles – men are active and enterprising, women are passive and/or 
malevolent.

Myths can involve deceit, cruelty, and violence against women and children.

Some stories and deities carry issues of cultural appropriation – what does 
it mean to “borrow” a myth from an African American or Native American 
tradition from which the dominant culture has already stolen so much?

Reclaiming and others have worked to “reclaim” our cultural heritage and re-
shape it for today. Gender-bending roles, unexpected alliances (eg, Ariadne and 
the Minotaur), resistance to violence and oppression, and creative solutions to 
age-old challenges have refashioned some myths for our time. 

Other times, camps, classes, and rituals have explored ritual and magic 
without invoking traditional deities and myths. Approaches have included 
invoking the mysterious ones, energies, and stories of the land.

For more on these topics, see Intro: Gender, and Intro: Cultural Appropriation.

The Mysterious Ones
Who or what (or where or when) are the mysterious ones? Some say they are aspects of deity and spirit that transcend 
human understanding. They might be beyond species, gender, age, race.... beyond all of our usual categories. Calling the 
mysterious ones acknowledges that divinity is a mystery that human consciousness cannot fathom.

Invoking the mysterious ones puts me outside the traditional male/female, god/goddess binary systems. It allies me with all 
who live their lives outside of usual expectations and boundaries, and it strengthens those parts of me that yearn to break free.

How does one invoke the mysterious ones? It’s up to each person. How would you call “mystery” into your circle and your 
life? How would you show that you honor parts of reality (and of yourself ) that you do not understand?

Deities vs Energies
At an early teens’ camps, participants were invited to help plan a ritual (a step forward at that time!). People signed up to cast 
the circle, invoke elements, teach songs – but when asked what deities they wanted to invoke, the question drew a blank. 

We tried reframing the question – what energies would you want to invite into the circle for this ritual? Presto! Everyone had 

Invoking the mysterious 
ones puts us outside the 
traditional male/female, 
god/goddess binary 
systems.

It allies us with all those 
who live their lives outside 
of usual expectations 
and boundaries, and it 
strengthens those parts 
of each of us that yearn to 
break free.
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ideas: playfulness, commitment, magic, journeying, soul-sharing....

We could have said, “You want playful energy? Let’s invite Pan. You want a journey? Let’s invoke Inanna.” But it didn’t connect 
with the magic of our circle. Why not just directly invoke the energies we want?

Sometimes people choose a couple of specific energies and create invocations for them. At one ritual we invoked playfulness 
by having small groups do ridiculous elemental invocations – it worked!

Other times everyone might be invited to call out types of energy they want to see in the circle, then stir them all together. 

At Bay Area rituals in recent years, it’s not uncommon to invoke a deity alongside an energy, such as Demeter and 
Compassion, whereas in olden times people might have invoked a god and a goddess. 

Who knows what might be invoked in another 20 years?

Spirits of the Land & Other Beings
Some ask: Why invoke gods and goddesses instead of working directly with nature?

At an early Redwood Magic Family Camp ritual, seeking deep allies, we invoked the World Tree, the Green One, and Artemis 
the Huntress – but someone had to interrupt to remind us to pause and honor the actual redwood trees encircling us.

While planning a Witchlets Tarot working, someone asked: “Why not send people to sit with a tree and do nature divination? 
If we can read a picture on a card, why can’t we read the bark of a living tree?” (See Workings: Divination: Nature Readings.)

Some camps have moved toward working with stories of the land rather than older Pagan myths. The life cycle of the 
Chinook Salmon or the Monarch butterfly have provided the framework for rituals. (See Ritual Skills: Theme and Arc.)

Rituals can invoke and/or thank the non-human beings of the land – trees, plants, animals, rocks....

Cultural Appropriation: Challenges for Magical Activists
An ongoing topic in Reclaiming and other groups is cultural appropriation. People are inspired by and want to honor other 
traditions and cultures, while not cherry-picking stories and practices for rituals.

Broadly speaking, Reclaiming rituals tend not to invoke deities from traditions that have historically been oppressed by the 
dominant culture, such as Native American and African-Caribbean traditions. Folks drawn to those traditions are encouraged 
to seek and learn from experienced practitioners rather than inserting bits and pieces into Reclaiming events.

For more on this topic, see Introduction: Cultural Appropriation, and the conclusion to the  Magical History essay  (pg XXX).

What Works?
What works for a given group? There is no single template, but here are some thoughts:

• Invoking energies rather than deities works with a younger group or when people are resistant to “religion” and deity. 

• Working directly with nature and stories of the land are a good fit for outdoor retreats. 

• Traditional deities make sense at certain rituals – a flaming cauldron ritual may call for an invocation of Brigid or Vulcan. 

• One way to move beyond gender dualities is to have various people do invocations – folks of various genders might invoke 
a god or goddess, people of various genders, ages, and physical abilities might dance together to welcome Aphrodite, etc.

• At some Bay Area Beltane rituals, diverse people collectively invoke the Goddess – each proclaiming as they dance into the 
circle, “I am the Queen of May!” 

Invoking is an ongoing experiment. What worked yesterday might not work today. And what you dream up today might 
never have been possible before this moment!
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Invoking Allies: A Pop Quiz!
Discovering Your Allies

J Book of Shadows – here’s a chance to do some reflecting and writing. Given all of the options, who might some of your 
best allies be? Consider different types of allies, and write about each. 

You could even invoke them before you write. It’s as simple as thinking about something, naming it, and saying, “Welcome!” 

Don’t forget to devoke when you finish: “Such-and-such, thank you for working with me today. Hail and farewell!”

Kinds of Allies
For each type, consider whether there is one particular being which you might invoke as an ally. For example, for ancestors of 
your culture you might choose a favorite author from the past. For deities, you could choose a goddess that your intuition tells 
you might be helpful. And for types of energy, couldn’t all of us benefit from invoking a bit more patience or understanding?

• Elements (magical, chemical, culinary, quantum...).

• Gods, goddesses, mythical beings, magical beings, imaginary beings.

• Ancestors of your own bloodline.

• Ancestors of your culture.

• Animal allies – favorite animals, scary or challenging animals.

• Spirits of certain places (a favorite place, your place of power, a place you want to travel, etc).

• Trees, plants, vegetables, etc.

• Astronomical bodies such as Sun, Moon, stars, planets, planetoids that used to be planets, large asteroids....

• Types of energy such as Creativity, Perseverance, Justice, Passion, Relaxation, etc.

• And so on!

Reflections On Your Allies
• Why (and when and where) might they be a good ally to you – what calls you to them?

• What are some favorite things about this ally? 

• What do you want/need to learn about this ally?

• What might this ally expect from you (for instance, learn about them, make an altar, follow through on commitments, etc)?

• What are some ways that you could invoke this ally:

  (A) In a private, personal ritual?

  (B) In a circle of like-minded people?

  (C) When you are in public and don’t want to be noticed?

• What songs, Tarot cards, colors, etc remind you of this ally (and might be useful in invoking them or feeling them present)?

• Is there a word you can speak, or a place on your body you can touch, that will quickly call back this ally when you need them?

My Own Best Ally
And let’s not forget our closest ally, the one that’s always right there when we need support – our self!

See Workings: Allies: My Own Best Ally.
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INTENT
Planning a ritual can be exciting, magical, fun – and sometimes a lot of work! Planning often takes as long as the ritual itself. 

Words of wisdom for all occasions: Keep it simple. After you’ve planned the ritual – go back and simplify.

Before beginning to plan, people sometimes do a go-round and share why they are called to be part of this ritual, what this 
season or ritual means to them, and any inspirations they have. This will often lead into a brainstorm about ritual actions and 
intentions. 

Take notes. At the end of the meeting, read back through what people have volunteered to do. Then give the notes to the ritual 
wrangler or email them to the planning group.

What if it’s a personal ritual? You can still plan carefully. Take some time to think about the magic you intend to do. Write the 
outline in your journal or Book of Shadows. Have it handy in case you get off track during the ritual and have to wrangle 
yourself.

Group Process & Consensus
Reclaiming meetings often operate by consensus. This doesn’t mean that all the decisions are unanimous – it means that 
when people disagree they keep trying to find something that works for everyone, or at least something all can live with. 

There is no built-in hierarchy – everyone’s voice is heard, and no one can out-vote or “pull rank” over someone else (although 
details may be left to folks who will carry out the decisions).

Sometimes when the decision-making process bogs down, people have to compromise – but other times a new inspiration 
bursts out that excites the whole group. That’s consensus at its best! 

For more on consensus and group process, see the Activism chapter.

Intentions – What Is a Ritual Intention?
A ritual intention is a short statement of why you are doing the ritual and what you hope to accomplish. The intention re-
minds you of the challenges you face and the magical actions you will take. Often a priestess reads the intention at the start 
of the ritual, and the whole group repeats it three times. “to make it a spell.”

Some years at California WitchCamp, each day’s intention is inscribed in beautiful calligraphy and posted outside the dining 
hall. At the week’s final ritual, a priestess re-reads the intentions one by one and offers them to the fire.

Sometimes intentions state what is at stake and what change is wanted. Here’s the intention from the 1981 Spiral Dance:

“Remembering the dead and the threatened Earth, we reclaim the power of magic to transform despair into hope and action.”

Sometimes the intention is short and to the point – the shortest ever for a San Francisco Reclaiming ritual was at Summer 
Solstice 2011: “Rekindling.”

Here are a few more examples of ritual intentions:
• From scarcity to abundance, we share the possibilities of our harvest 
• Celebrating the diversity of our dreams
• Reclaiming the Commons and its bounty as our birth rite (and our birthright)
• With our ancestors, we weave the web of connection to protect and regenerate life’s resilience
• Unite and press on!
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continued on next page

Intentions – first or last?
Some people say that when you plan a ritual, the first thing to do is come up with the intention – then find the workings that fit. 
This is especially true for one-time, focused rituals such as political actions, coming-of-age rituals, or healing rituals. For instance, 
activists planning a ritual as part of a protest often spell out the political intention of the action beforehand.

Other times, people start by talking about what sort of working they want to do – maybe we envision a bunch of people in a 
sunny meadow, milling about and sharing magical thoughts, going on a journey, then talking in small groups. After we know 
what we’re doing, we craft a verbal intention that fits the ritual.

WitchCamp rituals are created as part of our magical arc for that year (for examples, see Ritual Skills: Theme & Arc), and we 
determine ahead of time what the general intention of each ritual will be – for example, we decide whether a particular ritual 
calls for “seeking allies and community” versus “journeying into the deep unknown” versus “making a commitment.”

Sometimes a ritual is built around specific workings: an ally circle, a night hike, transformational theater...

Whichever way you start, in the end you want two things: (1) a clear idea of the magical work people will be doing during the 
ritual, and (2) a clearly stated intention.

Planning the Tofu
The core of a ritual will be the magical workings, or the “tofu,” as it is sometimes called (in ye olden tymes it was known as the 
“meat” of the ritual sandwich – “tofu” honors vegetarian ancestors). 

Usually the tofu is a single major working, sometimes paired with a second, shorter one. So there might be a meditation that 
leads to a question or challenge, followed by an Overflowing Cup Spell that calls in an abundance of resources.

Sometimes we already have specific ideas of workings we want to do – a trust walk, a night sit, or a labyrinth working – and 
our task is to weave these workings into the ritual arc as best as we can.

You’ll find dozens of ideas for ritual tofu in the Workings section of this book – and inspiration to create your own.

Keep It Moving
Remember to balance active exercises, games, etc with quiet bits. Use songs and chants as transitions from one activity to 
another. If there’s enough room and people, do a spiral dance after the main working to empower the magic.

Things to Remember
See next page for some ritual roles you’ll need. You’ll also need to decide how to create sacred space.

Figuring out how to create sacred space is often the last step. Since the outline is the same at most Reclaiming rituals, you’ll 
already know many of the roles you’ll need to fill – grounding, casting the circle, invoking elements, etc.

What about deities and other allies? Think about what magical support your specific ritual needs – goddesses and gods, 
energies such as creativity or sustainability, allies such as a local animal or plant. 

Balance – think about your group or community and its special interests and needs – in the Bay Area, we’ve learned that the 
old-style “gender balance” of invoking a goddess and a god excludes an increasing number of people who identify outside 
of binary genders. Recently some Reclaiming groups have begun invoking the mysterious ones as a way of honoring deities 
who don’t fit into the “god versus goddess” box (see Ritual Skills: Invoking Deities and Energies).

Depending on the workings, we might want a really strong circle, or need to save time by invoking the elements with a song. 
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Ritual Roles
Even in a small circle, you’ll need priestesses and a wrangler. For bigger groups, add the other roles below.

Priestesses – priestess is a role, not a person or gender. It’s a word for anyone who fills a magical role at camp or a ritual. 
Most rituals have multiple priestesses – a fire priestess, invoking priestesses, a spiral priestess – even a cleanup priestess. 

Ritual roles rotate, so in classes, camps, and community rituals anyone with a little experience can take a priestessing role. In 
solitary work and personal practice, each person is their own priestess.

Sometimes we use the word as a verb: “Who is going to priestess the cauldron working?” 

When priestesses lead a working they typically guide or suggest rather than ordering people to do things. Rather than say-
ing, “Everybody close your eyes,” they might say, “I invite you to close your eyes.” 

Other times, priestesses hold space while participants do their own work. A priestess at a Water altar might wear a veil and 
repeat a watery phrase over and over as people come and go from the altar.

Graces – magical ushers who help things flow smoothly. Graces might welcome people with a purification by sprinkling drops 
of water from a bundle of herbs, or slip out of the circle and hide Ostara eggs at Spring Equinox. They also help in subtle ways 
like joining in group invocations, taking hands for the final spiral, etc. Some people prefer this role to being a priestess.

Dragons – in some public rituals a few people watch the circle’s boundaries – letting passersby and bystanders know that 
they can join us, that the event is drug and alcohol free, discouraging photographers, etc.

Deep Anchor – this is an advanced role. In some rituals, one or two people act as deep anchors. They sit silently to one side of 
the circle, usually veiled, and meditate, tapping into the deep flow of the ritual’s energy. Sometimes they will later report back to 
the planners about what they noticed. After their time as anchor is complete, a wrangler or tender will help them devoke that 
role and return fully to themselves. (Sometimes we also call logistics priestesses “anchors” – and they may need tending, too!)

Wrangler – we use this term in two ways. 

(1) Someone who helps a deep anchor prepare for their role, watches boundaries, and helps the anchor fully return to the 
mundane world afterward – they wrangle the anchor’s energy. This role is also called a tender.

(2) A person who keeps track of roles, songs, and timing in rituals. The wrangler quietly cues people – especially for devoca-
tions, when people are tired and have to remember their places in reverse order. In a big ritual, this person should not have 
any other roles. You are basically the magical stage manager!

Other roles to remember:
• Ritual space prep/set-up/beautification
• Teaching chants (see Ritual Skills: Chants: Teaching Chants)
• Firetending if needed (see Ritual Skills: Firetending)
• Holy sacred clean-up crew

Step Into the Flow
One of our favorite chants (by Ana Moffett) goes, “Step into the flow and then I let it go...” – a good guide for ritual priestessing!

Just before the ritual begins, all priestesses gather, ground, and do a quick talk-through – the wrangler reminds us as needed 
Then we take a breath, step into the flow, and let it go...
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INTENT
The goal of a ritual theme and arc is to weave together a series of rituals, workings, and exercises into a journey that lasts the 
length of the class, camp, or retreat. Circles and solitaries can also create a series of workings based on a ritual arc.

For many camps and classes we choose to work with a myth, fairy tale, or natural theme. Witchlets in the Woods has tended 
to use classic myths and fairy tales (see following pages).

Some camps such as Free Activist WitchCamp and Teen Earth Magic have favored nature-based and activist themes. Camps 
have been based on the life cycle of the 
Chinook Salmon (a West Coast species), 
the journey of the Monarch butterfly, 
and the Great Turning (see Workings: 
Pentacle of the Great Turning).

Redwood Magic Family Camp has taken 
nature-based themes and crafted kid-
friendly stories – “myths” for our times.

Whatever the basis of our camp theme, 
the “arc” divides the story into a half-
dozen segments that follow the outline 
of the narrative. The segments inspire 
the themes of the rituals and morning 
paths – so when the protagonists go 
on a journey, we do a journey ritual. 
When they face an inner obstacle, we do 
shadow workings.

For instance, with the Journey of the Salmon, segments included birth, swimming downstream, exploring the mystery of 
the ocean, and hearing the call to return home. Can you see how these could be the basis of a series of rituals and workings? 
Which do you think was the “deepest” working? (See the end of this section for the full Journey of the Salmon story.)

PREP – CHOOSING A THEME
It’s great to have wide participation when choosing the camp story. Witchlets has several discussions before making the final 
decision. Mysteries of Samhain has an conference call where campers can take part in discussions. Other camps use facebook.

Before we begin debating the merits of various stories, we talk about what we want in general from our camp theme or story. 
People might suggest things like “liberating our society,” “no gender stereotypes,” “a journey of some sort,” or “a series of chal-
lenges.” Then we think about stories we know (or can imagine) that have some of these attributes.

Once we have some ideas, we take a break – sometimes a month or more between meetings – and let the ideas percolate. 
People can do additional research, talk about why they like one story or another, share problems they see, etc.

And they can start suggesting “ritual arc” ideas for a story. People say things like, “this story has a journey to the underworld, 
which will make a good trance,” or “this story includes a labyrinth, which we could use for a major ritual.”

Finally planners and teachers choose the story for the coming year – sometimes with a little bargaining about future years.

PREP – CREATING THE ARC
Once you’ve chosen the theme for your retreat or class, delegate a small group to draft an arc. This is a good job for three or four 

Ritual Theme & Arc

continued on next page

Walking the labyrinth – Ariadne, Theseus, and the Minotaur – Witchlets 2012.
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people, not a big group. Then bring it back to the planning 
group, get feedback, and hopefully everyone can consense 
on it.

Some things to think about:

• A ritual arc should deepen the magic, not be a rigid 
structure. Let the story inspire you, not shackle you. 
Adapt the story and arc to the work you want to do. 

• The opening ritual helps people feel welcome and 
included in the circle, and begins to immerse us in the 
entire story. For the Salmon story, the opening ritual 
focuses on awakening into a “school” of fish, all starting 
the journey together.

• Morning paths are good times for discussions, nature 
explorations, and projects. Night rituals are good for 
mystery, allies work, and trances. Arc planners think 
about this back-and-forth flow.

• At a camp with four or five nights, there is sometimes a talent show as part of the final ritual – a subtle way to begin to tran-
sition back to daily life. This means the most intense magic – the journey into the deepest mystery, the working expected to 
be most challenging – is the second-to-last ritual. Arc planners keep that in mind as they look at the story.

PREP – GENDER, VIOLENCE, & WEIRD ENDINGS
What about issues such as gender (male/female fairy tale couples whose life-goal is to get married and live happily ever 
after), or the violence and abuse (often against women or young people) that is central to many stories?

In a word – the stories ca be “reclaimed.” Myths and fairy tales are living stories. They have existed in many forms in the past, 
and they can be reclaimed and reshaped for today. 

Roles can change. Genders can change. Characters can act differently – and can question or challenge their “fate.” In our 
magical work and in the wider world, we can write the latest versions of the old stories.

Example: Ariadne, Theseus, & the Minotaur
In the ancient Greek story, Theseus (archetypal adventurous male hero) comes to the island of Crete to slay the horrible 
Minotaur (archetypal monster) who is imprisoned in cruel King Minos’ labyrinth. Minos’ daughter Ariadne (archetypal damsel 
is distress) longs to escape from Crete. She falls in love with Theseus and helps him navigate the labyrinth. Theseus kills the 
Minotaur, and the lovers escape King Minos’ clutches together (although in old versions they do not live happily ever after...)

When we worked the story at Witchlets 2012, planners really liked the labyrinth (who doesn’t?), the call to fight injustice, and 
the way Theseus and Ariadne need one another as allies to have any chance of success.

But people weren’t so happy with the Minotaur getting killed without getting to tell its story. And couldn’t Ariadne take a 
more active role, such as coming up with the plan and persuading Theseus to join her, not just assisting him?

Do Theseus and Ariadne have to fall in love? Do they need to be hetero? Must they even be male and female? Or could they 
simply be young people who make an alliance to fight injustice? 

Do they need to kill the Minotaur? Is the Minotaur really a monster after all? What is our personal “Minotaur” that we find 
when we travel to the center of the labyrinth? Maybe no one has to kill anyone! Maybe there’s a creative way to outfox King 
Minos. Can Ariadne, Theseus, and the Minotaur find a win-win-win solution?

Ritual Theme & Arc (pg 2)

continued on next page

Facing the “Minotaur” at the center of the labyrinth – Witchlets 2012.
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THEMES & STORIES – Examples from Teen Earth Magic & Family Camps
California family and teens camps have worked with all sorts of stories and myths. Themes at Witchlets have ranged from an-
cient myths such as Demeter and Persephone, to Medieval romances like the Grail or Thomas the Rhymer, to fairy tales such as 
Sleeping Beauty or The Twelve Wild Swans. These stories have been worked by other camps as well.

Free Cascadia WitchCamp and Teen Earth Magic have followed the life cycles of local species such as the Salmon and the 
Monarch butterfly, and magical workings such as the Pentacle of the Great Turning and Journey of the Bard. Each of these 
themes was built into a “ritual arc” to help shape the rituals of that year’s camp (see preceding pages).

Sometimes the camp story is told in great detail – this is common at Witchlets and Redwood Magic Family Camp, where a 
portion of the story is told each day. Other times the story provides a structure for rituals, but is not fully narrated. The pen-
tacle themes don’t have stories, and some people miss this part of the magic.

Myths & Stories from Teen Earth Magic, Witchlets in the Woods, & Redwood Magic Family Camp

TEM 2008  Savitri & Satyavan (Hindu)
TEM 2009  Journey of the Salmon
TEM 2010  Pentacle of the Great Turning
TEM 2011  Journey of the Bard
TEM 2012  Journey of the Monarch Butterfly
TEM 2013 Life of the Redwoods / World Tree
TEM 2014 Sweet Magic of the Bee Hive
TEM 2015 Journey of the Salmon
TEM 2016 Bears!
TEM 2017 Pentacle of the Great Turning
TEM 2018 Mushrooms & Fungi
TEM 2019 Mystery of (W)hole Time

Redwood Magic 2013 Earth: Redwoods & World Tree
Redwood Magic 2014 Air: Raven
Redwood Magic 2015 Fire: Butterfly & Phoenix
Redwood Magic 2016 Water: Journey of the Salmon
Redwood Magic 2017 Center: Gossamer the Spider
Redwood Magic 2018 Earth: Randy Raccoon 
Redwood Magc 2019 Air: How Scrub Jay Broke the Wind

Teens Workshop Fall 2007   Labyrinths: Ariadne, Theseus, & the Minotaur 
Teens Workshop Spring 2011 Nonviolent Activism Weekend with Starhawk & Dress
Teens Workshop Spring 2012 Pearl Pentacle Weekend with Seed
Teens Workshop Spring 2018 Diversity & Anti-Racism Work with Rahula & Lindsey

A Cycle of Themes
Redwood Magic Family Camp has worked with a cycle of elemental themes relating to native species that stretches over five 
years of camp, then starts again at Earth.

The 2013 Redwoods & World Tree theme was Earth. The Raven legend for 2014 was an Air story. 2015’s Fire story was But-
terfly & Phoenix. And see the following pages for our favorite Water story!

Ritual Theme & Arc (pg 3)

WITW 2001-03 Probably no theme for first few years
WITW 2004 Thomas the Rhymer
WITW 2005 Quest for the Grail
WITW 2006 Rowan Hood
WITW 2007 Sleeping Beauty & the Thirteenth Fairy
WITW 2008 Amaterasu
WITW 2009 Baba Yaga
WITW 2010 Sir Gawain & the Green Knight
WITW 2011 Demeter & Persephone
WITW 2012 Ariadne, Theseus, & the Minotaur 
WITW 2013 The Twelve Wild Swans
WITW 2014 Burd Jan & Tam Lin
WITW 2015 The Last Wild Witch
WITW 2016 Cerridwen & the Cauldron of Inspiration
WITW 2017 Brighid & the Cailleach of the Snows
WITW 2018 The Red Mare
WITW 2019 Vasilisa the Brave
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STORIES OF THE LAND – Examples from Our Camps
Many Reclaiming WitchCamps work with myths and traditional tales. Myths of Inanna, Persephone, Freya, or Cerridwen, and 
tales like Sleeping Beauty, Thomas the Rhymer, or Tam Lin have formed ritual arcs for many camps over the years.

Several newer and younger Reclaiming camps have focused more on stories of the land, including Free Cascadia WitchCamp, 
Teen Earth Magic, and Redwood Magic Family Camp. These camps have had some overlap of teachers and campers, and 
have swapped camp themes back and forth.

Teen Earth Magic teachers developed the Journey of the Salmon for our 2009 camp (see next page). The story was used at 
Free Cascadia Camp, Redwood Magic, and also in a local Bay Area class taught by TEM and Free Camp teachers. 

The ritual arc for the Journey of the Monarch was crafted at Free Cascadia Camp, and brought to TEM by Free Camp teachers. 
The Pentacle of the Great Turning was also created at Free Camp 
(based on Joanna Macy’s work) and later brought to TEM. 

Other nature-based themes were developed at Redwood Magic, 
which in its early years wove stories rooted in the Northern Califor-
nia ecosystem combined with magical beings such as the World 
Tree and the Phoenix (see previous page for complete list).

Here are notes on a few stories of the land we’ve used, plus the full 
Journey of the Salmon story.

Journey of the Monarch
Monarch butterflies migrate through many areas including North-
ern California. Their intuitive navigation and their transformation 
from caterpillar to butterfly (with the mysterious period in be-
tween) mirror our own deep desire to burst free, and the beauty of 
what comes forth results in rich themes for magical workings.

Life of the Redwoods / World Tree
Redwoods are a communal species. Many trees spring from com-
mon roots, and the entire forest interweaves its roots and canopy. 
For the World Tree, a myth common to various cultures, we worked 
with the Norse idea of the Lower, Upper, and Middle Worlds. Rituals 
worked a blend of nature and mythical magic.

Journey of the Salmon
Salmon are born in the upper reaches of many West Coast rivers. Soon they migrate downstream, transforming from fresh 
water to salt water breathers. Salmon travel vast distances through the ocean, then at some point feel a “call” to return to 
their fresh water homes and give birth to a new generation. 

As you’ll see from the following narrative, the goal was to divide the story into a half-dozen segments, each of which could 
be the basis for a distinct magical working. 

For instance, the journey downstream as young Salmon led to workings that explored our hopes and dreams. The transfor-
mation to salt water and the journey into the vast ocean were rituals of mystery and unknown changes. The urge to return 
home was the call to our own deepest truths and dreams, while the journey upriver, swimming against obstacles and strong 
currents, was seen as struggling to bring our dreams to birth in the real world. 

As you read the Journey of the Salmon (next page), see if you can follow the magical arc of the story – maybe you’ll adapt it 
for a ritual of your own?

Ritual planning table amid the redwoods at Witchlets.
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Ritual Theme & Arc (pg 5): An Example

See preceding pages for discussion of how this story 
can be worked as a “ritual arc” – the paragraphs cor-
respond to a series of rituals and morning paths.

We begin in the North, in the pristine mountain 
streams surrounded by madrones and manzanitas 
and round gray boulders with unnaturally smooth, 
alabaster-like surfaces. 

In this sanctuary, the Salmon come to life, born 
out of eggs left in these cool streams. Like 
the Salmon, we gather to create a sanc-
tuary, a pool where we can come 
together to bond and share our 
stories.

When the time is 
right, the 
Salmon begin 
their jour-
ney down-
stream. Grow-
ing with every 
little rivulet and fin-
stroke, we learn that each new estuary that 
might seem like a turning away from the path, or a 
period of stasis, is completely necessary in order for 
us to have accumulated the skills and stature that 
we need in order to make it through the challenges 
ahead of us. We dive into the flow of our journey and 
experiment with new identities, ideas, and ways of 
doing things.

Once the Salmon reach the delta, this period of 
experimentation takes on a more urgent timbre. As 
waves and waves of unbreatheable salt water merge 
with the sweet fresh waters of the rivers, they find 
themselves in a place of intense transformation. 
Their bodies change rapidly in order to prepare for 
the next chapter of their lives, preparing them to go 
out into the deep darkness of the ocean’s depths. We 
learn to understand cycles, to investigate how our 
bodies transform and grow, and how to navigate the 
tricky brackish waters of transition.

The ocean is a place of mystery. No one really knows 
where the Salmon go or what they do as they un-
dertake the long journey across thousands of miles 
of uncharted sea sand. This is a time of testing, of 
self-sufficiency and empowerment. We delve into 
the shadows and the unseen, learning to trust our-
selves and our intuition. And in doing so we begin 

to hear a call from far away, yet one that also rises 
from deep within ourselves. It grows and grows 

within us until it becomes impos-
sible to ignore. 

We turn 
and follow 
the song 
of our 

destiny, of 
the legacy of 

our ancestors, 
of our own hearts.

The song continues to lead us, 
mile after mile, back to the rivers 

from which we came. As we return to our com-
munities, we bring with us the lessons and nourish-
ment of the ocean, all that was once thought to have 
been lost downstream. We return abundance to the 
wider community of bears, madrone and manzanita 
trees, people, osprey, and the river herself. We find 
ways to engage our fully empowered selves with the 
healing of the Earth. 

We swim unerringly through the labyrinth of 
streams and rivulets, upstream and over dams. We 
return to our true homes – whether it is the place 
of our birth or a place in our heart – and take the 
steps needed in order to leave a legacy of healing 
and connection to the circle of life for future genera-
tions.

Created by Riyana & Jason Scarecrow for Teen Earth 
Magic 2009. In addition to being reprised at TEM in 
2015, this story has also been worked at Free Cascadia 
WitchCamp and at Redwood Magic Family Camp.

Journey of the Salmon
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Firetending Magic

continued on next page

INTENT
A ritual fire is more than the center of our ritual, more than the warmth and light of our hearth. Well-tended, the fire flows 
with the energy of the ritual – low and spooky during meditation and trance, roaring during the cone of power. Working the 
magic of the fire adds an extra energetic dimension to the ritual.

Firetending is a unique ritual skill – you’re a priestess with a single task that lasts for the entire ritual – not to mention the 
time you spend gathering wood and building the fire.

Firetending for rituals is not necessarily a role for “fiery” people – a ritual is (usually) not a fire performance. Let fiery types invoke 
Fire, while “earthier” types do the building and tending.

Firetender is a role for one or two people. Here, we’ll 
speak of it as one person – but two can trade off if they 
keep in close touch. Recruiting more wood-gatherers 
and choppers helps spread the work out.

COMMITMENT
If you take the role of firetender, you commit to pre-
pare, build, and tend a fire for each ritual during camp. 
This is a sacred commitment to the camp, to your 
fellow campers, and to the Goddess (and/or whatever 
other energies you wish to invoke as witness). 

Like kitchen anchor, this is usually a role for the whole 
length of a retreat or camp. Even if you invite more 
people to help tend during rituals, the main firetender 
anchors the fire from start to finish. 

The firetender is responsible for the fire from gather-
ing wood through to the extinguishing of the fire at 
the end of the night, and everything in between. You are responsible for tools such as lighters, fire-starters in damp climates, 
back-up wood supplies, safety water access and buckets, etc. 

You may want to do a short ritual of commitment at the beginning of an event where the firetenders step into the circle, 
speak their commitment, and are seen and supported by the whole circle.

The first time, you might assist someone with more experience. Watch, learn, and be ready to step in on a moment’s notice. 
The Goddess sometimes calls quite unexpectedly, and you want to be ready to lend a hand! Ask questions – and when you 
think you’re ready to tend for a ritual, ask to do it. 

FIRE PREP – PRE-CAMP
Talk to the ritual planners and learn where the firepit will be, how big fires should be, and how long they will burn each night. 
All of this information will affect how much and what sorts of wood you will gather.

Confirm whether plenty of firewood (including kindling if you’re not in the woods) will be at site, or you and others need 
to bring or gather wood (for instance, we have to bring our own wood to Solstice bonfires at Ocean Beach). Ask if there is a 
budget for supplies ($10-20 should do it unless you need to buy wood).

Materials – non-toxic campfire starters (very handy in damp areas); lighters and/or matches; fresh, dry newspaper and kin-
dling (and a plastic bag to keep it dry); a large splitting axe and a small hatchet if needed; wheelbarrow to haul wood; gloves; 
safety goggles.
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Firetending Magic (pg 2)

continued on next page

PREP – RESEARCH DESIGNS
Even if you know how to build campfires, do a little 
online research. There’s always something to learn.

“Log cabin” fires work well because they tend to 
collapse inward rather than falling over like a “tee-
pee” design. Use heavy base-logs and you’ll have a 
long-lasting structure to feed wood into.

At California WitchCamp, Dawnstar and other 
firetenders have experimented with “Stonehenge” 
fires – eight-sided bases with a “tower” in the cen-
ter. The layout creates fantastic multi-layered fires, 
but it can be hard to tend after a while, as a large 
mound of coals builds up.

FIRE PREP – AT CAMP
Visit the fire circle and consider doing your own 
mini-ritual – an offering to the fire faeries, to Vulcan, to the trees that gave their wood, etc. Magical help never hurts!

Prep – Things to Figure Out
• Figure out how big your fire will be and how much wood you will need. Then double your estimate! If it’s a multi-day camp, 

gather enough wood the first day for two fires, just to be sure you have plenty.

• Where will wood come from? Figure out a back-up stash – where can you find extra wood quickly if you run low? 

• Are there wheelbarrows or carts? A good axe? Review axe safety with any helpers, and put away axes when not in use.

• What is the emergency fire plan? Where is the all-camp alarm and phone? Where is water, hose, bucket? Where is first aid?

Prep – Things to Do
Allow time for wood-gathering and chopping. 
Ask for help – and let helpers know exactly 
what you need so they don’t waste their time. 
Gather wood and build the fire early so you 
get a pre-ritual break before you light it.

Sort extra wood by size and have it handy – 
we stack it around the fire to create a “fire-
tenders’ zone.” Gather plenty of smaller wood 
too – handy for quick bursts of flame.

Keep dry newspaper in a plastic bag – in the 
woods, old news gets damp fast.

Most important – always have lighters handy! 
Carry a couple in your pocket all the time. 
Hide a couple near the ritual circle for emer-
gencies. Stick a few extras in your pack. 
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FIRE MAGIC – TENDING THE FIRE
Maybe you’ll find a place to do outdoor rituals with your circle – Reclaiming East Bay (Oakland/Berkeley) celebrated its first 
public bonfire at Winter Solstice 2021! You’ll want to preparecarefully, and to think about the magic of a ritual fire.

The goal – to build the fire up and down with the energy of the ritual. It’s not hard to build a big fire – just toss in more wood. 
The trick is having it rise and fall with the magic. 

Build a solid log cabin frame with lots of smaller “stuffing.” It will flare up at the outset, then burn down. Keep feeding it dur-
ing the opening invocations until you get a good hot bed of coals. Then you can let it burn lower as you reach the trance or 
other “spookier” parts of the ritual.

Number one firetending trick – when adding wood, lean new logs and sticks at angles so air can circulate under them. Lay-
ing logs right onto the coals makes them smolder. If you remember this simple trick – angle sticks against one another and 
leave space for air under them – you’ll be surprised how well your fire burns. 

Steady feeding = steady fire – feed smaller amounts of wood more often to maintain a steady fire.

More light – sometimes we want light so we can see one another. Small and medium sticks make more and faster light. Have 
lots of small stuff on hand, because it will burn fast.

Flaring – If you want the fire to flare high (for example, during the cone of power), add a bunch of medium sticks – then take 
a big handful of twigs and put them on top – they’ll flare up dramatically. They’ll also burn down quickly – don’t peak too 
early, and/or have plenty of small wood ready.

Lighting the fire – check with ritual planners, who may want the fire lit at a 
special moment. If it’s to be lit midway through the ritual, use non-toxic fire 
starters and plenty of fresh newspaper for a fast, sure light.

If they leave the lighting to you, here’s a magical way:

Phantom fire lighting – ahead of time, place non-toxic firestarters at each 
end of the fire with plenty of newspaper and kindling a few inches above. 
When people are milling and talking prior to the ritual, quietly light the 
starters and step away – after a minute or two, the fire will seem to sponta-
neously combust.

POST-RITUAL FIRE MAGIC
After the ritual ends, folks might like to hang out around the fire. This is a 
good time for group story-telling, singing, and gazing into the coals.

Firetending after the ritual can be less formal – others can feed the fire. 
However, the main firetender is responsible until the fire is put out. 

DEVOKING THE FIRE
At the end of the evening, the last people might  “devoke” the fire – hold 
hands around it (sometimes in a horseshoe to avoid the smoke). Maybe go 
counter-clockwise and each person says one thing they appreciated that day. 
Then say thank you to the fire and blessings on all who gathered around it.

The firetender remains until the end and puts out the fire.

Afterward – clean fire area and return it as close as possible to its former 
condition. Stack or return wood.

Devoke and/or thank any faeries, allies, or energies you called in at the beginning. Thank the hearth for warmth and light and for 
being the center of the circle. Touch the hearth, then touch your hand to your center. Breathe in the fire magic to carry with you.

Firetending Magic (pg 3)

A classic “Stonehenge” campfire layout.
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INTENT
It’s hard to do a spiral with under about 25 people – but maybe someday your circle will create a ritual for a larger group.

The spiral dance is a magical way to wrap up a ritual (or a street protest, handfasting, birthday party, etc). During this simple 
dance, every person passes face-to-face with every other person.

The dance is usually done to an upbeat chant – see pages  XXX for chants you can hear online.

The following are directions for the single-led spiral that we do at WitchCamps and local rituals – it works for about 30 to 200 
people. The larger double spiral done at the annual Spiral Dance ritual in San Francisco has different turns.

SPACE & TIME
25-30 people minimum – you can do it with fewer, but the 
“spiral” will resemble a snake looping back on itself. 

A flat, clear space large enough to make a loose circle. A 
central altar is great. Takes about five minutes.

Folks who can’t or choose not to do the dance can take 
part by sitting with the drummers in the center.

LEADING A SPIRAL DANCE

Three Things To Remember
(1) Always move to your left.

(2) Always turn to face the person behind you.

(3) Once you turn, follow the line of faces to its end.

Spiral Priestess
The lead spiral priestess helps set the tone of the dance 
and the way people interact as they pass one another. At a camp or community ritual, look for someone who will make eye 
contact and radiate warmth and enthusiasm. 

Either the priestess knows how to lead, or someone who knows the turns goes second and guide by tugs on the lead priestess’s 
hand. If you have this role, tell the leader not to look back at you: “Keep meeting others’ eyes, but listen to what I whisper.” 

Set-Up
Important – any people/stuff/obstacles must be moved to the very center or completely outside the circle. The spiral 
shifts unpredictably, and can’t wrap around lawn chairs, trees, etc. Dogs and little kids should not be underfoot, since 
many dancers are not paying attention to where they are stepping. Holes in the ground should be filled. 

Invite dancers to make eye contact, and to move slowly and gently. “The spiral is a stately dance,” someone once said. 

Chants – see pages XXXXX for spiral dance songs. This is a good spot for a “classic,” not a new, untested chant, or one with more 
than four lines. Teach the song at the top of the ritual so people really know it when the time comes.

Drummers
Try to work with experienced ritual drummers, and practice the chant ahead of time. Ask new drummers to wait until after 
the ritual to join in the drumming. Urge ritual drummers to come to the middle – if they stand outside the circle, the energy 

Spiral Dance: How to Lead

continued on next page

The closing spiral dance at Teen Earth Magic – under the World Tree.
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gets lopsided. Don’t have a drummer lead the spiral – leader 
should be someone who can focus on steady eye contact.

The Dance 
Start in a circle, all holding hands. 

Sing the song through one or two times before you start 
moving to build some energy. 

Spiral priestess frees her left hand, so the person to her left 
becomes the spiral’s tail – this is a good place for an experi-
enced priestess. 

Always move to your left – clockwise as you spiral inward – 
always to the left. 

Move slowly – your first steps will set the pace for the dance. 
Spiral toward the center longer than you think – with enough 
people, wait until part of the circle is three rows deep before 
you turn. Turning early creates a crescent and lets energy escape (sometimes unavoidable with fewer than 50 people).

First turn – and every turn – turn to face the person following you. This is the easiest way to remember the turns for the 
single-led spiral. Always turn to face your follower. (This is different than the double-spiral at the Spiral Dance ritual!)

Spiral back out. Keep passing faces until you reach the end of the line – you will have passed every person. Spiral priestess is 
now facing outward, away from the circle, moving to the left. 

Continue around outside of circle, facing outward, for about one-third of the circle. Turning early creates a traffic jam. 

Final turn – when spiral priestess has gone about one-third around the outer circle, she turns – as always, turn to face the 
person behind you. You will again be passing each person in the line.

Keep passing people, one by one. After a short while, spiral priestess will suddenly face a “fork in the road” – two double-
lines are moving past one another. You may be tempted to swing outside and avoid the congestion. Don’t do it!

Remember – always follow the line of faces, one by one. This will lead you back into the spiral and take you toward the 
center. It may seem like a narrow opening, but just keep tracing the line of faces and you’ll find your way.

The Peak of the Spiral
When you pass the last person and reach the center for the second time, you’re almost done – however, if it is a small group 
or there is a lot of energy, you may want to spiral out and back again. 

Once the spiral priestess reaches the center for the final time, look over your shoulder – the end of the line will still have their 
backs to you, spiraling out. Keep singing and spiraling slowly inward until the entire tail has turned and everyone is facing 
inward. To avoid “tightening” the spiral – move slowly and keep the same person roughly behind you.

Once all spiralers are facing inward, spiral priestess and others drop hands and start clapping. Center-dancer types move 
inward. Energy wranglers drift outward and work the edges. All keep the chant going strong. Drummers drive the beat.

Cone of Power
Now, if the magic calls it forth, you might raise a “cone of power” – as you sing and tone, the energy comes to a peak. Drum-
ming and clapping stop, and the voices settle into harmonies. The magical energy is focused and sent to the Earth and sky – 
and finally drawn back into our hearts.

Whether or not there is a cone, the toning finally fades. Hold silence for a moment. Then a priestess can say something like, “Hear 
our voices echo. Breathe the power of our working. When your heart is full, return some to Mother Earth. Blessed be.” 

Spiral Dance: How to Lead (pg 2)

A Reclaiming-initiated spiral dance at Occupy Oakland, Fall 2011.
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Chants: Teaching Chants
At the beginning of a ritual, even in a small circle, teach the chants you’ll use – this helps keep the energy moving later on.

No one is born knowing how to teach Pagan chants. It’s a skill you have to learn.

It doesn’t especially matter how good a singer you are. It’s about being able to clearly communicate words and melody to a 
circle of people ranging from operatic divas to people who only sing when alone in their shower.

Anyone who can carry a tune can do it, regardless of how “good” your voice sounds. Teaching chants and songs is not about 
having a pretty voice, but about singing clearly and with confidence.

Of course, that’s easier said than done!

Singing in front of others is one of the hardest things people in our culture can do – and yet our voices are basic to who we are.

Later in this book you’ll find a working called Voice Magic – some ways to release tension and old hurts regarding your voice. 
Counseling and emotional-release work can help as well. 

Don’t be surprised if it takes you a while to get comfortable teaching chants. Here are some tips we’ve learned along the way.

TIPS ON TEACHING SONGS & CHANTS
Choosing the Perfect Chant

• Look for chants whose lyrics and mood connect to the theme of the ritual. See the following pages for resources.

• Introduce a new or more complicated song as an invocation or food blessing – whereas for a spiral dance or to raise energy 
at the end of a ritual, look for a simple chant that a lot of people already know, or that is very easy to learn.

• If a chant is longer than four lines, it’s hard for people to learn quickly enough to raise energy. Consider using just part of it.

Be Ready When You Step Out

• Practice a lot. Know a song in your sleep before you teach it – if you have to look at the words or think about the tune, you’re 
not ready. Sing it fast, slow, high, low, serious, funny. Sing it looking into a mirror. Sing it with a friend (or cat) distracting you.

• Teach a song alone – having two people do it together may seem reassuring, but unless you are pros, two people seldom 
sing a tune exactly alike. Hearing two voices just confuses those trying to learn the chant. 

• Find a way to get your starting pitch. One way is to know which is the highest line of the chant, and sing that line to yourself 
in a comfortable range right before you teach it. That will keep you from starting too high. (You could also get a pitchpipe.)

• If the chant is longer than two lines, sing the entire chant alone once so people can hear it, then come back and teach it one 
line at a time, call and response. Then go back and sing two lines at a time, call and response.

• Finally, have people sing the song 5-10 times so the group really knows it when it comes up during the ritual. Most people 
enjoy singing – get good and warmed up!

Hecklers & Helpful Friends

• When you’re teaching a song, people in the circle who already know it may join right in – ask them not to sing yet: “Let 
people hear one voice – it’s easier to learn the tune that way.”

• Someone with a loud voice may say: “You’re singing too high/too low.” Politely remind them that human voices are spread all 
over the scale, and what works for some won’t work for others. Invite those with different ranges to add harmonies. If they 
persist, ask others who found your pitch difficult to raise their hands – only a few will do so, and you can move on. 

Here’s the good news – the more chants you teach, the easier it gets!
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Chants & Songs for Rituals
Music is a key part of Reclaiming rituals and magic. Many of the workings in this book include suggestions for songs and 
chants. You can use any songs that seem right for your workings and rituals – when the occasion demands, people use 
everything from pop hits to old folk favorites. 

Reclaiming choruses (each unique, with a bit of overlap) have recorded several albums of chants by Reclaiming teachers or 
like-minded people. From the earliest years, Reclaiming teachers and priestesses have crafted chants and simple songs to use 
in our rituals and classes. Many of our favorites are included on Reclaiming 
albums.

In particular, Chants: Ritual Music and Campfire Chants include many of 
our most popular ritual chants.

Reclaiming Chants – Listen Free Online!
Most chants mentioned in this book are on Reclaiming albums and/or can 
be heard on streaming services. If you’re doing a solo working or a small 
circle, play the chants and sing along!

Listen free on all streaming services. Search <Reclaiming Chants>, <Star-
hawk>, and <Campfire Chants>.

Playlists for spotify & youtube: WeaveAndSpin.org/playlists

Playlists for workings in this book: WeaveAndSpin.org/tem-chants

Reclaiming chants are written by many people, including Starhawk, 
Suzanne Sterling, and T. Thorn Coyle. There’s even one song written by 
young folks from Reclaiming – Wheel of the Year, on Campfire Chants!

You’ll find these Reclaiming albums online – with more to come:

• Chants: Ritual Music
• Second Chants
• Let It Begin Now (Music from the Spiral Dance)
• Witches’ Brew: Songs From the Reclaiming Cauldron
• Campfire Chants: Songs for the Earth
• Cánticos Sagrados: Bilingual Chants for Mother Earth (2023)

Chants: Resources Online

continued on next page

Reclaiming Albums –  
Directly From Our Magical Circles!
Reclaiming’s albums are created by choruses that met at 
the Spiral Dance, WitchCamps, and family camps. Some 
have been recorded in professional studios, others in ga-
rages. Either way, the sound is intended not to win produc-
tion awards but to draw you into a circle of magical song.

Chants: Ritual Music carries the sound of a Reclaiming 
circle or class.

Let It Begin Now features the ensemble sound of the 
band and chorus for the annual Spiral Dance ritual.

Campfire Chants catches the relaxed harmonies and 
acoustic music of a late-night WitchCamp bonfire.

Each of our albums will give you ideas for your own 
rituals, circles, activist marches, handfastings, birthday 
celebrations – and of course singing in the shower!
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Chants: Resources Online (pg 2)
Suggestions for Rituals and Workings
Streaming – search <Reclaiming Chants>, <Starhawk>, or <Camp-
fire Chants> – or search by album titles

Playlists for youtube and spotify – WeaveAndSpin.org/playlists

Playlists for this book – WeaveAndSpin.org/tem-chants

Gathering the Circle
• Weave and Spin
• Sweet Water
• Air I Am / Earth My Body / Air Moves Us
• We Are the Flow
• We Are the Power in Everyone
• Circle Round the Balefire
• Rising of the Moon
• Wake Again

Personal Commitment
• My Soul
• Let the Beauty We Love
• Let It Begin Now
• Weave and Spin
• Kore Chant (She Changes Everything She Touches)

Earth / Activism / Empowerment
• Sweet Water
• Harvest Chant (Our Hands Will Work For Peace and Justice)
• We Are the Power in Everyone
• We Are Alive As the Earth Is Alive
• Body of the Earth
• Rising of the Moon
• We Are the Rising Sun

Invoking Elements and Allies
• All of our elements chants: WeaveAndSpin.org/playlists

Best Spiral Dance Songs (some of them!)
• We Are the Rising Sun
• We Are the Power in Everyone
• Weave and Spin
• Harvest Chant (Our Hands Will Work for Peace and Justice)
• She Changes Everything She Touches (Kore Chant)
• Sweet Water
• Body of the Earth
• Let It Begin Now
• Rise with the Fire
• We Are Alive

Reclaiming Chants – Whodunnit?
These albums have been recorded by different 
groups of singers and writers, with some over-
lap. Maybe you’ll help record the next one!

Chants: Ritual Music was recorded around 1990 
and released as a cassette tape. Legend says 
that a small chorus rehearsed for a while, then 
recorded the entire album in one day.

Campfire Chants (2016) was recorded by folks 
from Witchlets and Redwood Magic. It took 
longer than one day. Free Lyrics & Lore booklet 
at WeaveAndSpin.org/freebies/. continued on next page
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Favorite Non-Reclaiming Chants
Find these chants and more on the “Non-Reclaiming Faves” playlist 
on youtube and spotify – WeaveAndSpin.org/playlists

• We Are a Circle Within a Circle
• Earth My Body
• The Earth Is Our Mother
• The River She Is Flowing
• Spiraling Into the Center – good spiral dance/energy-raiser
• Step Into the Flow – good spiral dance/energy-raiser
• Sweet Surrender – good spiral dance/energy-raiser
• The Earth, the Air, the Fire, the Water, Return
• May the Circle Be Open

Chants for the Streets
Many favorite chants were written for street actions – the Bay Area 
Pagan Cluster sang some of these at the Rise for Climate Justice 
march in San Francisco.

All are recorded on Campfire Chants except Rise with the Fire from 
Chants: Ritual Music. For links, see WeaveAndSpin.org/playlists

• We Are the Rising Sun
• Sweet Water
• Rising of the Moon
• Rise with the Fire
• We Are the Power in Everyone
• Weave and Spin
• Harvest Chant (Our Hands Will Work)

Best Sing-Along Chants
The idea for Reclaiming’s latest album, Campfire Chants, came from 
late-night singalongs. Chants sound different when you’re relaxing 
around a fire. Some work as call-and-response.

• My Soul – call-and-response
• Let the Beauty We Love
• The Welcome Flame (Spark Blaze Ember Ash)
• We Are the Rising Sun
• Cycles of the Moon
• Wheel of the Year – call-and-response
• Barge of Heaven (Pour It Out For Me) – call-and-response
• When We Are Gone – call-and-response
• Goodnight Sweet Witches

Trance Recordings – Free Online
• Way to the Well – a ritual trance journey with Starhawk
• Labyrinth Meditation Music – perfect for rituals
• Magical Creativity Trance with Irisanya

Find links at WeaveAndSpin.org/playlists

Chants: Resources Online (pg 3)

Reclaiming Chants & Songs – 
free online!
Listen free to our chants on all streaming 
services. Search for <Reclaiming Chants> 
and <Campfire Chants>. Downloads at 
CDBaby, iTunes, Amazon, etc.

Playlists for spotify & youtube:  
WeaveAndSpin.org/playlists

Proceeds benefit Reclaiming organizing, 
archives, publications, and future 
recordings!
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Reclaiming Rituals

The grandmama of all Reclaiming rituals – the annual Spiral Dance. The first ritual, held at Halloween 1979, was the book-release party for 
Starhawk’s book of the same title. People liked the ritual so much they did it again, and again... and as people say: “Twice is nice – and thrice 
makes it a tradition!” The ritual continues to this day, with community participants creating invocations, trances, music, and altars. Visit 
ReclaimingSpiralDance.org. Photo from 2010 ritual, by Michael Rauner.

• Way to the Well – an online trance journey with Starhawk ..................................................XXX

• A Ritual for Grounding ..............................................................................................................XXX

• An Affirmation Ritual ................................................................................................................XXX

• Let It Begin Now – a musical journey with Reclaiming .........................................................XXX

• Labyrinth Challenges – a ritual of personal commitment ....................................................XXX

• Beltane & Dia de los Muertos – Wheel of the Year Highlights..............................................XXX

• A Water Ritual (Elemental Working) ........................................................................................XXX

• Crafting Your Own Rituals – creating spells and workings using this book.......................XXX

• After the Ritual – around the WitchCamp fire circle .............................................................XXX

• Chants Playlists for these and other rituals: WeaveAndSpin.org/tem-chants
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Other Recordings by Starhawk
Available on amazon/audible and elsewhere.

Wiccan Meditations by Starhawk
• Grounding: 1:30 / Place of Power meditation: 16:38

Earth Magic – meditations and exercises for building 
sustainable relations with ourselves and our planet.

The Fifth Sacred Thing – Starhawk’s classic novel about 
the troubled birth of a new world – now an audiobook.

Way to the Well
A Trance Journey with Starhawk

Let’s begin by accompanying one of Reclaiming’s found-
ing priestesses, Starhawk, on a trance journey. 

You’ll experience the flow of a ritual – and see how simply 
she creates sacred space and gets on with the working!

Way to the Well – free online
Free on youtube, spotify, etc – search <Starhawk Way Well>

Way to the Well is a 45-minute drum-trance ritual in the 
Reclaiming Tradition. Starhawk and singers Anne Hill and 
Suzanne Sterling help you create a personal magical circle 
and explore sacred wells of power, healing, and challenge.

Set aside an hour in a space where you can relax and not 
be disturbed. Turn off your phone.

You may want to lie down or sit in a comfortable spot. (If 
you fall asleep, no problem – just rewind the recording 
and start again when you’re ready.)

Have your journal and water handy, and some healthy 
snacks for afterward (nuts, fruit, bread). 

Once the recording is ready, press pause. If you’re using a 
computer, put a scarf over the screen.

Take three breaths and bring yourself present at this time 
and place. When ready, press play, and begin the journey.

At the end, take a breath, then journal (or reflect) for at 
least a few minutes before breaking the energy. 

End with a breath, and say, “Blessed be” to your journey.

A Grounding Meditation
The Tree of Life Grounding by Starhawk

The Tree of Life is one of the basic grounding meditations 
we use in Reclaiming. 

By visualizing yourself as a tree with deep roots and tall, 
striving branches you can anchor yourself to the Earth.

Feeling yourself grounded, steady, and fully present 
makes a difference anywhere, from magical circles, to per-
sonal relationships, to sports and games, to final exams. 

The importance of a daily practice
Starhawk: “If you want to practice the craft – if you want 
to be a witch – it’s important to have a personal practice, 
something that you do every day. 

“In some traditions there’s a meditation that you do, or 
a particular prayer that you say. In Wicca, we encourage 
people to find the practice that works for them. 

“This, for me, is the basic thing that I do every day, and I 
find it especially useful in dangerous or tense situations. 
It’s called ‘grounding.’ Basically, you are connecting your 
energy to the energies of the Earth.”

Youtube – search <Starhawk Grounding Meditation>.

Also on Starhawk’s Way to the Well – all streaming sites. 
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A Ritual for Grounding
INTENT
Here’s a ritual you can do alone or with some friends or your circle to strengthen your sense of grounding – of being fully, 
clearly, strongly present in the world. All you need is a youtube connection and some red yarn.

We invite you to do this ritual for yourself or your circle early in your practice. It might be your first working – as it sometimes 
is in our introductory Elements of Magic classes. Revisit it from time to time, spiralng deeper into the working.

If it looks long (five pages!), that’s because we’re printing it all out like a script. Feel free to improvise, shorten, skim, etc to suit 
your own needs.

It even comes with a special youtube Grounding Ritual playlist: WeaveAndSpin.org/tem-chants/

The main working is a red cord spell – but before doing a grounding spell, you’ll want to feel truly grounded. We’ve included 
a link to a grounding meditation by Starhawk, or you can read the printed meditation below (or both – whatever helps you 
feel calm, present, strong, etc).

This ritual can help you feel what it’s like to be strongly grounded in a certain moment, even if you don’t feel that way all the 
time (who does?). Once you’ve done this spell, you can call it back by touching the red cord, or your own center. To strength-
en it, you can repeat the meditation as often as you wish. Some people do a grounding meditation or exercise every day.

Gradually you may notice that it takes less effort to feel grounded, and more disturbance to throw you off balance.

So mote it be!

J Book of Shadows – before you create the ritual, take some time and write:

• Why are you doing this ritual at this time? 

• What do you hope the ritual will accomplish?

• Are you ready to follow through and work on getting more grounded?

• What will be difficult about following through? What changes will you need to make? What sort of support might you need?

SPACE & TIME
Allow enough room for a comfortable circle. Allow about an hour including some journaling time afterward.

PREP
Craft your intention – what do you hope the ritual will accomplish? Can you state this in one sentence? Write it down.

For a group – ask each person to come up with their own intention or commitment.

Materials needed – journal or Book of Shadows; red yarn or embroidery floss (3 feet per person); this book to read the 
grounding below and/or an internet link to listen to Starhawk’s Tree of Life grounding (see previous page); healthy snacks for 
post-ritual.

Ritual space – a space where you can close the door or be undisturbed.

Create a small altar either in the center or on one side, on which you can place the red yarn. The altar can be as simple or 
elaborate as you wish. 

Creating sacred space – let’s keep it simple for this ritual. There are plenty of complicated rituals later in the book! Read 
ahead for simple ideas for grounding, casting your circle, and invoking – feel free to change and substitute as you wish. See 
the beginning of the Ritual Skills chapter for lots of ideas for quickly creating sacred space.

continued on next page
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A Ritual for Grounding (pg 2)
Chants – WeaveAndSpin.org/tem-chants/ 
If you have internet access during the ritual, have 
this Grounding Ritual playlist cued up. It has the mu-
sic and meditation in the order you’ll need them. You 
can choose either to use the recorded grounding by 
Starhawk or read the meditation below. 

If no access during your ritual, download the music 
ahead of time – the songs are listed below along 
with other options. Or substitute songs of your own 
choice (including pop songs that fit the mood – is 
there a pop song that would help you ground?).

Either way, have your music player and/or lyrics 
handy when you start.

Priestessing – for a group, decide who will priest-
ess (lead) each part – ask everyone to take a role. For 
solo work, you are your own priestess.

RITUAL
When your plans and the space are ready, step out of 
the room. Get a drink. Turn off your phone. 

Before re-entering, take a breath and state your 
intention to yourself. Step into the space.

Gathering Song – Air I Am (Song #1 on the Reclaiming Grounding Ritual mix).

Honoring First People – take a moment and remember that if we are in the Americas or Autralia and are not of the First 
People, we are on stolen and/or unceded land. We can name and honor those who came before, and renew a commitment 
to justice for their descendents.

Grounding – two options (do one or both)

(1) Standing (or lying or sitting with good posture) – listen to the Tree of Life Grounding meditation on the mix.

(2) Read this meditation slowly, breathing deeply yet gently. Pause for a moment when you see three typed dots...

“Take a deep breath... and let it go. Grounding is the time to bring ourselves fully present. It’s a chance to take some deep 
breaths, to relax our posture, to feel our connection to the Earth beneath our feet...

“This is called the Tree of Life. It is one of Reclaiming’s basic groundings. We’ll feel our personal energetic roots sink deep into 
the Earth, pull up nourishment for our body, and send it up into our energetic branches...

“Stand or sit tall and loose, energy balanced, with your knees flexed. Breathe steadily and deeply... Standing tall, let each 
breath gently float through your body... On each inhale, draw in fresh air... On each exhale, let yourself relax... Breathe gently 
and steadily... 

“Picture your spine as the trunk of a majestic tree... and as you breathe, let roots drop down from the base of your spine deep 
into the Earth... dropping down with each breath... dropping down until they reach the deep, molten center of the Earth Her-
self... Let your energy mingle with the energy at the core of the Earth... and with a breath, let go of anything that you don’t 
need right now... anything that is not of this time and place... let it go into the Earth... 

“With your breath, begin to draw up power from the Earth... feel the energy rising through your tree trunk... Feel the power 

continued on next page

Rock magic is another way to do a grounding spell!
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A Ritual for Grounding (pg 3)
rise up through your core... feel it filling and energizing your entire being with each breath... 

“With steady breaths, draw this energy up through your body, up through your chest and neck and head... And from the 
crown of your head let branches sprout and reach toward the sky... let your arms rise like branches, and feel the Earth energy 
flow up through them... feel it drawing down the energy of the stars... feel the energy sweep through your branches and drop 
again to the Earth, returning to its source...

“Let the energy drop back to the Earth... now, from your own center, draw a deep breath, drawing in the energy of Earth and 
stars... feel the Earth and stars mix and mingle in your center... breathe in all that you need... Let it flow through you and back 
to the Earth...

“When you are filled with the energy you need, return any extra to the Earth...” (Kneel and touch the Earth, or touch your 
center.)

Allow 30 seconds – then stop and take a deep, relaxed breath and say: “Blessed be!”

Casting the Circle – here’s use a traditional formula:

Face North and say: “By the Earth that is our (my) body.”

Turn to the East: “By the Air that is our breath.”

Turn to South: “By the Fire of our bright spirit.”

Turn to West: “By the Waters of our living blood.”

Turn back to the North to complete the circle, then turn to face Center. Look up: “By all that is above.”

Look down: “By all that is below.”

Now say boldly: “The circle is cast – we are between the worlds. And what happens between the worlds, changes all the 
worlds! So mote it be.”

Invoking the elements – how about a song? Try Air Moves Us on the youtube mix. Or see suggestions on pages XXXXX.

Invoking an ally (or several) – if you want to invoke a deity or an ancestor, welcome them in any way you wish.

You might also want to invoke a quality such as “groundedness” or “calm presence” that will help strengthen your magical 
working. How will you do that? It’s up to you to invoke in a way that the quality (or goddess, etc) feels present. For more on 
this, see the sections on invoking in the Ritual Skills chapter.

Chant – Who Is the Goddess? We Are! – on the youtube mix (and also on spotify etc), find the song Who Is the Goddess 
from our Witches Brew album (sung by Moonrise). You can sing it here to invoke deity into your circle. 

Red Cord Spell
Priestess explains a bit about spellwork. Here’s the short version – see Workings: Spellcrafting for more.

“A spell is a combination of your intention plus a physical working. When doing a spell, strike a balance between (A) being 
clear and specific, and (B) leaving the Goddess/universe room for creativity.

“Some cautions – in general, be careful what you ask for (you just might get it!). Beware of doing spells that affect another 
person – these can misfire and/or return on you, according to the Law of Threefold Return (see Intro: Curses). Put an end-
term on a spell. Treat and dispose of spell materials carefully and with clear intention.”

Music – start Labyrinth Meditation Music (optional – on youtube mix).

Priestess hands out threads. Invite people to play with the string and feel it in their fingers as they meditate.

continued on next page
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Priestess leads short meditation, touching on these points (leave short pauses after each phrase):

“What is your foundation?... Start with your body... Where is your own physical center?... Where is your body strong?... Feel 
your body and your senses as your unique connection to the material world... 

“Tie a knot into your cord for that connection...

“Feel your connection to the Earth. Feel the pull of gravity... Breathe into your connection to the Earth... Feel the energy move 
up and down between you and the Earth...

“Anchor this experience by knotting it into your cord...

“Think about what gives you a sense of stability, belonging, and connectedness in your life... Is it your home?... Your family 
and friends?... Your work? Your Garden? Your cat?... Tie a knot for each thing that gives you this sense of stability...

“Do you have a connection to the Goddess or to spirit?... Do you have a daily spiritual or magical practice?... Meditation? 
Prayer? Exercise? Walking? Singing or dancing?... Think about ways that you are connected to the divine, and tie a knot in 
your cord for each way....

“For aything else that helps you feel connected, that calls you back to your groundedness, that strengthens your foundation, 
make a knot in your red cord...”

Priestess holds silence for a few moments as people complete their knots. Then invite people to hold the cord in their 
hands and draw up Earth energy into it with their breath. “Feel the physical substance of the cord. Feel the knots that signify 
your groundedness.”

Begin a low toning. In a group, others join in. Tone until it fades – keep it low, not raising energy here.

Completing the spell
Priestess says: 

“Breathe in the strength of this circle and state to yourself a simple affirmation of your own groundedness...

“You may want to fasten the cord somewhere on your body. If so, fasten it with a final knot while holding in mind your 
affirmation to strengthen your grounding. 

“If you choose to wear the thread – decide how long you will do so. Will it be for the length of this camp/class, for a moon 
cycle, until you go to bed tonight, until it falls off? State this aloud to yourself.

“If you do not intend to wear the cord, tie a final knot to create a circle. Decide what to do with it – will you place it on an 
altar, bury it in your garden, carry it in your pocket? Decide for how long.”

Song: Weave and Spin – “This is how the work begins!” (on youtube mix).

Binding the Spell
Priestess leads group in call-and-response spell-binding:

By all the power of three times three
This spell bound round shall be
To cause no harm nor return on me
As I do will, so mote it be!

Priestess reminds people: “When the spell is complete – whenever you have decided – dispose of the string magically. Thank 
it for its work, declare it returned to being just a piece of string, and bury or burn it.

“If you decide to remove the string before the time declared, do it magically and intentionally.”

A Ritual for Grounding (pg 4)

continued on next page
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A Ritual for Grounding (pg 5)
Devoking and opening the circle

End the ritual by devoking whatever you invoked, in reverse order. Devocations can be as simple as naming what you are 
devoking and saying, “Thank you – hail and farewell!” If a song was used to invoke, people might sing it one more time to 
devoke.

Goddess – say aloud: “Who is the Goddess? I am! Thank you, Goddess!”

Qualities, allies & ancestors – if you invoked any allies or qualities, now is the time to name them and say some words of 
appreciation and respect, ending by saying, “Hail and farewell.”

Devoking the elements – let’s sing one of the all-time favorite Reclaiming chants, When We Are Gone, from the youtube 
mix. When the song ends, say: “Earth, Water, Fire, Air, and Spirit – thank you – hail and farewell!”

Opening the circle – a simple way is to repeat the poem that cast the circle. Since it’s a poem, we don’t typically reverse the 
order of the elements and directions, but some people do:

By the Earth that is our (or my) body
By the Air that is our breath
By the Fire of our bright spirit
By the Waters of our living blood
This circle is open (clap hands once) but unbroken
May the peace of the Goddess go in our hearts
Merry meet – merry part – and merry meet again!

AFTER THE RITUAL
Now is the time for some healthy, grounding snacks – nuts, 
fruits, bread.

Music – try Reclaiming’s Campfire Chants album.

J Book of Shadows – this is a good time to journal for a 
while. If you’re in a group, allow 5-10 minutes for writing 
and personal reflection before you start socializing. 

The 24-Hour Rule – consider not “evaluating” a ritual for 
at least 24 hours afterward. It’s great to say you liked it, to 
compliment someone on their role, etc. But save critical or 
“helpful” feedback for later. Let people – especially ritual 
planners – enjoy the energy for a while before you start 
thinking about how to make it better next time.

Thankfully, there’s always a next time – the wheel of the year 
keeps turning, and pretty soon here comes another ritual!

Blessed be.

Photo – an impromptu altar.
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INTENT
Here’s a simple ritual that you (alone or with friends) can do to affirm yourself and/or a decision you are making.

Maybe there’s a project or task that you feel you could commit more time and energy to. Maybe there’s someone you could 
try to be more communicative with.

Or maybe your affirmation is to believe that you are a good, brilliant, amazing, powerful, creative human being! All of this is 
true – but sometimes it takes some work to recognize it.

What do you want to affirm? What work calls to you?

Do this ritual for yourself or your circle whenever you feel ready. It might be your first working – or it could take place after a 
year-and-a-day of prep. Or maybe somewhere in between?

Before you create the ritual, take some time and consider:

• is this an affirmation that is about you and your life (not about another person whom you hope to change)?

• are you confident that it will not harm or manipulate you or others?

• are you affirming something that you are ready to follow through and work on?

J Book of Shadows – write about why are you making this commitment at this time. What will be difficult about following 
through? What changes will you need to make in your life? What sort of support might you need?

SPACE & TIME
Space for a comfortable circle. Allow about an hour including some journaling time afterward.

PREP
Craft your intention – why are you doing this ritual at this time? What do you hope the ritual will accomplish? Can you state 
this in one sentence? Write it down.

For a group – ask each person to come up with their own intention (or commitment, etc).

Materials needed – journal or Book of Shadows; pitcher(s) of water – about one gallon for every four people (a quart/liter 
per person); nice drinking cups; large bowl; towel for under bowl.

Ritual space – do you have a room where you can close the door? A garden where you won’t be disturbed?

Create a small altar either in the center or to one side, on which you can place the large bowl. This can be as elaborate as you 
wish, or as simple as a colored cloth and a few special objects. Note – there may be some splashing water.

Creating sacred space – let’s keep it simple this time– there are plenty of complicated rituals in this book! See below for 
simple ideas for grounding, casting your circle, and invoking – feel free to change and substitute as you wish. See beginning 
of the Ritual Skills chapter for lots of ideas for quickly creating sacred space.

Chants – you’ll find a playlist with chants for this ritual at WeaveandSpin.org/tem-chants/. 

Priestessing – for a group, decide who will priestess (lead) each part. For solo work, you are your own priestess.

RITUAL: Overflowing Cup Spell
When your plans and the space are ready, step out of the room. Go to the bathroom. Turn off your phone. 

Before re-entering, take a breath and state your intention to yourself. Step into the space.

An Affirmation Ritual

continued on next page
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Gathering song – Born of Water (on ritual playlist).

Honoring First People – how will you honor the First People who lived on this land? How might you make or renew a 
commitment to justice for their descendents?

Grounding & Casting the Circle – two choices

• come up with your own ways to ground and cast your circle (for ideas, review the Ritual Skills chapter).

• refer back to the previous ritual (A Grounding Ritual) and use the ideas from that ritual.

However you do it, finish your circle casting by saying: “The circle is cast – we are between the worlds. And what happens 
between the worlds, changes all the worlds! So mote it be.”

Invoking the Elements – how about a song? Try Air I Am (on ritual playlist). End by saying: “Air, Fire, Water, Earth, and Spirit – 
Welcome!”

Invoking an ally (or more) – try invoking a goddess or an ancestor. Welcome them in any way you wish.

You might also want to invoke a quality such as “commitment” or “dedication” that will help strengthen your magical working. 
How will you do that? It’s up to you to invoke in a way that the quality (or goddess, etc) feels present. For more on this, see 
the sections on invoking in the Ritual Skills chapter.

Working – small group
Now that you’ve created the ritual container, it’s time to affirm and bind your commitment.

Taking up your cups, gather round the bowl. 

One by one, people step up and say: “I call into this cup _______________ (such and such energy – eg, “I call into this cup 
awareness of the abundance of love around me,” or “I call into this cup my own true power,” etc).

Then the person holds their cup over the bowl and again names the energy they are invoking as the priestess begins pouring 
from the pitcher. As cup fills, priestess continues pouring and lets it overflow into the bowl until the person says, “Now.”

Focusing on their commitment, the person drinks the cup of water. When the person finishes, all call out: “So mote it be!”

Song – when all have gone, bind the spell with a song: Kore Chant (She Changes Everything She Touches).

Afterward – offer the surplus water to the Earth.

Working – solo
You can pour an overflowing cup for yourself. Set up a bowl and pitcher, and do each step slowly and with intention.

Begin with a meditation or Tarot reading where you think about your life and what energy you would especially like to invoke.

Once you know what you want to call in, take your cup and name the energy you are invoking, then pour slowly and let the 
water overflow into the bowl. When you feel it’s enough, focus on your intention and drink slowly from the cup.

End with a song – see ideas above.

Devoking & Opening the Circle
End the ritual by devoking whatever you invoked, in reverse order. Devocations can be as simple as naming what you are 
devoking and saying: “Thank you – hail and farewell!” If a song was used to invoke, you might sing it through once to devoke.

Qualities, allies, & ancestors – if you invoked any allies or qualities, now is the time to name them and say some words of 
appreciation and respect, ending with, “Hail and farewell.”

An Affirmation Ritual (pg 2)

continued on next page
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Devoking the elements – sing Air I Am three times, then end by saying: “Earth, Water, Fire, Air, and Spirit – thank you – hail 
and farewell!”

Opening the circle – one way to open the circle is a simplified “reverse” of the way we cast the circle – if you walked clock-
wise to cast, walk (or swing your wand or hand) counter-clockwise to open the circle. Then say this together:

This circle is open (clap hands once) but unbroken
May the peace of the Goddess go in our hearts
Merry meet – merry part – and merry meet again!

AFTER THE RITUAL
Eat some healthy, grounding snacks. You will probably want to play our Campfire Chants album on repeat for the rest of the 
day (WeaveAndSpin.org/playlists – the first tracks on the Chants Megamix).

J Book of Shadows – journal for a while. If you’re in a group, allow 5-10 minutes for writing and personal reflection before 
you start socializing. 

At some point take the bowl of water to the garden or a tree and offer it back to the Earth.

The 24-Hour Rule – try not to “evaluate” a ritual for at least 24 hours afterward. Just enjoy the energy for a while before 
thinking how to do it differently next time.

Blessed be.

Note – want to see this Overflowing Cup Spell as part of a more elaborate ritual? See A Water Ritual later in this chapter.

An Affirmation Ritual (pg 3)

WitchCampers limber up for 
deep magical workings.
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Each year, hundreds of people gather in the San Francisco Bay Area for the annualSpiral 
Dance ritual, first celebrated in 1979. If you are out this way, don’t miss it!

Listening to the original music is a magical journey in its own right – and you can use the 
music along with this book to create a ritual in your home community.

Let the magic begin – cue up the Spiral Dance playlist at WeaveAndSpin.org/tem-chants/

Doing the dishes versus creating ritual space
You could listen while doing the dishes or giving your cat a bath. You could listen on your 
way to work or school. We recommend all of these times and places.

However, you might want to create a more magical space. Lower the lighting (twinkly 
faerie lights always help!). Make yourself comfortable. Get your journal and a cup of tea. 

New to rituals? The Outline on page XXXXX shows the overall flow.

VISIONING THE RITUAL
Want to see what the annual Spiral Dance ritual looks like? 

There are several youtube videos – two feature highllights, plus 
the entire 2021 “zoom” ritual. Search for <Spiral Dance Ritual>, 
or find them on the <Reclaiming Chants Megamix> on youtube.

Watch these videos, then close your eyes and imagine a com-
munity ritual that you help create. Play these songs and let your 
mind’s eye see the ritual space. 

Envision the most beautiful and powerful images that come to 
you – maybe someday you’ll help priestess it!

Let It Begin Now!

Water invocation at the 2010 Spiral Dance. Each year dozens of community 
members dance invocations, sing in the chorus, or anchor altars. Photo by 
Michael Rauner. Spiral Dance playlist at WeaveAndSpin.org/tem-chants/ 

Hear the Spiral Dance album and 
more on youtube, iTunes, etc – 
WeaveAndSpin.org/tem-chants

LYRICS to refrains
Lyke-Wake Dirge (first/last verse)
This ae nicht, this ae nicht
Every nicht and all
Fire and sleet and candle licht
May Earth receive thy soul

No End to the Circle / God Song
There is no end to the circle, no end
There is no end to life, there is no end

Set Sail
Set sail, set sail
Over the spray where the waves grow white
Into the night, into the night

Let It Begin Now
Let it begin with each step we take
Let it begin with each change we make
Let it begin with each chain we break
Let it begin every time we awake

Join Reclaiming for the Spiral Dance!
You can be part of the Spiral Dance if you are in the 
Bay Area at the end of October. If you live here, you 
can help create the ritual, sing in the chorus, set up 
an altar, sweep the floor, etc. Volunteers are needed.

You can also use this book and music to create a 
Samhain/Halloween ritual in your own community. 
Let it begin now!

For more info, visit ReclaimingSpiralDance.org.
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INTENT
This ritual evolved as a climactic working at WitchCamp paths – a way to pull together different threads from the week into a 
final working. People enter the labyrinth one at a time and are met by a priestess who issues a series of challenges. Each time, 
the person gets further into the labyrinth, until on the final visit they reach the center.

The three labyrinth challenges can be changed and modified to suit the skills and issues your group has been working on. 

Hope is the working for solo or a small group. For a class or WitchCamp path, see TeenEarthMagic.org/workbook

SPACE & TIME
You’ll need an open space at least 15 feet square for the 
labyrinth, plus more space for people to spread out and do 
their workings. In the woods you might use a small clear-
ing with lots of trees and plants around it.

Works for any number (a small circle can self-priestess after 
explanation). A larger group will have stretches of time with 
people waiting to begin or for others to end.

The working takes an hour or so. In a class, there won’t be 
time for much more than creating sacred space before-
hand plus a short concluding working – Charging with Fire 
and Flour or the Overflowing Cup Spell are good endings. 

PREP (lots for this ritual)
Lay out a three-circuit labyrinth in a mysterious spot – or 
your basement or back yard. (See below for directions.) 

Or – create a personal finger labyrinth (see below).

Find a magical location – or make it magical. At Loreley 
Camp we laid the labyrinth inside a little chapel. To enter, a 
person had to knock on a heavy wooden door. At Witchlets 
we laid it in a redwood grove. At Vermont WitchCamp it 
was in the middle of a wooded glade.

Choose three workings and gather materials. See Workings 
chapter for ideas and lists of materials. For a circle, it may 

help to write these workings out on a sheet of butcher paper.

For the labyrinth challenges as described here, you’ll need a Tarot deck plus a veil or cloak for the labyrinth priestess if you 
have one (see below). Read the section on intuitive readings at Workings: Tarot.

Get beads or another “reward,” and a pouch to hold them (plus spool of waxed bead-string – fordetails, see Workings: 
Bead Ceremony). Labyrinth priestess holds pouch. If indoors, bring materials for altars, or create a different first working. 

Have some substantial food ready for afterward unless a meal is about to be served.

Journals – bring your journal or Book of Shadows and set it at your gathering/ending spot.

Priestess  – for more than a few people, one person will be the labyrinth priestess, guiding the others through the working, 
holding tools such as Tarot deck, answering questions, etc. For solo working or small circle, you can self-priestess.

Labyrinth ritual at Witchlets in the Woods. The labyrinth is created 
from fallen redwood branches.
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continued on next page

Gathering spot – for more than a few, you’ll want a nearby place to gather at the beginning of the working, so people can 
approach the labyrinth one at a time – a quiet space with music and journals works well here. Also use this spot for people to 
re-gather at the end, to hold the energy until everyone is done.

Music – cue up Reclaiming’s Labyrinth Meditation Music, created for a WitchCamp ritual and recorded by Crow for Reclaim-
ing’s album Witches’ Brew. Put the 8-minute track on repeat. Free on youtube, spotify, etc – or download it at the usual sites. 
Find it near the end of the Chants Megamix at WeaveAndSpin.org/playlists.

Labyrinth Challenges Ritual
Create Sacred Space

• Welcome / teach songs

• briefly explain how the labyrinth challenges will work (and the priestess role in a larger group)

• Grounding

• Cast circle

• Elements

• Invoke deity / energies – possibly:

• Theseus & Ariadne & the Minotaur (possibly invoke the Minotaur as “alternate possibilities”?)

• energies such as openness, dedication, mystery

Labyrinth priestess takes their position and invites others to begin a minute or so apart. 

For solo or small circle, read through the working below. Write your three workings on notecards and set at the three spots in 
the labyrinth (see below) Put the pouch of beads (or whatever) at the center of the labyrinth. 

Set tools such as Tarot deck in a convenient nearby place – once people understand, each will self-priestess.

This describes the working for a circle with a labyrinth priestess.  See below for solo version.

Labyrinth Working (for Class or Workshop)
First visit – one at a time, people approach the labyrinth, about a minute apart. Let’s say Chris goes first and enters labyrinth. 
Labyrinth priestess greets her at end of first circuit (see drawing on page XXXX) and says, “Stop!” Then gives her the first chal-
lenge.

First challenge – find a personal space and take 10 minutes to build a personal altar using objects you find. Create a magical 
space where you can return to do a couple of short workings.

Chris goes back out of the labyrinth , finds a spot nearby, gathers leaves, stones, and twigs, and builds a small altar. When 
complete, Chris goes back for her second round. Others may finish before her, so order may change.

Second visit – Chris enters labyrinth again, and this time gets to end of second circuit (see drawing on page below), where 
labyrinth priestess again says: “Stop!” Then priestess gives the second challenge.

Second challenge – draw three Tarot cards, then go to your altar and do a simple reading for yourself about a question such 
as, “What is one change I would like to make in my life?” or, “What is my next magical step when I get back home?”

Chris walks back out of labyrinth (possibly silently passing others coming in). Draws Tarot cards, goes to altar and does intui-
tive reading. 

When Chris finishes her reading, she returns to the labyrinth.
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Third visit – Chris enters, and this time gets all the way to the third circuit before hearing: “Stop!” 

Third challenge – go back to your altar and do a short personal ritual (including quickly grounding, casting a circle, and 
invoking whatever elements or allies you wish) that empowers your “next step” from your Tarot reading. Create one phrase or 
sentence that expresses your commitment. Remember to devoke and/or thank your allies at the end.

Chris goes back out, goes to altar and does a 10-minute personal ritual, creates her commitment phrase, and writes or 
memorizes it. Then Chris goes back to labyrinth one last time.

Final visit: Chris travels all the way 
to the center of the labyrinth, where 
priestess asks if she has completed her 
challenges. 

When Chris says, “Yes,” labyrinth priest-
ess invites her to reach into pouch and 
draw a bead (or another gift).

Chris silently returns to the original 
gathering spot till all have finished. 
People are journaling or quietly gaz-
ing at candles – focused and low-key. 
Strings for beads can be available.

Transition – when all have gathered, 
have everyone re-ground. Then go 
around and let each person share their 
phrase of commitment (aloud or si-
lently). If time permits, you may want to 
use the phrases as part of an Overflow-
ing Cup Spell (see Workings). 

Song – raise energy to empower the 
pledges with singing – dial up a favorite chant online and have it ready to sing along.

• Song Ideas: Spiraling Into the Center; We Are the Rising Sun; Welcome Flame

Devoke in reverse order and open circle.

Afterward – have something substantial to eat. Maybe it’s meal time. If not, have some fruit, bread, cheese, etc.

Labyrinth priestess – take a minute and re-ground.

Labyrinth Working (Solitary)

Drawing a Labyrinth – for your fingers?
If you don’t have enough space, or want to do this work privately, create a finger labyrinth – a small version that you can 
“walk” by tracing the paths with your finger. 

Carefully draw a three-circuit labyrinth on paper – maybe in your Book of Shadows (see instructions on page XXX).

Drawing the labyrinth is part of the magic. One Reclaiming priestess outlined a seven-circuit labyrinth on heavy paper, then 
as a meditation carefully drew and colored dozens of little “stones” to outline the pathways.

When complete, place your labyrinth on a table or altar where you can work with it.

continued on next page
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Choosing Your Workings
Decide on three workings that you feel belong together in your ritual. Your intuition is your best guide. Browse the Workings 
chapter for inspirations – or make up your own. Gather whatever materials you will need.

If you follow these examples – what materials will you have handy to create a personal altar? Perhaps you already have an 
altar in the space you’re using? Great – think about how you will change it, spruce it up, or honor it as part of this working.

What will be your “reward” at the end – a small talisman that symbolizes completion of the work. Some camps have used beads. 
Choose some simple magical item that you will “receive” at the end of the working. Place it on the alter near the labyrinth, cov-
ered with a cloth.

Doing a Personal Labyrinth Ritual
When all is ready, step out of the space you will be using. Get a drink, use the bathroom. Turn off your phone. Before you re-
enter, take three breaths. Step into the space and say: “I am (we are) now entering sacred space. I am (we are) now entering 
sacred time.”

Your ritual follows the flow described for the camp ritual above. Create sacred space (for ideas, see Ritual Skills: Sacred Space: 
Quick Ways). Then follow the descriptions above, or three workings you choose. 

Pause to breathe and perhaps write in your Book of Shadows between each working.

At the end, take three breaths and state that your working is complete. Then remove the cloth from your bead or talisman and 
pick it up with your non-dominant hand. Take a breath and blow the magic of your workings into the bead. 

Say: “Blessed be!”

One you have devoked and opened the circle, remain in the space for a while. Have some snacks, write in your journal, listen 
to music, color your labyrinth....

When you finally leave the space, stop and place your hand on your center and say thank you to yourself for the work.

Blessed be!

More labyrinth magic – see Workings: Labyrinths
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How to Draw a Three-Circuit Labyrinth
This is not a common layout, but it’s perfect for a 
Labyrinth Challenges ritual.

Make the paths plenty wide for this working (the 
distance between the lines and the points in the 
first figure is the width of the paths).

Note that the cross is not the center of the space.

Draw this with chalk on pavement or floor. In dirt, 
use corn meal – you’ll need 30 (yes, 30!) pounds 
of corn meal to make good thick lines. Start with 
a thin trace – once you have your outline, use the 
rest to thicken the lines.

Seven-circuit labyrinth – instructions for drawing 
a seven-circuit labyrinth as well as other ideas for 
labyrinth magic – see Workings: Labyrinth.

Left – Labyrinth Challenge positions
Numbers indicate position of labyrinth priestess for each 
of the three challenges plus the final position (F).
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Beltane: Dancing the Maypole!
Perhaps the most festive ritual of the year is Beltane, 
sometimes known as May Day – some Reclaiming 
groups also honor it as International Workers Day.

People dance the maypole – some with a dozen 
dancers, some over a hundred.  Some have carefully-
rehearsed steps. Others – including many Reclaiming 
maypoles – are a bit more anarchic.

Dancers weave a rainbow of ribbons to honor the 
abundance of new life, the diversity of our commu-
nity,  and our commitment to the Earth. Red and black 
ribbons are woven for workers’ and immigrant rights, 
invoking the memory of past and current struggles.

PaganFest – a community celebration
For over a decade Reclaiming joined other local groups 
to co-sponsor Berkeley PaganFest. 

Organized by the Pagan Alliance, PaganFest included 
a colorful procession an all-day music and arts festival, 
and a maypole.

To help revive this community event or for more info, 
contact ReclaimingQuarterly@gmail.com

Find a Beltane Ritual Near You!
Search for a Reclaiming group near you:

• visit Reclaiming.org/worldwide

• search Facebook “Reclaiming” – many groups have 
pages for local events

• join our international googlegroup to find out 
about online rituals, classes, and more – email us at 
ReclaimingQuarterly@gmail.com

No luck? Not to worry – many other groups also 
celebrate Beltane. Wherever you are located, someone is 
dancing a maypole. Ask at a local metaphysical shop, or 
google local events around May Day.
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Dia de los Muertos: A Sacred Procession
At the opposite side of the Wheel of the Year 
from Beltane is the holiday variously known 
as Halloween, Samhain – and Dia de los 
Muertos, or Day of the Dead.

Elsewhere in this book you’ll read about Re-
claiming’s Samhain ritual, the Spiral Dance.

For many years Reclaiming has helped sup-
port the San Francisco Dia de los Muertos 
ritual and procession, held November 2 in 
the Mission District.

Organized by the Marigold Project, the event 
includes altars honoring young people and 
women who have died by violence, includ-
ing victims of war and police violence.

The day begins with altar-making in a local park. 
Thousands of marigolds provide a unifying theme.

At dusk a short ritual begins the commemoration. 
WitchCampers often help with invocations.

The ritual is followed by a procession through the 
Mission, with several thousand people wending 
their way through the narrow streets and back to 
the park for a closing.

More Dia de los Muertos Photos
WeaveAndSpin/dia

Help Honor Dia de los Muertos!
Find plans for future San Francisco celebrations 
as well as photos and background information at 
DayOfTheDeadSF.org

Photos by George Franklin/RQ
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A Water Ritual
INTENT
As part of Reclaiming’s Elements of Magic class (offered in some camps, communities, and online – see page XXXXX) people 
dedicate a session to exploring each element and practicing related magic. 

Here’s a ritual for the element Water that you can work at home. You can use this outline to create other elemental rituals.

What is Water? Water is our dreams, our emotions. Water is the dripping of a faucet. Water is a simmering pot of soup. Water is 
the substance of our bodies. When we work Water magic, we become aware of the role of this element (with all its meanings) 
in our lives, and how we can learn to ebb and flow with its tides.

This ritual includes grounding, casting a circle, and invoking – but the main focus will be on the “workings” – two full work-
ings, including an intuitive Tarot reading and the Overflowing Cup Spell.

Pay attention to the transitions between the different parts of the ritual – the “flow” of the ritual. Some say that the true 
magic of a ritual lies in the transitions. Use a chime, bell, (or a glass jar with some water in it) to “ring” the transitions. See if 
you can do this with no words – just ring the chime and begin the next working.

Songs – this ritual has lots of music – the playlist makes good listening anytime! Visit WeaveAndSpin.org/tem-chants

SPACE & TIME
You can do this alone or with friends. You’ll need space to 
create a Water altar (in the West or Center, as you wish). 
You’ll use this altar for the Overflowing Cup working.

Allow two hours – 60-90 minutes for the ritual, plus 
prep time and some relaxing time afterward. 

PREP
This ritual has a lot of prep. Look through the workings 
to see when you’ll need things like cups, pitchers, bells, 
etc. In a ritual planning group, this role is called the 
wrangler – the person that keeps track of details. As a 
solitary or in a small group, you’ll be your own wrangler.

Altar – using your intuition, make a Water altar in the 
West or in the middle of your space. The altar can be on 
the floor, or use a small table or a couple of milk crates. 

Decorate it as inspiration calls – knowing that the 
Overflowing Cup working might splatter water on 
objects. What color cloth will you use? What sorts of objects will you want on a Water altar?

Things you’ll need (set on or near your altar)

• Bowl of salt water for purification – set this outside (or just inside) your room.

• Bell, chime, or metal bowl half-filled with water, etc – something that you can tap with a mallet or the butt of a knife to ring 
a tone. This will help with smooth transitions. 

• Book of Shadows and a pen.

• Hand mirror for the Deity invocation (Who Is the Goddess).

• for Working 1 – Tarot deck – if you don’t have a deck, use this online site: serennu.com/Tarot/pick.php

continued on next page

Careful preparation is the key to powerful Water magic!
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• for Working 2 (Overflowing Cup) – large bowl; towel; pitcher of drinking water (and a couple of extra jugs if you’re a group); 

a nice drinking cup (or a magical chalice) for each person. You can set these on your altar, or on the floor in front of it. 

• Water bottle or separate glass of drinking water (you might want a drink during the Water ritual!).

Songs – this ritual uses lots of songs – a different chant for every element. Find all of these songs, plus a grounding medita-
tion, in a special youtube playlist: 

WeaveAndSpin.org/tem-chants, or search 
<Reclaiming Chants Water Ritual>.

• Born of Water (gathering song)
• Grounding with Starhawk (optional)
• Elemental songs (all-in-one, or one per element)

• Air Moves Us (all elements in one song)
• Wings (Air)
• Holy Well and Sacred Flame (Fire)
• Beginning of the Earth (Water)
• Let the Beauty We Love (Earth)
• We Are a Circle Within a Circle (Center)

• Ancestors: Never Lose Our Way to the Well
• Deity invocation: Who Is the Goddess
• Working 1: Labyrinth Meditation Music (op-
tional)
• Working 1: The River She Is Flowing
• Working 2: She Changes Everything She Touches
• Devoking elements: When We Are Gone

WORKING: A WATER RITUAL

BEFORE YOU START
When all prep is done, step out of the space. Do any bio-tasks like visiting the restroom. 

Take a drink of water and pay attention as you drink it.

Purification – step up to the bowl of salt water. Take a breath and call your energy to yourself. On the exhale, let go of any 
tensions or distractions into the bowl of salt water. Do this several times. Then, dip your fingers in the water. Let them soak up 
the purifying power of the salt. Then, touch your belly, neck, hands, heart, third eye, etc. When you are finished, speak these 
words: “I am now entering sacred space. I am now entering sacred time.”

CREATING SACRED SPACE
Song for gathering: Born of Water. 

Welcome – in a group, this is a time to welcome people to the space, explain a little about what to expect, teach songs, etc. 

Honoring First People: Take a moment and remember that if you live in the Americas or Australia and are not of the First 
People, other Peoples lived here before you, and were the first to know the waters of this place. They did not cede this 
land voluntarily, and their descendants may still live here. Take a breath in memory of those People. Take a second breath 

continued on next page

Reclaiming Chants & Magical Audio – Free Online
• Playlists for rituals, workings, classes, and just plain listening

• Trances, groundings, audiobooks, & spoken word

WeaveAndSpin.org/playlists   •   WeaveAndSpin.org/tem-chants
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as a commitment to work for justice for all people, and especially for First Nations.

Grounding – if you are a group, one of you might lead the following grounding for the others. If you are working solo, you can 
read the grounding below and follow the steps – or use the grounding led by Starhawk on our Water Ritual playlist.

Grounding priestess invite people to stand tall and loose. Speak the following meditation slowly and calmly – pausing for a 
few seconds wherever you see three dots...

“Take a breath, and rock easily back and forth until you come to rest balanced on both feet...

“As you breathe, notice the moisture in your mouth... On each gentle exhale, water vapor is flowing out from you, flowing like 
mist, like a tiny rivulet... meeting other rivulets and flowing together, always gently seeking the easiest way forward...

“And the rivulets flow together into a bubbling brook... into a rushing creek... into a winding river that makes its way past 
rocky rapids... joining other rivers to form a torrent rolling 
toward the sea...

“The river widens into a delta, the fresh and salt water mix... 
and the water flows into the great ocean, joining waters that 
touch every continent... the tides carrying the water back and 
forth, back and forth...

“And from the water rises a mist, a vapor, carrying the water 
upward to the sky... swirling in the winds, billowing as a tow-
ering cloud... floating back over the land, carrying the water 
back to its home... raining down on us, replenishing the Earth 
and all living things...

“Take a breath for the rains... breathe in the vapor in the air... 
and complete the cycle of water...

“Touch your center and thank the water that sustains our life...

“Blessed be.”

Casting the circle – how about Hand to Hand and Heart to 
Heart to cast the circle? This works best in a familiar circle, not 
strangers. Here’s a group version and a solo version.

Group circle casting – stand in a circle without holding 
hands. First person reaches out with left hand and takes right 
hand of neighbor, saying: “Hand to hand (then touching the 
backs of their locked hands first to their own heart and then 
to the neighbor’s) and heart to heart, the circle is cast.” Leave locked hands over neighbor’s heart – they reach out to the next 
person and repeat, on around the circle. When it comes all the way around, with hands still on hearts, first person leads these 
words: “The circle is cast. We are between the worlds. What happens between the worlds, changes all the worlds. Let the 
magic begin!”

Solo circle casting – step to the Center and take a breath. Face to the North. Clasp your hands and say, “Hand to hand (touch 
clasped hands to your heart and then outward) and from my heart, the circle is cast.” Turn to the East and repeat. Continue 
around. Remember to turn all the way back to North before turning to the Center. Repeat once more for Center: “Hand to 
hand and from my heart – this circle is cast. I am between the worlds. What happens between the worlds can change all the 
worlds. Let the magic begin!”

Invoking the elements – invoke the elements with song. If time is short, you can use one song to invoke all the elements 

continued on next page
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(we’ve included Air Moves Us in the playlist). But why not sing a special song for each one?

If you like singing, this is your ritual. You can sing each invoking song for as long (or as short) as you wish. If you’re shy about 
your voice – read Workings: Voice Magic – then close the door, turn up the playlist, and start singing!

These songs are on the Water Ritual playlist. Use either the “all elements” song, or skip it and do the other five – or sing them all!

Invoking all elements – sing Air Moves Us at least five times. At end, say: “Hail and welcome, elements!”

Invoking East/Air – Facing East, sing Wings. At end, say: “Hail and welcome, Air!”

Invoking South/Water – Facing South, sing Holy Well and Sacred Flame. At the end, say: “Hail and welcome, Fire!”

Invoking West/Water – Facing West, sing (The Ocean Is the) Beginning of the Earth. At the end, say: “Hail and welcome, Water!”

Invoking North/Earth – Facing North, sing Let the Beauty We Love. At the end, kneel and kiss or touch the ground and say: 
“Hail and welcome, Earth!”

Invoking Center/Spirit – Facing Center, sing We Are a Circle Within a Circle. At the end, say: “Hail and welcome, Center!”

Invoking spirits of this place – sing a simple tone as you call to mind the special qualities of the rocks, air, and waters of this 
place on Earth.

Invoking ancestors – sing Never Lose Our Way to the Well as you think about ancestors of your bloodline and your culture. 
When you finish, name one or more ancestors and welcome them.

Invoking deity – take up the hand mirror. Gazing into it, sing along with the chorus of Who Is the Goddess (if you’re a group, 
pass the mirror around as you sing, with each person holding it up for the next).

Transition – with no words, ring the bell or chime.

WORKING 1 – Intuitive Tarot Divination
Music (optional) – Labyrinth Meditation Music (put the track on loop for this working).

Intent (in a group, a priestess speaks these words and more as needed to guide the working): “Here’s a chance to learn a 
simple Tarot reading that you can do for yourself. We’ll be reading intuitively, not by book-learning. If you already read Tarot, 
set aside your knowledge and sink into your intuition. 

“Whether you are new to Tarot or already do readings, remember – with intuition, there are no right or wrong answers, only 
your unique inspirations.

“This will help you frame a commitment or affirmation that we’ll charge with an Overflowing Cup Spell later in this ritual.”

Working – priestess takes up the Tarot cards. Others sit comfortably around the space. Solo – you’ll be your own priestess.

First – the question – sit quietly for a few minutes and come up with a question. It might be quite specific, like: “Should I quit 
my job and move to a new city?” Or it might be a broad query like: “Show me something new about my life.” 

J Book of Shadows – when you have your question, write it on a fresh page in your journal.

When people are ready, priestess speaks: “We’re going to do a three-card, ‘Past-Present-Future’ reading. We will be reading 
intuitively, not by book-knowledge. Try to set aside anything you already know about the cards and open your intuition. 
When you look at a card, let go of judgments and expectations, and follow your first glimmers of thought. With intuitive Tarot 
reading, there are no right or wrong answers, only questions and inspirations.”

Priestess invites people to think again of their question, say it silently to themselves, then draw (using their non-dominant 
hand) three cards and lay them face down as Past, Present, and Future.

Turn over the Past card. In your Book of Shadows, write “Past Influences,” and the number/suit of the card. Gazing at the cards, 

continued on next page
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meditate on these four questions. After the final question, write your answer (and any other thoughts) in your journal.

1) Look at the image on the card. Focus on the picture. Describe several things you see in the card. Let go of stories and inter-
pretations, and just describe things you see.

2) Quickly find one object or being in the card that is you. 
No need to know or say why. Simply feel that it’s you.

3) Make up a simple one- or two-sentence story about what 
is happening in the card, including the object that is you.

4) Now say briefly – “Given my question and the fact that 
this card represents ‘past influences’ – what is its meaning 
for me?” Write your thoughts in your journal.

Turn over the Present card. In your journal, write “Present 
Influences,” and the number/suit of the card. Repeat steps 
1-4 above, taking a few minutes to write after step 4.

Turn over the Future card. In your Book of Shadows, write 
“Future Possibilities,” and the number/suit of the card. Repeat 
steps 1-4 above, taking a few minutes to write after step 4.

J Book of Shadows – finally, lay all three cards side by side 
and see what patterns you notice. Take some time and write 
in your journal. Let the Tarot images act as inspiration for 
wherever your imagination might go. Try automatic writing 
– start your pen moving and don’t stop for a few minutes. 

Finish by closing your Book of Shadows. Take a slow drink 
of water, paying attention to each sip.

Group – if you’re a circle, you may want to get into groups 
of two or three and each person take a couple of minutes to 
talk about your reading – whatever you want to share. The others listen and hold space. Then come back to the circle and do 
a go-round where each person shares one word about what they gained from their reading.

Song – end this working by singing The River She Is Flowing for as long as you wish.

Transition – when the song comes to silence, priestess rings a bell, then begins the next working.

DISCUSSION – Magical Correspondences: What is Water?
In a group, a new priestess leads this part. Speak these words.

“While your journal is out, start a clean page and write this question: What Is Water? 

“Now set your pen down. Make yourself comfortable and let the spirit of Water flow through your mind. Let ideas and images 
filter past without judgment or attachment.

“When we say Water, do we mean the stuff our body is made of? Deep healing energy? The place we go swimming? Flexibil-
ity? The secret ingredient of instant soup? A symbol for constant change?

“When I invoke Water, I might be calling in cool, refreshing energy. I might be honoring the whales, a not-so-distant mamma-
lian relative which lives in water. I might be invoking relaxation and washing away tensions and stress. I might be settling in 
for a long, watery trance....

“Here are a few Water correspondences to get you thinking.” (Read list slowly, one word at a time.)

continued on next page
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A Water Ritual (pg 6)
Water Correspondences (a few examples)

• Fluidity
• Steam
• Neptune (the god) 
• Rapids
• Blue
• Dolphins

“Now ask yourself: what does Water mean to me? What does my intuition tell me? Write some words and ideas now, and add 
to your list over the next few days (or weeks).

“After you have written some words that mean Water to you, set your pen down and read the list to yourself. At the end, take 
a breath, then say to yourself: “These and much more are the gifts of Water. Blessed be!”

Transition – ring the chime and begin the next working.

WORKING 2 – Spell: Overflowing Cup (The Ace of Cups Spell)
Note – this working is explained in more detail in the back section – see Workings: Overflowing Cup Spell.

Prep – Set a large bowl in front of – or on – your altar. Set the pitcher full of drinking water next to the bowl. If you’re a group, 
have a couple of backup jugs of drinking water somewhere nearby.

Explain – Priestess briefly explains how the spell will work: “After a short meditation, each person declares, aloud or silently, 
what they are calling into their cup. I will pour overflowing water until you say, ‘Good.’ Then you may drink the water.

“Remember your Tarot reading. Look back at your journal if you wish... What was your question?... What past influences did you 
discover?... What did you learn about your present situation?... What future possibilities do you see?...

“Let the past, present, and future wash through your mind. Feel the possibilities.... And ask yourself – what energy do I need 
to invoke for myself to help me step into these possibilities?... What energy do I invoke to assist me in my work? Is there a 
type of energy that will especially support me?...” (For example, “awareness of the abundance of love around me,” or “patience 
and understanding,” or “focus and hard work” – whatever will support you.)

Give people time to think, then priestess invites people to take cups in their hands. One by one, people step up and declare 
(or silently think about) the energy they are invoking into their cup: “I call into this cup _______________.”

Priestess invites the person to hold their cup over the bowl. Priestess takes pitcher and begins pouring (solo – pour for 
yourself, with your attention on the cup, not the pitcher). Let the water overflow the cup and fall into bowl until person says, 
“Good.” (Solo – pour until you feel that you have enough and then some!)

Person breathes, then drinks the water and with it the magical energy they invoked. As you drink, keep your focus on your 
commitment. When finished, take a breath, then say clearly: “So mote it be!” (If a group, everyone repeats this.)

When everyone has had a turn, set bowl of water aside. Afterward – offer any surplus water to the Earth.

Song – sing a song to complete and charge the working – She Changes Everything She Touches (Kore Chant)

J Book of Shadows – take a few minutes and write in your journal. What feelings came up during and after this working?

OPENING THE CIRCLE
Devoke quickly, recalling a the songs you sang to invoke (or you can sing the songs again if you want – is it ever possible to 
sing Way to the Well too many times?).

Devoking deity – gaze again into your mirror. Ask: “Who Is the Goddess?” Take a breath and answer: “I am!” (In a group, priest-

continued on next page
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ess models this, then passes mirror counter-clockwise so each person can do this). At end, say: “Hail and farewell, Goddess!”

Devoking ancestors – take a breath, recalling your ancestors (naming again any you named earlier), then say something like 
this: “Ancestors, we will never lose our way to the well. We remember you. Hail and farewell.”

Devoking spirits of this place – sing a simple tone as you thank the rocks and waters and spirits of this land.

Devoking the elements – wny not devoke all the elements with one of the all-time favorite Reclaiming songs, co-written by 
Anne Hill and Starhawk: When We Are Gone. At the end, say: “Hail and farewell, elements!”

Opening the circle (group) – everyone joins hands, then circle casting priestess looks into the eyes of the person to their 
right – counter-clockwise – and releases hands. Indicate with a nod that they should continue their right. When it comes full 
circle, circle casting priestess begins and others join in: “The circle is open, but unbroken. May the peace of the Goddess go in 
our hearts. Merry meet, merry part, and merry meet again!”

Opening the circle (solo) – step to the Center, clasp your hands, and take a breath. Turn to the North, place your clasped 
hands over your heart, and say, “From my hands and from my heart, this circle is open.” Turn counter-clockwise to the West 
and repeat. Continue around. Remember to turn all the way back to North before turning to the Center. Say: “From my hands 
and from my heart – this circle is open, but unbroken. May the peace of the Goddess go in my heart. Merry meet, merry part, 
and merry meet again!”

Announcements – at a community ritual, now is the time for announcements and passing the hat. In a class, this is a time to 
remind people what they’ll need to bring to the next session and offer “magical home adventures” for people who want more.

Saying goodbye – if you’re a group, goodbye hugs can be a nice way to end a class. Asking permission before hugging 
someone is always a good idea, especially when people have been doing deep personal work.

If you’re doing a solitary ritual – hug yourself – and take some time to journal, listen to music, and have a grounding snack.

Afterward – offer any surplus water to your garden or a tree as a libation – pour it out as an offering onto the Earth.

CREATING MORE ELEMENTAL RITUALS
Reclaiming’s Elements of Magic classes does rituals like this for each element including Center/Spirit. The final session is a 
student-planned ritual – sort of like a final exam before you are turned loose to do elemental magic in the world!

Now that you’ve seen a Water ritual, can you take the basic outline and create a ritual for another element? 

The recipe is pretty simple, really: you take the outline at the beginning of the Ritual Skills chapter, add one or two workings 
that seem to fit with the element, mix in a few chants, wave your wand – and voila, instant Reclaiming ritual!

Workings – flip through the back of this book and let your intuition guide you. What workings make you think of Air? Fire? 
Earth? Spirit? 

Chants – look over the chants on pages XXXX – or better yet, go to the links below and give our playlists a listen. There’s even 
a special elements playlist. Visit these web pages:

WeaveAndSpin.org/playlists     •     WeaveAndSpin.org/tem-chants     •     ReclaimingQuarterly.org/web/elements

A Water Ritual (pg 7)
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Create Your Own Rituals
Use this Book to Craft Your Own!

INTENT
Now that you’ve seen (and heard) some rituals, you can take the tools from the Ritual Skills chapter, combine them with one 
or two workings, and add chants. Stir vigorously, then let it stand for a while. There you have it – a Reclaiming ritual!

Although organizers love it when people come 
to our camps, classes, and community rituals, 
Reclaiming’s goal is to empower your magic – 
your unique blend of invocations and workings 
for yourself or a circle.

You can make your rituals as formal or simple as 
you wish. Grounding, casting a circle, and invok-
ing elements and allies can be major undertak-
ings, or quick (yet powerful) ways to create a 
magical container for other workings. 

Shortcut – you can use the invocations and 
music from the Grounding and Affirmation rituals 
earlier in this chapter, and substitute different 
workings, divination, meditations, etc.

Want a quick review? Listen to Starhawk’s 
trance journey Way to the Well (see page XXXX). 
You’ll see how simply she creates sacred space 
and gets on with the workings.

Not sure you’re ready? Welcome to the club! 

A lot of people felt that way when they did their 
first roles at a WitchCamp or as part of a community ritual, or did their first meditation or Tarot reading on their own. Yet the 
more often they did it, the better they got. Amazing, huh? 

Let the magic begin!

SPACE & TIME
Enough room for your workings. Allow an hour or more for a ritual and some hang-out time afterward – even for solo work.

PREP
Bookmark the Ritual Outline on page XXX – this reminds you of the typical flow of a Reclaiming-style ritual. Reclaiming rituals 
can be improvised, but most follow this basic flow, which gives us a common language and structure. 

Plan your ritual – write down your ideas for creating sacred space, and decide on your working(s) – post-its are handy. 

Find chants on youtube, spotify, or other source and “save/like” them – make a playlist of your favorites (or bookmark ours) 
so they’re handy. For ideas, see pages XXXXX and visit WeaveAndSpin.org/playlists.

continued on next page

A ritual planning circle gathers during a teens Pearl Pentacle weekend 
workshop. Sometimes the best rituals are planned right before they happen – 
this allows people to shape ritual workings to fit the group’s energy.
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Create Your Own Rituals (pg 2)
Use this Book to Craft Your Own!

Create an altar – it might be elaborate, or as simple as a cloth and bowl of water – whatever will provide a focal point and help 
you feel that your space is sacred.

Materials needed – look over the instructions for your workings to see what prep and materials are needed. Put stuff by an 
altar or wherever will be handy. Bring your Book of Shadows as well.

Have water available, and have some healthy snacks ready for afterward – fruit, nuts, bread – food that will help you feel 
grounded. Save chocolate and soda for another time.

RITUAL 
Ready? You can always keep this book under your altar for quick inspirations!

Step outside your space. Turn off your phone. Ask family or roommates not to disturb you.

Step up to the entrance to your ritual space. Take a breath. When you are ready, enter and begin.

Go at your own rate – every individual or group has their own pace, their own sense of when “enough is enough.” Trust your in-
tuition – while giving things time to come to fruition. Sometimes a working starts slowly, then picks up momentum. Give it time.

J Book of Shadows – when the last ally is devoked and the circle is opened, take a bit of time and write about your experi-
ence, what worked (or not), lessons learned, etc. If you’re a group, allow 5-8 minutes. Alone, take the time you need.

Congratulations! Hopefully you feel satisfied when the ritual is complete. If it wasn’t perfect, remember – the Wheel of the 
Year never stops turning. There’s always next time!

Small circles make for 
more intimate workings 
within a larger ritual – 
Teen Earth Magic 2010.
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After the Ritual...

Welcome to the WitchCamp Fire Circle!

Celebrate your rituals by listening to Campfire Chants! Find the album on spotify, youtube, etc and have it ready when your ritual ends. 

There’s also a downloadable Lyrics & Lore booklet available at CampfireChants.org – including guitar/ukulele chords.

Welcome to the WitchCamp fire circle. We could be gathered anywhere from 
Vermont to Queensland, from British Columbia to Germany. 

On this evening, let’s imagine we’re gathered among the redwoods of North-
ern California at one of our half-dozen regional WitchCamps.

The ritual is over. A few folks have headed to bed. Others pull up camp chairs 
and blankets around the fire ring. Snacks magically appear.

As people talk or gaze into the fire, a camper picks up a guitar and strums a 
Magnetic Fields song. Someone borrows the guitar and sings Joni Mitchell. 
Another plays Kimya Dawson on a ukulele. As the fire flares up, we sing The 
Welcome Flame.

We really do sing chants around the campfire. Not all the time. They’re inter-
spersed with Indigo Girls, Nirvana, Beyoncé, the Corries, and always another 
Beatles song. One Direction gets their due, along with Patsy Cline, Chuck Berry, 
and Bob Marley.

Still, nothing gets everyone singing more than My Soul or We Are the Rising 
Sun. And there’s rarely a night that doesn’t end with Goodnight Sweet Witches.

The ritual may be over – but the WitchCamp circle is cast for the entire evening. Even around the campfire, we are still 
between the worlds. And what happens between the worlds, changes all the worlds.

Let the magic begin!
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Magical Activism
• Roundtable: Magic & Activism .................................................................................................XXX

• Getting Started ..........................................................................................................................XXX

• Our Activist Ancestors ...............................................................................................................XXX

• Reclaiming Activism: Yesterday & Today ................................................................................XXX

An Activist Handbook

• Perspectives on Nonviolence ...................................................................................................XXX

• Consensus: A Collective Process ..............................................................................................XXX

• Affinity Groups & Anarchist Organizing .................................................................................XXX

• Solidarity: Together We’re Stronger ........................................................................................XXX

• Dismantling Oppressions: Racism, Sexism, Homophobia, Transphobia, Classism ...........XXX

• Preparing for Activism ..............................................................................................................XXX

• Activist Workings .......................................................................................................................XXX

• Activist Resources ......................................................................................................................XXX

Photo: Solstice in the Streets, June 2011.
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Magical Activism
Reclaiming’s Unique Synthesis

From its earliest days, Reclaiming has blended practi-
cal magic with front-line activism – taking direct 
steps to change our world. 

When people directly work for change, rather than 
lobbying someone else to do it – we are activists.

Whether it’s volunteering with Food Not Bombs, orga-
nizing a community event such as a ritual or festival, 
marching in the streets, or joining in civil disobedience 
– we are taking direct action.

Add magical skills, and voilá – magical activism!

Reclaiming: A History of Activism
In Reclaiming’s early years, Pagan affinity 
groups took part in mass direct actions 
at sites such as Diablo Canyon Nuclear 
Power Plant, Livermore Nuclear Weap-
ons Lab, and Nevada test Site. 

Reclaiming’s early affinity groups 
are portrayed in Luke Hauser’s book, 
Direct Action: An Historical Novel and 
Starhawk’s Dreaming the Dark. 

Over the years the Pagan Cluster has 
been active in 1990s anti-war actions, 
Seattle WTO protests in 1999, anti-glo-
balization protests of the 2000s, as part 
of Occupy actions in 2011, and with the 
social and environmental justice move-
ments of the later 2010s. 

As we edited this book, 
Reclaiming folks across 
the US took to the streets 
as part of the Black Lives 
Matter uprising.

Our Activism
This chapter shares 
history and organizing 
philosophies as well as 
tools for taking action to 
reshape oour world. 

We’ll share stories, skills – 
and simple ways you and 
a few friends can take 
action starting right now!

Follow Pagan Cluster 
activism at WeaveAndSpin.org/activism

Photos
Top: Occupy Oakland General Strike, 2011

Middle: Pagan Cluster arrests at 2008 anti-war action, SF

Bottom: Folks from WICCA (Bay Area Pagan Cluster) join the Red 
Rebel Brigade and Extinction Rebellion for a 2019 action in SF.

Youtube Video
Nonviolent Direct Action: A Brief History

WeaveAndSpin.org/youtube
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Where does it get difficult?
John (A): It’s a long road. If I didn’t do it with other people 
who have a similar orientation, I’d just get depressed. I still 
get depressed sometimes! But when I’m feeling connec-
tion with community and with the world, there’s strength, 
empowerment – there’s power-with. 

Mykel (Y): It’s weird to me what issues catch on with 
people – sometimes it seems kind of random. When I feel 
emotional about something, it’s hard for me that others 
don’t feel the same urgency as I do.

Have you done spell-type magic around 
activism?
Sequoia (Y): Yes, but when it’s a mobile kind of situa-
tion, the spells are very informal. I don’t employ tools, like 
physical objects. If I need fire energy, or I need a ground-
ing, I view my body as the vessel of my magic. 

John (A): When people think about witchcraft, they think 
of spells and stuff. I never got good at that. I emphasize 
more connecting with nature. I focus on the oneness of 
nature, feeling the connection. 

Maeve (Y): I’ve been lucky to go to protests with witches, 
where we do stuff together – a brief grounding, maybe 
a pop-up circle that can travel with us. This can help 

Roundtable: Magic & Activism
What’s the connection between Earth 
magic and activism?
Jamie (A): Activism is the application, the fruit, 
the walking of the talk. If there isn’t activism, 
there isn’t magic. 

Ingrid (Y): You don’t have to be Pagan. You just 
have to care about the Earth. If you come from a 
strong connection to the Earth, then activism is 
a given.

Miranda (Y): It’s an overlap, like a Venn diagram. 
You can be an activist and not be spiritual, or, 
spiritual and not really an activist. And then you 
can be both. If you do Earth magic, you want to 
do something to take care of it.

Kim (A): It’s a spiritual calling to make the world a 
better place. That’s why we’re here as humans.

Talise (Y): Ritual is about making change – to 
have the intention to go out and make a change.

John (A): My activism is part of my bigger spiri-
tual path. An injustice is happening, or something 
is out of balance – magic and activism come into play to 
bring that back into balance.

What draws you to do activism with a spirit-
based group like Reclaiming?
John (A): The emphasis on balance and connection, using 
one’s intuition to address injustices, not just theories of 
revolution. There’s a sense of feeling it. I sometimes do 
stuff with other groups. It actually is magical, but if you 
ask the people involved, they wouldn’t say it was magic.

Kim (A): I’m not exclusive to Reclaiming. I choose to do 
things with Reclaiming people because there’s a connec-
tion to magic, to the bigger picture, to using intuition and 
magic to change the world. I also like doing traditional 
tactics with people that I have a deep spiritual affinity 
with, that I’ve done things over and over with, that have 
the same spiritual values. There’s a groundedness in com-
munity. 

How do rituals relate to activism? How does 
magic affect the world?

continued on next page

Pagan Cluster activists magically soften the “Bankers’ Heart,” the local name for 
the massive granite blob at San Francisco’s Bank of America plaza.
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contain and conserve our energy, instead of getting over-
whelmed, which I can easily do in a big crowd when many 
things are happening all at once!

Hilary (Y): In the last year, yes. Quite frankly, there were 
fascists coming to San Francisco. And I was like, I’m 
freaking out and I feel helpless and I want to do some-
thing. So I called on my community, many of whom I 
met through Witchlets and Teen Earth Magic, and they 
were like yeah, I feel the same way. We did a spell in the 
middle of a march through San Francisco.

You did the spell during the protest?
Hilary (Y): Right – as we were navigating cops with giant 
machine-gun-looking things, guarding buildings for gosh 
knows what reason, and we’re checking twitter feeds to 
find out where these [right-wing] people were – it was 
in-the-moment, a spell we did 
in the middle of the street. It 
doesn’t often occur to me to do 
that!

What are ways you do 
activism in your personal 
life?
Hilary (Y): When we were in 
a drought, I made a conscious 
effort when I was using water, to 
say thank you to that water. That 
was a result of a spell we did at 
Teen Earth Magic around water. 
We did a ritual as a gift to water. 
From there, I did a year and a 
day of gratitude to water.

Mykel (Y): Recently I’ve been in-
volved in a letter-writing group 
to get resources for prisoners to 
advocate for themselves. I have 
a pen-pal in a state prison. She’s 
a trans woman. I feel like what I have to offer is that I can 
listen. It’s a concrete way I can, not dismantle the system, 
but fight against the isolation it causes. I can relate to 
people and decrease isolation – that’s something I know 
how to do, that fills this huge need. That feels really good.

Ingrid (Y): While I do believe we can change ourselves 
and our community through ritual, I feel like there’s this 
other piece – there’s personal steps we can take. It’s about 
weaving together a state of living that allows us to be 
conscious and really engage with the environment and 

Roundtable: Magic & Activism (pg 2)
living on this planet – coming to a place where we really 
deeply care about reducing our impact.

Kim (A): My professional work has been with underprivi-
leged populations, trying to make the world a better 
place. 

John (A): I’m a sociologist – I made a leap of faith that 
education is a path to liberation. It’s frustrating, and it 
hasn’t gone as smoothly as I’d have liked. But I have hope 
in the people I’ve taught. I’ve opened some eyes to injus-
tices in the world. 

Follow the Pagan Cluster at WeaveAndSpin.org.

Occupation of the main Bank of America lobby in the San Francisco finan-
cial district – Solstice in the Streets, 2011.
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Reclaiming is an “activist” tradition. When we say the Earth is sacred, we are willing to work to protect and heal our planet.

Activism means many things – it can mean taking part in a protest or occupation, and even risking arrest, as many Reclaiming 
people have done over the years.

It can mean volunteering in a soup kitchen – Reclaiming folks helped start Berkeley-Oakland Food Not Bombs, and in turn 
FNB activists created the North Altar for many years at the Spiral Dance.

It can mean dancing in the streets, as people did at Solstice in the Streets, Occupy Oakland, and many other events. It can mean 
rituals, silent vigils, festivals, and marches. It can mean writing letters or attending public hearings and city council meetings.

Activism also means how we live our daily lives. Am I reducing my carbon footprint? Do I recycle or collect rainwater? Take pub-
lic transit? Practice nonviolent communication? Take an active role in my community (whatever that means to each of us)?

GETTING STARTED – Alone & With Others

Solitary Activism – What Can We Do Alone?
The personal is political – this wisdom comes from the feminist movement, reminding us that the ways we treat one 
another, ourselves, and our community – the ways we live our daily lives – are just as important as our efforts to change the 
wider world.

If we organize for peace but fight with our fellow activists... if we work to protect the environment but drive everywhere we 
go... if we say our body is a living temple but feed it with junk food – we’re out of balance with ourselves.

J Book of Shadows – personal-as-political – take five min-
utes or more and write in your journal about some ways you 
might want to change the way you live your daily life. 

When you finish, look back and ask: “What is one thing I could 
do in the next week to begin to make these changes?” Write 
that down. 

Take a breath and read it again. Does it seem right? Does it 
seem do-able? 

If so, write the date and sign your name. If not, take a breath 
and release it for now. 

Either way, inhale as you commit to continuing to look at your 
life, and exhale to seal the working. “So mote it be!”

Educate ourselves – we can visit Guardian.co.uk, Vox, and 
other progressive sites and learn what is going on in the 
world. We can learn about alternative energy, new transit 
design, home gardening, etc. Hopefully our learning inspires 
us to take the next step and seek out like-minded people.

Permaculture – learning about and practicing Permacul-
ture (sustainable agriculture and social practices) is another 
step we can take on our own. The Earth Path by Starhawk is 
a good introduction, and you can visit Starhawk.org for her 
current workshops and writings.

Magical Activism: Getting Started

continued on next page
Solstice in the Streets – young folks from Reclaiming helped orga-
nize a day of activism and street theater in San Francisco in 2011.
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Magical Activism: Getting Started (pg 2)
Finding Others – Wherever We Live

Co-conspirators – beyond the “personal as political,” though, activism needs co-conspirators. Trying to change the world 
alone is a great way to burn out and get discouraged and cynical. Having others – even a few – to share activism can make all 
the difference.

If you know interested people – friends, school comrades, folks at your church, temple, or synagogue, local activists you’ve 
met – you’re in luck! With even one friend, you can do bannering, street theater, sidewalk chalking, and other actions. As you 

step out, others may come forward to join you. 

A Pagan Cluster has been part of many direct actions, occu-
pations, and encampments going back to the 1980s. A large 
and vibrant Pagan Cluster took part in the 1999 Seattle WTO 
actions, and at many other “convergences” – activist gatherings 
for protest, networking, and education. 

Groups of Pagans have taken part in Bay Area actions, includ-
ing Occupy actions in 2011. Reclaiming folks spiral danced at 
Occupy Oakland, did activist preps and got arrested in San 
Francisco, and organized singalongs at Occupy Berkeley. One 
Witchlets family even moved in at Occupy Berkeley.

What are groups doing in your area? Join in and start shar-
ing your own inspirations. You just might be the spark that’s 
needed!

What If I Don’t Know Others? 

Don’t know others interested in activism? Not to worry. No 
matter where you live, there are good-hearted people working 
to change the world. 

Think about the issues you care about – then look around and 
find an issue that has already brought people in your commu-
nity together. 

By volunteering at a community garden you’ll meet other car-
ing, active people who like getting their hands dirty. Maybe 
there’s a bike repair co-op where folks might be excited about 
making street theater props. Join a letter-writing circle, and you 
might find people interested in other activism as well. Unitarian 

and Quaker congregations as well as local eco-villages and environmental groups are good places.

Wherever we are, we can take the first step. Find people doing something you believe in, and ask to join in.

Taking the First Step
Do you know your next step? Do you know who you will contact and what you want to do? Go for it!

Looking for a little more clarity? Try an intuitive tarot reading (see Workings: Tarot) with questions such as: “What issues and 
types of activism call me? Where should I look for allies (and co-conspirators)?” 

In making a commitment, consider a personal working such as the Overflowing Cup to add magical energy to your resolve.
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WitchCamp bonfire or in someone’s living room. 

Magic itself can be solitary. Depending on where you 
live and who you know, you may be doing rituals alone 
right now. 

But wherever you are, you can seek kindred activist spirits. 
Serving food together, picking up trash on a beach, co-
tending a community garden – these connect people 
more than digital “chatting” ever will.

What About Following the News?
What about staying up on “the news”? Does it make us 
more effective activists and human beings to know up-to-
the-minute facts about distant events?

Here’s some thoughts. 

Most “news” is entertainment in disguise. Its purpose is 
not to educate or empower you, but to sell the accompa-
nying advertising.

The last thing “news” aims to do is empower us. The 
unspoken message of media reports is always that the 
“news” is happening somewhere else, and you are not 
involved. Your job is to watch and consume.

If there’s a hurricane in your hometown, by all means, fol-
low the news. 

If something distant happens actually that demands your 
personal response, don’t worry – your friends will text you 
about it!

What if we agreed that we will spend no more time look-
ing at news than doing activism? What if for every hour 
we spend looking at media, we spend an hour cleaning 
up a hiking trail or going to a protest march? 

What if we caught up on the news once a week, figuring 
anything important will stick around for a while, or we’ll 
hear people talking about it?

Just asking. 

News can be irresistible, like chocolate. When you need to 
indulge, try the UK Guardian.

The Guardian (guardiannews.com)
If you are called to the news, bookmark The Guardian, a 
daily newspaper and website based in London. 

It’s the best source of English-language news on the 
internet, with lots of U.S. and world news.

Magical Activism: Getting Started (pg 3)
Internet Activism? Nope...
What about the internet? 

Use the web to find activism in your hometown – maybe 
a Food Not Bombs group or a soup kitchen, a health 
clinic looking for volunteers, a Black Lives Matter group, 
anti-nuclear activists, a bike co-op, people working for the 
rights of women, gays, minorities, etc.

Use the internet to learn about issues – but see the next 
section for some thoughts on “the news.”

Beyond that? Clicking a mouse isn’t “Earth activism.” All the 
“likes” in the world don’t add up to one forest saved.

Creating change comes by weaving our life energy, not 
sharing status updates. World-changing energy is spun 
not by typing words, but by chanting, spiral dancing, 
or laughing together, whether you are circled around a 

Luke Hauser’s historical novel tells the back-story 
of Reclaiming, placing the Pagan Cluster amidst 
California’s vibrant activist scene.

Free download of PDF version – DirectAction.org

“Affinity groups, consensus, and solidarity come alive. 
Engaging stories of real people – stories that can be 
laughed at, cried over, and treasured.” 

– Karen Pickett, Earth First!
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Reclaiming Activism: Yesterday & Today
A photo journey from 1980 to 2020!

Activist Ancestors
A look back at previous generations of activism and 
their legacies. 

Youtube: A Brief History of Nonviolent 
Direct Action
Luke Hauser’s 25-minute survey of activism 
through US history – including many Pagan 
Cluster photos!

WeaveAndSpin.org/youtube

Magical Activism Through History 
Inheritances, Stories, Legacies
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Activist Ancestors
by Luke Hauser

A major part of Reclaiming’s backstory is found not in ritual 
circles or magic classes but in the streets.

Reclaiming and co-conspirators are heirs to a long tradition of 
nonviolent resistance. Here’s one person’s sense of some move-
ments which have inspired today’s styles of magical activism.

This article mainly covers Europe and North America. Sections 
on Gandhi and on cultural resistance broaden the perspective. 

For our magical background and a general introduction, see 
WeaveAndSpin.org/history-ancestors/.

DIGGERS & LEVeLLERS 
England 1649

In older times the term “Diggers” was used loosely as 
an insult toward any squatters or political dissidents. A 
famous group calling itself True Levellers but known to 
history as the Diggers assembled during the English Civil 
War to occupy untended land outside of London. 

Inspired by pamphleteer 
Gerard Winstanley, the 
group occupied several 
sites during Spring 1649 
before being violently 
dispersed, not by Puritan 
authorities (who visited 
the site but left the Dig-
gers undisturbed), but 
by thugs hired by local 
property owners.

The similarity to Food 
Not Bombs, Homes Not 
Jails, and other grassroots 
groups of recent decades 
is striking – reclaiming 
underused resources and 
redistributing them to 
those in need, even at the 
risk of state repression. 
This is a model for direct 
action organizing – you 
provide a social service. 
If police interfere, it high-
lights the injustice of the 
system.

The Diggers’ legacy also 

lives on in fights against privatization of community 
resources such as schools, medicine, and housing – we 
advocate for the common good instead of private profit.

Levellers – another pejorative term thrown at political 
progressives of the mid-1600s who demanded decent 
conditions for working people, an end to the enclosure of 
common land, religious tolerance, and increased political 
participation. Drawing their base from among indepen-
dent producers and craftspeople, most so-called Levellers 
didn’t favor collectivism or communism.

In the Civil War era when censorship collapsed, the Level-
lers (and Diggers and religious radicals) flooded Britain 
with home-produced pamphlets – an inspiration to self-
publishers everywhere!

Loosely-affiliated organizers in the Parliamentary Army 
and radical congregations pioneered the mass petition, 
notably the manifesto The Agreement of the People. 
While not a party in the modern sense, these agitators 
had tremendous influence in the army and radical circles, 

and their ideas were a force in English politics 
until the Cromwellian reaction of 1650.

Their broad program of justice and participa-
tion has remained an inspiration to grassroots 
activists ever since.

Diggers and Levellers rose during the English 
Civil War era of the 1640s, which was a period 
of incredible political, religious, and social up-
heaval. Among other groups (often so-named 
by adversaries) were Seekers, Manifestarians, 
Quakers, Ranters, and Muggletonians.

Christopher Hill’s book, The World Turned Up-
side Down, is a colorful and inspiring look at 
radical groups of the era. There is also a short 
article about the Diggers on the WeaveAnd-
Spin website – see endnotes.

QUAKERS, UNITARIANS, &  
CONGREGATIONALISTS 
1700s to present

A survey of radical Protestant sects – let alone 
Jewish, Buddhist, Humanist, and other groups 
– would take an encyclopedia. Let’s take a 
quick look at a few movements that have 
directly influenced Reclaiming and modern 
Paganism.

Declaration and Standard of the Levellers of Eng-
land – a pamphlet from the revolutionary era of 
the 1640s. Image courtesy WikiMedia Commons.
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The Puritan legacy – although today they are seen as 
progressive voices, several large mainstream Protestant 
denominations have their roots in Puritanism. In addition 
to moral constriction, their legacy of individual pursuit of 
salvation has fed a hostility to collective solutions.

Quakers – Born amid the turmoil of the English Civil War 
(see above), the Society of 
Friends survived the post-
1650 reaction by avowing 
political quietism and paci-
fism. The pejorative name 
“Quakers” stuck. 

Some emigrated across 
the Atlantic, settling in the 
colony of Pennsylvania. 
Quakers have long been 
active in social issues such 
as the abolition of slavery 
and opposition to war and 
militarism.

During WWI (1914-18), 
Friends Service Commit-
tees were organized in 
England and the US to assist 
members in resisting mili-
tary conscription. Since that 
time, the American Friends Service Committee (AFSC) has 
been involved in many progressive issues. 

AFSC members took part in Civil Rights activism, and 
passed along techniques and philosophy of nonviolent 
resistance to the anti-nuclear movement that spawned 
Reclaiming (see below). Nonviolence practices reached 
Reclaiming via AFSC trainers (see Nonviolence essays in 
Dancing the Spiral – and visit DirectAction.org).

Unitarians – Originating in Eastern Europe in the Refor-
mation period, Unitarian beliefs found fertile ground in 
England during the Civil War period (see Diggers above). 
Organized congregations had formed by the later 1700s. 

Among the various groups adopting the name Unitar-
ian, the common thread is a belief that God is One, as 
opposed to mainstream Christianity’s trinity. The groups 
have tended to be politically and socially progressive, dat-
ing back to their English radical roots.

Unitarians are organized as independent congregations, 
and form part of a broad Protestant movement known as 
congregationalism – see below.

In the religious ferment of the early 1800s, some Unitarian 
congregations merged as the Unitarian Universalist As-
sociation. UU fellowships are active across North America, 
and support many progressive and community causes.

Some UU groups have a Pagan Interest Circle known as 

the Covenant of UU Pagans, or CUUPS. How do Unitarians 
address polytheism? “One Goddess, many names!”

Congregationalists – A loose term for a type of religious 
organizing that includes Unitarians, Quakers, Baptists, 
and other independent groups. Each local congregation 
handles its own affairs, hires its own clergy, pays its own 

bills, etc. In particular, 
there are no bishops 
or other hierarchical 
church officials above 
the congregation. 

When the dust settled 
after the American 
religious ferment of 
the early 1800s, some 
Protestant groups 
formed a sect known 
as Congregationalists, 
which later merged 
into the United 
Church of Christ. The 
UCC still uses a con-
gregationalist struc-
ture, and is among the 
more progressive of 
Protestant denomina-

tions.

Reclaiming communities and camps are “congregational-
ist” in the sense that each operates independently and 
makes its own decisions. Reclaiming has a network of 
trained teachers, but local groups are free to choose 
among those teachers, and also to add others of their 
own choosing. (The formal requirement is that Witch-
Camps or classes taught in Reclaiming’s name have at 
least one Reclaiming-trained teacher. Contact a local 
WitchCamp or ReclaimingQuarterly@gmail.com for info.)

Reformation infuences – see Magical Ancestors section.

Jewish Influences
See also the essay on Magical History for more Jewish 
influences on Reclaiming and Neo-Paganism. 

Jewish traditions of biblical commentary – where there 
are no recognized authorities, but volumes of debate over 
interpretation – have contributed to the ever-evolving 
culture of radical strategizing and organizing.

Also pertinent is the American Jewish development of 
independent congregations. The Rabbinic tradition – a 
direct and indirect influence on many of us – empha-
sizes holding power accountable and a hope for a better 
tomorrow. 

Change is possible! 

Quakers? Seekers? Ranters? Reclaiming spiral dancers in funny clothes? 
Mid-1600s satirical illustration. Courtesy WikiMedia Commons.
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SUFFRAGISTS  
1800s-1920

The suffragists are notable as an early feminist move-
ment with at least some factions dedicated to nonviolent 
direct action. Arising in the mid-1800s, the campaign for 
women’s right to vote took until after WWI to succeed in 
most countries, and even 
then was often limited by 
property qualifications.

The movement also advo-
cated for wider women’s 
social rights and partici-
pation.

Various factions favored 
lobbying, nonviolent 
activism, and property 
destruction. As usual, 
actions that damaged 
property garnered most 
media attention, and 
were often denounced as 
“violence.” 

Nonviolent actions 
involved women chaining 
themselves to railings in 
public buildings, refusing 
to pay taxes or fines, and 
going on hunger strikes, as 
well as mass marches and 
demonstrations.

As the movement evolved, fissures developed along class 
and race lines – would the women’s movement challenge 
white privilege and elite dominance of politics, or did 
it simply seek to open more opportunities to already-
advantaged people?

Still, throughout a century of organizing, the suffragist 
movement was a rare example of women’s political lead-
ership, and prepared women for participation in govern-
ments as well as social leadership positions.

ANARCHISM 
Late 1800s

The original people to use the term “anarchist” are not 
exactly today’s most prized ancestors. Give them props 
for coming up with a great name, and for the idea that we 
don’t need leaders to tell us what to do.

Unfortunately, in its early days, anarchism seemed often 
to attract unstable people who threw bombs or attempt-
ed to assassinate political leaders. In more than one case 
(notably the Haymarket debacle in 1886, which discred-
ited a labor action and led to executions of innocent 

organizers), a vibrant mass movement was derailed by the 
violent actions of a few.

By the 1900s, the use of “anarchist” violence was being cri-
tiqued by Lenin and others as a failure of faith – to resort 
to private acts of violence betrays lack of confidence in a 
mass movement and the inevitablity of socialist victory.

The main takeaway from the early history of 
Anarchism is the vision of a leaderless, truly 
democratic movement in which each person 
fully develops their own gifts and powers, 
coupled with a commitment to direct action.

This loosely anarchist approach is sometimes 
called “feminist process.”

LABOR ORGANIZING 
c. 1900

Labor movements have long been a back-
bone of popular resistance. Peasant uprisings, 
enclosure protests, Luddite and other incipient 
anti-capitalist movements, and finally socialist-
inspired labor unions have helped focus work-
ing people’s passions.

Activists are heirs to working people’s pride, 
insisting that work is good and fulfilling, not 
something to be shunned and scorned – 
hence the amount of volunteer work some 
people do!

A gift of older labor movements is the idea of 
solidarity – of sticking together through thick 
and thin (mainly thin). When a union strikes, 

everyone goes out. Those who refuse are pressured to 
comply. Facing massive corporations and their govern-
ment agents, workers and their communities gained 
strength in unity.

Other political movements have adopted the idea of 
solidarity, with varying success. 

Essentially, solidarity works best when it is imposed by the 
situation – everyone works at the same factory, or every-
one has the same minority skin color. As someone said: 
“When you’re stuck together, you stick together.”

Direct action movements have adopted solidarity as 
a resistance tactic, particularly when in jail. Protesters 
demand equal treatment, decent conditions, and that no 
one be singled out as a leader (note the connection with 
anarchism). 

This “jail solidarity” works to a degree – basically, it works 
as long as people are “stuck together.” Once some are of-
fered release, solidarity becomes voluntary, and is much 
more difficult to maintain.

Ultimately, the legacy of past working class organizing is 

International Workers of the World, or Wobblies 
–  anarchist-influenced labor radicals whose 
heyday was around 1900. The Wobbly vision of 
one great union of all workers endures! 
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a strong sense of the dignity of human labor, and a faith 
that our lives will go better if we stick together!

MARX, LENIN, & SOCIALISM 
Early 1900s

How can this essay not mention Marx, Lenin, & Company? 

Yet speak their names and the witch hunters spring into 
action. The 1950s McCarthyist hysteria was aimed at all 
socialists – but particularly Soviet-style Marxism-Lenin-
ism. Even today their names are met with ignorance and 
fear.

Karl Marx was a sharp thinker (as well as a cranky co-
organizer). His attempts to establish working people’s 
organizations ended in hair-
splitting schism and bitter 
denunciations of “deviations.” 

Yet he bequeathed an 
optimistic sense that those 
striving to create a world of 
peace and justice are moving 
with the inexorable tide of 
history. Marx’s Hegel-inspired, 
developmental view of history 
suggests that within the capi-
talist socio-economic system 
are sown the seeds (ie, the 
new organizing structures) of 
its transcendence by social-
ism. Victory is inevitable if we 
persevere!

Marx’s writing continues 
to inspire critical thinkers. 
Volume One of Das Kapital 
remains a solid introduction 
to economic analysis, and his 
political essays are short, pithy 
critiques of contemporary 
events. His theory of historical 
materialism is foundational in 
fields from radical economics 
to history to cultural studies.

Vladimir Lenin was a principle organizer of the 1917 Bol-
shevik Revolution. He had some good ideas, such as the 
need for a broad network of communications and a dis-
ciplined party capable of making decisions and carrying 
them out (amazing idea, huh?). His excellent essay State 
& Revolution articulates the need for new forms of social 
power, as opposed to simply capturing old offices and 
structures – hence the need for revolution, not reform.

He also helped pave the way for Stalin’s dictatorship 
by insisting on the unquestioned power of Bolshevik 

party leadership. In Lenin’s eyes, only the leadership of a 
disciplined communist party could correctly assess the 
revolutionary situation and offer clear direction to the 
working masses. Under Stalin, this became virtually one-
person rule.

Lenin’s legacy is largely negative – North American anar-
chism of the post-60s era grew in response to the Lenin-
ist-inspired, male-hierarchical radicalism of the 60s. 

Sadly, Marx’s economic critiques and Lenin’s sense of 
disciplined commitment seem to have been lost along 
the way. 

Rosa Luxembourg – German socialist organizer whose 
approach was more grassroots than Lenin’s. While still an 
ardent socialist, she believed that revolutionary uprisings 

had to originate with popular agitation, 
and the role of the party was to shape 
and channel this energy. Lenin accused 
her of expecting “spontaneous” revolu-
tion, compared to his own vision that 
the communist party would interpret 
and announce the time and place. Lux-
embourg’s legacy continues to inspire 
fresh visions of Marxism.

Leon Trotsky – a late-comer to Lenin’s 
hardline Bolshevism, Trotsky tended 
more toward the theories of popular 
initiative favored by Rosa Luxembourg. 
This set him at odds with Stalin, who 
eventually had Trotsky assassinated. 
Trotsky spelled out a theory of “dual 
power,” whereby revolutionary move-
ments build autonomous institutions 
and bases of power that gradually 
supplant the old bourgeois institu-
tions, until in a revolutionary moment 
the old powers are simply swept aside. 
Trotsky’s History of the Russian Revolu-
tion is inspiring and provocative.

Antonio Gramsci – Italian communist 
imprisoned by Mussolini, from where 
he wrote his influential Prison Note-
books. Developed idea of “hegemony,” 

of building alternative political, cultural, social, and eco-
nomic power prior to and parallel with direct confronta-
tions with authority. Post-1960s ideas of cultural revolu-
tion owe something to Gramsci, as do analyses which 
move beyond crude economic determinism to acknowl-
edge the key roles of ideology and social power. Gram-
sci’s multi-polar approach to power helped open leftist 
strategizing to movements such as feminism (power and  
the role of reproduction), black power (who is and is not 
part of a community or social group), etc.

The Seattle Socialist, July 1906 – one of thousands of 
radical ‘zines of the Progressive Era. Image courtesy 
UW Labor Press Project.
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WALDORF & CHILD DEVELOPMENT
Waldorf education, based in the teachings of Rudolph 
Steiner, aims to develop people’s artistic, intellectual, and 
practical skills in a holistic manner. Learning by experi-
ence and cultivation of creativity are key aspects of 
Waldorf education. Standardized testing is usually limited 
to that required by the state. 

Steiner believed that all people have a spiritual core and 
simply need support in finding it. In some Waldorf set-
tings, students may participate in a variety of spiritual 
practices, with none being prioritized. 

Steiner has been criticized for propagating white su-
premacist attitudes that were common in his day (and 
perhaps have never abated?), and the Waldorf movement 
struggles with this legacy.

Waldorf and other educational alternatives influence our 
sense that each person brings unique gifts, that no one is 
“the expert,” and that all of us can learn from one another.

WitchCamps also eschew standardized magical testing 
except as required by the state.

GANDHI & NONVIOLENT RESISTANCE 
MID-1900s

Mohandas Gandhi (1869-1948) was a major organizer for 
Indian independence and a pioneer in the use of mass 
nonviolent direct action. 

Basing his strategy in religious and philosophical 
commitments, Gandhi emphasized the notion of Satya, 
often translated as “Truth.” Each person/spirit carries part 
of the Truth, but no one carries all of it. 

Only by nonviolent dialog can we achieve a complete 
sense of Truth. Debates and arguments among people 
actually reflect internal disputes within each human 
being. To aim violence at another person is thus to attack 
part of oneself.

For Gandhi, the quest for Satya was active, and did not 
hesitate to confront authority. Civil disobedience actions 
were known as Satyagraha, or “truth-obstinacy.”

As part of the independence movement of the early 
1900s, Gandhi helped organize civil disobedience cam-
paigns, including a 240-mile March to the Sea in protest 
of the British (colonial overlords of India since the 1700s) 
monopoly on salt. Tax on government-supplied salt was a 
major source of colonial revenue. 

Beginning with about 80 people, the march grew to tens 
of thousands. Thousands were arrested and/or attacked 
by police. Gandhi was jailed until early 1931.

Indian independence was achieved in 1947. The following 
year, Gandhi was assassinated.

Gandhi’s ideas influenced such later activists as Martin Lu-
ther King, Jr in the US and Steve Biko in South Africa. Both 
were also assassinated for their efforts, yet like Gandhi 
their campaigns ultimately succeeded.

Gandhi’s notion of Satyagraha has impacted the US 
nonviolence movement, but his influence has been felt 
mainly indirectly, through the Civil Rights movement.

CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT 
1950s & 1960s

No political current in the US shaped the modern nonvio-
lent action movement more than the Civil Rights struggle. 
Sparked by social mobility and dislocations of the 1930s 
Depression and the WWII era, protests against racial bias 
began to spread across the South in the early 1950s. 

Rosa Parks’ dramastic refusal to give up a whites-only bus 
seat in 1955 launched a boycott that eventually inte-
grated the Montgomery AL buses. The bus actions were 
followed by a decade of sit-ins, marches, and civil disobe-
dience aimed at ending Jim Crow segregation laws and 
practices. 

Churches – independent congregations headed by local 
ministers and staff – formed the organizing backbone and 
anchored the longterm resilience of this movement.

Thousands of people took part in actions organized and 
led by Black people. Skillful use of media and especially 
the new medium of television carried dramatic images of 
nonviolent direct action to a huge audience.

The success of specific campaigns varied, often depend-
ing on the vagaries of court decisions. Many direct actions 
were not successful in their immediate goals.

But over the course of a decade the persistent organizing 
and educational campaigns cumulatively led to the na-
tional 1964 Civil Rights Act – the most sweeping overhaul 
of race-related law since the Civil War and Reconstruction 
eras. Groups and networks forged during this struggle 
have carried on the organizing in subsequent decades.

The Civil Rights movement, with a strong emphasis on 
active nonviolence, pioneered tactics still used today – a 
group of people peaceably block access to (or occupy) a 
business or office and risk arrest or police violence when 
they refuse to obey commands to move.

Activism trainings, Summer Mobilizations, conferences, 
and other gatherings passed skills and tactics from the 
1950s through to the present day. Movements such as the 
anti-nuclear protests of the 1980s, the anti-globalization 
convergences of the early 2000s, and the recent wave of 
Black Lives Matter activism adapted these lessons and 
carried them into new issues and projects.
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Anti-War & New Left 
1960s

The movement to end the Vietnam War revitalized the 
activism of post-WWII generations, bringing skills and 
strategies from the Civil Rights and Labor Movements to a 
broader swath of society.

Protests began on college campuses around 1964 and 
quickly escalated parallel to US involvement in the Viet-
nam War. Direct action tactics such as sit-ins 
and civil disobedience were adapted from 
the Civil Rights Movement, along with a stri-
dent tone reminiscent of 1930s labor strife.

Mass rallies, marches, and demonstrations 
brought countless (mostly young) people 
into the streets. 1967 saw the formation of 
the National Mobilization Committee which 
organized several large-scale protests.

As the war continued, protests escalated. 
Nonviolent actions, often led by Quakers 
and the Catholic left, resulted in destruction 
of thousands of irreplaceable draft records. 

Teach-ins and underground newspapers 
wove anti-war activism with broader issues 
including imperialism, racism, and classism.

While popular music and 60s culture were 
also influences, the anti-war movement was 
distinct from the hippies, with their focus 
on personal freedom, psychic explorations, 
and “going with the flow” (see below). Later 
legend has conflated the two tendencies.

New Left  – economic and class critiques typified the 1960s 
New Left, a Marxist-infused tendency that broke with old-
school communism and began to integrate social and cul-
tural issues into Marxism. Antonio Gramsci and Rosa Lux-
embourg were influences (see above). The New Left (and 
much of the anti-war movement) were in turn critiqued for 
their hierarchical, straight-male dominated structures.

Debate has long raged over the role these movements 
played in (A) ending the war and (B) changing society for 
the better. The war did end (unlike some recent wars), and 
without a doubt the protests changed participants’ lives. 

The upsurge of direct activism, coupled with feminist and 
gay critiques of the 1960s movements, infused the late 
1970s milieu that gave birth to Reclaiming.

FEMINISM 
1950s to 1970s

Feminism developed gradually out of the women’s suf-
frage and temperance (anti-alcohol) movements. Some 
writers have identified “waves” of feminism, with the first 

wave overlapping the suffrage movement. This period 
focused on legal issues such as property and business 
ownership, and especially the right to vote. 

This transition to “second wave” feminism was sparked by 
Simone de Beauvoir, whose book The Second Sex exam-
ined women’s role as “Other” in a male-dominated society. 
Her existential analysis inspired later thought about the 
experiences of People of Color, LGBTQ people, and other 

oppressed and marginalized groups.

Second-wave feminism, some-
times called “women’s liberation,” 
describes the period from roughly 
1960 to 1980, when movements 
gained strength first in the US and 
eventually throughout much of the 
world. The general aim has been 
social and personal equality, not just 
political rights. This has included a 
focus on reproductive rights, domes-
tic violence and rape, and building 
women’s economic alternatives.

This second wave especially influ-
enced Reclaiming and other feminist 
Pagan formations, which have been 
critical not only of the subordination 
of women in traditional Christianity, 
Judaism, and other religions, but 
also of men’s domination of many 
activist and Pagan groups.

Through this period, “Dianic” covens, 
circles, and groups formed and re-

formed, creating women-only spaces for spiritual explo-
ration as well as social-political activism. Some of these 
groups continue to this day.

The feminist movement introduced the “conciousness-
raising group” – an intimate circle who met regularly to 
provide mutual support. Stories were shared, patterns 
emerged, and women could see that they were not alone 
in their struggles. This thread fed into the affinity-group 
based political organizing of the later 1970s.

Through the social and political activism of the 70s and 
80s, “feminist process” became a catch-all term for non-
hierarchical, nonviolent, consensus-based organizing. 
Many anarchist and direct action groups were loosely 
feminist in this sense.

Reclaiming formed as an explicitly feminist group, but 
included all genders from the start. In practice, much of 
the leadership has been women and queer/trans folks, 
but people of all genders and orientations can be found 
among teachers and organizers. Within Reclaiming, femi-
nism retains its wide-ranging “activist” meaning.

National Mobilization Committee anti-
war protest, Washington DC, 1967, Photo 
by Franke Wolfe, Wikimedia Commons.
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GAY RIGHTS MOVEMENT 
1950s to 1980s

Gay rights organizing was largely underground and 
focused on social networks until the 1969 Stonewall riot 
in New York City sparked public activism. Pride parades 
sprouted in numerous cities around the globe, with San 
Francisco’s event soon drawing a half-million people. 

Over the next generation, particularly in response to the 
AIDS crisis, gay people were at the forefront of radical 
organizing in groups such 
as ACT-UP and Queer 
Nation.

With its original home 
base in San Francisco, 
Reclaiming (both as an 
activist formation and as 
a ritual group) has always 
included strong leader-
ship by LGBTQ folks. 

In recent years, young 
people in Reclaiming 
have been at the van-
guard of shifting gender 
patterns and expressions 
– see the Teen Earth Magic 
Workbook in bibliography.

The organizing methods 
of the gay rights movement – a focus on small, intimate 
circles woven into a broader tapestry by overlapping 
memberships, coffeehouses, dance and bath clubs, and 
other social forums – illustrated the strengths of a decen-
tralized network. If one group or tendency was disrupted, 
people migrated to other groups. There was no central 
“leadership” that could be repressed or coopted.

This provided a model for a decentralized network of 
circles and affinity groups that has typified many move-
ments since the late 1970s – see the book Direct Action in 
the bibliography.

THE HIPPIES 
Late 1960s

And now a word for our oft-scorned but secretly-loved 
ancestors, the hippies! You don’t have to convert to Fun-
damentalist Deadheadism to appreciate a movement that 
prioritized community and creativity over consumption 
– and taught millions of middle-class people the joys of 
used clothing.

While not remotely an organized movement, the hippies 
are associated with the peace and environmental move-
ments of the 1960s, as well as the spiritual awakenings 
of the era – they were “pagan” in the loose sense of the 

word. Probably it is no accident that Reclaiming, uniting 
spirituality and Earth-activism, first bloomed in the mecca 
of the hippies, San Francisco. 

Woodstock (1969) was the archetypal “back to the land” 
event that inspired WitchCamps, Burning Man, Rainbow 
Gatherings, and countless other convergences. 

Hippie-jam music helped lay the foundations for acoustic 
Pagan sounds – Reclaiming’s Campfire Chants is a back-to-
the-land acoustic album.

ANTI-NUCLEAR 
MOVEMENT 
1950s to 1980s

Let’s take a quick look at the 
cauldron in which the earliest 
Reclaiming affinity groups 
formed. These ever-shifting 
activist groups paralleled 
the magical circles, women’s 
groups, artists’ collectives, 
and social circles that fed 
today’s communities.

As the 1960s anti-war move-
ment faded, organizing 
shifted to environmental 
issues (the first Earth Day 
was held in 1970) and anti-

nuclear activism. People had been protesting nukes since 
the 1950s, with a limited test ban treaty signed in 1963. 
Vietnam War protests took center stage in the later 1960s, 
but by the mid-70s anti-nuclear concerns were moving 
front and center.

Disasters at Three Mile Island (1979) and Chernobyl (1986) 
drew increased public scrutiny of supposedly beneficent 
nuclear power, while the election of uber-militarist Ronald 
Reagan sent a wave of despair and desperation through 
those who cared about the future of the planet.

Around the world, people rose up to demand account-
ability and disarmament, often through nonviolent civil 
disobedience actions. Inspired by the US Civil Rights 
Movement, people organized sit-ins, blockades, and 
occupations to disrupt the war machine and call public 
attention to the urgent need for change.

Northern California was a hotbed of activism through-
out the 70s, 80s, and 90s. During these years, Reclaiming 
types took part in mass direct actions at Diablo Nuclear 
Power Plant, Livermore Nuclear Weapons Lab, Vanden-
burg Air Force Base, Nevada Test Site, Headwaters Forest, 
San Francisco corporate headquarters, and other sites. 
The actions helped consolidate Reclaiming as a com-

Millions march for gay rights and justice in São Paolo – a Guinness 
world record! 2014 photo courtesy Ben Tavener, WikiMedia Commons. 
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The Mahotella Queens – one of the first South African groups to gain a Western 
following, bringing a new sense of collectivity to global pop music. Photo cour-
tesy Vonvon, WikiMedia Commons

munity. Relations formed in the heat of those years have 
continued for decades.

See Bibliography for more about this period.

CULTURAL RESISTANCE 
Planet Earth – 1960s to present

How to cover the grassroots culture of the entire planet? 
Here I’ll settle for asking which strands reached the West 
by the 1980s, influencing the sense of radical culture.

Cuba and later Nicaragua modeled alternative economic 
and social systems where “popular culture” was of neces-
sity homespun. Thanks to progressive community radio 
stations such as the Pacifica network, Afro-Cuban dance 
music and Central American Nueva Canción filtered 
through as less-commercial musical alternatives.

In the mid 1970s reggae began to capture listeners 
around the world – probably the first musical genre from 
outside Europe and the US to gain global influence.

In the mid-1980s the movement to end Apartheid in 
South Africa gained traction in the West, and led to an 
infusion of South African music – the vanguard of what 
would become an underground deluge of African pop by 
the 1990s. This music introduced a more communal, less 
star-driven sense of pop music.

Hip-hop culture grew up in New York’s Black neighbor-
hoods in the late 1970s, spurred by low-income youth 
seeking artistic outlets that didn’t require corporate spon-
sorship. This music reached the streets of the Bay Area by 
the mid-1980s, where it paralleled the vibrant hardcore 
punk scene – another do-it-yourself subculture.

Throughout the US Southwest, the influence of Mexico’s 
Dia de los Muertos (Day of the Dead) – honored each year 
on November 2 – has inspired local processions and cer-
emonies. The annual procession in San Francisco’s Mission 
District, co-sponsored for many years by Reclaim-
ing, is probably the year’s largest non-corporate 
event in the City (see coverage in Dancing the 
Spiral).

Last but not least, let’s mention self-publishing 
predecessors – from Digger manifestos to labor 
pamphlets to anti-war tracts to environmental 
flyers, to DIY magazines such as GroundWork, 
Maximum Rock & Roll, and Earth First! Journal – 
this book’s direct ancestors!

On Beyond Zebra
And so we reach today – and tomorrow. For 
Reclaiming, it means recording and releasing 
our own music (a half-dozen albums of inspiring 
chants and songs – see page XXX) and producing 

our own books, such as the one you’re reading (more at 
WeaveAndSpin.org/freebies)

It means organizing new retreats, intensives, and family 
camps, each with its special focus created by participants.

It means younger generations questioning and challeng-
ing their elders (oh, Goddess...) – see our Teen Earth Magic 
Workbook in bibliography.

And it means an open awareness about new cultural trends 
and influences that will continue our evolution. As we sing 
on our latest recording:

Ella cambia todo lo que toca, y 
Todo lo que toca, cambia!

She changes everything She touches, and 
Everything She touches, changes!

Thanks for feedback

The following folks gave key feedback on this activist his-
tory essay – thanks!

• Steve Nadel
• M. Macha NightMare
• Laura Perlman
• Irene Vibra Kiebert
• Marg Hall
• Mary Mimi Gamson
• Dress
• George Franklin
• Mandrake
• Patrick Diehl

Our Magical Ancestors – see earlier chapter
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Reclaiming’s Activist Origins
Starhawk: Dreaming the Dark

Luke Hauser: Direct Action: An Historical Novel

Activist Fiction
Starhawk: Walking to Mercury

Starhawk: The Fifth Sacred Thing

Starhawk: City of Refuge

Kate Raphael: Murder Under the Fig Tree

Kate Raphael: Murder Under the Bridge

T. Thorn Coyle: The Witches of Portland

Activist Nonfiction
Starhawk: Truth or Dare

Starhawk: The Earth Path

Starhawk: The Empowerment Manual

Lisa Fithian: Shut It Down

Luke Hauser: Teen Earth Magic Workbook

Our Activist Ancestors
A Short bibliography

Activist Websites
Starhawk.org (all Starhawk, all the time!)

EarthActivistTraining.org (Starhawk & friends’ trainings)

DirectAction.org (book, resources, downloads)

ExinctionRebellion.us (environmental activism)

Wslfweb.org (anti-nuclear and peace activism)

Activist Chants
WeaveAndSpin.org/playlists

Photos
Above: Occupy San Francisco / Foreclose the Banks, 2011.

Left: Occupy San Francisco, 2011.

Next page – lower left: M. L. King Jr Day, Oakland, 2015. 

Next page – top three: Livermore Action group, 1982-83, by 
Janet Delaney, Keith Holmes, Ted Sahl.
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Join author Luke Hauser for an illustrated video journey 
through the history of nonviolent direct action in the United 
States.

The show 
traces 
grassroots 
activism from 
its roots in 
the American 
Revolution, 
abolitionism, 
and the 
women’s 

suffrage movement, through Civil Rights and anti-war organizing, anti-
nuclear and peace movements of the later 1900s, and finally the vibrant 
social and environmental justice movements of today.

Illustrated with over 100 photos and images, the show follows the develop-
ment of nonviolent civil disobedience, urban 
street tactics, and peace camps, culminating 
with Black Lives Matter, Extinction Rebellion, 
and other direct action movements of today.

The video is a crisp 25 minutes – including 
intermission!

Produced by GroundWork and Reclaiming 
Quarterly – DirectAction.org/youtube

Youtube: A History of Nonviolent Direct Action

Nonviolent Direct Action: A History

An illustrated video journey with Luke Hauser

DirectAction.org/youtube
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Three Activist Narratives
Memoir, History, Fiction

Sometimes we need handbooks and how-to manuals. 
Sometimes we need a documentary.

Then there are the times we really want a good story!

Here are three activist narratives by Reclaiming Pagan 
Cluster activists, each with its own unique perspective.

Shut It Down
Stories from a Fierce, Loving Resistance
by Lisa Fithian

Lisa traces her personal journey through a litany of global 
actions of the past two decades, sharing key lessons and 
insights from each.  

Follow her from Seattle in 1999 through Occupy in 2011 
to Standing Rock and Ferguson  in recent years. 

The Fifth Sacred Thing
by Starhawk

Set in post-apocalyptic California, this stirring novel 
pits the authoritarian Stewards against the anarchistic 
pagans of Northern California, who have created a rag-

tag utopia where no one lives in want, 
culture and cooperation are uppermost, 
and the Sacred Elements are valued 
unconditionally.

This novel is part of a trilogy with 
Walking to Mercury and City of Refuge.

Direct Action
An Historical Novel
by Luke Hauser

Action-packed (and photo-filled) 
narrative of the vibrant activist cauldron 
that gave birth to Reclaiming. 

Although set in 1982-84, the 2003 novel 
incorporates analysis and critique of 
direct action and civil disobedience 
strategy and tactics through the end of 
the millennium.
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Reclaiming was born amid the anti-
nuclear movement of the early 1980s. 
In California, protests at Diablo Canyon 
Nuclear Plant, Livermore Nuclear Weap-
ons Lab, Vandenburg Air Force Base, and 
downtown San Francisco involved thou-
sands of people in nonviolent direct 
action and laid foundations for several 
decades of actvism.

Read this history at DirectAction.org

Pagan affinity groups and circles were deeply involved in 
these actions, helping bring an air of grounded positivity 
to what could often be a tense and agitated milieu – in jail, 
in the streets, and even in meetings!

Activism-infused rituals such as the annual Brigid ritual are 
dedicated to renewing our commitment to justice.

Top right: A youth affinity group 
blockades Livermore Lab, June 1982.

Middle left: A wide range of affinity 
groups took part in 1983 occupa-
tions of vandenburg AFB, where  new 
nuclear missiles were being tested.

Lower right: An affiinity group circles 
up for check-ins during jail in “the 
tents” – Livermore, June 1983.

Reclaiming’s Activist Roots
A Cauldron of Direct Action
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Top left: Solstice in the Streets, a roving 
street protest and celebration orga-
nized by Teen Earth Magic and Reclaim-
ing, San Francisco, June 2011.

Top right: Pagan Cluster drummers join 
a Foreclose the Banks march during the 
Occupy actions, San Francisco, 2011.

Lower left: In recent years, Reclaiming 
activists have joined others for climate 
justice actions with groups like Extinc-
tion Rebellion, Sunrise Movement, and 
Youth Versus Apocalypse.

In the aftermath of the Pagan Cluster’s involvement in the 
1999 Seattle protests of the World Trade Organization, an in-
ternational Pagan Cluster joined a series of economic-reform 
actions in Europe and North America.

Read about the Seattle actions in issue #77 of Reclaim-
ing Quarterly, and later actions in subsequent issues – free 
downloads at WeaveAndSpin.org/back-issues

Reclaiming Activism Today
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Reclaiming Activism Today
Top: Reclaiming activists got back to our 
anti-nuclear roots in this Spring 2011 
rally in front of the State of California 
office bulding, where hearings were 
underway concerning Diablo Canyon 
nuclear power plant. 

The earliest Reclaiming-affiliated affinity 
groups took part in 1979 and 1981 civil 
disobedience actions at Diablo.

Right: Reclaiming and friends bring a spiral 
dance to the streets of downtown Oakland 
during the General Strike as part of Occupy 
Oakland, Fall 2011.

Lower left: An important movement of 
recent years is Black Lives Matter. This 
2015 Martin Luther King Jr Day march in 
Oakland drew together a diverse crowd 
to demand accountability from local 
police and governments.
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Activist Allies & Kindred Spirits
Spirit-based activists can bring magic 
and positive energy to the streets, from 
music circles to giant puppets to spiral 
dances, and much more.

Luckily, Reclaiming doesn’t have to orga-
nize every event we’re part of. In any city 
you can find street artists, soup kitchens, 
and local festivals. In rural areas you can 
look for Earth First! and other nature 
defenders.

Groups such as Unitarians, Quakers, and 
Jewish Renewal often host activist circles.

Here are some allies we’ve found over the 
years – with many more to come!

Photos: Food Not Bombs groups gather 
surplus food from local markets and restau-
rants and collectively prepare free meals. 
That’s Reclaiming co-founder and Berkeley-
Oakland FNB anchor Judy Foster at top 
right and middle left.

Right: Activist groups including 
Reclaiming blockade the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers office in solidarity 
with Indigenous resistance at Stand-
ing Rock. San Francisco, 2018. 

Solidarity events happen in many 
cities and for many causes – new 
people are always welcome!

Solidarity photo by George Franklin.

FNB photos by Lydia Gans, courtesy 
of Reclaiming Quarterly.
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Activist Allies & Kindred Spirits (pg 2)

Right: Sista Boom, along with the 
Brass Liberation Orchestra and 

other street music ensembles that 
often include Reclaiming folks, 

have long enlivened peace and 
solidarity marches. 

Maybe it’s time to dust off that 
old xylophone in your closet!

Check with music stores for local 
bands – or post a note and start a 

group yourself.

Below: Earth First! and other forest defenders take 
to the trees to defend the remaining wilderness. This 
2002 “basket”action, coordinated by the Buckeye 
Forest Council, protested logging in an Ohio forest. 
Reclaiming folks have been part of similar actions in 
California. Photo courtesy Reclaiming Quarterly.

Above: Reclaiming folks join local artists and residents each 
year to honor the beloved dead at the Dia de los Muertos (Day 
of the Dead) commemoration in San Francisco. Photo by Ember 
Ward, courtesy Reclaiming Quarterly.
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Read more about nonviolent direct action and 
its connections to consensus and feminism in 
the Direct Action handbook and other activist 
handbooks – available at DirectAction.org.

An Activist Handbook
A brief introduction to collective process

Affinity groups, consensus, solidarity – these are the nuts 
and bolts of our organizing.

For some, they are tactical tools to be adopted for one 
action.

For others, they form part of a unified philosophy, a way 
of life.

In Reclaiming, both these views and all points between 
are found. The challenge is to find ways to work together.

In the rest of this chapter we’ll discuss these topics, 
showing how they’ve been applied and the sorts of 
questions and challenges that arise.

Handbook Contents
Perspectives on Nonviolence ..............................................XXX

Consensus: A Collective Process ........................................XXX

Affinity Groups .........................................................................XXX

Solidarity: Together We’re Stronger ..................................XXX

Preparing for Action ...............................................................XXX

Activist Workings .....................................................................XXX

Activist Resources ...................................................................XXX
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Pagans often speak of honoring all life. When that life is a friend, a flower, or a dolphin, honoring their spirit is easy. 

But when it’s an angry right-winger, an impatient cop, or a frustrated teacher, it can be a lot harder.

Not everyone who takes part in direct action protests is a committed pacifist. Not everyone who takes part in Reclaiming 
rituals is, either. But somehow we have to find ways 
to work together. 

Agreeing to nonviolence in an action is one way 
people find common ground in an intense situation.

In civil disobedience actions, participants often reach 
consensus on basic understandings around nonvio-
lence. This helps build unity and trust, knowing that 
others in the streets – including folks who have never 
met – have agreed to the same guidelines.

These guidelines and the accompanying discussions 
come from 1980s anti-nuclear activists, who learned 
from Quaker organizers, themselves educated by the 
US civil rights movement of the 1950s and 60s....

These tactics have continued to be used to the pres-
ent day, including major actions at the 1999 WTO 
protests in Seattle and the Foreclose the Banks block-
ades during the 2011 Occupy movement.

What Does Nonviolence Mean?
Nonviolence is an alternative way to initiate change. 
Nonviolence minimizes bitterness and isolation in 
people affected by our actions, and tries to break the 
cycle of violence breeding more violence. 

Nonviolence in campaigns has led to notable suc-
cesses, such as ending racial segregation on buses in Montgomery, Alabama, as a result of a 1956 boycott. More recently, key 
sections of Headwaters Forest in Northern California were saved from logging by peaceful occupations and tree-sits. 

A large part of the direct action movement has decided to incorporate nonviolence into the heart of our strategy. 

Nonviolence Guidelines
The following assumptions and goals help explain the rationale for practicing nonviolence:

• Respect all life.

• Transform opposition rather than destroy it.

• The means must be consistent with the ends.

• Use creativity, humor, and love.

• Aim for fundamental change.

• Nonviolence is active.

• We can withhold cooperation from those who abuse power.

Perspectives on Nonviolence

continued on next page

Guidelines for Nonviolent Action
These guidelines, adapted from those of American Friends 
Service Committee, are understood as basic agreements, rather 
than philosophical/political requirements.

The guidelines are meant to act as a basis of trust among 
participants who often come together only for a specific action. 
The guidelines are under constant discussion and are seen as 
a current working understanding, not as statements etched in 
stone.

1. Our attitude will be one of openness, friendliness, and 
respect toward all people we encounter.

2. We will use no violence, verbal or physical, toward any 
person.

3. We will not damage any property.

4. We will not bring or use drugs or alcohol other than for 
medical purposes.

5. We will not run.

6. We will carry no weapons.
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Dynamics of Nonviolence
The conventional view of politics sees government and corporations as having power over society, with the rest of us depen-
dent on the good will and caprice of “power-holding” institutions such as military, police, courts, and bureaucracy. 

The theory of nonviolence proposes a different analysis: that government often depends on people, and that political power 
often depends on the cooperation of groups and individuals. Withdrawal of cooperation restricts and can even dissolve power. 

Power depends on continued obedience. When people refuse to obey their “rulers,” their power begins to crumble.

Practicing Nonviolence
When we interfere with the smooth operation of the machine, even if we are nonviolent, we may be met with aggression and 
violence. How do we remain nonviolent in the face of violence from the police and others? 

The first thing is maintaining human contact with your perceived “opponent.” Body language is important – especially mak-
ing eye contact. Listening rather than talking may also help prevent conflicts from escalating.

When we act nonviolently, we demonstrate another model of human nature for all who witness us – people taking a humane 
and principled stand for the world and for all life.

Planning Ahead
It is crucial that affinity groups meet ahead of time 
to discuss and role play responses to potentially 
violent situations. For instance, an affinity group 
can physically surround someone being assaulted, 
while distractibg or calming the attacker. 

Responses such as this demonstrate the goals 
of nonviolent direct action. We intervene so that 
corporations and governments can’t do more harm 
and abuse, even as we model the world we vision.

Perspectives on Nonviolence (pg 2)

Photos: Nonviolence In Action
Blockade and support action at the entrance 
to the main offices of Wells Fargo in San 
Francisco. Foreclose the Banks protest, 2011.

Many more photos from actions at 
ReclaimingQuarterly.org & WeaveAndSpin.org

Direct Action: An Historical Novel – dozens 
of action stories and photos (see page XXX).
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Consensus: A Collective Process
Imagine a world in which everyone matters, in which we 
consistently see one another as spiritual comrades rather 
than as exploitable objects. 

Each person is heard, and their opinions matter. No one 
gets ignored because a majority feels differently.

True, everyone doesn’t get their way all the time. In fact, 
there’s a lot of give and take, compromising, and learning 
to live with a bit less than we might wish. Sometimes we 
have to stand aside and let others have their way for the 
good of the whole community.

The reward – getting to live in a diverse world in which 
conflicts are dealt with collaboratively and nonviolently. 
We learn to seek solutions that are good for all, not just 
lucrative for the few.

And occasionally, magic strikes – a community in conflict 
finds a new way forward that no one faresaw when the 
discussions began.

Welcome to consensus at its best!

What Is Consensus?
Consensus is a process in which no decision is finalized 
until everyone in the group can accept the decision and 
is willing to implement it without resentment. Ideally, 
consensus synthesizes the ideas of the entire group into a 
unifying decision. 

Unlike voting, consensus is not an adversarial, win/lose 
method. With consensus, we do not have to choose 
between two alternatives. Those who hold different views 
do not become opponents. 

Instead, diverse views are seen as giving fresh and valu-
able perspectives. As we work to meet everyone’s con-
cerns, our decisions are strengthened. 

Consensus is not the same as a unanimous vote. It does 
not necessarily mean total agreement. 

Rather, it means reaching a decision which takes into 
account all of the people and views in the group and at-
tempts to synthesize them into effective action.

Coming to genuine consensus is a real and 
difficult skill. It involves patience, willingness to 
listen, and an openness to new ideas. 

People must be committed not only to express-
ing their own ideas and feelings, but also to 
encouraging others with different views express 
theirs as well. 

Because the ideal of consensus is to reach a 
decision that is not only acceptable to everyone, 
but is actually best for the whole group, there 
must be a “bottom line” of shared beliefs about 
what is best for all concerned. These are the 
“principles of unity.” 

These basic agreements will not encompass all 
the beliefs of each individual in the group, but 
rather help define the working relationship of 
the members. 

These agreements may vary from the tactical 
goals of a coalition formed to undertake a single 
action or project, to an in-depth, ongoing pro-
cess of self-definition in a collective or spiritual 
community. 

Whatever their scope, without these basic prin-
ciples of unity and a willingness to work within 
them, consensus won’t succeed.

Let’s hope this affinity group reached advance consensus on how long to sustain 
this lockdown – it might be hard once the action starts! Richmond oil refinery 
around 2008. Photo by George Franklin.

continued on next page
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Roles in a Consensus Meeting
Facilitator: Helps move the group through the 
decision-making stages. Takes suggestions for the 
agenda. Makes sure all necessary roles are filled. 
Calls on people to speak in turn. By calling on quiet 
people, soliciting opinions from those who hang 
back, and limiting those who tend to dominate, 
a skillful facilitator makes sure every person has a 
chance to participate fully. Helps the group resolve 
conflict and make decisions by summarizing, repeat-
ing, or rephrasing proposals as necessary. The facilita-
tor should remain neutral on topics being discussed. 
When an issue arises about which the facilitator feels 
strongly, he or she should step aside and let someone 
else facilitate.

Vibeswatcher: Pays attention to the group’s process. 
Stays aware of the feelings people are not express-
ing. Reminds the group to relax and take breaks as 
needed. This role is especially important in large 
meetings.

Other roles: Child care, notetaker, timekeeper.

How Consensus Works
An issue comes up for discussion. For example, an affinity 
group (AG) is trying to decide what its first action will be. 
After general discussion, someone suggests a go-round 
during which each member has several minutes to speak. 
One person takes notes and suggestions on a large sheet 
of butcher paper that can be seen by all.

When everyone has spoken, someone attempts to syn-
thesize the ideas into a proposal – a suggestion for what 
the group will do. 

“I propose we join the September environmental pro-
tests.”  

The facilitator then calls for clarifying questions:  “Do you 
mean blockading, or public education, or what?” When 
the proposal is clearly understood, additions may be of-
fered: “I propose we concentrate on street theater, leaflet-
ting, and provide support for those who want to be part 
of the civil disobedience action.” 

The facilitator then asks for concerns and objections.  
A proposal is modified as concerns are expressed. For 
example, a group member might say, “I’m concerned that 
doing street theater and leafletting is too much – I prefer 
to focus on theater.” 

After discussion, perhaps another go-round on the sub-
ject, the proposal may be modified and modified again. In 
its final form, it might be something like this: “This group 
will do street theater early in the day, then join the sup-
port march during the civil disobedience action.”

Allow time for any and all discussion and concerns. If 
there are no further objections, the facilitator can ask for 
consensus. If there are still no objections, you have your 
decision. 

If consensus can’t be reached, the group stays with the 
previous decision on the subject, or does nothing if that 
is applicable. (If a group decides to do nothing, members 
may join other groups for the protest.) 

Blocking: Any individual in the group may block consen-
sus, but a block should be used very cautiously. A block is 
not just a “no” vote, or an expression of disfavor.  A block 
says, “I believe what the group wants to do is wrong. I can-
not allow the group to do it – and I am willing to delay or 
obstruct this decision or even quit the group over this.” 

A block implies that a decision would be harmful or un-
ethical. When blocking is used for less serious reasons, it 
frustrates consensus process. 

Consensus and Action: The goal of consensus process is 

Small break-out groups allow for more intimate dialog during a large-
group consensus process. Don’t forget to take stretch breaks, and plan 
ahead for snacks and meals. Consensus isn’t an endurance contest!

Consensus: A Collective Process (pg 2)

continued on next page
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not just to make a decision, but to carry out the plan of 
action. Often a person’s commitment to a decision is in 
proportion to their sense of participation in that decision. 
Consensus attempts to involve all members of a group, 
not just the “leaders.”

People sometimes complain that consensus is too time-
consuming. Especially when a group is learning to use the 
process, it may seem cumbersome. But discussion time 
is compensated by the increased energy and enthusiasm 
with which people carry out a decision. There is no dis-
satisfied minority to undermine a decision. Because group 
members feel part of the decision-making process, they 
often take on responsibility in new areas. 

Spokescouncils:  In larger groups and coalitions, each 
affinity group, work group, or other subgroup selects one 

Consensus: A Collective Process (pg 3)
or two people to act as their spokespersons. Reclaiming 
uses this model for its international BIRCH Council, and it 
is sometimes used by activist coalitions.

These “spokes” carry their groups’ opinions and proposals 
to spokescouncils. Spokes try to consolidate, synthesize, 
and iron out differences between proposals so as to cre-
ate proposals agreeable to all. 

The new proposals are then relayed back to the affinity 
groups by their spokes, the issues at hand reconsidered 
by each subgroup, and a new position (or perhaps the old 
one) is reached. 

The new positions are brought back to the next spokes-
council. If consensus can be reached, great. If not, the pro-
cess may be repeated, or the group may decide to return 
to the previous decision. The role of spoke should rotate 
frequently so that power remains decentralized.

Process Guidelines
One major contribution of the feminist movement to cur-
rent social change movements is an awareness that effec-
tive group process and meaningful personal interactions 
are crucial factors in developing a successful movement. 
Nonviolence begins at home, in the ways people treat 
each other.

Such an awareness stresses that relationships within the 
group cannot be separated from the accomplishment 
of political goals. Effective group process, in fact, means 
valuing co-operation over competition, recognizing the 
contributions of each individual, and decentralziing pow-
er through a non-hierarchical organizational structures.

Process Suggestions

1. Use go-rounds. Equalize participation by going around 
the circle speaking for a specified time.

2. Value feelings.  Include time in meetings for expressing 
emotions and for personal interactions.

3. Meet separately.  Allow time for subgroups such as 
women, LGBTQ folks, BIPOC people, etc to meet separate-
ly in order to strengthen people’s participation.

4. Meet in small groups.  Allow time for meeting in small 
groups during larger meetings so that people who feel 
more comfortable there can speak more freely. Small 
groups give each person more speaking time. A spoke 
from each small group can report back to the larger 
group, particularly if proposals have been discussed. 

5. Share skills, rotate responsibilities.

Consensus isn’t just for anarchist activism or WitchCamps. Here, the 
general assembly of Occupy Oz consenses to include flying monkeys 
in all future actions. 
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Picture yourself at a giant peace convergence, or a Pride 
march, or maybe a Black Lives Matter protest. Hundreds, 
even thousands of people are striding down the street, 
chanting and singing. It feels great!

There’s power in numbers, in being part of a large and 
vibrant group. 

It’s also easy to feel a bit lost. Even if I’m with a friend or 
two, we don’t really have a plan. People drift away, and we 
don’t always leave with the people we came with. After-
ward, despite the power of the action, we sometimes feel 
agitated and alienated.

That’s why someone invented affinity groups.

What Are Affinity Groups?
An affinity group (AG) is a small group 
that comes together for political or cul-
tural action. 

Reclaming’s work groups (sometimes 
called Weavers) are one type of AG. A 
street theatre group is another. Magical 
circles can also be considered affinity 
groups, and magical skills can help build 
connections and trust among members.

In direct action protests, small action 
groups – some ongoing, some formed 
just for the one action – are often called 
affinity groups.

Action Affinity Groups

These action AGs are usually composed 
of 5 to 15 people. Some affinity groups focus around a 
specific interest, issue or philosophy, such as opposing 
sexism or racism in the movement, medics, being lesbi-
ans, Dead Heads or single mothers. 

Affinity groups serve as basic planning and decision-
making bodies for an action, including the preparations 
and aftermath. Each affinity group provides for its own 
physical needs and makes its own decisions about the 
action, using consensus process. Spokespeople represent-
ing each affinity group meet in spokescouncils to commu-
nicate, co-ordinate and consolidate the different groups’ 
decisions and then bring the co-ordinated information 
back to their respective groups for their final discussion 
and approval.

Affinity groups serve as a source of support and solidarity. 
Feelings of being isolated or alienated from the move-

ment, the crowd, or the world in general can be alleviated 
through the love and trust which develops when an affin-
ity group works, plays, relates together over a period of 
time. By generating familiarity and trust and decentraliiz-
ing decisions, the AG structure also reduces the possibility 
of infiltration by outside provocateurs.

The concept of affinity groups is not a new one. Actually, 
affinity groups are an ancient form of organization by 
people seeking to make a better world. What makes more 
sense than small groups of friends and neighbors who 
share an “affinity” working together?

Some action affinity groups continue as political/sup-
port groups and do other things together (for example, 

anti-war, poetry, 
gardens, parties, 
alternative tech, 
tofu factories, etc). 

Affinity groups 
should try to meet 
several times be-
fore the action to 
build trust, work 
on group process, 
plan for the ac-
tion, and have a 
good time togeth-
er. Sharing food 
can help a plan-
ning meeting be 
more enjoyable. 
Group names and 

even identification such as T-shirts or armbands can help 
bring a group together. 

In a civil disobedience protest, at least one meeting and 
a nonviolence prep should be devoted to legal and jail 
preparation, in which everyone’s questions, fears, reac-
tions, emotions and attitudes are explored in depth.

After the action, your AG can meet again to debrief and 
share inspirations and new ideas. Just as with a magical 
circle, if the group is going to end,consider honoring it 
with a special gathering (a ritual?).

Affinity Group Support People
Support people are members of the affinity group who 
take less front-line roles. They may attend an action but 

Affinity Groups & Anarchist Organizing

Practicing affinity group maneuvers at an activism prep.

continued on next page
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avoid arrest, or remain at home and be available for home 
support. Among the things they can do are:

• collect a list of people that members of the AG want to 
be contacted in case of injury or arrest.

• take care of arrestees’ cars, belongings, IDs, etc.

• support on home front: plants, animals, kids, jobs, etc.

• answer media or legal calls as needed. 

• keep in touch with folks from your AG on the streets 
and/or in jail, and greet them when they return.

Work Groups/Cells
Work groups (or cells) are a different type of affinity 
group. They come together to take care of particular func-
tions for a group, event, or action. WitchCamp organizing 
teams are work groups.

Work groups might focus on anything from logistics (how 
will we get things done), communications, publicity, legal 
and administrative support, food and hearth needs, med-
ics and first aid, music, and event planning.

And every project needs a 
clean-up crew!

For small projects such as 
a WitchCamp or a theater 
group, one work group might 
tackle all of these tasks.

Coordinating & 
Spokes Councils
Ongoing communication 
among work groups and with 
affinity groups is important. 

Representatives of work 
groups might meet as a coor-
dinating council. In Bay Area 
Reclaiming, this coordinating 
group is called the Wheel.

For specific events and ac-
tions, planners may want to 
host one or more meetings  
of affinity group reps known 
as a spokescouncil (the reps 
are known as spokespeople 
for their AG, or “spokes”).

Affinity Groups & Anarchism (pg 2)

A spirit-based affinity group circles to meditate during an ac-
tion. Black Lives Matter march for Alan Blueford, Oakland 2012.

What Is Anarchism?
Good question – it depends on which anarchists you 
ask, on which day, who they are with, and what might be 
distracting them at the moment.

The term, Greek for “without a chief,” came into com-
mon use in the 1600s in France and England. It was first 
intended not as an organizing model, but as an insult 
hurled at disorganized groups. 

In the late 1800s, loosely-connected groups calling them-
selves anarchist arose across Europe and in the Americas. 
Although they engaged in a variety of activities, they 
became infamous for bombings. You can read about that 
period in the Activist Ancestors essay earlier in this chapter.

The word came into its present use in the later 1900s. This 
seems to have been a response to the top-down, mass 
organizing of the 1960s anti-war movement, as well as 
to older Civil Rights and labor approaches, which often 
involved leaders telling the “masses” what to do.

Feminist and gay rights movements of the 1970s pio-
neered the use of small, consensus-based groups, which 

in turn led to affinity group 
organizing in the anti-nuke 
movement of the later 70s and 
80s. Read about those trends in 
the Activist Ancestors essay.

Anarchism Today
Anarchism Today – sounds like 
the name of a glossy supermar-
ket magazine.

In practice, the word is used by 
a wide range of people, groups, 
and tendencies. Not all agree on 
nonviolence, and many anar-
chists might avoid arrest rather 
than courting it.

The essence of anarchism is that 
our actions create the future. 
Tactics are chosen accordingly.

In the streets, anarchists co-exist 
with other tendencies. The chal-
lenge to a nonviolent group is to 
offer meaningful and inspiring 
ways for people to be involved in 
activism. 
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The notion of solidarity is as old as humanity. It especially 
comes from the labor movement. As early capitalism 
drove workers from farms and workshops into factories 
and sweatshops, people realized that unless they banded 
together they would be crushed.

In activist circles, solidarity means that we make plans 
and stick to them. Before I act, I check in with others in my 
group – are we good?

In civil disobedience actions, we often make advance soli-
darity agreements about dealing with arrests and jail. 

Our legal system operates by divide-and-conquer – once 
arrested, it’s you versus the entire system. Our power 
comes by refusing to cooperate with this system. By 
sticking together, by refusing to cooperate until we are 
guaranteed that all will be treated fairly, we disrupt the 
repressive power of the legal system. 

Solidarity is also a way of life – to live in connection and 
mutual support with other living beings. How might my 
life be different if I weighed each action, each decision, 
based on how it might impact not just me, not just my 
family or community, but the entire Earth? That’s solidarity!

Jail Solidarity In Direct Actions
The power of jail solidarity lies in two facts. (1) In a mass 
arrest situation, the authorities need cooperation to pro-
cess numbers of people. (2) It is expensive to keep us in 
jail. This gives us collective bargaining power.

Protesters often agree in advance to insist on mass ar-
raignment (so no one is left behind), equal sentencing 
for equal actions, no fines (unequal impacts on different 
people), and  probation (prevents future activism).

Tactics can include not responding when names are 
called; sitting or lying down; milling about; chanting. We 
can calmly surround a threatened brother or sister, physi-
cally protecting them from being taken away. In more ex-
treme cases we can refuse food, or refuse to get dressed.

A powerful tactic is to communicate to the judge and 
DA that if our demands are not met, we will all plead not 
guilty, ask for individual jury trials, and not waive our right 
to a speedy trial. We can also refuse to go to arraignment 
until we are guaranteed fair treatment.

Jail solidarity should not be coercive. If someone must get 

Solidarity: We’re Stronger Together!
out of jail to keep a job or to take care of their family, they 
are not breaking solidarity. However, if you cite out ahead 
of others you are not assured that your sentence will be 
the same as for those who exercise collective bargaining.

Don’t abuse solidarity. Save it for when it really matters.

Jail Solidarity Demands
The following are issues around which jail solidarity has 
been exercised in the past:

No bail, no citing out. This keeps us together and in com-
munication, at great expense to the government. It is very 
difficult to bring this pressure to bear once we are out of 
jail, so as many people as possible should be prepared to 
stay in jail for at least a few days.

Equal treatment. Authorities know the power of our unity 
and will try to divide us. No one should be given harsher 
treatment or isolation from the group. Everyone should 
receive the same sentence for similar actions, and inflated 
or unfair charges against a few people should be dropped.

It is hard to maintain solidarity with people who are on 
probation or have outstanding warrants, as they fall under 
different rules – so pay your tickets before blockading!

Advance Agreements Are Key
For solidarity to be effective, plans must be made before 
reaching jail. Jail authorities won’t wait patiently for us to 
reach consensus on solidarity before they start employing 
divide and conquer tactics.

Solidarity in action – Direct Action: An Historical Novel  
– print or free PDF at DirectAction.org
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Racism, Sexism, Homophobia, Transphobia, 
Classism

Dismantling Oppression

continued on next page
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Racism, Sexism, Homophobia, Transphobia, 
Classism

Dismantling Oppression (pg 2)
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Activism means many things within Reclaiming, from changing our daily lives to Pagan Cluster street protests. What unifies 
us is our belief that we can create a better world for humans and all beings.

Reclaiming’s Principles of Unity state, “All living beings are worthy of respect. All are supported by the sacred elements of Air, 
Fire, Water, and Earth. We work to create and sustain communities and cultures that embody our values, that can help to heal 
the wounds of the Earth and her peoples, and that can sustain us and nurture future generations.”

On the next page, you’ll find a ritual that helps focus and express your concerns about the world. 

J Book of Shadows – here’s a chance to reflect on what activism means to you and how it might be part of your life. 

EXERCISE: Activism Questionnaire

If I could change one thing in the wider world, it would be:

If I could change one thing about my own life that would make the world a better place, it might be:

Something I do well that does or could make a difference in the world is:

One type of activism I’ve seen or imagined is:

Something that gets in the way of going to an activist event or meeting is:

One magical act I could do toward changing the world (and myself ) is:

If I did one “activist” thing that involved leaving my own house, it might be:

If one thing in my life needed to change for me to be more “active,” it might be:

True or false: To get involved in an issue, I’d need to see others working on it first. If true, what difference would it make?

True or false: If I were to “get active,” I would have to be more flexible. If true, in what way?

True or false: Going to meetings or events would be easier if I knew someone else who was going. If true, what’s one thing 
you could do to improve your odds of finding someone?

Reflect: Are you a hopeful person? What are you especially hopeful about (or not)? When is it hard to be hopeful? 

Finding Your Own Activism
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Salt & Apple
A Ritual to Share Our Concerns About the World

INTENT
Speaking and sharing our concerns and dreams about the world is part of activism. When a group gets held in jail for even 
a few hours, you can do a check-in circle where people share what brought them to the action that day. Even in the most 
focused action, like the Foreclose the Banks protests that were part of Occupy San Francisco, every person had their own 
reasons for taking part – their own intention.

In any sort of organizing (rituals, activism, dance or theater, youth work...), we learn the importance of finding time to share 
our thoughts and feelings – in a circle, with a friend, and/or with our journal. 

Here’s a simple ritual to share concerns and commitments.

SPACE/TIME/SIZE
Any number, alone or in groups of two to eight. Room for groups to spread out. 20-45 minutes depending on number of people.

PREP
Decide on a way to create sacred space. See Ritual Skills: Sacred Space: Quick Ways for ideas.

Need a small bowl of salt water for each group, plus a bowl of apple slices and one whole apple per group. 

It helps if there is a priestess in each group who knows the plan – or you can write out these simple instructions and give a 
sheet to someone in each group – this person can go first to model the working. 

WORKING - Sharing Our Concerns
Gather folks around the apples and bowl of water. Share names. Close your eyes and breathe together. Then tell people we 
will do two rounds. People can speak or hold silence when it is their time. Listeners maintain attentive silence – no cross-talk.

First round – pass the salt water. Each person holds the bowl for 30-60 seconds and shares (aloud or silently) something that 
deeply concerns them about the world. At the end of the go-round, silently look around the circle and breathe together. 

Repeat go-round, passing the whole apple and sharing one thing you already do or feel called to do. When all have gone, 
look around and take a breath together. Then pass out the apple slices. Together say: “So mote it be!” – and eat a slice.

Re-circle and charge the magic with a song: We Are the Power in Everyone; We Are the Rising Sun; She Changes Everything.

Compost the remaining apples after you finish.

SOLO WORKING
Prep – need bowl of salt water, apple, journal. Create a simple (or elaborate) altar that you can sit beside for this working. 
Place the salt water and apple on it. You may want background music such as Labyrinth Meditation Music (see page XXX).

Get comfortable near the altar. Close your eyes and think for a few minutes about something that concerns you – not just 
you, but something that affects other people or living beings. Then dip your fingers into the salt water, take up your pen, 
close your eyes and consider things you might do – from the grandest to the smallest – to help make the world better.

J Book of Shadows – write about (1) something you already do to make the world better; and (2) one further thing you feel 
called to do. When you finish #2, add a sentence saying one simple step you could take toward that goal.

When you finish – At the end, dip your fingers in the salt water again, then take a bite of the apple. Close your eyes as you 
chew, affirming your commitment to action with each bite.

Charge your intention with a song – see ideas above. Finish eating the apple and compost any remains.
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Group Process
Group decision-making – Reclaiming groups work by “feminist process” – a catch-all term for things such as small-group 
process, non-hierarchy and/or rotating leadership, consensus decision-making, listening skills, and more. See the preceding 
pages for more on group process.

The ways we work together – rotating leadership, equalizing talk-time, valuing the different ways that people contribute – 
may be as important in creating a new world as the issues we are working on.

These skills and outlooks come to us from the feminist and gay rights movements, 
which have challenged not just male oppression and hetero-normatism, but all 
kinds of hierarchy and domination.

Activist Skills: Read up!
At DirectAction.org you’ll find links to various activist handbooks, including a 
16-page Direct Action handbook – partly written and influenced by Reclaiming 
affinity groups which helped create the anti-nuclear and anti-war movements. 

This handbook has short sections on consensus, nonviolence, feminism, and 
masculine oppression. You’ll also find writings on racism and homophobia – 
ways that people are brought into conflict one another.

If you plan to “take it to the streets” with some of the actions below (or ones you 
cook up), look through this handbook. Ask others to read and discuss it as well.

Is Reading Enough?
Before going into action, look for a  “nonviolence prep,” an activism workshop 
led by experienced folks that teaches skills for street activism and civil disobe-
dience. This is important even if you do not intend to risk arrest – in fact, there 
are important roles for people who do not plan to be arrested.

Although I wish this chapter could offer a direct action prep, protesting is one of 
those practices that is best passed along in-person and experientially.

Why? How is it different from rituals, which we don’t seem shy about writing up?

When civil disobedience and other protests go wrong, people can be physically 
injured or sent to prison. If you’re feeling called to this kind of activism – and we 
hope some of you are! – look for local trainings with experienced people. Visit page XXXX for Pagan Cluster links, or check 
with Unitarian or Quaker congregations or Food Not Bombs groups for local organizing.

Taking Art to the Streets
Art actions are creative, inspiring – and generally safe – ways to do street activism. See the end of this chapter for several ideas. 
With banners, chalk actions, street theater, or mystery posters, any of us can step out and bring our message to the wider public 
– and the planning is half the fun! Gather some friends and spend an afternoon creating your props. Take time for scrub-jay lines 
– see next page. These are a fun way to prepare for interactions you might have.

J Book of Shadows – how can you include magic in your planning and actions? Can you see some advantages to ground-
ing and casting a circle together before you start? What allies might you invite (and remember to thank/devoke at the end)?

Preparing for Action

continued on next page

Learn more about activist skills from the 
Direct Action handbook– available at 
DirectAction.org/handbook/.
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Preparing for Action (pg 2)

Photos: A Scrub-Jay Line
A scrub-jay exercise at an activist prep.

Scrub-jay lines let us role-play possible interactions and conflicts 
– and also practice talking to people about our beliefs and pas-
sions – before we go out into public. 

Sometimes the lines explode into group dancing!

Scrub-Jay Lines: Preparing for the Streets
Scrub-jay lines are a fast, fun way to explore energy around personal and political issues. This is good practice before doing a pub-
lic action – we can role-play conflicts that might arise. (See also Workings: Boundaries: Scrub-Jay Lines.)

Here’s an example using the question, “Is protesting worthwhile or a waste of time?” Form two equal lines, each person facing an-
other person. Each round lasts 30-60 seconds. To change partners, one line shifts one space to left.

(A) Decide which line will be pro- or anti-protesting for this round. On a signal, argue strongly for your view without listening to the 
other person – interrupt, talk over them, ignore what they say – just keep arguing for your view. Facilitator, egg people on!

(B) Change partners. Decide who is Yes and who is No. The question is, “Is protesting a waste of time?” On a signal, just start repeating 
your word: “Yes! Yes! Yes!” or “No! No! No!” Do your best to out-talk the other person. Even if you start laughing, try to keep going.

(C) Change partners once more. Decide who is “Yes” and who is “No.” On the same question, have a calm discussion and really try to 
listen to one another. Go a little longer on this round, or let people change roles.

Come together as a circle. Facilitator asks: 

“How did it feel to be so invested in a view? How did it feel to have someone else try to persuade you? Talk over you? Ignore you?

“How did the Yes/No round feel? Did people laugh? If so, what was up? Do you often get to simply say ‘No’ without explaining? 

“In the final round, did anything you said or did especially reach the other person? What made someone laugh? What misfired or 
got nowhere? Of all the rounds, what behavior was most satisfying to you, personally? What might you try another time?”

More ideas – here are some more ways to use scrub-jay lines to prepare for activism – make up your own for your issue and/or city.

• One side are interested passersby, the other are 
protesters trying to explain, “Why I am here today.” 
(Trade roles so each person does both sides.)

• Cops vs protesters, yelling and/or trying to dialog.

• Pretend you are talking to a friend about what you 
are doing – what might inspire them to join?

• One side is chalking sidewalks, other side is a local 
resident who doesn’t want you doing it.
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Street Magic – Remembering How to Stay Grounded
One challenge when doing street activism is staying centered and grounded amid tension and pressure. Remaining calm 
while the person next to you is screaming at a riot cop can be daunting for the most experienced priestess!

When doing activism with magical comrades – a Pagan affinity group or Pagan Cluster, we might say – people (ideally) take 
time beforehand to do a short ritual, tapping magical skills to strengthen the group’s focus and groundedness.

Grounding – alone or in a group, take a breath and remember your connection to the Earth. In the streets (or any intense 
situation), it’s good to practice grounding with eyes open. “As I ground, I visualize a deeply-rooted tree, and I anchor that im-
age in my center. Whenever I touch my center, I can call back the image and renew my sense of groundedness.”

Circle casting – an affinity group can cast a flexible circle, helping feel connections within the group as well as the boundary 
with the wider world. I can cast my own circle as well: “I cast a personal circle of protection and awareness – I invoke the direc-
tions and elements and ask them to alert and protect me whenever I encounter discordant energy.”

Invoking elements – maybe this is part of circle casting, as above. If time allows, you could invoke the elements with a song.

Invoking allies – here’s a key piece of activist magic! I can invoke magical allies and protectors (maybe Hermes for quick 
movement and clear communication), political models such as Martin Luther King Jr, ancestors such as the Diggers or Suf-
fragettes, artistic activists such as ACT UP, etc. Who would you want walking by your side as you step out? Invite them!

Anchoring the magic – anchor the magic by picturing a symbol such as a crystal or a tree which you place in your center, 
touching the spot to fix the symbol. Any time you need to remember your grounding and allies, touch this spot.

Dream Actions: Stirring the Activist Cauldron
Goal: A visioning brainstorm where imagination can run free. In your ideal activist group – what would you like to do?

Space/Time/Size: Alone or in a small group (form circles of five or six if it‘s a larger group). Space to gather comfortably.

Materials: A cauldron (a metal or glass bowl will do, or you can simply use an altar cloth); flowers, crystals, and other small, 
earthy objects of beauty – place in and around the cauldron or on a cloth in the center; a small bowl of salt water.

Working: Ground and cast a circle. Invoke elements and an ally or two. Gather comfortably around the cauldron or altar. Lie 
on your back if you wish. If you’re a group, lie with your heads toward the center.

Brainstorm the most amazing direct actions. Extravagant theater, huge encampments and blockades, a roving spiral of 
chanting Pagans, giant puppets shutting down the financial district of a major city.... Don’t worry about being realistic here – 
there’ll be time for that later. Share inspirations, visions, and laughter. 

As the energy wraps up, invite people to share any last thoughts – especially if someone has been quiet.

Sit up and gather around the cauldron. Each person speak one word. Begin stirring clockwise, singing Weave and Spin or 
She Changes Everything She Touches (see page XXX). Sing until the energy seems complete, and let the song wind down.

Using your hands as a scoop, dip into the cauldron and draw up some of the energy, as much as you need. Drink in the energy like 
cool water., or imagine pouring it into your heart. End by saying: “Blessed be!”

Devoke allies and elements you invoked and open circle.

Magical Skills for the Street
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Activist Workings

continued on next page

Introduction – Legal Street Actions
Direct action often means “taking it to the streets” – but it doesn’t always have to mean risking arrest. Sometimes our goal is 
simply to get our message out to people, not to disrupt anything.

Even when some people plan to risk arrest in a civil disobedience action, a wider group can find other ways to reach a wider 
audience – street theater, banners, music, giant puppets....

Here are several ways for a small group of friends (a circle or affinity group) to do street activism with minimal risk of arrest – 
although that doesn’t mean everyone you meet will agree with your action (see Sidewalk Chalking on next page). 

Street Theater
Street theater is a way to have fun, tap into creativity – and help create world change.

A few people doing a three-minute performance with simple costumes and props can engage and educate the public. If you 
do it as part of a larger action, you’ll raise everyone’s spirits!

Street theater, as with banners, rallies, sidewalk chalking, drumming, etc, directly intervenes in public space and challenge 
popular consciousness. 

Seeing people taking public action sometimes touches bystanders as much as the particular message. People remember 
what they saw, not what they heard – a good argument for colorful props and minimal dialog.

Materials – posterboard, scissors, and markers for signs, masks, etc. Masks and costumes as needed (thrift shop!)

Choose your issue or focus – brainstorm an issue. If 
you already have the issue, what will be your specific 
focus? 

This is a good chance to use some of the group pro-
cess skills covered above – see Preparing for Action. 
Take your time and give everyone a chance to share 
ideas, concerns, and hesitations. Look for an issue and 
action that unites your group.

Creating the theater – will you do the “writing” 
together, or do one or two people have an idea that 
others will support? Either way, leave plenty of room 
for individual inspirations. Let people create their own 
parts where possible.

• Skits – keep it short. Repeat the same one-minute 
piece over and over. Keep dialog to a minimum and 
go for colorful, larger-than-life images. Masks draw at-
tention – and help you stay anonymous if you wish.

• Signs – think of sign-boards, like in silent movies – an 
easy way to convey a simple message. 

• Silence – using masks and props, silently “occupy” a 
visible public space. After ten minutes, march silently 
to a new location and repeat.

Start and end with magic – as with any street action, 
you can start and end by grounding, casting a circle, 

Solstice in the Streets – Reclaiming youth created props and street theater 
as part of Solstice in the Streets. After an opening circle, a procession wound 
through downtown San Francisco, stopping to do performances and music 
at banks, oil companies, and nuclear energy corporations – but also at sites 
like public fountains and plazas, celebrating visions of Summer in the City. 
Photo by George Franklin.
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continued on next page

and invoking allies. Whether you’re two people or a thousand, a short opening circle will help unite your group.

At the end, do a circle where each person shares about their experience (in a larger group, use small groups of six to eight). De-
voke and open the circle. If there are new people, pass around a sign-up sheet – a key part of magical activism!

Mystery Posters
Goal – postering is direct action aimed at educating our community. By taking our message outside “approved” channels 
(media, books, pulpits, classrooms), we claim public space for political dialog and communicate directly with others. Post-
ers can share images, concerns, poetry, philosophical questions.... What do you want to say?

Materials – paper, including colored construction paper; thick and thin colored markers; brushes and water-paints; glue-
sticks; scissors; simple collage materials; duct tape; stapler or tacks; snacks for while you create posters and/or afterward.

Space/Time/Size – any number, in groups of 3-6. Allow an hour or more. Scout out the postering possibilities – you need 
enough sites so you can divide into small groups. This may mean a list 
of campus buildings, phone poles on busy pedestrian streets, etc. This 
sort of logistical planning can be done ahead of time by a small group.

Prep – most of this action is prep. Hanging the posters may only take a 
few minutes – although you can make a magical ritual out of it, remem-
bering to ground and cast a protective circle before you go out. What 
allies would help with this work?

After creating your circle in a quick, fun way, talk for a little while about 
things and issues on your minds and about ways you might awaken the 
curiosity of others. Might you use slogans? Questions? Cartoons and 
drawings? Collages? Poetry? What kinds of designs will catch attention?

Share ideas and inspirations. Then take 20 minutes or so and create 
hand-made posters. Don’t worry about details or perfection – aim for 

what will grab attention. The more 
obviously hand-made the posters 
are, the better. 

When complete, do a quick show-
and-tell where you admire one 
another’s creations.

Action – ground and cast a protec-
tive circle, then hang the posters 
as secretly as possible. Unless you 
choose otherwise, the origin of the 
posters will be a mystery. 

Afterward – return to the place 
you created the posters. Circle up 
and take a few breaths together. 
Go around and let each person say 
a little about how the action felt, a 
highlight, etc. Remember to open 
your circle and say goodbye to each 
participant.

These aren’t exactly “mystery” 
posters, since we included contact 
information – hand-colored post-
ers for Solstice in the Streets. 

At Teen Earth Magic that year, 
people colored posters in their 
spare time. Poster design by K. 
Mogg. Coloring by TEM campers.

Video of 30 hand-colored posters: 
WeaveAndSpin.org/tem-chants
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Activist Workings (pg 3)
Bannering – a Legal Direct Action
Goal – create a banner and hang it in public. Bannering is direct action – like postering, we take our message outside the “ap-
proved” channels (media, books, pulpits, classrooms). We claim public space for political dialog and communicate our ideas 
directly to other people in our community.

Materials – heavy paper (several sheets at least 3 x 6 feet); pencils; a few colors of poster-paint; half-dozen brushes; duct tape.

Prep – discuss and reach consensus on: (A) what goes on the banner (words and images), and (B) where to hang it (a hall-
way, a balcony, the side of a panel-van, the front door of city hall...).

Action – if folks in your group are willing, ground (or take some breaths) together. Cast a circle. Invoke elements and an ally 
or two.

Involve everyone in the group in drawing and painting the banner. For purposes of this action, no one is an expert. Use 
pencil-sketches, ruler lines, etc to make painting easier. Once you’ve agreed on the message, don’t worry if the artwork isn’t 
perfect – it will magically be exactly how it needs to be.

Document the action – photos are fun, but be sure to get permission before you photograph people at a direct action. If 
the banner connects to local issues, you might want to let local media know about it. Provide local media with an “unposed” 
photo of your group putting the banner up and they may put it on their website!

Afterward – return to the place you created the banner. Circle up and take a few breaths together. Go around and let each per-
son say a little about how the action felt, a highlight, etc. Remember to open your circle and say goodbye to each participant.

More Ideas for Actions & Exercises
• Bubbles – move through town or a mall blowing soap bubbles (inspired by Berkeley poet Julia Vinograd, the Bubble Lady).

• Puppets – puppets (hand-held or wearable) liven up any occasion. Find directions for building wearable puppets and other 
props online. Building and decorating them is half the fun!

• Masks – make or buy masks and do simple street theatre. 
Masks can quickly identify a character or an emotion for on-
lookers – and wearing a mask can make street acting easier!

• Workings: Shadow: Composting Oppressions and Com-
posting Headlines (see Workings chapter, pages XXXXX).

• Workings: Spectrums – spectrum exercises help us articulate 
hopes, doubts, beliefs, and commitments. Try some spectrums 
around what people believe, how willing they are to do certain 
kinds of activism – and why (see Workings chapter, page XXXX).

• Solstice caroling – find a few friends, learn some songs, and 
busk on the street for Solstice, Beltane, etc. A ukulele or two 
makes singing easier. Since your audience will keep changing, 
you only need to know a few songs! For ideas, see our chants 
lists on page XXX..

• Sidewalk chalking – similar to Mystery Posters and 
Bannering – find a couple of friends, brainstorm some ideas 
(maybe questions? A single word? A quick line drawing?) – 
and head for the streets. Maybe you want to choose a lookout 
and/or someone to talk to anyone who approaches you.Sidewalk Chalking – chalking on public sidewalks is an accepted 

form of free speech in San Francisco, Berkeley, Oakland, and hope-
fully your town as well!
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Activist Resources
Activist Books by Starhawk
• Dreaming the Dark – visionary activist tools

• Truth or Dare – the personal and the political

• The Earth Path – building relations with our home

• Novels

• Fifth Sacred Thing – a world in conflict and revolution

• Walking to Mercury – activist-infused prequel to FST

• City of Refuge – creating the new world

• The Last Wild Witch – an eco-parable – now on youtube!

Reclaiming’s Activist Backstory
Direct Action: An Historical Novel by Luke Hauser – the 
activist roots of Reclaiming. It’s funny, too! 

Print or free PDF at DirectAction.org.

Activist Handbooks
Free PDF downloads of direct action handbooks. Practi-
cal discussions of consensus, nonviolence, affinity groups, 
feminism, confronting oppression, and much more.

Visit: DirectAction.org/handbook/.

Pagan Cluster Listserve
The Living River (LivRiv) is the Reclaiming Pagan Cluster’s 
international activist list. Learn about upcoming actions, 
workshops, etc. Contact others and join the actions. 

To join the Living River elist, or for questions, contact:  
ReclaimingQuarterly@gmail.com.

Websites for Magical Activism
•  Starhawk.org – workshops, writings, resources.

•  EarthActivistTraining.org – intensive retreats with 
Starhawk and others.

•  DirectAction.org – free downloads of Luke Hauser’s 
activist novel, plus handbooks, music, and more.

• WeaveAndSpin.org – current Reclaiming posts.

• ReclaimingQuarterly.org – includes photo-coverage 
of Pagan Cluster actions from about 2005-2016, plus 
front-line reports from Starhawk, Kate Raphael, Lisa 
Fithian, Juniper, Luke Hauser, and more

Key Issues & Allies
M4BL.org – Movement for Black Lives

ExtinctionRebellion.us – XR stateside

Rebellion.earth – XR in UK

FoodNotBombs.net – food for people, not profit!

Keep Us Posted!
If you’re involved in activism in your area – and 
doubly so if you have a Pagan affinity group – let 
us know! Email ReclaimingQuarterly@gmail.com.

Chants for the Streets
Some of Reclaiming’s favorite chants were written 
for street actions and marches. See Ritual Skills: 
Chants Resources for playlists – pages XXX.

Photo – Black Lives Matter march, Oakland, c. 2012.
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Workings & Exercises
Intro & Small-Group Techniques ..............................173

• Transitions, Small Groups, Milling .....................176

Affirmations .................................................................180 

Allies Circle / My Own Best Ally ................................181

Altars / Scavenger Altars ...........................................184

Auras / Aura Carwash .................................................190

Automatic Writing ......................................................196

Bead Ceremony ...........................................................197

Blessings & Star Goddess ..........................................199

Book of Shadows ........................................................202

Boundaries: Collages / Scrub-Jay Lines ..................203

Campfire Activities .....................................................206

Circle Workings ...........................................................208

Collages ........................................................................211

Costume Magic ...............................................................213

Divination: Nature Readings / Oracles / Scrying .....214

Flaming Cauldron .......................................................219

Games - Cooperative / Quick & Active ....................221

Grounding: Red Cord Spell .......................................225

Harvest Stations ..........................................................227

Intuitive Practices .......................................................229

Labyrinth Workings ....................................................230

Letter to Myself ...........................................................233

Liberation Circle ..........................................................234

Lifting Each Other Up ................................................236

Magical Writing ...........................................................239

Mirror Affirmations / Boundaries / Goddess .........241

Nature Sit / Night Sit ..................................................244

Non-Judgmental Listening .......................................246

Overflowing Cup / Ace of Cups Spell ......................248

Pentacles Magic: Intro / Pearl / Great Turning .......249

Purification: Bridge Challenge / Star Purification ...255

Shadow Work ..............................................................259
• Shadow: Tarot & Mirrors / Shadow Party .........260
• Composting Headlines & Oppressions .............262
• Costume Shadows ................................................266

Spectrums of Belief & Choice ...................................268

Spellcrafting ................................................................271
• Spell: Breaking a Commitment ..........................274
• Spell: Burning or Composting Putdowns .........275
• Spell Candles .........................................................276
• Spell: Charging with Fire & Flour .......................278
• Spell: Temperance Pouring .................................279
• Spell: Waters of the World ...................................280
• Spell: The Wicker One ...........................................281
• Spell: Yarn Binding ................................................283

Tarot: A Key Magical Practice ......................................285
• Tarot Reading: Quick Intro (one page) ................288
• Tarot: Intuitive Reading ..........................................289
• Tarot: Reversals & Difficult Cards ..........................293
• Tarot: Living Tableaux ..........................................295
• Tarot: Speed Readings ............................................296
• Tarot: Tarot Stories ...................................................298
• Tarot: Journey of the Spirit ..................................299

Tools of Magic / Magical Correspondences ...........303
• Tools Cakewalk ......................................................307

Trance: Place of Power (Online) ...............................309

Transformational Tableaux .......................................310

Trust Walk .....................................................................312

Voice Magic ..................................................................317

Wand-Crafting .............................................................322

Some workings get folks moving, such as a cooperative water game.
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teacher, or refer to your activites as a “WitchCamp.” 

Reclaiming is a formal tradition with trained teachers. Lo-
cal communities and WitchCamps also have processes for 
training new teachers and organizers. 

If you want to participate and study in the Reclaiming 
Tradition, a great place to begin is at a WitchCamp – find 
camps in many regions at WitchCamp.org.

No Grooming or Recruiting – this material is not to be 
used to recruit youth for circles or classes apart from know-
ing and communicating with their families. No Reclaiming 
material is ever to be used to groom young people. 

If you have questions about anyone teaching this 
material, contact ReclaimingQuarterly@gmail.com.

Let the Magic Begin!
Whether you begin by choosing one of these workings, 
jumping into the Rituals chapter, or reading more of the 
book first – trust your intuition. 

Are there others you might circle with? What workings 
might appeal to others you know? 

When in doubt, we recommend the ancient divination 
tool known as bibliomancy – skim through the book and 
let something jump out!

In Circle, Alone – or at a Party?
The workings in this chapter are the core of many rituals, 
classes, and WitchCamp paths. This is a “greatest hits” from 
over 40 years of Reclaiming magic!

We’ve described them here for small circles (4-8 people). 
Most also describe them as solitary workings.

These workings are described for larger groups in our 
Teen Earth Magic workbook – visit TeenEarthMagic.org

Not all of these workings are “Pagan.” Some of these make 
perfect birthday-party activities – what could build group 
spirit better than lifting one another overhead?

If you’re using this book with a group, take a look at the 
agreements we often make at our classes and camps – 
they’ll help lay a basis of trust. Read Intro: Agreements.

We hope you use these workings in many ways to add 
power, awareness, and energy to different parts of your 
life!

Sacred Space
We often weave these workings into a simple ritual by 
creating sacred space at the beginning. We pause again 
for a few minutes to open the circle at the end. 

There’s a practical reason for working within sacred space. 
Magic involves focused attention and intuition. Before we 
jump into a spell or other working, we take time to clear 
our attention and to awaken our intuition.

It doesn’t always have to be an elaborate process. For 
ideas, see Ritual Skills: Sacred Space: Quick Ways.

At the end, remember to devoke and open the circle. 
Devoking elements or allies can be as easy as saying 
their name, taking a breath, and offering, “Thank you!”

Adapting & Teaching These 
Workings
We’re glad to see these exercises used by other groups 
and traditions. Truth be told, we’ve borrowed more than a 
few.  You can continue the tradition. 

Any group who accept our Principles of Unity can declare 
themselves a Reclaiming circle. See page XXXX.

However, unless you are formally trained in our tradi-
tion, we ask that you not present yourself as a Reclaiming 

Workings: Intro
A Magical Compendium of Workings from Reclaiming

Some workings are quiet and reflective, like this collage workshop.
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Tips for Rituals & Circles
Ways of shaping ritual energy

Here’s some handy tips for shaping ritual energy. Getting 
comfortable with these techniques will help keep your ritu-
als and circles lively and flowing.

Ring the changes – a chiming bowl and/
or gong marks mood changes, gathering 
times, etc – without you speaking a word.

Sing the changes – similarly, when you 
complete a working and move to the 
next, mark the transition with a song that 
pertains to one or both – you’ll find lots of 
ideas at Ritual Skills: Chants.

Don’t dumb it down – ’nuff said.

Right-to-pass – everyone is present and 
tuned in – but no one has to do or say 
anything, and people can also move to the 
sideline and take a break.

Mix it up – this is true for adult classes too. 
Have a mix of active and quieter exercises. 
Use “stations” rituals (see Rituals: Stations 
Format) as a way to give people choices 
and variety.

Increase participation – use go-rounds, 
dyads and triads, etc. Invite pairs of people 
to take on ritual roles – this way, quieter 
folks might be drawn into participation. 
Match newer people with experienced 
folks to pass along skills. 

Quick games and songs – toss them in to provide a 
breather from more intense work.

Make agreements, not 
rules – where strict rules 
are needed (for instance, no 
one goes off-site), explain 
why, and ask if people will 
“agree” even though it’s 
not really a choice – ask 
people’s buy-in on as much 
as possible.

Create opportunities for 
leadership – people are 
more engaged and coop-
erative if they also get a 
chance to lead. Some folks 
will have games, songs, and 
activities they want to lead. 
Find out what others want 
to offer and try to weave 
it into a ritual. Give them 
good support.

Take breaks – snack breaks, 
time-out for games, or even 
letting people check their 
messages can help loosen 
things up.

Simple drumming focuses energy. Play a heartbeat 
while someone speaks or leads a trance or song.

• pad of large paper

• planning notebook

• water for drinking

• magical tools:

• athame

• chalice

• mirror(s) 

• tarot deck(s)

• drum(s)

Magical Toolkit
• timer

• bell / chime / bowl

• tea lights & lighters

• altar cloth

• knife & scissors

• rope (several sizes)

• tape (several kinds)

• paper, pens 

• markers (different sizes)

Moving Stuck Energy
Even the best circle can get stuck. Maybe you’ve done a 
long go-round and everyone has been heard, but there 
is no resolution. Maybe you’ve done a long, slow magical 
working that left everyone sluggish.

Shaking our bodies, getting fresh air – these are quick 
ways to move energy. Sometimes what is needed is to de-
brief in dyads or triads (see above) – give people a chance 
to open up and talk with one or two people before mov-
ing on.

What about something wordless like an Aura Carwash 
(see Workings: Aura Carwash)? How about reinforcing our 
circle with some high-impact rounds of Pass the Knot (see 
Workings: Circle: Pass the Knot)?

Or maybe you need an upbeat song like Rise with the Fire 
of Freedom or We Are the Power in Everyone.
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Affirmations: Words of Power
INTENT
A humorous, active way to get in touch with our own brilliance, beauty, wisdom, etc. Can be awkward and challenging for 
some people, but hopefully ends on a positive note for all.

People are asked to interact a lot. Can be difficult for a brand new group, but a good opening exercise on day two or three.

TIME & SPACE
Fifteen minutes including transitions and debrief. Enough space to mill around.

PREP 
Need note cards with affirmative words written on them, one large word per card – see below for a list of ideas. Words 
should be ordinary ones that are easy for people to guess. Need as many cards as participants. Don’t let people see them 
ahead of time.

• Set of 16 words below, and add your own.

• Tape to affix the cards on people’s backs – people cannot see their own, yet it is easy to see each others’ words.

WORKING
Gather people in a circle and affix one word to each person’s back, so the person doesn’t see their own word.

When all are ready – people walk around speaking to one another as if their affirmation was true of that person. For instance 
– if Sally Ann’s word is “Brilliant,” people might catch her attention and say, “You are so smart! You shine like a diamond!”

The goal is to guess your word. Some will get theirs right away, others will be stumped. Priestesses help the last few people. 

When complete, gather in a circle. Go around and each person speaks their word, allowing a pause after each to let it sink in. At 
end, priestess says: ”Each of these words is true of every one of us. These are our birthright, our true being. Breathe them in.” 

Song for wrapping up: My Soul; Opening Up in Sweet Surrender; Let the Beauty We Love.

SOLO WORKING
Need – Book of Shadows; note cards or slips of paper; pen or marker. Write one affirmative word at the top of each note card 
or slip of paper.

Scramble them, then draw the words like divination cards – for each card, write at least three more positive words. 

After you’ve drawn five or more cards and written for each, go back and underline a half-dozen words. Make a short poem 
that includes these words – read it aloud three times, breathing between each reading and reminding yourself that every 
word you read is true about you.

Affirmation Words
Intuitive

Insightful

Amazing

Gorgeous

Skillful

Fantastic

Wonderful

Incredible

Lovable

Radiant

Strong

Passionate

Brilliant

Powerful

Beautiful

Talented
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Allies Circle
INTENT
This is a powerful working which illustrates our connections with others and the deep support available from our community.

This working could follow a shadow working or meditation – one that touches places where we feel alone or powerless.

We’ve used Allies Circles as the final ritual working at several camps – a culmination of our time together. Doing the working 
around a campfire adds an extra touch of magic.

It could also be done as the first working in the final morning path, followed by Lifting Each Other Up. 

TIME & SPACE
This is a working for half-dozen or more – a dozen 
is ideal. Consider doing this as part of a birthday 
party. Meanwhile, see My Own Best Ally on the 
following page.

Each person will speak, and many will want to go 
more than once.... In a circle of about 12-25 people, 
this working can take an hour. Any more people 
than this and it will get long, so consider limiting 
people to speaking once each.

You’ll need room for a loose circle. A fire or altar in 
the center helps focus the energy. Circle should be 
8-10 feet back from center.

PREP
Ritual fire in center, or create a central altar. 

If you are not already in ritual space, cast a circle 
and invoke elements and allies for this working as 
a strong magical container. Remember to devoke 
afterward.

Need one or two priestesses to do a short meditation and facilitate the working – a good chance to pair a veteran and a 
newer teacher.

Ask a couple of mentors or teachers who have done this working before to go first and second, to model how it works (and 
to offer examples of the sorts of things people might share – some people will know right away, and others will have to think 
about it). 

Examples might be:

“I can’t concentrate at school and it’s hurting my grades.”

“I have chosen my own name.”

“I don’t fit into the gender role that was assigned to me at birth.”

“Sometimes I’ve done things to hurt myself.”

Priestesses also prepare one or two final statements that will close the working on a solid, inclusive note. For example: “I feel 
stronger when I am surrounded by friends and allies.”

continued on next page
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Allies Circle (pg 2)
WORKING
Gather in a circle. Priestess explains working: “We will be doing an Allies Circle. One by one, we will have a chance to step into 
the circle and say something true about ourselves where we want to know that we are not alone, and feel the support from 
our allies. A couple of mentors will go first, and then people can go whenever they are ready. Let’s allow everyone to have a 
chance to speak once before we go a second time. As with all of our workings, you have the right to pass.”

Priestess leads a short meditation about where in your life you might want allies, where you might feel alone or unsupported. 
What would it be like to ask for and receive support from this circle? Give people a few moments to think about this.

First person (a mentor chosen ahead of time) takes a couple of steps into circle, and makes a statement such as: “I can’t con-
centrate at school and it’s hurting my grades.”

Priestess: “Anyone who wants to claim this statement as true for themselves, take a couple of steps forward. (Usually at least a 
few people step up, sometimes most of the circle.) 

“Take a look at those who have stepped in with you. (They look around.) 

“Now turn and look at the outer circle – your allies. (Any teachers and mentors in outer circle model support – good atten-
tion, perhaps holding your palms open toward center.)

“Inner circle, acknowledge your allies, and return to the circle.” (Inner folks nod, touch their hearts, etc, then rejoin outer 
circle.)

Second person steps in, perhaps saying something more challenging such as, “Sometimes when I’m depressed I feel like 
hurting myself.” 

Priestess repeats guiding steps above (“those who claim this statement step in,” etc). After a few rounds, priestess won’t need 
to say so much, but it often helps to give simple directions for each round.

Continue until all have had a chance. When everyone has gone once, invite people to stop and take a breath. 

If time permits and people seem focused, people can go a second time. 

At some point, you’ll want to close the working.

Closing the working – this exercise can go on and on, as people think of more ways they can ask for support. The challenge 
is to feel when the energy is starting to slacken, and have a strong closing ready.

When time is short, you could say, “We have 
time for a few more...” 

Priestess or someone else has pre-planned the 
last round or two – statements that are likely to 
include most or all people in the group. Ex-
ample: “I feel stronger when I know that I have 
allies.”

Song – I Would Know Myself In All My Parts; Let 
the Beauty We Love; We Are Alive As the Earth Is 
Alive; My Soul.

SOLO WORKING
This is a hard one to do alone, or even with a 
few people. A good solo working for this mate-
rial is Allies: My Own Best Ally.
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Allies: My Own Best Ally
INTENT
Recognizing that we have the skills and tools to be great allies to ourselves.

TIME & SPACE
Any number. 15 minutes including transitions. Room for people to sit and write – close enough to hear priestess.

PREP
Sheets of paper or Books of Shadows, pens or markers (markers are easier on uneven surfaces).

WORKING
Each person gets a pen and several sheets of paper (or blank journal pages). Priestess guides:

(1) Write at top of page: “If I were embarking on a magical quest, my ideal companion / ally / guide would be like this” – then 
free-write for a couple of minutes. Write as fast and continuously as you can, without editing or over-thinking. Just keep writing.

(2) Take a breath, then go back and underline some key words in your writing that describe your ally. Here is an example:

“They would be strong and dedicated, unwavering in their support. They would be good-humored and able to laugh at mis-
takes, wrong turns, etc. And they would be intelligent enough to figure out when they are doing something useful and when 
they are wasting their time.”

(3) Below this, write: “As an ally, some secret magical tools I possess are:” – and make a list of the underlined words:
   - strong    - good humor
   - unwavering   - support
   - intelligent   - doing something useful

(4) On a fresh page, write: “When I think about doing something amazing in the world, what I worry about is” – free-write for 
a minute or two. Here’s an example:

“That I will not be able to maintain a focus, that I will get distracted and try to do too many things, that I will misestimate my 
talents and waste my time pursuing dead ends.”

(5) Underline a few key worries, and make a list of them:
 - get distracted
 - misestimate my talents
 - waste my time

(6) Now look back at your list of ally-skills. Next to each worry, match a “secret magical tool” from the first list. Here’s an example:
 - get distracted / unwavering
 - misestimate my talents / use my intelligence
 - waste my time / doing something useful

(7) Write in your journal: “To apply these skills, what would I need to change in my life? What would I need to do differently? Is 
this something I am willing to do? What is one step I can take toward this goal?” (Maybe also do Workings: Letter To Myself.)

(8) Talk in dyads or triads – “What would it mean to be my own best ally? How would I need to grow? What’s one step I can take?”

(8) Re-circle. Go around – each person says one word from their “secret magical tools” list. Hear the words as a poem.

SOLO WORKING
Same as above.
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INTENT
An altar is any dedicated space set apart from the mundane world. Setting up a magical altar can represent “making space” 
for magic – and making time and space for yourself.

It might be a dresser-top, a table in a corner, or a favorite spot in a garden or woods. It might live inside a suitcase or box and 
be brought out only for special occasions. It could be on the nightstand – a place you visit daily. But you might consider a 
more versatile space that supports more varied types of workings.

If you like making art, an altar can be like an installation and can include other artworks you create. Altars at public rituals like 
the Spiral Dance are sometimes interactive installations created by local artists.

Altars can also be very simple – a carved glass pitcher on a blue cloth could be an elegant West altar. A stack of rocks in a 
grassy field can anchor North.

Place or remove items from an altar with intention. 
Pause, breathe, and be aware of your actions.

TIME & SPACE
Any flat space that won’t be disturbed. A dresser-top, 
a nightstand, a window sill. Time – however much 
you want to devote to setting the altar up, then later 
adding to and tending it. 

Altars are a great solo working – and see the follow-
ing pages for some group-altar ideas.

PREP 
Prepare your altar by visioning and gathering magical 
items and accoutrements. The prep never ends!

Altar Health & Safety
Food – unless you are intentionally creating an altar to 

honor ants and flies, remove food offerings at the end of the day. Compost leftovers to send them back into the cycle of life.

Fire – magic can be distracting. Whether you’re in your bedroom or a forest, take extra precautions. Indoors, use glass jar candles, 
not open flames. Keep wall-hangings away from your altar. Tie back curtains. Have a smoke detector and extinguisher handy.

WORKINGS

Elemental Altar(s)
A dresser-top might offer enough space to create mini-altars to each element (Air in the East, Fire in the South, Water in West, 
Earth in North). Perhaps Spirit/Mystery in the center can be a different tarot card every day.

Limited space? How about an elemental altar that changes daily (or weekly or when you get around to it). Begin with “Air” 
items, changing to Fire, Water, Earth, and finally Center/Mystery. Tarot cards can be part of this elemental altar too – see the 
correspondences under Workings: Tools of Magic.

Altars

continued on next page

At this participatory Spiral Dance altar from 2008, people could write a 
name or place a pebble for a beloved ancestor. Photo by Michael Rauner.
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A Spiral Dance altar, created by people attending the 2014 ritual. Photo by Michael Rauner.

Altars (pg 2)
Ancestor Altar
At Samhain (Halloween, a season for ancestors in many traditions) we build altars to honor ancestors of our families, our 
spiritual and cultural traditions, and also the First People of the land we are on. 

Photos, books, musical instruments, old tools or artifacts.... What speaks to you of your own past?

Prepare a meal for the cultural heritage of one of your ancestors. If you’re making a new dish, go online and find out how and 
when this food was traditionally served. 

Before eating, prepare a dish of food for your ancestor and place it on your altar with words of remembrance and offering. 
Afterward, compost leftovers so they’ll go back to the cycle of life, death, and rebirth (and not the cycle of ants).

As you eat, listen to music, read poetry – whatever that connects you to that culture.

J Book of Shadows – before you clean up, sit quietly, and write in your journal.

Interactive Altar
Add this working to any altar. Cut small strips of paper large enough for a word or phrase. Place them on your altar next to a 
nice bowl. 

Each time you pass your altar, stop for a moment and write a word inspired by your altar. Place the writing in the bowl. Later, 
stop at your altar, take a breath, pull a strip of paper, and read it. 

J Book of Shadows – want a quick inspiration for your writing? Contemplate your altar, then pull a tarot card, set it on your 
altar, and write the first thoughts that pop into your head.

Altar to Your Dreams
Sketch (on paper or in your mind) an altar that celebrates and honors your dreams, your vision for your life. 

What is the centerpiece? What colors are the altar cloths? Does it include “natural elements” such as water or fire?

How might it be interactive (ie, what is something that you or someone else might do at your altar)?

Words of Inspiration
Copy favorite quotes, questions, 
challenges, etc. Place them inten-
tionally on your altar. 

What other objects do you see on 
this altar?

How will you know when to re-
move the writings?

Magical Workbench
Altars are ideal spaces for magical 
work – a place to ground, cast a 
circle, do divination, charge magical 
tools (see Workings: Tools).

Like any craftsperson or artist, we 
want our tools handy and unclut-

continued on next page
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tered. For some of us, that means placing 
items neatly on shelves. For others, it might 
mean storing them in a drawer.

Ideally, do you want your magical tools laid 
out like a workbench? Or do you want them 
out of sight after a working?

What belongs on your magical workbench? 
Is it elemental tools like a chalice and blade? 
Is it a deck of divination cards, face down 
and ready to draw? 

Is it your latest tarot reading or throw of 
the runes, lingering partly as inspiration 
and partly as decoration?

SOLO WORKINGS
A personal altar can be a magical worksta-
tion. It’s a place to ground, cast your circle, 
read tarot or runes or do other divination, 
charge magical tools (from athames to guitar picks), bless your art or writing...

It can also be a work-in-perpetual-progress – an ongoing magical experiment made up of your workings and readings.

GROUP WORKINGS
Labyrinth Challenge Ritual (see Rituals: Labyrinth Challenges) – as their first challenge, invite each person to use whatever 

objects they find (if indoors, bring 
a variety of objects), and create an 
altar that honors their work with the 
group. Perhaps a second challenge is 
to return to the altar and do nature 
divination (See Workings: Divination: 
Nature Readings).

Living Altars – in a small group of 
about six people – take a moment and 
each envision an ideal altar (perhaps 
to honor a decision or commitment 
they have made). Each person quickly 
describes their altar – and the others 
join to make a human sculpture of it.

Giant Altar – a favorite with younger 
groups – build a giant elemental altar 
using found objects, some as big 
as anyone can haul back. Set a few 
guidelines (“Don’t bring back a living 
tree, no poison oak, no small crea-
tures, etc.”) – and go for it!A sparkly floor altar greets people arriving at the 2015 Spiral Dance. Photo by Michael Rauner.

A simple, powerful altar to the Fey – Spiral Dance 2009. Photo by Michael Rauner.
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INTENT
Elemental Altars Scavenger Hunt – a fun way to engage with the elements in the outdoors. This is a good balance to a gather-
ing that will mostly be sitting still.

Try this as the elemental invocations in a ritual.

Can include all five elements, or focus on just one.

TIME & SPACE
Any number, in groups of three to five. Allow a half hour or more. If outdoors, set some boundaries. 

With a young group, include a mentor or teacher in each group.

PREP
Make scavenger lists in advance – include some items people are likely to find for each of the element. Invite people to add 
other magical items for each element, and to spontaneously find additional items.

Example – Air items: feather; something fluffy or airy; white flower; decayed wood that is mostly air; one additional object 
that says “Air” to you.

Set boundaries and figure out where people can make altars. Tell people how long they will have, and ring a bell as a five-
minute warning.

WORKING
Groups of three to five – hand out scavenger lists. Depending 
on time, groups could each take one element, or each do all 
five.

Challenge people to find items, then construct a simple altar 
to the elements. Bonus points for cool objects not on list.

Ring a bell when five minutes remain and suggest people 
stop searching for items and focus on “sculpting” their altars.

When altars are finished (or time runs out), do a Tour des 
Altars. Each group shows off a few special items, and says why 
they feel those items belong with this element.

End with an elements song (see Ritual Skills: Chants – page 
112).

SOLO WORKING
Using the list on the next page (or your own list), go outdoors 
and find as many items as you can. Make an altar in your yard 
or in an outdoor spot. Sing or listen to an elements song.

An impromptu scavenger altar at 
California WitchCamp. 

Photo by Otter.
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INTENT
Our aura is the life-energy that fills and surrounds our physical body. One’s aura can change size or texture depending on our 
mood, physical health, etc. When we say someone has “big energy,” we’re talking about their aura taking up a lot of space.

The size of our aura varies, depending on mood and physical energy – typically it extends about 4 to 12 inches from our bodies.

Our aura is the way we experience the world. When we are in a peaceful, life-filled place like a forest or a room full of friends, 
we feel love and inspiration filling our aura, our entire being.

When we are surrounded by pressure, unhappiness, anger – our auras can’t help but be affected. Soon our own energy feels 
more stressed and anxious.

Sensing Auras
Some people sense auras by moving their hands a few inches from the physical body (rubbing your hands together first may 
help). You may notice warmth or cold, various textures, or tingling. You might sense areas of tension or pain. 

Some people see auras as colors, or as a kind of radiant energy (a plain white background might help). Some sit silently fac-
ing a person and “read” their aura (gently touching your third eye may help). 

By experimenting, each of us finds our own ways.

When we become aware of our own and others’ auras and personal energy, we can take steps to strengthen or change how 
we are in the world and how we experience other people.

Here are some ways to work with auras, including becoming aware of our own and others’ energy, finding ways to shift our 
aura, and learning to shield ourselves from others’ energy.

TIME & SPACE
These exercises can be done alone or in a group. With more than 20, break into sub-groups. When it’s time to share, form 
triads if you’re over a half-dozen. You can do one or two of these workings in 20-30 minutes, or build a longer sequence. Try 
alternating quiet and active workings.

PREP
Read through the exercises so you have some ideas ahead of time (especially for the Aura Fills). If you’re a group, choose a 
priestess to lead each working.

SENSING AURAS
Begin by becoming aware of your own energy. Rub your palms together, then hold them about six inches apart. Close your 
eyes and slowly move your palms closer. You may start to feel pressure, as if you are compressing a balloon, or a springiness 
like a rubber band. Maybe you feel radiant warmth. Play with this until you find your own ways of sensing this energy.

Practicing with a Partner
Practice sensing others’ energy by working in a group or with a trusted friend. Sit facing one another but not touching – touch 
will distract you during this exercise. 

One person (whose energy will be read) sits quietly, closing your eyes and breathing steadily. Let your mind wander without 
trying to figure anything out.

Second person (reader), using your various senses but without touching or talking to the person, see if you can sense your 

continued on next page
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partner’s aura. Move around as needed. Try doing this for a specific amount of time – say three to five minutes.

• Hold your open palms three to six inches from the person’s head, neck, belly, or hands – hold your hands steady, then slowly 
move them closer and further – can you feel a difference?

• Sit facing the person – if possible with a plain background. Soften your gaze and notice the colors around the person. Of 
course you’ll see actual colors of the person and surroundings – let these be, and notice whether other colors glow around 
the edges of the person. You may see ripples or waves of energy. Don’t worry about figuring it out – just spend a minute or 
two noticing.

• Sit facing, soften your gaze, and notice the person’s energy-body – using your intuition, where is the person holding 
energy? Where is it flowing freely? Where do you sense strength? Where are worry or fear?

When time is up, both people stand and stretch, then sit down and each take a turn sharing what the experience was like. 
Use “I” statements and speak gently – “I felt this or that, I sensed this or that.” Try saying, “I sensed cautious energy around your 
heart,” not, “You have bleak, hideous energy stuck in your heart!”

Stand and stretch again, and change roles.

When both are complete, do something to shift the energy – put on music, dance, read tarot cards, pet the cat...

AURA MAGIC / AURA SHIFTING
British occultist and author Dion Fortune described magic as the art of “changing consciousness at will.” We can change how 
we are in the world by consciously shifting the energy of our aura. 

In real life, this can be difficult! If you feel insecure, you can’t just snap your fingers and be confident. But you can practice 
ahead of time and learn ways to shift your energy. Here are some aura games that you can do alone or with a group.

Ground first – eg, close your eyes and breathe for 60 seconds – then touch the Earth and breathe three times. 

Cast a circle around the space. Then each person take a minute and cast a personal circle (actually a sphere) around yourself. 
You can do this by closing your eyes and on a series of easy breaths be aware of the space around you, as if you are inside a 
bubble. Breathe into this sphere to inflate it – then bring it in about six inches away from your body. Sense its boundaries. 
This is roughly your aura.

Noticing Our Aura
Pay attention to the boundaries of your own aura. You might rub your hands together and then use the palm of one hand to 
feel the edge of your energy-body. 

When you can sense the edge of your aura, close your eyes and notice what is going on inside. How is your physical body do-
ing? Are you nervous? Relaxed? Afraid you’re doing it all wrong? Just notice, let go, and notice again. 

Moving Within Our Energy Bubble
Imagine yourself inside a big soap bubble. Use your breath and hands to push the bubble out from your body. Feel its edges. 
Patch up any leaky spots. 

Without speaking, and with soft eyes, move around the space, letting yourself feel what it’s like to move within your own 
personal energy bubble. (We do this all the time – but now we’re really paying attention!)

Can you move around the room and still feel a solid circle around you? If it wavers, can you stop and restore it with a silent 
breath? What helps you stay focused on your own present experience?

continued on next page
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Boundaries – Inflated & Deflated Aura
Create an energy bubble as above. Take a few breaths and see if you can bring it about six inches from your physical body. 
When you have it, move slowly around the space, noticing how it feels to move past other people.

Inflated Aura – take some easy breaths and inflate your bubble. Pump your energy larger – use your hands and arms if it 
helps. Feel yourself inside an inflated bubble. Now move around the space. Notice that your energy probably overlaps with 
other people or objects. Notice what this is like.

If you’re a small group, stop and do a bit of sharing (larger group break into triads – if alone, write in your journal): 

What was this “inflated aura” like? What colors and/or emotions does it make you think of? What situations does it remind 
you of? Would you be inclined to inflate your aura at a party? At a mall or in a cafeteria? Around your friends or family? If you 
are leading a magical working or making a 
presentation? If you are scared? 

Deflated Aura – take some easy breaths and 
deflate your bubble. Let extra energy flow 
down into the Earth, and draw your aura in 
very close – use your hands and arms if it 
helps. Feel yourself inside a very tight bub-
ble. Now move around the space, keeping 
some distance from other people or objects. 
Notice what this is like.

Do some sharing or write in your journal: 
What was this “deflated aura” like? 

What colors and/or emotions does it make 
you think of? What situations does it remind 
you of? Would you be inclined to deflate 
your aura at a party? At a mall or in a caf-
eteria? Around your friends or family? If you 
are leading a magical working or making a 
presentation? If you are scared? 

Boundaries – Aura Fills
Now that we’ve become aware of the difference that a shift in our aura can make, let’s take it a step further. What if we con-
sciously filled our aura with a specific energy? What if we could fill our auras with positive energy when we feel uncomfort-
able, with calming energy when we feel nervous, or with sparkly energy when we need to shine?

Here’s a game that lets us practice shifting our aura – “changing consciousness at will.” Create an energy-bubble surround-
ing you, as above. Notice the overall energy inside your bubble... What color is it?... Do you have a name for this type of 
energy?

Now let this energy fall down into the Earth, and call into your aura the energy of cold steel.... Let cold steel fill your aura.... 
With each breath, feel yourself encased in cold steel.... Now soften your eyes and move slowly around the space, noticing 
what it feels like to move as cold steel.

After a minute, stop. Let that energy slide down into the Earth. Take a breath and let it go. Now with a breath, fill your aura 
with lime jello.... Let green lime jello fill your energy-body.... Breathe deep, and feel yourself immersed in lime jello.... Now 
soften your eyes and move slowly around the space, noticing what it feels like.

continued on next page

Aura workings can get folks up and moving – a nice balance with quieter workings 
such as meditations and trances.  JeWitchCamp/Wilderness Torah, early 2020.
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Continue with a few more – if you’re a small group, invite others to call out ideas. In a bigger group, have a priestess or two to 
do this. Here are a few more ideas:

• Fluffy pillows; cactus; smiles; peanut butter. 

• Moods: seriousness; gloom; confidence...

• M&M auras (one flavor on the inside, one outside): fuzzy kitten inside / cactus outside; guard-dog inside / smiley-face outside.

At the end, come together and do a bit of sharing or write in your journal: What were the different energies like? Did any feel 
more “natural” to you than others? Did any feel uncomfortable? Can you see ways you might use this to change energy in 
your daily life (maybe not the lime jello...)?

To close, do a quick purification – take five breaths – on each exhale, let go of any stray or unneeded energy. Then stand 
straight and tall and take three deep star-breaths – calling bright star energy to purify your aura from head to toes (see Work-
ings: Purification: Star Purification for a full version of this working).

Earth Auras
Our aura radiates from the core of life at our center. Other living beings have auras too. Cats, trees, bees, flowers....

Find a natural setting such as a park or garden (or a redwood forest if one is handy). Take a short walk through the area. Then 
stop and ground, cast a personal circle, and invoke energy such as openness and awareness.

Find a plant that calls to you – a tree, a fern, a flower, a weed. Sit down next to it. Say hello. Close your eyes. Tune in to the 
energy of the plant. Try using your hands to sense its aura (without touching it). Use your heart to sense its life rhythm. Notice 
without attachment – notice and let go.

J Book of Shadows – what did you notice about the plant? How is its aura similar / different from humans? What feelings 
came up for you? What did you notice about yourself?

At the end – thank the plant for sharing, and appreciate yourself for noticing it.

SOLO WORKINGS
Many of the workings above can be done solo. Maybe you can find a friend who will try aura sensing with you?
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INTENT
Here’s a good exercise to loosen up creativity and expression. Legend says that author Ernest Hemingway began his workday 
with automatic writing – typing a page as fast as he could, ripping it from the typewriter, and hurling it into the trash can. 
Only then he was ready to write for keeps.

This exercise also works as a discernment and self-divination technique (see below).

TIME & SPACE
A quiet, comfortable space for writing. Any number of people. Allow at least 10 minutes.

PREP
Pens and paper for each person (or laptop, etc if you prefer). Create a circle.

WORKING (basic and as divination)
Get a clean sheet of paper and a pen (or set up a fresh computer document). Get comfortable. Set a timer for five minutes. Or 
write for the length of a favorite pop song or dance jam.

Start writing, and don’t lift your pen from the paper (or fingers from the keyboard). Keep writing no matter what comes out.

If you get stuck – write about getting stuck. Write about having nothing to write about. Write about how much you hate writing! 

Assume that no one else will ever see what you write. Let strange voices come through. Let weird comments and half-fin-
ished sentences spill out. Change gears as often as you feel the inspiration. Just keep the pen (or your typing fingers) moving. 

Afterward – go back and underline promising bits that you might want to follow up. 

Self Divination 

Before beginning, frame a question and write it 
at the top of the page. Breathe into this question. 
Now do a page or more of automatic writing, let-
ting it go where it will. 

Go back and underline a few key points, re-read 
your initial question, and do some more writing 
starting from those points. 

Read it back and ask yourself – what have I just 
told myself about my question?

Wrap-Up – in a group – go around and read a 
single sentence that has power for you. 

Thank yourselves and open the circle (or go on to 
another working).

SOLO WORKING
This makes a great personal writing exercise (ask 
Hemingway!). 

Take time to write in your magical journal – Teen Earth Magic 2011.
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INTENT
The bead ceremony is a tangible way to show group identity and belonging – a ceremony in which each person receives a 
unique bead as a symbol of their taking part in a ritual.

Sometimes we’ve done the bead ceremony early a class so people can wear the beads later on. Other times we’ve done it as 
a culminating piece, such as at the end of the Labyrinth Challenge ritual on the final day of a class. The bead is the “reward” 
for completing both the labyrinth and the class (see Rituals: Labyrinth Challenges).

TIME & SPACE
Space for a comfortable circle. A good end-of-session working. Allow ten minutes. 

PREP
Ahead of time – buy fancy and unique beads for the whole group, plus a few extras. You can get fancy beads for $1 or so.

A pouch that is easy to reach into to draw a bead.

A big spool of waxed necklace string (ask a bead store for what you need) – test that it will fit through the beads you get (yes, 
we’ve made that mistake). Precut string into two-foot lengths, and have scissors and extra string handy.

A center altar with a basin or large bowl, a pitcher, and some jugs of water. 

Decide who is priestessing which parts – here’s a good opportunity to share leadership.

WORKING
In a prior working, each person comes up with a magical commitment to themselves – something they pledge to do or 
change. Or do this right at the beginning. 

Gather in a circle. Priestess has pouch of beads, with pre-cut string handy. Don’t give out string until the end – it’s distracting.

Priestess invites people to recall their commitment to themselves, and to find a way to express it in five words or fewer. 

One by one, people are invited to step into the circle and state their pledge aloud (or in silence).  The rest of the group re-
sponds, not in unison but each in their own way: “We hear you, we believe in you, we support you...”

Priestess asks: “Have you heard the support of this circle? Breathe into the support. Then reach into this pouch with your non-
writing hand and draw out a bead that symbolizes your pledge and the support of this circle.”

When everyone has a bead – hold them over the bowl, everyone reaching out into center. Tone together. 

Priestess pours water lightly over everyone’s hands and beads as people tone together. After 20 seconds or so, priestess 
begins slowly raising their voice and lifting their bead. All join in slowly lifting their beads toward the sky, voices rising into 
shouts of release as the toning reaches its peak.

Gently bring the beads and energy back down. Priestess invites people to touch their bead to their own center and state 
their commitment to themselves.

Priestess brings in the pre-cut string and distributes it. People string their beads and put them on. 

Song – something that consolidates the energy without raising it further. Examples: We All Come from the Goddess; The 
River She Is Flowing; Water and Stone (Solid as a Rock); Let the Beauty We Love.

SOLO WORKING
The bead ceremony symbolizes “belonging to this group at this time.” Perhaps you and some friends want to make such a 
commitment to each other, or to a shared project? Could you ask friends to do this with you for your birthday?
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INTENT
A participatory way to share the blessing of an element (or a forest, a season, etc – substitute what works for your group). 

We created this working for an Air ritual, where we were thinking about communication and language, but it can work for 
any element, deity, or energy. 

TIME & SPACE
Enough space for people to mill around. Allow ten minutes including transitions.

PREP
Supplies – colored markers, small notecards or pieces of paper. 

Choose and learn closing song – see below. Teach this song at the beginning of the ritual or right before this working.

WORKING
Everyone chooses a colored marker and small notecard. 

Priestess invites people to hold the colored marker over their hearts and invoke their power of expression and communica-
tion (give people a moment to do this).... Then priestess calls upon Air’s powers of inspiration, hope, new beginnings, fresh-
ness, etc – whatever energies of Air you want to call.

Now invite each person to write on their card, in one to five words – a blessing of Air. Invite people to use their intuition and 
write whatever sincere blessing comes to them. Give people a minute or so – if someone seems stumped, say, “Try saying ‘Air,’ 
take a breath, and write the first word or phrase that comes to you.”

When ready – invite people to turn to someone, exchange cards, and each say: “Blessings of Air to you.” Each person silently 
reads the card they’ve been given, then together they take a breath and nod their thanks. 

Turn to another person and exchange cards with them, saying: “Blessings of Air to you.” Continue for several rounds.

Song: After a few rounds, priestess starts singing and gradually gathers all voices – here’s a few ideas: My Soul (good for call-
and-response if one person knows it well); Let the Beauty We Love; Never Lose Our Way to the Well (See Ritual Skills: Chants).

Fade song. Priestess calls out (and others echo): “Welcome Air!”

SOLO WORKING
To do this working alone, you’ll need to write a half-dozen Air-cards (one to five words each). 

Where will you get your ideas from? You could start by taking a breath and writing whatever comes to your mind. 

When you have written a half-dozen cards, mix them face-down. Close your eyes and take a few breaths. Draw a card and say 
to yourself: “I welcome the blessings of Air.” Then read the card aloud. Repeat for as many cards as you wish. Or leave them on 
your altar and draw one now and then.

J Book of Shadows – what are your blessings of Air? Which do you need, and which can you offer?

Finish with a song – see above for ideas. 

Blessing: Elemental Blessing
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A simple pentacle blessing – blessing us with deep healing energy from within our own heart. This working was developed 
for the Love point of the Pearl Pentacle (see Workings: Pentacle: Pearl Pentacle).

TIME & SPACE
Any number, working in pairs (or as a solo working). Enough space for pairs to be arms’ length apart. Allow 10 minutes.

PREP
Teach song ahead of time.

WORKING
Priestess – explain the working first, then verbally guide people through it. Remind people this is a no-touch exercise.

In pairs, decide who will be Goddess and who will be Star first. Goddess will do a blessing for the Star.

Star – facing Goddess, cup your hands in front of your heart. With gentle breaths, pour your own healing, self-loving energy 
into your cupped hands. When your hands feel full, pour the energy into the non-writing hand of the Goddess in front of you.

Goddess – receive the energy into your non-writing hand as if you are holding a jar of paint. Imagine your writing hand is a 
paint brush. Dip it into the healing self-love and paint a pentacle onto the aura of the person in front of you, starting with their 
head.

Paint broad strokes onto the Star’s aura in this order: head - right foot - left hand - right hand - left foot - head. Paint several cy-
cles, layering on their self-love. As you paint, notice the person’s aura field. Are there blockages? Spots of bright or fiery energy?

End by painting a clockwise circle around the pentacle-person’s aura, then come to rest. Thank one another and debrief. 

Star – what did you notice about your own energy? Could you feel your own self-love being painted, or was it hard to tell?

Goddess – what did you notice about your energy as you painted? Speaking gently – what did you notice about the Star’s aura? 

Switch roles and repeat.

End with a song: Body of the Earth; I Would Know Myself; Let the Beauty We Love.

SOLO WORKING
To do this blessing alone, you’ll work both roles. 

First, cup your non-writing hand in front of your heart. With gentle breaths, pour your own healing, self-loving energy into 
your hand. When it feels full, take one more breath to seal the energy.

Dip your writing hand into the energy. Close your eyes and begin painting a star onto your aura with your own healing self-love.

Paint broad, rich strokes, in this order: head - right foot - left hand - right hand - left foot - head. Paint several cycles, layering 
on your self-love. Finish by painting a clockwise circle around your aura. As you paint, notice your aura field. Are there block-
ages? Spots of bright or fiery energy? Murky places?

J Book of Shadows – when you finish, get your journal. What did you notice about your own energy? Could you feel your 
self-love being painted, or was it hard to tell? What did you notice about your aura? Were there any stuck spots? What is your 
thought about those places? When you finish writing, place your hands over your heart and thank yourself for your work. 

End with a song: Body of the Earth; I Would Know Myself; Let the Beauty We Love.

Blessing: Star Goddess
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INTENT
Create a Book of Shadows (also called a magical journal) that can accompany you on your magical journey.

Is it a grimoire? Sort of. In ye olden tymes, grimoires were collections of spells and invocations. Herbal lore, healing practices, 
and practical astronomy were mingled with random invocations, assorted superstitions, biblical numerology, and some-
times-misguided advice. 

Did anyone practice these spells and rituals, or were they concocted to defraud gullible aristocrats? Some famous grimoires 
such as the Key of Solomon and The Book of Abramelin the Magician can be found online – enjoy them with a grain of salt.

Many people today use the phrase “Book of Shadows” to signify one’s personal magical compendium. You can collect spells, 
wise words, exercises, dried flowers, chants, recipes, jokes – as well as keeping a running record of your magical evolution.

The book you are reading right now is a Book of Shadows – and it’s changing all the time!

Your Book will grow and change – and the cover may as well. In this working, we will create the first version.

TIME & SPACE
Any number, given space and supplies. Allow an hour including set-up and transitions. Enough room to spread out and work.

PREP
Each person needs a fresh, undecorated journal with lots of pages – bound or looseleaf.

Collage supplies (see Workings: Collage) – invite people to find other images too, and/or to leave room for adding images.

Large envelopes to put unglued images in. Pen or marker(s). Music – try Labyrinth Meditation Music (see page 113).

WORKING
Priestess leads a short meditation: “Hold your undecorated book in both hands and close your eyes. Feel its solidity, its 
weight. Feel the angles of its corners. Open it and feel the smoothness of the paper.

“Take a breath and begin to picture your own Book of Shadows. What colors do you see? What images?

“Look over the collage supplies. Without too much thought, select some images to begin with. You can add more later.

“Try them out on the cover of your book. If something feels right, lightly glue or tape it down. If you’re not sure, keep experi-
menting. Maybe the cover will never really be finished – a magical work in progress!”

When time is up, gather the images. Go around and let each person have a chance to share one image from their Book.

Charging the Book
When time is up, bring the newly-forming books to the center. Priestess invites each person to think about the power, 
beauty, and wisdom that will fill their book. Ask the universe to provide the words and images that are right for your work.

Song: holding your Book, sing a song to charge the magic: Weave and Spin; My Soul; Let the Beauty We Love.

As the song fades, kiss your Book of Shadows and welcome it to your magical journey.

SOLO WORKING
Same as above. Set a timer for 30 or 45 minutes. At the end of that time, stop and collect your images and ideas. Sift through 
them without attachment and let them speak to you. Say one word for each image that you believe you will use on the Book.

J Book of Shadows – throughout this book you’ll find suggestions to develop in your Book – let the magical writing begin! 

Book of Shadows
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Boundaries: Scrub-Jay Lines
INTENT
Scrub-jay lines (also sometimes called hassle lines) are named in honor of the feisty little blue-feathered birds that taught us 
this exercise (Western Scrub-Jay, Aphelocoma californica). This is a fun, powerful way to practice boundaries.

This can raise a lot of chaotic, unfocused energy – follow it with something that strengthens our ability to establish and hold 
boundaries. Try Workings: Aura Fills.

See also the Activism chapter (page 161) for ways we use this to prepare for street theater and other direct actions.

TIME & SPACE
Any number, in pairs. Enough space to stand in two equal facing lines – adapt to the available space. Allow about 15 minutes 
including transitions.

PREP
Ground first, then cast or strengthen the group circle. Consider what will follow this chaotic exercise.

WORKING
Line up in two rows with each person facing a partner. Name one line A and the other line B. 

Each side is given a “position” to argue – often just a single line or even one word – and then given one minute to talk as loud 
and fast as they can, with absolutely no attempt to listen to or understand the other. Be as loud and obnoxious as you want 
– but no touching the other person.

Here are some lines to give to the sides:

A = Yes! / B = No!

A = I am blockading a military building / B = I need to get to work

A = Pizza! / B = Burritos! (or cake vs ice cream)

A = Police breaking up a crowd, “everyone must leave!” / B = Protester refusing to leave

A = Shut up! / B = No, you shut up!

A = Such-and-such needs to change immediately! / B = Change is a gradual process and requires patience

Make up your own – make them as polarizing as possible.

After a minute, ring a bell – it will take people a moment to settle down. Then ask: “What was that like? Did you have any im-
pact on the other person? How did it feel not to be listened to? If you had it to do over again, would you say or do anything 
differently?”

Now ask people to take a breath, change partners and repeat a couple more scrub-jay lines. Ask: “What was different about 
how you approached it? Did anything change for you in later rounds?”

Next – do something that strengthens our ability to establish and hold boundaries. Try Workings: Aura Fills.

SOLO WORKING
Try this at a party – simple games such as “Yes / No” or “cake vs ice cream” can raise a lot of fun energy.
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Circle Blessings
INTENT
A simple, musical way to bless each person individually. Can be used to charge their commitment, put power behind a word 
or phrase they have created in a prior working, or bless each other as we head back to the mundane world.

This working can also be done by singing people’s names to them.

Helps create an intimate feel. Works well toward end of a ritual or class, as a final working before devoking.

TIME & SPACE
Need an open circle with no fire or altar in the center. Enough room for a tight but comfortable circle. 

Each person will step in for about a minute, plus a few minutes for transitions. Over 25 people may run too long. 

PREP
This working is a good wrap-up to a class or workshop – so prep includes determining which working this will follow.

A good working before this is one where people come away with a word or short phrase that is both a powerful affirmation 
and an ongoing challenge to them. For instance: “I am an incredible singer!” or “I love myself more every day!”

WORKING
Form a tight circle, shoulder to shoulder. Priestess invites people, one by one, to step into the circle and speak aloud the 
power-phrase they developed in a prior exercise (or to state their name).

The rest of the circle sings / tones the phrase (or name): “You are an amazing singer,” “Incredible voice,” etc. Person closes their 
eyes and just listens.

What if someone chooses to step into the 
circle but remains silent? Others could still 
tone or sing their name to them.

End with a song – I Would Know Myself in 
All My Parts; Let the Beauty We Love; Let It 
Begin Now.

SOLO WORKING
In a safe, quiet space, speak your affirma-
tion aloud. Breathe into it. Now try singing 
that affirmation to yourself. No one is listen-
ing – sing to yourself.

End by placing your hands over your center 
– wherever that is for you – and breathing 
again. State your affirmation aloud. Breathe 
into it again.

Consider combining this with Workings: 
Mirror Affirmations.
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Circle: Yarn Web
INTENT
A fun way to weave the circle together – a good early exercise in a camp or class. 

Use this also to “charge” group intent – each person speaks one word of what they are invoking as they toss the yarn.

TIME & SPACE
Need an open space to make a circle with no altar or fire in the center.  About ten minutes..

PREP
A large ball of strong, colorful, all-natural yarn.

WORKING
Explain that we are “invoking” qualities that we want for our circle during camp or class. It helps to have a teacher or experi-
enced person go first, and they can toss the yarn to another experienced person to get things rolling.

Stand in a circle. First person has the ball of yarn. They hold onto the loose end, speak one or a few words about what they 
are calling in (“in-voking”) for the group, then toss the ball across the circle to someone else. 

Second person wraps the yarn loosely around their wrist, speaks their invocation for the group, and tosses the ball to 
another.

When all are woven together – feel the connections. Tug a little. Trace the yarn to see who you are connected with.

Try moving or rotating as a web – can you keep all the connections taut?

With a small group at Redwood Magic, we passed the nodes – each person passed the point they held to the person on their 
left, then we’d look to see the new ways we were connected to people. 

Song – before ending, charge the web with a song: “We are the flow, we are the ebb / We are the weavers, we are the web.” 
(See Ritual Skills: Chants– page XXXXX.)

At an early Witchlets path, people wanted to preserve the web, so we carefully moved it to the side of the circle and laid it on 
the ground. Otherwise, gather the yarn up when you’re done and consider burning it at the end of the ritual or camp.

SOLO WORKING
Like many of these exercises, you can do this with friends without calling it Pagan or magic. Try a yarn web at a party, espe-
cially when people don’t know one another well. Invite people to speak their name aloud and call in qualities they want for 
the party and for each other.

Alone – on a big sheet of paper, write the names of yourself, friends and family, pets, allies, goddesses, etc in a big circle. Us-
ing a marker, connect the points using some random method. You could roll dice and count around the circle to that number, 
or drop something onto the paper and whoever it lands closest to gets the thread next.

When you’re finished, see what patterns emerge. Soften your gaze and look at the web that connects you to all of these 
beings.

J Book of Shadows – write about the personal connections you have, and those you can envision – maybe with people 
you haven’t even met yet. What do you want and expect from your friends? What do you offer?
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Collages
INTENT
Collages are a chance to work with visual and tactile media and express ourselves in non-verbal ways. 

For some folks, collaging is a great means of tapping deeper wisdom. Others will rush through the project. Start collages in 
class or path, then let people work on them more during free time, or take them home to finish.

Collages can help focus issues in our lives. Will you collage about “the state of my life,” “what I want for the world,” “endan-
gered species,” or what?

We also use collage in other workings – see Workings: Boundaries: Collage Shields and Workings: Book of Shadows.

TIME & SPACE
You’ll need plenty of table / floor space, plus room for supplies to be available and completed collages set aside to dry.

Any number of people, depending on supplies. Allow 45 minutes with optional time later.

PREP
Collage supplies – pictures, magazines, etc. 
Pay attention to what you bring – fashion 
and exercise magazines promote dubious 
images of young people’s bodies and lives.

Posterboard for each person. Scissors and 
glue-sticks. Manila envelopes are handy for 
saving unpasted images.

Would ambient music help? How about 
Labyrinth Music? (See page 113.)

WORKING
Invite people to ground and center. Recall 
prior workings or rituals that you hope 
might influence the collaging. Invite people 
to look over the collage materials and let im-
ages come to them.

Work on collages. Let people know when 15 and five minutes remain. Pass out envelopes to hold unpasted images.

At the end, display or present the collages. Each person can make a one-minute presentation of their art. Even if the cuttings are 
not yet glued down, people can share images and say why they chose them. Use a timer or people might go on forever!

If it makes sense – put all the images in the center and raise some energy over them with a song. 

Songs: Weave and Spin; Let the Beauty We Love; We Are the Power in Everyone.

SOLO WORKING
Choose a theme. Spend a week or more gathering images. Lay them out in various ways without gluing them down. 

Step back and look. What images are you missing? What needs to move? When you’re ready, glue things down.

How will you honor and charge your work when it’s complete? Is there someone you can share it with?

Some people like the quiet, reflective space of the collage table.
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INTENT
Are you the sort of witch or magician who doesn’t feel like you can cast a spell or invoke a goddess unless you are properly 
attired? You will feel right at home at Reclaiming WitchCamps! 

Some years at California WitchCamp an entire cabin is dedicated to magical costumery – a place anyone can stop en route to the 
ritual circle and find the perfect gown, corset, top hat, or feather boa. Priestessing the costume cabin is a camp volunteer chore.

On the other hand, if you are one of those people for whom “dressing up” means wearing a colorful T-shirt, for whom comfort 
is the first law of fashion – you too will feel at home. Reclaiming’s dress code is one place we are in complete agreement with 
ceremonial magician Aleister Crowley: “Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the law.”

Witchy garb can be a fun way to “dress the part” – and also to challenge our “shadow” sides. We can use clothes to discover 
and encourage different parts of ourselves. For some of us, wearing colorful costumes is a major magical challenge!

If costumes are your calling – whether always or as a 
special working – read on!

TIME & SPACE
Allow a couple of hours, or an afternoon. This is a 
good working for a small group, where each person 
can really be seen by the others. Space will vary – and 
may include a visit to a local thrift shop.

PREP
Look through the workings below – most need a bit 
of wardrobe prep.

Decide whether you’ll take photos – people might 
feel more free to experiment without cameras.

WORKING
This is your working. You can create sacred space as 
simply or as elaborately as you wish. Here’s a simple 
way:

Ground using your breath – can you take five consecutive breaths, focusing on your breath, without your mind wandering? 
(Start over when you find it wandering.)

Casting the circle – how will you cast a strong circle to hold your experiments? Would wearing a costume help?

Invoking elements – sing a song that invokes all the elements; invoke each element with a few words that come to mind; 
change the color of your scarf for each invocation; or even change costumes – what color or mood will help you invoke Air? Fire? 

Deciding What To Wear
If you need this book to help decide your costumes, you are indeed in need of wardrobe magic! But don’t despair – help may be 
closer than you think. Here are a few possibilities:

Costume Magic

continued on next page

DIY witchy fashion – Reclaiming style!
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Costume Magic (pg 2)
(1) Trust your intuition – if your heart calls out for you to wear a pointy hat and curly-toed boots (or maybe punk or goth or 

hippie or hip-hop styles) – try it out. Close the door, ground and cast a circle, invoke allies – and let the alchemy begin! 

(2) Get wardrobe consultants – go thrift store shopping with friends. Get some help with a make-up experiment. Ask some-
one whose wardrobe you like, even if it’s not “your usual style.” Ask them to help you find your own style – they might be 
delighted at the opportunity! And while you’re at it – maybe this is someone interested in mixing in a bit of magic?

(3) Try some shadow magic. If your heart says “yikes!” – go with it. After you dress in some shadow-costumes, everything else 
will seem more comfortable! See Workings: Shadow: Costume Shadows.

Fashion Laboratory
For some people, WitchCamp is a week-long fashion laboratory. Costumery abounds, and a special space may be dedicated 
to costumes. Some stop by the costume cabin, tent, tarp, or duffel bag every evening on their way to the ritual. For others, it 
takes a special magical challenge to get them to experiment.

We’ve done costume workshops (pre-planned and impromptu) at some of our camps, providing a safe space for costume-
shadow work – dressing (and cross-dressing) in the most challenging ways we are willing.

Prep – gather clothes, scarves, wraps, ribbons, shoes, gloves, cloaks... Can you find some sparkly clothes or fabric? What 
about kids’ toys that spin, flash, etc? Gather fancy clothes, simple clothes, strange clothes... Do you have siblings, cousins, or 
friends who can help? Do you have a budget for a trip or two to the thrift shop?

You may also want to use make-up and face paint – make sure no one is sensitive to products before you get started.

Glitter – we avoid sparkle-glitter. Most glitter isn’t biodegradable, and it’s hard to sweep up from carpet or forest floors!

Fashion Designer
What is your ideal magical outfit? How about your wackiest? Or maybe the way you would least like to be seen?

Take some time, ground yourself and cast a circle, then daydream for a while about how you will be attired. Do you stand and 
move differently in certain garb? Where do you see yourself? Indoors or out? Alone or with others? 

J Book of Shadows – when you have an image, draw or write a description in your Book of Shadows. Find some clothing 
magazines that you can clip details from, and collage together your costume(s). 

Make a short list of costumery you would like – the essentials, not every accessory. Choose one item and do a quick brain-
storm on what it would take to obtain it – is it money? A trip to a special store or festival? A sewing lesson? More clarity on 
exactly what you are looking for? 

Write down one step you will take toward your envisioned costume and a rough timeline. Close your journal, and put a scarf 
or a favorite item of clothing on top of the book. Take a breath and say: “So mote it be!”

Costume Shadows
All of us have costume shadows – edgy clothes that would make us cringe to be seen in! This is a fun and challenging shadow 
working that can be done with friends without calling it “Pagan.” Consider turning off cameras to encourage experimenting.

See Workings: Shadow: Costume Shadows.

SOLO WORKING
You can do this working alone – but maybe there are others you know who might enjoy it? Maybe a Fashion Lab Party?
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INTENT
Here’s a chance to do free-form divination, not from a tarot deck or horoscope, but from nature. A multi-colored rock, a 
gnarled branch, the flow of water over a creek bed – what do these have to teach us? 

This is a solo working that can be done in any 
sized group. Use this working to gain clarity 
around a question or issue. 

Divination from nature, candle flames, etc is 
sometimes called “scrying” – see page 218.

TIME & SPACE
Any number, working alone (or in dyads). Allow 
30-40 minutes – 5-10 for intro, 10-15 for divina-
tion, and 10 for debrief.

Outdoors or inside, you’ll need room to wander 
and come across rocks, trees, water, etc. 

PREP
You’ll want a bell or drum to call people back. 

Outdoors – space for people to spread out and 
do personal divination. 

Indoors – ahead of time, collect more items than 
there will be people – interesting rocks, driftwood, moss, sprigs of ivy, etc. Lay them out on an altar or cloth, or around the 
edges of your room.

What will follow this? Perhaps it will lead to a decision or commitment followed by a charging working such as the Overflow-
ing Cup Spell or Charging with Fire & Flour?

WORKING
Priestess – invite people to take a breath and 
consider a question or issue that is up for them. If 
several, choose one. If nothing specific comes to 
you, just open your mind to a message from nature. 
Priestess says:

“In a moment, you’ll have a chance to find a natural 
object that calls to you (we’ll call it a rock here). Re-
membering your question (or clearing your mind), 
soften your gaze and look at your rock and ask: 
‘Who or what are you?’ Listen, then say or write the 
first things that come into your mind. 

“Next, turn the rock or move yourself to a different 
angle. Ask: ‘What is you story?’ Listen, then say or 

Divination: Nature Readings

continued on next pageRedwood bark may contain mysterious messages for us! Photo WikiCommons.

I can stop for a moment to scry into a puddle. Photo Max Pixel.
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write your first thoughts. 

“Once more, either turn the rock, or move to a differ-
ent angle. Ask: ‘What is your lesson for me?’ Listen, 
then say or write your first thoughts. 

“Take a breath and look at the object, recalling the 
things you’ve heard. When the bell rings, return to 
the circle.”

Outdoors – wander silently, letting your gaze fall 
on pieces of wood, rocks, tree stumps, flows of 
water, etc. Find one that speaks to you. View it from 
different angles, and question it three times: “Who 
or what are you? What is your story? What is your 
lesson for me?”

Indoors – establish a simple order – perhaps young-
est to eldest, or going around the circle. Each per-
son, without further reflection, pick the first object 
that calls to you. Find a place to sit alone, turn the object around to different angles, and question it three times, as above. 
Ask and listen with all your senses.

Priestess – ring bell to call people back after 10 minutes. Invite people to find a partner and decide who will go first. Give each 
person two minutes to share what they experienced in their divination, and what it might say about their personal question. 
Partner listens non-judgmentally.

Closing – go around the circle and each person share one word about their divination.

Song for transition – My Soul; Let the Beauty We Love; I Would Know Myself.

SOLO WORKING 
Same as above – bring your journal. You may want to come up with your question or issue before going outside to find an 
object. Or you may want to go out with an open mind and invite the wisdom of nature to come to you.

Find an interesting object. 

Ask: “Who or what are you? Listen with your senses. 
Just listen for a couple of minutes. Then write.

Ask: “What is your story?” Listen, then write your 
first thoughts.

Ask: “What is your lesson for me?” Listen, then write 
your first thoughts.

When you finish the questions, free-write for a few 
minutes about what you have experienced, and 
what it might mean for your question. Don’t worry 
about making sense – just write.

End by going back to your nature-responses and 
underlining three key words. For each word, take a 
breath and speak it aloud three times. 

Finally say: “So mote it be!”

Divination: Nature Readings (pg 2)

“I see a lobster and a porcupine dancing a tango! I wonder what the clouds are 
telling me about my life?” Photo Max Pixel.

What do rocks have to teach us about ourselves? Let’s ask! Photo WikiCommons.
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INTENT
A multi-layered working in which some people will act as oracles and some will receive readings. 

Work with tarot decks or other oracle cards – or try it with a pendulum or nature scrying. We’ll describe it here as tarot.

In Reclaiming Tradition, we say, “Each person is their own spiritual authority.” This means that no oracle, however extraordi-
nary, can gift-wrap the truth for you. The most an oracle (or a book) can do is to make a provocative insight, or ask the perfect 
question that will help you discover the answer you are seeking.

Use this working to come up with a commitment or insight, and follow it with a working that will “charge” your commitment 
– some ideas are: Lifting Each Other Up; a spiral dance, or charging with the Overflowing Cup Spell.

TIME & SPACE
Two people can do this working, or any number of pairs. You’ll need room for folks to spread out a bit. Allow at least 10 min-
utes per person (so each pair needs minimum 20 minutes) – more if you do multi-card oracles.

PREP
People get in pairs. Each pair will need a tarot or other divination deck or tool. Each person should also have their journal 
handy. Decide who will be the oracle (divination priestess) and who the querent (questioner) first.

WORKING
Oracle – ask querent to relax and clear their mind – take a few breaths and let go of whatever you don’t need to be present.

Invite querent to think of a question or an issue for the reading. This question might come from an earlier working or station. 
If querent does not have a question or issue, suggest that they simply open their intuition and see what comes through.

Invite querent to draw a card face down, take a breath to open to its messages, and then look at it. Oracle can then ask a 
series of questions (pause between each one to allow person to reflect): 

• What objects and beings do you see in the card? 

• Which object is “you”? 

• What is going on in the card? 

• Is there something you would change or add to the card? 

• Finally: What does this card tell you about your question? Trust your first 
thoughts and intuitions.

When the reading is complete (or time is up) – querent takes a few minutes and 
writes in their journal. Person who has been oracle can also write in their journal, or 
use the time to think about a question or issue for their own reading.

After a few minutes, lead priestess invites people to stand, shake themselves off, 
and move around a bit without talking. Then switch roles and repeat the oracle 
working.

After both people have had turns, you may have gained some insights and perhaps 
a new commitment or inspiration. Next, do a working to charge this insight or 
commitment – some ideas are: Lifting Each Other Up; the Overflowing Cup Spell; a 
spiral dance; or charging with fire (see Workings: Spell: Charging with Fire & Flour).

Good songs for charging an oracle reading – My Soul; Weave and Spin; Let It Begin 
Now; She Changes Everything She Touches (Kore Chant).

Divination: Oracles

Lots more divination – 
see Workings: Tarot
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Divination: Scrying
INTENT
Gaze into a hazy surface and see with the mind’s eye. Scrying is a form of personal divination, a way of tapping into our 
subconscious and into the magical energies around us. 

The classic scrying tool is a crystal ball. Cloud-gazing is a playful way of scrying, as is staring into the embers of a fire. You can 
also use elemental tools, such as a large bowl of water (perhaps with a few drops of oil), a candle flame, an unusual rock, or 
the bark of a tree. Any of these can help tap our inner seeing, intuitive sight, and clairvoyance.

We can scry in search of a specific answer, or we can simply open ourselves to whatever comes through. Scrying can also be a 
prelude to another exercise which develops or deepens the scrying information. For instance, I may come out of scrying with a 
sense of a next step or a commitment. A working like the Overflowing Cup Spell could then charge the commitment.

TIME & SPACE
Any number, with one candle, bowl of water, etc for every few people. Space to cast personal circles and be comfortable. 
Allow 30 minutes including prep and journaling. Fire safety note – see page 31.

PREP
Decide what your scrying medium will be and then prepare it. Here, we’ll speak of a candle flame or bowl of water, but you 
can adapt as needed. At a camp, try nature scrying – each person finds a tree (or fern, etc) to sit and scry into.

Need – candle or bowl of water; journal and pen; optional Labyrinth Meditation Music (see page 113). 

Decide how long to scry – 10 minutes is good to start. Don’t stop early. You may want to set a timer, or in a group choose a 
priestess to watch the clock and ring a bell.

Set your bowl or candle on a low altar or surface so you can easily see it from where you will be sitting.

WORKING (group or solitary)
In a group, the scrying priestess speaks this part as needed. Solitaries can do the working as they read along.

Ground and center yourself. Invoke elements or any allies you wish – perhaps with a song.

If you want to work with a specific question, take a moment to frame it. Write it at the top of a journal page and set it aside. 

Make yourself comfortable. Close your eyes and take a breath. Now open your eyes and gaze softly at the flame or water. 

Don’t try to see anything. You may feel insecure: “It’s not working,” or “I’m not doing it right.” Acknowledge the fears, then let 
them drop into the Earth. Don’t worry about what you see, whether it makes sense, etc. Later when you write in your journal, 
you may be surprised about what comes into your mind.

After a while, the flame or surface of the water may seem to speak or “mime” to you. Its dancing may seem to tell a story. You 
may see or be aware of images. Notice them, and let them float past. If your mind wanders, close your eyes, take a breath, and 
gaze again. Scrying may take practice. It might help to put on meditative (instrumental) music, or to close your eyes and gaze 
at your eyelids. With experience, you’ll find ways that work for you.

At the end of the allotted time, stop scrying. Stretch, then write in your journal. At the end, underline three powerful words.

If you’re a group, go around and each person shares their three words (maybe in three rounds, to build energy). If solitary, stand 
and face the altar again and speak your three words, breathing between each. At the end, touch your own center and breathe.

Song – a gentle song is good: Let the Beauty We Love; The River She Is Flowing; My Soul; The Welcome Flame; Born of Water.

Devoke and open your circle.
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Flaming Cauldron

continued on next page

INTENT
This working evolved as a part of the annual Brigid ritual (aka Imbolc or Candlemas) in the San Francisco Bay Area – pledges 
for the coming year are made to the Goddess before a flaming cauldron (a standard-issue Dutch oven – see below).

This is a simple yet dramatic working. This might be used as a commitment ritual toward the end of a camp, ritual, or class – 
“What is my work as I go back into the world?”

Do this outdoors. Don’t light a cauldron in your room, basement, or other closed spaces.

TIME & SPACE
Outdoors or a large, well-ventilated space (not a bedroom or basement). Thirty minutes for a small circle, and add 30-60 sec-
onds for each additional person (fifty people will take close to an hour to do this working).  

PREP (lots of prep for this working)
Central altar – card table or low table that can hold a hot cauldron – eg, with a heat-proof brick or wet towels under it.

• large basin of water (in which the flaming cauldron will be set).

• greenery and flowers to decorate the basin.

• the iron cauldron itself is placed into the basin (see below for cauldron prep).

Anvil & hammer – ideally a real anvil or a piece of railroad track – needs to be heavy. Use a short-handled sledge hammer.

• could also use a deep-sounding bell or bowl – a high-pitched bell or a gong is the wrong tone for this working.

Priestesses – lead the opening meditation and explain the working; lead spiral dance; anvil priestess.

Songs – Holy Well and Sacred Flame; Never Lose Our Way to the Well (visit WeaveAndSpin.org/tem-chants for our Brigid 
chants playlist).

Prepare cauldron (practice the cauldron ahead of time – it’s fun – but see cautions below!)

• standard sized cast-iron Dutch oven with lid (not an heirloom – it may get slightly damaged during cleanup).

• epsom salts — about an inch layer in the bottom of Dutch oven.

• isopropyl alcohol 91 percent (get several bottles – you don’t want to run out).

• don’t add alcohol until you’re ready to light the cauldron – then add to about a quarter-inch above the salt.

• wet towels.

• fire extinguisher.

• altar table that can stand heat (or use concrete, brick, ceramic tile, etc).

• for a lot of people (60+), have a second cauldron with epsom salts ready, swap after about 20-30 minutes.

Cauldron Cautions!

• as flame begins to sputter out, use the cauldron lid to completely extinguish the flame.

• never add alcohol to a cauldron with even the tiniest flame! The tiniest flame can instantly ignite fresh alcohol.
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• once flame is completely out, pour in more alcohol and relight.

• don’t try to burn slips of paper in a cauldron fire – it just makes a soggy mess.

• cleanup is a challenge. The longer the cauldron burns, the more the salt hardens. A chisel or screwdriver is often needed.

WORKING
Create sacred space. You might want to invoke Brigid, Vulcan, or the Sacred Well to join you.

Once sacred space is established, priestess leads a short meditation to help people come up with a pledge or commitment. 
One way is to have folks walk counter-clockwise around the central altar as the priestess guides them to think about the 
coming year and a change or commitment they might want to make. When a person knows their commitment, they turn and 
walk clockwise, until everyone is walking that way. Priestess then invites people to take a breath into that commitment and 
find a seat around the altar.

When the cauldron working is ready to begin, the cauldron is lit (priestesses have quietly poured 91 percent alcohol into 
cauldron at the last minute). 

Sing – “Holy Well and Sacred Flame” (this simple chant can recur whenever the flame goes out and cauldron needs refilling).

People are invited to take seats around the center altar, leaving room for others to step forward.

The anvil is struck three times to signal the start of the working. If no anvil, use a deep-sounding bell or bowl.

One at a time, people approach the cauldron and state their commitment. Remind people to keep their pledge brief. 
Pledging in silence is always an option. Have one or two experienced people step up first and model brevity.

After each person states their pledge, the anvil priestess strikes the anvil or rings the bell once.

When most have gone, priestess invites remaining people to step up and pledge.

When pledges are complete, priestess strikes the anvil in three sets of three (nine total) to complete the working.

Songs – good songs to end this working are Way to the Well or She Changes Everything She Touches (Kore Chant).

For a circle or smaller group, raise energy with a song.

For a group of 25 or more,  a spiral dance is a good way to empower the pledges. Begin slowly to give people time to 
shift their energy (see Ritual Skills: How to Lead a Spiral Dance).

SOLO WORKING
You can do a pledge ritual using a glass jar candle. 
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Grounding: Red Cord Spell
INTENT
A simple spell that reinforces grounding – great for a new group that is just learning about grounding. We sometimes do this 
on the first night of Elements of Magic classes, and it’s a good circle or camp working as well.

This is a spell working, not a grounding per se. It assumes the group has already done a strong grounding as part of creating 
sacred space – this working will build off of the earlier grounding.

People often end by tying the cord onto their wrist, ankle, or waist. Some people choose to wear their grounding thread 
“until it falls off,” which can sometimes be quite a while.

TIME & SPACE
Enough room for people to spread out. Allow 15-20 minutes including transitions.

Music if you wish: Labyrinth Meditation Music (see page XXXXX) or a simple heartbeat played on a frame drum.

PREP
Need red embroidery floss – enough for everyone to have a three-foot length. Have some extra embroidery floss along with 
scissors. Pre-cut three-foot sections and lay them aside where they won’t get tangled.

WORKING
When we do this spell, the group has already done a full grounding such as the Tree of Life at the beginning of class – so this 
exercise can simply call back people’s groundedness from earlier (see Ritual Skills: Grounding).

Explain a bit about spellwork. Here’s a recap – see more at Workings: Spellcrafting:

• a spell is a combination of your intention plus a physical working, charged with magical energy. 

• when doing a spell, strike a balance between (A) being clear and specific, and (B) leaving the Goddess / universe room for 
creativity.

• be careful what you ask for (you just might get it). 

• beware doing spells that affect another person – these can misfire and/or return on you three-fold, according to a magical 
law (see Introduction: Curses). 

• put an end-term on a spell. 

• treat and dispose of spell materials carefully and with clear intention – “I am now discarding these old spell materials.”

Red Cord Spell
Priestess hands out threads. Invite people to play with the string and feel it in their fingers as they meditate.

Start music or drumming (optional).

Priestess leads short meditation, touching on these points (leave silent pauses after each phrase):

“What is your foundation? Start with your body. Where is your own physical center? Where is your body strong? Feel your 
body and your senses as your unique connection to the material world. Tie a knot into your cord for that connection. 

“Feel your connection to the Earth. Feel the pull of gravity. Breathe into your connection to the Earth. Feel the energy move 
up and down between you and the Earth. Anchor this experience by knotting it into your cord.

“Think about what gives you a sense of stability, belonging, and connectedness in your life. Is it your home? Your family and 

continued on next page
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friends? Cooking a good meal? Your work? Tie a knot for this sense of stability.

“Do you have a connection to the Goddess or to spirit? Do you have a daily practice of magic? Meditation? Prayer? Exercise? 
Gardening? Walking? Think about things that connect you to the divine, and tie a knot in your cord for each.

“For everything that helps you feel connected, that calls you back to your groundedness, that strengthens your foundation, 
make a knot in your red cord.”

Allow people a minute or two to complete the work. Then invite them to hold the cord in their hands and breathe up Earth 
energy into it. “Feel the physical substance of the cord and the knots that signify your groundedness.”

Begin a low toning. Others join in. All tone until it fades. Keep it low – you are not raising energy here.

Completing the Spell
The priestess says something like: 

“Breathe in the strength of this circle and state to yourself a simple affirmation of your own groundedness. (Pause.)

“You may want to fasten the cord somewhere on your body. If so, fasten it with a final knot while holding in mind your inten-
tion to strengthen your grounding. 

“If you wear the thread – decide how long you will do so. Will it be for the length of this camp or class, for a moon cycle, until 
you go to bed tonight, until it falls off? State this aloud to yourself.

“If you do not intend to wear the cord, tie a final knot to create a circle. Decide what to do with it – place it on an altar, bury it 
in your garden, carry it in your pocket. Decide for how long.”

Binding the Spell
The priestess leads the group in a call-and-response spell-binding:

By all the power of three times three
This spell bound round shall be
To cause no harm nor return on me
As I do will, so mote it be!

Priestess reminds people: “When the spell is complete – whenever you have decided – dispose of the string magically. Thank 
it for its work, declare it once again just a piece of string, and bury or burn it. If you decide you need to remove the string 
before the time declared – do the same as above – do it magically and intentionally.”

SOLO WORKING
You can do this spell alone, reading the meditation as you go. You may also want to review Ritual Skills: Grounding.

Weave this working into a simple ritual. Ground, cast a circle, and call in the elements. Invite an ally or two who will help you 
feel more grounded (deity, energy, animal ally, etc). Remember to thank and devoke in reverse order at the end. 

Remember to set an end-time for the spell, and to dispose of the materials magically when the spell is complete.
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Intuitive Practices
INTENT
Intuitive practice is a good description of many magical workings. This page shines a special light on this part of our magic.

We’re working intuitively when we sense and work with energy, when we read tarot without an instructional book, when we 
do a spell that we created or modified – and also when we learn to pay attention to our gut feelings and first impressions.

Is every gut feeling or first impression correct? Hardly! Sometimes people whom we instantly love turn out to be less than 
perfect allies. And likewise, people we initially hold at a distance wind up being our closest friends. 

Yet how many times do we say, “If only I’d paid attention to my gut feeling,” or “If I’d just have listened to my doubts....”

Our goal is not to follow our intuition blindly – but to learn to listen to it and pay heed to its signals. Intuition is a flashing 
light saying, “Pay attention! Something might be happening here!” 

Intuition is like any other skill – we’re born with a certain amount of aptitude, and after that it’s up to us to learn to use it. Our 
intuition – our ability to see, hear, feel, sense, and understand inner messages – grows stronger the more we exercise it.

Luckily, intuitive workings are often simple and fun – tarot, pendulums, dreamwork, scrying...

TIME & SPACE
Intuitive practices are great solitary work. You’ll want a quiet, private space. In a circle, have plenty of room for people to 
spread out and get comfortable. Allow plenty of time – a half hour is good for a working.

PREP
See each working below for materials needed. You’ll need your Book of Shadows, a pen, and drinking water.

Before doing any of these workings, do a short grounding and cast a circle (see Ritual Skills: Sacred Space: Quick Ways). 
Invoke an ally or two to support your work. Remember to devoke / thank the allies and open your circle at the end.

WORKINGS
Intuitive workings are scattered through this book. Here are a few key exercises for strengthening your intuitive skills.

Intuitive Tarot
The images of a tarot deck are an invitation to open our intuition. Set aside the deck’s booklet and see what comes to you. 
Not an experienced reader? Perfect – intuitive reading is a great introduction to tarot. See Workings: Tarot: Intuitive Tarot.

Nature Divination
Opening awareness to nature can bring us in touch with our deep selves. See Workings: Divination: Nature Readings. 

Scrying
Scrying means gazing into a hazy surface and seeing with the mind’s eye. Scrying helps us tap into our subconscious and 
into magical energies around us. We can scry into a flame, tree bark, the surface of water... See Workings: Divination: Scrying.

Auras
Learning to read others’ auras, and to modify our own, is a magical skill that’s useful in day-to-day life. See Workings: Auras.
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continued on next page

INTENT
A labyrinth is a great tool for focusing a meditation. Following the twists and turns of a labyrinth carries us into a magical 
realm. This page offers several ways you can use labyrinths in rituals and classes. 

If a labyrinth is not available at your site, you can create one in an hour, following directions on page XXXX. Once you’ve 
blessed a labyrinth, people can walk 
it on their own, especially if you give 
them some ideas.

There are three typical labyrinth lay-
outs: three, seven, and eleven.

Eleven circuits is a traditional form 
that appears in European churches 
such as France’s Chartres Cathedral 
and has been replicated in some 
North American churches. These have 
very elaborate layouts with many 
twists and turns.

Seven circuits appear in ancient 
Mediterranean sites and elsewhere. 
The layout is simpler, yet resembles 
eleven circuits in that one does not 
move steadily from the outside to the 
center.

Three circuits is a simplified arrange-
ment that we use for workings such 
as the Labyrinth Challenges ritual (see 
page 125).

Solo – you can also create a handy 
finger labyrinth for personal use and 
portability – see next page.

TIME & SPACE
A limited number of people can move through a labyrinth at once. If the group is too large for your labyrinth, try using it as 
part of a “stations ritual,” where you work as smaller subgroups (see Rituals: Stations Format, page 130). 

It’s difficult to do any labyrinth working, including transitions, in under 30 minutes. If time is short, share some ways to work 
with labyrinths, and let people do it in their free time.

If you’re making a labyrinth, you’ll need at least 10 feet square for a three-circuit, and 15 feet for a seven-circuit. Outdoor laby-
rinths can be bigger. We made a seven-circuit at Witchlets from fallen tree branches that was 40 feet across. 

PREP
If no labyrinth is available, make one (see page 232), or create a finger labyrinth (see next page).

Even a simple spiral labyrinth fascinates kids – and adults too. This three-circuit spiral is made 
from dozens of marigolds, hundreds more of which decorate altars at San Francisco’s Dia de los 
Muertos ritual and procession each year on November 2.  
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Walk & Meditate – 7 or 11 Circuits
Walk a labyrinth with magical intent. Approach the entrance with a question or issue in your heart. At the entrance, kneel 
and touch the Earth, grounding yourself at the portal. Walk slowly, doing your best to keep your question or issue foremost in 
your mind. As you follow the turns, let go of linear thought and allow images to float past.

Each time the circuit turns, stop for a breath and recall your question or issue before starting off in a new direction (with 11 
circuits, you’ll be stopping a lot!). When you reach the center, kneel and re-ground and be receptive to insights and intuition. 
Do this again when you exit the labyrinth. Journal afterward.

Chakra Meditation – 7 Circuits
In some Eastern traditions, chakras are energy centers running up the spine. You can match the seven circuits to the seven 
chakras, with the outermost circuit corresponding to the root chakra. As we make our way through the circuits, we can meditate 
in turn on each chakra, applying its insights and tools to our question. (You can find chakra meditation tools online.)

Labyrinth Challenges Ritual – 3 Circuits
See Rituals: Labyrinth Challenges (page XXXX). This is a stations-type ritual using a three-circuit labyrinth.

Mirrors at the Center – a Shadow Working
Set up a small table in the center as an altar. A veiled priestess stands at the center of the labyrinth. Place some hand-mirrors 
face down on the table. Having several mirrors lets several people do the working at once.

This takes a cue from the ancient Greek story of Ariadne, Theseus, and the Minotaur, and could be part of a larger ritual arc 
based on that story. 
What if the creature at 
the center of the laby-
rinth is your own reflec-
tion?

This working needs 
enough light for people 
to see themselves in 
a mirror. Also – unless 
you’re a small group, ev-
eryone won’t be able to 
do this at once, so you’ll 
need something for folks 
to do as they wait their 
turn – fire or water scry-
ing, tarot, drumming....

A second priestess 
begins with a short 
meditation about walk-
ing the labyrinth and 
opening up to the parts 
of ourselves that we 
do not usually see and 
acknowledge. Priestess 

Labyrinth Workings (pg 2)
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Labyrinth directions on next page

asks: “What if the creature at the center of the labyrinth is parts of myself that I don’t want to look at?”

As people arrive at the center, they are invited to gaze into a mirror and get acquainted with the “creature at the center of the 
labyrinth.”

As they walk back out, they are invited to meditate on what they just saw.

Song: Let the Beauty We Love; Opening Up In Sweet Surrender.

Finger Labyrinths
Draw a seven-circuit labyrinth on a sheet of paper (see next page for directions). When it’s complete, ground yourself, then 
slowly trace the circuits with your finger. Try doing a chakra meditation this way – see page XXXXX.

One Reclaiming teacher drew a large seven-circuit outline, then went back and carefully drew in hundreds of “stones” along 
the lines that separate the 
circuits, meditating on each one 
as if she were laying the stones 
in a real labyrinth.

SOLO WORKING
Labyrinths are a great tool for 
personal meditation and work-
ings. You can draw a labyrinth 
with chalk on concrete, or make 
yourself a finger labyrinth.

Try any of the above workings 
on your own. You can even 
do the Labyrinth Challenges 
working (see Rituals: Labyrinth 
Challenges). Journal afterward. 

If you can return to a local or 
regional labyrinth, keep an 
ongoing journal about your 
experiences. What thoughts 
and images recur for you? What 
distractions keep popping up? 
What changes over time?

LABYRINTH MYTH: Ariadne, Theseus, & the Minotaur
The ancient Greek myth of Ariadne, Theseus, and the Minotaur is built around a magical journey into (and back out of!) a 
labyrinth. We’ve used this myth as the core of a one-day workshop, and at Witchlets in 2012.

See Ritual Skills: Theme & Arc for details about how we used this myth in ways that challenged older gender assumptions.

What do we find at the center of the labyrinth?
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How to Draw a 7-Circuit Labyrinth in One Easy Lesson!
Here’s how to draw a seven-circuit 
labyrinth. It’s easy after you practice a 
few times.

The distance between the tips of the 
lines is the width of the paths.

Note that the cross is not the center of 
the labyrinth – the cross is below and 
to the left of the center.

The first loop you draw is the actual 
center – you might want to make 
this more of a bubble so there’s extra 
space.

Where To Make Your Labyrinth?

If you have a driveway or patio, sketch 
one in chalk.

You can draw a 15-foot diameter ver-
sion on dirt with about 30 pounds of 
corn meal (plus extra just in case).

Or scratch the design into the ground 
and place rocks along the lines. 

At the 1996 California WitchCamp at 
Mendocino Woodlands, the Earth Path 
made a daily practice of gathering and 
laying rocks for a 7-circuit labyrinth.

The Woodlands staff liked it, and years 
later the labyrinth is still there, the rocks 
long since embedded in the ground.

Drawing a 3-Circuit
This is not a common layout, but 
we’ve found it a perfect design for 
our Labyrinth Challenges (see Rituals: 
Labyrinth Challenges – page XXXX).

If possible, make the paths two to three 
feet wide for this working.

Start the labyrinth from this diagram, 
and follow the same procedure as 
above.
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Reclaiming Quarterly Proofreaders 
Road-Test Labyrinth Instructions
Before we put anything into print, Reclaim-
ing Quarterly’s dedicated proofreading squad 
street-tests every word!

In our old magazine we ran an article called 
“Five-Minute Labyrinth,” showing how seven 
people could draw a labyrinth in – allegedly  – 
five minutes.

During a break in proofing, our team found a 
quiet intersec-
tion in San Fran-
cisco’s Castro 
District and drew 
a labyrinth on the 
pavement. 

It took 40 pounds 
of corn meal and 
45 minutes – but 
finally we did 
it – a five-minute 
labyrinth!

WeaveAndSpin.org/labyrinth

More labyrinth features on our website!
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Letter to Myself
INTENT
Here’s a way to send our magical intent into the future – our own future. Each person mails a unique magical message to them-
selves. It’s a good working toward the end of a circle or class. It never gets old, and we’ve also done it at various WitchCamps.

This working can build off a prior exercise that develops a commitment to take the power of camp or class back into our daily 
lives – consider preceding the letter writing with a tarot reading, meditation, silent sit, etc.

TIME & SPACE
Room for people to sit and write. Allow 20 minutes including transitions.

PREP
Sheets of fancy paper for everyone, plus a bunch of small slips of colored paper (three to four per person). Fine-point magic 
markers (they’re colorful plus they write well on uneven surfaces).

Blank letter-sized envelopes and enough first-class stamps for everyone. A basket or colorful bag to put the letters in. A priestess 
to collect and later mail the letters, plus a list of people’s names and addresses (perhaps from registration forms).

WORKING
Prior working establishes a commitment we want to take back into the world, or perhaps a sense of our own power and resolve.

Priestess hands out paper and pens, and invites people to write a letter to themselves “back home” – but don’t sign it yet.

This letter is only for you. Capture the power and spirit of camp / class, and write a letter to inspire you when you read it later.

Write things from camp / class that you want to remember. Write thoughts you have had during the class / camp about how 
powerful and creative you can be, and about what you want your life to be like. Write specific commitments.

Don’t worry about elegance. Write your first thoughts (priestess ring a bell for three-minute warning).

When finished, read it over and add an affirmation – something like, “I believe in you!” Then if you’re ready – sign it.

Priestess passes out envelopes, and invites people to address one to themselves. (Some younger folks won’t know their full 
address – have them write their name, and get the address later.)

Each person places their letter in an envelope – but don’t seal it. 

Power boost – here’s an idea inspired by Jamba Juice. Each person takes a few slips of paper. On each slip, write a word or 
phrase of power, encouragement, support – things like Go, You can do it, We believe in you, Keep trying, Strength, Love, Beauty...

Fold the slips and put them into the basket or bag. Tone over the basket to charge the words.

Each person now draws a few out. Without reading them, drop them into your envelope. Then seal it.

Collect all the letters in a basket or colorful bag in the center.

Song to raise energy over letters: My Soul, We Are the Power in Everyone; Let It Begin Now,

Then tell people – we will mail these to you a few days after camp / class ends. 

SOLO WORKING
Do the working above and write a letter to yourself. Seal it in an envelope and address it. Let it sit for a few days. Then mail it.

When it arrives, cast a circle and read it. 
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Liberation Circle
INTENT
This is a general working that you can shape to suit your group’s specific needs. Decide ahead of time what the theme will be. 

A liberation circle can follow a tarot reading or meditation that involves people choosing an act of liberation for themselves. 
Perhaps they want to enact taking a risk, hear words of support, hear their name sung to them, etc.

Taking chances / circle of support – each person is invited to take chances doing things that they are usually scared to do in 
a group. For instance: singing alone; dancing; silently looking into people’s eyes.

Circle of affirmation – each person steps in and states an affirmation that they would like to hear spoken to them (a tarot 
reading or meditation beforehand can help people come up with their affirmation).

Singing with support – each of us sings with the support of the group, then alone, and again with support – so we can hear 
our own voice ring out alone, then be supported again (this is scary for many people!). See Workings: Voice Magic (page 318).

TIME & SPACE
Works best with half-dozen or more. Have enough room for sub-groups to spread out a bit. You’ll need about two minutes 
for each person in the circle, and about 10 minutes for transitions.

PREP
Choose focus of working.

Teach songs ahead of time so you’re ready to sing when it’s time (see ideas below).

WORKING
Here are several workings that you could do within a liberation circle. You can also adapt them to your work.

Taking chances / circle of support – priestess invites people – one at a time as they are ready – to step into the circle and 
do something risky such as sing, dance, or simply be seen. People can ask for the types of support they want, such as silent 
attention, smiles, words of support and encouragement, etc. 

Note – how do we fully support each other while remaining honest? If someone is taking a chance and singing in a shy, awk-
ward voice, we don’t want to tell them, “You have a beautiful voice” (they may not believe that) – but we can say, “It’s wonder-
ful to hear you sing!” (which they may be delighted to learn).

Between people, everyone sings the song: Inanna (Deep Calls to Deep); My Soul chorus; Perfect Offering.

Circle of affirmation – do a short meditation or tarot working ahead of this, so each person comes up with one word or a 
short phrase they would like to hear. 

Priestess invites people – one by one when they are ready – to step into the circle and tell the rest of the group what affirma-
tion they would like to hear. They close their eyes, and the group says and sings the words to them – some boldly, some in 
whispery voices. Go for about 60 seconds, then come to silence.

Between each person, everyone sings a simple song: Inanna (Deep Calls to Deep); My Soul chorus; Perfect Offering.

Singing with support – each person will have a chance to sing with the support of the group. Easiest way is to go around 
clockwise, letting people pass and go later if they wish. Note – allow extra time for this working – the debrief might take a 
while. (See also Workings: Voice Magic.)

continued on next page
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Decide who will go first. Let that person laugh and shake out any nervousness before you start.

Group (including that person) sings a tone together. After 30 seconds or so, priestess signals with hands for everyone except 
the one person to fade out – the one person who continues is encouraged to keep toning boldly, and if possible look around 
at people – the rest of the group silently supports with their eyes. After 20 seconds, priestess signals rest of group to fade 
back in, then everyone fades down together. 

All take a deep breath before the next person’s turn. If someone is having feelings, encourage them to stay with it as the next 
person begins.

Afterward – leave plenty of time for debriefing. Do a go-round and let each person say how they felt while singing alone. 
Priestess can speak gently if it makes sense: “What would it be like to sing boldly all the time?” “I’m sorry that anyone ever told 
you not to sing loudly,” etc. Be ready for some emotions to flow.

Finish these workings by singing a gentle song together. 

Song Ideas – Let the Beauty We Love; My Soul; Let It Begin Now.

SOLO WORKING
Try the Singing with Support exercise above with recorded music. Look online for some trance music or some other simple, 
continuous sound (dance music, Sufi music – anything that has a fairly consistent sound that you can tone to). You’ll also 
need a recording of a song you really like to sing for the end.

Create sacred space quickly – use a song for the elements to loosen your voice up (see Ritual Skills: Chants).

Put the music on, take a smooth, deep breath, and begin to tone with it – find a comfortable tone that seems to fit the music, 
and relax into it. See how strong and bold you can make your voice (this is scary for some of us – even those who like to 
sing!).

Once you are toning steadily, fade the music out. Keep toning for a few seconds, as steadily and boldly as you can. Notice the 
feelings of insecurity or fear that come up, and let them pass. Just keep going. After 10-15 seconds, fade the music back up as 
you continue toning. 

Pause and take a deep breath. Laugh if you want to. Shake your body out. Try it again.

J Book of Shadows – after three to four times, stop and write in your journal. Did it get any easier as you repeated it? Did 
you notice anything else that made it easier?

Repeat if you want.

Song – end by singing a favorite song along with a recording. Choose any song you want – if in doubt, visit our Ritual Skills: 
Chants pages and try My Soul or Let the Beauty We Love.
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Lifting Each Other Up
INTENT
This will be hard to do with under eight people – maybe it’s perfect for a birthday party where people are willing to do some 
serious magic?

This works well after a working where people have made a commitment to themselves (via meditation, tarot, labyrinth, etc) 
– now each gets to feel the support of the whole group for 
their commitment.

We often accompany this lifting-up with the song “Hum-
ble Yourself,” a contemporary Christian song with a few 
strategic Pagan changes (see below for search info).

Humble yourself in the arms of the wild
  you gotta lay down low and
Humble yourself in the arms of the wild
  you gotta ask Her what She knows and
We will lift each other up, higher and higher (2x)

Pagan version by Beverly Frederick on youtube. Original lyrics: 
“Humble thyself in the sight of the Lord,” by Robert Byron 
Hudson – available on youtube, spotify, etc.

TIME & SPACE
You’ll need at least seven or eight people. A space of natural 
beauty is ideal, with enough room for your circle and a little 
extra room. 

Allow about two minutes per person plus a few minutes of 
transition. 

PREP
This follows a working where people make a self-commitment – perhaps in a meditation, a tarot reading, or walking a 

labyrinth. 

Teach the song Humble Yourself (ideally at the begin-
ning of class or ritual). If you don’t know it or don’t 
want to use the song, you can tone as you lift. Practice 
toning together at the beginning of the class or ritual.

Talk for a few minutes about respectful touch and ask 
people to agree to pay attention to this.

WORKING
In groups of eight to twelve, gather attention and 
priestess explains: 

“One at a time, people will have chance to step into the 
circle and be lifted and held by the group.

continued on next page
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“When it’s your turn, step into the circle and (if you wish) state your pledge / intention from the earlier working. Then close your 
eyes and hold silence. Cross your arms so your hands are on opposite shoulders. When the circle is ready, gently lay back. 

“Lifters circle person to support all points. Join wrists with the person across from you. Someone prepares to cradle head and 
neck. Strong people at shoulders and hips. 

“Lifters sing Humble Yourself – or tone – as person lays back. Catch body and lift legs until the person is held at your waist level. 
You can cradle the person there, or gently lift them overhead.

“Continue singing or toning for a minute or so. Then lower the feet back down and gently lift the person to standing. Bring 
the song to a close or fade the toning as the person comes back to their feet.”

The person rejoins the circle, and the next person goes. People go when they are ready. If there is a lull, priestess gently asks, 
“Are there others who are ready to go?” and leaves some space before wrapping up – usually everyone will take a turn.

SOLO WORKING
This is a good working for a birthday party – lift the birthday person first, then invite others to take a turn. Maybe there’s a 
non-Pagany way to create a circle to help stay focused and let go of silly energy (save it for later in the party). 
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Luscious Eating
INTENT
A fun, sensuous way to get in touch with the earthiness of our bodies via eating delicious fruit – a great way to end any ritual 
or class!

Works well after a trance or after another intense working - a nice way to re-ground into our bodies.

The advanced “feed one another” version (see below) can be a sweet working in a group that is ready for this. Try this is a later 
class or path, maybe after an especially intense working that leaves people very open.

TIME & SPACE
A quiet, private space where people can gather in a circle. Number of people – however many can share food. 

PREP
Fruit – especially juicy berries. Ripe raspberries or blackberries are ideal, as are melons cut into small pieces. Try banana slices, 
tangerine sections, peach quarters, etc. 

Toothpicks are great, especially if people will be feeding one another.

A nice serving tray heightens the magic.

WORKING
Explain that many fruits grow from five-petaled flowers and have five seed pods. Slice an apple crossways and hold it up: 
“Behold the mystery of the pentacle!”

Then bring out trays of fruit and invite people to eat intentionally, one piece at a time, savoring the luscious earthiness.

Advanced work – feed one another. This is edgy for some people – be prepared for this to take over the energy if you do it. 
Toothpicks help for this work.

Song – end with a gentle song that celebrates being together: Air Moves Us; Barge of Heaven (Pour It Out for Me); Let the 
Beauty We Love; The River She Is Flowing.

SOLO WORKING
This can be a solo working. Try doing it after some other intense magical or personal work (or after finishing difficult home-
work). The key is intentionality. As you prepare and then eat the fruit, focus on the earthiness of your body and the food you 
are eating.

Journal afterward. 
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Magical Writing
INTENT
What does writing mean to you? Something you do at school? A dream job? A nuisance? A glimmer of an idea for a story you 
want to tell?

Writing, like rituals, spellwork, and other aspects of magic, involves working with and shaping flows of energy.

Whatever our writing ambitions, we can benefit from a magical practice. If you have a daily magical practice, you’ll find ways 
to weave support for your writing.

If you don’t have a regular practice – here’s a chance to de-
velop one!

The Magical Writer is a Reclaiming-style writing class cre-
ated by author Luke Hauser that applies the tools of magic 
and ritual to our creative practices. It is occasionally taught in 
the Bay Area and has been offered as an online class. You can 
also do the work alone or with friends.

The Magical Writer course can help you build a steady writing 
and magical practice. You’ll develop skills such as:

• Creating magical writing space

• Invoking allies and characters

• Shadow work: integrating our inner critic

• Plot, story, and myth

• The alchemy of editing

TIME & SPACE
For one person or a small group. 

A writing group reminds us that we are not alone with our 
work. We can learn from one another’s experiences and find 
ways to share inspiration and practical lessons.

PREP
Download the free Magical Writer course booklet – visit 
WeaveAndSpin.org/freebies.

Think about where you want / need to create a writing space that works for you. Is it your room? Your back yard? A local café 
or library? On the bus or train? Where will you start?

Will you work best alone, or will finding a friend or three help you stay focused?

Do you need a computer? Blank paper? A new journal with a hand-decorated cover? Will a special pen or marker(s) help?

WORKING (Solo or Small Group)
The Magical Writer booklet includes about a dozen sessions. Cumulatively they offer a survey of basic writing skills. Each 
lesson features a short introductory essay plus a page of tips and exercises.

continued on next page
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The Magical Writer, created by Luke Hauser, is an online 
course plus advanced lessons – each session featuring 
magical and practical exercises and workings. 

Download the complete Magical Writer booklet – visit 
DirectAction.org/magicalwriter.

Workings include tarot readings, creating a writing altar, 
outlining a favorite movie, rant-writing, talking back to 
our inner critic, telling vs showing, taking our writing into 
the world, and more. 

You can work the Magical Writer course on your own or 
with a writing group by downloading the class booklet, 
which features a seven-unit class plus several bonus ses-
sions. Work the sessions in sequence, or pick and choose 
among those that call to you.

Skim the booklet, choose a working – and let the magic 
begin!

Free Magical Writer course booklet – visit our website, 
DirectAction.org/magicalwriter.

Magical Writer classes – visit the same website:  
DirectAction.org/magicalwriter.

More Reclaiming Classes
You can study Reclaiming magic online, by join-
ing a local class, or on your own. 

BayAreaReclaiming.org lists local offerings.

WorldTreeLyceum.org offers classes online – 
including Reclaiming’s core magic classes.
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Mirror Affirmations
INTENT
An affirmation is a simple statement of how we want to be (and be seen) in the world. Examples: “I will speak boldly. I am a 
really smart person. I will treat other people with respect.”

We can use a mirror to strengthen this sense of who we are and who we want to be.

Combine this with a prior exercise that develops a few personal affirmations – a tarot reading, a meditation, etc.

TIME & SPACE
Enough room to spread out a little. Allow about 15 minutes including journaling and transitions.

PREP
Each person needs a mirror. Ask students to bring a hand mirror to circle and bring a few extras. Each person should also 
have a journal and pen handy.

Each person will need two or three personal affirmation statements. You may want to use a prior exercise to develop these 
affirmations – a tarot working, a meditation, etc. Or they can be developed as a meditation at the top of this working.

WORKING
Find a space. Ground and cast a circle around yourself. 

If you already have affirmations from a prior working, call them forth now. If not, take a couple of minutes and come up with 
two or three simple statements that say how you want to be in the world. Write them down.

Now make yourself comfortable. Take a few deep breaths and on each exhale let go of any judgments.

Gaze into the mirror and meet your own eyes. Welcome yourself. Exhale any judgments.

Now state one of your affirmations, gazing into your own eyes. As quickly as judgments and opinions come up, take a breath 
and let them go. Then repeat the affirmation. As often as other thoughts pop up, just keep repeating the affirmation and gaz-
ing into the mirror.

After a minute or so, put the mirror face down. Exhale. Shake yourself out. Get a drink of water. Breathe.

Try it again with a different affirmation.

J Book of Shadows – after a few rounds, get our your journal and write a bit. Ask yourself – where did it get difficult? What 
affirmation was the easiest and/or hardest to accept? What is so difficult about looking into my own eyes?

Group sharing – go around and share one word or phrase. Close with a song such as Let the Beauty We Love or We Are Alive.

Daily practice – consider repeating one of the mirror-affirmations each day for a month, or for a year and a day. Keep a jour-
nal about how your experience changes over the period.

SOLO WORKING
Same working.
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Mirror Goddess
INTENT
A simple way to remind ourselves that we are the Goddess. Can be used as a Goddess invocation in a small group, or as a 
pair-working with multiple mirrors.

TIME & SPACE
Either a circle of up to about 30 people, or enough space to spread out in dyads if you prefer. You’ll need a mirror for each 
group. 

As a circle, this will go quickly – 20-30 people in few minutes. Any larger and it’s hard to keep the focus.

As dyads, allow three minutes..

PREP
Need a hand mirror for group invocation, or one mirror for every pair in larger group. If this is a class, ask people to bring 
small mirrors. You may want to combine this with other mirror workings in the same class or ritual.

WORKING
Group invocation – first person holds mirror up to person on their left and says: “Behold the Goddess.” Hold mirror for sev-
eral seconds as they gaze at their reflection – longer in a small group.

Pass mirror to that person, and they do it for the next person. When circle is complete, say: “Welcome Goddess!”

Devoke by going in opposite direction, or simply have people look around at one another and see the Goddess prior to 
thanking Her (ourselves) and bidding Her (ie, our Goddess-selves) farewell from this circle.

Pair-working – same idea, but do it in pairs, with each pair having their own mirror. Go back and forth three times.

SOLO WORKING
Choose a short song or chant that you like. Let the Beauty We Love is great for this working (see Ritual Skills: Chants).

Start the song about a minute from the end (or however long you want to gaze).

Gaze into a mirror and say aloud: “Behold the Goddess.” Gaze into your own eyes and see the Goddess until the song ends.
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Mirror Shielding
INTENT
A simple, physical way of establishing our boundaries and personal energy as a strong shield. Useful in stressful situations 
such as protests, arguments, or life in general.

For more on working with personal energy and boundaries, see Workings: Auras.

TIME & SPACE
Enough room to spread out at arm’s length from one another. Five to ten minutes depending on how much people get to 
practice.

PREP
A hand-mirror is helpful but not necessary. 

WORKING
First, breathe deeply and re-establish your own grounding and center. Now breathe in energies you want – groundedness, 
peace, calm, clarity, etc. With deep, gentle breaths, fill yourself with these energies.

Using either a hand-mirror facing out, or the palm of your hand facing outward (like a cop saying, “Halt!”) – circle it around 
your head, keeping the mirror-face or palm facing out, and say:

For all other energy sent toward me
May it harmlessly reflected be

As you speak this rhyme (chosen because it’s so simple that it takes no concentration), keep your attention entirely on the 
positive qualities you called in – on your own center. Let the mirror do the outer work.

Repeat around your heart, and again around your pelvis. The whole time, keep your attention on your own center. Speak the 
rhyme (or something simple that requires no particular thought) and move the mirror (or your palm), keeping your attention 
on the positive qualities you are invoking.

Finally, pass the mirror (or your palm), still facing out, up and down in front of your entire body, saying: “So mote it be!”

Place the mirror aside, face down. Touch the Earth or your own center to ground any extra energy. Breathe again to your own 
center to complete the working.

SOLO WORKING
Same working.
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continued on next page

INTENT
A challenging personal meditation – sitting alone in a field or forest, we open to mystery (doubly so if it’s night-time!).

This working draws on each person’s own inner resources and responses to their environment. As one teacher put it – “We’ll 
take people out into the woods and let the trees do the teaching.”

This is a good working for near the beginning of a ritual – create sacred space, then go on a hike and silent-sit. Come back 
to the circle and do a working that pulls people back together – an allies circle is a good contrast to the solo work of silently 
sitting. Or use Workings: Overflowing Cup to empower insights that came to you as you sat alone.

TIME & SPACE
This is planned as an outdoor working – you’ll want a patch of field or woods, away from people, dogs, and traffic – and a 
space in which people can safely sit alone. It could also be done in a large building such as an old church, where you could 
hike through darkened hallways.

For night sit, priestesses need to be familiar with the space so you can lead a hike in the dark – then go back and find everyone!

Any number, but the more people, the more space you need to spread out. Allow about 20 minutes for the sitting, plus about 
20-30 more minutes for prep, hiking, and wrap-up – the more people, the longer it will take.

PREP
This working requires a fair bit of prep, especially if you plan a night hike. You’ll need to know the route well, and be sure 
there isn’t poison oak, swampy ground, loose dogs, etc.

You’ll need a long circular trail that begins and ends at your ritual space.

You’ll need at least five priestesses. Walk the trail together ahead of time and get comfortable leading a hike around the 
space. For a night sit, do it the night before, walking in the dark.

Find a bunch of spots along the way where someone can comfortably sit for 20 minutes. Return in daylight to check for 
poison oak, bee-hives, swampy ground, trip hazards, etc.

Dogs – before the ritual begins, check about dogs on the land. Some people will not want to sit alone if they are worried 
about roaming dogs. Can dogs be leashed or inside during this working?

Cars – if there are vehicles on the site, can you negotiate a 30-minute no-drive period, or choose a trail away from roads?

Tell folks to wear warm, comfortable clothes.

Ahead of time – let people know what you will be doing. If someone really resists, find a way to work with them – perhaps 
their sit-spot can be near the main fire circle, or they could bring a camp chair with them.

Priestesses – you’ll need a lead priestess for the hike, another to follow at the end of the line – and a couple of roving priest-
esses who tap people out of line and sit them in the dark. A fifth priestess stays and anchors the ritual space – a bonfire, or an 
altar with candles and a bowl of water, etc.

Beforehand, count the number of sitters. If you don’t know every person, make a list of names.

WORKING
This description is for a night sit. For a nature sit, look for the most beautiful area you can find. Place people far enough apart 
that they can’t see one another.
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Sacred space is already created, and a fire or altar established for people to return to afterward.

Priestess gathers people, explains the working (do it now, not earlier, so people aren’t fretting over details). Invite people to 
leave behind flashlights, phones, water bottles, etc – take only warm clothing.

Ask that once the walk starts, people remain silent until all return to the ritual circle.

Priestess speaks: “We are going on a silent hike and night sit. This is an opportunity for you to encounter the mystery deep in 
your own center – what insights rise within you when you are alone in the dark? What questions, doubts, or fears arise? What 
new possibilities shine before you?”

Invite people simply to be open and let thoughts and feelings flow through them.

Gather in a single line and commence sacred silence. Check that all priestesses are ready. Lead priestesses begin the hike. Go 
slowly – this creates a spooky mood, and allows the roving priestesses time to seat people in the dark and catch up again.

Once everyone is seated, priestesses wait until 20-25 minutes have passed from the start of the hike, then slowly go back 
around to gather people. Be as quiet as possible so folks further along don’t hear you coming until you are close. 

When you have retrieved the last person, count everyone and make sure you didn’t miss anyone. If you did, start singing and 
send a priestess back around the circuit.

When the hike is complete and all are back together – do a quiet song to unify the group: The River She Is Flowing; My Soul; 
Let the Beauty We Love.

SOLO WORKING
You can do a nature sit by yourself, as part of a longer personal ritual or as its own working. You could follow the nature sit 
with a tarot reading (see Workings: Tarot: Intuitive Reading), and/or charge the working with Spell: Overflowing Cup.

Find a safe, quiet spot where you won’t be disturbed, and a second spot nearby where you will begin and end. 

Bring a timer, your journal, and some solid, grounding snacks for afterward (nuts, berries, bread, apples). Dark sunglasses 
might help you create your own private space.

Create sacred space for yourself at the beginning spot. You can do this quickly and quietly – try “invisible casting” (see Ritual 
Skills: Circle Casting). Call in an ally or two to support you.

Then say to yourself: “I am going on a silent hike and sit. This is an opportunity for me to encounter the mystery deep in my 
own center – what truth comes to me when all is silent and dark? What questions, doubts, or fears arise? What new possibili-
ties shine before me?”

Take a breath, then slowly and silently walk to your sit-spot. Make yourself comfortable. Set your timer for 20 minutes. Close 
your eyes and relax.

After 20 minutes, stand and stretch. Silently walk back to your starting point. When you get there, sit down and write in your 
journal for a few minutes. 

J Book of Shadows – consider answering these questions in your journal: What surprised me? How bored or irritated did I 
get? What thoughts kept popping into my head? How did I feel about my daily life?

After you finish writing, how will you bring this working to completion?

For a short wrap-up, try a song: The River She Is Flowing; My Soul; Let the Beauty We Love.

If you want to do a longer ritual, follow the sitting with an intuitive tarot reading (see Workings: Tarot), then charge your 
reading with Workings: Overflowing Cup Spell. 

Remember to devoke any allies you called and open the circle.
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Non-Judgmental Listening
INTENT
The intent is to truly listen to another person with no judgment, advice, or attempts to fix anything. This working reminds us 
that each of us is an amazing magical being – and that we are okay just as we are.

The good news is – we are! Humans are okay, even when we make mistakes and hurt one another. Our task is to do better in 
the present and future, not to feel lousy about the past.

Non-judgmental listening can be a good way to check in at the start of a class – but you’ll want to do some teaching before 
you turn people loose with it. It can be hard for some people to just listen (or be listened to)!

We have sometimes used this exercise as part of a “listening stations” ritual on the first day of classes or WitchCamp paths – 
small groups rotate among three stations – listening to nature, listening to myself, and listening to one another (where we 
practice non-judgmental listening). See Rituals: Stations Format.

This sort of listening is not a replacement for the ways we usually talk with family or friends – it’s another way of being to-
gether. Try setting aside 10 minutes and doing this with a friend(s) the next time you’re together.

This practice is based on techniques from co-counseling (aka reciprocal peer counseling). 

PREP
Get people into dyads or triads, preferably with someone they do not know very well (sometimes it’s easier to be open with 
someone whom we don’t have a lot of other connections with).

Groups of three take a little longer, and are not quite as intimate – but they increase our odds of having someone really listen 
to us.

Use a timer and give people three to five minutes apiece. A bell to ring changes is handy.

Let people know how long they will have to talk, and that you will signal when it’s time to switch, so they don’t have to 
worry about the timing. Remind people about agreements around confidentiality – this is doubly important if we are to feel 
safe and “non-judged.”

TIME & SPACE
Any number, in dyads or triads. Enough space to spread out a bit. Allow about five minutes per person (10 minutes total for a 
dyad, 15 for a triad), and a few minutes for transition. You may want a few minutes at the end for the entire circle to de-brief if 
this is the first time your group has done this. 

WORKING
Get people into dyads / triads, then ask for their attention. Priestess speaks: “We are going to practice listening to one an-
other with no judgment, no advice, and no attempt to fix or take care of one another. This can be harder than we think! 

“Each of you will have a three-minute turn. Listeners, give the speaker your full, silent attention – show them with your eyes 
that you are fully present. Let go of judgments, advice, or helpful support. Try thinking things like, ‘What an amazing human 
being! I bet they can handle anything life throws at them! Wow, what a wonderful person!’

“There is no need to speak, nod, smile, affirm, or actively support the speaker – just be fully present. At the end, everyone 
simply say, “Thank you.”

“Speaker – when it is your turn, take a breath. Three minutes is a long time! Go slowly. You can talk or be silent as you wish, 

continued on next page
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but use your entire time. Look your listeners in the eye when you can. Talk about what you wish. If feelings come up, let them 
flow. This is your time. Feel what it is like to have other people fully present with you – people who are not judging you or try-
ing to fix you. They are simply listening to you.”

Let people talk, ringing the bell for changes. At the end, call people back.

If time permits, ask folks to share a bit about how this felt. Some might say things such as, “That was hard – I really wanted to 
say something supportive.” Others might say, “Wow, I’m not used to being listened to that way!”

At the end, especially if this has been difficult for some participants, re-affirm that we have just done powerful magical work 
– we have been fully present with one another!

Song: Let the Beauty We Love; I See Myself In You.

SOLO WORKING
We can actually listen to ourselves non-judgmentally. Take your Book of Shadows and find a quiet, solitary space. You may 
also want to bring a hand mirror and combine this with the mirror affirmations working (page 241).

Close your eyes and breathe a few times. On each breath, say this simple affirmation: “I am okay just as I am.” 

After a few breaths, stop and write a bit. Try writing: “I am completely okay – and that means...” – and free-write from there.

When self-judgments come up, breathe and let them go. Repeat aloud: “I’m completely okay just as I am.”

Repeat this several times – breathe and say the affirmation a few times, then write.

J Book of Shadows – what do you notice? Does the writing change? What feelings come up?

Try it again – take a breath and say, “I am okay just as I am.” Write some more.

At the end, close your journal. Take a breath and remember the affirmation you have spoken. Say: “So mote it be!”

Song: Let the Beauty We Love; I See Myself In You.
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Overflowing Cup (Ace of Cups Spell)
INTENT
Picturing the overflowing Ace of Cups tarot card (see the Rider-Waite-Smith deck), we weave a gentle, watery spell for charg-
ing an intention or commitment, or for calling abundance into your life. 

This is a good climactic working for a class or ritual, for instance after a trance or tarot reading where people arrive at a “next 
step” commitment. It can also fit well after workings where people are challenged to welcome abundance into their lives 
(often naming the abundance they desire). 

TIME & SPACE
Takes a minute per person, plus a few minutes of set-up and a song at the end. More than 25 people will risk losing focus.

A quiet space with an open center where an altar with a large bowl can be set up, or place altar next to a low fire.

PREP
Need:

• a large bowl.
• pitchers of drinkable water (or one pitcher and some jugs of water) – at least two full cups of water for each person.
• cups for all – if a class, invite people to bring a chalice or favorite cup.
• a few towels.
• small table to elevate bowl if available – greenery or cloth to decorate central altar around bowl.

Teach songs: Born of Water; Let the Beauty We Love (or My Soul).

WORKING
This spell builds on a prior working such as a tarot reading or a meditation where people make a commitment, or decide what 
energy they want to invoke in abundance. Sacred space is already cast.

Place bowl and pitchers in center. Have cups handy – people may already be holding and charging them from a prior working.

Song – gather around the bowl and sing: Born of Water.

One by one, people step up and say: “I call into this cup _______________ (such and such commitment or energy – eg, “I call 
into this cup awareness of the abundance of love around me,” or “I call into this cup my commitment to sing daily”).

Hold cup over the bowl. Priestess begins slowly pouring. As cup fills, let it overflow into the bowl until person says, “now.”

Focusing on their intention, the person drinks the water. When they finish, all call out: “So mote it be!”

Song – when all have gone, bind the spell with a song: Let the Beauty We Love (or My Soul).

Afterward – open the circle. Offer surplus water to the Earth.

SOLO IDEAS
You can pour an overflowing cup for yourself. Set up a bowl and pitcher, and do each step slowly and with intention.

Begin with a meditation or tarot reading where you think about your life and what energy you would especially like to call in.

Once you know what you want to call in, do the Overflowing Cup Spell above. After it overflows, drink slowly from the cup, 
focusing on your intention.

End with a song.
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INTENT
Learning to run pentacle energy through the body and aura can be used as a meditation, for grounding and purification, and 
as a daily (or occasional) personal practice. For some, the Iron or Pearl Pentacle becomes a core part of their magical practice.

The work is simple: we name each of the five points as a quality, then run energy through those qualities.

Pentacles can be the basis of a class or WitchCamp path, working with one of the points each session. We’ve done Pentacle 
weekend intensives, squeezing all five points into three very busy days.

Reclaiming inherited two pentacles from the Feri tradition, in which some early Reclaiming teachers were trained: Iron and 
Pearl. You’ll find an intro to Pearl below, and you can read more about the Iron Pentacle in Starhawk’s book The Spiral Dance 
and T. Thorn Coyle’s Evolutionary Witchcraft.

Various other pentacles have been created and taught. In the mid-2000s, Free Cascadia WitchCamp developed the Pentacle 
of the Great Turning based on Joanna Macy’s work. Teen Earth Magic used this as our camp theme in 2010 and again in 2017. 
You’ll find more on the Pentacle of the Great Turning in this chapter (page 252). 

TIME & SPACE
Any number, with room to spread out at more than arm’s length. Allow 10 minutes including transitions.

PREP
Whatever pentacle you are doing, run it over a period of time until you can do it in your sleep. Doing (and especially leading) 
a pentacle working requires steady concentration. Struggling to remember the points of a given pentacle is a distraction.

WORKING – Running Pentacle Energy (Pearl Pentacle)
This working uses Pearl Pentacle as an example – substitute other pentacle points as desired. 

Many Feri initiates run the pentacle only around the outer ring, as described by Starhawk in The Spiral Dance. However, 
others do it across the body, and it is often taught this way in Reclaiming. This working runs energy across the body and 
then around the circle. You can do it while standing or laying down.

Priestess invites people to spread out and be comfortable, then make a star with your arms, legs, and head. (Think of 
Leonardo Da Vinci’s image of “Vitruvian Man” standing 
inside a circle.)

Begin by renewing your grounding and finding your 
center. Breathe to your center and gather your attention 
there. 

Now on a gentle breath, lift that energy until it comes 
to rest slightly above your head. Some people see / feel 
this as a colored ball, others as a vague wave of energy. 
Some just pretend they feel something. It’s all good.

Love (Head) – Name the energy point above your head 
Love. Breathe to Love, to the love you feel in your life, to 
the love you have for friends, for community, for all the 
Earth. 

continued on next page
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On a breath, drop the energy down to a point just above your right foot. Again, feel this energy however you can – each of us 
does it differently. Just notice the energy above your right foot.

Law (RF) – Name this right foot energy point Law. Breathe to the many forms of “law” in your life – gravity, alarm clocks, gov-
ernment, rules of grammar, your daily schedule.... Let go of judgments and feel the many roles Law plays in your life.

On a breath, let the energy rise and cross your body to a point just above your left hand. Feel this energy however you can.

Wisdom (LH) – Name this left hand energy point Wisdom. Breathe 
to your own innate wisdom – the many ways that you understand 
life and love and art and beauty. Breathe to that part of yourself that 
has always had this wisdom, waiting only for it to be awakened.

On a breath, let the energy cross your body to a point just above 
your right hand. Feel this energy above your hand.

Liberty (RH) – Name this right hand energy point Liberty. Breathe 
to liberty and freedom in your own life – political freedom, freedom 
to think your own thoughts, freedom to change and grow, free 
time, etc. No need to judge – just breathe to Liberty’s many forms.

On a breath, drop your energy across your body to a point just 
above your left foot. Feel this energy hovering above your foot.

Knowledge (LF) – Name this left foot energy point Knowledge. 
Breathe to the many forms of knowledge and “know-how” you have 
acquired, that your community and society share – breathe to your 
own desire for more knowledge, more skill and expertise.

Finally, on a breath, let the energy rise again to the point above 
your head and say again, Love.

Running the pentacle – now that you know the five Pearl points, 
let’s run them in order. Review as needed: Love - Law - Wisdom - 
Liberty - Knowledge. 

Take a breath to your center. Then, beginning just above your 
head, see if you can pass the ball of energy steadily through the 
five points, pausing to say the corresponding word and feel the 
presence of each point.

Run this pentacle three to five times, ending back at Love.

Then, beginning at Love, run the energy around the circle, mov-
ing to your left: Love - Wisdom - Knowledge - Law - Liberty. Do this 
one or more times, ending again at Love.

Finally, on a gentle breath, let the energy drop back to your center. 
Anchor the Pentacle of Pearl in your center. Feel the rays run from 
your center out to the five points. Breathe to this connection.

You are the Pentacle of Pearl!

Pentacles: Intro & Running Energy (pg 2)

continued on next page

Running The Pentacle
Pearl, Iron, & Other Pentacles

(1) Head

Stand as a relaxed star. Take a breath to your center. Let 
that energy rise gently to a point just above your head.

Begin at the top. Draw the pentacle on your body three 
times as shown (1-2-3-4-5-1), pausing for one or more 
breaths as you contemplate the meaning of each point 
(see this page for Pearl points). 

Finally, trace a circle around the star (1-3-5-2-4-1), 
taking a breath at each point, and finishing at the top. 

Let the energy rest there for a moment, then drop gently 
back to your center for completion of the cycle.

 * * * *

Note – compare this to the invoking pentacle on page 
72. Why is the “invoking” pentacle a mirror image of the 
“running” pentacle? Possibly a coincidence?

Some say that with the invoking pentacle, we are inscrib-
ing it onto the air in front of us. Whereas when we “run” a 
pentacle, it’s as if the Goddess is facing us and inscribing 
it onto our body – hence it creates a mirrored image.

(5) LF

(4) RH

(2) RF

(3) LH
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Pentacles: Intro & Running Energy (pg 3)
WORKINGS: Shadow & Imbalances
Can you feel the “shadow” sides of the pentacle? What would the opposites or contradictories of these points be? What if 
a point is too strong or too weak? The shadow side of the Knowledge point might be acting like a know-it-all – or getting 
brain-freeze at test time. What are your personal Pearl Pentacle shadows? 

You can work with shadow energy, or with points that feel weak or out of balance. 

Slowly run the Pearl (or any) Pentacle. As the energy alights at each point, notice which points feel out of balance with the 
others. Are any points heavy? Wobbly? Weak? Overpowering?

Use your breath to reshape the energy. Add or release power around that point. Use slow, deep breaths to steady and 
strengthen a point. Continue until the five points feel more in balance.

For shadow work, run the pentacle in full, then come back and reshape the energy of a specific point. If I am a victim of brain-
freeze at test-time, I might picture the Knowledge point (left foot of Pearl) so warm that my frozen knowledge thaws at the 
slightest touch. Picture the facts unfreezing and becoming as soft and malleable as warm clay. Repeat this for a few days until 
you can easily call up the thawing images. 

At the end of each session, run the entire pentacle again, and try to feel the Knowledge point more in balance with the others.

SOLO WORKING
Same as above. Running pentacle energy is a great personal practice. Run it quickly sometimes, and other times stop and 
meditate on each point. 

Do a weeklong Pearl Pentacle working. Cast a circle which you will quickly renew each day.

On the first day, after creating sacred space, take some time to run the full Pearl Pentacle and meditate a little on each point. 
For the next five days, after running the full pentacle, spend five minutes meditating on one of the five points, in order.

On the seventh day, focus on the full pentacle again. Feel the balance (or not) of the five points. What has changed over the 
past week? Where is the pentacle still unbalanced?

J Book of Shadows – what changed over the course of the week? Which points need strengthening or healing? Is this a 
daily practice that you want to continue?

Remember to devoke and open your weeklong circle at the end.

More Pentacle Readings
• Pearl Pentacle interviews – WeaveAndSpin.org/pearl-pentacle

• Starhawk – The Spiral Dance 

• T. Thorn Coyle – Evolutionary Witchcraft

• Jane Meredith & Gede Parma – Magic of the Iron Pentacle

Magic, activism, and much more – in our back issues!
Download all 101 issues of Reclaiming Newsletter and Reclaiming Quarterly

Free – at WeaveAndSpin.org/back-issues

Image – RQ #77, Winter 1999 – Magical activism at the WTO protests in Seattle
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Desire

Surrender

Transformation

Solidarity

Manifestation

Pentacle of The Great Turning
Based on the work of Joanna Macy

Use the ideas in the preceding pages, as well as advanced 
workings from T. Thorn Coyle’s book Evolutionary Witch-
craft, with this activist pentacle. The Pentacle of the Great 
Turning has been used as a theme at several camps – and 
we’ll probably revisit it again in a few years!

Here’s an article by Reclaiming teacher Riyana, plus 
thoughts on living during the Great Turning by Joanna 
Macy on the third page.

By Riyana Moon

Around the world, different ancient cultures have 
prophesied a time of great change: the sensation of 
time speeding up, Mother Earth becoming less and less 
able to support life, species going extinct by the thou-
sands, the whole world being torn asunder by greed, 
ignorance, and lethargy. And in the midst of this, a great 
awakening – a turning, a rite of passage into a new, 
greater consciousness. 

Ecospiritualist Thomas Berry calls this evolution of con-
sciousness the “Great Work” of our era. 

Joanna Macy, an elder of the Buddhist tradition and 
an anti-nuclear activist for over thirty years, calls it the 
Great Turning: “It’s the essential adventure of our time: 
the shift from the industrial growth society to a life-
sustaining civilization.”

Healing the Earth
For witches and other people who practice daily to 
send roots down and connect deeply with the Earth, we 
sometimes feel our own hearts and spirits torn apart 
by the devastation of our Mother. Some of us feel the 
confusion of the many creatures whose homes and 
families are dying, like a daze we can never quite shake 

off. Still others are haunted by the sorrowful songs of the 
dammed rivers and the Salmon who cannot find their 
way back to their ancestral homes.

Healing the Earth and learning to live harmoniously 
with Her ways may be the Great Work of our time, but 
it is hard work. Activists get burned out, Earth healers 
become encumbered by their own wounds, and dream-
ers close their eyes to the visions they see, because it’s 
simply too much at times.

The Pentacle of The Great Turning is a tool that was cre-
ated through a community visioning process by Free 
Activist WitchCamp in 2007 to honor, inspire, and give 
birth to this Great Work. The points of the Pentacle were 
harvested from dreamings on Brigid Eve, visioning under 
the full moon, and, of course a series of seemingly endless 
consensus meetings, from which we emerged with a true 
witches’ tool: one that paradoxically works inwardly and 
outwardly at the same time – which is precisely the magic 
needed to bring about the awakening we dream of.

Desire – the work begins in Desire. This is Desire in its 
multi-faceted, bright and shadowy sense: our deep, lov-
ing connection to the Mother, our irresistible attraction 
to life, our hunger for ecstasy, our yearning to know Her 
in our bodies, our hearts, our souls. It is through deep-
ening our connection with Her and with our love for 
life that we can viscerally understand the extent of the 
destruction facing our planet, and the intensity of the 
coming storms if we do not find another way of living. 

The sheer enormity of what we have done and what 
we must learn to do in order to survive and ensure the 
survival of other living beings is overwhelming to think 
about – nuclear waste with a half-life thousands of years 

continued on next page
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long, 50 percent of all species disappearing, an island of 
plastic waste twice the size of Texas floating in the Pacific 
Ocean. It’s tempting to turn away, to return to the much 
smaller and more manageable details of our private 
lives, but that’s not how the Great Turning is woven. 

Surrender – all we can do is Surrender to the fears that 
threaten to close our hearts like a stone, the sorrow 
that makes us feel brittle like dried leaves, the rage that 
thunders against the hollows of our stomachs like sticks, 
the apathy that feels like empty death. We Surrender 
into faith. We may not know if there’s anything we can 
do to stop the destruction, but we choose to try to do 
something rather than let our worry of personal failure 
hold us back. We open to the luminous, bright light of 
adventure.

Transformation – in that opening, an amazing Transfor-
mation blossoms. Some traditions call this blossoming 
the inklings of enlightenment; some call it becoming 
indigenous, rewilding, or finding the primal self; some 
call it coming through the dark night of the soul into 
knowing the love of the divine. In the many names and 
forms of this Transformation, there is a common thread: 
we open up to the great web of life as our selves, we see 
how this web holds us, is within us, and that we are of 
it. We are nature, we are the land. We are nature and the 
land healing herself. 

Solidarity – from this knowing, we can move into true 
Solidarity with all of our relations. Lila Watson, Aborigi-
nal activist, once famously said, “If you have come to 
help me you are wasting my time. But if you have come 
because your liberation is bound up with mine, then let 
us struggle together.” 

In the Great Turning, we extend Watson’s insight beyond 
the boundary of species lines to include the Salmon and 
the hazel trees, the orcas and the wild bunch grasses, 
the stray cats in our neighborhoods and the scrub-jays 
that drive us crazy at dawn with their scratchy cawing. 
We reach out with our hearts and prayers to listen to 
the wisdom of all beings, knowing that we need the 
voices of all of them in order to create truly meaningful, 
culture-altering, save-the-world solutions.

Manifestation – the last point on the Pentacle is Mani-
festation: not only the communal manifestation we 
are creating – The Great Turning – but also the unique 
callings of our individual lives that make up our own 
personal part of it. This brings us back to Desire – what 
we want to do with our lives to help the healing of the 
Earth, the work that we are yearning to do, the visions 

Pentacle of The Great Turning (pg 2)
we long to bring to fruition. 

For some of us, a big part of the work of the Great Turn-
ing is our activism, whether in the streets or in commu-
nity centers. For others, our work is as healers and artists 
and ritualists working to change the consciousness be-
neath the actions that are so detrimental to the planet. 
Still others are crafting new initiatives and new systems 
for our culture, finding visionary ways to manifest the 
Great Turning in the here and now. 

Most of us dance between many different spheres of 
the work, following our hearts and minds and the wise 
words of our guides to find the right road for us. 

In all of these places, the points of the Pentacle of the 
Great Turning can help keep us grounded, inspired, and 
connected in the wider context of our work. May it be so.

Riyana adores the magic of song, women’s blood mysteries, 
herbs, and incorporating writing and poetry into her witchy 
work. She has taught at WitchCamps and intensives across 
the U.S. and abroad, and often crafts ritual and facilitates 
classes in her local community in the San Francisco Bay 
Area. 

This article first appeared in Reclaiming Quarterly.

Running the Pentacle
As per the preceding pages, ground yourself. Draw your 
personal energy to a small ball in your center. Let this 
energy rise to a point just above your head. 

With gentle breaths, move the energy to each point and 
let it rest for a moment. Run this cycle three times, end-
ing at the head. Finally, bring your energy back to center.

Head: Desire

Right Foot: Surrender

Left Hand: Transformation

Right Hand: Solidarity

Left Foot: Manifestation
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Pentacle of The Great Turning (pg 3)
by Joanna Macy

The Great Turning is a name for the essential adventure 
of our time: the shift from the industrial growth society 
to a Iife-sustaining civilization.

The ecological and social crises we face are inflamed by 
an economic system dependent on accelerating growth. 
This self-destructing political economy sets its goals and 
measures its performance in terms of ever-increasing 
corporate profits – in other words by how fast materials 
can be extracted from Earth and turned into consumer 
products, weapons, and waste.

A revolution is underway because people are realizing 
that our needs can be met without destroying our world. 
We have the technical knowledge, the communication 
tools, and material resources to grow enough food, 
ensure clean air and water, and meet rational energy 
needs. 

Future generations, if there is a livable world for them, 
will look back at the epochal transition we are making to 
a life-sustaining society. And they may call this the time 
of the Great Turning. It is happening now.

Whether or not it is recognized by corporate-controlled 
media, the Great Turning is a reality. Although we can-
not know yet if it will take hold in time for humans and 
other complex life forms to survive, we can know that it 
is under way. 

And it is gaining momentum, through the actions of 
countless individuals and groups around the world. To 
see this as the larger context of our lives clears our vision 
and summons our courage.

Personal Guidelines for the 
Great Turning

Come from Gratitude
To be alive in this beautiful, self-organizing universe – to 
participate in the dance of life with senses to perceive 
it, lungs that breathe it, organs that draw nourishment 
from it – is a wonder beyond words. Gratitude for the 
gift of life is the primary wellspring of all religions, the 
hallmark of the mystic, the source of all true art.

Furthermore, it is a privilege to be alive in a time when 
we can choose to take part in the self-healing of our 
world.

Don’t Be Afraid of the Pain
This is a painful time, filled with suffering and uncertain-
ty. Like living cells in a larger body, it is natural that we 
feel the trauma of our world. So don’t be afraid of the an-
guish you feel, or the anger or fear, for these responses 
arise from the depth of your caring and the truth of your 
interconnectedness with all beings. To “suffer with” is the 
literal meaning of compassion.

Dare to Vision
Out of this suffering a new world can arise, not to be 
constructed by our minds so much as to emerge from 
our dreams. Even though we cannot see clearly how it’s 
going to turn out, we are still called to let the future into 
our imagination. We will never be able to build what we 
have not first cherished in our hearts.

Roll Up Your Sleeves
Many people don’t get involved in the Great Turning 
because there are so many different issues which seem 
to compete with each other. Shall I save the whales or 
help battered children? The truth is that all aspects of 
the current crisis reflect the same mistake, setting our-
selves apart and using others for our gain. So to heal one 
aspect helps the others to heal as well. Just find what 
you love to work on and take joy in that. Don’t try to do 
it alone. Link up with others – you’ll spark each others’ 
ideas and sustain each others’ energy.

Act Your Age
Since every particle in your body goes back to the first 
flaring forth of space and time, you’re really as old as the 
universe. So when you are lobbying at your congress-
person’s office, or visiting your local utility, or testifying 
at a hearing on nuclear waste, or standing up to protect 
an old grove of redwoods, you are doing that not out of 
some personal whim, but in the full authority of your 13 
billions years.

JoannaMacy.net
Learn more about Joanna Macy’s work at JoannaMacy.net.

Cooking the Great Turning – see next page.
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Pentacle of The Great Turning (pg 4)
Young Adults Cook Up the Great Turning!

For a decade now, young adults have helped anchor rituals and path-work at Teen Earth Magic, Witchlets, and Redwood 
Magic Family Camp.

But we’ve always had an experienced adult who cooked for camp. Sometimes the TEM cook was also a teacher (how did they 
do it?). Other years we paid someone a small stipend to keep us fed and happy.

In 2017, several of our TEM “graduate srtudents” stepped up to create the hearth for our camp – ie, to prepare our meals for 
five days.

We knew they could cook – but it seemed like a stretch doing it for 25 people (and, as it turned out, in 100-degree heat!). 

Still, what is WitchCamp about if not stretching? 

To add to the challenge, the hearth team decided they wanted each day’s menu to correspond to the point on the Pentacle 
of the Great Turning that we were exploring that day – so the opening dinner was “Desire,” the first point on the pentacle, and 
so on.

See the next page for our complete menu with Great Turning correspondences. It’’s sort of like a pop quiz.

How does a hard-boiled egg illustrate desire?

How are scrambled eggs a sign of transformation?

How does kettle corn show manifestiation? Yeah!

For more on the Great Turning, see preceding pages.

The TEM 2017 Kitchen Team – three young adults who’ve 
been part of camp for many years supported by an intrepid 
parent – lovingly serve lunch to appreciative campers.
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Saturday Dinner: Desire
Pasta & sauce
Garlic bread
Salad

Saturday Dessert: Desire
Something with roses

Sunday Breakfast: Desire
Cereal & milk
Toast
Fruit
Hardboiled eggs
Protein
Coffee & tea
Oatmeal
Yogurt

Sunday Lunch: Desire/Surrender
Sandwiches
Cucumber salad
Chips
Lavender lemonade

Sunday Dinner: Surrender
Curry rice
Chicken 
Tofu
Collard greens

Sunday Dessert: Surrender
Mango & coconut sticky rice

Monday Breakfast: Surrender
Cereal & milk
Toast
Fruit
Coffee & tea
Oatmeal
Yogurt

Monday Lunch: Transformation
Sandwiches
Pasta salad
Nettle pesto
Chips
Iced tea

Monday Dinner: Transformation
Burrito bar
Fixings
Green salad

Pentacle of The Great Turning (pg 5)
Camp Menu – with Pentacle of the Great Turning points!

Monday Dessert: Transformation
Cookies (ginger? chocolate chip?)

Tuesday Breakfast: Transformation
Cereal & milk
Fruit
Tofu scramble
Scrambled eggs
Potatoes
Yogurt

Tuesday Lunch: Solidarity
Sandwiches
Bean salad
Chips
Honey & ginger popsicles

Tuesday Dinner: Solidarity
Falafel bar
Turkey meatballs
Homemade hummus
Quinoa tabbouleh 
Pita 

Tuesday Dessert: Solidarity
Peach cobbler

Wednesday Breakfast: Solidarity
Oatmeal, cereal, & milk
Toast
Fruit
Coffee & tea
Yogurt

Wednesday Lunch: Manifestation
Sandwiches
Rice salad / egg salad
Vegetable soup
Chips

Wednesday Dinner: Manifestation
Chili 
Meat on the side
Cornbread
Fixings
Red cabbage salad

Wednesday Dessert: Manifestation
Kettle corn

Thursday Breakfast: Back to Desire
Leftovers!
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Purification: Star Purification
INTENT
A simple, physical way of clearing dissonant energy and filling your aura with fresh star energy.

Remember – our bodies are of the Earth – and the Earth is of the stars. When we call down star energy, we’re tapping into our 
own ancient source.

Balance star and Earth energy. After you have filled your aura with star energy, draw up Earth energy and mingle them in 
your center. Let yourself be the connection between stars and Earth.

TIME & SPACE
Any number, with room to spread out at arm’s length. Allow 10 minutes so people have time to practice.

PREP
Priestess demonstrates this working, then each person practices on their own.

WORKING
Priestess describes and demonstrates:

Ground yourself and find your center. Breathe to your center.

Now, using your hands as gentle guides, draw up Earth energy. Tease it up through your aura with your breath – let a column 
of energy rise effortlessly through you, entering your feet or the base of your spine and flowing out the top of your head.

Imagine all the various energies inside you as multi-colored clouds filling your aura, swirling inside you.

Now, hold your two hands in front of the top of your head, palms down, elbows out to the side.

On an out-breath, smoothly push the multi-colored Earth energy down through your body and aura, all the way down and 
out of your roots.

As you push the colors down, let your breath draw silver star-energy from above to take its place. As your hands push the 
colors downward, let yourself fill with silvery energy from above. Focus your attention on this silvery star energy entering 
your body and your aura.

When your hands go below your knees, shake them off. Breathe to the silvery energy filling you.

Repeat several times – use your hands to gently draw multi-colored Earth energy up, then use your palms to push the swirl-
ing colors down and out, breathing in silvery star energy from above.

After a few times, breathe and feel the silvery star energy filling you. 

Now, from below, call up clean, pure Earth energy and let it mingle with the star energy in your center. Let this energy drop 
and re-ground you to the Earth.

Song: Body of the Earth (“We are of the body of the Earth / the Earth is of the body of the stars”).

SOLO WORKING
Same working. 
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INTENT
Shadow work is at the core of Reclaiming magic – knowing yourself in all your parts. There is great strength in fully knowing 
yourself – and with it come opportunities for change.

What is one’s shadow? Shadow is those parts of ourselves that we repress, ignore, or pretend don’t exist.

Shadow is sometimes negative – shame, fear, doubt. Your shadow may include greed and selfishness. It may include feelings 
that are too scary to let yourself know. Sometimes we refer to screwed-up politicians or pop stars as embodying society’s 
shadow – they act out our worst patterns. 

Other times our shadow can be our big, colorful, flamboyant parts. Some people’s shadow includes speaking up in groups, 
singing out loud, or being silly. Others’ might include sleeping late or taking a day off.

Shadow is those parts of ourselves that we don’t want anyone to see – sometimes not even ourselves!

Shadow can be very uncomfortable – we don’t always get to choose when these issues come up and demand our attention. 
Parts of ourselves that disturb or scare us might come leaping forward at the worst possible moments.

Why do we do magical shadow work? Perhaps if we create a safe container to allow our shadows out, we can defuse some 
of their energy and make them less likely to pop up unexpectedly. Also, our shadows often hold a lot of old pain, shame, or 
guilt. These old feelings hold us back from being our best and brightest selves.

Our goal in this work is to provide a safe circle where our shadows can come forward. Maybe we’ll discover things we want to 
work more on – for instance, expressing ourselves more boldly, or wearing more colorful clothes.

Confidentiality – in much magical work, and shadow work in particular, it is important that we be able to trust those with 
whom we are open – trust them to hold us in a strong circle, and trust that our experience will not be turned into gossip. 
See Introduction: Agreements.

What Balances Shadow Work?
Shadow work can be intense, and calls for balance.

The intent of shadow work is to spend time with unfamiliar and uncomfortable energies. In a class or ritual, we’ll want to balance 
the energy before we end.

With a shadow party, the working provides its own balance. 
In that case, try coming into a close circle with arms around 
shoulders and singing one of the songs below. 

If you have more time and/or more is needed to bring the 
group out of shadow-space, try one of these workings:

• Post-Shadow Mirror Milling (see end of this section)

• Workings: Blessing Line (takes one minute per person)

• Workings: Luscious Eating (takes 10-15 minutes)

• Workings: Allies Circle (takes longer – major working)

• Workings: Lifting Each Other Up (major working)

If the shadow work leaves people quiet or contemplative, 
consider doing a low-key spiral dance with deep eye-gazing.

Songs: Opening Up In Sweet Surrender; Let the Beauty 
We Love; My Soul.

Shadow work at the center of the labyrinth.

Shadow Work

continued on next page
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Shadow Work (pg 2)
TIME & SPACE
Any number of people, with enough space to move comfortably – the space should be private enough for folks to feel safe 
showing themselves and being vulnerable.

PREP
Scarves and costumes can help some people step into their shadows. Hand mirrors and tarot decks are also helpful for some 
workings. Journal or Book of Shadows. See below for specific prep for each working.

WORKINGS: GENERAL SET-UP
For any of these workings – ground and cast a circle. Invoke allies – each person might call an ancestor / ally to support them 
in this work (this can be done all at once – priestess simply invites people to each call their own ally – perhaps by people call-
ing their names into the center). Remember to devoke and open your circle at the end.

In a group, priestess can propose or remind people of agreements about confidentiality and respect. We want to create a safe 
circle to share our full selves – and we may not want the rest of the world to know about it quite yet!

Shadow workings can be preceded by a short meditation. Priestess invites people to look inward and see what parts of them-
selves lie hidden... dormant... what parts might feel safe coming out today.... What parts of myself might enjoy a chance to 
wear different clothes and move in different ways.... With a breath, welcome those parts of yourself, both known and yet-to-
be known... welcome them to the safety of our circle. 

WORKINGS: Discovering My Shadow
Writing My Shadow
In your magical journal or on a blank sheet of paper, list one or more answers to each of these questions:

• something my family does not do / is not good at is _______________ (list a few)
• something about my family background that I don’t like is _______________
• an adventure I would never undertake is _______________
• something that really embarrasses me is _______________

Go back and underline any strong words and any words that appear more than once. Now ask yourself – what do these 
words tell me about the parts of myself that I don’t usually like to acknowledge? What is one part of my shadow that I could 
work with today? Write that at the bottom of the page.

Tarot Shadow Discovery
You’ll need your journal and a deck for each person (or people can share a card if they both select it). Lay out the cards face 
up. Each person sift through them and find three to five cards that you do not like – trust your gut.

In a pair-share and/or in your journal, speak and write the card’s title and a couple of sentences about what you don’t like. 
After a few cards, go back and underline any strong words along with words that appear more than once. Now ask yourself – 
what do these cards and words tell me about the parts of myself that I don’t like? What is one part of my shadow that I could 
work with today? Write that at the bottom of the page.

Mirror Shadow Discovery
Looking in a mirror can bring up shadow material – fears that I am not good looking, that my skin isn’t clear enough, that I’m 

continued on next page
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Shadow Work (pg 3)
clumsy and scared and can’t even look into a mirror right! Set a timer for a few minutes and stay with steady eye contact until 
the timer rings. Afterward, debrief in pairs and/or write in your journal about what feelings came up. 

The final working of this section, Post-Shadow Mirror Milling, is a nice balance to this discovery working. 

WORKINGS: Working With My Shadow
Shadow Party
Here’s a playful yet intense way to draw out our shadows. All of us have costume shadows – clothes that would make us cringe!

For the well-dressed, it might be baggy jeans or an old button sweater. For the casual crowd, our costume shadow might be a 
fancy dress, tight pants, or a gaudy feather boa. It’s different for each of us.

How about gathering a variety of clothes, some mirrors, and see what shadows show up?

For more on this working, see below, Workings: Shadow: Costume Shadows (page 266).

Stepping Out As My Shadow
This working is best for groups of 12 or fewer – if more, try smaller sub-groups. Each person takes a minute and steps into the 
middle of the circle and embodies their shadow – step in and act like the parts of yourself that usually get held back. 

Maybe you dance and sing a song. Maybe you look people in the eyes and say, “I love you.” Maybe you let yourself be sad in front 
of others. Some people may simply step into the circle and let themselves be seen. And some may take the right to pass.

Having an experienced person go first may help break the ice.

A good way to follow this is Workings: Circle Blessings or Workings: Blessing Line.

Letting the Shadow Speak
Automatic Writing is a way to let our inner shadow voices speak. By writing so fast that we don’t have time to censor our-
selves, we may hear some of those buried voices. See Workings: Automatic Writing.

Labyrinth Shadow Work: the Monster at the Center
What if the monster at the center of the labyrinth turns out to be a mirror? See Workings: Labyrinth Workings.

Composting Headlines and Composting Oppressions: Activist Shadow Workings
On the following pages you’ll find two shadow workings for when we feel weighed down by negative headlines or the heavi-
ness of other people’s attitudes and behavior – see following pages, Shadow: Composting Headlines and Shadow: Composting 
Oppressions.

CONCLUSION: Post-Shadow Mirror Milling
This is a nice balance to the Mirror Shadow Discovery working above, or to any shadow work. Use this to wrap up an intense 
round of shadow work.

You’ll need half as many mirrors and veils as people in the group. Half of the group wears veils and hold up mirrors, milling 
around saying things like, “Look at this amazing person! What a beautiful person! Behold the Goddess! You can do anything!” 

The other half mills about silently, gazes at themselves in the mirrors, and listens to the truth.
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Shadow: Composting Headlines

continued on next page

INTENT
We did this exercise at the very first Teen Earth Magic camp, as a way to deal with oppressive and disempowering news 
headlines by transforming them into compost.

This is a good mid-week working – and a hard place to begin or end. You’ll want to follow this with something upbeat.

TIME & SPACE
Enough room for a group to gather. Outside is best – dig a hole if you can.

Since each person will read and bury their headline, more than 20 people will get clumsy. Allow a few minutes per person 
plus about 15 minutes for group work and transitions.

PREP
Presumes people are already grounded and a circle has been cast. This is not a good first or last working in a class – do some-
thing lighter before, and uplifting afterward.

In the class or ritual where you do this working, invoke some powerful world-changers as allies.

Dig a small but deep hole – set the dirt aside to refill it. If no hole is available – get a washtub half-filled with dirt, plus a 
bucket of extra dirt – the dirt will end up in a compost bin, so it’s fine if it has twigs or other organic debris mixed in. You’ll 
want a dropcloth or towel for the floor. Make a plan to compost or recycle the dirt afterward.

Prepare a bunch of news headlines – gather some ahead of time if you can, but also make some of your own – print them out 
ahead of time if you can (samples on next page). Fold them. 

WORKING
Gather in a circle. The priestess leads a short meditation about the state of the world and the way our society bombards us with 
bad news – an alarming amount of which is true – and most of which seems calculated to make us feel hopeless and powerless. 
We are going to begin to change this at a magical level.

Bring out folded headlines and invite each person to select one. (Priestesses might pre-select a few they want to include.)

Go around the circle and slowly read the headlines aloud. Hear them. Feel their weight. When the circle is complete, take a 
couple of minutes to groan and shout and shake it off.

Priestess comments: “This is the version of reality that is fed to us every day. But we can challenge this version.” Go around 
again and read one headline at a time. People hiss and boo while the reader rips the headline into tiny bits and drops them 
into the hole or basin. Reader picks up a scoop or handful of dirt and tosses it over the fragments.

Repeat until all headlines have been read and buried. Toss in more dirt to cover all of the paper.

Balancing the Shadow With Positive Headlines
Priestess leads a short meditation to help people come up with positive news headlines for the world we are building. Then 
everyone calls out ideas. Dream big! 

Song: She Changes Everything She Touches (Kore Chant).

Afterward – fill the hole and transplant a few hardy weeds over it. If you used a basin, dispose of the dirt in a compost bin.
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SOLO WORKING
Gather / make seven news headlines, and/or use some below. Dig a hole or get a basin of dirt as above. Bring your journal.

Ground and cast your circle and invoke some world-changing allies. 

Read the headlines slowly, pausing for a breath after each. Let yourself feel their weight. This is the “reality” that you hear 
about every day.

Now read them again, one at a time. Take a breath, and state a simple contradiction: “This is wrong,” “This has to change,” etc.

Rip the headline apart and drop it in the dirt, tossing dirt after each one. At the end, toss three more handfuls of dirt. 

J Book of Shadows – turn away from the composted headlines. Close your eyes, breathe deeply, and let some positive 
headlines come to you. Picture the world the way you want it to be and write about it in your journal. When you have several 
ideas you like, read them aloud, followed by saying, “So mote it be!”

When you are finished, raise your spirits by singing She Changes Everything She Touches (officially known as Kore Chant).

Open your circle (ie, devoke). Put the dirt you used into the compost.

NEGATIVE HEADLINES – Some Examples

• Polar Life Nears Extinction

• 30,000 Die Annually in Car Accidents

• Government Denies Climate Change

• Logging Increases in National Parks

• Education Budget Cut To Fund Military

• Prescription Drugs Kill Thousands

• Gridlock Ties Up Government

• Student Loan Burden Rises

• Gun Limits Rejected

• War Enters Another Year

• Banks Tighten Credit Policies

• Transit Fares Rise - Service Cut

• Only 2% of Old Growth Forests Remain

• Budget Cuts Hit Poorest Citizens
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INTENT
Here’s a variation of the Composting Headlines working, this time from Teen Earth Magic 2018. We were looking for an ener-
getic way to transform oppressive and disempowering ideas and words, from personal to political to ecological. 

Since our camp theme that year was Mushrooms & Fungi, we hit on the idea of collectively breaking down and composting a 
tree of oppressions.

Just as it can take generations and even centuries for fungi to break down a fallen redwood tree, the changes we envision 
may take a long time to manifest. So we invoked time magic to travel far into the future, to an age when the oppressions had 
been broken down and transformed into justice, ecology, etc. 

This is a good mid-week working, or midway through a workshop.

TIME & SPACE
Enough room for a group to gather. Outside is best – dig a hole if you can (if not, see prep below).

Allow about 20 minutes for group work and transitions.

PREP
Need:

• Small but deep hole – set the dirt aside to refill it. If no hole is available – get a washbasin half-filled with dirt, plus a bucket 
of extra dirt – the dirt will end up in a compost bin, so it’s fine if it has twigs or other organic debris mixed in. 

• Pile of garden debris – leaves, dirt, twigs, etc (no thorns). Some buckets of water.

• Lay out the “tree” – a long strip of light newsprint or butcher paper (about three feet wide x 12 feet long). Use light-weight 
paper so it can easily be torn and trampled.

• Thick-point colored markers, plus two to three people to scribe (ie, write down words as people call them out).

• If inside, you’ll want a dropcloth or towel for the floor and a plan to compost or recycle the dirt afterward.

• One priestess leads a short meditation about oppressions, and another leads the debris-throwing part, starts song, then 
facilitates transition to composting the scraps of torn-up paper. A third priestess can help by doing simple drumming.

This presumes people are already grounded and a circle cast. This is not a good first working in a class, and not easy to follow – 
do something lighter beforehand. After – either make this the final working for a class, or try something meditative like tarot.

In the class or ritual where you do this working, invoke some powerful world-changers as allies.

Teach songs at start of class / ritual if possible – we used Weave and Spin (See Ritual Skills: Chants), plus this new “prequel” verse. 
When teaching the prequel verse, consider invoking the history of anarchism – in the past, it often meant “smashing” the state, 
capitalism, etc. Whereas today it often means working cooperatively and nonhierarchically, building alternatives, etc.

Weave & Spin (on Campfire Chants album)
Weave and spin, weave and spin
This is how the work begins
Mend and heal, mend and heal
Take the dream and make it real

.

Shadow: Composting Oppressions

continued on next page

Tear & Shred – Prequel Verse
Agitate! Demonstrate! 
Organize to smash the state!
Tear and shred, tear and shred
Rip it up until it’s dead!
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WORKING
Gather in a circle around the “tree.” Priestess leads short meditation about oppressions – personal, societal, economic, etc – all 
the ways we’re made to feel that we do not belong or that the world does not support our dreams and visions.

Drumbeat begins. Priestess invites people to begin calling out or writing words and short phrases, from the biggest and most 
global to the most intimate and personal. Scribes write words as fast as people call them out, or people can write their own.

When this slacks off, and/or paper is getting covered with words, priestess invites people to add last words or phrases. Drum 
fades. Then all step back and take a breath.

Priestess says wise words about how these oppressions can seem overwhelming – but by working together, and by taking 
small, steady actions, we can transform this tree of oppression into new life. 

Invite people to pick up handfuls of debris and start throwing them onto the paper tree. Start song: “Agitate! Demonstrate!” 
Others get water and splash it onto tree. People dance and jump on the tree – finally getting down and tearing apart the 
soggy paper until it’s a big mess.

As energy winds down, let song fade. Step back, take a breath, and look at the mess. Then quietly begin to pull the bits and 
scraps of paper out of the pile and start throwing them into the compost hole (or bucket).

During this part, priestess can talk about how, when fungi break up a dead tree, there are some mushrooms which sprout 
first and break up the big chunks, then others come along later and break down the smaller pieces. Some people will do the 
same. Keep going until every scrap and bit of paper is in the compost hole. 

Circle round the compost hole. One by one, each person takes a handful of dirt and throws it into the hole, calling out a word 
of power: “Justice! Peace! Happiness!” 

Song – shovel in the rest of the dirt and take turns dancing on it as you sing the original lyrics to Weave and Spin.

SOLO WORKING
It will be hard to raise this sort of energy alone – try the previous working, “Shadow: Composting Headlines” – and add some 
“words of oppression” as well.

Shadow: Composting Oppressions (pg 2)
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continued on next page

INTENT
This is a fun and challenging shadow working that can be done with friends without calling it “Pagan.” 

All of us have costume shadows – the clothes that would make us cringe to be seen in!

For the well-dressed, it might be baggy jeans or an old button sweater. For the casual crowd, our costume shadow might be a 
fancy dress, tight pants, or a gaudy feather boa. It’s different for each of us.

Sometimes folks at WitchCamps have planned costume workshops where people try on clothes – and personas – they ordi-
narily would never let themselves be seen in.

Other times the “work” emerges spontaneously during break time. Since one person’s daily garb is someone else’s shadow, 
the “costumes” are already on hand.

TIME & SPACE
This can be done alone, but you’ll feel more support if you do it with a friend(s). You’ll need private space with room to move 
around. Allow an hour or more. 

PREP
Need – journal; mirrors (full length if possible); and lots of clothing!

Music – favorite pop songs. Or how about playing Labyrinth Meditation Music on loop? (See Ritual Skills: Chants – page 113.)

Gather a variety of clothes, especially extremes – very flashy or very plain. You can find “shadow clothes” at a thrift shop – for 
some people, wearing a dress of any sort is major shadow work. For others, cheap jeans do the trick.

Spread the clothing out on a costume altar (perhaps a table or your bed) so you can see what you’ve got. 

Confidentiality – you’ll want to do this work with trusted friends. See Introduction: Agreements for trust agreements we use 
at TEM. You may also want to agree “no photos.” If you do this as a “working,” decide who will priestess the meditation below.

WORKING

Gathering & Meditation (start here for ritual-friendly groups)
If it works for your group, create sacred space – ground together and cast a circle. If your friends are not Pagan, maybe you 
can take a minute and breathe together? If it’s a ritual-friendly group, you might want to invoke energies like “safe space” and 
“openness.”

Ask if people will agree to confidentiality and to supporting one another through the working. Talk about this a little if 
needed, and see if you can reach some basic agreements.

Then invite people to get comfortable. Priestess leads a short meditation: 

“Close your eyes and breathe easily.... Imagine yourself walking down a garden path... a beautiful garden path.... What colors 
do you see?.... What smells come to you?....

“Imagine this garden is your special garden, created just for you by your own imagination.... Let it come to life around you.... 
What do you see?.... What sounds come to you?....

“As you walk, you come to a small glade with a circle of plants and trees.... Around the edges of the glade are big mirrors, and 
as you walk you catch glimpses of yourself.... Glimpses of your smile... of your glowing aura....
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“Gradually you stop in front of a mirror and gaze at yourself... You see that you are dressed in a most unusual fashion!... in fact, 
you are dressed in a way you would ordinarily never dress... but here in the safety of your garden, you are fascinated.... 

“Gaze gently and lovingly at yourself in the mirror.... Let that reflection know that it is welcome and accepted here in this 
garden.... Ask that shadow-reflection to come along to a costume party....”

Shadow Party (start here with “non-Pagan” groups)
The leader puts on music and invites people to gather around the clothing. At first just gaze and imagine. Then slowly begin 
to try on items that might appeal to your shadow. Go for extremes – if you usually dress carefully, go for the sloppiest look 
possible. If you always wear pants or shorts, try a dress. Don’t forget to accessorize!

As you experiment, give one another support and encouragement, without pushing things on one another. Let each person 
discover and adorn their own shadow. 

After a while, settle on a shadow costume and finish up. Then gather in a circle. Take a couple of breaths together, silently 
looking around. Then begin silently milling around. Move as your shadow – if your shadow is flashy, move that way. If your 
shadow is grungy, move that way.

Meet one another’s eyes and give smiles of welcome to all the shadows. If you’re two people, you can do this less formally – 
just take a few minutes to silently appreciate one another.

After a few minutes, get into groups of three and talk. How does it feel to dress and move in the world in such a different 
way? What does it show you about how you usually are? Anything new that you’d like to carry back to your daily life?

J Book of Shadows – take a few minutes and write in your journal. 

Completion & Commitment
When you are ready to complete the working, gather again. Go around the circle and each person say one to three words 
about the experience. Then say thank you to your shadows – you might close your eyes, touch your heart, and quietly say 
thank you (knowing your shadow is always with you).

Take a few minutes and get back into your usual garb. Set the costumery carefully back on the altar.

Come back together and do a quick aura brushdown – without touching the other person, brush all the stray energy out of 
their aura, from head to foot. Especially brush the heart, belly, and voice. Remember to brush the back side as well. When 
you’re done brushing, shake your hands off so the energy falls back to the Earth. Then use your hands to fluff the person’s 
aura – starting low, fluff the energy up like a billowy cloud (for more on this, see Workings: Aura Carwash).

If you created sacred space, remember to devoke any energies you called in and open your circle.

SOLO WORKING
You can do this working alone – where will you get clothing really different from what you usually wear? Is there one other 
person you know who might enjoy this working?

Solo – you’ll want a variety of clothes, a mirror, a timer, music, and your journal.

Create sacred space. Set a timer for 20 minutes, Put on music. Read the meditation above. Start experimenting. Look often in 
the mirror, and each time say to yourself: “Is this a part of me?”

J Book of Shadows – when the timer sounds, settle on a shadow outfit – the stranger the better! Then take some time and 
write in your journal. 

Complete the working as above (Completion & Commitment), taking time to thank your shadow.
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INTENT
A spectrum breaks down binary oppositions into a range of responses. Instead of yes or no, black or white, we have 
gradations. This exercise tends to get people talking more than if we raised the same issues while seated in a circle.

People can see that they’re not alone in their beliefs and skepticism, and that all of us (including teachers) move around on the 
spectrums of beliefs and practices.

TIME & SPACE
Room to spread out in a line without crowding. If you’re in an open space, set boundaries – some people will go past the 
space’s limits, and will probably want to explain why. Check for poison oak, swampy ground, etc.

Ten rounds will take at least 20 minutes. Allow more time if people want to go on.

PREP
Clear the space. Have some statements ready. Choose a couple of priestesses to explain the working and get things going.

WORKING
Designate one end of the line as Strongly Agree and the other as Strongly Disagree. Priestess reads a statement. For each 
statement, people move around and choose their own place on the line – toward one end, or perhaps near the middle.

Once folks settle into their positions, priestess asks people in various places on the line to explain why they chose that posi-
tion. Some people will really want to talk — priestess calls on several people each time and equalizes participation.

After a few rounds, open it up to others to call out a statement. Be ready with a few if needed, and a good one to close with.

Song – a favorite song to pull energy back together: Let the Beauty We Love; Sweet Water.

SOLO WORK
Draw a line on a piece of paper. Left end is Strongly Agree, right end is Strongly Disagree.

Read first statement below. Write the number “1” above the line where you would fall. Below, write the number and then a 
sentence or two about why you chose that position. Repeat for a half-dozen or more statements. 

Look back at what you’ve written. What patterns do you see? Underline a few words or phrases and read it aloud as a poem.

STATEMENTS (or create your own)
(1) I consider myself a spiritual person.

(2) I have an altar.

(3) I believe the Earth is alive.

(4) Sometimes I have trouble fitting in.

(5) My family is religious / spiritual.

(6) Sometimes I feel hopeless about the world.

(7) I believe in or have some connection with The Goddess / God / Higher Power (change wording to suit yourself ).

(8) Schoolwork comes easily to me.

(9) I enjoy new situations and groups of people.

(10) I am “out” as a Pagan with friends / family / work.

(11) Sometimes I find Paganism / magic sort of silly.

(12) Popular music (or ______) is important to me.
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INTENT
A chance to think about and articulate their responses to various real-life situations, and see how others respond. This was 
created for the “Law” point at a Pearl Pentacle workshop, but it also works as a stand-alone exercise.

This working seems to get everyone talking, much more than if we just sat in a circle and talked about the same things. It’s a 
good “mixer,” as people move on every round. 

It’s a good working for early in a class or ritual, as it will stir up the group’s energy.

TIME & SPACE
A dozen maximum, so everyone gets a chance to speak on each round. For more, 
break into smaller groups. Need about 10 x 10 feet for about a dozen people. 
Minimum 20 minutes, and allow more if teens want to keep going.

PREP 
Signs for the four directions (see diagram) will save having to repeat them each 
time, but folks will catch on after a few rounds.

WORKING
Explain the way the exercise works. Explain what each of the four directions 
means, and that people can position themselves anywhere within or just outside 
the circle – at one station, or between two or more.

Main axis = rebel vs comply / Cross axis = whine-and-gripe vs creative solution

Priestess poses a question such as those below, and people array themselves 
among the various options – usually placing themselves between two or three of 
the stations (eg, “I whine and gripe, but eventually I comply”).

Once arrayed, ask people in various positions if they want to explain why they are there. Remind folks to listen, but a bit of 
cross-chatter doesn’t hurt as long as the speaker gets heard. 

If someone is not speaking much, quietly ask, “Sally Ann, is there anything you want to share?” 

After a few rounds, open it up to teens to pose situations. Have a few more ideas in reserve, including a good “final question.”

To close, come back into a circle. Go around and say one word about how you are feeling at the moment. 

QUESTIONS/SITUATIONS
A mix of personal / mundane situations and more charged political situations (numbers are for Solo working below):

(1) Alarm rings and you don’t want to get up.

(2) Friends invite you to do something that doesn’t feel right to you.

(3) You hear that they are clear-cutting half of the Mendocino Woodlands (or another location).

(4) Parent tells you to do homework before going on the internet.

(5) You see cops harassing someone, and when you try to film it they order you to stop.

(6) A friend tells you something potentially dangerous and makes you promise not to tell anyone.

(7) You promised to do something with your family, and now friends want you to do something else.

(8) Create more questions and situations for you and/or your group.

Examples
1 - whine and gripe but comply

2 - creative way of complying

3 - rebel and look for creative way out

4 - a little of each!
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INTENT
What is a spell? Some people say that a spell combines a clear intention, a physical act, and a charge of energy. This means 
that a spell is more than just wishful thinking – we will actually do something in the world to get results. Likewise, a spell is 
more than simply taking action – we also need to craft a clear and focused intention.

Spells aim to change something. We don’t usually do a spell to keep everything exactly the same. 

Sometimes a spell helps us do work we plan to do anyway – such as creating a Book of Shadows, practicing the sousaphone, 
writing a poem, etc. Making it a spell instead of a chore helps focus our energy and creativity.

If we want to practice music or work on our art each day, we could make it more magical by quickly grounding and casting a 
circle. Maybe we want to dedicate the time to the Muses and ask their assistance in bettering our craft. 

Anything we want to accomplish or help bring about in the world can be woven into a spell. 

Simple vs Complicated
Spells can be as simple as taking three breaths and lighting a candle, or as elaborate as an entire multi-day WitchCamp. Spells 
can be performed in a few minutes, or spread over a period of days or months. We could dedicate a corner of our garden to 
a living spell, tending it as part of a magical practice. We could charge a stone or piece of wood with our dreams and visions, 
then travel to the ocean or river and cast it into the waves to carry it into the wider world.

In the following pages we’ll share some of TEM’s favorite spells. First, though, we’ll give you a basic outline so you can create 
your own, explain Threefold Return, and talk about how to reverse a spell.

TIME & SPACE
Spellcrafting can be done alone or with any number of people. Sometimes a circle might work together to do a group spell – 
for instance, a healing spell for a friend or a spell for world peace.

Other times people may work in a group, but each does their own specific spell. When we teach spellcrafting in a class 
and make spell candles, each person comes up with their own magical intention and creates their own unique candle (see 
Workings: Spell Candle). 

You’ll need a quiet space, and enough room to spread out. Allow plenty of time – spellcrafting is a good “open-ended” work-
ing, where you take as much time as is needed. You’ll know intuitively when your work is complete.

PREP
Gather materials you need – see the following pages for ideas. Collage materials and glass jar candles are always handy.

Have your Book of Shadows with you for working on your intention and writing about your experiences.

WORKING: Crafting a Spell
Including creating and opening sacred space, spellcrafting has six steps: 

(1) Create sacred space.
(2) Craft your intention – what is the purpose of your spell?
(3) Create and perform your working – what physical actions will you do to bring your intention about?
(4) Declare how long the spell-working will last (until the candle burns down, until next year’s WitchCamp, a year and a day, etc).
(5) Charge and bind your spell – bring the creation of the spell to a close.
(6) Open sacred space.
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Sacred Space
Begin by creating sacred space – ground, cast a circle, and invoke elements and allies so you’ll have a strong energetic con-
tainer for your magical work. See Ritual Skills: Sacred Space for more info.

Creating an Intention
Your intention will express what you are trying to bring about, and how. 

Maybe you already know exactly why you want to do a spell – to get better grades, to find a job, to fall in love.... Or maybe 
you just have a sense that you want things to be different.

J Book of Shadows – take some time and think about what you want to accomplish with your spell. Why are you doing it 
now? Write down words and ideas as they come to you. After a while, go back and underline words you like. 

Now try writing a fresh sentence that uses some of the underlined words. Include (A) what you are trying to change or 
accomplish, and (B) what you will do. Make it as specific as you can. Here are a few examples:

• In order to get into college, I will do a spell to help me study harder.
• Seeing a world filled with war and hate, we work a spell for peace and justice.
• When I feel alone, lighting this spell candle will remind me that my life is full of love.
• Knowing I am overcommitted, I perform this unbinding spell to break my pledge to help plan the Spring Bazaar.

Write your intention a few times in different ways, until you get a sentence that really captures your intention. Then re-copy it 
on a fresh page of your Book of Shadows.

Crafting the Physical Working
How will you enact your spell? What physical actions will you perform? How will the action relate to your intention?

• If your intention is to break an old habit or pattern of behavior, you could physically break something – a stick, perhaps.

• If your intention is to attract love, you might want to create and burn a pink or red spell candle.

• If your intention is to call for peace in a time of war, you might want to do a spell working outside a military base or govern-
ment building, perhaps dancing in the street or even risking arrest as part of the ritual. This is actually how Reclaiming was 
formed around 1980, as part of anti-nuclear protests (see page 148).

• Candles can be decorated with images that show our spell coming to fruition. A yarn bracelet can remind us of our intention.

• Your spell working might also require accomplishing a real-world task, not just a magical one. If you do a spell for “better 
grades,” you might have to include a commitment to study more!

Setting a Time Limit
Decide how long the physical working will take. We might want the effect of the spell to continue, but we put an end-date 
on the spell itself. This might be when a spell candle has completely burned, or when a yarn bracelet falls off. Or it could be a 
definite amount of time, like a semester or a week and a day. 

When the time limit has ended, dispose of the leftover materials with solid focus – even if you’re dropping stuff in the recy-
cling bin, stop, take a breath, and remember that you are completing a magical task.

Charging & Binding a Spell
When the preparation of a spell is complete – when all that remains is letting it do its work – we raise some magical energy 
and “charge” the spell. This can be done with a song (She Changes Everything She Touches is perfect), by singing a tone over 
the working, by dancing around it, by blowing our breath across it.... 
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Then we’ll put a seal on the working as a way of showing that the “crafting” part is complete. This is called “binding” a spell 
(not to be confused with “binding spells,” which aim to control someone or something).

Before you bind the spell, state the time-limit for the spell aloud: “This spell will be complete in one month,” or “This spell will 
be complete when the spell-candle is fully burned,” etc.

You can bind the spell any way that works for you. With a candle, you might literally tie a bow around it. You can also use the 
power of your voice to state that the spell is bound. Here’s a rhyme we sometimes use:

By all the power of three times three
This spell bound round shall be
To cause no harm nor return on me
As I do will – so mote it be!

Open Sacred Space
When you’ve completed the spellcrafting, remember to devoke any allies and elements and open your circle.

CURSES & SECOND THOUGHTS
Negative Magic & the Law of Threefold Return
What about spells directed at other people? Can we compel the object of our desire to love us? Can we bind and constrain 
another person who is competing with us? Can we bend someone’s will to our own by the force of our spells?

As with any manipulative practice, we run the risk of harming ourselves more than impacting anyone else. The Law of Three-
fold Return is clear – whatever intentions or actions we direct at others are likely to return on us three times. These are poor 
odds, and tend to discourage most witches from doing spells against other people. 

With Reclaiming magic, our goal is to make changes in our lives and in the world, not to manipulate others.

See Introduction: Curses and Negative Magic.

Releasing or Breaking a Spell
Once in a while, we have to un-do a spell. For example, when we did the working, our intention seemed clear. But later we 
can see that our spell and commitment are just digging us deeper into a lousy situation.

Luckily, magic is reversible – by using more magic. See page 274 for a spell for breaking a commitment.

SOLO WORKING
Spell working is often a solo working – Spell Candles and the spells for Breaking a Commitment, Temperance Pouring, and 
Waters of the World are perfect for solo working. 

The Yarn Binding Spell is a favorite for symbolizing the bonds in a group – can you adapt this to a group of friends for a 
birthday party?
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INTENT
Sometimes we make promises or commitments that at the time make sense – but later we realize that the commitment is not 
good for us or others. “I’ll help organize this event,” “I’ll always be here for you,” “I’ll do such-and-such for a year and a day”....

We strive to honor our word, to be people of integrity. Our word is our bond. 

But situations change. There are times when carrying through on a commitment is not in anyone’s best interest. What if, after 
giving the situation careful thought, we realize we need to break our word?

Here’s a magical, intentional way to break a commitment while still honoring our word and our integrity.

We used this exercise with The Twelve Wild Swans story at Witchlets one year – at the plot-point in the story where the twelve 
brothers are forced to reconsider a vow they have made, we were invited to look at our own lives and consider whether there 
was a past commitment we needed to break. If we felt so, we broke a stick and cast it into the fire.

TIME & SPACE
Any number. Room to wander about a bit if possible. Takes about 15 minutes including transitions.

PREP
Need a small, pencil-sized stick (or popsicle stick) for each person – if you’re in the woods, tell people to find a stick ahead of 
time. If indoors or urban, find or buy enough. Make sure they can easily be broken in half.

You’ll need something to do with sticks afterward – a fire to burn them, a compost bucket with dirt to bury them, etc.

WORKING
Ask people to find and bring a small, breakable stick (or pass them out at the beginning).

People begin walking clockwise. Priestess invites people to feel the solidity and inflexibility of their stick.

“We make commitments and give our word to do things, yet there are times we need to break a commitment for our own 
good and that of the world. 

“Consider commitments you have made which are still open-ended. Is there one that you want to reconsider? Is there a com-
mitment which may have once served you, but no longer does?” (Give people time to think about this.)

“When you think of a commitment that you need to break, turn and walk widdershins (counter-clockwise).”

When all have turned and are moving widdershins, ring a bell and ask people to find a partner and decide who will go first. 

Priestess: “First person, take the stick in both hands. Take a breath and balance yourself. State that you are about to break a com-
mitment that no longer serves you or the world. There’s no need to give details unless you want to. Partner silently witness.

“When you are ready, snap the stick in half and place both pieces _____________ (in the fire, in a compost bucket, etc).”

Switch roles.

When everyone has gone (or passed on their turn), charge the work with a song.

Song: Letting Go; Let It Begin; My Soul; She Changes Everything She Touches (Kore Chant).

SOLO WORKING
Same as above. Even if alone, state your intention aloud. Before and after breaking the stick, write in your journal.
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Spell: Burning (or Composting) Putdowns
INTENT
All of us have heard harsh putdowns such as, “You can’t do that,” “You don’t look right,” or “You don’t belong” – and dozens of 
variants.

Sometimes even people who love us will say hurtful things that are meant to be helpful, such as: “That talent doesn’t run in our 
family,” or “Don’t try that, you’ll just end up getting disappointed.”

Here’s a simple, high-impact way to let go of past negativity in a safe, supportive group. Although each of us contributes a 
putdown, they are read anonymously, so it feels as if they could have been said to any of us.

Together we consign them to the fire (or compost bin).

Balancing the energy – follow this working with a balancing exercise that calls in positive energy – see Workings: Spell: 
Charging with Fire & Flour or Workings: Overflowing Cup Spell.

TIME & SPACE
Any number of people – but over 25 will get long. Allow one minute per person plus five minutes for transitions.

PREP
Need strips of paper pre-cut, plus fine-point magic markers (easy to write on any surface). A basket to hold paper and markers.

Fire – find someone to gather firewood and build / tend the fire. You’ll need a lighter and some paper or fire-starters. Check on 
fire safety gear, nearby water, etc. Firetender also stays to put the fire out at the end. See Ritual Skills: Firetending.

Compost – no fire available? Change this working to “Composting Putdowns” – you’ll need a bucket of dirt. After reading a 
put-down, tear it up and use a hand-trowel to bury it. Afterward, dump the whole thing into a compost or green waste bin.

Choose and teach a song to complete the working – see below for ideas, or visit our chants playlists – links on pages 112-113.

Working
Each person gets a slip of paper and a marker. 

Priestess: “Think of a time when you were in a group and you did not feel safe or welcome. Think of something someone did 
or said that hurt you or made you feel less welcome or safe. Write it down in one or a few words – print clearly so another 
person can read it. Don’t include your own or anyone else’s name or anything that would identify you. Fold paper up.”

When finished, gather markers and folded papers. Circle around the fire. Pass the basket and invite everyone to draw one 
piece of paper – it doesn’t matter if you get your own, just don’t say so.

One by one, someone reads a “put-down” aloud, then wads it up and throws it into the fire (or compost). Whole group chants 
“Burn! Burn!” or hisses, boos, etc. Do this quickly, one after the other, so you build momentum.

Song: seal the working with a song: Step Into the Flow; Let It Begin; She Changes Everything She Touches (Kore Chant).

SOLO WORKING
You can do this alone or with friends. Unless fire is available, use a compost bucket. What if you did this at the beginning of a 
party?
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INTENT
This working weaves a personal intention into a magical candle. 

Each time the candle is lit, the spell is strengthened. For instance: “As this candle burns, I will become more and more aware 
of the love that fills my life,” or, “As this candle burns, it will release my creativity!”

When the candle is completely burned, the spell is fully activated.

TIME & SPACE
Quiet indoor space with room to spread out. Any number of people, given enough space and supplies. Allow up to an hour 
with prep and transitions. If people are taking candles home, leave time for glue and paint to dry sufficiently to travel.

PREP
Enough tall glass jar candles for each person. Plain candles with white wax allow people to decorate with colors they choose.

Collage materials. Color xeroxes of tarot, goddess, or animal divination cards work well for this spell, as well as a variety of 
positive images and words from magazines. 

Mod Podge glue works best (get Mod Podge Washout for Kids), but half Elmers glue / half water will work if you press the 
images down for a few minutes. Have cheap brushes handy to apply the glue.

Colored package-ribbon, little beads and shells, etc (to decorate candles). Markers or paints that work on glass.

How will people carry their candles away? Wrapped in tissue paper and tape?

For more details, see Workings: Collage.

Music: Labyrinth Meditation Music is perfect for this working. See page 113.

WORKING

Finding My Intention
For this working – and for most Reclaiming magic – we like to say: “Do spells 
for yourself, not for (or against) others.” 

Magical energy sent toward others without their consent can misfire badly, 
even if it’s intended as “positive” – and whatever energy we send out or call 
forth can return on us threefold (see page 28).

Priestess leads a short meditation, asking: “What is one part of my life that I 
would like to strengthen? Where could I use some magical support?” Invite 
people to come up with a single, clearly stated answer to use for this working 
(you can always create more candles for additional intentions).

When you have a short, clear answer, state it in positive terms. Try saying, “I 
invoke confidence when I perform,” rather than, “I want to get rid of stage 
fright.”

State your short, clear intention three times so you won’t forget it. Write it down in your Book of Shadows. The spell is 
underway.

Spell Candles

continued on next page

Magical Candle Safety 
Tall glass jar candles are safer than open 
flames. But no candle is fire-proof. 

• Dedicate a flat, fireproof altar to candles.

• Extinguish candles any time you leave the 
room and relight them when you return. 

• Keep candles away from curtains, wall-
hangings, magazines and papers, and 
cans of gasoline.

• If you have long hair, tie it back when 
working with fire. 

Please take extra precautions when mixing 
fire and magic.
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Spell Candles (pg 2)
Crafting & Charging the Spell Candle
Start music. With your intention clearly in mind, find some collage images that will reinforce your spell. Get ribbon, paints, 
and anything else you need. Take 20 minutes or so and create your candle.

Give people a five minute warning. Then come back into a circle. 

Each person holds their candle in front of them. Priestess says: “Take a minute and look around and see the candles. Know 
that each one of us has crafted a spell to bring magical support to some part of your life. Together we are going to charge 
those spells.”

Holding candles, go around and each person say one word or phrase. Then tone together for a couple of minutes – weave 
dissonance and harmonies to create a pool of energy that finally ends in harmonies. Let the tones subside to silence.

Priestess: “Feel your candle in your hands.... Speak your intention softly into the candle and anchor it as a spell.... Breathe the 
power of this circle into your candle.”

To bind our intention into the candle, repeat after Priestess: 

By all the power of three times three
This spell bound round shall be
To cause no harm nor return on me
As I do will – so mote it be!

The spell is now anchored in the candle. It will be activated when the candle is lit. Unless you declare otherwise, the working 
will be complete when the candle is completely burned.

Burning the Candle to Activate the Spell
To activate the spell, light your candle at home, within a sacred circle.

Place the candle on your altar.

Ground and cast a circle. You can do this quickly – just be clear about what you are doing. See Ritual Skills: Sacred Space: 
Quick Ways.

Welcome the spirits of Fire who will help with this spell. 

Before you first light your candle (and every time you re-light it), re-state the intention of the spell aloud. Some say that stat-
ing it three times strengthens the spell. 

Light the candle with the clear intention that the spell will come to fruition. When the flame is lit, take a breath and say: “So 
mote it be!”

Extinguish your candle and relight it as often as you leave the room – for safety and to reinforce the spell. Each time you light 
it, state your intention and say: “So mote it be.” This simple act reinforces the power of the spell.

When the candle is completely burned down, the spell is complete. State your intention three more times. Thank the candle 
and Fire for their work. 

Dispose of the candle intentionally – even if you put it in the trash or recycling, do it with care and one last farewell.

SOLO WORKING
A spell candle is a uniquely personal working. A solo spell is the same as above. Hold your candle and tone to charge the 
working. If it helps to put on music and sing along, try that. For ideas, see Ritual Skills: Chants.
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Spell: Temperance Pouring
INTENT
Temperance – we take the name of this working from the Temperance card of the Rider-Waite-Smith tarot deck, where an 
angelic figure pours a blue liquid from one chalice to another. Temperance here means the process of bringing conflicting 
energies into a healthy balance.

This spell draws balance into our lives and helps us develop our ability to work with discordant energies.

This working might follow a meditation or exercise where we become aware of some opposing tendencies within ourselves – 
eg, the desire to achieve great things versus the desire for a relaxed, peaceful life, or the desire to please my family versus the 
desire to live my own life.

This is a nice end-of-ritual working – after an earlier exercise that brings up the conflicts, use this spell to bring yourself back 
into balance.

TIME & SPACE
Any number – under a dozen is optimal for intimacy. Room to gather around an altar. About 30 minutes including transitions.

PREP
Simple yet beautiful Center altar with pitchers, jugs of water, and two drinking cups per person. If a class, ask people to bring 
two cups about the same size for themselves.

WORKING
From a prior working or meditation, each person has an idea of two energies within ourselves that we want to learn to bal-
ance. Here we’ll use the example above about achieving great things versus relaxing.

In a circle, each person picks up their two cups. Priestess leads a short meditation in which we reconnect with the two ener-
gies we want to balance.

Go around the circle, and one at a time each person names their drinking cups (aloud or silently), thus:

“By art I name thee (first cup) ‘achieving great things,’ and by art I name thee (other cup), ‘a relaxing, peaceful life.’” (We’re us-
ing the word “art” here in the sense of “the magical arts.”)

Priestess pours each cup half full. Go around the circle and each person names their cups. Priestess fills all halfway.

Priestess invites people to begin gently pouring the water back and forth from one cup to the other, being aware and silently 
naming each one, back and forth. Do this for about three minutes.

Then come to rest with each cup again half full. Name the first cup to yourself – drink it. Name the second cup to yourself. 
Drink it. Feel their blended energy within you. Slosh around a little to really mix them. Finally, take a deep breath and relax.

Song: Step Into the Flow; My Soul; Let the Beauty We Love.

When all are done – devoke the cups: “By art wert thou named, and by art unnamed. You are now just a ceramic drinking cup 
(or mug or whatever).” Repeat for your second cup.

Take a drink of water from one of the cups and enjoy it simply as water. Offer any leftover water to the Earth.

SOLO WORKING
Same as above – a good solo working. Remember to un-name the cups at the end.
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Spell: Waters of the World
INTENT
Join an international, decades-old spell for pure water! This is an ongoing collective working to cleanse and revive all waters 
on our planet. Each person is invited to bring a small sample of water from a place significant to them and add it to the mix. 

This spell was initiated in the 1980s. Gradually, waters from every continent including Antarctica have been added. At the 
end of the ritual, people are invited to take a small sample home and pass it on.

This spell is part of many WitchCamps and the annual Bay Area Brigid rituals. It can be done as a Water invocation, or as a 
separate working. It is sometimes done by the Pagan Cluster at direct actions.

Some people carry small vials of Waters of the World in their pocket at all times, just in case Waters might be needed!

Caution: Do not ever drink Waters of the World – the spell is still in process, and we can’t yet guarantee the purity of all water on 
Earth. Also, don’t leave Waters standing – keep mixing them with other water and/or offer them to your garden or a local park. 

TIME & SPACE
Any number, although people might not go one-by-one if there are 50 people waiting to participate. Space enough to circle 
with an altar in the middle. Allow about 10 minutes including transitions.

PREP
Ahead of time – invite people to bring small samples of water from a place significant to them (eg, the ocean, rainwater, a 
stream, a home faucet....) 

Need a large bowl with some water in it, some spare water, and a magical spoon for stirring. If you have Waters of the World 
from a prior ritual, add a few drops at the beginning.

Glass vials for folks to take home samples are optional.

WORKING
Gather in a circle that has already been cast. Priestess says a few words about Waters of the World being a spell for healing and 
reviving all waters on the planet, a spell that has been going for several decades, in which each of us can take part.

Invite people to step forward and pour a small amount of the water they brought into the bowl, stating aloud where it comes 
from. In a larger group, several people can pour at once, rather than coming forward one by one.

When all are finished, priestess pours in a bit of the spare water, stirs it a few times, and declares: “May all the waters of Earth 
run free and clean!”

After the ritual ends – invite people to come forward and take a small amount of the Waters home. Sometimes planners 
bring along a bunch of small vials for people. Remind folks not to consume Waters of the World.

Finally, offer a few drops to the place you have circled as a farewell blessing.

SOLO WORKING
Prepare your own Waters of the World. Begin with a half-dozen sources near your home. Each time you visit a new site – 
around your town, and however far you travel – bring along a small bottle and gather samples. Keep a list of the sources and 
read it each time you add a new one.

Add some rain water – even a few drops will instantly connect your water to all waters everywhere on Earth!

Charge your Waters by singing a song: Born of Water.
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Spell: Yarn Binding
INTENT
This is a good final working for a class or circle, a simple working that weaves our energy one last time before we separate – 
and places a binding on our intention to take the energy back to our individual lives.

This working sends each person home with a yarn bracelet. 

TIME & SPACE
Any number can do this working – we do it with 100-plus people at Witchlets as part of our final spiral dance. The bigger the 
group, the longer it takes. Including the spiral dance, allow 20 minutes for a group of 100, and 10-15 minutes for a group of 
under 20. 

With fewer people it will move faster – you could add a go-round where people state a commitment.

PREP
You’ll need a large ball of colorful yarn – what color(s) symbolize your camp or class theme? Wrap skeins into balls ahead of 
time for easy handling. Get about six feet of yarn per person to allow plenty of slack.

A large hand mirror. A few small round-tipped scissors will come in handy at the end, along with a few graces to cut the 
threads apart. Magical journals.

Teach the song ahead of time, so when the time comes, you can start right in. You can teach it while the yarn is being passed.

Song ideas – see Ritual Skills: Chants – pages XXX.

WORKING 
Gather people in a circle. While the yarn is being passed (which can take a while in a large circle), priestesses can make final 
camp or class announcements, teach the song, practice their stand-up comedy routines, etc. 

Yarn priestesses – go clockwise around the circle, loosely looping the yarn around people’s wrists with some slack. Note – 
leave enough slack between people so they can move their arms independently.

Mirror-priestess – priestess goes just behind the ball of yarn, holding a hand-mirror up to each person and asking without 
waiting for an answer: “What do you hold in your heart from this year’s camp? What will you take away with you?”

When everyone has yarn and mirror has completed circle, priestess invites people one by one to state (or hold in silence) 
their commitment. After each (including silence), the group answers: “So mote it be!”

Sing your chant at least a few times through. When complete, priestess allows a silent moment, then says something like: 
“Breathe in your commitment, and feel the magic of this circle, the miracle of this time and place. Breathe in that special 
power and connection to this commitment that is yours alone, that you will take away with you.... Breathe it in and anchor it 
in your heart....” 

After a moment, priestess circulates with round-tipped scissors as people are ready to have the yarn cut.

Priestess concludes: “If you wish, tie your length of yarn to your body as a spell to charge your magic, and decide how long it 
will remain there – for a day, a month, or until it falls off, as you so choose. State that time period aloud. Blessed be.”

J Book of Shadows – on a clean page, write in your journal for a few minutes about what the yarn will symbolize – does 
it represent completion of a class or project or ritual? Does it symbolize a commitment for the future? What color(s) of yarn 
symbolizes this?

Devoke and open the circle. 
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Tarot: A Key Magical Practice
Tarot is one of the most Reclaiming-friendly of magical tools. With roots dating back to the Italian Renaissance, Tarot can 
be used for many types of workings, from games to decision-making to a 
journey of the spirit.

The key is intuition – awakening our deep inspiration and awareness about 
our own lives, our community, and the planet.

Some people say that when we do divination, it’s not cards we’re reading – 
it’s our own soul. Tarot cards are simply an aid.

The following pages talk about intuitive Tarot. But let’s start with the cards!

Finding the Right Deck
The past 50 years have seen an explosion of Tarot and divination decks. 
Hundreds of decks have been created, drawn, photographed, painted, 
collaged.... 

Intuitive reading works best with a deck which spurs our creative think-
ing in the broadest way. Some beautiful or striking decks catch a mood or 
outlook well – but every card triggers the same response. We’re looking for 
decks that stir a broad range of feelings, thoughts, and gut responses.

As with all Reclaiming magic – you are your own best authority. You’ll 
know when a deck inspires you. 

Maybe you already have a deck you like. Maybe you have a deck or three, 
but none of them inspire you. Maybe you have no deck at all.

Not to worry! Tarot decks are available for $20 or less at new age stores or 
online. Or see the next page for an online card selector.

Some Good Decks for Intuitive Readings
Rider-Waite-Smith – if there’s such a thing as “the” Tarot deck, 
this is it, and for good reason – Arthur Waite’s designs are rich 
but uncluttered, and Pamela Colman Smith’s calm, introspective 
artwork mirrors the widest range of moods and emotions.

Modern Witch – this recent reworking of the Rider-Waite-Smith 
images reflects a broad range of genders, races, and ages.

Motherpeace – created by Vicki Noble and Karen Vogel around 
1991, Motherpeace offers simple, uncluttered artwork, featuring 
people of many cultures, genders, ages, etc. Round cards allow 
nuanced readings (eg, what might it mean when a card is not 
quite straight up, or rotated a little past upright?).

Marseilles Tarot – reproduction of circa 1750 cards by unknown 
artists, with simple, vivid images. Some of the images go back to 
the original 1400s Tarot decks. Many modern decks reflect the 
Marseilles imagery.

continued on next page
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Tarot: A Key Magical Practice (pg 2)
Tarot Card Drawings – Online!
You can find websites online that let you draw single Tarot cards and/or multi-card spreads, including three-card (our 
favorite for intuitive work), Horseshoe, and Celtic Cross. 

Here’s a great site that’s active as of 2022. The deck is Rider-Waite-Smith, one of 
our recommended decks (see previous page). The site displays the cards with no 
interpretations – perfect for intuitive divination!

Tarot Card Generator: serennu.com/Tarot/pick.php

Reading with the Mind’s Eye
Here are a few tips for reading intuitively – see the following pages for more:

• Put away booklets and “expertise” – look to your intuitive response to the cards.

• No one can read for you – all they can bring is questions and random insights.

• Look at the pictures and describe – let the images awaken your intuition.

• Pay attention to first thoughts and responses – there is no wrong response.

Everything You Need to “Know” to Get Started
(1) There are three types of cards in a standard 78-card Tarot deck: court cards, 
minor arcana, and major arcana. See “Jargon” below for details.

(2) No card has a fixed meaning, and no one else can tell you the cards’ meanings 
for you. The magic of Tarot is within you – let the images awaken your intuition to 
meanings that are uniquely yours.

(3) Some people like to pull cards with 
their non-throwing hand – ie, their receptive hand. Pull cards and lay them face 
down, according to the spread you are doing (see “Jargon” below). As you read, 
turn them up one at a time. At the end, look at all of them together. Write in your 
journal.

Tarot Jargon

Court Cards – these 16 cards, called King, Queen, Knight, Page, and other titles, 
are similar to the face cards in playing-card decks.

Divination – using a magical tool such as Tarot, pendulums, fire-scrying, rock-
reading, etc, in order to discover our own true meanings, attitudes, and inten-
tions. Divination gives voice to the divine within each of us.

Major Arcana – the 22 “special” cards not found in playing card decks. In many 
decks they are numbered 0-XXI (21) in Roman numerals, with names like Magi-
cian, Star, or Tower. In the Renaissance game of tarocchi (google for more info), 
these cards were trumps. For divination, they’re intriguing, but not inherently 

continued on next page
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more powerful or meaningful than the minors or court cards. Sometimes it’s 
fun and/or enlightening to do an all-majors reading.

Minor Arcana – the 40 cards numbered ace through 10, as in playing-card 
decks. In most modern (post-1900) decks, these cards have pictures corre-
sponding to older divinatory meanings. These images tend to depict situations 
that we find ourselves in.

Querent – the one asking a question and receiving a reading – or doing a read-
ing for themselves.

Reader – the one offering the reading, either professionally, as a gift, or for one’s 
self.

Spread – the pattern in which cards are laid out, with each card in the pattern 
having a particular focus, such as Past-Present-Future, Mind-Body-Spirit, or com-
plicated spreads such as the 10-card Celtic Cross. For intuitive readings we tend 
to use simple three or four card spreads (so we can hold the entire spread in our 
mind). You can read about other Tarot spreads online.

Tarot Workings in the Following Pages
• Tarot Reading: Quick Intro

• Tarot: Intuitive Reading

• Tarot Games & Exercises

• Tarot: Living Tableaux

• Tarot: Speed Reading

• Tarot Stories

• Tarot: Journey of the Spirit

Tarot images from Motherpeace, Marseilles Tarot,  
and an imitation of the Rider-Waite-Smith deck.  
Reproduced as fair use with review of decks – page 285.

Tarot: A Key Magical Practice (pg 3)
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INTENT
In Reclaiming we say: “Every person is their own spiritual authority” – and their own best tarot reader as well!

There are no wrong answers. When you’re not sure – go with your first feeling or thought.

In the following pages we’ll share lots of background and workings. Here’s a one-page overview. 

PREP
Frame a question: What question or issue do you want to explore with this reading? Or are you simply opening 
yourself to what comes through? Write it in your journal.

Spread: Decide on your spread (layout). For this intro, we’ll use a three-card “Past-Present-Future” spread. 

Draw cards face down: When ready – draw three cards and lay them face down as past, present, and future. (You 
can do this online too – see page 286.)

INTUITIVE READING – Four Simple Steps
Take a breath and center yourself, then turn the “past” card up. Take about 15-30 seconds for each step below.

1. Look at the image on the card. Focus on the picture, not the number or suit. Name three 
things you see with your eyes. Let go of stories and interpretations. Describe what you see.

2. Find one object or being in the card that is “you.” No need 
to know or say why. Just feel it.

3. Tell a simple story about what is happening in the card, 
including the object that is you.

4. Now say briefly – given your question and the fact that this 
card represents “past influences” – what is its meaning for you? 

Repeat for present and future cards. 

When finished, recall your question, then look at all three cards 
together, face up. Soften your eyes and see what overall patterns 
emerge. 

Write in your journal.

Ready for more? Turn the page!

Tarot Reading: Quick Intro
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Tarot: Intuitive Reading
INTENT
Intuitive reading is a good introduction to tarot for one person or a group – no prior experience needed.

With intuitive tarot readings, we are not asking tarot to predict our future – we’re asking it to reveal our own hidden secrets. 
We’re using the power of its magical images to unlock our own inner wisdom.

In fact, take whatever experience and knowledge you have about tarot cards, breathe into it – then set it aside. All that infor-
mation will just get in the way of your intuition.

Wisdom vs Knowledge
One of the advanced classes in Reclaiming is called Pearl Pentacle (see page 249). Two of the five Pearl points are called Wis-
dom and Knowledge. We always end up discussing: “What’s the difference?” 

Tarot shows the difference – when we work with tarot, we develop both knowledge and wisdom. 

Knowledge helps us learn facts about the history of tarot, about the occult (ie, secret or hidden – that’s what the word “oc-
cult” means) meanings of the images and numbers of the cards. Knowledge is what we can learn from teachers and books.

Wisdom is what tarot awakens in each of us. Wisdom is our inner truth, unique to each of us. Wisdom is what we seek when 
we close the book and listen to our own intuition.

You can gain tarot knowledge online or in other books – see Tarot Resources on page 294. In this working we’re going to 
focus on awakening your deep wisdom by directly encountering the tarot images.

Resisting the Book
Can you resist the temptation to “look in the book” that comes with your deck? Trust your intuition – set aside the book until 
you have your own relation with the deck. 

If you want to read about Tarot, try Mary Greer’s 21 Ways to Read a Tarot Card. She’ll give you lots of ideas about divination 
without telling you “what the cards mean.” That part is for each of us to learn for ourselves.

What Exactly Is Intuitive Reading?
When we read intuitively, we are actually reading our own souls! The cards (or other divination methods) are simply tools to 
help us gain access to our own deep wisdom, and to the wisdom of our species, our planet, and the cosmos. 

Reading intuitively means opening ourselves to the images on the cards – images that echo back through history and 
through our own being. 

There are no wrong answers or mistakes. Whatever pops into our minds could be a clue to the cards’ unique meaning for us. 
Stay with the thread – tools like automatic writing and non-judgmental listening can help us hold our focus as the magic 
slowly emerges.

We can help others read intuitively too – instead of showing off our knowledge, we ask questions that help our partner tap 
their own wisdom and intuition. 

Note – in a class or ritual, these exercises can be used to frame a commitment that can be carried into a further working – use 
the tarot reading as a discernment tool to ask something like: “What is my next step regarding such-and-such issue?” Then do an 
empowerment working such as Overflowing Cup or Charging with Fire & Flour to charge and empower your commitment.

continued on next page
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TIME & SPACE
Quiet space. For a group, space where people can sit in pairs and hear the priestess. No size limit. A bell helps mark changes. 
Allow half-hour or more.

PREP
In a group, decide who will priestess this working.

Choose a deck (or decks – one deck covers about 15-20 people). See preceding page for deck-ideas.

Decide on a type of spread – three-card Past-Present-Future (or Soul-Mind-Body) work well – it’s easy to keep all three cards 
in your mind at once. The 10-card Celtic Cross is complicated for intuitive work.

You can print out steps 1-4 below, so you don’t have to keep repeating it. Or write key words on an easel or erase-board.

WORKING – Basic Intuitive Reading
Background: Explain that we are reading intuitively, not by book-learning. Invite people to set aside anything they already 
know about tarot. With intuition, there are no right or wrong answers, only inspirations and insights.

Briefly introduce the spread – for this exercise, we’ll use a three-card “Past-Present-Future” reading. 

Invite readers to frame a question. You may do a short guided meditation to help people clear their minds and discover a 
question or issue, or simply open themselves to mystery.

When ready – each person draws three cards and lays them face down as past, present, and future.

Decide who is reading for themselves first, and who is witness. Reader turns their “past” card over, and quickly answers these 
questions. Witness can remind the reader of the questions as needed, but otherwise simply listens and encourages.

1. Look at the image on the card. Focus on the picture, not the number or suit. Describe three things you see with your 
eyes. Let go of stories and interpretations, and just describe what you see.

2. Find one object or being in the card that is you. No need to know or say why. Just feel it.

3. Make up a simple story about what is happening in the card, including the object that is you.

4. Now say briefly – given your question and the fact that this card represents “past influences” – what does it mean for you? 

Witness encourages reader to think out loud and “go with your first glimmer of thought.” There are no wrong answers.

Trade roles, and the second reader does the same steps for their past card. Repeat for present and future cards. 

When finished, lay all three cards face up and each take a turn sharing the patterns you notice and any further thoughts.

Come back to the circle and do a go-round where each person shares one word about what they saw or learned.

Solo – Take some time to look at the entire spread. Soften your eyes and see what patterns emerge. Write in your journal.

WORKINGS: Intuitive Tools for Personal Work

Daily Card Altar
Create a tarot altar – simple or elaborate. Each day, choose a card (randomly, or perhaps work your way through the Majors 
of a favorite deck?). Journal about the card – write for a few minutes first thing in the day and again last thing in the day. 
What changes? How did the card “play out” through the day?
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Maybe you want to dedicate a page per card in your journal, so that you can add later thoughts – or even create a special 
tarot Book of Shadows.

Invoking the Cards
After you cast your circle, try invoking the tarot cards themselves. Invite the spirit of tarot into your circle. Flip quickly through 
the images and welcome them to your circle. Ask them to speak to you – promise to be a good listener! Remember to devoke 
at the end of your working – you can devoke with a simple, “Thanks!” 

Ten-Card First-Thought Challenge
Ground and cast a circle. Take a couple of moments and either come up with a divination question, or open yourself to mystery.

Choose 10 cards, face down. Turn over each card – say the first few feelings / ideas / thoughts that pop into your mind. If you 
are working in pairs, scribe for one another. Solitary, quickly jot down one or a few words for the card. Repeat for each card.

After 10 cards, go back and underline a half-dozen words – especially any words that you repeated. Write a short poem using 
all of these words. In a group, share your poems. Solo, take a breath and read it aloud.

J Book of Shadows – how did this seemingly random reading comment on your life and/or question?

Face Ups
Write a list of moods and emotions that you often feel – for instance, anger, laughter, frustration, boredom, excitement. 

Lay the cards face up. Look through them, gradually finding a card that most closely matches each word on your list. Write its 
name, and a sentence or two about why this card is the best match. 

When you finish your list – flip through the deck face-up and choose a couple more cards that you especially like. At the bot-
tom of your list, write the names of these cards – next to each one, write a sentence saying what appeals to you. Ask: “How 
would my life be different if I more often felt like this card? What is one step I can take toward that?”

Automatic Writing
Choose a card, speak its name aloud, and gaze at it for a moment. Then begin writing without lifting your pen from the page. 
Write about anything you want, but don’t stop until you have filled at least half a page. Quick glances at the card are okay, 
but keep the pen moving. For more, see Workings: Automatic Writing.

Non-Judgmental Listening
Turn up a card, take a breath – and just listen. Let thoughts and judgments drift through your mind without sticking. On each 
exhale, let them go. After a few minutes, turn the card face down and write in your journal. For more on this technique, see 
Workings: Non-Judgmental Listening.

Create a Unique Card
Invent a new tarot card. Name it, describe it – you can even draw or collage it. When it’s complete, how will you charge it? 
Maybe with a special ritual? Or maybe a quick zap? See Workings: Zap. 

Some Reclaiming folks have created their own divination decks. You can google Dory Midnight’s Dirty Tarot, Gaiamore’s Earth 
Deck, Seneca’s Creative Liberation Now tarot cards, and Elka’s Seeds of Wisdom deck.

continued on next page
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Workings in the Following Pages
• Tarot Games & Exercises

• Tarot: Living Tableaux

• Tarot: Speed Reading

• Tarot Stories

• Tarot: Journey of the Spirit

Tarot Games
• Doom – this is a quick, fun game. Everyone gives the worst possible reading of a card – especially the happy ones! What is 

the most horribly pessimistic interpretation you can give to the Star or the 10 of Cups?

• Scrub-jay lines – in pairs, each draw a card. Set timer for 90 seconds, and argue over whose is best. (See Workings: Bound-
aries: Scrub-Jay Lines).

• Tell a story – from a face-up deck, choose eight or ten cards and use them to illustrate the story of your life.

• Draw ten cards face down – study them for a moment, then make up a story using every one of them. 

• Group story – each player draw five cards. Going clockwise, and as quickly as possible, each person plays a card that adds 
to the story. If you’re stumped, you have to draw another card until you can continue the story.

• Go Fish – use Major Arcana as wild cards. If someone asks for your sixes and you have none, you can play a wild card (Major) 
instead, and give it whatever number you wish. Try this with a new deck – you’ll get to know the cards quickly.

Crazy Majors Story Telling
Here’s a short, fast-paced story-telling game. Try this when you have ten minutes of spare time at a camp. We used this to 
de-brief from the first Mysteries of Samhain camp, and wound up re-telling the whole story of camp, complete with all of the 
rituals, our favorite late-night snacks, and the giant bug discovered in someone’s cabin.

The game is similar to Spades or Crazy Eights. Each player draws five or seven cards and holds them in their hand. The goal is 
to tell a fast-paced story about camp (or whatever) – and to be the first to run out of cards.

Player #1 lays down any card – for example, the Four of Pentacles – and begins a story that refers to the card (in this case, a 
person holding four pentacles). :

“We arrived at camp with all our stuff and got settled in.”

Player #2 can then play a Four, a Pentacle, or a Major – if they have none, they draw cards until they get one. Let’s say they 
have the Four of Cups (a person leaving four cups behind and walking away):

“Then we put our stuff aside and began the journey.”

Player #3 might lack Fours or Cups, so they play a Major – let’s say the Chariot: “We hitched up our magical chariot and 
plunged ahead!”

After a Major, the next player must play a Court Card – let’s say they don’t have any, so they draw until they turn up the 
Queen of Wands:

“Right away we came to a magical priestess, who ordered us to stop!”

Next player can play a Queen, Wand, or Major – and so on, until people run out of cards and the story is complete.

continued on next page
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Tarot Check-Ins
A fun, visual way to do personal check-ins. Try this in dyads or triads, so people really have some time to share. It will help to 
have more than one deck. 

Lay all cards face-up. Invite people to choose three cards that will help them share in a check-in. If two people want the same 
card, see if they can share and each use it in their turn.

Get into groups of two or three. Decide who is going first. Others lay their cards face down and give full attention. In one or 
two minutes, the person shows the cards and shares why they chose them and what they mean.

Tarot Card Pantomimes
Priestess tapes a tarot Major on each person’s back - others look at it and try to help the person guess by pantomiming clues.

Reversals, Shadows & Difficult Cards
Reversals and “negative” cards are different things – but they can work together.

No tarot card is inherently negative – but some are harder to like than others! If we read just the surface meanings of Death 
or the Hanged One, the outlook won’t be very cheery. But what if we look past the obvious symbols and read other parts of 
the card intuitively?

Try the four-step reading above – look at the smaller details of the image – what do you see? What if you deliberately made 
up a funny or happy story about the card?

We can also stretch meanings – the Death card can mean the end of mortal life – but it can also suggest changes in general; 
the end of a situation (maybe one that you want to end?); a time of rest and repose; and/or a prelude to rebirth. Does the 
caterpillar “die” so that the butterfly can be born? How is this a metaphor for situations in your life?

Reversals
A reversal is when we draw a card and it’s upside down. We can ignore this and turn the card upright. Or we can read “re-
versed meanings” – we can ask what is the opposite of the obvious meaning? What blocks or obstructs the usual meaning?

If the Six of Pentacles shows someone being charitable, a reversed meaning might be greed or stinginess – or it might mean 
that I am the one who needs help.

Motherpeace Tarot, which uses round cards, carries this a step further – cards can be upside down, or rotated forward or 
backward – imagine the possibilities! No wonder this is such a popular deck.

Can you see how reversed meanings might be useful when drawing negative cards? And also for reminding us that those 
wonderfully positive cards like the Lovers or the Star have reversed meanings, too.

Tarot shadows – reversed meanings can be seen as the “shadows” of the usual meanings of cards, and they show us how 
complex our shadows can be. The shadow of Justice might be struggling against injustice. The shadow of the Devil card 
might be liberation – a positive shadow! Learn more about this at Workings: Shadow.

Tarot Shadows
Frame a question, or decide that your reading is open-ended.

Lay cards face down, choose ten. Turn them face up and choose your favorite seven cards.

Set those aside, and read the other three cards as your Body / Mind / Spirit shadows (see Tarot Reading: Quick Intro above).

Tarot: Intuitive Reading (pg 5)

continued on next page
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Reading a Difficult Card – an Example
We did a tarot working once where everyone drew one card and did an intuitive reading. Afterward, someone said, “I got the 
Devil card, and I’m a little freaked out.”

Our group stopped and looked at the card (from the Motherpeace deck), showing a pharaoh atop a pyramid holding smaller 
humans in chains. We talked about what was happening in the card, and what thoughts and feelings it called up for us.

Someone said the card suggested the ways we feel trapped or bound in chains – external chains, or those we put on ourselves. 

Someone noticed the hierarchy of the pyramid, with the pharaoh at the top holding others beneath him.

We turned the card upside down – what might a “reversed’ meaning be? If the card is about feeling trapped or chained, then 
the reversal might mean breaking out. Or maybe it’s about the ways that we hold ourselves in chains of our own making. 
Each person will see different meanings – each unique to their situation.

If this were your card, can you see ways it might apply in your life? Can you see how even a “negative” card can carry very 
powerful and ultimately positive meanings?

Tarot Salon – Readings for a Camp
What if we did a tarot workshop, then later people practice their skills by offering readings to the wider camp – a tarot salon!

One year we did tarot workings in Ravens (Teens) Path at Witchlets, and then teens offered readings to the rest of the camp. 
Teens who didn’t want to do readings helped decorate the space and acted as gate-keepers.

Tarot Altar – Wisdom & Knowledge
How about creating a tarot altar where you can set out specific cards, such as all the Aces, or a particular card such as the 
Magician or Tower from several different decks, etc. 

Maybe changing the cards can become a mini-ritual of its own.

Tarot Resources
• Mary Greer – Tarot Mirrors, Tarot for Yourself, and 21 Ways to Read a Tarot Card – you’ll gain knowledge and wisdom!

• Cynthia Giles – The Tarot: History, Mystery, and Lore – where did tarot come from, and why there are so many decks?

• Online tarot card generator (for readings): serennu.com/tarot/pick.php

SOLO WORKING
Intuitive tarot reading is a deeply personal practice. Even in groups, each person usually receives their own reading.

A tarot altar is a way to become acquainted with a new deck, or to see cards in new ways. See ideas above.

As a solitary, or with a few friends, close your door and cast a circle. When you read, speak your answers and interpretations 
aloud. Consider the possibility that one of your magical ancestors might be listening.

Resisting the Book – Solo Workers Too!
Can you resist the temptation to “look in the book” that comes with your deck? Trust your intuition – set the book aside until 
you have your own relation with the deck. Want to read about tarot? See Tarot Resources just above.

Tarot: Intuitive Reading (pg 6)
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INTENT
A fast, fun way for a group to do tarot readings. This can be a good introduction to tarot, as it invites people to use their intu-
ition to directly encounter tarot images. It also gives people experience at offering readings to others.

For beginning and experienced readers, these quick readings help strengthen our sense that intuition is the surest guide to 
the magic of the cards.

This working lets people explore a personal question, perhaps as part of a larger ritual flow. For instance, if we are doing an Allies 
Circle as the main working, we might do a tarot speed reading first and reflect on what sort of support we need in our life.

The structure we’re using here is called a wagon wheel – two concentric circles facing one another. By rotating the circles, it’s 
easy for everyone to switch partners with minimal commotion. (See Workings: Intro: Some Handy Techniques).

TIME & SPACE
This works best for 10-25 people – if larger, break into smaller groups. You’ll need enough space to form a loose circle.

Allow 10 minutes for a one-card reading and 20 minutes for a three-card reading.

PREP
Choose a deck – one deck covers about 15-20 people. A visually rich deck such as the minor arcana of the Inner Child deck, 
which few people will have seen before, works well. Other good decks: Voyager; Motherpeace.

Rider-Waite-Smith is rich and multi-layered – but can be familiar, encouraging readers to default to previous knowledge 
instead of directly encountering the images. The Thoth deck is too schematic for this work. Avoid decks with words on the 
cards.

Decide on a type of spread. You may want to do a single card, but once you’ve done all the set-up, why not go for three? Past-
Present-Future or Body-Mind-Spirit are easy for beginners. Celtic Cross is too complicated for this work.

A bell or rattle helps mark changes.

WORKING
Before you begin – explain that we are reading intuitively, not by book-learning. Invite people to set aside anything they 
already know about tarot. With intuition, there are no right or wrong answers, only inspirations.

Briefly explain the spread – for example, a three-card Past-Present-Future reading. 

Invite people to frame a question. Perhaps the question relates to the overall theme of the ritual. Or it may be a personal 
question. If you’re doing a solo working, take a minute and write this in your journal.

When ready – each person draws one card which will represent Past Influences. Keep it face down.

Now form two equal circles, one inside the other. Outside face in, inside circle face out, so each person is facing another per-
son from the opposite circle. Explain that people will speak one at a time, with their partner silently witnessing.

(1) Priestess rings bell and says: “Outer circle, look at your card and immediately say a few objects or beings you see in the 
card – no stories, just what your eyes see. You’ll have about 30 seconds.” 

Give outer circle time – then ring bell and repeat: “Now inner circle look at your card and quickly say a few objects or beings 
you see in the card.” 
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Give inner circle time to read, then ring bell. “Thank your partner. Then outer circle rotates one space to the left.”

(2) Priestess rings bell and says: “Outer circle, take a minute and make up a simple one- or two-sentence story about what is 
happening in your card.” 

After a minute or so, ring bell and invite inner circle to do the same. Give them a minute to share about their card, then ring 
bell. “Thank your partner. Then inner circle rotates one space to your left.”

(3) Priestess rings bell and says: “Outer circle – given your question and the fact that this card represents Past Influences – 
what is the meaning of this card for you? Go with your first glimmer of thought. There are no wrong answers.”

After a minute or so, ring bell and invite inner circle to do the same. Give them a minute to share about what they see in their 
card, then ring bell. “Thank your partner.”

If you’re doing a 3-card reading, invite people to take a breath and remember their question, then draw a second card for 
Present Situation. Again form two circles, with a few people switching sides to mix up the pairings.

Repeat steps 1-3 above for “Present Situation.”

Then do the same for a third card – in this example, “Future Possibilities.”

After all cards are read, rotate once more, and then invite each pair of partners to find a place to sit down together. Decide 
who goes first. Take a few minutes and lay all three cards face up and see what patterns you notice, sharing your thoughts 
with your partner. 

After a few minutes, priestess rings bell and asks partners to switch. Second person reflects on their three cards.

Finally, come back to the circle and do a go-round where each person shares one word about what they saw or learned.

Song – finish with a song such as She Changes Everything She Touches (aka Kore Chant); Let the Beauty We Love.

SOLO WORKING
Working solo, you’ll need a deck and your Book of Shadows.

Choose the cards and lay them face down. Then turn them up one at a time and 
immediately write your first thoughts about each. When you’ve done all three, set 
them side-by-side, take a deep breath, and see what overall patterns arise. 

Also see Tarot: Intuitive Readings, which has variations of this working.

Death – An Example of a Difficult Card
The Death card – oh no! Our dreams are doomed forever! Abandon all hope!

Or maybe not. How else might we interpret the challenging image on this card?

Notice the scythe-wielding figure is “clearing the ground.” As light bursts behind, 
even crowned monarchs get swept aside to make room for what may come next.

Are there parts of your life that you may need to change in order to “clear the 
ground” for new dreams to come to fruition? What might need to be pruned away?

Does making changes require chopping off heads? Maybe the card is suggesting 
that we could be a bit more gentle than the Grim Reaper? Or maybe not....
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INTENT
A fun way to do extended personal check-ins. For some folks, using the tarot cards will make talking about their lives easier.

Try this on a middle day of path or class (first and last days will be too busy) – allow time for long check-ins.

Tarot tip – this is a non-divinatory way to explore tarot and engage with the cards without the pressure of “doing a reading” 
– a chance to simply look at the images and think about how they might relate to your life.

TIME & SPACE
Room to spread out. Work in groups of two-three people.

Need a tarot deck for every two-three people. Having several different decks is fun.

Allow five minutes for explanation and gathering cards, and 10 minutes for story-telling.

PREP
Need multiple tarot decks – at least one for every two to three people so folks have a choice of images (after all, everyone 
might want the Lovers or the Fool!). Invite people to bring their own decks if they want.

Any decks are fine, since people will select cards face-up. The familiar Rider-Waite-Smith is great for this work, since people 
might already recognize and have associations for the images. 

You’ll need a simple way to form triads before drawing cards, along with a timer and a bell to ring changes.

WORKING
Priestess spreads multiple decks face up on the floor or table, mixing them all together. Invite people to gaze at cards and 
see their own stories reflected. Using your non-writing hand, choose three to five cards that you can use to tell a story about 
what is going on in your life.

When you have your cards, find your triad and a place to sit down. Decide who goes first. Each person will have two minutes 
to share their story, with others silently witnessing.

First person talks about what is going on in their life, using the cards as props if they are useful. You may want to lay the cards 
out in a pattern if this shows their meaning for you. Or you may wind up ignoring the cards and talking about whatever you 
wish – it’s your time!

Check-ins might begin: “I chose these cards because...”

Give first person two minutes, then ring bell and suggest people change. Ring bell again two minutes later and suggest that 
third person should be starting.

As time runs out, there may be a lot of chatter in the room as people connect – let this continue for a few minutes.

Transition – ring bell three times to call group back together and move on.

SOLO WORKING
Alone or with a friend, draw face-up tarot cards to tell a story about what’s going on in your life. Lay the cards out in a pattern 
that shows how these parts of your life connect (or how they don’t). Afterward, write in your journal.
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INTENT
Sacred myths often include a journey where the heroine learns skills, faces obstacles, discovers allies, and finally passes a 
challenge that demands all of their talent and perseverance. 

Journeys make great magical workings. Labyrinth workings are one form of journey, where we travel in and out of the magi-
cal circuits. Stations rituals (see Rituals: Stations Format) involve a journey among several workings, culminating in a group 
working such as a spiral dance. And going to a Reclaiming WitchCamp is itself a magical journey!

Tarot cards are perfect for personal journey work. The Major Arcana from I to XXI are sometimes seen as the Journey of the 
Fool – the Fool (card zero) begins with the Magician 
(I) and progresses through the various cards, meet-
ing challenges, allies, and gifts to emerge into the 
World at card 21 (XXI).

We can use tarot to craft a personal magical journey. 
We choose the beginning and end of our story with 
our eyes open – we know where we are, and we see 
where we want to go. Then we draw cards that give 
us divinatory information about obstacles, allies, and 
challenges.

Solo Working – this working was developed for a 
class called The Magical Writer (see page 239 for free 
course booklet). Although we’ve used it in groups 
and classes, it is actually a personal working, perfect 
for a solitary ritual. It explores our personal goals and 
dreams, the obstacles that get in our way, and how 
we might address them.

TIME & SPACE
Allow 60-90 minutes including creating sacred 
space. Any number, but everyone needs their own 
deck (or a way to share cards, or an online card 
generator). Room for people to spread out a bit.

PREP
Figure out how you’ll create sacred space – for ideas, 
see Ritual Skills: Sacred Space: Quick Ways.

Create a tarot altar for the working – simple or 
elaborate. You might want to think about lighting – mysterious, but enough light to see the cards clearly.

Need – a tarot deck for each person (or a few people can share cards), or an online card generator (see page 286). Use a 
favorite deck for this working – whatever calls to you.

Also need – Book of Shadows and pen; drinking water; anything needed for invocations, etc.

You may also need to do some prep for the Charging the Outcome step – see near end of this working.

Tarot: Journey of the Spirit

continued on next page
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Preparing Your Book of Shadows
On a fresh page of your journal or Book of Shadows, write the date and this title: Journey of the Spirit. Under it, write “Ques-
tion” and leave an inch or so blank.

Below that, copy this list, leaving about an inch under each one (use two pages if needed):

• Self-Signifier
• Call or Challenge
• Obstacle
• Ally
• Testing / Initiation
• Climactic Struggle / Showdown
• Triumphant Conclusion / Return

INTUITIVE READINGS: A Quick Review
See Workings: Tarot: Intuitive Reading for a full intro to this topic.

Here’s a quick way to read a card for yourself. Try using it for your journey reading, taking a minute or two per card.

Intuitive readings are a way of encountering tarot as a personal magical tool. The point is to discover your own unique rela-
tion with tarot, rather than looking up other people’s meanings in books.

In intuitive readings there are no wrong answers, only fresh inspirations – the point is to tune into what our inner voice is telling 
us. Our first thought is often the truest, least-censored response.

(0) state your question – write it down. Then turn over your card. 
(1) name a few objects or beings in the card that catch your eye.
(2) name one object or being that is you.
(3) make up a simple story about what is happening in the card.
(4) say in one or two quick sentences what the card tells you about your question and your life. 

J Book of Shadows – write the name of the card and your thoughts. If you feel stuck, write the first thing that pops into your 
head. Follow your own muse wherever it takes you, and don’t worry about what other people (or tarot books) think or say.

WORKING – Journey of the Spirit
When your prep is ready, step out of the space. When you are ready to re-enter, take a breath and let go of any expectations 
about what is about to happen. Take a breath and dedicate yourself to the magical flow. Step back into the space.

Create sacred space as you have planned – acknowledge First People, ground, cast the circle, invoke elements and allies.

As a final invocation, take a moment and say a few words of welcome to all the storytellers of history – from mothers at the 
crib to our favorite novelists. Welcome the magic of stories!

Tarot Reading: Your Question
Take a breath and close your eyes. Take as much time as you need to come up with a question about where your life is going. 
It might be specific (“Should I quit playing piccolo and take up the tuba?”), or it might be broad and general (“What can this 
reading show me about my art and creativity?”). When you have a question, speak it aloud. If it feels right, write it down in 
your book next to the word Question. Speak it again.
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Drawing Your Cards
First, lay the entire deck face up (if online, find a way to view all the cards from a deck). Choose one card that signifies you – 
whatever card speaks to you. Then choose a second card (face up) that signifies the “desired outcome” – a card that shows 
generally how you want your Question to work out. Lay these two face-up cards about a foot apart.

Shuffle the rest of the cards and lay them face down (or set tarot-card generator for random). Soften your gaze and let your 
non-writing hand hover over the cards. Gradually choose five cards, placing them face down in a row between the two face-
up cards. Set the rest of the deck aside. 

Online, you may need to draw cards one at a time. If you get a repeated card, you can draw again.

First Card: Self-Signifier
In your Book of Shadows, under the word Self-Signifier, write the name of the first face-up card you chose. Write a little about 
why you chose this card to represent yourself, or what images attracted you.

Second Card: Call or Challenge
The next card, face down, will represent our Call or Challenge. If our journey was an ancient myth, this is the moment where 
the main character hears about a monster that threatens their village – and realizes they must fight it. 

What will your personal challenge be? Tarot can’t tell you – but it can help you discover it for yourself.

Turn the card over and do a quick intuitive reading. Let the card inspire you, not limit you. You can follow your own practice, 
or follow the four-step process above. End by saying what the card tells you about your Question and your Call or Challenge. 
Write down your first thoughts, along with the name of the card.

Third Card: Obstacle (External and/or Internal)
The next card will give you information about an Obstacle that gets in the way. Sometimes the Obstacle is external – a 
person or situation is thwarting us. More often, the true Obstacle is internal – it’s not another person who blocks me, but my 
own doubts and fears of standing up to that person or finding a creative solution.

Turn the card over and do a quick intuitive reading, as above. Think about the Question you asked, about your Call or Chal-
lenge – then say what Obstacle is getting in your way. Write down your first thoughts, along with the name of the card.

Fourth Card: Ally
Our path may be blocked – but luckily we aren’t alone on our journey. One or more Allies are ready to help. It may be another 
person that we need to seek. Or it might be a spirit helper or an animal ally who can bring energies that we need.

We may know some of our Allies. But there may be others we never suspect. Tarot can help discover those hidden Allies.

Turn over the next card and read it as above. For this step, think about your Call of Challenge and the Obstacle you face. Then, 
along with the name of the card, spontaneously write what sort of Ally you want or need. Is it a companion? A teacher? A 
fierce guardian? A trickster? Don’t worry about being realistic or following the card – ask for what you want and need.

Fifth Card: Testing / Initiation
A magical journey often includes some sort of instruction, followed by a Test or Initiation. If the heroine is going to face their 
challenge, they need to gain (and prove) some new skills.

What new skills or knowledge do you need to answer your challenge? Turn over the next card and do an intuitive reading, as 
above. Think again about your Call of Challenge, your Obstacle, and your Ally. Then, along with the name of the card, write 
about what new skills or knowledge you might need to gain. Write whatever comes to mind. 
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Tarot: Journey of the Spirit (pg 4)
Sixth Card: Climactic Struggle / Showdown
Nearly every great myth, legend, or fairy tale winds up with a Climactic Struggle. Sometimes it’s a battle with demons, such 
as Beowulf. Other times it’s a showdown with an authority figure, such as the stepmother in Cinderella.

In real life, our struggles are usually less epic. Maybe our “Showdown” is a difficult talk with a parent, a friend, or a boss. Some-
times it’s a change in our life, such as a commitment to study for a big exam in a class we hate, or a decision to eat healthier 
food.

You have framed a Question, answered a Call, and traced the steps of a magical journey. What Showdown or change is 
needed to bring the journey to completion?

Turn over the next card and do an intuitive reading, as above. Consider what action needs to be taken – and especially what 
difficult decisions need to be made. Along with the name of the card, write your thoughts – and consider writing at least one 
concrete step that you can  take.

Seventh Card: Triumphant Conclusion
You’ve reached the final card, which you drew face-up – it’s your ideal outcome, chosen before you had any idea of the path 
you would travel. How does the card look now? Is it still your desired outcome? Would you choose a different outcome card 
now that you’ve experienced the journey?

Close your eyes and take a breath. Open your eyes and do a quick intuitive reading, as above. For the final step, say aloud 
what this card means as far as the outcome of your Question and your entire Journey. 

Then, along with the name of the card, write your thoughts.

If you are satisfied, you’re ready to empower the outcome. However, if your final card now seems less than ideal, flip through 
the deck face-up until you find a “desired outcome” card that you prefer. Write a bit about why you would prefer this conclu-
sion to your journey, including possible problems and pitfalls.

Charging the Outcome
As part of your Journey, you may have written down a concrete step that you feel you need to take. Read it again. If it seems 
right, move ahead to the working below. If not, write some more about what action, if any, you feel you can commit to.

To charge the outcome, you can do a working such as the Overflowing Cup (allow about 20 extra minutes). If time is short, 
how about a Zap? (See Workings: Overflowing Cup, and Workings: Zap.) Or choose an upbeat chant – see pages 112-113.

Opening Sacred Space & Journaling
When you have completed the working, open sacred space, remembering to devoke whatever you have invoked.

J Book of Shadows – afterward, take some time to write in your journal (or you may want to do it before opening your 
circle). If you’re a group, see if you can agree on some journaling time before you move on to snacks and socializing.

SOLO WORKING – Journey of the Spirit
Same as above – this is essentially a solo working.

For more tarot-based magic and exercises, see The Magical Writer course booklet – see Workings: Magical Writer.
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Tools of Magic
INTENT
Magical tools – from cauldrons to athames to labyrinths and many more – are part of the lore and practice of magic. 

Tools can extend and sharpen our practices the way a hammer or a paintbrush can extend what our hand alone could do. 
Using an athame (a single-bladed magical knife – see below) can help strengthen and “sharpen” my circle casting.

Tools can also become a distraction. If we’re more concerned with the beautiful new chalice we’re holding than with the spell 
we’re casting, we’re tripping over our own feet.

J Book of Shadows – when you get a new tool, tarot deck, cape, etc – create a page in your Book of Shadows where you 
can keep notes about the tool, how and when you use it, what surprises you, etc.

Also – see below for more writing ideas about magical correspondences.

Tools Lab
Let’s think of this as a tools laboratory – a time to experiment, to work magic, to play with magic, to pick up tools and set 
them aside as intuition and experience dictate. 

J Book of Shadows – dedicate pages to tracking your experiments. What works the first time you try it? What takes a few 
tries? What’s exciting at first but doesn’t grow deeper?

You can buy athames, cauldrons, chalices, and other tools at new age stores or craft festivals, online, at WitchCamps, etc. 

You can also make your own – a powerful way to engage with a tool that will be uniquely yours (see Workings: Wand Crafting).

Elemental Tools
Reclaiming has adopted correspondences between the sacred elements and certain tools from older magical traditions. 

continued on next page

Magical Correspondences / Correspondences Magical
Reclaiming shares these magical correspondences with many (but not all) other traditions:

Direction Element Season Tool Body-Tool Tarot Suit

East Air Spring Blade / Athame Edge of Hand Swords 

South Fire Summer Wand Pointing Finger Wands / Batons

West Water Fall Chalice Cupped Hands Cups

North Earth Winter Pentacle Body-Star Pentacles / Discs

Center Aether – Labyrinth / Personal Center Major Arcana 
       Cauldron

J Book of Shadows – can you extend this table to include other categories for each direction / element? What colors 
might fit with each element? What sorts of natural items? What types and colors of stones? What emotions? What types 
of music? What foods? What animals? What books or movies? What magical skills?
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Tools of Magic (pg 2)
These tools also correspond to the traditional tarot suits as shown on Rider-Waite-Smith and many other decks. (Note – not 
all older traditions agree on these correspondences, and not all Reclaiming people use these tools.)

Air = the blade (tarot = swords). Also called an athame (ah-thah’-may) – a magical knife that cuts through clutter and confusion.

Fire = the wand (tarot = wands). Wands direct magical energy – in movies, this energy is often portrayed as fiery.

Water = the chalice (tarot = cups). Cups and chalices hold energy, contain it, overflow with it, etc.

Earth = the pentacle (tarot = pentacles or disks). The pentacle or disk holds and supports energy.

Center = mystery! (tarot = major arcana). Center is not one of the four classical elements (which come down to us from the 
ancient Greek tradition), but in Reclaiming it is often invoked and worked with either 
as a fifth element, or as the synthesis of the other four. What tools might symbolize 
center? A labyrinth? A cauldron? A ring? A spiral?

Other Tools
There are an endless number of other magical tools. For a writer, a pen might be the 
perfect tool for casting a circle. For a gardener, pruning sheers might symbolize cutting 
away what we don’t need from our own lives. 

Tarot is a powerful and multi-faceted tool. Labyrinths are tools in various spiritual tradi-
tions. Meditation and trance are tools. The list goes on and on. 

The Workings chapter of this book introduces various tools. How will you make some of 
them uniquely your own?

Tools Etiquette 101
Many magical tools come with centuries or even millennia of lore, legends, and practi-
cal advice. You can read endlessly online. Here’s a few ideas we can pass along:

• Obtain or make your own tools – even if you buy a tool or get one second-hand, 
find a way to make it your own (see below).

• Keep tools on an altar, in a magical pouch, displayed on your wall, etc – not tossed 
in your sock drawer (unless that’s the working you’re doing!).

• Don’t use magical tools in a frivolous way unless (A) you have created a strong magical circle, and (B) you are prepared to 
deal with the consequences. Having fun with a tarot deck can be a great magical practice. Juggling flaming cauldrons is 
best left to the experts.

• When you’re getting rid of a tool, cleanse and dispose of it in a magical way (see below re “releasing” tools).

• Don’t handle other people’s tools, or any tool on an altar, unless the owner invites you.

Sharing Tools
Tools are like clothes – some you share, some you don’t. Assume the same for tools – it’s always a good idea to ask before 
picking up someone else’s tool, whether it’s an athame, a tarot deck, a drum, or a cordless high-speed power drill.

If you bring a tool, deck, drum, etc to a class or circle, others may assume it’s okay to handle. If you’re doing the Tools Cake-
walk working (see below), the point is to handle various tools. If you don’t want something touched, be clear at the outset. 

If a tool is placed on an altar, it’s usually hands off unless you are told otherwise. A magical faux-pas at a 1990s Bay Area ritual 

continued on next page
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involved an altar created by local Native Americans. Several ritual participants picked up and handled items on the altar, 
which was not the way to build good cross-cultural relations. We learned to explain this etiquette ahead of time.

TIME & SPACE
Working with tools can be done in a circle, a class, solo – or all of the above. Read 
the ideas below and allow yourself plenty of time to explore different sorts of tools 
and ways of using them.

PREP
Read the ideas below and obtain the tools or materials needed.

WORKINGS

Tools Altar
You can use a general magical altar to charge tools – perhaps give them a special 
corner, oriented toward the appropriate direction (eg, an athame might rest in or 
point toward East).

If you have space, you can also create a special altar where tools can be charged 
and re-charged. Maybe it’s divided into sections, one for each element and its cor-
responding tools, tarot cards, natural objects, stones, etc.

The Toolular Body
Our bodies consist of a multitude of magical and practical tools. 

The “chopping” edge of our hand is a blade that can cut through a magical morass. 
Imagine the focused power of a karate chop.

Our pointing finger is one of the most powerful wands around. As a game, try pointing at a friend with different “tones” 
– point in excitement, blame, laughter, anger.... If you have a circle, try “zapping” magical objects with your pointing wand-
fingers (see Workings: Zap).

Our cupped hands are a chalice. The Greek philosopher Diogenes is said to have drunk from a battered cup until one day he 
saw a girl drinking from her hands. He threw away his old cup, saying, “A child has taught me about simplicity.”

If we stand and extend our arms and legs (like Leonardo’s picture of a Renaissance person standing in a circle), we become a 
pentacle, or a star. This comes in handy when we do pentacle magic (see Workings: Pentacles).

And each of us has our own center – although no one else can tell us exactly where it is. 

Charging, Blessing, Cleansing, & Releasing Tools
You can make a tool your own by cleansing, charging, blessing, holding and breathing, carrying, and sleeping with it under 
your pillow. You can also create a ritual to empower the tool. 

Cleanse away old energy with water or fire, then immerse the tool in new energy. Create magical space (quickly or thorough-
ly, as you wish). Then hold a new blade or wand under running water or over a candle flame. Breathe deeply. As you exhale, 
picture any old energy held in the tool washing or burning away.

Tools of Magic (pg 3)

continued on next page

Athames – photo courtesy Glastonbury 
Witch Shop.
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Tools of Magic (pg 4)
To call in fresh energy, fill a bowl with water. Place your hands on the bowl and breathe. Imagine the power you wish the tool 
to have. Picture yourself holding and using the tool along with specific ways you will use it. Breathe all of this into the water. 
Set the bowl down and touch your tool to the water. As you inhale, draw the magic from the water into the tool.

Finally, hold the tool in both hands and declare: “You are my ____________ (chalice, athame, etc). So mote it be!”

Suppose that you have charged and used a tool, then decide it is not for you after all. Before donating it to your WitchCamp’s 
silent auction, how will you release and cleanse your own energy so it doesn’t cling to a tool someone else may be using?

You could create a short ceremony where you use it one last time – or do something as simple as laying it on the floor, walk-
ing three times counter-clockwise around it, then declaring: “You are no longer my _____. Hail and farewell!”

Tools Cakewalk 
Here’s a fun way for one person or a circle to experiment with various tools, share tools-lore and practical information, etc. 
See Workings: Tools Cakewalk.

Divination Tools
You can do divination using tarot and other kinds of decks, pendulums, crystals – or maybe the bark of a tree or a passing 
cloud? Tools can make introspection and discernment work richer (and more fun). See Workings: Divination.

Create a Tool
Even if you like discovering and buying beautiful or unusual magical tools, you’ll learn by crafting one of your own.

Unless you have a home forge, you probably can’t create a metal athame. But you could carve one. Let yourself see the blade 
you want. Then look around for a piece of wood that seems to “contain” the blade. To carve it, you’ll use another blade – how 
will you magically charge this carving knife (and de-charge it when you’re done)?

A spell candle lets you put your own creative energy into a simple magical tool – a flame. See Workings: Spell Candles.

Witches traditionally make their wands by hand, using a branch that calls especially to them. See Workings: Wand Crafting.

Tools, Tools Everywhere
Experiment with other magical tools such as tarot, labyrinths, meditation, etc. Which ones especially resonate for you? How 
will you make these traditional practices uniquely your own?

SOLO WORKING
Same as above. How will you make the tools your own?
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Tools Cakewalk (Divination)

continued on next page

Tools Cakewalk Made Easy!
Layout for an eight-person cakewalk (with ten total spaces 
/ tools). Tools or tarot cards (T) are arranged on a floor altar 
in the center, one per colored (or numbered) space.

Music plays or is sung, and people move clockwise. When 
the music stops, reach down and pick up the tool for your 
space.

Consider how this tool – or one it makes you think of – 
could help with your present challenge.

Colored spaces indicate which two people will do pair-
share. Two unmatched colors (if any) form the final pair.

INTENT
A quick, fun way to sample various magical tools, from wands and athames to tarot decks and runes, and also to get some 
magical input on an issue or challenge.

Players frame a question from their lives, then randomly visit several magical tools (or tarot decks, etc) to see if any might be 
useful for further work and exploration.

A traditional cakewalk moves around a large Monopoly-board type layout. Some of the squares have cakes, pies, etc. Some 
have funny things like onions or spinach. Music plays, and players move from square to square. When the music stops, you 
get whatever is on the square you’re standing on. Charity money is raised by charging the players to participate.

Tools Cakewalk – some tools are magical (wand, crystal, athame, etc), some mundane (spatula, pliers, ballpoint pen, etc), 
some bookish (dictionary or cookbook). 

Tarot Cakewalk – each square has a different tarot or other divination deck, or sub-sets such as court cards, majors, etc. 

Divination Cakewalk – each square has a different divination tool – tarot, runes, astrology, animal spirit cards, oghams, 
herbal, coins to toss, etc.

TIME & SPACE
This working needs an even number of people, so the guiding priestess can step out if the group has an odd number. With a 
small group, skip the colored tiles and all share i one group.

Takes 10-15 minutes including transitions. This can be a fun working, so leave time to extend it if people are engaged.

Need a quiet space with room for a floor-altar in the center (ie, no fire in the middle).

PREP
Need one tool (or deck, etc) for each player, plus two extra tools. For a class, you can ask people to bring a favorite tool, deck, 
etc – but make sure it’s okay for others to handle it. Above are ideas for several kinds of cakewalks (see Intent above).

Space-markers (for more than about five people) – one space for each player plus two extra spaces. Get multi-colored paper 

Altar
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to mark the spaces (or use white paper and write numbers on them). Make two of each color or number – this facilitates pair-
shares (see diagram above). 

Lay out a circle of the colored (or numbered) squares, using two of each color or number mixed around the circle. Total 
exactly two more squares (and tools) than the number of players.

Lay tools around the edge of a central floor-altar so it is clear which square each tool connects to (but make sure they will 
not be stepped on).

Music – either sing a short song with a clear ending (such as Air Moves Us) or use recorded music that can be turned on and 
off easily. 

WORKING
See diagram on preceding page.

Priestess invites participants to think about some issue or challenge in their lives for which a magical tool (or divination tool 
or tarot deck) might come in handy. Breathe to that challenge.

Start music (or begin singing a simple song with a clear ending). Players walk around the grid clockwise. When music stops, 
pick up the tool in your space. Priestess asks: How might this tool, or something else it makes you think of, be useful with 
your current challenge?

Turn to another player and share for a minute how you might magically use this tool (or something it makes you think of ) to 
address your issue. With colored or numbered squares, find your match – if circle has two extra spaces, two colored squares 
may be unmatched – these two people should pair up.

Repeat three or four times.

Finally, ask each person to go and stand on the square of the tool that seems most useful, or which is most suggestive, re-
garding their question. More than one person can share a tool.

Go around and share briefly why that tool (or deck etc) called to you and how you might use it (it’s always okay to pass). 

SOLO WORKING
Gather a dozen “tools,” ranging from magical (athame, chalice, divination deck) to ordinary (ballpoint pen, pliers, house keys). 
Lay them on the floor in a small circle. 

Think about some issue or challenge in your life for which magical tools might come in handy. Breathe to that challenge.

Walk around the circle singing a short, simple song. When the song ends, stop and pick up the closest tool and ask yourself: 
How might this tool, or something else it makes me think of, be useful with my current challenge?

J Book of Shadows – after a few rounds, journal for a while. What tools seemed most useful? Which other tools do you wish 
you had landed on? What have you learned about your challenge?

Tools Cakewalk (pg 2)
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Trance: Place of Power
A Recorded Trance with Starhawk

INTENT
Here’s a guided meditation for getting in touch with our personal power, led by Starhawk. 

You’ll find a recorded version on youtube – search <Starhawk Place Power>. It’s also part of Starhawk’s Way to the Well ritual, 
available on youtube, spotify, etc.

A place of power is a personal magical space where you can go in your imagination when you need a quick reminder of your 
value and power as a living, breathing human.

This is a working you can return to time and again, renewing the strength of your place of power so it’s there when you need it.

Here’s how Starhawk describes the Place of Power in her book, The Spiral Dance: 

“You will enter into a new space, a place in which you are completely safe and protected, where you are in complete control 
and in touch with your deepest sources of strength. It may seem to be indoors or outdoors – it may contain anything or any-
one you like. It is completely yours. Wherever you may be, whatever state of consciousness you may be in, you can return to 
your place of power, simply by visualizing it.”

You can weave this trance into your own working, as below.

TIME & SPACE
Comfortable space for people to sit or lie down. Allow about a half-hour including transitions.

PREP
If you are doing this as part of a ritual, then you already have your plan for sacred space. If not, find a way to ground, cast a 
circle, and invoke – see Ritual Skills: Sacred Space: Quick Ways. 

You’ll want your journal and some drinking water. Wear loose, comfortable clothes.

Have your sound system ready and the track cued up.

WORKING
Once you have created sacred space, make yourself comfortable and begin the trance recording. Let your mind wander 
along with the trance. Trance is not a task or a chore – it’s a relaxed journey.

The Place of Power Trance recording is about 12 minutes – you may want to play it through a second time and let yourself 
linger in the space.

When the recording is complete, let yourself relax for a few minutes. Write in your journal if you wish.

Remember to devoke and open the circle at the end.

SOLO WORKING
This is a perfect personal working. It’s also part of the longer Way to the Well online ritual – page 115.

You can find more recorded works by Starhawk on amazon, iTunes, etc – Wiccan Meditations, Earth Magic, and her best-
selling novel, The Fifth Sacred Thing.
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INTENT
Suppose we were in a difficult situation – one where we felt really stuck – and suddenly someone made a small movement 
and everything shifted?

One way of doing magic is to perform an action in a ritual that is intended to ripple out into our wider lives.

This exercise lets us create a tableau of a difficult situation with the help of several allies. Then we’ll have a chance to make 
small changes in the tableau that – if the magic works! – can completely transform the meaning of the situation.

An example – suppose in your tableau you are speaking the truth to Sally Ann, who has her arm up like she is going to hit 
you – enacting a fear that speaking the truth is dangerous. After you and your group strike this pose, someone moves Sally 
Ann’s arm so instead of threatening to hit you, she is reaching out to hug you.

This working might follow a meditation or exercise which brings you in touch with something that is blocking your growth. 

After you do the transformative work, follow it with a spiral dance or other way of raising energy and charging the working.

TIME & SPACE
Each person needs about six to eight minutes, plus a few minutes for set-up and another five to come back into the big circle 
– so allow up to an hour for a group of five.  If eight or more, make two groups.

Enough space to spread out. 

PREP
Priestess – watches the overall energy, lets people 
know when there are 15 minutes remaining, etc.

Song – learn song and/or cue it up to play later. 
Here’s a few ideas: 

• She Changes Everything She Touches
• We Are the Rising Sun
• Weave and Spin

WORKING
If possible, teach the song at the beginning of the 
ritual or class. If not, teach it at the beginning of 
this working.

Priestess invites people to close their eyes and 
picture a situation in which their energy is blocked 
or does not flow easily – perhaps a situation where 
you feel uncertain or where you hold yourself back. 
Picture yourself in the situation, and imagine a 
simple way for the group to help you enact it.

One at a time, have the group enact someone’s 
situation. When it’s your turn, explain quickly what 
the situation is. Then others can help create a tab-
leau where you enact the feeling of being blocked 

Transformational Tableaux

continued on next page
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or stuck. Once the group has it, hold it for a minute so you can feel yourself in the situation. Feel what it’s like to be stuck 
there.

Now ask others in your group to suggest very simple changes – maybe just one person moves – so that the meaning can 
change entirely. Try a few changes until you find one that really works for the person whose turn it is. Then hold that tableau 
for a minute. Feel what it’s like for the energy to have shifted.

End by everyone shaking off the energy. Then the next person goes.

When all have taken a turn, return to the main circle. To bring the whole group back together, go around the circle and each 
person says a single word that captures their feeling at the moment. If there’s time, go around three times – saying the same 
or a different word, as you wish.

Song – when the word-circle is complete, pause for a moment, then launch into the song.

SOLO WORKING
For a solo working, try this as a 
personal dance.

Start with your “stuck” pose. Make 
one small movement at a time 
and freeze, until you have shifted 
entirely to a “liberated” pose. 

Once you have your movements, 
go back and see if you can make 
them into a simple, flowing dance.

Transformational Tableaux (pg 2)

It was lunchtime at an early Teen Earth Magic camp, after a morning workshop. I had my camera, 
and said to this group: “Act like you’re doing a really intense magical working!” (Luke Hauser)
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Trust Walk
INTENT
A fun, embodied way to build trust and awareness. Doing trust exercises with various partners helps weave bonds among a 
group.

Sequence of trust workings – trust exercises can build during the week. Trust walks are a starting place, progressing on later 
days to trust runs and falls.

TIME & SPACE
Plenty of room to move around, and plenty of interesting obstacles. If indoors, see if you can use hallways and stairwells. If 
outside, set wide boundaries and let people go.

Work in pairs, and one group of three if needed.

Allow 30 minutes including debrief and transitions

PREP
Enough blindfolds / scarves for half of the people in the group. Ask people to bring a blindfold to class. A bell or gong to call 
people back from some distance.

Prep the area so it’s safe yet cluttered with obstacles – you may want to create a “journey” past various obstacles.

WORKING
Get people in pairs – try a quick game such as having people line up by their birthdays, then go down the line and pair folks.

Invite people to stand near their partner and re-ground. Remind them: “You are about to do something in which another per-
son will completely trust you. This is not the time for pranks or practical jokes. Trust is a sacred connection and responsibility. 
Look at your partner and ask, ‘Can I trust you?’”

Invite pairs to decide who will be blindfolded and who will be the guide first. Take a moment to develop some nonverbal 
signals such as shoulder taps in order to communicate, and to agree to move slowly and carefully.

Once blindfold goes on, all talking ceases. 

Give people 10 minutes or so to wander and explore. Guide can offer silent experiences such as touching moss on a tree, 
climbing over a fallen tree-trunk, putting fingers into creek-water, etc.

Priestesses walk around and keep an eye on the less-focused guides, walking along and coaching them as needed.

After 10 minutes, call people back and change roles.

Afterward – debrief by shaking off the energy, then go around the circle and share a few words about how we are feeling (in 
a larger group, share one word). 

Transition – do something to re-establish the group – a group working such as a Blessing Circle or Lifting Each Other Up, or 
a song.

Song – Spiraling Into the Center; My Soul; Let the Beauty We Love; Step Into the Flow.

SOLO WORKING
Get a friend and try this. Can you find an intriguing yet safe place to explore while blindfolded?

The key is to establish and maintain trust throughout the walk. This is not the time for practical jokes!
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Voice Magic

continued on next page

INTENT
Our voices are a main way we put ourselves out into the world. They are a way we show the world, “I am here – I matter!”

Wouldn’t it be magical if we awoke one day and had complete confidence in our singing and speaking voice? Unfortunately, 
it will take a little longer than one day. But we actually can improve both our voice and our confidence.

Strangely, we were all born believing we could sing. Watch little kids – you can’t stop them from singing. They don’t even wait 
to learn the words – they just jump in and sing along!

In our society, most people are not encouraged to use their voices except for plain, unadorned talking. Only the chosen few 
are encouraged to sing or speak in public. The rest are told that we don’t have “good voices,” and that things will go better for 
us if we don’t risk singing.

What a loss! When we hold back, the world loses our unique voice. 

Imagine a world where everyone who dared to sing sounded exactly the same – where every song sounded like a soft drink 
commercial. Is that a world you want to help create by your silence?

Some say that our voice is a divine gift – that our voices were 
given to us by the gods and goddesses so that we could call 
their names. When we “invoke” an element or a goddess, we are 
literally “in-voicing.”

We can learn to raise and strengthen our voice – and our confi-
dence in it.

TIME & SPACE
See Workings below for size and time suggestions.

Safe space – you’ll need a “safe” space for singing – a place 
where no one can hear you, or where those within earshot are 
going to be supportive. These workings will be less effective if 
we feel that others outside the circle are listening and judging. 

PREP
Find / create a safe space for singing. This might be your room 
or basement, an ocean beach, or a solitary spot in the hills. 
Local schools might have practice rooms you can use free or 
cheap.

Before you begin this work – and every time you do voice magic – ask your voice to be your ally and to work with you. Place 
your hand on your throat and let your voice know you appreciate its courage.

WORKINGS
Sing A Lot / Sing Along
Half of the secret of a good voice is – sing a lot. The more we sing, the more relaxed our vocal chords become – and the bet-
ter we’ll know the secrets of our unique voice.

Sing along – dial up cheesy songs on youtube and join in. Here’s a secret: Peter, Paul, & Mary were made for singing along!

Sing with a mirror – see the first Solo Working below: How Could Anyone Ever Tell You.
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Circle of Support
Up to about eight people – if more, do sub-groups. Allow an hour for eight people – strong emotions can come up around 
our voices, and you want time for them.

This is a simple, challenging, and powerful exercise that lets each of us hear our voice ring out strong and clear – and be sup-
ported by our circle. It’s a good working for later in the week, when people know each other better. It’s a “watery” working 
that can bring up strong feelings, and it can flow beyond time boundaries. 

Priestess does a short intro – use the Intent section above for ideas. You might want to show people the hand-signals be-
low (louder, softer, fade out).

Stand in a close circle. Decide who be the singer first – an older camper or student teacher might go first and model this 
exercise. Once you start, go clockwise around the circle. If someone passes, offer them another chance at the end.

Priestess invites the whole circle to sing a tone together. Take deep breaths, and sing the tone as long as you comfortably 
can, then breathe and come in again. Practice toning for a few minutes until it is smooth and easy for the group.

Now, priestess begins to “conduct” the group – when you lift your hands, people get louder – when hands go lower, get 
softer. When priestess makes a fade-out signal, everyone fades out – except the one singer whose turn it is. That person 
keeps toning steady and strong.

The first time, singer can close their eyes if they want – but keep toning steadily.

After 10 seconds or so (less at first, more later), priestess brings the rest of the circle back up around the singer.

Once people get the idea, you can go around the circle without stopping – each person getting 10 seconds or so of “solo” 
time, then the whole group fades up again and moves on to the next person.

After once around, stop and do some sharing. What did it feel like to sing alone? To have others come back in? Give people 
time to share their feelings.

Do another round, again about 10-15 seconds each. When this is complete, go around and each person take a moment, look 
around at the others, and say, with whatever strength you can give it: “I like my voice!”

Advanced working – the person who is toning looks around the circle meets others’ eyes. The listeners simply mirror back 
love for the person – don’t try to offer words of support, etc. Just listen and love the person.

At the end, do a circle of sharing. Give people a couple of minutes apiece, and more if emotions are coming up (see Work-
ings: Non-Judgmental Listening).

Complete the working with a simple, beautiful song that everyone knows (teach it beforehand if needed). Song ideas: My 
Soul; Let the Beauty We Love; When We Are Gone.

Singing Our Intentions & Affirmations
Here’s a way to use our voices to empower an intention or affirmation we have made. Up to about 15 people. Larger than 
that, make smaller sub-groups.

From a prior working, each person comes up with a word or phrase of power or affirmation. This could be tarot or another 
divination working, walking a labyrinth, etc – complete that working by coming up with one word (or phrase).

Gather in a close circle. One at a time, each person sings their word or phrase – and the rest of the circle sings it back, adding 
harmonies, descants, echoes, etc. Sing it a second and third time with more power, and hear it sung back.

When everyone has taken a turn, finish with a gentle song like Let the Beauty We Love or My Soul.

Voice Magic (pg 2)

continued on next page
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continued on next page

Stage Fright: A Mini Laboratory
Want to get rid of stage jitters? The secret is to feel them ahead of time. A couple of us invented this working one year before 
singing a new song at the talent show. The singer quickly experiences a whole range of audience responses, has nervous 
reactions to them – and moves on.

No prep needed – you just need a partner or two. Larger group, split into triads. Allow five minutes per person plus a few 
minutes for transition.

One person is the singer (or any performer – we’ll say singer here). The others are listeners. 

Singer – sit or stand comfortably, ready to perform. Use your actual performance, or choose a song or chant that you enjoy 
singing. Your task is to sing your song (or read you poem, do your dance, etc) for the listener – and fully experience whatever 
emotions come up. When you feel irritated, nervous, amused, upset, hopeless, etc – stop singing and stay with the emotion. 
The point is to feel the emotions, not to plow through the song. If you find yourself laughing, yawning, crying, sighing, groan-
ing – you’re doing great! Just let it flow.

Listeners – sit or stand face to face with the singer, a little closer than is comfortable. You will display all sorts of responses to 
the singer, about 10 seconds each. For example: (1) adoring attention, (2) boredom and yawning, (3) start asking the singer 
a question about the song, (4) start applauding joyously, (5) say in a flat voice, “That’s really great, good job,” (6) start singing 
along, but out of tune or the wrong words, (7) scoot in really close to the singer without touching them, and so on. Try differ-
ent ways until you get a response from the singer. Then:

Listeners – whenever the singer stops singing, switch to supporting any emotions they are having. If they are laughing or 
crying, just sit with them. However, if they stop singing and start talking, encourage them to go back to singing. For more on 
this, see Workings: Non-Judgmental Listening.

After each person has a turn, take time to debrief. Talk for a minute apiece about what came up, and what you learned. 

End with some affirmation – a hug (always good to ask first), or perhaps each person says one word of encouragement to the 
others. Take a moment and choose the word carefully – what will your gift of a single word be?

SOLO WORKINGS
Singing is one of those things that, like sleeping or dying, you have to do for yourself. Fortunately, practicing is fun. Dial up 
youtube, find your favorite old songs, and get to work!

Here are some magical voice workings you can do on your own:

How Could Anyone Ever Tell You?
You’ll need a hand mirror, some privacy, and a connection to youtube or spotify Have your journal handy too.

Go online and find the song How Could Anyone Ever Tell You, sung by Libby Roderick (or Elaine Silver). Listen until you can 
sing along (it’s easy).

Ground and cast a simple circle. Invoke the mystery of your own voice. Touch your throat and gently ask your voice to work 
with you – promise to support it and believe in it.

Now look into your mirror and breathe. Just gaze for a moment. Then start the song and sing along. When it ends, start it over 
or put it on loop. If emotions come up, let them flow. There’s no rush – this is your time. Most of us have old, deep messages 
that insist our voices are not beautiful, not whole, not a miracle.... It will take time to let go of these old, mistaken messages 
and get back in touch with our true voices.... How amazing when we stop and remember that every single voice is a miracle!

If this exercise works for you, stay with it as long as you can. Bookmark the song and return to it from time to time.

J Book of Shadows – finish by journaling for a while. Remember to devoke any allies and open the circle.
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Mirror Singing
You’ll need a hand mirror and some privacy. Have your journal handy too.

Ground and cast a circle. Call an ally or two – maybe a fearless animal? Finally, invoke your mirror – without looking into it, 
ask it to support your voice, and to work with you to unleash the magic of your voice.

Close your eyes and tone a bit, letting your voice wander freely. Go low, high, soft, loud – all with no strain. Try falsetto, try 
short bursts of notes. Try moments of silence in between the sounds. 

Now pick up the mirror. 

Amazing – gazing silently into the mirror, make a face that says, “You are so amazing!” Close your eyes, take a breath, and 
sing this line in your most operatic voice (make up an opera tune): “My voice is the most beautiful in the world!” Open your 
eyes and see if you can repeat it while giving your “amazing!” look (don’t be surprised if it’s hard). Try it a few times, then jot 
any thoughts in your journal.

Bored – now make a face that says, “This is so boring....” Close your eyes, take a breath, and sing a line from a song or chant 
you like. Open your eyes and repeat it using the bored expression. What thoughts come up? Jot them down in your journal.

Curious – make a face that says, “I wonder what my voice really sounds like?” Close your eyes, take a deep breath, and on the 
exhale let go of judgments about your voice. Do this a second time. Now take a breath and sing a simple, clear tone. Open 
your eyes and look into the mirror. What emotions do you see in your eyes? Try this a few times, then write in your journal.

Try a few other emotions if you wish. Then finish with this one:

Belief – make a face that says, “I think I can do this.” Gaze into your eyes for a minute until you can really feel at least for a 
moment that it is possible – you can sing! Now, continuing to gaze into the mirror, sing a simple tone or song. See if you can 
hold this expression of belief – “I can do it.” If your voice wavers, stop and let any emotions come up. Then close your eyes, 
take a breath, and begin this step again. Stay with this for a few minutes and see how long you can sing while believing in 
the possibility of your voice.

J Book of Shadows – after a few minutes, stop and write in your journal. 

Finally, devoke what you invoked, including thanking the mirror for its support. 

Singing with Support: Solo Version
Some of the beauty of this working is feeling each person take a risk and sing out (see page XXX). Maybe you know a few 
friends who like singing and might want to try this exercise? 

You can also work it as a solo exercise, as below.

Prep – you’ll need private singing space; a music player and some trancey music; a hand mirror.

Choose music that is simple and “trancey” – music without words or virtuoso solos. Some ideas are new age meditation mu-
sic, Sufi trance music (Qawwali), or electronic dance music. If you use your computer for music, cover the screen with a scarf 
to lessen distractions.

Alone or with One or Two Others: 

As the music plays, try toning along with it – see if you can find one tone that you can just sing and hold, even as the rest of 
the music changes. Take your time until you have a tone that you can strongly hold as the music plays.

With the music still playing, practice getting softer and louder – then when you’re ready, get a good breath, hold your note 
strong and steady, and turn the music down. Hold the tone for 10 seconds or so, then bring the music back up. 

Try it a few times. Then stop and do a bit of sharing – with others or with your journal. What did it feel like to sing alone? To 
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have the music come back in? 

Now gaze into your mirror. Meet and hold your own eyes, letting go of judgment. When you can take a full breath without 
judgment, look at yourself and say with whatever strength you can give it: “I like my voice!” Continue gazing for a few sec-
onds, and then say: “Thank you!”

Put the mirror down and try the exercise a few more times.

J Book of Shadows – write: “I like my voice” – then whatever you think next. Try automatic writing, keeping the pen moving no 
matter what comes out. Try filling a page with thoughts about your voice. What changes do you notice by the end of the page?

Close the working with a song that you enjoy. It could be a Pagan song (see end of Working above), or a favorite pop song 
– whatever makes you happy to sing along. 

Singing in Tune: How to Practice
Singing in tune with other voices or instruments is a magical experience. Music consists of vibrations in the body and in the 
air. When our voice closely matches the pitch of another voice or instrument, the vibration is literally doubled. Instantly we 
feel a magical strengthening of our voice!

No one is born knowing how to sing “in tune” – ie, to sing exactly the same pitch as another tone. Some people seem to learn 
at a very young age. Others learn later. 

Tone Deaf – no one (unless you have sustained a serious injury to the ears or brain) is “tone deaf.” If you think you are, you 
simply haven’t learned the magic of singing in tune. When you do, you will be amazed how powerful it feels.

However well we sing, we can benefit from practicing this skill – here’s a fun way.

Need – an instrument that produces a clear, consistent pitch while you sing at the same time – a piano, guitar or ukulele is ideal. 

Play a single note and listen. Just listen. Play the same note and listen again. Appreciate that note. Now play the note, then 
stop the sound and see if you can still clearly hear it in your head. Try this a few times – strike the note, then stop it and hear 
the pitch in your head.

Now, play the same single note, listen, and try to sing the same pitch you hear. Let your voice waver all it needs. Strike the 
note again as often as needed. 

If you aren’t sure, you probably do not quite have it – when you get it, you’ll feel a strengthening. Take a break. Ask your voice 
to be your ally, and to work with you. Place your hand on your throat and let your voice know you appreciate its courage!

Try again – once you feel you are singing the same pitch, tone it steadily. Strike the note again and see if it still seems to 
match your voice. If so – repeat with a different pitch.

Sleep on it – if it doesn’t feel like you’re getting it, take a break for an hour or a day (“sleep on it”) and try again. 

If you’re getting it, try the Singing with Support exercise above, which encourages you to hold tones longer. As you sing, 
listen for the strengthening feeling that comes when you are in tune. 

Thank your voice – finish by thanking your voice. Take a drink of water and feel it slide past your voice box. Touch your 
throat and thank yourself for singing!
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Wand Crafting
INTENT
In Reclaiming and other magical traditions, the wand is the tool of Fire. The wand can direct and focus energy (think of the 
power of pointing at someone – and multiply that by the strength of your wand). 

It can be used to amplify energy for casting a circle or invoking Fire. The wand extends your hand and increases its energy 
as you draw a pentacle or make other magical gestures. It can be used to charge other workings.

Wands are tools of transformation. The wand we’re making will probably not turn people into newts. But try pointing it at 
your homework, then take a breath and demand that it be easier. Do this three times. It might work!

Any time we use a wand or any magical tool or working, remember the Law of Three-Fold Return – whatever energy we put 
into the world or toward other people has a way of returning on us three times (see Introduction: Curses).

TIME & SPACE
Space to spread out and do craft work. Allow at least 30 minutes, plus time and space afterward for glue or paint to dry.

PREP
Each person needs a wand-sized stick. Traditionally, people find their own stick (ask people to find and bring one to the class or 
ritual, and teachers bring extras). A wand is often the length from the inside of your elbow to the tip of your middle finger. 

When you think you have found your stick or other object, take a breath, quiet your thoughts, and ask: “Are you my wand?” If 
you get a negative answer, keep looking. If you get no answer after a couple of tries, use your intuition – is this your wand?

Wands can be made of many objects – stones, seashells, metal rods, fountain pens.... You can do online research about the dif-
ferent magical qualities of various trees and materials. The important thing is to ask the material if it is your wand, as above.

Wand-decorating supplies might include: crystals; ribbon; beads and string; paint; fine-point pens for inscribing symbols; fine 
wire; glue.... Whittling knives and sandpaper are handy. Music might help cut down on chatter (try Reclaiming’s Labyrinth 
Meditation Music – see Ritual Skills: Chants).

WORKING
People gather with their wand-sticks. Materials are laid out. 

Priestess shares wand lore – what wands are good for, how they might be used, cautionary tales (see Intent section above).

Priestess leads short meditation on the power of wands and making a wand your own. People are holding their sticks as they 
meditate. Priestess invites people to envision their wand, to see what it looks and feels like.

Then, still in trance, people are invited to decorate their wands, mainly in silence.

When time is up, gather in a circle with wands. Hold them out for others to see. Go around and invite each person to say a 
word or phrase about their wand or the wand-making experience (remember the right to pass). 

Song to charge wands: We Are the Power in Everyone; Rise with the Fire; Air Moves Us (includes all elements); Toning.

Finally, bring people fully out of trance by having them pat the edges of their body and say their name aloud three times.

SOLO WORKING
You can make a wand as above. How will you charge your wand? A song? Holding it over a candle or under running water?
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Resources, Organizing, & Miscellany
• Organizing Resources

• WitchCamps and Earth Activist Trainings

• Connecting with Reclaiming & Our WitchCamps

• Chants for Rituals, Circles & Streets

• Activist & Magical Resources

• Books by Reclaiming Authors

• Complete & Helpful Index To the Book

• Lots of Other Fun Stuff!

Want to create a Reclaiming-style WitchCamp or family camp – see the next page to learn more about organizing camps in the Reclaiming 
Tradition. Photo by Alla Irwin.
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Witchlets Organizing Manual
& More Camp Resources
Starting a new camp or retreat doesn’t have to 
mean reinventing the logistical wheel. We’ve 
learned our craft from others, and gladly pass 
along our lessons.

Visit our Organizing Resources page, where you’ll 
find manuals, forms, and other stuff we’ve found 
useful, including:

Witchlets organizing manual – timeline, tasks 
and roles, waivers, camp culture guidelines, and 
more – a complete how-to manual.

Redwood Magic camper packet – the PDF we 
send to campers a few weeks before camp – 
bring-list, camp culture guidelines, info about 
schedule and kitchen, map and directions....

Promo cards and brochures – samples.

Waivers and forms – liability and medical waiver, 
photo release, ethics agreement.

Group process resources – consensus, femi-
nism, nonhierarchy, dealing with sexism, racism, 
homophobia, and more.

Find these and more online at:

WeaveAndSpin.org/resources

Starting a Camp!
Want to start a camp for your own group or tradition? Best wishes! The Witchlets organizing manual gives a great overview. 
Find this and other resources on our website – WeaveAndSpin.org/resources.

Want to start a Reclaiming Tradition camp in your area, or link your camp to our network? Start by attending one of our 
camps, where you’ll meet teachers and organizers and get a feel for Reclaiming’s ever-evolving culture – visit WitchCamp.org 
for camp info as well as contacts for the WitchCamp Council.

To be a Reclaiming camp, you’ll need at least a couple of Reclaiming-trained teachers (who in turn can help train local 
teachers for your community). Maybe you already know them? Or contact us to find teachers in your area.

Visit WitchCamp.org, or email ReclaimingSecretary@gmail.com.

Bring Reclaiming Teachers to Your Event

Already doing a camp or other event? 

Whether it’s a retreat, workshop, conference, or class, Reclaiming teachers can anchor offerings for youth and/or adults and 
bring fresh inspiration and deep Earth magic to your event. Weave your community into the Reclaiming web!

Email us at ReclaimingSecretary@gmail.com.

Camp Organizing Resources

Over the years, Witchlets teens have grown into young adults. Some have 
stayed part of camp, helping pass along the magic to a new generation!
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Reclaiming WitchCamps
Magical Intensives in Europe, Australia, & North America

Earth Activist Training 
With Starhawk & Earth Activists

Starhawk’s Earth Activist Trainings (EAT) helped inspire 
Teen Earth Magic. EAT can set your life on a new path... or 
show you how to save the world. 

EAT is practical Earth-healing with a magical base of ritual 
and nature awareness, integrating mind and heart, with 
lots of hands-on practice and plenty of time to laugh.

Permaculture has many tools to address the problems 
of climate change and environmental degradation, and 
EAT’s courses focus on solutions and positive approaches 
to the grave problems which confront us today. 

Experiential courses include: hands-on projects, songs, 
exercises, discussions, and rituals, as well as classes.

EAT practices Social Permaculture – the application of 
ecological principles to designing beneficial human rela-
tions. 

EAT teachers are deeply involved in organizing around 
climate change, anti-racism, and social justice as well as en-
vironmental issues. They work with the Black Permaculture 
Network, and have a commitment to share these skills and 

tools with the communities most impacted by injustice.

EAT Contacts
EarthActivistTraining.org and Starhawk.org

EarthActivistTraining@gmail.com

Reclaiming WitchCamps are 
intensive retreats for the study 
of magic, ritual, and for build-
ing and renewing our commit-
ment to world change.

WitchCamps include all levels 
of experience. Newcomers 
learn basic magical skills. Ad-
vanced paths offer chances to 
apply these tools and skills.

Camps are currently offered in 
Europe, Australia, and around 
North America. Some camps 
are family-friendly, and offer programs for various ages.

Early WitchCamps were teacher-training intensives. In the 
90s the idea blossomed into broader retreats. Reclaiming 
Collective teachers traveled and trained others, gradually 
building a large network of WitchCamp teachers.

Many camps are geographically 
based, and help anchor Reclaiming 
communities in their region.

Family camps have included Tejas 
Web, Witchlets in the Woods, Red-
wood Magic, and Wild Ginger.

Others are built around a particular 
theme or constituency, such as Free 
Activist WitchCamp, JeWitch Camp, 
and Teen Earth Magic. There have 
also been camps for women, and 
Queer Camp met twice in the 2000s.

Several camps focus on seasons or 
sabbats: Winter WitchCamp (Minnesota and Spain) and 
Mysteries of Samhain (Northern California).

WitchCamp.org – visit our website for a current schedule 
of Reclaiming WitchCamps.

Planting seedlings with intention, magic, and micorrhizal fungi.  
 Photo by Luke Hauser.
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Campfire Chants – Our Latest Album!
Hre’s our fifth album – and see below for our latest project!

Join us around the WitchCamp bonfire for inspirational 
chants and songs perfect for rituals, circles, marching for 
peace and justice – and singing along!

Featuring chants written by Starhawk, Suzanne Sterling, 
T. Thorn Coyle, Alphonsus Mooney, Laurie Lovekraft, Seed, 
Max Ventura, Meg Yardley, and more, these are among our 
most-sung chants from WitchCamps, classes, and rituals.

Several are among our favorite activist chants – perfect 
for rituals, rallies, and direct actions.

Recorded by a homespun, all-ages chorus accompanied 
by conga, guitar, flute, fiddle, clarinet – and even 
harmonica and ukulele.

Listen free at youtube, spotify, google, etc. Downloads at 
CDBaby, iTunes, and other usual sites.

Proceeds support Redwood Magic and Reclaiming’s 
family camps.

CampfireChants.org – links and more info.

WeaveAndSpin.org/playlists – links to all of our chants 
on youtube and spotify.

Lyrics & Lore Book – free online!
(or full-color print edition at amazon)

50-page book of interviews, history, and stories about 
the chants – plus lyrics and guitar / ukulele chords.

Hear from Ravyn Stanfield (We Are the Rising Sun), 
Suzanne Sterling (My Soul),  Starhawk (five of her most-
loved chants!), and more.

Plus sections on past Reclaiming music, WitchCamps, 
activism, the Spiral Dance ritual, and more.

Free download at CampfireChants.org.

Full-color print edition just $15 at amazon. Proceeds 
benefit future recordings, publications, and archives

Muy Pronto – Bilingual Chants!
As this book goes to press, our Campfire Chorus has 
begun rehearsing songs for a new album of bilingual 
Spanish-English versions of our favorite chants – stay 
tuned for details!

Info & Demos: CampfireChants.org/cantos-sagrados
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More Chants Albums from Reclaiming
Chants: Ritual Music – 19 classic chants from the early 
days, recorded by a chorus and drum.

Second Chants: More Ritual Music – more chants and 
songs from the early years, recorded by soloists, chorus, 
and folk accompanists.

Let It Begin Now: Music from the Spiral Dance – chants 
and songs from our annual Samhain ritual.

Witches Brew: Songs & Chants from the Reclaiming 
Cauldron – greatest hits from teachers and musicians 
around Reclaiming – including Labyrinth Meditation Music.

Campfire Chants: Songs for the Earth 
– post-2000 Reclaiming hits, recorded 
by chorus and folk ensemble.

Cantos Sagrados – bilingual Spanish/
English versions of our favorite chants 
(coming soon).

Way to the Well – a 45-minute trance 
journey ritual with Starhawk.

WeaveAndSpin.org/playlists – links 
to our chants on youtube and spotify.
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Direct Action: An Historical Novel
by Luke Hauser

“Affinity groups, consensus decision-making, and solidarity come alive. These are en-
gaging stories of real people – stories that can be laughed at, cried over, and treasured.” 

– Karen Pickett, Earth First!

More than 7000 people were arrested in nonviolent protests in California dur-
ing the early 1980s, developing the art of direct action in the U.S. to a peak not 
reached again until Seattle in 1999, and perhaps never surpassed.

Luke Hauser narrates the back-story of Reclaiming – the history of a community 
of activists who helped lay foundations for today’s resistance movements.

Direct action is more than getting arrested. It’s solidarity. It’s affinity groups and 
collective process. It’s nonhierar-
chy and respect for diversity. It’s 
coalitions and alliance building. 

It’s not just a political tactic – it’s a 
whole new practice.

Free download or read online – 
DirectAction.org.

Print edition at amazon.

Magical Activist Resources

Magical Activist Websites
Starhawk.org – workshops, writings, 
and resources.

EarthActivistTraining.org – intensive 
retreats with Starhawk and others.

DirectAction.org – free downloads of 
Luke Hauser’s activist novel, plus hand-
books, music, and more.

WeaveAndSpin.org – current Reclaim-
ing posts.

ReclaimingQuarterly.org – includes 
photo-coverage of Pagan Cluster 
actions from about 2005-2016.

Reclaiming’s Activist Elist
The Living River is the Pagan Cluster’s 
international activist listserve. Learn 
about upcoming actions, workshops, 
and more. Contact others and join the 
actions. 

Questions or to join the list: 

ReclaimingQuarterly@gmail.com.

Activist Handbooks
Free PDF downloads of classic 
direct action handbooks. Practical 
discussions of consensus, nonvio-
lence, affinity groups, feminism, 
confronting oppression, and much 
more.

DirectAction.org/handbook/
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Books by Starhawk
• The Spiral Dance: A Rebirth of the Ancient Religion of 

the Goddess – the basic text from the early years of 
Reclaiming

• Dreaming the Dark: 
Magic, Sex, & Politics – 
visionary activist tools

• Truth or Dare – the per-
sonal and the political

• The Earth Path – build-
ing relations with our 
home

• The Empowerment 
Manual: A Guide for Col-
laborative Groups

• The Twelve Wild Swans: 
A Journey to the Realm 
of Magic, Healing, and 
Action

Novels
• The Fifth Sacred Thing – 

the troubled birth of a new world
• Walking to Mercury – activism-infused pre-

quel to FST
• City of Refuge – creating the new world
• The Last Wild Witch – an eco- fable for children 

and everyone

With Others
• Circle Round: Raising Children in Goddess 

Traditions – with Anne Hill & Diane Baker
• The Pagan Book of Living & Dying – with M. 

Macha NightMare

Audiobooks by Starhawk
• Fifth Sacred Thing – the troubled birth of a new world
• Earth Magic: Sacred Rituals for Connecting to Nature’s 

Power
• Wiccan Meditations – a short introduction to Pagan 

spirituality
• Wiccan Blessings & Rituals: Celebrating the Traditions 

of Earth-Based Spirituality
• The Beginner’s Guide to Wicca

Books & Resources from Starhawk
Pagan Chants from Starhawk
Recorded by Reclaiming

Albums with Starhawk’s chants on all streaming and 
download services. Listen free at spotify and youtube.

For a Starhawk & Reclaiming playlist of all these songs 
and more, visit:  
WeaveAndSpin.org/playlists.

from the album Campfire Chants
• Sweet Water
• Rising of the Moon
• Weave and Spin
• We Are the Power in Everyone
• Body of the Earth

from Chants: Ritual Music
• Rise with the Fire
• Kore Chant (She Changes Every-
thing She Touches)
• Where There’s Fear There’s Power
• We Are Alive

from Second Chants
• Barge of Heaven
• When We Are Gone (with Anne Hill)

from Witches Brew
• Who Is the Goddess (with D J 
Hamouris)

from Let It Begin Now
• No End to the Circle
• The God Song (with Michael 

Charnes)
• Set Sail (with Mara June Quicklightning)
• Let It Begin Now (with L. Gale & A. Khan-Engel)
• Demeter’s Song (I Am the Wealthy One)
• No End to the Circle (Devocation)

Drum Trance Ritual with Starhawk
• Way to the Well (on all streaming services)

Starhawk.org
• Starhawk.org – all Starhawk, all the time!

• EarthActivistTraining.org – Permaculture intensives 
with Starhawk and others
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Jane Meredith & Gede Parma
• Magic of the Iron Pentacle
• Elements of Magic (editors – plus 

many Reclaiming contributors!)

Jane Meredith
• Journey to the Dark Goddess
• Aspecting the Goddess
• Rituals of Celebration
• Circle of Eight
Gede Parma
• By Land, Sky, & Sea: Shamanic Witchcraft
• Ecstatic Witchcraft: Shamanic Craft
• Spirited: Beyond the Circle

Cynthia Lamb 
• Brigid’s Charge (novel)

Dixie W. Franklin 
• The Hardy Girls Mystery Series

The Magical Writer
A do-it-yourself online course!

A dozen sessions to inspire your 
writing and creativity:

• magical writing space

• invoking characters and allies

• integrating your inner critic

• plot, story, and myth

Course booklet – free download

DirectAction.org/magicalwriter

More Books from the Reclaiming Network
Gerri Ravyn Stanfield
• Revolution of the Spirit: Awaken the 

Healer: An Invitation to Radical Healing

Suzanne McAnna
• Tarot Through the Witch’s Eye

M. Macha NightMare
• Pagan Pride: Earth & Goddess

Jone Salomonsen
• Enchanted Feminism: The Reclaiming 

Witches of San Francisco

David Miller
• I Didn’t Know God Made Honky Tonk 

Communists: A Memoir About Draft 
Card Burning & Witchcraft

Phoenix LeFae
• Hoodoo Shrines and Altars
• Cash Box Conjure: Hoodoo Spells
• What Is Remembered Lives

Margo Adair
• Working Inside Out: Tools for Change

Candace Savage
• many titles on Bird Wisdom, the 

Prairie, Wolves, Bees, and more

Sea Raven 
• The J’Argon (novel)

T. Thorn Coyle 
• Evolutionary Witchcraft
• Kissing the Limitless
• The Witches of Portland (novels)

Alex Iantaffi
• Life Isn’t Binary
• How to Understand Your Gender 

(with Meg-John Barker)

Funky Nixons
Straight Outa Berkeley – garage-
based rock, rap, and country music.

Timeless tunes to lift your political 
blues and set those revolutionary 
toes tapping. Proceeds benefit 
Reclaiming publishing.

On all streaming and download sites.
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More Books from the Reclaiming Network
- Gwion

 - Irisanya

- Hauser - A Fool Such As I

- TEM

- Campfire Chants Book

- Kate R

- Urania

- GaryJ

- Dress

- Georgie

- Lisa Fithian

- Magical Writer

- anthol that Stephen P sent (see files)

TEM BOOK AD!!!
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Reclaiming Newsletter & Quarterly – free!
Catch up on 40 years of Reclaiming news & views!
From 1980 through 2011, Reclaiming published more than 100 issues of 
our Newsletter and later the Quarterly.

The publications appeared quarterly until around 2004, and sporadically 
afterward. Escalating costs and diminishing demand for print finally 
turned the magazine into ReclaimingQuarterly.org (and more recently 
WeaveAndSpin.org). 

Get all 100+ issues free online – 
find single issues or a zip file of 
the entire collection at:

WeaveAndSpin.org/back-issues/

Featuring writers, 

artists, poets, and 

photographers from 

around the Reclaiming 

network – magic, activism, humor, poetry, recipes, history, 

tradition, and much more!

Free downloads – WeaveAndSpin.org/back-issues/
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Reclaiming Resources for Your Phone!
Features from Our Websites

WeaveAndSpin.org – 40 Years of Reclaiming
One of the advantages of being around for 40 years is, 
you build up closets and cupboards full of cool stuff to 
put on your website. Here’s what we found when we 
cleaned out the attic at Black Cat House:

Chants & Audio – see page XXX.

Back Issues of our old print media: Reclaiming Newslet-
ter & Reclaiming Quarterly – see preceding page. 

Activist archives & photos – books, articles, photo-
features,and more– see page XXX.

All of this and more is now available on our new magical 
website – WeaveAndSpin.org

Hi-techie website – read on your phone
Don’t want to mess with those pesky PDF downloads? 

Tired of staining your 
your hands while employ-
ing antiquated pre-mil-
lennial ink-based media?

Our most popular magi-
cal and activist features 
from 40 years of Reclaim-
ing publishing are now 
posted on our website, 
WeaveAndSpin.org!

Even better, Reclaiming 
Quarterly’s digital magic 
team has put a re-sizing 
spell on the site, so it 
automatically adjusts to 
fit your screen. Just don’t forget to devoke!

Now you can join the growing ranks of satisfied custom-
ers who read Reclaiming on their phone, tablet, Dick 
Ttracy wrist-radio, etc.

Also works on old-fashioned desktop screens.

PDFs and Print – Have It Your Way!
If you really must have your Reclaiming in PDF format – 
see preceding page to download entire back issues.

You can even print out selected pages and get toner on 
your fingertips. You are your own spiritual authority.

There’s no limit to the ways you can enjoy Reclaiming’s 
features and archives!

WeaveAndSpin.org

Where’s ReclaimingQuarterly.org?
Ever notice that we used to have a website named after 
our magazine? Well, guess what – it still exists! 

We never took any of it down. It just doesn’t do the high-
techie re-sizing for your phone. You pretty well need one 
of those antique desktop thingies to get a good gander 
at the old site.

But it’s still there, waiting for you! If WeaveAndSpin.org 
doesn’t satiate your craving for all things archival, type in 
this URL and watch the magic unfold:

ReclaimingQuarterly.org

Chants on Your Phone
Reclaiming Quarterly’s team of 
audio alchemists have been ex-
perimenting with miniaturizing our 
music, and at last have succeeded 
in making our chants so small they 
will fit in your phone!

You can find links to the entire col-
lection of Reclaiming chants and 
other audio at:

WeaveAndSpin.org/playlists

Find Reclaiming Online
We’ve even reconfigured our main Reclaiming websites 
– which until recently were still 1990s-style desktop sites 
that were micro-sized on your phone.

Well, believe it or not, they now display on all devices!

You’ll find articles and resources about Reclaiming – who 
we are, how we work, how we got started, what we’ve 
been up to for the past 40 years...

You’ll also find local Reclaiming groups and Witchcamps.

Reclaiming.org

WitchCamp.org
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Who Can Attend WitchCamp?
Reclaiming WitchCamps are welcoming and inclusive 
– we welcome anyone who is willing to work in accord 
with our Principles of Unity. Visit Reclaiming.org/about 

Some camps are for all ages, some for youth, and some 
18-up.  Visit the websites for specific camps to see their 
age ranges, costs, and other information.

Visit WitchCamp.org for camp contacts, or contact us with 
questions – see below.

Who Can Teach Reclaiming Magic?
Anyone in agreement with our Principles of Unity can 
convene a Reclaiming circle. We’re honored to have you 

adapt these exercises 
for your own use.

However – unless 
you are formally 
trained in our tradi-
tion, please do not 
teach or otherwise 
professionally use this 
material under the 
name “WitchCamp” or 
“Reclaiming.” 

Reclaiming has a 
teacher-development 
process. Email us for 
more info. 

No Grooming or 
Recruiting
No Grooming or 
Recruiting – this book 
is not to be used to 

recruit youth for circles or classes apart from knowing and 
communicating with their families. No Reclaiming material 
is ever to be used to groom young people. 

Contact us with questionsor concerns.

Reclaiming Core Classes Online!

World Tree Lyceum Offers Reclaiming classes
World Tree Lyceum offers basic and advanced magical 
classes online, including many Reclaiming classes. 

Here’s a chance to connect with folks studying and work-
ing magic in our tradition.

Visit WorldTreeLyceum.org.

For other online classes and rituals – join our international 
googlegroup – email ReclaimingQuarterly@gmail.com.

Important – if you are under 18, please tell the teachers when 
you contact them, and inform your parent or legal guardian. 

Bring Reclaiming 
Teachers to Your 
Event
Whether it’s a retreat, work-
shop,  conference, or class, 
our teachers can anchor of-
ferings for youth or adults 
and bring inspiration and 
magic to your event. 

Email us – see below.

Starting a  
Reclaiming Camp
Want to start a Reclaiming 
camp in your area, or link 
your camp to our network?

See the early pages of this 
chapter for organizing 
resources (page XXXX).

Gather a team. Share your visions. Look for a site. 

To be a Reclaiming camp, you’ll need a couple of Reclaim-
ing-trained teachers (who in turn can help train local 
teachers for your community). Maybe you already know 
them. Or contact us to find teachers in your area.

Blessings on your journey!

Teachers, Classes, & Starting a Camp

Contact WitchCamps & Reclaiming
ReclaimingQuarterly@gmail.com

ReclaimingSecretary@gmail.com

Q: How many WitchCampers does it take to set up a tent? (See bottom of page.)

A: How many are in camp? It’s a group effort!

Quiz Answer
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How to Get Involved with Reclaiming
Reclaiming Websites
Reclaiming.org – portal site with basic info about 
Reclaiming, links to local groups, etc.

WitchCamp.org – dates and links to our WitchCamps and 
family camps in Europe, North America, and Australia.

BayAreaReclaiming.org – local rituals, classes, and 
events in the San Francisco Bay Area.

ReclaimingSpiralDance.org – information, tickets, and 
volunteer opportunities for our biggest annual gathering 
in the Bay Area, each year around Samhain.

ReclaimingQuarterly.org – archival website of our for-
mer newsletter and magazine (1980-2011) – hundreds of 
articles, publications, downloadable files, etc.

WeaveAndSpin.org – new Reclaiming Quarterly-spon-
sored site with current posts, archive highlights, links to 
music and videos, and much more.

WeaveAndSpin.org/playlists/ – youtube and spotify 
playlists for chants and other recordings.

CampfireChants.org – links to our latest album and past 
chants albums.

DirectAction.org – free downloads of activist handbooks 
and other resources.

TeenEarthMagic.org – information about TEM, our book, 
and other resources.

Facebook – many local Reclaiming groups, camps, and 
circles have pages – visit Reclaiming.org/worldwide for 
current contacts.

Reclaiming Listserves/Elists
Any interested person can ask to join these lists. 

To join, email us: ReclaimingQuarterly@gmail.com.

RIDL – Reclaiming International Discussion List – keep up 
with classes (including online), WitchCamps, activism, and 
more from around the Reclaiming network.

LivRiv – the Living River is the listserve of the Pagan Clus-
ter – keep up with international activist organizing and 
find out how you can take part and/or support.

BARD – Bay Area Reclaiming’s elist, open to all who are 
interested. Local rituals, classes (online too), music and 
nature circles, activist gatherings, and more.

In the Bay Area for Halloween? Join us for

The Spiral Dance

First held in 1979 to celebrate the release of 
Starhawk’s book, the ritual is danced each year 

around Samhain – the New Year of the witches and 
the Bay Area’s biggest magical gathering.

This participatory pageant has become a central 
event in the wheel of the year for the Reclaiming 

community and beyond. 

Dozens co-create the event, and hundreds gather to 
dance the sacred spiral.

If you are in the Bay Area in late October, join us!

Tickets are available online. Many volunteers are also 
needed to create this wonderful community ritual. 

Visit our website for more information.

ReclaimingSpiralDance.org

Reclaiming Magic Classes  
– local, retreats, & online
Various Reclaiming communities offer classes and work-
shops in ritual, activism, personal growth, and more. 

For current offerings, join our elists – see info on this page 
– and visit our websites:

Reclaiming.org/worldwide.

BayAreaReclaiming.org

Online Reclaiming classes – see top of page XXX.
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Activism, Magical
Activist Chants ....................................................113, 155
Reclaiming’s Pagan Cluster ..................................148, 155
Introduction .........................................................148,152
Teens Roundtable........................................................149
Student Activism .........................................................151
Activism & the Internet ...............................................154
Nonviolence: Our Commitment ...................................156
Finding Your Activism ..................................................158
Salt & Apple Activism Ritual ........................................159
Street Theater, Chalking, Banners ........................ 166-169
Shadow Work: Headlines & Oppressions ............. 262-265
Activist Resources & Handbooks ..................................346

Affirmation & Commitment
An Affirmation Ritual ..................................................121
Workings: Words of Affirmation ..................................180
Workings: Bead Ceremony ..........................................197
Workings: Flaming Cauldron .......................................219

Agreements
Working Together: TEM Agreements .............................32
Reclaiming’s Principles of Unity .....................................37

Alcohol & Drugs ..........................................................30

Altars .........................................................................184
Ancestor Altar ...............................................................85
Workings: Altars: Scavenger Altars ..............................187
Workings: Altars: Youth Visions ...................................189

Allies
Invoking Allies .........................................................86, 90

Ye Olde Index
page numbers are not correct – come back soon!

Discovering My Allies ....................................................92
Workings: Allies Circle .................................................181
Workings: My Own Best Ally .......................................183

Ancestors ....................................................................85

Auras..........................................................................190
Workings: Sensing Auras .............................................190
Workings: Auras & Boundaries ....................................192
Workings: Aura Carwash .............................................194

Automatic Writing ...................................................196

Bead Ceremony ........................................................197

Blessings
Workings: Bead Ceremony ..........................................197
Workings: Elemental Blessing .....................................199
Workings: Blessing Line ..............................................200
Workings: Blessing: Star Goddess ................................201
Workings: Circle Blessing .............................................208
Workings: Mirror Goddess ...........................................242

Books by Reclaiming Authors ........................ 346-348

Book of Shadows .....................................................202

Boundaries & Shielding
Shielding & Negative Energy .........................................29
Workings: Auras & Boundaries ....................................192
Workings: Boundaries: Collage Shields ........................203
Workings: Boundaries: Scrub-Jay Lines .......................204
Workings: Mirror Shielding .........................................243

Brass Liberation Orchestra .................................... 171

Breathing................................................................. 205

California WitchCamp ............................... 57, 104, 187

Campfire Activities ..................................................206

Chants & Music
How To Teach Chants ...................................................110
Resources & Online Chants .................................. 111-113
Reclaiming Albums ..................................... 111, 344-345
Online Playlists ....................................................112, 345
Chants for Each Ritual Role ..........................................112
Activist Chants ............................................................113
Let It Begin Now: A Music Ritual .................................124
Around the WitchCamp Bonfire ...................................147

Charging & Empowering
Workings: Overflowing Cup Spell ................................248
Workings: Spell: Charging with Fire & Flour ................278
Workings: Zap (Quick Charging) ..................................324
Charging a Magical Tool ..............................................305

Circles & Covens .........................................................26

Circle Casting & Workings ................................... 68-76

Teens Roundtable..........................................................68
Circle Casting Intro & Exercises ......................................70
Ye Olde Circle Casting (“By the Earth that is...”) .............71
Workings: Circle Blessings ...........................................208
Workings: Circle: Pass the Knot....................................209
Workings: Circle: Yarn Web ..........................................210

Classes: Local & Online ............................................350

Collages .....................................................................211

Commitments (making commitments)
An Affirmation Ritual ..................................................121
Workings: Bead Ceremony ..........................................197
Workings: Flaming Cauldron .......................................219
Workings: Spell: Charging with Fire & Flour ................278

Cone of Power ..........................................................108

Consensus & Group Process ...................... 93, 160, 346

Cooperative Games .................................................221

Correspondences, Magical
Water (Example) .........................................................137
Workings: Tools of Magic .............................................303

Costume Magic .........................................................212
Workings: Costume Shadows ......................................266

Covens & Circles .........................................................26

Cultural Appropriation
Interview: Diversity & Cultural Appropriation ................40
Myths, Deities, & Appropriation ..............................90, 91

Curses & Hexes ...................................................28, 273

Daily Practice ...........................................................115

Deity / Goddesses & Gods
Gender Issues .................................................... 38, 89-90
Cultural Appropriation Issues ............................ 40, 90-91
Invoking ..................................................................86, 90

Devocations / Devoking ............................................79

Dia de los Muertos (Day of the Dead) ...................171

Direct Action: An Historical Novel .................154, 346

Ukulele – the perfect accompaniment for learning chants! 
Complete guitar / uke chords for songs on our Campfire Chants 
album are available in the full-color Lyrics & Lore booklet. Visit 
CampfireChants.org for free PDF or print info.
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Ye Olde Index (pg 2)
Discernment (figuring stuff out)
Workings: Divination ........................................... 214-218
Workings: Tarot ................................................... 285-302

Diversity Issues
Interview: Diversity & Cultural Appropriation ................40
Myths, Deities, & Ritual ............................................90,91

Divination
Workings: Divination: Nature Readings .......................214
Workings: Divination: Oracles......................................216
Workings: Divination: Scrying .....................................218
Workings: Tarot ................................................... 285-302

Drugs & Alcohol ..........................................................30

Earth Activist Trainings with Starhawk  ..............343

Earth First! .........................................163-165, 171, 346

Elemental Practices
Invoking Elements.........................................................84
Correspondences & Tools .......................................84, 303
Book: Elements of Magic (2018) ..................................102
A Water Ritual .............................................................133
Creating Elemental Rituals ..........................................139
Workings: Altars: Scavenger Altars ..............................187
Workings: Elemental Blessing .....................................199

Energy-Raising Workings
Workings: Flaming Cauldron .......................................219
Workings: Lifting Each Other Up..................................236
Workings: Spell: Charging with Fire & Flour ................278

Ethics Agreement ....................................................337

Etiquette in Circles & Rituals ...................................27
Magical Tools Etiquette ...............................................304

Final & Climactic Workings (end of class or ritual)
Workings: Flaming Cauldron .......................................219
Workings: Overflowing Cup Spell ................................248
Workings: Trust Falls ....................................................312
Workings: Lifting Each Other Up..................................236

Fashion, Witchy Etc ......................................... 212-213

Fire Skills & Spells
Fire Safety .................................................................9, 31
Firetending .................................................................103
Workings: Spell: Burning Putdowns ............................275
Workings: Spell: Charging with Fire & Flour ................278
Workings: Spell: The Wicker One .................................281

First People: On Indigenous Land ...........................15
Cultural Appropriation Issues ............................ 40, 90-91
Honoring First People ....................................................59
Solidarity Actions ........................................................170

Flaming Cauldron ....................................................219

Food Not Bombs ...................................................... 170

Forest Activism ........................................ 163-165, 171

Free Activist WitchCamp ................... see Free Cascadia

Free Cascadia WitchCamp ............................16, 20, 41

Funky Nixons ............................................................348 

Games, Cooperative ................................................221
Games, April’s Book .............................................174, 222

Gender Issues
Interview: Gender Complexities ....................................38
Circle Casting & Gender Issues ................................. 71-72
Invoking Deities & Allies: Gender Issues ............ 80, 89-90
Ritual, Myths, & Gender ................................................97

Getting Involved with Reclaiming .......... 36, 350-351

Goddesses & Gods  .......................................... see Deity

Goddess, Mirror Working ........................................242

Great Turning, Pentacle of the ............... 252, 254, 341

Grounding ............................................................. 62-67
Grounding: Tree of Life ..........................................53, 115 
Teens Roundtable..........................................................62
Ritual Skills: Grounding  ................................................64
Pentacle Grounding.......................................................66
Online Tree of Life Grounding with Starhawk ..............115
A Grounding Ritual ......................................................116
During Activism ..........................................................162
Workings: Grounding: Red Cord Spell ..........................225

Gun Control (Student Activism) .............................151

Handbooks, Activism ......................................155, 346

Hauser, Luke
This Book................................................................. 1-358

Outline of Ye Booke
The book consists of five chapters. See Table of Contents for complete outline.

Introduction introduces voices of Reclaiming and our culture.

Ritual Skills follows the order of a Reclaiming ritual – index on page XXX.

Rituals shares a dozen different types of rituals – index on page XXX.

Activism is a bit anarchic – starts on page XXX.

Workings chapter is alphabetical – complete index on page XXX.

Resources chapter is just plain fun to look through!

Free PDF – Download at Our Website
Download a free PDF of this book as well as the Teen Earth Magic Workbook – 
same delightful text – plus most of the photos are in color.

The PDF version is also handy if you want to print selected pages for a workshop.

Visit WeaveAndSpin.org/spiral and WeaveAndSpin.org/resources.

Other Books ................................................................... 7
Direct Action: An Historical Novel ........................154, 346

Hearth (Kitchen) ......................................................340

Hexes & Curses ...........................................................28
Hexes & Negative Spells ..............................................273

Indigenous People ............................... see First People

Intuitive Practices ...................................................229
Workings: Auras ..........................................................190
Workings: Divination: Nature Divination .....................214
Workings: Divination: Oracles......................................216
Workings: Divination: Scrying .....................................218

A mask workshop lets us explore different identities.

continued on next page
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Ye Olde Index (pg 3)
Workings: Tarot, Intuitive ............................................289

Invoking ................................................................ 77-92
Invoking: Example of Ritual Invocations .................. 54-56
Invoking Pentacle (How to Draw) ..................................72
Teens Roundtable..........................................................77
Ritual Skills: Invoking ....................................................79
Invoking & Gender Issues ........................................80, 89
Ways of Invoking ...........................................................83
Invoking Elements.........................................................84
Invoking Ancestors ........................................................85
Invoking Deities & Allies .......................................... 86-91

Journey of the Spirit (Tarot)...................................299

Labyrinths
Ariadne, Theseus, & the Minotaur .........................97, 231 
Labyrinth Challenges Ritual ........................................125
How to Draw .......................................................129, 232
Labyrinth Workings .....................................................230
Finger Labyrinths ........................................................231

Law of Threes / Threefold Return ............................28
Law of Threes & Spellwork ..........................................273

Letter to Myself .......................................................233

Liberation Circle ......................................................234

Lifting Each Other Up ..............................................236

Listening
Listening Stations Working .........................................132
Non-Judgmental Listening ..........................................246

Listserves & Elists for Reclaiming .........................351

Listserve: Pagan Cluster (Living River) ........................ 155

Loreley WitchCamp ................................... 16, 224, 332

Macy, Joanna (& The Great Turning) .............252, 254

Magic
What Is Magic ...............................................................17
What Is Earth Magic ......................................................20
Beliefs .....................................................................23, 80
Magical Correspondences ............................................303

Magical Activism........................................see Activism

Magical Writing ...........................................see Writing

Meditative Workings
Ritual Skills: Grounding ................................................ 65
Way to the Well (Online ritual with Starhawk) ............115
Workings: Nature Sit & Night Sit .................................244
Workings: Trance: Place of Power (Online) ...................309

Mentors (Young Adults) ..........................................335

Milling Exercises ......................................................179

Mirror Magic
Workings: Mirror Affirmations .....................................241
Workings: Mirror Goddess ...........................................242
Workings: Mirror Shielding .........................................243
Workings: Voice Magic: Mirror Singing ........................320

Motherpeace Tarot Deck.........................................285

Mysterious Ones  ........................................................90

Myths & Stories
Cultural Appropriation Issues ............................ 40, 90-91

Gender Issues ..........................................................89, 97
Ritual Themes & Stories ................................................96
Ariadne, Theseus, & the Minotaur .........................97, 231
Themes & Stories from Our Camps ................................98

Native Americans ................................. see First People

Occupy (2011 Protests) ............................ 107,148-153 

Online Classes with World Tree Lyceum ...............350

Online Trances & Meditations ........................115, 309

Opening Workings (start of class or ritual)
Workings: Purification: Bridge Challenge ....................255
Workings: Aura Carwash .............................................194
Workings: Non-Judgmental Listening .........................246
Workings: Spectrums .......................................... 268-269

Oracles ...................................................... see Divination

Organizing
Family & Youth Camps .........................................326, 350
Camp Organizing Resources ........................................327
Organizing Timeline & Camp Grid (Schedule) ...... 338-339

Overflowing Cup Spell ............................................248

Parents: A Word To Parents ....................................... 9

Pearl Pentacle ..................................................249, 289

Pentacle Magic ................................................. 249-254
Invoking Pentacle (How to Draw) ..................................72
Workings: Blessing: Star Goddess ................................201
Workings: Pearl Pentacle .............................................249
Running Pentacles ......................................................250
Workings: Pentacle of the Great Turning .............252, 254

Permaculture
Permaculture Stations Working ...................................131
Earth Activist Training (EAT) ........................................343

Place of Power Trance (Starhawk online) ............309

Purification ................................................................60
Workings: Purification: Bridge Challenge ....................255
Workings: Purification: Star Purification ......................256

Reclaiming
About Reclaiming ................................................... 34-37
Principles of Unity .........................................................37
Getting Involved, Website, Contacts .............. 36, 350-351
Reclaiming Chants ...................................... 111, 344-345
Classes: Local & Online ................................................350

Reclaiming Newsletter (1980-1996) .................6, 349 

Reclaiming Quarterly (1996-2011) ........... 6, 251, 349 

Recorded Trances & Meditations ...................115, 309

Redwood Magic Family Camp
Diversity Issues ........................................................ 41-42
Magical Themes ............................................................98
Camp Organizing Resources ........................................327Can you count the Teen Earth Magic folks in this whirl? The Spiral Dance 2007. Photo by Michael Rauner – michaelrauner.com.
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Resources .......................................................... 342-351
Activist Resources........................................................155
Camp Organizing.........................................................327

Revolutionary Pagan Workers Vanguard .............357

Rituals
Complete Index to Rituals Chapter ..............................114
Create Your Own Rituals ..............................................145
Activism: Salt & Apple (A Ritual of Concern) ................159
Harvest Stations ..........................................................227

Ritual Skills
Complete Index to Rituals Skills Chapter .......................58
Ritual Outline ................................................................45
Creating Sacred Space .............................................49, 52
Ritual Planning .............................................................92
Ritual Roles ...................................................................95
Ritual Themes & Arcs .....................................................96
Ritual Skills Stations Working ..............................131, 257

Sacred Space: Quick Ways .........................................49
Speed Space ..................................................................51

Sacred Space: A Longer Example....................... 52-57

Salmon, Journey of ........................................... 99-101
Salmon Journey Brainstorm ........................................101

Scrying ......................................................................218

Shadow Work
Intro: Curses, Hexes, & Boundaries ................................29
Workings: Pentacles & Shadows ..................................251
Workings: Shadow Work ..................................... 259-267
Workings: Composting Headlines ................................262
Workings: Composting Oppressions ............................264
Workings: Costume Shadows ......................................266

Shielding.................................................see Boundaries

Shoes, Witchy ...........................................................212

Solitaries & Solo Work ...............................................26
Solo Workings ................................see Workings Chapter!

Solstice in the Streets .......... 23, 88, 148-153, 166-169
Handmade Posters .............................................. 168-169

Spectrums of Belief & Practice ......................268, 269

Spells & Spellcrafting..............................................271
Curses, Hexes, & Negative Spells ...........................28, 273
Grounding: Red Cord Spell  ..........................................225
Overflowing Cup Spell .................................................248
Breaking a Commitment .............................................274

Ye Olde Index (pg 4)

Burning or Composting Putdowns ..............................275
Spell Candles ...............................................................276
Charging with Fire & Flour...........................................278
Temperance Pouring ...................................................279
Waters of the World ....................................................280
The Wicker One ...........................................................281
Yarn Binding Spell .......................................................283
Tarot: Journey of the Spirit ..........................................299

Spiral Dance: Book by Starhawk ...........................102
Other Books by Starhawk ............................................347

Spiral Dance: How to Lead .....................................106
Cone of Power .............................................................108
Spiral Dance: Good Chants .................................. 112-113

Spiral Dance: Occupy Oakland 2011 ......................107

Spiral Dance Annual Ritual .............. 35, 114, 351, 354
Let It Begin Now: Musical Ritual Online ......................124
Spiral Dance Altar Photos .................................... 184-186

Spirits of the Land .....................................................91

Star Goddess Blessing .............................................201

Star Purification ......................................................256

Starhawk Resources
Foreword: An Interview .................................................12
Online Trances .............................................................115
Earth Activist Training .................................................343

One last hug before camp ends!

continued on next page

Seven Key Reclaiming Resources
• Chants Online – pages XXXXX & WeaveAndSpin.org/playlists

• Books & Downloads – pages XXXXX & WeaveAndSpin.org/books

• Join an Elist – page XXX & ReclaimingSecretary@gmail.com

• WitchCamps – page XXXXX & WitchCamp.org 

• The Spiral Dance (SF Ritual) – page XXXXX & ReclaimingSpiralDance.org 

• Download PDF of this Book – WeaveAndSpin.org/spiral

• Teen Earth Magic – pages XXX & TeenEarthMagic.org

Contact Reclaiming – ReclaimingSecretary@gmail.com
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Books & Chants ...........................................................347

Stories of the Land ....................................................99

Student Activism .....................................................151

Tarot Workings ................................................. 285-302
Tarot: A Key Magical Practice .......................................285
Good Decks for Intuitive Reading ................................285
Tarot Jargon ................................................................286
Intuitive Reading & Exercises ......................................288
Reversals & Difficult Cards ...........................................293
Tarot: Living Tableaux ..................................................295
Tarot Speed Readings ..................................................296
Tarot: Journey of the Spirit ..........................................299

Teaching
TEM Teachers Over the Years ........................................... 6
Teaching Teen Earth Magic .............................. 9, 174, 350
Teacherly Tips & Toolkit ...............................................175
Teaching Younger Teens ......................................323, 328
TEM Teachers for Your Event ........................................350
Reclaiming Classes, Camps, & Contacts .......................350
Online Classes with World Tree Lyceum .......................350

Teen Earth Magic
About .......................................................... 8, 16, 98, 334
Who Can Attend ....................................................16, 350
Teaching This Material  .................................... 9, 174, 350
TEM Teachers’ Voices ....................................................336
TEM Organizing Calendar ............................................338
Camp Grid (Schedule) .................................................339
Hearth (Kitchen) .........................................................340
TEM Teachers for Your Event ........................................350
Teens Interviews ........................... see Teens Roundtables

Teens Roundtables & Interviews
Foreword: An Interview with Starhawk .........................12
What Is Magic? ..............................................................17
What Is Earth Magic? ....................................................20
What Do We Believe? ....................................................23
Gender Complexities (Mykel Mogg) ..............................38

Diversity & Cultural Appropriation (Rahula Janowski) ...40
Ritual Skills: Rituals .......................................................47
Ritual Skills: Grounding .................................................62
Ritual Skills: Casting a Circle ..........................................68
Ritual Skills: Invoking ....................................................77
Ritual Skills: Deities & Allies ..........................................86
Activism: Magical Activism..........................................149
Activism: Student Activism .........................................151
TEM Teachers: What Calls Us? ......................................336

Temperance Pouring Spell .....................................279

Threefold Return / Law of Threes ....................28, 273

Tools of Magic ................................................... 303-308
Workings: Book of Shadows ........................................202
Elemental Tool Correspondences .................................303
Workings: Tools Cakewalk ...........................................307
Workings: Wand Crafting ............................................322

Trance
Online: Way to the Well with Starhawk .......................115
Online: Place of Power with Starhawk .........................309

Transformational Tableaux....................................310

Transitions (Techniques) ................................175, 176

Trust Exercises .................................................. 312-316
Workings: Trust Fall .....................................................312
Workings: Trust Run ....................................................315
Workings: Trust Walk ...................................................316

Vermont WitchCamp .........................................16, 332

Voice Magic ...............................................................317
Workings: Singing With Support .........................318, 320
Singing In Tune ...........................................................321

Wagon Wheel Technique ........................................178

Wand Crafting ..........................................................322

Water: An Elemental Ritual ...................................133

Waters of the World Spell .......................................280

Websites & Elists for Reclaiming ...........................351

Wheel of the Year Rituals .........................................46

Wicker One Spell ......................................................281

Witch .....................................................................22, 23
Witchy Shoes ...............................................................212

WitchCamp: About & Contacts .........................35, 343

Witchlets In the Woods Family Camp ...................330
Diversity Issues ........................................................ 40-42
Magical Themes ............................................................98
Opening Night Teens Ritual .........................................140
Camp Organizing Resources ........................................327
Early Teens Paths .........................................................330
Photos ................................................................. 325-333

Workings: Complete List.........................................172
Workings: Introduction ...............................................173
Workings: Tips for Teachers .........................................175
Workings: Teacherly Toolkit .........................................175
Workings: Handy Techniques .......................................176

World Tree Lyceum (Online Classes) ......................350

Writing
Workings: Automatic Writing ......................................196
Workings: Book of Shadows ........................................202
Workings: Magical Writing ..........................................239

Yarn Binding Spell ...................................................283

Young Adults (Mentors) ..........................................335

Younger Teen Groups
Sacred Space: Quick Ways ..............................................49
Workings: Ideas for Younger Groups ............................323
Organizing: Teaching Magic to Teens ...........................328

Yuba River ...................................................................19

Zap (Quick Charging & Empowering) ....................324

That’s all, folks!

Ye Olde Index (pg 5)

After camp – waiting for a ride home (and catching up on a 
week’s worth of texts!).
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Ex-Teens Launch Geezer Earth Magic!XXXX

continued on page D-359

A Reclaiming teacher rushes to the aid of a WitchCamper 
whose air invocation has gone awry.
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Welcome to our book – here’s a few ways to get started!

• Read the Roundtables and hear directly from Reclaiming WitchCampers – (pages XXXX and more).

• Skim the Table of Contents (pages 10-11) or Ye Olde Index (pages XXXX) for an overview of the book.

• Play Reclaiming chants while flipping through the book (see pages XXXX for online links).

• Jump to the chapter on Magical Activism for some quick 
inspiration (page XXXX).

• Listen to an online ritual with Starhawk while reading  
(see page XXXX).

• Do Bibliomancy (divination from a sacred text) – open 
the book at random and start reading!

Want to do a ritual without reading the 
whole book?

• Read the Ritual Skills intro and outline (pages XXXXX) 
and Sacred Space: Quick Ways (pages XXXXXX).

• Select a core working from the Workings chapter or 
another that interests you.

• Choose a few chants that fit your theme and mood 
(pages XXXXX).

• Let the magic begin! 

A word to organizers & teachers

Please see page 9 for a special welcome and more information about Reclaiming and our WitchCamps.

You can contact us at: ReclaimingQuarterly@gmail.com

A Companion to the Writings of Starhawk




